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ceivecl at liis court, was that of an accom- is wielded hy the Chinese emperor. The 
plished man and perfect English gentleman.” * moiety of the Sikkimites who acknowledge 

To the west of the river Rapty there is an the grand Lamas are enervated hy their 
extensive region called the Twenty-two Ra- debasing superstitions; the others consist 
jahs. There is nothing in their climate, con- of numerous tribes—brave, hardy, rude, abo- 
formation, productions, or people, requiring riginal races. These men eat kine or pork, 
separate notice. or anything else which is detested either by

S ik k im  is a protected territory situated Buddhists or Brahmins, and they will drink 
between Nepaul and Bhotan. I t has been an alcohol eagerly: it is alleged, too, that some of 
independent state from time immemorial, but them drink wTith passionate gusto the blood of 
its limits have undergone many mutations. Ac- animals slain for their sacrifices. Sikkim was 
cording to native authorities, its most ancient long a battle-field for ascendancy by its own 
boundaries northward were a range of high- people, and those of surrounding countries, 
lands, which separated it from the Chinese the chief aggressors being the restless little 
dominions in Thibet. These hills were called Goorkhas, whose perseverance against all 
Khaica Karpola, or “ the mountains white odds and obstacles was usually rewarded by 
with snow.” To the west, the Conki formed victory. The rajah has been constant to his 
the limit until it reached the plain, where the fealty, and the British government to its pro
country now “ one of the Twenty-two Rajahs,” tection, and both have been benefited. The 
the Morung (or Vijayapore Rajah) was in- Chinese regard the increasing influence of the 
chided in ancient Silikim. Its eastern boun- East India Company along the frontier of 
dary is Bhotan. Its present limits are com- Thibet with great uneasiness, and they have 
pact and well defined, clearly distinguishing used every furtive means to which they could 
it from the dominions of Nepaul and Bhotan, resort to detach the Goorldia and Sikkim 
and effectually separating those states from one rajahs from their alliance, hut in vain, 
another. This settlement was effected by the Menaces also have been tried for this purpose, 
British government after the great Nepaulese but without accomplishing it, although not 
war, and the policy was judicious, for the war- without inspiring with the most abject terror 
like Goorkhas having gained ascendancy, veould his Sikkim majesty, and causing serious mis- 
soon have pushed their conquests through giving as to the result among the Goorkhas, 
Bhotan and Assam, possibly through Birmah, notwithstanding all their bravery: such is the 
or, forming a junction with that power, over- prestige of the “ brother of the sun,” and 
awed the British frontier. By the settlement of monarch of “ the celestial empire,” along the 
Sikkim under the rajah, he being under Bri- frontier states, which tire also the boundary 
tish protection, the Goorkhas are shut up states of our Indian empire, 
within bounds, so far as any progress east- B h o ta n  is an extensive region lying east
ward is concerned. The East India Com- ward of Sikkim, and separated from it by the 
pany would have probably retained the terri- eastern branch of the Teesta River. Its eastern 
tory, but the people live in a country of diffi- limit is the apex of an angle, where the British 
cult access from the adjoining British province, province of Assam and the Chinese region of 
and it would require a long time to tame Thibet meet with it. The last-named country 
them down to the observance of law and ranges along its northern line, upon the crests 
order, such as is necessary in a British pro- of the Himalayas, and to the south it has 
vince. The rajah, towards whom they turn Berar and Assam. The Hindoos apply the 
with national loyalty, is more likely to pre- term Bhote to both sides of the Himalayas, 
serve order under the stipulations of the pro- extending from Cashmere to China, a vast area 
tective treaty. of country, hut the name Bhotan is applied

The country resembles that of Nepaul, to by Europeans only to the country above de- 
which it is contiguous; the climate is also fined. The Bhotans constitute a tribe which 
similar, although perhaps hotter, and less is very extended over the whole Himalaya 
healthy. It contains much fine scenery, and range, and the territory now noticed may be 
many most salubrious situations. About half considered as their chief locality. 1 he lower 
the population profess the religion of the Thi- portions, adjoining the Bengal frontier, are 
betian Lamas, a species of Buddhism, the deity choked with vegetation, marshy land, and 
being incarnate in the successive Lamas. The constantly-decomposing matter, rendering the 
Lamas hold the supreme spiritual power in whole plain pestiferous.  ̂ The northern por- 
Thibet, and over the Buddhists of neighbour- tions are mountainous, in some places wild 
ing countries who submit to their ru le: the and rocky, but in most the mountains are 
temporal authority in the Thibetian territory green to their peaks, and towers and hamlets

* Letter of a lady, a fugitive from the upper provinces exist on the slopes in the midst of 
of Bengal, during the mutiny. gardens and orchards. I  orests of excellent
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timber shelter elephants and other fine ani- tially rules; there is also a spiritual rajah, 
mals, as well as birds of various plumage, and often civil war alone decides their respec- 
Like Nepaul, the land has many climates— tive privileges, and relative authority. Of 
one might almost say every climate, from the the Chinese emperor both the temporal and 
sternest winter to the fervour of the tropics, spiritual rajah stand in great awe.
Apples, pears, peaches, apricots, strawberries, The towns in this vast region are unim- 
raspberries, and blackberries, are indigenous, portant, and the capital is not much superior 
The vegetables of England are excellent: to the others.
the turnip, it is said, being the finest in the There are numerous small states adjacent 
world. Tea is as common in Bhotan as in to Assam, which are more or less subject to, 
China, but it is boiled with flour, salt, and or under the protection of, the British, which 
other ingredients. The horses are particu- only merit a passing notice. The possessions 
larlyfine and spirited. Monkeys being sacred, of the Begum Rajah, situated on both sides of 
as among the Hindoos, they are unmolested the Brahmapootra, are among these. The 
by the people, and scream and chatter in boundaries are ill defined, the people wild, 
every direction; they are much finer, and in and the land wretchedly cultivated. Some 
greater variety, than in any other part of of these estates are beautiful, and the land 
India, continental or insular. naturally fertile, especially in the lower dis-

From the hills of Bhotan caravans descend tricts, which are subject to inundations, 
to Rungpore, conveying tea and cows’ tails Excellent rice is produced in large quan- 
from Thibet, Chinese silks, tea, paper, and tities. I t  is also prolific in mustard-seed, 
limes, and their own products—such as bees- sugar-cane, and tobacco. The British have 
wax, walnuts, oranges, ivory, musk, gold- assumed a nominal sovereignty over the 
dust, and silver (in ingots). The Deb Rajah, as greater part of this territory, 
the monarch is called, is himself the merchant, The Dophlas, the Garrows, and other inde- 
and imports to his dominions indigo from the pendent or quasi-independent tribes, inhabit , 
plains, cloves, nutmegs, incense, sandal-wood, neighbouring districts; they seem to be abori- 
red sandal-wood, hides, cloth, coral, and Eng- ginal races, and are fierce and predatory in 
lish manufactures of various kinds. The total character.
value of this commerce is not great. In  the border territories of India, from

The people are of two very different races, the northern limits of Beloochistan to the 
the majority being feeble and emasculated, point where Assam touches the confines of 
their whole minds engrossed in superstition; Bhotan, Birmah, and Thibet, the climate is 
the other a bold athletic race, with Chinese superior to the lower provinces; but the oppo- 
features, but better limbed than that race, sition to the administration of government and 
They are all much subject to glandular swell- the collecting of revenue is very great, arising 
ings in the neck, and nearly destitute of hair from the wild, bold character of the people of 
about the face, having scarcely any eyelash these border realms, the insatiable desire of 
or eyebrow, no beard, and seldom any whis- territory which animates their chiefs, and the 
kers. Like the Sikkim people, they were long perpetual encroachments upon the territory of 
accustomed to fight with the bow and poisoned the company made by petty zemindars, indi- 
arrow, nor are these weapons even yet aban- vidual intruders, or superior chiefs. The 
doned, although in Nepaul good European general impression in England is, that the 
arms are alone employed for military pur- company maintains a system of encroachment 
poses. The women are obliged to work in upon contiguous territory, whereas they per- 
the fields, and are treated harshly. In  reli- petually stand on the defensive against the 
gion the Bhotans are Buddhists, and reject oriental spirit of aggrandisement, which is 
caste totally. often adventured even where defeat and

The policy of the court is encroaching and penalty are almost sure to follow, 
artful, and the British territory has been much The relations of the Indian government to 
intruded upon. I t  has always been difficult the native states have, of late years, improved, 
to induce the native sovereigns to remain Generally it was difficult to secure the execu- 
faithful to treaties in this respect, even when tion of any treaties, so little were the rulers 
their fidelity as allies in war has been unques- of these states bound by ideas of international 
tionable. They prefer an undefined or irre- law. Treaties were usually regarded simply 
gularly-marked boundary, the passion for as media of escaping preceding difficulties 
disputes about land being prevalent all over and perils, and no longer to be kept than 
India, and apparently inseparable from the convenience dictated. Of late the imperative 
existence of native landholders and sove- obligation of treaties has been more generally, 
reigns. The Deb Rajah is the temporal and at the same time more freely, recognised 
sovereign of the country, which he but par- by the rulers of the various countries within



the peninsula, and on its borders, which pos- to a great degree, or altogether, suppressed 
sess an independent status. The agents of in our own territories, such as infanticide, 
the Honourable East India Company at the Thuggee, Suttee, Dacoitee, &c., have, through 
courts of these sovereigns have been, for the the influence of the British residents at the 
most part, competent men, selected for their various courts, been either mitigated, re 
ability and trustworthiness, and they have strained, or altogether abolished, 
used their moral influence and intellectual No European could conceive the barbarous 
resources to improve the administration of state of financial management in all the native 
these states. Most of these petty kingdoms, states. The princes grew rich by the impo- 
when forming alliance with the government verishment of the people; their persons, 
of Calcutta, were in a condition of anarchy, or palaces, idols, temples, thrones, sceptres, arms, 
crushed by the tyranny of their princes, or and other instruments of war or state, glit- 
courtiers administering government in their tered with precious stones and the precious 
name. “ Those among the Mahratta states metals; while the people were ground down 
which had any considerable military strength to the dust beneath extortion and oppression, 
made annual expeditions, called mooluclc- The fiscal systems of these states have been 
gheery circuits, for the purpose of conquering modified or regenerated by the influence and 
or devastating the possessions of their weaker talent of the British residents. At the same 
neighbours; and hordes of undisciplined ad- time, the personal extravagance of the princes 
venturers, known by the name of Pindarries, has become, through the same influences, 
ranged with fire and sword from one end to comparatively unfashionable. Formerly, the 
the other of the part of India which was elephant of a Hindoo rajah was richly capa- 
under native rule, occasionally invading and risoned, the trappings being decorated with 
ravaging even the British possessions. All gold and jewels: this is not now common, 
this is at an end. The native states are as and is rather to be met with among the 
safe from one another, and from invaders and chiefs of the smaller and less potent states, 
plunderers from without, as the British domi- where love of barbaric display has not been 
nions. The princes and chiefs are bound by subdued by the chastening effects of civi- 
treaties to refer to our arbitration all their lization.
differences; and experience has given them One of the most fertile sources of revolution 
the fullest reliance on our impartiality and and sanguinary anarchy in the native states, 
justice. Boundary disputes between villages as well as of difference between them and the 
of different states, and complaints from the company, was the condition in which succes- 
subjects of one against another, are adjudi- sion to the throne was frequently left by the 
cated either by a British officer, or by courts decease of the monarch. I t  can hardly fail 
of vakeels, composed of representatives of the to have struck persons, even only superficially 
neighbouring chiefs, presided over by a Bri- acquainted with Indian affairs, how frequently 
tish functionary.” * the rightful sovereign has been left in a

In Gujerat (or Guzerat), where a consider- minority, and how seldom that has been the 
able number of petty chiefs hold the reins of case without intrigue having been set on foot 
power, too weak to control their people, and to displace the minor by some bold and 
too ignorant and uncivilised to enter into unprincipled chief or kinsman. This source 
suitable arrangements with one another, cri- of disorder has been lessened by the care and 
minal courts have been instituted, consisting precaution of the company. The British 
of a British diplomatic officer, and assessors residents have generally superintended the 
selected from the representatives of the dif- education of the minor, and trained him in 
ferent chiefs. By these means turbulence habits of good government; while their in flu - 
has been repressed, and petty raids for rob- ence has been exercised upon the states to 
bery and revenge have been promptly pun- appoint capable ministers, to reform abuses, 
ished. One peculiarity of these tribunals and restore the country in an improved con- 
lias been, that they have nearly suppressed dition to the young chiefs, who, having been 
all the crimes which arose out of a generally in the meantime for the most part educated 
disturbed state of society; and in dealing in European knowledge, and initiated into 
with offences which originated in real or public business under the eye of a British 
supposed grievances, they make due allow- officer, are often grateful for the care taken 
ance for provocation, and redress the wrongs of their interest, and continue, after the 
even of those whom they are bound to punish accession to power, the improved systems 
for seeking justice by unlawful means. commenced during their minority. The pre-

The barbarous practices which have been sent Scindiah and Holkar, and the Rao of 
* Memorandum of Indian Improvements, by the Court Cutch, as well as many others, may be cited 

of Directors. as instances. One native ruler, the late



Nawab of Rampore, liad actually been a peepla, a wild district of Gujerat. The next 
deputy-collector in the service of the British instance was that of the Bheels of the Adjunteo 
government. Another, the Rao of Ulwur, on range, in Southern Candeish, through the 
his accession, invited some of our native agency chiefly of Colonel Ovans, and of the 
functionaries to conduct his administration, present Sir James Outram ; and the measures 
and reform it after the English model. The which proved successful with these Bheels 
Rajpoot states, formerly almost in a condition were successively extended to many similar 
of chronic anarchy, have been rendered peace- tribes in different parts of Central India, 
ful and prosperous, by judicious mediation Another example is that of the Khoonds, in 
between the princes and their feudatories, Orissa, among whom a policy of the same 
and judicious guidance of both, through general character was carried into piactice 
advice and influence.* by Major Macpherson. This tribe has been

Writers who treat of the independent ter- induced to abolish human sacrifices, 
ritories of India usually overlook the tribes “ The mode in which these objects were 
which own no master, and live in savage accomplished was in all cases fundamentally 
wildness in the fastnesses of the ghauts or the the same. They were effected by the admir- 
Himalayas. Sometimes these are called Bri- able power of individual character. Into 
tish subjects, at other times they are regarded fastnesses, through which bodies even of dis- 
as the subjects of some of the rajahs within ciplined troops liad vainly endeavoured to 
the alleged boundaries of wdiose territories force their way, these officers penetrated, in 
the jungles, marshes, or rocky elevations where some cases almost unattended. They trusted 
they make their retreat are nominally repre- themselves to the people. By tlieir courage 
sented to be. and frankness they gained their confidence.

“ There are numerous hill tribes in various They made them understand that they were 
parts of India, known under the names of not considered as wild animals to be hunted 
Bheels, Coolies, Goands, Mhairs, Meenas, down; that nothing but their good was in- 
Mhangs, Ramoosees, and others, who are te n d e d a n d  the object which had for years 
believed to have been the aboriginal popula- been vainly sought by force was accomplished 
tion of the country, driven from the plains by explanation and persuasion. Ih e  robber 
by the invasion of the Hindoos. These people tribes were induced to settle as peaceful cul- 
h'ad been treated like wild beasts by the native tivators. Lands were assigned to them, tools 
governments, and, by a natural consequence, supplied, and money advanced, for cultivation, 
had become the scourge of the country. In Mhairwarra the government also con- 
Whenever the government was weak, they structed important works of irrigation. Ihe 
destroyed all security in the neighbouring more daring spirits were formed into irregular 
plains by their depredations, and had uni- corps, under British officers, and employed to 
versally acquired the character of irreclaiin- preserve the peace of the districts of which 
able robbers. they had once been the principal disturbers.

'• The first person who is known to have tried In no single instance has this policy failed, 
the effect of justice and conciliation on any of The agricultural colonies composed of these 
these tribes was Mr. Cleveland, an officer high people have all prospered, and the districts 
in the civil service of the company in the latter which they formerly devastated have become, 
part of the last century. The scene of his and remained, among the most free from crime 
benevolent exertions was the Bhaugulpore to be found in India. In the late disturbances 
Hills, in the north-east of Bengal; and the not one of the corps composed of these people 
feelings which he left behind among the rude is known to have mutinied. The Mhairwarra 
people of the district were such, that they battalion has not only remained faithful,  ̂but 
long continued to pay religious honours to is, in the present crisis, a valuable part of our 
his tomb. The example thus set has been local military strength, and there has been no 
largely followed in the present generation, disturbance whatever in that district. Among 
One of the first signal instances of success was the Bheels of Candeish there has been a 
in the case of the Mhairs, who inhabit a hill rising, which, by showing that the predatory 
district near Ajmeer. Colonel Hall, now on spirit is not yet thoroughly extinct, enhances 
the company’s retired list, originated the the merit of the system of measures by which, 
movement, and it was worthily carried on by for nearly a quarter of a century, it has been 
Colonel Dixon, recently deceased. In Western kept dormant. But the corps formed from 
India the honour of the initiative belongs among these very people by Sir James Out- 
to Mr. J. P. Willoughby, then a very young ram has done useful service to government in 
officer, who by similar means established the present emergency.
peace and order among the Bheels of Raj- “ The last great example of the success of 

* Statement of tlie East India Company. this policy was given by Colonel John Jacob



in Scinde and only differs from tlie others The commanding officer feels it to he the greatest 
because the tribes with whom he had to do honour command such soldiers but that it would be a 

, t -i • • i -i disgrace to be at the head or a body or mad and disorderly
were not oppressed abongmes, but t ® pioud fa^eers an(j drummers. He therefore now informs the 
and warlike mountaineers 01 the A f ig h a i l  and Scinde Irregular Horse that in future no noisy proces- 
Beloochee frontier. The success has been sions nor any disorderly displays whatever, under pre- 
among the most striking yet experienced, teuce of religion or of anything else, shall ever be allowed 

For some time after the conquest of Scinde a ^ * hb?,irllood ^  8,14 CampS °f the Sdnde
the frontier forays of these tribes kept the This order is to he read on the first of every month 
country in a perpetual state of disturbance, until further orders, and is to be hung up in the bazaar 
The attempts to retaliate on them in their in the town of Jaeobabad and at the Cutcherry. 
hills had been failures, sometimes almost dis- ^ w 'jT’biuggs
asters hut had laid the foundation of that Lieutenant, Adjutant, \n d  regiment S. I. H.
knowledge of our power which enabled sub
sequent conciliatory measures to have their The editor of an Indian journal, remarking 
full effect. Colonel Jacob applied to these upon this document, observes —■“ When this 
people the principles of Mhairwarra and Can- order was issued there were, we are told, 
deish. He settled on land those who were some ten thousand bigoted Mussulmen in the 
willing to cultivate, and organised from camp and town of Jaeobabad, and the 
among the remainder a local military police, number, it is believed, lias since increased. 
Tlie effect is, that in the frontier districts, Nevertheless, the prohibition has been most 
what was lately a desert, is now in great part strictly enforced, and, with our faith in the 
a thriving agricultural country, yielding a reason of men in the mass when reason- 
rapidly increasing revenue. For some years ably appealed to, we are not surprised 
there has been scarcely a crime of magnitude to learn that its enforcement has been sub- 
on the entire Scinde frontier; and the corps mitted to without a murmur. Public opinion 
which was raised partly from the former dc- was with Major Jacob in this instance, as it 
vastators of the country is the celebrated will always be with those who lay down 
Jacob’s Horse.” * sound principles, and act upon them con-

Those who are desirous to give the govern- sistently and impartially.” * 
ment credit for the wise and bold conduct of W hat Major Jacob effected by the force of 
its officers, may be surprised by learning his character, his practical common sense in 
that General Jacob professes to have hewed worldly matters, and his military judgment 
out a path for himself, without any instruction and genius, he himself is eager to attribute to 
from the Indian authorities, when he adopted his correct views in reference to the applic- 
the eminently successful course commended ability of Christianity to the reformation of 
in the company’s memorial. Whatever may wild tribes; and the general has written a 
be thought of such pretensions, there can be very silly book to show this, entitled the 
no doubt that the general was enabled to P r o g r e s s  o f  B e in g  in  the U n iverse . Tlie 
effect bis purposes chiefly by the impartial book and the title do not harmonise; the 
and daring spirit of justice with which he set writer seems to think that he has new and 
at defiance all fanatical demonstrations and original ideas of great value on ethics and 
claims for sectarian license. There is an the moral nature of man. Some of these 
illustration of this in the following regimental views are simply nonsense, others exploded 
orders issued by him, when Major Jacob, at fallacies, as the merest tyro in moral plii- 
Jacobabad, on the 5th of October, 1854:— losophy and theology must know; and

, ,, , , , ,, the only good notions which the generalThe camp at Jaeobabad lias been for the last week the •> 5 , , ,  f
scene of wild disorder, such as is in the highest degree p ro p o u n d s  a s  th e  r e s u l t  of I s  S
disgraceful to good soldiers. A shameful uproar has been th in k in g  p o w e r, o r o f t h a t  o t o th e r  m e n  w h o  
going on day and night, under pretence of religious cere- h a v e  b e e n  n e g le c te d , b u t  t lie  v a lu e  o f w h o se  
monies. The commanding officer has nothing to do with 0p in i0n s h e  h a d  tlie  s a g a c i ty  to  d isco v er, a re  
religious ceremonies. All men may worship God as they £  j j h ;c ll t l ie v  o r  ]ie  so m e h o w  d e r iv e d
please, and believe as they choose m matters of religion, P i l l a t i o n  « I  "arrive at the conclusion,” 
but no men have a right to annoy their neighbours or to irom revelation. J- , ,  p ,
neglect their duty ou pretence of serving God. says the sapient general, that tlie ynns-

The officers and men of the Scinde Irregular Horse t ia n i t y  o f  t h e  m o d e r n  c h u r c h e s  is  o n ly  s l ig h t ly  
have the name of, and are supposed to be, excellent a lte r e d  fro m  p a g a n is m !” H o w  p a g a n is m  c o n -  
soldiers and not mad fakeers. They are placed at the C h r is t ia n ity  th e  g e n e r a l  d o e s  n o t  s a y ;
most advanced and most honourable post in all the Bom- ,  J \  • l “ flip
hay presidency; the commanding officer believes that they n o r  d o e s  h e  s h o w  in  w iia t  p c 
are in every way worthy of this honour, and he would be m o d e r n  c h u r c h e s  ” a lte r e d  SO s l ig h t ly  t l ie  OK 
sorry if under his command they ever became unworthy C h r is t ia n ity  o f  p a g a n is m ; n o r  d o e s  h e  t e l l  u s  
Of their high position._________________________________ p o w  i t  i 3) or  w h e r e in  th e  m o d e r n  c h u r c h e s  are

* Memorial of the Honourable East India Company. * Bombay Gazette.



so especially liable to the imputation; the only whole, the general may, when too old for the 
thing plain is that Jacob of the Scinde Horse, army, make an excellent Buddhist priest; 
whatever his courage, practical aptitudes, and the sooner when that time arrives the 
or military capacity, is very ignorant of Chris- company pensions him off, and sends him to 
tianity, is not at all conversant with logic, or Kandy, or makes a present of him to “ the 
with ethical and theological questions on which white' elephant,” the better for Scinde, for 
he is so dogmatical, and that he possesses a the character of the company which now 
ready capacity for writing nonsense, which he employs him as a  c iv i l  a g e n t, and for the 
persuades himself is philosophy. When his young officers who, imperfectly'read in reli- 
productions are sufficiently clear to be under- gion, are brought under the pernicious in- 
stood, it is obvious that with a pen in his fluence of his pamphlets and his opinions, 
hand he is as absurd, incompetent, and im- The company has, so far, formed a more cor- 
practicable, as with his sword he is efficient, rect estimate' of the causes of General Jacob’s 
and in his own natural character frank, just, success in quieting the Affghan and Beloochee 
and honest. I t  is difficult to say what par- frontiers, than the general himself has done, 
ticujar duties ^connection with religion and W hat he attributes to his philosophy, they 
religious education the government of India attribute to his dutiful execution of their 
may devolve upon General Jacob in addition policy: “ he settled on land those who were 
to bolder pacification and the drilling of the willing to cultivate, and organized from 
Scinde irregular cavalry, but it is easy for the among the remainder a local military police.” 
Ghiistian and Protestant public of England Instead of originating something wonderful, 
to judge of his fitness for such a trust by the for which he was indebted to his philosophical 
following^ outburst of infidelity, which the materialism, he has only performed what he 
writer evidently believed to be very eloquent was bid, and, as . the company declares, 
and very learned, as to the philosophy and “ applied to these people the principles of 
failure of the R e f o r m a t i o n M h a i r w a r r a  and Candeish.” Yet notwith- 

“ Tlle Protestants, however, knew and standing this public testimony, the general 
know nothing of eso ter ic  religion; in fact, pretends that all the good effects referred 
they knew not in reality what they assailed to arose from his urging upon the moun- 
or protested against. They fought against tain men the principle of “ moral growth ” 
outward forms and shadows only; they held Topsy, in the memorable novel of Mrs. Stowe 
by the le tter  of the book as then received; seems to have been of the same philosophical 
and, being therefore without that power of school as the general—she “ growed.” I t  is of 
adjustment which the Church of Rome still importance thus to notice the political and 
retains, they are now unable to accommodate ethical quackery of General Jacob because 
their doctrines to the advancing common in India so much depends upon the’ personal 
sense and reason of mankind, and stiff less to opinions and conduct of the administrators of 
improving m o ra l  powers. The growing in- the company’s government, especially in those 
teliigence of even the vulgar crowd must territories most imperfectly subjected to Bri- 
t icie °re, ere long, refuse to accept these tish law. The gross inconsistencies of the 
doctrines as divine Before a really divine commissioners of the Punjaub, where religious 
revelation—before that glorious light of truth questions arose, were shown upon a previous 
which the unfolding of natural law throughout page; and it is right that the public who 
the whole and every particle of the universe read this History, should have a key to any 
is gradually bringing on man’s m in d -th e  anomalies of this nature that may arise upon 
mysteries of the churches appear foolish as the Scinde frontier, in connection with the 
nursery tales; while the intelligent being commonplace but affectedly original infidelity 
who is conscious of his ascent towards the of an officer whose militaryand administrative 
highest, who fe e ls  the calm but unspeakable talents have won for him the position which 
joy ot real m o ra l g ro w th ,  must spurn with he there occupies.
contempt that moral code which pretends to Some of the native states are on the coast- 
influence him by hopes  and f e a r s .  He is  these, as well as contiguous maritime coun- 
and is eternally—he cares not for having.’* tries, were receptacles of pirates- but this 

According to the general, there is no condition of things has been brought to an 
really divine revelation, but “ the unfolding end, partly by the negotiations of the com- 
ol natural law throughout the whole and pany’s residents and agents, and partly bv 
every particle of the universe;” and it is from the active operations of the Bombay marine 
that revelation, and what he ludicrously calls “ The piracies which formerly made the navi- 
“ moral growth, that he gathers his views of gation of the Arabian seas unsafe for com- 
the errors of the Christian religions. On the merce, have been so effectually suppressed by 

* Letters to a Lady. By John Jacob. the East India Company’s cruisers, that there



is now hardly any part of the world in which strength, reigns in the Persian Gulf.” The 
trading vessels are more secure against depre- establishment of an English settlement at 
dation. The formerly piratical tribes have Aden, commanding the entrance to the
been bound by engagements to abstain not Red Sea, has also much conduced to the
only from piracy, but from maritime war, impunity of merchant shipping in those gulfs 
which affords opportunities and pretexts for and seas to the westward of India, as the 
piracy; and, for the first time probably in establishments of the straits’ settlements have 
history, a perpetual peace, guaranteed by assisted to protect the commerce of the Bay 
treaties and enforced by superior naval of Bengal, and the trade with China.

CH A PTER  X.

M ARITIM E SETTLEMENTS TH E EASTERN ST R A IT S-B O R N E O — ADEN.

W h a t  may be called the British maritime writer gives the following brief description, 
settlements in the East are important. On also sufficient for our purpose: — “ Lower 
page 27 those in the Eastern Straits are down the strait lies the town of Malacca
named Penang, Province Wellesley, Singa- itself, the capital of the whole peninsula,
pore, and Malacca. The probable area and situated upon the coast, about one hundred 
population were then also given. miles from its southernmost point. I t  first

The Island of P e n a n g , officially called the fell into the hands of the Portuguese, from 
Prince of Wales’s Island, off the west coast of whom it was taken by the Dutch, and from 
Malaya, was acquired by the East India the latter again by the British. I t  was for- 
Company in 1785; and the small province of merly a place of some strength and conse- 
W e l l e s l e y , on the mainland, was obtained quence, but as the formation of our settlement 
in 1800. The island derives its name from at Pulo-Penang rendered it of little or no use 
the magnificent betel-nut palm {Penang), as a place of trade, the garrison and stores 
Georgeton is the capital. Arrowsmith, in were mostly withdrawn, the fortifications 
a brief paragraph, expresses all that is neces- nearly razed, and the whole place dismantled, 
sary to notice here of this maritime possession Since that time its importance has gradually 
of the company:—“ The strait between the been diminishing, though it is still a useful post 
peninsula of Malaya and the isle of Sumatra as a guard against the piracies of the Malays, 
is known by the name of the Strait of Ma- and the jealous intrusions of the Dutch.” 
lacca. In it, about midway down the coast The strip of country connected with this 
of the peninsula, and at a distance of two city is not more extensive than a large 
miles from it, is Pulo-Penang, or Prince of English county. To the Christian world the 
Wales’s Island, as it is also called. This place is particularly interesting, as the seat of 
island belongs to the British, having been the celebrated Chinese college, founded under 
given by the King of Quedah, as a marriage ! the auspices of the London Missionary Society 
portion with his daughter, to the captain of a I in 1818, by Drs. Morrison and Milne. To 
British merchant ship, in 1785; it was ac- the friends of Eastern enlightenment and 
cordingly taken possession of during the fol- civilization, and more especially those whose 
lowing year, in the name of his majesty, and benevolent wishes in connection with such 
for the use of the East India Company; who, matters extend to China, the objects of the 
finding it a convenient situation for the pur- college must be regarded with pleasure, as it 
poses of commerce, and a place of rising was founded for the cultivation of European 
importance, have constituted it into a separate and Chinese literature. I t  was at that place 
government, subordinate only to the governor- the. work of translating the Scriptures^ into 
general of India. A t the commencement of Chinese was undertaken by the two inde- 
the present century, the King of Quedah ceded fatigable men above named—a work which 
to the British a tract of country, on the oppo- was afterwards brought to greater perfection 
site coast of the peninsula, eighteen miles in by Dr. Medhurst, and others, under the 
length and three in breadth, in consideration united patronage of the London Missionary 
of an annual tribute, which still continues to and Bible Societies.
be paid to him. Pulo-Penang is a flourishing The Island of S in g a p o r e  was first the 
little settlement, and continues to increase locality of a British settlement in 1818, but 
both in population and utility, though it has the whole island was ceded to them by the 
been latterly eclipsed by Singapore.” sultan in 1824. The natives call it TJgang

Of the settlement of M a l a c c a  the same Launa, or the Land’s End. The town of



Singapore, which gives its name to the island, sand tons are annually shipped from Minto, 
derives its name from the Malay term Singa- and if modern machinery were introduced 
poora, the City of the Lion. The work larger quantities could be procured. The ore 
on geography used at King’s College, thus is found near the surface, and is said to he 
describes it :•— the finest known. There are only twenty -

“ Singapore is situated at the southern ex- five European residents. The mines are 
tremity of the Malay peninsula, on a small worked by Chinese coolies, who are brought 
island of the same name, and has given name down for sale—a damnable species of slave- 
to the Straits of Singapore, which are formed trade peculiar to these nations ! The Straits 
by a cluster of innumerable little islands, of Banka are about one hundred miles long, 
vary much in their shapes, and indented on and in one place only seven wide, which gives 
all sides by little bays and sandy coves. Here us a fine view of the long coast of Sumatra, 
the China Sea, which connects the Indian and In  some places the land is very low, and you 
Pacific Oceans, commences, being bounded on cannot even find Ilorsburgh’s tree ; and then 
the west and north by the mainland of Asia, you have a volcanic range of mountain 
and on the east and south by Formosa, the scenery, with foliage, from base to summit a 
Philippine Islands, Palawan, Borneo, Banka, beautiful green.’'
&c. The town of Singapore is said to have The harbour of Singapore is exceedingly 
been founded by adventurers, who originally picturesque; it is formed like a horse-shoe, 
emigrated from the Island of Sumatra, but it The appearance of the city, the tropical 
possessed little consequence till it fell into the foliage around it, and the highlands beyond, 
hands of the British, to whom the sultan ceded is pleasing. The “ Kling” boatmen, after a 
it, as well as the neighbouring islets and dis- contest for possession of the passenger, which is 
tricts for four leagues round it. I t  derives all its conducted with all the wild tones and gesticula- 
importance from its central situation between tions of savages, convey him safely ashore, and 
India and China; and touching upon the place him on a gurry , a vehicle drawn by a 
southernmost point in the whole continent of very rough horse; the driver, having a rope 
Asia, it becomes, as it were, the last connect- round the brute’s head, flogs it with the other 
ing link between the mainland and that ex- end, all the w7hile running along beside it, 
tensive archipelago of large and productive until one of the hotels is reached, which are 
islands wThich lies off this extremity of the described by travellers as very large, very 
old world. I t  has no native productions of expensive, prettily situated, and very deficient 
its own to export, and must therefore be in good cooks.
looked upon merely as a depot for the con- The island is about sixty miles in circum- 
signment and sale of merchandise. But the ference, and is rapidly increasing in popula- 
increase of its population, and its transit of tion. The scenery is, for so small a compass, 
goods, during the last five years, are without diversified, and the soil is clothed with the 
example in the annals of history, and are luxuriance and beauty of the tropics, 
owing, no doubt, to the superior regulations Men of all nations that have any commerce 
of the British traders, and the advantages touch at this port. The result of the mixed 
they hold out to the natives of the surround- population, and the extensive foreign resort, 
ing countries, when compared with the well- is that a strange Babel of tongues is per- 
known habits and policy of the Dutch, as well petually heard in the streets of the town and 
as to the facility which it has afforded our in the marts of commerce. I t  has been said 
own merchants for the exercise of their inge- that seventeen different languages and fifteen 
nuity in escaping from the fetters of prejudice dialects may be heard in the city of Singa- 
and monopoly. Its population amounts to pore every d ay ! The town itself is healthily 
nearly sixty thousand souls, and is composed and pleasantly situated, and the country in 
of British, Dutch, Portuguese, Americans, its immediate vicinity is verdant with nutmeg 
Malays, Hindoos, Arabs, Parsees, Birmese, and spice trees. I t  is undulated and well 
Siamese, Chinese, Javanese, and colonists irrigated with natural streams and canals, 
from many of the great islands in the neigh- formed to subserve the purposes of commerce, 
bourhood.” The fences of bamboo and rattan particularly

A merchant who sailed thither from Batavia strike strangers; they are nowhere in the East 
thus describes the latter portion of the voyage: so fine or so w7ell tended.
—“ We arrived at Minto (named, I  suppose, The European population does not exceed 
after the British governor-general) at night, three hundred; these are nearly all British, a 
and early in the morning steamed for Rhio, few Dutch being the exception. The half- 
and then we have no more stopping-places castes are very numerous, many of whom 
till we arrive at Singapore. Banka is notice- come from Malacca; they are, as in Ceylon, 
able only for its tin mines; about four thou- Bombay, and elsewhere in the East, darker



than the natives, and physically inferior. In  that literature flourished there, yet in few 
Singapore and Malacca they are, however, places out of the United States of America 
generally superior intellectually to the un- are there so many newspapers in proportion 
mixed native races. Half the population is to population.*
Chinese: they hate Europeans, and are The accounts of the government are kept 
ready, if a favourable opportunity offered, or in rupees, annas, and pice; those of merchants 
what they thought one, to rise and massacre in dollars and cents. A considerable agita- 
the whole European population. This is the tion existed for some time on this subject; the 
more remarkable, as they are treated with East India Company being desirous to con- 
great kindness, have justice fairly administered form the mercantile usage to that of the 
to them, are lreo to leave the island, and free government, whereas the mercantile commu
te trade. Many of them have realised a nity strenuously maintained the convenience 
competency, and the richest man at Singapore of the system so long in use. This contro
l's one ot their country, who came there a versy occasioned the compilation of the fol- 
beggar, and, by dint of craft and industry, lowing statistical tables, which afford a corn- 
attained to notorious wealth. These circum- parative statement relative to the transae- 
stances do not, however, make them loyal to tions of the colony with those countries where 
the people who give them hospitality; they the rupee is current, and where the dollar 
maintain an intimate correspondence with currency prevails :•—•
China, regard themselves as Chinese subjects,
owing no allegiance to England, but desirous p do,iIa.r 13 current in the follomng, viz -Borneo,
, • , 1  °  , . °  r ,,  Celebes, China, Cochin-China, Java, Rhio, and islands to
to se iz e  the country in the name of the empe- the southward, Kongpoot, Malay peninsula, Manilla, Siam, 
ror, their master. The mandarins have as Sumatra.
much authority over them as if they were The rupee is current in the following, viz.:— Nicobars, 
a portion of the mob of Canton, cultivated PcSu> Rangoon, Arracan, Calcutta, and coasts of Coro- 
rice-fields near the Grand Canal or picked singapore rad dollar countrics
tea oil the Chinese uplands. They aie at during the last two years was as follows:— 
heart savage and cruel, and, at the same
time, sly and treacherous. The Malays are 18o2-3. 18a3-4.
p t r. -1 t  -f Dollars. Dollars.
f ierce  c r u e l, a n d  c r a f ty , a n d  a r e  m u c h  a d -  Import3 ................  7,458,875 9,049,060
d ie te d  to  p ir a t ic a l  o ffe n c e s , h u t  a lto g e th e r  E x p o r ts ................  8,036,382 11,074,622
t h e y  are  le s s  d a n g e r o u s , a l th o u g h  far m o r e  -----------------  ------------------
troublesome, than the Chinese. The Chinese T o ta l. . . 15,495,257 20,723,682
portion of the town is utterly filthy, s e n d in g -----------------------------------------------------------
fo r th  a s te n c h  in to le r a b le  to  a ll  b u t  i t s  in -  * Tlie Singapore Free Press. Established 1833. 
h a b ita n ts  Weekly. Subscription, sixteeu dollars per annum.

‘ ,  , ,, Singapore Straits Times. Weekly. Subscription, six-
ih e  appearance of the people of SO many teen dollars per annum. Established in 1845. 

nations in so small a compass is at once pic- The Straits Times Express, for Australia, is got up at 
turesque and curious. The natives of all the the Times press. Price, one shilling per copy, 
various countries above-named, who find la- Straits Guardian. Editor, A. Simonides. Weekly,
i i , • , . rt- , • Subscription, twelve dollars per annum,
hour and subsistence at Singapore, retain The Free Press and Guardian are printed with common 
their costume as well as their customs, and hand-presses.
betray their nationality by their appearance The Straits Times press establishment comprises lelter- 
as well as by their language. press, copper-plate, and lithographic work; bookbinding

The port is open to the commerce of 111 all its branches.
all countlies ; there being no dues Ol taxes, Malays, Javanese, and Klings (natives of the Coromandel 
except a small import for the lighthouse, coast); and it is the more remarkable to see how well 
The revenue of the island is small; the they do their work in a language which they do not- im- 
budget for the fiscal year 1853-4 showed—- clclls,janiJ;. -T

• * s} a rr ncir? i j  •. j? r  tr o i o  The Singapore News-room, as it is called, is the news-receipts M i ,697, and expenditure £56,242. paper file. * 4  of the editor of the Straits Times. The 
One of the resources of the exchequer IS the 100m is a large one, sixty feet by forty, and contains one 
opium tax, which has been generally farmed hundred and twenty files of papers from all parts of the 
by a cunning Chinamen, who has realised globe, most of them exchanges. The room is well supplied 
wealth by it. There is a constant source of with Pri(lea current, maps &c„ and is in the centre of the 
Vj. J i -a . . . . r commercial part of the town. Officers of ships of war,
litigation and chicanery i l l  this opium farm- commanders of merchant vessels, and strangers (pos
ing, discreditable to the government and sengers), who arrive by the many steamers and sailing- 
demoralising to those who undertake the vessels constantly passing through the harbour, are admitted 
task of collection. A  charge in this matter of charge. Here will be found files of the Indian,
• t . . China, and Australian journals; also the iNew York
IS r e q u is ite . _ . ping List and Price Current, Hunt’s Merchants' Magazine

Erom th e  f o r e g o in g  d e s c r ip t io n  of th e  p la c e  (which, by the way, may he found in the commercial 
and it s  in h a b ita n ts , n o  o n e  w o u ld  su p p o s e  library of all nations), and several San Francisco papers. 
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With, the rupee countries during the same period it has Gold-dust by the bunkal, which weighs 2 dollars, equal 
been t h u s t o  832 grs. troy.

1852-3. 1853-4. Java tobacco is sold by the corge of 40 baskets.
Dollars. Dollars. Indian piece goods by the corge of 20 pieces.

Im p o r ts ..............  3,540,992 4,927,382 Wheat and grain by the bag, containing 2 Bengal
E x p o r ts ..............  1,951,016 2,297,215 maunds; the maund is 61 i  catties, equal to 82 lbs. avoir-

_________  _________  dupois.
T otal. . . 5 492,008 7,224,597 Freights.— Ships of moderate size, say from 300 to 500

tons, are most in demand for charters. The rates at 
The treasure imports and exports during the same which foreign bottoms are freighted or chartered depend 

period has been as follows:—  on the demand for and supply of tonnage, the sailing
Erom the dollar countries,—  qualities of the vessel, and the kind of cargo to be trans-

1852-3 1853-4 ported. These vary so greatly, that it is impossible to
Dollars ’ Dollars' give them even approximately.

T , ,  0(1Q „ a i ,  Commissions.— The ships of all nations, except those of
Im p o r ts .............. qck  ̂ coo ’J ■ the United States, pay a uniform commission of 10 per
E x p o r ts .............. d,8o7,o2 , , cent., which covers all expenses for purchasing or selling.

Total . . . 5/150,885 6,341,170 the A“ u trade ^  S '> the U9aSe3 are di“ ’’ > > • and are as follows:—
From the rupee countries,—  _ . . . . . ,

Commissions on sales of goods or purchase
1852-3. 1853-4. of produce, free of risk, either in sales or
Dollars. Dollars. on advances on p roduce*..........................  2 |  per cent.

Im p o r ts ..............  16,558 883,092 Negotiating bills of e x c h a n g e ....................... 1 „
E x p o r ts ..............  1,047,819 789,407 Interest on moneys advanced, at per annum. 12 „

------------------------------------  Ships’ disbursements.......................................  2J „
T ota l. . .  1,064,377 1,672,499 ,

Added to these expenses are boat and coolie hire, and 
The foregoing table was drawn up to show the amount warehousing, the charges for which, being governed by 

of trade carried on between countries where the dollar circumstances, differ widely.
and rupee were respectively [current and the port of Sales and purchases.— Sales of imports are effected in 
Singapore, in order that those interested in the question the usual manner, by private arrangement with the 
might see at a glance the preponderance of the dollar, as buyer. Few articles of import are cleared by public 
a coin, over the rupee, in the dealings with the natives auction.
frequenting that emporium, and to prove the injudicious Purchase of cargo outward.— This is done by private 
policy of interfering with the currency at present estab- contract (never at public sales) by the house to which the 
lished. • master of the vessel is consigned, the said house buying

The excess of trade represented by the dollar countries the goods from the natives, or, more generally, from the 
as compared with the rupee provinces is as follows:—  Chinese dealers, who are the “ first hands.”

Terms of purchase.— These are, first, cash, or, second, 
Years. ® confirmed credits from well-known houses, either in Lon-

1 8 5 1 -2 . . . . 9,129,080 don or Liverpool.
tqkq"5 ' ' ' ' 7q’?oo oqk Exchanges.— The true par of exchange between the
1853-4 . . . .  13,4J9,08o United States and this port cannot be determined. The

The transactions in treasure are also in favour- of the “ ost j.U3t al>P™^™ation is to add to the Singapore rate
dollar, and show a surplus, as follows ° f e*clbanf  oa Lonf on0thc ™lTcnt Pfm m m  of New York

x drafts on London, plus 2 a 4 per cent.
Years. Dollars. Wages.— With regard to the rate of wages in the

1851- 2 . . . .  1,745,539 various branches and occupations of labour, and of per-
1852- 3 . . . .  4,086,508 sonal service in the business of commerce and trade, only
1853- 4  . . . .  4 ,668,671* a few instances can be specified, such as bookkeepers,

mercantile assistants, and clerks, who receive from 500  
dollars to 3000 dollars per annum.f

MEMORANDA EROM RETURNS MADE TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE. In connection with the straits settlements

Table of Moneys.— 4 pice make 1 cent; 2 f  cents 1 there is a desideratum of too much conse-
anna; 16 annas 1 rupee (R ); 100,000 rupees 1 lac; 100 quence to he overlooked— namely, some effi-
lacs 1 crore. cient arrangement for suppressing the Coolie

Table of W eights.-.Measures of capacity are rarely trade. This traffic is not permitted from British 
used ,and then only with certain articles, such as tobacco, , j  i t> -I* i i . . .
&c. 16 taels make 1 catty, equal to l  ib. 5 oz. 5| grs., Ports> wherever British consuls are it is 
or IJlb . avoirdupois; 100 catties make 1 (Chinese)picul, opposed, but means are found, by Americans 
equal to 13 3 | lbs. avoirdupois; 40 (Chinese) piculs 1 more particularly, for carrying it on in a man- 
royan; 2 (Malay) piculs 1 char. The Malay catty weighs n e r  fearfully destructive to human life. The 
24 Spanish dollars, and the Chinese catty weighs 2 2 |
Spanish dollars. The native merchants buy all imported *. Both these are guaranteed for an extra 2J per cent.,
produce from the islands by the Malay picul, but sell it or 5 per cent, in all.
by the Chinese picul. f  C. W. Bradley, American consul at Singapore.

Rice is sold by the royan of 40 piculs. Some of the foregoing statistics would appropriately
Salt by the same, hut weighs about 52 piculs. come within a chapter on the general commerce of our
Gold and silver thread by a particular catty of 36 Eastern empire, hut the tables comprehend so much that 

dollars weight. is local, and. relates to the internal arrangements as well
— -------------------------------------------------------------------------- - as external relations of the island, that it seems better

* Mr. ’Woods, Editor of tbe Straits Times. to give them in this place.



unfortunate objects of this commerce are im- vile traffic goes on, in spite of the East India 
posed upon by promises of a five years’ en- Company and the British government. All 
gagement of labour, with remuneration, which the South American states having, or pro
to them is a strong temptation to embark in fessing to have, any commerce with the Indo- 
the enterprise ; they are borne away to Cuba Chinese peninsula are implicated. The Con
or South America, and consigned to hopeless suls of Peru, in some cases, openly abet it. 
slavery. Some of our Indian subjects are in The British settlements of B o rn eo  are on 
this manner deceived, and made slaves, the western coasts of that island, and hold an 
American authors and travellers have ad- anomalous relation to the British government, 
mitted and condemned the procedure. The They are the result of the private enterprise 
following extract from one of those who saw of a brave and adventurous man, Sir James 
what he describes, and did his best to acquire Brooke, who has acquired sovereignty, and 
accurate information concerning it, is as pain- bears the title of rajah. He is not only 
fid to peruse as it is faithfully narrated:—• willing but anxious to surrender that sove- 
“ The Westward IIo, Boston clipper, has just reignty to the crown of England, but, al- 
passed Anjer with eight hundred coolies from though considerable importunity has been used 
Swatow to Callao, and others have passed by persons interested in the commerce of the 
and are continually passing with their living neighbouring seas, and although the press of 
freights. The days of the African slave- Great Britain has in strong terms censured the 
trade are with the past, save what the Bra- government for its neglect, nothing has been 
zilian and Cuban traders may he engaged in ; done for securing these colonies to the crown, 
but the traffic in human life is not wholly The Dutch have settled in other portions of 
abolished when we see English coal-ships, the island, and claim the sovereignty of the 
Peruvian convict-hulks, and American clip- whole, except those portions where Sir James 
pers, all heading towards the west coast of Brooke has established his colonies—Sarawak 
South America, every square foot of space and Labuan. The British rajah is not a 
occupied by a poor Chinaman, who thinks, young man, and should he die, there is every 
when he receives a dollar in hand, to be spent likelihood that the Dutch will take posses- 
in clothing, and makes a contract to work five sion of those settlements, unless in the mean- 
years at eight dollars per month (fifty dollars time the British government assert its supre- 
being deducted for a passage, and all the rice macy. I t  will hardly be possible for the vis 
he may want guaranteed), that he is leaving inertice, so characteristic of English govern- 
purgatory for paradise. But when his owner ments in colonial matters, to resist much 
puts him to work on the guano deposits, longer the strong pressure of public opinion 
under the burning sun of the Chinchas, he in favour of an arrangement with Sir James, 
will find out how sadly he has been deceived, just and beneficial both to him. and to the 
That horrible affair of the Waverley, Boston colony.
ship, at Manilla, it makes me shudder to think There are only two islands in the world 
of it, and chills my very blood when fancy larger than Borneo—viz., Australia and New 
pictures the blackened swollen forms of two Guinea. I t  is situated to the east of Sumatra 
hundred and fifty human beings, the one piled and Malaya, and to the south-eastward of the 
on another—worse even than the frozen sol- empire of Annam, on the Indo-Chinese penin- 
diers of Napoleon on the Niernen and at sula. The people are pagans, except a com- 
Smolensko, or the startling horrors of the parative few, who have embraced Mohamme- 
Black Hole at Calcutta. American clippers danism. Their rites are sanguinary, then- 
are daily leaving. The Westward Ho, Hussey, worship gloomy, and the attributes they as- 
and B ald  Eagle, -with about seven hundred cribe to deity in reality describe a fiend, 
each, have left, the former to Callao, the They are of various races: Dyaks, Javanese, 
latter to Havannah. The Australia  and Malays, Siamese, and Chinese, inhabit the 
Bonaventura, with four hundred each, have island, as well as the aboriginal races. Foi- 
gone to Havannah; and the Amelia, of merly there were British settlements on the 
Boston, has sailed with six hundred for coasts, but tacitly the Dutch were allowed to 
Callao. The War Hawk, two thousand ton claim sovereignty._ This makes it somewhat 
clipper with nine hundred was loading for difficult for the British government to assume 
the same p o rt; the Winged Racer, of Boston, authority in the colonies established by bir 
Captain Gorham, was about to sail with seven James Brooke, and places them in a position 
hundred for Havannah.” This was the state which is as dangerous as it is exceptional, 
of things in reference to the coolie traffic just From Labuan, on the north-east coast, to 
two years a«-o From the eastern shores of Sarawak, on the south-east, coal is abundant. 
Bengal, the Coromandel coast, the straits, Siam, This circumstance gives these settlements an 
and China, in a greater or less degree, this especial value m their relation to the Lntnli



Eastern possessions. The expenditure of coal enough; nor bird, nor beast, nor plant, nor 
by the English navy in the Eastern seas is creeping thing—you might almost say, witli- 
enormous. Eight thousand tons per month out misrepresenting :—nothing at any rate of 
were consumed, in 1856, by the naval squa- note can be seen from our anchorage or from 
dron in the waters of China alone. During the fort, and village on the beach. You must 
1857 probably two hundred thousand tons have a donkey or an Arab horse the moment 
were required. All this is carried out from you get ashore, and take a ride along the 
home. I t  is undeniable that the position of beach, through the thatched village, past the 
Borneo in relation to Australia, China, and mass of granite rock, over the long military 
India, makes it most important in connection road, down under the bridge, through the 
with its coal resources. deep, dark passage-way cut out of the solid

In order to accomplish industrial under- rock, to the cantonments, or barracks, in the 
takings, Sir James has had to employ many valley beneath, where you will find the native 
Chinese. The Dyaks will not work mines; town, the sepoy barracks, the European set- 
they believe the bowels of the earth to be filled tlements, the chapel on the hill for the Epis- 
with demons, and no rewards can stimulate copalians, and the cathedral below for the 
their courage or their labours, although brave Roman Catholics, the drill-ground, and all 
and energetic in other enterprises. These that there is to note at Aden. On every 
Chinese settlers, influenced by emissaries side of you nothing but rock, rock, rock. I t  
from Canton and Singapore, revolted in 1857, would be banishment to live here. The 
and endeavoured to massacre Sir James and company have spent plenty of money in 
the British. The energy of the English fortifying, but the money has not been well 
rajah, and the gallant co-operation of the invested, say some of our military passengers. 
Dyaks, enabled him utterly to subdue the I  am astonished to see how poorly fortified 
revolt. Sir James has established churches, are many of the ports of England’s colonies, 
schools, hospitals, and other concomitants and It would appear to me. that, had the Russian 
means of civilization; piracy, once the scourge China fleet been willing to run the risk of 
of the Indian Archipelago, has been entirely British cruisers, they might have bombarded 
suppressed; and nothing seems wanting to Singapore, Penang, Madras, and Aden; but 
the prosperity of the eastern shores of Borneo the destruction of property would have been 
but the acknowledged shield of British power, the only inducement, as they could not have 
and the prestige of her majesty’s imperial held the places for any length of time, for the 
authority. oriental steamers can transport troops post-

The last of the maritime settlements of haste to protect the flag of England. But 
England which it is necessary to notice as there is one thing pretty certain—India can 
connected with her Eastern empire is A d e n , spare no troops for the Crimea; she wants 
This place is situated near the entrance of the them all within her empire, for the natives 
Red Sea, and was occupied by the East India are always plotting.” The last remark of 
Company for the purposes of suppressing this quotation is worthy of the serious atten- 
piracy and of awing Persia. In  the historical tion of the British public. The alarm felt 
portion of the work that circumstance will during the Russian war along the seaboard of 
more properly come under consideration. India, and in the British maritime possessions 
The Arabs regarded the possession of the in the East, was described and discussed by 
ancient port of Aden by the infidels as a the author of this History in another work,* 
great indignity, and made desperate efforts but it is here also necessary to point out the 
to recover it. I t  was necessary for the com- defenceless condition of those colonies, and of 
pany to negotiate with the Sultan of Labad, the seaboard of India. The Indian navy, 
whose acquiescence they secured. The rock however excellently officered or manned, and 
of Aden rises two thousand feet above the however efficient for the suppression of piracy 
level of the sea. To the British it is an or hostile operations in the Arabian Sea and 
excellent coaling-station, apart from its poli- its gulfs, is inadequate for the defence of 
tical importance. The native population is India and the straits settlements during war 
about twenty thousand. Few Europeans with a naval power. The royal squadron in 
reside there, except those in the service the Chinese waters, except during hostilities 
of the company. The garrison consists of with that country, does not constitute a 
a detachment of European soldiers and a regi- sufficient force for such a purpose in conjunc- 
ment of sepoys. A  recent traveller, whose tion with the Indian navy. The land de
observations are as correct as his pen is fences of India and of the various settlements 
sprightly, thus conveys the impressions left already described ought to be on a scale of 
on his mind by a visit:— Ihe rock, the * Illustrated History of the War against Russia. 
plain, and the whole shore look barren J. s. Virtue, City Road, anil Ivy Lane, London.



greater efficiency, whatever confidence the of it is omitted from this chapter, because it 
naval superiority of the British empire may will necessarily be referred to in the next, as 
inspire. a part of China, under the head of indepen-

Hong-Kong is one of our maritime settle- dent countries with which we have been at 
ments in the Eastern seas, but a description war in the progress of our oriental dominion.
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CHAPTER XI.

INDEPENDENT COUNTRIES AVIIIC1I HAVE BEEN THEATRES OE AVAR DURING TH E PROGRESS
OE OUR EASTERN DOM INION.

CH IN A. express its vastness. The oceanic boundary
W h il e  we write, hostilities are being con- consists of various seas and gulfs, formed by 
ducted against this country by the united the continent and its archipelagoes, and by 
arms of England and France. An infraction vast inlets. Among these are the Gulf of 
of treaty, the history and consequences of Tartary, the Sea of Japan, the Yellow Sea, 
which will be recorded in the historical por- so called from the colour of its waters, which 
tion of this work, has led to the dernier ressort contain a large quantity of earthy matter, 
of aggrieved nations. This gives a peculiar brought into it by the rivers which give it its 
interest at the present time to anything peculiar hue, and make it shallow; the Chinese 
written concerning an empire so vast and a Sea, which has obtained terrible notoriety by 
people so wilful—strangely uniting so many its typhoons. These hurricanes are the most 
elements of weakness and power. violent of any in the world. They occur at

The Chinese empire is the most populous remote intervals, in certain seasons, and may 
in the world, and the most populous also be guarded against, indications of their ap- 
whicli the world has ever seen. I t contains proach being made by sky and water, as well 
nearly four hundred millions of persons—one- as by the signal fall of the barometer, 
third of the entire population of the globe. China proper is distinguished from the 
I t  is in all likelihood larger than Russia in other portions of the empire, and comprises 
Asia, and is only surpassed in area by Russia, about one-fourth of its area. I t  lies on the 
including its European and American as well south-east of the empire, and has a coast-line 
as Asiatic dominions, and by the British of two thousand five hundred miles, and a 
empire, which stretches over so many regions, land frontier of four thousand miles. I t  is 
The Chinese empire contains greater diversity very mountainous, especially in the west; 
of climate than any other, unless that under some of the mountains are perpetually covered 
the dominion of England, which, in its Euro- with snow. Several ranges branch off to the 
pean, African, Asiatic, Australian, and Ameri- east, approaching to the Pacific. The Nan- 
can territory, comprehends all climates, over ling is one of these lateral ranges, and is 
areas which vie for extent even with the area known as intercepting the water communica- 
of Russia. tion between Canton and Pekin. The goods

It would be inappropriate to the nature of transported between these places are borne 
this work to give a minute account of China, from one side of the range to the other through 
while it is necessary to notice its position, the passes by porters. The hills are covered 
extent, population, character, and resources, with timber; wliere nature has not effected 
as one of those oriental powers with which this, Chinese industry has accomplished it. 
we have been frequently at war, and within The mountain slopes are planted with rice- 
the dominions of which we have planted our fields and with gardens. There blossom the 
flag. orange-tree, which is, in its season, prolific in

The boundaries of the Chinese empire are fru it; there may be seen vast multitudes of 
Russian Asia on the north, India and the beautiful camelias; also rice-fields carefully 
Indo-Chinese peninsula on the south, the formed on terraces, and irrigated by Chinese 
Pacific Ocean on the east, and Turkistan on industry and skill.
the west. Its area is computed to exceed The principal portion of China proper is an 
five millions of square miles—equal to one- alluvial plain, extending from Pekin along 
third of the Asiatic continent, considerably the Yellow Sea to Nankin, comprising nearly 
larger than Europe, and comprising one-tenth a quarter of a million square miles. This 
of the habitable globe. The natives designate vast area is a rich granary, especially of rice, 
it Teen-hea under heaven”), in order to and the population is multitudinous. I t is



watered by the rivers Yang-tse-Kiang and a little while with ocean himself for empire, 
Hoang-ho, which, rising in Thibet, flow west drives back his salt waves, and establishes a 
to east to the Yellow Sea, after courses of fresh-water province in the midst of his 
more than a thousand miles each. The Yang- dominions. The Chinese love and venerate 
tse-Kiang is the largest river in China, and the Yang-tse as Chinese sons love and vene- 
is about sixty miles wide at its mouth, ap- rate their fathers. Philosophers draw their 
pearing like a sea. Nankin is situated on parables from his greatness and beneficence; 
this river, about two hundred and twenty-five historians chronicle his droughts and floods 
miles from its place of disemboguement. The as events more important than the change of 
Si-Kiang is the great river of the south, dynasties; and poets find his praises the 
and well known by European mariners, as it most popular theme for their highest flight 
passes by Canton. The Pei-ho is the great of song.
northern river, which falls into the Gulf of “ We had steamed for some hours in this 
Po-cheeles. These rivers, and others of shallow sea, when a line, having length, but 
minor note, irrigate the country. neither breadth nor thickness, became just

Few Europeans have been permitted either visible far away upon our left. As our course 
to travel inland, or by boat to pass any con- was tangential to this line, it gradually be- 
siderable distance up the rivers. Undoubtedly came more distinct. Then through our 
the most successful in the latter description of glasses we could see a level coast, well tim- 
enterprise has been “ the Times' special cor- bered with trees—no palms or Eastern forms 
respondent.” Most of our Chinese travellers of foliage, but such an outline as we might 
have seen only a few of the cities opened to trace on the banks of Essex or Lincolnshire. 
Europeans by the treaty effected by Sir Between the river shore and the woodlands 
Henry Pottinger; what they relate is from there was a margin of meadow land, where 
hearsay. The gentleman above referred to droves of cattle and flocks of sheep were 
has, by his courage and good fortune, been depasturing, and everything around, except 
enabled to make his passage good along only the fierce sunshine, gave promise that 
various river-courses, and to visit the cities we had escaped into an European climate, 
on their banks. The Yang-tse, “ the great Then land upon the right grew into view-— 
river,” “ the father of rivers,” “ the girdle not the opposite bank of the Yang-tse, that 
of the empire,” as the Chinese love to call is far out of sight, but an island which he is 
it, is for a long course, up to Shanghai, throwing up. From day to day he piles there 
known to Europeans. The Times' corre- the spoils he brings down from the midland 
spondent, passing up from the sea, thus de- province. The pilots say they can observe 
scribes it:-— _ increase every week. The Chinese are al-

“ Next morning we were still out of sight ready planting bamboo there to give solidity 
of land, but the leadman’s cry told that we to the rich alluvial soil. A  thousand squatters 
were ̂  steaming in shallow waters. The are ready to seize upon it and convert it into 
morning’s bath showed that the water was gardens immediately the tide shall cease to 
quite fresh and opaque with rich and alluvial cover it.
soil. There were no other symptoms of “ Fishing, and carrying, and convoying, a 
land, h e  were in the mouth of the mighty thousand junks and lorchas are scudding to 
river 1 ang-tse—‘the child of the ocean’— and fro in the estuary. But we proceed not 
the richest river in the world—richest in far up the channel of ‘ the child of the ocean.’ 
navigable water, in mighty cities, in indus- A checker-painted sea-mark (which wants 
tiious human beings, in affluent tributaries, only a telegraph upon it to make its useful- 
and in wild margins of cultivated land of ness complete) and a floating lighthouse mark 
exhaustless fertility. This vast expanse of the point where the last tributary to the 
tuibid fresh w ater is saturated with the loam of Yang-tse-Eiang. the river YCangpoo, joins 
fields fifteen hundred miles away. A portion its waters. Upon a low7 spit of land stands 
of this rippling element was gathered upon the desolate and amphibious-looking village 
those great mountain ranges of Central Asia of Woosung. The place is not really deso- 
where the Ganges, the Brahmapootra, and late, and is not really amphibious, for large 
the two great rivers that irrigate Siam and fortunes are constantly being made here (the 
Cochin-China, and the fierce ‘yellow river’ golden sands of commerce accumulate as 
which pervades the north of China, divide rapidly as the deposits of Yang-tse-Kiang), 
the drainage._ The volume was increased by and the piles on which the buildings are 
every mountain and every descending stream- erected lift them up out of danger of inunda- 
let through six hundred thousand square tion. But the Chinese have a talent for giv- 
miles.of midland China. In its pride and ing an appearance of squalor to their towns 
in its strength the. proud river fights for and villages.”



The river beyond Shanghai is similar in they know you have them. The adroitness 
character : still of immense width, shallow, of. the Chinese thieves will justify their con- 
loaded with alluvial matter, its banks swarm- tempt for any barbarian swell mobsman. Mr. 
ing with populous villages, the occupants of Edkins not long since found that some one 
which are ever busy in all the forms of in- had, during his slumbers, crept in at the 
dustry known to China. Rich soil, fields cabin window, taken his keys out of his 
carefully cultivated and luxuriantly produc- pocket, opened his trunk, and abstracted all 
tive, meet the eye of the voyager up this his dollars, leaving the trunk open, and 
great artery of Chinese commerce. Here nothing else, not even the proprietor, dis
and there pagodas and temples present their turbed. But I  do not hear of any open 
strange forms to the traveller’s gaze, while piratical attacks up the country, and you do 
the wanderers are themselves objects of in- not want firearms to drive away a thief. The 
tense and not always amicable curiosity to first thing he would steal would probably be 
the natives. the gun and the revolver.

The enterprising gentleman just quoted “ Off we go, then, up this tributary, of the 
also sailed up the great tributary of the Yang-tse-Kiang. About four miles an hour 
Yang-tse— the Wangpoo, and has been is our pace, propelled as we are by one 
enabled to describe what no other European, gigantic oar, worked over the stern by three 
except those of his party, has been favoured men, curved in the handle, and made to per- 
to see. His letter was written on the 10th form in the water the evolution we call 
of August, 1857, and, from its recent date, skulling. We pass through the European 
derives very peculiar interest. shipping, by the floating bath, and into and

“ On the appointed day, Mr. Edkins, the along moored tiers of junks, which may 
missionary, Dr. Dickson, of Canton, and almost vie in numbers with the shipping in 
myself started in three snuchau boats, with our pool. Hundreds of these ply between 
a fair flood tide, up the Wangpoo River. Shanghai and Amoy, bringing sugar here 
Our object was to reach Ningpo through the and taking cotton back. A thousand others 
network of internal canals, and without cross - will start this season for Shantung, and 
ing the bay. This is a journey never yet will carry with them one hundred thousand 
made even by the missionaries, and Mr. Ed- pieces of our grey shirtings—a demand owing, 
kins regards' it as a pioneering expedition the merchants say, to exceptional causes. In  
preparatory to future labours. Our first an hour we are clear of the environs of 
stage is to Hangchow, and thus far our boat- Shanghai, and we look to see the river con- 
men have covenanted to convey us. These tract to the proper decent dimensions of a 
sauchau boats are somewhat like the larger third-rate stream. Nothing of the sort. Seven 
gondolas which go outside into the Adriatic, miles up the Wangpoo is still quite a mile in 
The cabins are fitted up with no little pre- width, and for the greenness and flatness of 
tension. Mine had plate-glass windows; its banks, and the European outline of foliage, 
much carving and some gilding had been we might be a little below Gravesend. Re
lavished upon it. There was a joss-house senting, perhaps, my small respect for him 
with a vacant niche for any idol I  might as a third-class river, the Wangpoo treats us 
fancy to put there, and two ecclesiastical to a capfull of wind just as the tide is finished, 
candlesticks, upon the spikes whereof I  might, and the boatmen incontinently run into a 
if I  had pleased, burn any sized joss-sticks creek, which leads up to a village possessing 
or wax candles. The extent of this, my a high pagoda and a Buddhist monastery, 
habitation for the next six days, was however “ We passed the night upon tlm wide and 
not great—it was seven feet six inches square, troubled waters of the Wangpoo with less of 
Nor was there provision for effeminate luxury, meekness than befitted the peaceful character 
There was a locker within which I  might put of my companion. I  insisted irpon starting 
my most important baggage, on which I  as soon as the flood tide made. Every wave 
could spread my bamboo matting, and over seemed to break under the flat bottom of my 
which I  hung my mosquito curtains; there boat, and she rolled and quivered and creaked 
was a small table and two camphor-wood as though she would have quoted Mencius to 
stools. W hat more can a man want? There rebuke my impatience. But the night was 
was a box with ‘ Fortnum and Mason’s ’ very beautiful. I t  was so hot that I  lay out- 
name upon ’ it in one corner, a modicum of side, with my head against the broad junk- 
sherry and Bordeaux and a dozen of soda- like prow, and even the rushing wind brough 
water in another corner, and a revolver and no coolness; the round moon looked down m 
double-barrelled gun handy to the grip. The all her splendour, but did not dim the light 
use of the firearms is, I  believe, solely this— of the big stars Ever as one of our sister 
the boatmen will not go on at night unless boats went ahead, the oar oscillating to and



fro at lier stern, produced a sheet of phos- tlie crown of the arch lias not two feet of 
phoric radiance which neither moon nor stars superstructure resting upon it. I  here is no 
could pale. Sometimes we neared the banks, keystone, but the thin coping-stones are cut 
and then the monotonous croak of the frog in the proper curve. The bridge itself is a 
was heard, and in sheltered places flights of terrace, mounted by steps on either side at an 
fireflies, like flakes of diamond, fluttered up angle of forty-five degrees. The effect is 
and down among the cotton plants, and then very graceful and airy, and as no wheeled 
also myriads of mosquitoes, of great stature, carriages are used in China (except wheel- 
came off and sounded their declarations of barrows), they answer all practical purposes, 
war in my ears. A sunset on the Imperial Canal, with the

“ We were not alone on the Wangpoo. monuments on the banks, a v ista of these 
On the contrary, there were never less than bridges, and the mountains of Nganhwui in 
a hundred sail. Up the flood tide of the the far distance, is a sight I  shall remembei 
Wangpoo Dr. Dickson’s boat separated from when I  look again upon Claudes and Turners, 
us last night, and is not come up. The boat- We are thankful that at last there aie moun- 
men talk of perils from pirates or foundering tains in view ; for this perpetual level, fat 
in the storm. We wait and send back run- and fertile as it is, grows depressing. I t  is 
ners, and learning no tidings, conclude he has our fifth day, and we are expecting to reach 
returned to Shanghai. Two large navigable Hangchow, where all our difficulties of transit 
tributaries fall in, but the river above is not must be expected. While writing I  have 
much decreased in width. After some hours’ passed along five miles of rural district, w itli 
further voyage, the W angpoo loses its name banks all built up, like a Parisian quay, of 
and form. I t  divides into two equal channels, wrought granite, and the towing-path carried 
one of which descends from the right, and over stone bridges which cross^ the frequent 
comes down from a string of lakes that extend branches of this immense artificial navigation. 
toSoo-choo; the other is our way. Tribu- I  despair of conveying the idea of cyclopean 
taries and canals now come quickly in, show- work, enormous traffic, patient industiy, vast 
ing how wonderfully ramified is the internal natural fertility, individual content, and peace- 
water communication of this land. Of course ful prosperity with which this journey im- 
the volume of the stream contracts as we presses me. The pagodas are in ruins, and 
ascend. At night the action of the tide is where the quays have fallen there is no hand 
but faintly felt, and we anchor in a channel to repair them. The imperial grain-junks 
about fifty yards wide. In  the moonlight are rotting, and the few forts are in decay; 
Dr. Dickson’s boat comes up with a tale of but these evidences of decrepitude in the 
adventure. The next day was a day of canals rulers have not yet operated to affect the 
and great cities.” personal happiness which springs from fcitile

The aids to the river navigation and irri- lands and industrious husbandmen. At the 
gation of China by canals are numerous—the end of one of the long straight lines of this 
Grand Canal being the largest work of the highway we discern at last a far extending 
kind in the world, and history supplies no mass of houses, whose walls exult in bright 
ground for believing that any work of equal whitewash, and whose roofs are all of old 
magnitude has ever existed. The scenery, grey tiles. These houses seem to extend far 
rural and social, on the banks of the Grand, back, and to overspread the plain that inter- 
or, as it is also called, the Imperial Canal, venes between the bank of the canal and the 
is to European eyes most peculiar. The highlands that form the background of our 
fullest account extant written by an Eng- present view. This, seen through a mob of 
lish eye-witness, is that of the Times' cor- junks, moving and still, is Hangchow as it 
respondent, who visited it late in the autumn appears from the Imperial Canal.  ̂All things
of 1857:__ indicate the capital of a great province. Our

“ The only Chinese objects which to the old friends the imperial grain-junks have 
eye of Western taste are really beautiful, are been rotting in hundreds for the last ten 
the bridges that cross their canals at frequent miles, the canal has been of extending width, 
intervals. The willow-pattern plate, so faith- mandarin passage-boats, towed by strings of 
ful in other matters, does not do them justice, coolies, have gone by sounding their gongs 
Sometimes they consist of three arches, but and flaunting their banners, while the man- 
generally of only one. In  the latter case, darin looked out from his seat of honour, 
solid masonry of carefully-faced granite or and from behind his fan eagerly eyed the 
limestone advances into the water from either strangers. The commercial navy of China 
side. In the centre springs a light and (pur sang—no schooners or lorchas) were 
graceful arch—more than a semicircle, quite taking in paper, tea, rice, oil, bamboo basket- 
half an oval; it springs forty feet high, and I work, and a thousand other articles of pro-



duce. They are loading the tea here in it3 hv tinctures. When the young leaves have 
natural state, in chests protected by matting, fully opened out, the tea is called Pouchong, 
It is all for Shanghai and the export-market,; Souchong, and Camper as black tea, and 
that is to say, it is all of that high-dried kind Imperial Gunpowder and Hyson as green 
which will pass the sea. I  counted eighteen teas. The older and stronger leaves receive 
junks, of about two hundred tons each, lying the name of Congou as a black tea, and 
together ready laden with this European Twankay and Hyson skins as green teas, 
necessity.” The oldest and coarsest of the leaves pro-

The productions of the country are nume- duce Bohea, the lowest in quality, 
rous and abundant, and the extreme industry The skill with which the cultivators of the 
of the people adds to the fecundity of their plant superintend its growth has much to do 
fertile soil. Rice is the great staple, but many with the quality of the tea produced. This 
valuable fruits and vegetables are also pro- was made evident by the experiments of the 
duced. The sugar-cane is, in some districts, East India Company. I t  was not until Chi- 
very line, and is used in various ways by the nese cultivators were employed, and some of 
inhabitants. The mulberry-tree abounds, the company’s agents proceeded to China and 
especially along the tributaries of the Yang- studied the treatment of the shrub, that their 
tse, and in the country near the Imperial (or plantations in the Himalayas prospered; and 
Grand) Canal. Beans are extensively culti- even in Assam such arrangements were 
vated in some districts. Very useful trees, necessary.
shrubs, and plants, yielding food or materials The Dutch, in 1610, were the first to 
for commerce, are abundant all over China: import tea into Europe: it was more than 
the Japan varnish, known to British com- halt a century later before it was brought to 
merce,is distilled from the lacker shrub; mate- England. Two-thirds of all the tea exported 
rial for candles is obtained from the tallow- from China is consumed by the English, 
tree; rice paper, as it is termed, is procured The Americans, Dutch, and Russians are the 
from a leguminous plant common in the only other peoples who extensively import it. 
marshes; the lotus is made useful for food The botany and flora ol China are very 
and other purposes; cuniferous trees are varied and beautiful. Even in prolific India 
abundant. The humblest cottager contrives and Ceylon, the botanical gardens are in
to cultivate some garden vegetables, with debted to China for a rich portion of their 
persistent industry, in places the most dis- exotic treasures. I t  is probable that even 
advantageous. tlie fairy floral scenes of the Indian slopes of

The tea-plant is known to be indigenous the Himalayas are exceeded in beauty by 
to China, the rest of the world deriving its those of the southern mountains of China, 
chief supplies from thence. This plant (Thea These are literally clad with azalea; and 
Chinensis) is an evergreen, and a very hardy amidst the beauty thus produced, there is a 
shrub in China, although in India, both in profusion of gorgeous shrubs and flowers— 
Assam and the Himalayas, it has been neces- clematis, roses, honeysuckle, and numerous 
saryto treat it as a delicate plant. I t  attains wild flowers and shrubs, known only to the 
the height of five or six feet. The tea export- botanists and florists of Europe, aie spread 
ing districts are not so extensive as is generally out in endless variety, forming a natural car- 
supposed in Europe, being confined to limited pet of the most glowing hues.  ̂ Ih e  tioueiy 
portions of the provinces of Eo-kien, Quang- land ” is no boast, however vain the Chinese 
tung, Kiang-see, Kiang-su, and Tche-kiang. may be of applying the appellation to then 
In almost all the other provinces the amount country. Cashmere may surpass, and L-eylon 
produced is consumed where grown, and is may rival, the floral beauties of China—-and 
of a coarse quality, unsuitable for commerce, there are a few spots on the great table-land 
Fo-kien exports the greatest quantity of of the Deccan where flowering shrubs, within 
black, and Kiang-su the greatest quantity a more limited range, are produced equally 
of green. I t  is not generally known that fine; but it is to be doubted whethei e se- 
both kinds are obtained from plants of the where in the world there is another such land 
same species: the difference in the exported of flowers as the regions of the southern 
commodities arises from the leaves having hills. . . .
been collected at different stages of their China is not rich in domestic animals 
growth • and from the employment of colour- horses, oxen, and sheep are not plentiful, noi 
ing matter with the green, such as Prussian are their species_ good. I t  does not pay to 
blue and gvpsum The young leaves before rear domestic animals. The population, espe-
S r « ° p . T » d  tl,* more shoots, yield a
black tea called Pekoe, and a green tea called every inch of land is required for t g 
Young Hyson, which is prepared as to colour supply man with food; while, at^the
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time, human labour is too cheap for that of rich, the principal being copper, zinc, quick - 
liorses and oxen to be profitably used. In  silver, and ltaolin, or porcelain earth, of 
the south-west the tiger and rhinoceros are various sorts, some of the. finest quality. The 
found, but not in great numbers. The tiger precious metals are found in small quantities, 
is a fine and fierce creature, resembling The most important mineral resource of the 
that of Bengal, but rather inferior in size and empire is coal, which exists in vast quan- 
strength. tities, and over a widespread area. In the

The ornithology of China is very various, neighbourhood of Pekin, the coal deposits 
The gold and silver pheasants are beautiful are worked on an extensive scale, as wood is 
creatures, by many supposed to he finer than scarce, which the Chinese always prefer for 
the pheasant of the Himalayas. Domestic fuel. Frequent outcrops show that there are 
fowl grow to a very large size, and the eggs immense seams of coal in the vicinity even 
are of a magnitude which surprise Europeans, of Pekin, never yet worked. The Chinese 
The forms of the ornithological productions are had miners, although they work assi- 
of China are often very peculiar, and not duously when directed by skilful engineers, 
unfrequently very beautiful. They do not use vertical shafts, and are

The ichthyology of China is also varied, ignorant of the means by which water is 
and exceedingly beautiful. Gold and silver exhausted from mines. In  consequence of 
fish, so much admired as domestic pets in the necessity of emptying the water with 
England, are common in China. Sturgeon, small casks, and of carrying up the coal in 
and other large fish, are abundant and excellent small baskets, the expense of working these 
in quality. Shell-fish are exceedingly various: collieries is considerable, notwithstanding the 
the natives eat every species, and the poor cheapness of labour. Consequently, even in 
classes seem to do so without discrimination, the vicinity of the coal seams, the poor use 
The number of persons employed in the sea for fuel slack, coal gravel, and yellow clay, 
fisheries is very great, although in conse- mixed with water into a thick paste, and 
quence of the prevalence of piracy they incur moulded and baked like bricks, 
great danger, their cargoes being frequently The porcelain clay is obtained chiefly in 
seized, and the boats’ crews massacred from the neighbourhood of King-te-takin, a town 
sheer love of cruelty. I t  is necessary, in and district in the province of Kiang-see, 
consequence of this state of things, for a fleet east of the Payang Lake. In  the town and 
of fishing boats to go out with a convoy, district there are said to be two millions of 
The fishing boats which ply off the mouth of persons engaged in the porcelain manufac- 
the river Yang-tse pay convoy duties, which ture. There are not less than five hundred 
amount to fifty thousand dollars a year. The furnaces in the town alone. Chinamen say 
wood junks which ply between Ningpo and that the aspect by day and night in this 
Foo-chow pay three times as much as the neighbourhood is remarkable — clouds of 
fishing junks. The vessels wdiich lately smoke darkening the sun, or pillars of fire 
acted the part of pirotectors were Portu- illuminating the sky. Their descriptions 
guese lorchas, but they changed their cha- correspond with what the traveller sees in 
racter into pirates more formidable than those England when travelling through the great 
they were hired to repel. They made de- manufacturing districts of Warwickshire and 
scents upon the villages, destroyed the fishing Staffordshire. Foreigners being carefully ex
tackle and store-houses, slew the men, and eluded, to prevent discovery of the pro- 
carried off the women. The Portuguese cesses of the manufacture, there is no reliable 
consuls winked at these atrocities, and at last testimony as to the true condition of the dis
appeared to be their patrons; for men cap- trict, or the extent of its manufacture: all 
tured in the acts of murder or spoliation wTere classes in China, from the throne to the coolie, 
handed over to the Portuguese consul, and delight in lying, and there is no form of 
were allowed to escape with impunity. The falsehood which they so much practise as 
Chinese government actually hired the old exaggerated statements of the population, 
pirates to put down the new ones, and a con- resources, beauty, and power of their country, 
flict ensued, in which the Portuguese be- The porcelain earth is a clay resulting 
haved with a cowardice seldom equalled, from the decomposition of felspar; the colour 
their junks were destroyed, their fugitives is white, yellow, or reddish white. I t  is not 
pursued on land and slain, and the Por- generally superior in China for manufacturing 
tuguese consul, their abettor, driven from purposes to that which is found in Corn- 
Ningpo. This occurred in 1854, since wall, in England, in the Island of Bornholm, 
which the fisheries have been protected, and in the Baltic, or in Germany, 
the supply greatly increased. Among the productions of China silk is

The mineral productions of China arc very prominent. The mulberry-tree has been



long a staple production, and the wide more if the weather should be cold and un
area over which it grows, together with its favourable. When near the time, one or 
excellence, enables the Chinese to rear vast two of the worms are taken out and tried, 
numbers of the worm. China may be said to After due maceration, the worm is broken 
be the country par excellence of silk, of which exactly across the silk-bag, and the two parts 
there seems to be an inexhaustible source, are drawn gently asunder, until the gut 
I t furnishes large quantities to the neighbour- appears to be of the proper thickness, and 
ing nations and to Europe, and also clothing then hung up to dry in the air.” * 
for the greater part of the inhabitants: there The raw silk is produced by the operation 
are very few, except of the lowest orders, but of winding “ at the same time several of the 
what are clad in silk garments. cocoons on a common reel, thereby forming

To the Chinese we owe the knowledge of one smooth even thread. When the skein is 
the manufacture of silk, and that which is dry, it is taken from the reel, and made up 
imported excels that of every other country into hanks; but before it is fit for weaving, 
in brilliancy and colour. The imports of and in order to enable it to undergo the pro- 
Ohina silk have largely increased of late cess of dyeing, without furring up or sepa- 
years. The imports, which in 1830 were rating the fibres, it is converted into one of 
6000 bales, and in 1846 14,103 bales, had three forms—namely, singles, tram, or organ- 
risen in 1856 to 56,561 bales. The average zine. Singles (a collective noun) is formed 
weight of the bales of China silk is—raw, of one of the reeled threads being twisted, in 
103lbs. nett; thrown, 113lbs. nett. Assum- order to give it strength and firmness. Tram 
ing the bales to be 1 cwt. each, the imports is formed of two or more threads twisted 
in 1856 amounted to 2828 tons. together. In  this state it is commonly used

“ China silk consists of two leading kinds, in weaving as the shoot or weft. Thrown 
produced severally in the provinces of Can- silk is formed of two or three or more singles, 
ton and Nankin. The latter, which is very according to the substance required, being- 
superior to the Canton silk, is known in com- twisted together in a contrary direction to 
merce under the names of Tsatlee and Tay- that in which the singles, of which it is com- 
saam. Tsatlee is the Canton patois for Tsih posed, are twisted. This process is termed 
Se, or seven cocoons, the mode in which this organzining, and the silk so twisted organ- 
silk was, perhaps, originally reeled. I t  is zine.'’ f
now quite otherwise. Taysaam is the Ta- There is a material of silk export called 
tsan of the Chinese, literally the gros cocon “ ‘ waste cocoons ’—that is, the cocoons after 
of the French, and is significantly descriptive having had all the serviceable silk reeled 
of this kind. Unlike the production of silk from them. Within the last year or two 
in Italy, France, and Bengal, in China there these (which were before thrown away as 
are no large filatures or extensive establish- worthless) have been shipped to Manchester 
ments for reeling silk of a known size, qua- in considerable quantities, where they have 
lity, or kind, uniformly regular throughout, fetched Is. 4d. to Is. 6d. per pound. They 
All China silk is the produce of cottage or are ‘carded,’ and made into silken thread 
domestic husbandry, and is mostly reeled by used for the lower description of silk goods.” i  
the peasant population which raises the In the northern parts of China, especially 
worm. The wholesale prices on the 1st of in elevated situations, bird-skins are used for 
January, 1857, were as follows, being nearly shoes and other articles of clothing, and the 
double the rates ruling a quarter of a century carcasses are, strange as it may ajjpear, used 
ago :—Tsatlee, first and second, 25s. to 26s.; for fuel. The feathers of the Argus pheasant 
ditto, third and fourth, 23s. to 24s. 6d. ; Tay- (Argus giganteus), supposed to be found only 
saam, 19s. to 23s. 6d .; Canton, 13s. to in the Malayan peninsula and Sumatra, but 
19s. 6(7.; China thrown, 18s. to 26s.” * which is also a native of China, are much in

The silkworm gut, used for fishing in request for ornament, the wing and tail fur - 
China, and exported for that purpose to nishing beautiful specimens. “ Peacock fea- 
other countries, is jn-oduced in large quan- thers were at one time employed by Canton 
tities. “ In  making silkworm gut, the silk- manufacturers in making variegated threads, 
worm caterpillar is immersed in vinegar when which were used in forming beautiful capes 
it has left off feeding, and is looking out for for females. Permission to wear the pea-
a convenient corner to spin his cocoon. The cock’s feather in the cap in China is, like the
silk-bag is then perfected, and out of this the , , , ,
gut is prepared in pure strong vinegar, rh e  185] J y 
time for maceration is about three weeks, or -p ibid.

* Catalogue of the Collection of Animal Products in i  Catalogue of the Collection of Animal Products in
the South Kensington Museum. the South Kensington Museum.



European orders, always specially granted to leagrina Margaritifera), in its natural state, 
the individual wearer.” Marabout feathers, as brought home from China, may be seen 
which are chiefly obtained from the marabout among the specimens of shells and marine 
crane in Cochin-China, are also an article of products in the Museum of the Commissioners 
production and commerce in the Chinese of Art.* This shell is used in a great variety 
empire. The feathers of the silver pheasant of ways in the manufactures of China- 
are carefully collected, and exported to Europe Beeswax is a commodity produced in China 
and America for fly-fishing and ornamental in increasing quantities.
work generally. The feathers of the golden The musk-deer is hunted in Thibet, for the 
pheasant, which are perhaps more beautiful sake of the musk, which is brought down to 
than those of any other bird except the pea- China proper, and thence exported, but only 
cock and bird of paradise, are also exported in small quantities, the animal not being eom- 
to Europe and America for fly-fisliing. The mon in Eastern Asia.
feathers of the common Chinese fowl are also I t  is a general impression in England 
carefully collected for various purposes of amongst all classes, exclusive of merchants 
home use and export. and men of science, that, with the exception

“ The Chinese manufacture beads of various of tea and silk, China produces very little 
kinds, fish-counters, &c., from the mother-of- that is fit for commerce or conducive to 
pearl shells, in a far superior manner to that luxury among her own people. A more 
of artists in Europe. Three sorts of beads intimate acquaintance with her productions, 
are made there—one perfectly round, the soil, climate, and the industry of her people, 
second not quite round, and the other cu t; will dispel this impression. Her selfish policy, 
and they are tied up into bunches of one as regards intercourse with other nations, 
hundred strings, each string containing a leaves many of her natural products which 
hundred beads. The fish-counters are cut are adapted to commerce imperfectly de- 
into various shapes—round, oval, and ob- veloped, and the existence of many materials 

' long, and are usually sold in sets of about which contribute to taste or luxury among 
a hundred and forty pieces. Various species her own people are now only beginning to 
of placuna, being thin and semi-transparent, be known in Europe. The commerce carried 
are used in parts of China for glazing windows on by the Chinese of Singapore is tending to 
in junks and on shore, and for lanterns, as display the resources of the Chinese empire; 
horn is used here. The Chinese also use and were trade and intercourse perfectly 
the powder of this shell for silver in their free, China would export many valuable ma- 
water-colour drawings.” * terials almost at present unknown to com-

The Chinese create artificial pearls, by merce, or only known in a limited degree, 
introducing small pieces of wood, wire, and The territorial divisions of China have 
baked earth into the pearl mussel, j- These, varied very much. In  reference to this a 
by irritating the animal, cause it to cover the well-known authority has remarked :—“ The 
substance with a pearly secretion. Little scientific skill of the Jesuit missionaries ac- 
figures, made of wood, are frequently intro- complished a survey of the whole of this fine 
duced in this manner, and when covered with country on trigonometrical principles, so 
the pearly deposit are used by the people as admirably correct as to admit of little irn- 
ckarrns. |  In this manner pearl-covered provement; and, with the exception of the 
figures of Buddha are obtained, the nacre- British possessions in India, there is no part 
ous deposit being so laid upon the image as of Asia so well laid down as China. Since 
to make it an object of beauty. § These the time of the Jesuits’ survey, however, an 
figures generally represent the great sectary alteration has taken place in the divisions of 
in a sitting posture. These are treasured by the country. The provinces of China, which 
the people, or exported to Birmah, Siam, Sin- then consisted of fifteen in all, have been in- 
gapore, Tenesserim, Pegu, and even to Ceylon, creased, by the subdivision of three of the 
where the great pearl fisheries are. The largest, to eighteen. Keang-nan has been 
large snail pearl-shell of Singapore ( Turbo split into Keang-soo and Gan-hoey, Hoo- 
marmoratus) is much sought after by the kuang into Hoo-nan and Hoo-pe, and the 
Chinese there, and sent to China, where it western part of Shen-sy has been extended, 
is highly valued, and is sent thence to other and called Kan-so. These eighteen pro
countries. The pearl-white oyster-shell (Me- vinces constitute a compact area, extending (if

w e  leave o u t  th e  island o f  Haenan) fro m  a b o u t  
* Specimens, South Kensington Museum. 2 1 °  to  4 1 °  o f  n o r th  la t itu d e , a n d  m e a s u r in g
t  Edgar A. Bowring, Esq.; Museum of the Royal . l e n g th  fro m  n o r th  t o  S o u th  a b o u t

College of Surgeons, Drawing by Professor tyuekett. °
\  Sir John Bowring.
§ Dr. M'Gowan, of Ningpo. * Class II., Animal Products. Division 4.



t w e lv e  th o u s a n d  g e o g r a p h ic a l  m ile s ,  w i t h  a n  T h e  c lim a te  is  o n  th e  w h o le  m o r e  t e m p e -  
a v e r a g e  b r e a d th  fro m  e a s t  to  w e s t  o f  n e a r ly  r a te  th a n  a n y  e q u a l a r e a  in  A s ia ,  a n d  in  
2 0 °  o f  lo n g itu d e , or  s o m e t h in g  le s s  th a n  th e  s o m e  p o r t io n s  i t  i s  v e r y  e q u a b le  a n d  a g r e e -  
e x t e n t  n o rth  a n d  s o u t h .” *  a b le . I t  i s  r e m a r k a b le , h o w e v e r ,  fo r  th e  lo w

T h e  p r e s e n t  a r r a n g e m e n t  o f  p r o v in c e s  i s  t e m p e r a tu r e  th a t  p r e v a i ls  d u r in g  w in te r , p a r -  
th u s  g iv e n  :—  t ic u la r ly  a lo n g  th e  c o a s t, in  la t itu d e s  in  w h ic h

in  o th e r  p a r ts  o f  A s ia  or  E u r o p e  s u c h  s e v e r i ty  
The N orthern P rovince.— Chi-le; Shan-tung; Shan- j s u n k n o w n . P e k in  is  m o r e  s o u th e r ly  th a n  

see; llonan. N a p le s , y e t  fr o st  p r e v a i ls  fo r  th r e e  or  fo u r
The E astern P rovince -K e a n g so o ; Gangwhuy; Ke- m o n th g  e v  y e a r . N a n k in  i s  n e a r ly  on  th e  

aru>;see; Chekeang; hukeen. i- ^
r„ \ v   ̂ -n c-u r  i a i sa m e  l in e  ot la t itu d e  a s  t h e  m o u th  ot th eThe Western P rovince.— Shense; kanseli: Szecliaen. , T.. , , (1 . . n
The Middle PRO v.NCE.-Iloopee; Hoonan. ^ l l e > ^ d u r i n g  th e  w in te r  m o n th s  in  th e
The Southern P iroviN C E.-K w angtang; Kwangse; la t .t,el' r e g ’o n  t l le  g e n ia l  w e a th e r  p r e -

Yanan; Kweichow, t  v a i ls ,  w h i le  a t  th e  fo rm e r  t h e r e  i s  s e v e r e
fro st . C a n to n  is  u n d e r  th e  tr o p ic  o f  C a n cer , 

A n o t h e r  a r r a n g e m e n t  o f  th e  p r o v in c e s  in to  a n d  th e  su m m e r  h e a t  is  v e r y  o p p r e ss iv e , b u t  
m a r it im e  a n d  in la n d  p r e s e n ts  t h e  fo llo w in g  :— - th e r e  is  g e n e r a l ly  fr o s t  in  J a n u a r y , an d  o c c a 

s io n a lly  fa lls  o f  s n o w  h a v e  b e e n  k n o w n  th e r e  
M ARITIM E PROVINCES. a t  th a t  se a so n . T h e  c lim a te  o n  th e  c o a s ts  v e r y

Cities and Towns. m u c h  r e se m b le s  t h a t  o n  th e  se a b o a r d  o f  th e
Pe-cliec-lee...................Peking. United States. Situated on the eastern sides
Shan-tung............................. Tsi-nan-foo. 0 f g r e a t  c o n t in e n ts , b o th  r e g io n s  a re  lia b le  to

T che-k ian g......................... Ilang-choo-foo, Ning-po. e x tr e m e s  o f  c o ld  a n d  h e a t  a t  o p p o s ite  se a so n s ,
P o-k ien .................................Foo-choo-foo, Amoy. p a r t ic u la r ly  th e  fo rm er , a s c o m p a r e d  w it h  th e
Quang-tung..........................Canton, Macao. sa m e  la t itu d e s  in  o th e r  p a r ts  o f  th e  sa m e  c o n -

T v r . m  TmovuTAimrc t in e n t s .  T h e  h e a t  a t  C a n to n , w h ic h  i s  o n
. n e a r ly  th e  sa m e  l in e  o l  la t itu d e  a s  C a lcu tta ,

!'lan'see ......................Tai-yuen-foo. . not much greater, if at all greater, than in
Kan.s u .................................Lan-tchou. th a t  p la c e , h u t  th e  th e r m o m e te r  n e v e r  fa lls
H o -n a n .................................Kai-fong-foo. b e lo w  th e  fr e e z in g -p o in t  in  th e  m e tr o p o lis  o f
Gan-hway..................... Ngan-king-foo. India, whereas it nearly always does so during
H o o -p e e ................................Woo-tchang-foo. w in te r  a t  C a n to n .

Kiang-see ! .‘ ! ! ! ! ! '. ! N™-tehang-foo. B e fo r e  n o t ic in g  th e  v a s t  e x t e n t  o f  c o u n tr y
Q u a iig -se e ..............................Kwei-ling-foo. b e y o n d  C h in a  p r o p e r , i t  i s  su ita b le  to  c o n s id e r
K w ei-ch ew .............................Kwei-yang-foo. th o s e  p e c u lia r it ie s  o f  th e  e m p ir e  w h ic h  a re
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----------------------------------------------  T h e  tw o  g r e a t  w o r k s  o f  th e  C h in e se  are
* The Chinese: a General Description o f  China and th e  G r e a t  W a l l  a n d  th e  G ra n d  C an a l. T h e

its Inhabitants. By John l'rancis Davis, I'.R.S., Gover- w a ]J e x te n d s  fro m  a  fo r t  ill th e  G u lf  o f  P e -

n°T h” m ^ n t  differs somewhat from the more c h e e - le e  w e s tw a r d  a lo n g  th e  so u th e r n  fr o n -
recent and accurate estimates which we give, but this t ie r , a  sp a c e  o f  f if te e n  h u n d r e d  m ile s , o v e r
authority is more generally relied upon. m o u n ta in s , r a v in e s , v a l le y s ,  r iv e r s , a n d  p la in s ,

f  The Rev. Thomas Phillips. I t  f s a  g r e a t  e a r th  r a m p a r t, a d m it t in g  o f  a
|  Ti!® P ev* Thomas Milner. c a r r ia g e  or  s e v e r a l h o r se m e n  a b r e a s t  to  p a ss
It will he observed hy the reader that these authorities , ® , T, • • it

spell the names of places differently; it is impossible to a lo n g  t l ie  to P- . It; ]v a s  o r ig in a l ly  c a se d  W ith  
find any two authors who agree entirely in the spelling of s to n e  a n d  b r ick , b u t  t h e s e  h a v e  b e c o m e  
Chinese words. This circumstance also exists in refer- d ila p id a te d . T h is  w a l l  is  o f  v e r y  u n e q u a l  
ence to Hindoo terms, but to a still greater degree in h e ig h t,. O n  t h e  m o u n ta in s  i t  fr e q u e n tly  
Chinese. The author of this work will use quotations as d oeg  nofc e x c e e d  t e n  fe e t ; i l l  t i le  v a l le y s  i t  
he finds them, and adopt for himself the most usual and . , , . . , f f  . i ■
best known modes of writing names-of places and things, r is e s  to  th e  h e ig h t  o f  t h ir ty  f e e t  a n d  IS t h e ie
It will assist the reader to inform him that, according to f la n k e d  W ith  n u m e r o u s  r e d o u b ts , or  p r o je c -  
Milner, the following descriptive terms are of common t io n s  r e s e m b lin g  su c h . T h e r e  a re  g a t e s  a t  
occurrence in 1 he geography of China:—  in te r v a ls  for  c o n v e n ie n c e  o f  in g r e s s  a n d

Pe, north ; nan, south ; tunc/, east; see, west. Hence, 
with king, court, we have Pe-king, the north-court; Nan
king, the south-court; Tung-king, the e a s t - c o u r t a s  Si-kiang, pearl-river; Yang-tse-kiang, river of the sou of 
having been, at different periods, imperial residences. the ocean.

Shan, mountain. Thian Chan, or Shan, the Celestial The provinces are distributed into three classes, deno- 
Mountains; Shan-tung, east of the mountains; Shaa-see, minated foo, chew, and hien, terms of rank. Their 
west of the mountains. capitals are denoted in like manner— those which have

Doo, lake. Hoo-nan, south of the lake. foo  appended to their names being cities of the first
IIo. river, and Hang, river. Hoang-ho, yellow-river ; rank; chew, of the second; and Hen, of the third.



egress, such as may be allowed, and also for treadwheel, with its line of tiny buckets, is 
the purpose of levying duties of transit. I t  erected over the canal, and the water is 
was once a formidable barrier to the predatory thrown up to refresh the mulberry-trees or 
Tartars, but is now badly guarded, and the mature the rice. When the Arabs learn to 
smugglers have made breaches in many labour like this, the plain of the Metidja may 
places, which no attempt has been made to become as productive as this delta of the two 
repair. rivers. We must have passed ten thousand

The Grand Canal extends from Hang-choo- people to-day engaged in this irrigation 
foo in the south, to near Lin-chin in the process.”
north, where it joins a river-system con- The ingenuity of the inland fishermen, the 
nected with the capital, its whole course industry of the gardeners, the energy of the 
being seven hundred miles, with an ordinary boatmen, and the depressing effect upon all 
width of two hundred feet. Much praise these important qualities which is created by 
has been bestowed in Europe upon the engi- the oppressive government of the emperor, 
neering skill exhibited in this construction, and the necessary political discontent of the 
but there does not seem to be any warrant people, are graphically shown in the follow- 
for regarding it in that light. I t  is formed in ing extract from the same writer :—“ At 
a level country, which was composed chiefly Keashin, however, we leave that network of 
of loam, and other light soil; no engineering canals which, although over fifty yards broad, 
difficulties of any kind were presented. The are now narrowed to a channel by light barn- 
amount of labour employed was of course boo partitions on each side. The enclosed 
great, and the utility of the work vcas beyond side-water is hired and cultivated as ling 
question, as it opened up an inland navigation gardens, a water-loving root, which the 
where the country was without rivers, or English call ‘buffalo head,’ and which the 
possessing rivers not navigable. Davis, how- Chinese much affect. Worse, however, than 
ever, commends the engineering skill dis- the ling gardens, the huge hulks of the im- 
played in choosing a line of country so free perial grain junks encumber these small 
from difficulties, i t  does not, however, ap- canals. Since the rebels have been estab- 
pear that even this encomium is deserved, for it lished at Nankin the inland communication 
required nothing beyond commonplace obser- has been stopped, and the food of Pekin goes 
vation to perceive the portions of the country round by sea. Many hundreds, therefore, of 
requiring such a channel of inland commerce, these junks have become useless. They are 
and which afforded the greatest facilities for rotting in all directions, filling up the chan
cutting a canal. The untiring industry of nels—some above water, some below, all of 
the people in producing this great work them in decay. They must not be broken 
merits all commendation. Mr. Davis declares up, or sold, or burnt,—they are imperial pro- 
that no moral revolution could effect such a perty. A t Keashin we enter upon the Im- 
change in China as the introduction of the perial Canal. Between the carefully-piled 
Roman Catholic calendar, for they have no banks of this noble river—for it is as wide 
saints’ days, although many saints, and no as the Thames at Kew—we journey for 
holidays, on any pretext or reason, in China, three days, passing, and sometimes tarrying 
The most recent accounts of the Chinese at, villages, and towns, and cities. I t  is* the 
which have been received in this country country, however, which is most interesting, 
are those contained in the letters of the
special correspondent of the Times, and his Gotl maile tile couatl7> and man macle the town,’
representations of the untiring and energetic may be true in England, but here man has as 
industry of the Chinese along the Imperial much to do in making the country as in 
Canal will enable us to account for the per- making the city. There is no lack of objects 
severance with which that work was brought as we passed up, towed by these hardy boat- 
to a completion. The “ special correspon- men. The irrigation wheels are constantly 
dent” thus describes the habits of the rural going, men and women working under their 
and village population “ Again we were in awning of mats. The junks and boats are 
the country, among the mulberry-trees and never ceasing-—who shall number the vehicles 
the rice-fields, the patches of tobacco, the for water-carriage which China possesses ? 
sepulchral mounds, with their waving banners The fisherman, with his flock of fishing cor- 
of high reeds, the gourds trellised on bamboo morants perched on his punt, or swimming 
framework, and the agricultural population after him, is passing up under the bank, and 
all at work—men and women, with equal I  notice that if a cormorant gets a large fish 
energy, treading at their irrigation wheels, which he cannot swallow he takes it to the 
Here is the secret of the fertility of this great punt, and receives something to devour in
delta : every hundred yards a little family stead.”



The city, population, and its habits of in- commodities for sale, constitute the only dif- 
dustry along the line of the canal, may he ference. We entered Kiahing through an 
judged by a single specimen from the same archway in the wall, and quitted it through 
w riter:— “ Although but a third-class city, a similar aperture. There is no difference 
we were at least an hour passing through between the city and the suburb, except that 
Kiahing. There are extensive stores of that inside the walls the canals are narrower.” 
thick pottery ware used at Shanghai for Perhaps no living European has accom- 
baths and coarser utensils, much of it well plished the navigation of the Imperial Canal 
ornamented. There are large carpenters’ to its remote inland termination, except the 
shops, containing the simple silk-winding gentleman from whom these quotations have 
machine of the Chinese, in every stage of been made. In  the following extract lie 
completion. W e are now far advanced into records his arrival at that particular spot'— 
the silk district. There is a large establish- the city of Hangchow (or Hangwhau), as it is 
ment for crushing seeds and making oil. W e generally called. I t  appears from his narra- 
land to inspect it, and the proprietor is polite tive, that but for some peculiar policy of the 
and explanatory. There are tea-shops over- government, the navigation of that great 
hanging the water, and the customers, naked artery of inland trade could be further ex- 
to the waist, are lounging and smoking, and tended, as at Hangchow there is a large 
sipping from their little cups a weak infusion, navigable river, to which it is necessary for 
without milk or sugar. Then there is a passengers to transfer their cargoes and them- 
break in the continuity of habitations—a selves. The extract also refers to some 
rick of rice-straw and a grove of mulberry- important commercial facts which, although 
trees—not large round-topped trees, such as more strictly belonging to a future chapter on 
Ave see in France and Italy, but trees free to our oriental commerce, illustrate here the 
grow as nature pleases, and bearing their locality, the jealousy of the government, and 
leaves down to the bottom of their stems. Of the facilities already opening to personal 
the millions of mulberry-trees I  have seen in visitation, where commercial operations are 
this part every one has a good healthy foliage, still fettered. The feat accomplished by the 
and not one has been stripped in the" manner enterprising correspondent of the Times and 
I  have somewhere seen described. Passing his associates—if his European friends pene- 
this great agricultural interval, we again im- trated so far who accompanied him in the 
merge into the city. W e seem now to be in earlier part of the expedition—is one full of 
a district of merely domestic dwellings. The interest to the European world, and more 
enormous signboards, covered with gigantic especially those who are not^ moved by 
Chinese characters, are less frequent. There curiosity merely, but are anxious for the 
is a fat Chinawoman and her pretty little opening up of China to commerce, civiliza- 
round plump daughter hanging out clothes tion, and religious instruction. The infor- 
in a very small number of square inches of mation contained in the letter was afforded 
drying-ground under the eaves of their cot- from Hangchow so late as the 22nd of 
tage. In another building there is a solitary August, 1857 -
damsel employed upon her embroidery; and “ The irrigation wheel has now entirely 
in another a palm-leaf fan is being used to given way to the wharf. The banks on 
drive the mosquitoes out of the curtains. The either side are as the banks of ̂  the Thames 
little domesticities of life are going on while when the river reaches the city’s eastern 
the men are at business. Throughout the suburb. High above roofs and masts rise 
whole extent of Kiahing, and of every other two lofty poles, whose cross-bars show them 
city in this neighbourhood, there are well- to be ensigns of official authority. They 
finished quays of faced granite, having at stand before a large public edifice. In  China 
every twenty yards broad stone stairs down all public edifices are ot the same pattern; 
into the water ■ upon these the long-tailed josshouses and palaces and public offices 
race, both men and children, stand and fish, might, and very frequently do, interchange 
Some of the stores are very extensive, run a their purposes without much alteration. The 
long way back, and are divided from their building before us has the usual double tier 
neighbours by thick and high party-walls; of shelving roofs with upturned corners, as 
but the houses are all built to the same pat- though the original designer of this style had 
tern—a garret above a shop, a slanting roof taken the prows of four Greek galleys and 
of tiles, and projecting eaves over both the put them together, with their rostra facing 
shop and the garret. This is the unvarying to the four cardinal points. I t  also has a 
form. Signboards with immense characters, very extensive gallery, which comes out on 
the presence or absence of flowerpots and piles into the canal, and is roofed and orna- 
casements, and the various characters of the mented in proper official style, and crowded



with Chinese officials. This building is the quent experience. Shanghai is full of Eng- 
celebrated ‘Psin Kwan,’ or ‘ Ta Kwan’— lish goods; at Keahing and Keashun I  saw 
the ‘ new ’ or the ‘ great ’ custom-house. This some English ‘ domestics; ’ but after we had 
is the foe of Manchester and Leeds, and Not- passed the ‘ Ta Kwan’ I  never saw anything 
tingham and Sheffield. This is the first English exhibited for sale, except English 
lock in the ascending water-way. Here Bri- sewing-cotton, which had penetrated even to 
tish calicoes get their first lift, to be still the primitive city of Pelr Kwan. I t  may be 
further lifted at very short stages. There is that the duties on English goods are as heavy 
no escape. Here the Imperial Canal ends, as my Chinese informant says, but I  must 
There are small feeders which come down admit that I  do not think the testimony worth 
from places ill the neighbourhood, but here much.”
the navigation ceases. There is a magnifi- The architectural works of China are not 
cent navigable river, which rolls on the other of great magnitude: the European factories 
side of the city, but with this the Imperial at Canton were probably the best buildings in 
Canal has no connection. Such is the impe- the empire. Chinese architecture is not re- 
rial policy: here at Hangchow everything markable for taste—it is quaint, peculiar, and 
must be trans-shipped. original, characterised by strange antithetical

“ We pulled up at the custom-house, and features. I t  is supposed that the people 
I  prepared for the rigorous search which must derived the idea of the shape of their roofs 
take place. I  was determined to solve this from the use of the tent in their primitive 
mystery of the differential duties. I  had a pastoral condition. Whatever the purpose for 
a piece of printed calico and a packet of clasp which a Chinese building is designed, the 
knives, and also some of my Chinese clothing, roof obtains something of the catenary curve 
not yet worn, on the table before me. I  was which a rope assumes when suspended be- 
fully resolved to have a considerable discus- tween two poles, and which therefore forms 
sion over the payment of these things. After the contour of a tent.* The want of solidity, 
a few moments, a man, something between characteristic of Chinese buildings, may be 
the coolie and comprador class, and without traced to the same origin. The bridges are 
even the small pyramidal official straw hat, the best specimens of Chinese architecture, 
put his head into the boat and said, as plain many of them being constructed with great 
as unintelligible words and significant gesture ingenuity. The arch was known to the 
could speak, ‘ That will do; go on.’— ‘ But Chinese before the Greeks and Romans un
tell him,’ roared I  to A ’yu, ‘ that I  have derstood its principle.
duties to pay.’—‘ He talkee all right.’— ‘ Tell Military buildings are not numerous ; they 
him these boxes are all full of salt, and the are rudely strong. The best specimens were 
boat is full of contraband goods.’—‘ He talkee the forts which protected the entrance to the 
no mindee.’-—‘ Tell him we haven’t paid the Canton River, but which have been battered 
boat toll.’—‘He talkee bamboo boatee man.’ by the British ships-of-war during the various 
A t this hint we were at once propelled from contests with the Cantonese. Garden pavi- 
the shore, and I  was left with my British lions are frequently picturesque. Gateways, 
produce to mourn over the fallibility of the either honorary or monumental, are common 
best laid schemes. I t  was quite evident now in China; and these sometimes have con- 
that the officials were determined to ignore siderable architectural pretensions. The tall 
our presence. I  knew there was a toll that towers, or pagodas, look pretty in perspective, 
would amount to nearly a dollar each on our The Chinese science of medicine resembles 
boats; they refused, however, to take it from very much that of the island of Ceylon—a 
us. They allow us now to pass the custom- mixture of astrology, botany, chemistry, and 
house unquestioned. They are clearly treat- Buddhist superstition. The drug-shops con
ing the three Englishmen as Dogberry tain large assortments of simples; gums and 
thought it best to treat rogues. Now I  minerals also enter into the pharmacopoeia, 
began to make frantic inquiries from China- Ginsen and tea are prescribed in various 
men about the matter I  had intended to settle ways; virtues are attributed to tea especially, 
myself. I  am told that at this ‘ Ta Kwan ’ which are unknown or not appreciated in 
they take fifteen cash, or about three-half- Europe.f The medical practitioners have no 
pence, for a piece of China cloth, and four knowledge of anatomy. Phrenology is a 
hundred cash, or three shillings, for English, favourite study with them, and with' the more 
A Chinaman will always give you an answer, intelligent Chinese generally. They have a 
and it will generally be the first phrase that saying, that a man may be known by his 
comes into his head. I  paid little attention forehead, and a woman by the back part of 
to this assertion, and should not have repeated her head.
it, bu t that it seems to accord with m y subse- * Barrow t  Dr. AM.



The diseases which most commonly afflict but such an order and proportion as generally 
the people are fever, ague, dysentery, cho- prevail in scenes entirely natural. No round 
lera, bilious complaints of all kinds, pul- or oval, square or oblong lawns, with the 
monary disorders along the eastern coasts, grass shorn off close to the roots, were to be 
small-pox, which carries off large numbers of found anywhere in those grounds. The Chi- 
the population, except where vaccination has nese are particularly expert in magnifying 
been introduced by the surgeons of the East the real dimensions of a piece of land, 'by a 
India Company. Cutaneous diseases of many proper distribution of the objects intended to 
kinds are common; one of which, produced by embellish its surface; for this purpose tall 
animalcula, is very irritating and peculiar, but and luxurious trees of the deepest green were 
is removed by a native preparation of mercury planted in the foreground, from whence the 
applied as an ointment. view was to be taken; whilst those in the

In geometry and numbers the Chinese are distance gradually diminished in size and 
deficient, and are indebted for the little know- depth of colouring; and in general the ground 
ledge they have to Europeans. Their frac- was terminated by broken and irregular 
tions are decimals, except in the common clumps of trees, whose foliage varied, as well 
pound weight of the market, which, like our by the different species of trees in the group 
own, is divided into half-pounds, quarters, as by the different times of the year in which 
and ounces. they were in vigour; and oftentimes the

Their geographical knowledge is entirely vegetation was apparently old and stunted, 
derived from Europeans. By the native making with difficulty its way through the 
geographers China is represented as the great clefts of rocks, either originally found, or de- 
central land, and other nations as small spots signedlv collected upon the spot. The effect 
clustered around it. The proofs afforded to of intricacy and concealment seemed also to 
them, during the present century, of the be well understood by the Chinese. A t Yuen- 
superior power of European nations, and the min-yuen a slight wall was made to convey 
extension of the British empire in the East, the idea of a magnificent building, when seen 
has somewhat stimulated their curiosity, and at a certain distance through the branches of 
caused their educated men to consult geogra- a thicket. Sheets of made water, instead of 
phical works and maps. being surrounded by sloping banks, like the

The science of astronomy is not cultivated glacis of a fortification, were occasionally 
or understood, although the Chinese are very hemmed in by artificial rocks, seemingly 
attentive observers of the heavens. There is indigenous to the soil. The only circum- 
an Imperial Almanac published at Pekin, stance which militated against the picturesque 
and the penalty of death is visited upon any in the landscape of the Chinese was the for- 
persons who either alter or imitate it. mal shape and glaring colouring of their

In  simple but ingenious machinery they buildings. Their undulating roofs are, liow- 
surpass all other, oriental people. ever, an exception to the first part of the

Their music is very ]3rimifive; their instru- charge, and their projection throws a soften- 
ments, chiefly lutes and guitars of various ing shadow upon the supporting colonnade, 
sorts, are very numerous. They have a Some of those high towers which Europeans 
squeaking fiddle of three strings, to which call pagodas are well adapted objects for 
they are partial, and a bagpipe similar to that vistas, and are accordingly, for the most part, 
of Scotland, which is an instrument much in placed on elevated situations.” * 
favour. A concert of these instruments is a In  painting the Chinese are not so deficient 
discordant affair to European ears, but to the as they have been generally supposed to be by 
Chinese is a source of intense gratification. Europeans. They are bad landscape painters, 

Their ornamental gardening is very pecu- being unacquainted with the rules of perspec- 
liar, and perhaps there is no other art in tive, although in their landscape gardening so 
which they excel to so great a degree. A skilful in obtaining its effect. "VV here per- 
gentleman who resided at Pekin, in a magni- spective, general combination, and imagina- 
ficent pleasure-ground belonging to the em- tion are not required, they can draw well: 
peror, and who had ample opportunities for their colours are exquisitely brilliant, and 
studying the habits and tastes of the people they can delineate figure. Birds, beasts, 
in this respect, thus depicts their talent for insects, and fishes are well painted by them; 
this pleasing a r t :—■ yet they do not succeed in drawing the

“ The grand and agreeable parts of nature,” human figure and face either with the crayon 
he observes, “ were separated, connected, or or the pencil. They are capable of taking 
arranged, in so judicious a manner as to com- grotesque sketches, and caricatures in which 
pose one whole, in which there was no incon- much ideality is not requisite, but where 
sistency or unmeanning jumble of objects; * Barrow.
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the merit consists in a truthful yet humorous this respect, conferred upon China many 
delineation of an odd circumstance, or asso- advantages, and the people have appreciated 
ciation, or a person of eccentric habits and it more readily and completely than has been 
appearance. They will sometimes “ take off” understood in Europe. I t  is to this ready 
an obnoxious European in a manner more and apt appreciation of what has been taught 
truthful than flattering. them by others, that we are to ascribe the

They are not sculptors, but with plastic knowledge which, in so many respects, it has 
material they model beautifully, where ana- become the fashion in Europe to attribute 
tomical proportion is not an essential: their to their originality.
modellings of drapery are very excellent. The religious and moral condition , of the

Their taste in carving woods and ivory, Chinese has of late years become a subject of 
especially the latter, is well known in Europe, benevolent inquiry and consideration amongst 
Beautiful snuffboxes of agate and rock-crystal the Christian people of Great Britain. The 
are also carved. The ingenuity of the Chi- vast mass of the Chinese people are Buddhists, 
nese in working metals is surpassed by no In  the chapter devoted to the religions of 
eastern people, except in the precious metals, India, reference was made to this system as 
wherein the Bengalees surpass them. The exemplified there. In  the account given of 
art of printing existed in China many ages the Island of Ceylon, further light was thrown 
before its discovery in Europe. upon it. Another page will afford a descrip-

Gunpowder (fire-drug, as the Chinese call tion of the moral and religious condition of 
it) was known in China long before Euro- Thibet, and give an opportunity of still further 
peans were acquainted with it; but there is illustrating the character and effects of this 
no proof that it was ever used for purposes of system. Under the name of Buddhists, how- 
war. In pyrotechnic displays it seems alone to ever, the great majority of the people of 
have been employed, until it was perceived China are really atheists, “ without God, and 
that the western nations used it as a means without hope in the world.” Having been 
of destruction. already so fully described, it is not necessary

The magnetic compass was undoubtedly a here to add anything to the notices of the 
Chinese discovery, yet they have not pro- Buddhist religion, or, as it may be more pro
fited by it in navigation. Their voyages perly designated, philosophy, 
have seldom extended farther than India, and Buddhism is not, however, the only reli- 
at present the remotest voyage is Java or the gious system known in China, as is commonly 
Malay Isles. Instances have occurred of very in England supposed to be the case. Many 
long voyages in Chinese junks, and, as a case of the Chinese are heathens, who pay little or 
in point, one lately arrived in the Thames ; no attention to Buddha, but worship whatever 
these trips are, however, so purely excep- deity seems to become most familiarly a can- 
tional, that the limits above named as the didate for their homage. The vast numbers 
bounds of Chinese naval enterprise-are exact, of Chinese who live on the sea, and are en~ 
According to the celebrated missionary Gutz- gaged in navigation, worship the Chinese 
laff, the prejudices of the Chinese against all sea-goddess, “ the queen of heaven.” The 
improvements copied from barbarians must sailors of the celestial empire are perhaps the 
ever impede their progress in ship-building, most profligate and ignorant portion of its 
or in attaining to an effective commercial or population, and less capable of entering into 
warlike marine. Mr. Davis (the late gover- the abstruse refinements of the Buddhist phi- 
nor of Hong-Kong) is of a different opinion, losopliy: accordingly, among other tangible 
and attributes to the jealous policy of the deities, they especially worship the mariner’s 
government the chief difficulty in the way of compass. Offerings of gilt paper, such as the 
progress in navigation. The politician, in devotees of Buddha burn on shore before the 
this instance, has probably formed a clearer huge images of their temples, are at sea 
view than the divine. The Chinese have offered to the compass with a heartier 
copied Europeans in so many improvements, devotion.*
that there is no reason to suppose that they The cultivated classes in China adopt the 
would be indifferent to the example set them philosophy of Confucius as their creed; the mid
in this respect. The Siamese have already die and lower classes are Buddhists; the dregs 
followed  ̂European models in the structure of society are mere idolaters: but in every 
of coasting vessels, and the Chinese have class, and under whatever sectarian designa'- 
observed the fact with some feeling of envy, tion, there is a large leaven of atheism. 
Various inventions attributed to the Chinese, I t  is not generally known in Europe that 
and several attainments in science set down China has many followers of “ the Prophet.” 
to the credit of their genius, are due to their During the Mongul dynasty, founded by 
intercourse with Europeans. The Jesuits, in * Gutzlaff



Kolilai Khan, the Mohammedans were nume- become Christianised, must precede its con- 
l’ous. They are distinguished by wearing a version. They live among the Chinese peo- 
pointed cap. I t is common for them to pur- pie, they speak their language, they are 
sue the calling of mutton and beef butchers— known to them by deeds of charity and bene- 
a vocation utterly abhorrent to the consciences ficence; their wives are the friends of the 
of the Buddhists. There is another small sect, poor, friendless, Chinese women; their cliil- 
that of Taou, or Laon-keun (the title of the dren prattle to the natives in their own 
founder). This sect seems to have ori- tongue, and are the messengers of their 
ginally corresponded with the Epicureans of parents in little offices of love. The mer- 
the Creeks. The founder was a contemporary chants in China are almost universally large - 
of Confucius, and at certain periods of Chinese hearted and benevolent men; they will give 
history the sect obtained very great credit, largely, but they have not either time or 
They have now become few in number, and taste for such offices as these; nor would the 
have sunk into mere soothsayers and quacks; wildest philanthropist expect it from them, 
there are, however, a few places in the inte- Yet this must be done by somebody if China 
rior where numbers flock to them—not so is to be opened. Even if I  had no hope that 
much as religious disciples as to have their the cold speculative systems of Laotze, Con- 
fortunes told. fucius, and Buddha could be overthrown—that

There are many Roman Catholics in China; those palaces of ice should some day melt 
some have computed them at eight hundred before the fervid quickening fire of true reli- 
thousand, and others have alleged that a mil- gion, still I  would say plant missionary esta- 
lion is more near the truth. So conflicting are blisliments in China ; but remember always 
the statements, and with so much acrimony that a fool, a bigot, or a firebrand can do 
are they made, that it is impossible to arrive more evil than ten good men can repair.” 
at any fair and unbiassed conclusion. The The spirit and general character of these 
Jesuit missionai'ies have laboured long and remarks are commendable; but it is curious 
zealously in China, and many of the natives how frequently travellers and correspondents 
embraced their opinions. of the London and New York press record

Protestant missionaries, sent out by various their convictions, or write letters, warning- 
nations, especially by Great Britain and the public of Europe and America that the 
Amei’ica, have long laboured in China, and particular countries which they visit, and 
with more or less success. The estimates where missionaries laboui*, are not imme- 
made of the labours of these men have been diately converted, and that repi-esentations 
very contradictory: one class of witnesses of missionary success are not to be credited, 
declaring that they had done no good, and No such false representations exist; where 
never could reasonably hope to do any, while the mission-field has been productive, that _ 
another has described them as having, by fact is thankfully recorded in the reports of 
their most laborious perseverance in acquir- the various successful societies, and in the 
ing the language, translating the Scriptures, minutes of their committees; where the soil 
writing religious tracts and books, and by has proved sterile, that fact is recorded with 
personal labours and preachings, accomplished equal fidelity. I t  is not necessary for special 
much good, which, if not seen in numerous correspondents and travellers who fly through 
converts, has not been without evidences ; regions where the agents of religious societies 
while the discerning can perceive that a labour, to tell us that there is no success; 
good foundation is laid for the extension of for where that is the fact, the constituencies 
the gospel in China. The best authority of the societies whose agents labour there, 
we have, whose testimony is at all striking, know it very well themselves : frequently 
while personally respectful to the mission- there has been much good done, and very 
aries, is vex-y decided against their success :— many converts have been silently gathered,
“ One word upon a subject to which I  shall whei-e these cursory observers and imperfectly- 
probably not have occasion to recur. I  have informed critics have seen and learned nothing 
sometimes spoken untenderly of topics much of those achievements. Instances have oc- 
cherished by some of our Pi-otestant mission- curred of sanguine missionax-ies saying more 
aries. There is, however, no subscriber to for their own laboui-s, or those of their fel- 
the various bodies which send preachers forth lows, than facts justified; but these cases 
who thinks more highly of the xxsefulness of have been exceptions. The efforts of Protes- 
these men than I  do. I  -will not say that they tant missionaries in China have not been suc- 
are making sincere Chinese Christians,— cessful in proportion to the expenditure of 
those who say this must be either governed means, and the number of men employed; but 
by a delusion or guilty of a fraud,-—but they nevertheless much good has been done, and in 
are doing the work which, if China is ever to the way the writer just quoted admits.



The Congregational or Independent churches The labours of Dr. Charles Gutzlaff, of the 
of Great Britain and Ireland have the honour Dutch church, are also well known. Having 
of having first embarked upon the stupendous pursued his mission in Siam and the Malayan 
enterprise of Chinese missions. A body pos- peninsula, he finally directed his efforts to 
sessing so great a number of eminently learned China, and formed what is called the “ Chi- 
and gifted ministers was especially adapted to nese Christian Union,” for the purpose of 
the task. The London Missionary Society, religious teaching, and the distribution of 
which the body sustains, sent out Robert religious books and tracts, especially the 
Morrison half a century ago: six years Bible and portions of the Bible. The consti- 
later he was followed by William Milne, tution of the Union, and its performances, 
Hy the joint labours of these extraordinarily will be best understood by the following 
patient, painstaking, and devoted men, the extract:— “ This institution was formed in 
entire Scriptures were translated into the the year 1844, in the first instance for the 
Chinese language, as Doctors Morrison and evangelisation of the Kwang-tung province, 
Milne became distinguished Chinese scholars, and subsequently extended its aim to the 
Both have long since entered upon their rest, whole empire. In the same year there were 
after a life of honour and usefulness, and of 262 baptised members of the society, who, 
much intellectual renown. China continuing on their reception, pledged themselves to 
closed against the preaching of missionaries, make it a personal endeavour to advance the 
the society planted their agents at Java, cause of Christ among their countrymen. 
Penang, Singapore, and Malacca. At these Of this number about nine were engaged as 
outposts the heroic men waited the hour when preachers. I t  gradually' increased from year 
Providence would open the gates of China to to year, till, in 1847, it numbered 1606 mem- 
their ingress. In the year 1842, after the bers, of whom 64 were preachers, and in the 
war, “ the five ports were opened,’ and the year 1849 about 3000 members, including 
London .Missionary Society occupied the 130 native preachers. The Union had, in 
groimd—no other religious body having then its lists of publications, about twenty-four 
possessed the requisite number of men learned books and tracts, some of considerable length, 
in the languages spoken upon the shores of and, added to this list, Dr. Gutzlaff’s Old 
the eastern seas. A t each of the five ports and New Testaments. I t  professed at this 
there is a Congregational church, composed time to have its preachers in nearly all the 
of native converts, notwithstanding the in- provinces of China; and, doubtless, with 
ability of the Times' correspondent to dis- every allowance for much deception, it must 
cover them. A t Hong-Kong, the learned have extended, by the oral and written 
and talented Dr. Legge, and the medical mis- medium, a considerable amount of Christian 
sionary, Hershberg, have laboured; at Canton, knowledge, to say the least, over a large por- 
Dr. Hobson; at Shanghai, Rev. Dr. Medhurst, tion of southern China. The larger number 
W. Lockhart, M.D., Rev. W . C. Milne (now were spread over Kwang-tung and Kwangsi, 
resident in England, and author of an into- and their converts were principally gathered 
resting work on China) ; at Amoy the learned from thence.”
and laborious brothers Stronach took up their The American Episcopal Church has a 
stations.  ̂ The eminent men thus placed in staff of missionaries in China. Dr. Boone 
the principal cities were supported by assis- went to Batavia in 1837, and removed to 
tants, clerical and lay. The American Con- Amoy in 1842, when it was opened to 
gregationalists came to the assistance of their foreigners by the British treaty. On his 
English brethren. They sent ̂ Dr. Bridgeman, revisiting America, in 1844, he’ was conse- 
Di. Ball, and the Rev. Daniel Vrooman to crated a bishop of the American Episcopal 
Canton, where a body of eight native Chris- Church, and, returning to China, assumed 
tians were organised as their assistants; at the superintendence of the American Epis- 
Amoy two ministers and three native assis- copal Mission, residing at Shanghai. The 
tants were placed. No less than six Congre- American Baptist Board commenced its la- 
gational clergymen from the American board bours for China in 1834; they occupied the 
took up their residence at Fouchow. Dr. outpost of Singapore, but in 1845 directed 
Medhurst and Dr. Legge, clergymen from the their labours to Canton. The American 
English Congregationalists, made great acqui- General Assembly’s board (Presbyterian) 
sition in Chinese learning, and contributed to sent several missionaries to China soon after 
the store of sacred literature, so important to the ports were opened. The English Church 
other missionaries who shall succeed them. Missionary Society quickly followed those 
Dr. Medhurst, full of honours and usefulness, already named, who took advantage of the 
laid down his body and his charge together opening of the ports, and has at a recent 
only a short time since. period established efficient missions at Shan-



ghai, Fotichow, and Ningpo. In  1850 tlie lures in the vernacular. The British and 
Chinese Evangelization Society, unconnected Foreign Bible Society, through the media of 
with any particular church, was formed. I t  the congregational missionaries, accomplished 
has a few missionaries stationed at Soi-lieong. that work. Drs.Morrison and Milne published 
In the same year the Wesleyan Methodist their Bible under the society’s auspices thirty - 
•Missionary Society sent out three mission- six years ago. Dr. Morrison had previously 
aries, chiefly through the liberality of an in- issued portions of the book. In 1835 Drs. 
dividual—its treasurer. The Rheinisli Mis- Medhurst and Gutzlaff, aided by Mr. Morrison 
sion, and the Basle Mission, at Hong-Kong, (son of the great missionary), issued a Chinese 
and the Swedish Mission at Fouchow, are New Testament, more adapted for circulation 
active and useful, particularly the latter, than that -previously published by Drs. Mor- 
The English Presbyterian Mission at Amoy rison and Milne. In  1850 another version of 
is conducted by these missionaries. Other the New Testament, still improved, was 
societies have done a little, and individuals, adopted by the Bible Society. In 1852 the 
especially ladies, are labouring unsustained society’s translation of the Old Testament 
by any society. There are probably two was completed. In  1817 the London Mis- 
lmndred Protestant missionaries now in China, sionary Society sent out a cylinder printing - 
of whom the majority are Americans. The press to Shanghai, and towards the object had 
Congregationalists of England and America in view in so doing the Bible Society bestowed 
constitute a considerable majority of those £1000. The most recent effort on a large 
thus engaged. The power and influence of scale was that of sending a million copies of 
Confucius, and the mode in which the labours the New Testament to China. The origin 
of Christian missionaries are conducted in of this movement, afterwards happily accorn- 
China, are alike strikingly illustrated by the plished, was the publication of a letter in the 
following passage from the report of the Lon- papers by the Rev. ,J. Angell James, congre- 
don Missionary Society’s mission at Shan- gational minister of Birmingham, to whom it 
ghai:—“ But though the influence of idolatry was suggested by Thomas Thompson, Esq., 
on the general mind is superficial, that of of Poundisford Park, Somerset. The London
Confucianism is far otherwise................ Some Religious Tract Society has also put forth its
weeks ago a learned Chinese scholar, and a giant hand to the help of China. Various 
rigid disciple of Confucius, called upon Mr. interesting tracts have been published by that 
Muirhead, and expressed himself very dis- society, and vast numbers placed at the 
pleased at a comparison having been made disposal of the missionaries. In this work 
between the person, character, and work of the excellent Bishop of Victoria, who super- 
Christ and those of his venerated sage. Such intends the missionaries in China connected 
a thing, said he, should not have been done with the English Established Church has 
by any means. Christianity is a very small taken an appropriate and active part, 
affair, and the cross, though in external form The moral condition of the people upon 
extending in all directions, thus assuming whom these evangelical instrumentalities are 
that it is designed to embrace the whole brought to bear is as unhallowed as their 
world, is absurd. As to the doctrine con- religious theories are erroneous. The emi- 
nected with it, it can never endure the test nent missionary who led the van of Pro
of ages, as in the case of the Confucian. He testant effort for this people thus expresses
was told that Jesus was the Son of God, that himself concerning them :— “ The good traits 
He came down from heaven for the highest, in the Chinese character are mildness and 
holiest, and most glorious of all purposes, urbanity; a wish to show that their conduct 
whilst Confucius was only a man and a sage, is reasonable, and generally a willingness to
like many of a similar character in all parts of yield to what appears to be so ; docility, in-
the world; but at this saying he became dustry, subordination of juniors; and respect 
violent in the extreme, and replied, ‘ I f  you for the aged and parents, which Confucius 
say anything of Confucius, I  assure you I  principally enforces. These are virtues of 
would rather go to hell with him than with public opinion, which are, in particular cases, 
Jesus to heaven.’ The doctrine of the cross, rather a show than a reality. On the other 
indeed, which was a stumbling-block to the hand, the Chinese are specious, but insincere; 
Jew, and folly to the Greek, is both to the jealous, envious, and distrustful in a high 
Chinese. They see the outward transaction, degree. There is amongst them a consider- 
but cannot penetrate into the depths of its able prevalence of Sadducean and rather athe- 
meaning; they behold its shame, but are istical spirit, such as one would naturally 
blind to its glory.” During three hundred expect from a people who feel not that sense 
years the Jesuits'have laboured in China, but of divine authority, nor that reverence for the 
they never attempted to circulate the Scrip- divine majesty and goodness, which in sacred



Scripture is denominated 'the fear of God.’ ticide at Shanghai:—“ 0  Vice-consul Harvey! 
Conscience has few checks but the law of the doctas utriusque linguce! to whom the man- 
land and a little frigid ratiocination on the ners and the language of China are even as 
fitness of things, which is seldom found effec- the manners and the language of Paris or of 
tual to restrain, when the selfish and vicious London, tell me what means that more than 
propensities of our nature may be indulged usually pestilential stench! I t  seems to 
with present impunity. The Chinese are radiate from that decaying pepper-box-shaped 
generally selfish, cold-blooded, and inhu- tower, which, although not twenty feet high, 
mane.” * The learned divine had not ac- we must, by the courtesy of China, call a 
quired so much experience as has since been pagoda. Undismayed, the energetic vice- 
gleaned of their habits, or he would not have consul, who sometimes acts as guide, philo - 
borne any testimony to their gentleness. The sopher, and friend, and expatiates with me 
missionaries of the London Missionary Society, over this maze, advances through a vapour 
which the doctor represented, were, during so thick that I  wonder the Chinese do not 
the Chinese contest which is waging while cut it into blocks, and use it for manure, 
these pages are going through the press, the and at a distance of five yards from the 
objects of a most cowTardly attempt at assas- building puffed hard at his cheroot, and said,
sination. The ladies and children of the mis- ‘That is the babv-tower.’— ‘ T h e ------?’
sion. more especially, suffered severely from said I, inquiringly.—‘ The baby-tower. Look 
the poison which their Chinese attendants in- through that rent in the stonework—not too 
sinuated into their food. The conduct of the close, or the stream of effluvia may kill you. 
Chinese at Canton, Hong-Kong, Singapore, You see a mound of wisps of bamboo-straw? 
and Borneo, during the period referred to, I t  seems to move, but it is only the crawling 
was as cruel, treacherous, and remorseless as of the worms. Sometimes a tiny leg or arm, 
that of the Bengal mutineers in the mutiny or a little fleshless bone, protrudes from the 
of 1857. In  their own internecine wars they straw. The tower is not so full now as I  
are barbarously vindictive, as the great re- have seen it;  they must have cleared it out 
hellion still raging in the empire has proved recently.’—‘ Is this a cemetery or a slaugli - 
on a large scale. No people treat criminals terhouse ?’—‘ The Chinese say it is only a 
with greater severity, or inflict torture with tomb. Coffins are too dear, and the pea- 
more eagerness. santry are poor. "When a child dies the

Female infanticide is another form taken parents wrap it round with bamboo, throw it 
by Chinese cruelty. The government carts in at that window, and all is done. YVhen 
go about the streets of Pekin to collect the tower is full the proper authorities burn 
the dead infants cast out into the streets the heap, and spread the ashes over the 
at night by their callous-hearted parents.j- No land.’ There is no inquiry, no check: the 
investigation is ever instituted, but the bodies parent has power to kill or to save. Nature 
are removed to a common burial-pit outside speaks in the heart of a Chinese mother as in 
the city. Upon this procedure the Roman the breast of an English matron; but want 
Catholic missionaries have been accustomed to and shame sometimes speak louder still.” 
attend, in the hope of saving some infant in At Shanghai there is a foundling hospital, 
which life is not extinct, and, if possible, which, it is to be presumed, is a device of the 
to restore it to health, and bring it up in government to check infanticide. The writer 
their religion. The Pekin government con- last quoted, upon whose authority we learn 
nives at infanticide. On these occasions the fact, does not, however, say whether the 
horrible scenes are presented. Before the institution receives female children, or, if 
carts go their rounds, the dogs and pigs received, whether they are preserved. “ There 
of the city are let loose, and they are dis- is a foundling hospital in the Chinese city, 
turbed by these vehicles while preying upon with a cradle outside the door, and a hollow 
the outcast children, some with life still in bamboo above it. Strike a blow upon the 
them. I t  is calculated that nine thousand bamboo, and the cradle is drawn inside. If 
infants perish annually in the streets of Pekin, it contain an infant, it is taken and cared for, 
or are murdered, and flung out to be devoured and no questions asked.” 
by the swine and dogs, or removed by the The cruelty of the Chinese in religious 
police carts to a common burial, j  A t Amoy persecution is at variance with the accounts 
“ it is a general practice to drown a large generally given of their tolerance, and in 
proportion of the female children.” § The some sort a contradiction to the indifference 
Times' correspondent, in 1857, bears a pain- with which they affect to regard all religious 
ful testimony to the horrid practice of infan- controversies. The Jesuits have been fre- 

* Dr. Morrison. t  Barrow. quently exposed to great dangers, and have
% Barrow. § Dr. Gutzlaff. suffered severe injuries. The writer just re-



ferred to, describing Hangchow, remarks :— I  remembered the hasheesh-smokers of Con- 
“ Annals of martyrdom tell still of the mas- stantine, who were to be seen and heard every 
sacre of eight hundred Christians at Hang- afternoon at the bottom of that abyss which 
chow. During the last war many of our yawns under the ‘ Adultress’s Rock,’—lean, 
kidnapped sailors were sent here as to a fleshless Arabs, smoking their little pipes of 
place of security, and butchered after a mock hemp-seed, chanting, and swaying their 
trial.” During the earlier stages of the great skeleton forms to and fro, shrieking to the 
rebellion the rebels not only demolished wild echoes of the chasm, then sinking ex
temples as the abodes of idols, but slew their hausted under the huge cactus,-—sights and 
frequenters as idolaters. sounds of saturnalia in purgatory.

Slavery is practised, and that of the worst “ The Chinese exhibition was sufficiently 
kind, within certain limits. I t  would appear disgusting, but wTas otherwise quite a failure, 
that the slavery into which a parent may sell These opium dens are ordinary Chinese cot- 
his female child is some check to infanticide, tages, with a room about twelve feet square, 
and leaves the supply for “ the baby-tower” furnished with a bed, a table, and a sofa. In 
less horribly abundant. “ There is also a the first we entered three men sat upon the 
system of domestic slavery in China. A t an bed, and two upon the sofa. There was the 
early age a child is worth dollars (a father opium pipe, the lamp, and the small porcelain 
or mother may for money delegate their own cup of treacle-looking opium. One of the 
absolute power—delegate without losing i t ) ; customers takes the pipe and the lamp, then 
for although a father may have sold his son dips a pin into the opium, turns it round and 
to a stranger, or although a mother may round till he has the proper quantity of the 
have sold her daughter to prostitution (and jellified drug, inserts the pin in the pipe, ap- 
concubines in China are only thus to be plies the pipe to the flame of the lamp, and at 
obtained), the duty from child to parent the same time draws up the vapour by two 
remains unimpaired, and is strictly performed, or three long inhalations—not whiffs, for he 
The incentives thus offered by Mammon, and draws it into his lungs; then he passes on 
the alternative proffered by native charity, the pipe, the opium being consumed, and 
may save lives that would otherwise be gradually lets the vapour slowly return 
destroyed. But this baby-tower is a terrible through his mouth and his nose, 
institution; it stands there, close to the walls “ The members of this convivial society 
of a crowded city, an intrusive invitation to were good-humoured and communicative, 
infanticide.” One was a chair coolie, a second was a petty

The whole people are gamblers. I t  is tradesman, a third was a runner in a man- 
strange that a race so matter-of-fact and darin’s yam un; they were all of that class 
business-like should be so, but in every situa- of urban population which is just above the 
tion of life, and on an infinite variety of occa- lowest. They were, however, neither emaci- 
sions, opportunity is sought for this propensity, ated nor infirm. The chair coolie was a 
so destructive to the mind and the body, so sturdy fellow, well capable of taking his 
ruinous to the circumstances and the cha- share in the porterage of a sixteen-stone 
racter. The opium dens are the chief resorts mandarin, the runner seemed well able to 
of the gamblers; there every appurtenance run, and the tradesman, who said he was 
for the amusement, and every convenience thirty-eight years old (say thirty-seven, for 
for gratifying the passion, exist. The fol- the Chinese commence to count their age 
lowing is a description of one of these dens nine months earlier than we do), was re- 
of infamy and ruin in a great city :— marked by all of us to be a singularly young-

“ At Ningpo,” writes the special corre- looking man for that age. He had smoked 
spondent of the Times, “ I  accepted an invi- opium for seven years. As we passed from '  
tation from the Rev. Mr. Russell, the Church the opium dens we went into a Chinese tea- 
of England missionary priest, and the Rev. garden—a dirty paved court, with some small 
Mr. Edkins, of the London Mission at Shan- trees and flowers in flower-pots,—and a very 
ghai, to visit the opium dens of Ningpo city, emaciated and yawning proprietor presented 
Commander Dew, of the Nimrod, and several himself. ‘The man has destroyed himself 
of his officers, accompanied us. I  had seen by opium-smoking,’ said Mr. Russell. Tne 
the opium-eaters of Smyrna and Constanti- man, being questioned, declared that he had 
nople, and the hasheesh-smokers of Constan- never smoked an opium pipe in his life a 
tine, and I  was prepared for emaciated forms bad shot, at which no one was more amused 
and trembling limbs. I  recollected buying a than the reverend gentleman who fired it. I  
taboosh in the bazaars of Smyrna from a only take the experiment for what it is worth, 
young Moslem, whose palsied hand and dotard There must be very many most lamentable 
head could not count the coins I  offered him. specimens of the effects of indulgence in this



vicious practice, although we did not happen which could he more easily procured, and 
to see any of them that morning. They are larger quantities would be consumed, as the 
not, however, so universal, nor even so com- grand impediment to a largely-increased 
mon, as travellers who write in support of demand is the exjoense. From the instances 
some thesis, or who are not above truckling given by the writer just quoted, it is obvious 
to popular prejudices in England, are pleased that the temptation to opium-smoking is 
to say they are. yielded to, even when a poor man is

“ But if our visit was a failure in one obliged to expend four-fifths of his means
respects, it was fully instructive in another, in gratifying it. The tone of the Times'
In the first house we visited no man spent correspondent tends to leave the impression
on an average less than eighty cash a day that the evils of opium-smoking, physical and 
on his opium pipe. One man said he spent moral, are less than they are in England sup- 
a hundred and twenty. The chair coolie posed to be; and as this gentleman is the 
spends eighty, and his average earnings are latest eye-witness, his testimony is likely to 
a hundred cash a day. English physicians, have great weight, more especially as he is 
unconnected with the missionary societies, an acute observer. He attributes the mis- 
liave assured me that the coolie opium-smoker understanding to those who write to please 
dies, not from opium, but from starvation, certain classes in England: this is an indirect 
If he starves himself for his pipe, we need allusion to the missionaries. I t  is not, how- 
not ask what happens to his family. No ever, to them that any exaggerated impres- 
earthly power can stop opium-smoking in sions in the public mind at home, if any such 
China; but if the people of England are exist, are to be attributed; but to the official 
earnest in wishing to stop the English trade reports of the officers of the Chinese empire, 
in it, nothing is easier than to do so by far upon which the missionaries have perhaps 
less of self-sacrifice than the opium-smoker relied too implicitly. The medical mission- 
would be obliged to exercise. Let the old aries sent out by the English and American 
ladies give up tea, and the young ladies give Congregationalists will probably throw light 
up silk, and the thing is done. If the Chinese upon the subject: their present belief is, that 
had again to pay for opium in silver they opium-smoking is one of the most demoralising 
would soon grow it all at home, and look and ruinous practices known to the eastern 
sharp after the foreign smuggler. A t present world. The following Chinese official report 
the trade is as open and as unrestrained in may convey an exaggerated view of the evil, 
all the cities of China as the sale of hot-cross but it at all events shows the impossibility of 
buns on Good Friday is in the streets of suppressing the practice, and therefore the 
London. demand for the commodity, by legal enact-

“ The culture of opium certainly is not con- ment in China, in India, or in England. The 
fined to the province of Yunnan. Any one following is a memorial to the emperor from 
who penetrates into the amphitheatre of one of the censors: it corresponds to a report 
mountains which bounds the Ningpo plain in English official usage:— 
will see valleys upon valleys of fine rich “ I  have learned that those who smoke 
land covered with poppies. The official opium, and eventually become its victims, 
reports deplore this, but cannot stop it. The have a periodical longing for it, which can 
estimate is that sixty thousand chests of only be assuaged by the application of the 
opium are annually grown in China. This drug at the regular time. If they cannot 
opium is purer and stronger than the Indian obtain it when that daily period arrives, their 
opium, but, for want of skill in the prepara- limbs become debilitated, a discharge of rheum 
tion, and patience in keeping, it has an acrid takes place from the eyes and nose, and they 
flavour.” are altogether unequal to any exertion; but

The means prescribed by this lively writer with a few whiffs their spirits and strength 
for extinguishing opium-smoking in China are immediately restored in a most surprising 
would have no such effect. He admits that manner. This opium becomes, to opium- 
instead of being imported, as it now chiefly is, smokers, their very life; and when they are 
at all events in its superior qualities, it would seized and brought before magistrates, they 
be grown in China. A  market exists in the will sooner suffer a severe chastisement than 
empire, and the Chinese are at last sagacious inform against those who sell it. I  had the 
enough to see that it will be supplied some- curiosity to visit the opium-smoker in his 
how—either from India in return for tea and heaven: and certainly it is a most fearful 
silk, or by home production. The probabili- sight, although, p>erliap3, not so degrading to 
ties are, that the practice would be extended the eye as the drunkard from spirits, lowered 
by the successful prohibition of the trade, to the level of the brute, and wallowing in 
A cheaper opium would rule the market, his filth. The idiotic smile, and death-like



stupor, however, of the opium-debauchee, has literally walk upon their heels, and have a 
something far more awful to the gaze than hobbling and mincing gait, which the gentle- 
the bestiality of the other. . . . The rooms men exceedingly admire, comparing it, in the 
where they sit and smoke are surrounded by language of “ the flowery land,” to “ a willow 
wooden couches, with places for the head to shaken by the breeze.” In  the northern parts 
rest upon, and generally a side room is devoted of the empire, the people are frequently very 
to gambling. The pipe is a reed of about an fair, and are seldom of that dark yellow corn- 
inch in diameter, and the aperture in the bowl plexion which the mariners bear who come to 
for the admission of the opium is not larger London in English ships from Canton and the 
than a pin’s head. The drug is prepared by other open ports of China, or from Singapore 
boiling and evaporation to the consistence of and Malacca. The better classes of females 
treacle, and a very small portion is sufficient have, in the more elevated portions of the 
to charge it, one or two whiffs being the country, and in the higher latitudes, delicate, 
utmost that can be inhaled from a single pipe, and sometimes beautiful, complexions. Euro- 
and the smoke is taken into the lungs as from peans have been frequently captivated with 
the hookah in India. On a beginner, one or the beauty of the Chinese ladies. The Chi- 
two pipes will have an effect; but an old nese women are industrious; but although 
stager will continue smoking for hours. At industry is also a characteristic of Chinese 
the head of each couch is placed a small lamp, men, they often, inconsistently, devolve xqron 
as fire must be held to the drug during the their women the chief labour, 
process of inhaling; and from the difficulty of Their manners and customs are extremely 
filling and properly lighting the pipe, there antithetical to ours. The law restricts mar- 
is generally a pei-son who waits upon the riage within so many limitations, as neither 
smoker to perform the office. A few days of to favour the happiness nor morality of the 
this fearful luxury, when taken to excess, will people. Widows have much power and in- 
give a pallid and haggard look to the face; fluence : the government does not favour 
and a few months, or even weeks, will change their marriage a second time, but the law in 
the strong and healthy man into little better this matter is often evaded. Their marriage 
than an idiot skeleton. The pain they suffer ceremonies bear a strong resemblance to 
when deprived of the drug, after long habit, those of Western Asia, but have some pecu- 
no language can explain; and it is only when, liarities. The funeral rites of China are very 
to a certain degree, under its influence, that imposing and impressive. White is the 
their faculties are alive. In  all the houses colour of mourning, and is worn by relatives 
devoted to their ruin, these infatuated people and friends on these occasions. The women 
may be seen at nine in the evening; some lament over the corpse with a cry which 
entering half distracted to feed the craving some writers have compared to that of the 
appetite they have been obliged to subdue Irish on like occasions; but there is no resem- 
during the day; others laughing and talking blance : the cry of the Chinese is a dissonant 
wildly under the effects of the first pipe; yell raised by the female relatives; that of the 
whilst the couches around are filled by dif- Irish is musical but wild, and is “ keened” 
ferent occupants, who lie in a state of languor, professionally by women who are accustomed 
with an idiotic smile on their countenances, to conduct these laments for the dead. The 
too much under the influence of the drug to funeral processions are attended by music: 
care for passing events, and fast merging to the bagpipe, which resembles the Scottish 
the wished-for consummation. The last scene instrument of that name, predominates, and a 
in this tragic play is generally a room in the sort of drum is struck at intervals, as in 
rear of the building, a species of dead-house, a military funeral in Europe. The places of 
where lie stretched those who have passed burial are picturesque, retired, and care- 
into the state of insensibility the opium- fully tended. The tombs are shaped like 
smoker madly seeks—an emblem of the long the Greek letter omega; some writers say to 
sleep to which he is blindly hurrying.” intimate “ the last,” but there is no evidence

The personal appearance of the Chinese that the Chinese are aware of any such sig- 
men of the lower classes is well known in the nificance being attached to the form of their 
larger seaports of England, especially in tombs.
London. Among the genteeler grades of The public festivals are numerous, but 
life very great obesity in a man is a trait of description of them would require a space too 
beauty; whereas a woman must be very thin extended for a subsidiary portion of this work, 
indeed to be accepted as agreeable, and her Visits of ceremony are much more formal 
feet must be very small. Cruel methods are among the Chinese than among any other 
adopted to cramp the feet of female infants, people, and the ceremonies  ̂ observed are 
so that women in the better walks of life graceful and elegant. Visiting papers m- 
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stead of cards are used; these are tastefully ture, however filthy or hideous, on land or in 
decorated, and when opened are of large the waters, that may not contribute to a 
dimensions. Tea is served on these occa- repast. The Times' correspondent commu- 
sions as a refreshment, a little of the fine leaf nicated an amusing and graphic description 
being placed in a handsome porcelain cup of of the character and quality of a respectable 
small size, and boiling water poured on it; Chinese dinner, which was published in that 
neither sugar nor milk is used, and the decoc- journal in February, 1858. I t  is so striking 
tion thus produced is refreshing and palat- a picture of the mode and sumptuousness of 
able, the aroma being most grateful. Small a Chinese feast, that it ought not to be con- 
trays, with cakes and sweetmeats, are at the fined to the pages of a periodical, however 
same time presented. Visits are given and eminent. According to that gentleman, the 
received with every token of courtesy, and a use of the knife is regarded in China as a 
degree of refinement for which Europeans barbarism which once prevailed among the 
wrnuld be indisposed to give this quaint people customs of that country, but which, owing to 
credit. The apparel worn on these occasions the advancement of civilisation, had been 
is extremely rich, and often very tasteful. abandoned for “ the chopsticks.” The argu- 

The long loose oriental dress is generally of ment upon which this change is affirmed to be 
silk, of'some light colour, gaily ornamented; an improvement is, that persons ought not to 
a spencer is worn over this, consisting of rich sit down to table to cut up carcasses, but to 
silk of a dark blue or purple colour. Dragons eat: the carving processes are therefore con- 
and other singular devices, worked with gold fined to the kitchen, and food is sent up to 
thread, decorate these articles of raiment, table fit for immediate use. An Englishman’s 
which are most expensive. The general mode of eating is supposed to resemble that 
costume is similar in form, but of much of the savages of Formosa, and the food is 
cheaper material. In  winter the dress is too presented to him in a condition fit only for 
loose and wide to be comfortable, and the men “ who are in a state of nature,” to whom 
attempts in severe weather to improve the civilisation and its conveniences and refine- 
costume in this respect are clumsy and in- ments are unknown. W hen native merchants 
convenient, impeding exercise: the legs are at the five ports invite Europeans to a ban- 
especially protected at that season with cloth quet, it is regarded as a matter of politeness 
boots, which are worn high, the soles of very to serve it up, as far as possible, according to 
thick white leather, which are preserved of the national customs of the guest; hence 
that colour by the use of whitening. Chinese diet is never seen by Europeans,

The habits of food are very remarkable, except as they look at coolies and servants 
so far as their customs in this respect eating their rice, perhaps mingled with 
have been ascertained: in most places, vegetables, and seasoned; or as they see 
but especially at Canton, the tavern-keepers the beggars in the streets drinking their dog 
are forbid to entertain Europeans. This broth. The gentleman whom we are about 
edict of the government is at the insti- to quote invited a European party to the 
gation of the Chinese merchants of that “ Hotel of the Imperial Academician,” at 
city, who have fostered a spirit of exclu- Ningpo, to a dinner prepared in Chinese 
siveness in every way possible. The Chi- fashion. The following is his own account of 
nese of the better classes are fond of what the feast:—
is called “ good living,” and are ingenious “ The salon was more like a slice of a 
and very extravagant in their culinary regime, verandah than a room : its front was open to 
The cooks are very clever. The Times' the narrow street. The table was laid with 
correspondent, in one of his letters written at the preliminary trifles provocatives to the 
the close of 1857, affirms that in the culinary coming repast. There wras a small square 
art the Chinese hold a middle place between tower built up of slices from the breast of 
the French and English; but if his own a goose, a tumulus of thin square pieces of 
account of their performances be correct, tripe, hard-boiled eggs of a dark speckled 
their achievements must surpass those of the colour, which had been preserved in lime, and 
first artistes in Paris. The poorer classes in whose delicacy is supposed to be proportioned 
the large towns are addicted to voracious to their antiquity; berries and other vegetable 
feeding, and there is no description of food substances preserved in vinegar, a curious 
too coarse or unclean for their morbid appe- pile of some shell-fish, to me unknown, which 
tites. The swine and dogs which have pos- had been taken from its shell and cut in thin 
sibly devoured female infants in the streets of slices, prawns in their natural, or rather in 
Pekin in the morning, may be slaughtered their artificial red state, ground nuts, ginger, 
for food the same day. Rats, mice, and other and candied fruits. Everything was excellent 
vermin are in request; and there is no crea- of its kind, and the unknown shell-fish par-



ticularlv good in flavour. The first dish was, for very occasional ‘ spike; ’ the medicated 
in accordance with all proper precedent, the wine for those who, having once experienced 
birds’-nest soup. I  believe some of us were its many flavours, chose to attempt it a second 
rather surprised not to see the birds’ nests tim e; and the ordinary wine, which is so like 
bobbing about in the bowl, and to detect no sherry negus, that any one who can drink 
flavour of sticks or feathers or moss. W hat that preparation may be very well satisfied 
these birds’ nests are in their natural state I  with its Chinese substitute. The Chinaman 
do not know, for I  have no book on ornitho- had drunk with each of the convives almost 
logy, and have never been birds’-nesting in in English fashion, but in strict obedience to 
the Straits. Their existence at table is appa- the Chinese rites, and ungallantly challenging- 
rent in a thick mucilage at the surface of the the male part of the company first, 
soup. Below this you come to a white liquid “ The porcelain bowls in their courses, like 
and chickens’ flesh. I t  was objected that the stars in their courses, continued in un- 
this was a fade and tasteless delicacy. But pausing succession. The next named was 
remark that these two basins are only the ‘ The Rice of the Genii,’ meaning, I  suppose, 
suns of little systems. The same hands that the food of the genii, for there was no rice in 
brought them in scattered also an entourage the composition. I t  was a stew of plums and 
of still smaller basins. These are sauces of preserved fruits, whose sweets and acids were 
every flavour and strength, from crushed an agreeable counterpoise to the fish and meat 
fresh chilies to simple soy. Watch the China- dishes already taken. Then we had a dish of 
man: how cunningly he compounds. ‘ But, a boiled hairy vegetable, very like that stringy 
sir, you do not mean to say that you ate endive which they call in France ‘ Barbe de 
this mucilage with your chopsticks?’—‘No, Capuchin:’ then stewed mushrooms from 
madam, we scooped it with our saucers, and Manchuria. Then we relapsed into another 
ate it with our porcelain spoons.’ series of fish and meat entrees, wherein vege-

“ The next course was expected with a very tables of the vegetable-marrow species, and a 
nervous excitement: it was a stew of sea- root somewhat between a horse-radish and 
slugs. As I  have seen them at Macao they a turnip, were largely used. There was a 
are white, but as served at Ningpo they are bowl of ducks’ tongues, which are esteemed 
green. I  credit the ‘ Imperial Academician’s ’ an exquisite Chinese dainty. We were pick- 
as the orthodox dish. They are slippery, and ing these little morceaux out with our chop- 
very difficult to be handled by inexperienced sticks (at which we had now become adepts, 
chopsticks; but they are most succulent and for the knack is easily acquired), when we were 
pleasant food, not at all unlike in flavour to startled by a loud Chinese ‘ Eh Yaw.' This 
the green fat of the turtle. During the dis- imprudent exclamation drew our attention to 
cussion of this dish our Chinese master of the the open front of our apartment. The oppo- 
ceremonies solemnly interposed. We were site house, distant perhaps across the street 
neglecting the rudiments of politeness. No about eight feet from us, presented the spec- 
one had yet offered to intrude one of these tacle of a small crowded playhouse seen from 
sleek and savoury delicacies, deeply rolled in the stage: it -was densely crowded with half
sauce, into the mouth of his neighbour, naked Chinamen. They were packed in a 
Efforts were made to retrieve the barbarian mass upon the gallery, and they were squatted 
honour, but with no great success; for the upon the roof. I  believe they had paid for 
slugs -were evasive, and the proffered mouth- their places. They had sat orderly and silent 
ful was not always welcome. The next dish all this time to see the barbarians dining. 
vras sturgeon skull-cap—rare and gelatinous, We might have dropped the grass blinds, but 
but I  think not so peculiar in its flavour as it would have been ill-natured; the Chinese 
to excuse the death of several royal fish, did us no harm, and the blinds would have 
This dish being taken from its brazen, lamp- kept out the air, so we went on eating, like 
heated stand, was succeeded by a stew of Greenwich pensioners or Bluecoat boys, in 
shark fins and pork. The shark fins were public. So we continued our attentions to 
boiled to so soft a consistency that they might the ducks’ tongues, and passed on to deers’ 
have been turbot fins. Next in order came a tendons—a royal dish. These deers’ tendons 
soup composed of balls of crab. I  have come, or ought to come, from Tartary. The 
tasted this better prepared at Macao. I t  emperors make presents of them to their 
assumes there the form of a very capital salad, favoured subjects. Yell’s father at Canton 
made of crab and cooked vegetables. Mean- recently received some from his sovereign, 
while the ministering boys flew and fluttered and gave a feast in honour of the present, 
round the table, for ever filling the little wane These must have been boiled for a week to 
glasses with hot wine from the metal pots, bring them dov7n to the state of softness in 
There were three kinds: the strong samshu which they came up to us. Exhausted, or



rather repleted nature, could no more. When dyspeptic class of feeders. I t  was unani- 
a stew of what the Chinese call the ear shell-fish mously resolved that the bill of fare ought to 
was placed upon the table,no one could carry be preserved, and the dinner described; for, 
his experiments further. An untouched dish although several travellers have given the 
is the signal for the close of the feast. The forms and ceremonies of a Chinese state 
maitre-d’hdtel protested that he had twenty dinner, and have indulged in a general 
more courses of excellent rarity, but our jocoseness at the strangeness of its materials, 
Chinese master of the ceremonies was impe-. no one has ever yet taken the trouble to 
rative, and so were we. Plain boiled rice, inform himself as to what the dishes before 
the rice of Szechuen, was brought round in him really did contain.” 
little bowls, and of this we all ate plentifully. The amusements of the Chinese are more 
Confectionery and candied fruits, and acan- varied and more frequently enjoyed than 
thus berries steeped in spirits, followed, and might be supposed of a people having a 
then tea. No uncooked fruit is allowed at a reputation for gravity. Juggling, games 
Chinese dinner. They have a proverb that of chance, archery, and what appears to Eu- 
fruit is feathers in the morning, silk at noon, ropeans a puerile occupation, kite-flying, are 
and lead at night. I  was assured by compe- the principle of these. The ingenuity dis
tent authority that nothing had been placed played in this diversion is surprising, the 
upon the table which was not in the highest kites being in the form of birds, fishes, rep- 
degree wholesome, nutritious, and light of tiles, and monster insects, copied from nature 
digestion. Y  e certainly so found it; for, as to form and colour with astonishing exact- 
adjourning to the house of one of the convives, ness. The higher the grade of life, the less 
we made an excellent supper that night. given are the people to athletic exercises.

“ The master of the ceremonies now looked Gentlemen in the very highest ranks arc fond 
round him with a swollen and satisfied air, of archery. •
and— eruscit mons; from his mouth came The literature and language of China have 
forth a loud sonorous noise, which a certain engaged the attention of Europeans. The 
dramatist has not scrupled to bedeck with French, Germans, Russians, and other conti- 
knightliood, and to christen Sir Toby. He, nental nations, although less interested by 
the Chinaman, seemed proud of his perform- commerce and connexion than the English, 
ance. We sat uncomfortable on our chairs, have given it more consideration. The study 
did not know which way to look, and some of may be said to have found encouragement in 
us would have run away had there been any- India only contemporaneously with the mis- 
where to run to. Some one who could speak sionary enterprise. The labours of Hr. Mor- 
his language gave him a hint which made rison, and the impulse given to religious 
him declare emphatically that it would be an efforts for China on the part of Christian 
insult to the founder of the feast if this testi- persons in England, laid the foundation for 
mony was not loudly given to the sufficiency our present acquaintance with the language 
of the entertainment and the pletion of the and literature of that country. I t  is the 
guests. I t  was with some difficulty that he custom to describe the language as monosyl- 
was prevailed upon to turn over this chapter labic, but some recent writers maintain that 
of the book of rites. And thus ended our it is less so than it has been represented to 
Chinese dinner. Before we entered our be. I t  is remarkable for the number of its 
chairs we walked through the whole esta- characters, and the paucity of its vocal 
blishment, saw the reservoirs for preserving sounds. The characters of the language 
all the curious creatures we had been eating, were originally pictures of ideas, but their 
and examined all the processes of preparation, original simplicity has been forgotten in a 
and the casseroles and ovens in which other great measure, as they became in course of 
dinners were then being prepared. Every- time abbreviated or enlarged for convenience 
thing was as clean and as regular as in a sake. The want of an alphabet compels the 
first-rate European establishment. Of course use of cumbrous modes of expressing foreign 
I  do not affirm that this dinner was to words, very embarrassing to the European 
our tastes, but it was one to which educa- student of Chinese, and to the native scholars 
tion and habit might very reasonably incline who hold foreign intercourse, or have to 
a people. I t  was eminently light and digest- translate or interpret from any strange lan- 
ible, and, like the Chinese themselves, very guage into their own. The figurative style 
reasonable and defensible upon philosophic both of speech and writing is far more exag- 
grounds, but somewhat monotonous, tedious, gerated and much less elegant than in the 
and insipid. We must recollect, however, languages of western Asia. There is fre- 
that the higher classes in China never take quently a vulgar coarseness in the figures of 
exercise, and are necessarily a sedentary and speech used by Chinese scholars and gentle-



men repulsive to Europeans of any taste, lias belong to the emperor, it is not always 
Dr. Morrison, the missionary, thus expressed judicious to allow his wealth to be known, 
his sense of the difficulty of the language The eldest son has a double portion of the 
botli to natives and foreigners :—“ A child in family property. The mandarins are the 
China learns to speak its mother tongue as chief officers of state, and none can attain to 
early as a child in England, but a Chinese this degree until after various and severe 
boy does not learn to write it with the same examinations in the learning of their nation, 
ease. I t is far more difficult for an English- The emperor assumes numerous titles full of 
man to learn to speak, read, and write Chinese the most absurd pretension, and in a certain 
than to make these attainments in any other degree demands from his people religious 
language. An English boy, who knows the worship. Foreigners are despised and hated, 
grammar of his own language, and has a intercourse with them being reluctantly con- 
smattering of Latin, if he goes to French, ceded.
Italian, Spanish, or Portuguese, finds the The origin of the Chinese is lost in the 
letters the same, nearly with the same power, remotest antiquity. Some of the books of 
the method of writing them similar, the the Hindoos represent them as of Indian 
sound of words directing to the combination origin; their own records, with more pro
of the letters, and in every half a dozen words bability, assign to a region in the north- 
he find one which he knew before, with some west of the empire their primitive home, 
slight modification; but if he goes to Chinese Possibly the Hindoo race may have sprung 
he find no letters, nothing to communicate from a tribe or family in the same moun- 
sounds, no similarity, the method radically tainous region, whose abode and physical 
different, and not one word like what he has peculiarities produced all their divergent 
known before, and when he knows the pro- characteristics. The Chinese mixed with 
nunciation of words and sentences the sound other races—Malays, and probably races 
does not at all direct to the character which which have long since ceased to have a dis- 
is the sign of the same idea.” tinctivo existence, so that in the long course

The literature of the Chinese language is of ages they have assumed their present type 
varied and extensive. Every department of of humanity. Some writers represent them 
literature known to Europeans has its corre- as descendants of a pre-Adamite race. Those 
sponding branch in the language of China, who take this view of course dispute the 
Their mythology is ancient and peculiar, interpretation of the Scripture narrative, if 
Their sacred writings are of the age of Con- not the narrative itself,—that Adam and Eve 
fucius (five hundred years previous to the were the primeval pair. Notwithstanding 
Christian era), that sage himself being the the learned and ingenious torture to which 
chief of this class of authors. Confucius is the passage has been subjected by critics 
the great prophet and teacher of the nation, and ethnologists, such a view is opposed 
and his maxims are laws. He is as much to the plain import of the Scripture decla- 
followed by the higher classes as Buddha by I ration— “ God hath made of one blood all 
the middle ranks. Many of the maxims of the nations of men.”
Confucius are beautiful, but they are evi- Having described the general character 
dently derived from the Jewish Scriptures, and condition of China proper, the features 
and are easily distinguishable from those of a of the country, its productions, people, their 
Chinese origin. The great mass of the pre- customs, character, religion, language, litera- 
cepts of the followers and expositors of Con- ture, and government, it only remains to com - 
fucius, as well as of the philosopher himself, plete the description of China proper by some 
are such as a shrewd worldly wisdom would notice of its capital and chief cities, 
suggest, and have no higher motive than Pekin is the great metropolis of the empire, 
convenience, personal advantage, or the love the seat of government, and “ the centre of 
of fame. the imperial throne.” I t  is situated in a vast

Education is encouraged by the state, and alluvial plain, rich in soil, and teeming with 
approved of by the people. The character cultivated productions, and from it as a centre 
of the education given is such as to increase radiates a great system of river and canal 
the national egotism, to teach the people at communication, which connects it with the 
large to despise women and foreigners, and most fertile parts of China proper, and the 
to train those up in the philosophy of Con- great nuclei of population. The country 
fucius who aspire to serve the empire in around Pekin has an agriculture superior to 
political situations. that of any other part of China, although the

The government is a pure despotism. There city stands on a sandy and arid soil. I t  is 
is no aristocracy but that of learning. Wealth divided into two parts— the northern and 
has its influence ; but as all that a man is and southern; the former, which is the Tartar city,



is in the form of a j^rallelogram, the sides each, surrounded by a wall. The first con- 
of which face the four cardinal points. Its tains the imperial palace and household; the 
area is about twelve square miles.* The second was originally intended for the public 
walls are thirty feet high, twenty-five feet in officers, and the residence of the great officers 
breadth at the base, and twelve feet in breadth of state, but, in addition, merchants have 
at the top, the inclination being on the inner taken up their abodes, and transact their 
side. Near the gates, of which there are business there; the third enclosure is for the 
seven, the walls are faced with marble and citizens generally. The first, or inmost en- 
granite, in other places with large bricks closure, is the most architectural and ixnpos- 
cased in a mortar of lime and clay, which in g ; it is called the “ Forbidden City.” 
is as hard as the hardest stone, f  The im- The opinions of the Chinese, in the re 
posing appearance of the exterior is not su b-  rnoter provinces, concerning their capital is 
tained by a corresponding grandeur within, absurd, investing it with an exaggerated 
The city is mean in the appearance of its grandeur, ludicrous to those who have seen 
private houses, streets, and public buildings, it. They believe that its palaces are marble, 
The principal streets are well laid out as to the columns of silver, the throne, and all the 
shape and width, but they are unpaved and insignia of royalty, of gold, and sparkling 
filthy, and are generally filled with stench, with the costliest gems.
emitted by great earthen pans of ordure, The southern portion of Pekin is less 
collected for manure. strictly guarded than the northern, but is

The business streets receive a certain pic- very populous. The whole is surrounded 
turesque appearance from the diversity of by a wall, the circumference within which is 
signboards, ornamented with inscriptions, twenty-five miles. The suburbs are very 
painted representations, ribbons, long strips extensive, and also very populous, containing 
of many-coloured paper, aiid frequently broad streets, in which are large shops with fronts 
flags. The great concourse of persons pass- expensively carved and gilt. Mr. Barrow 
ing along the thoroughfares or dealing in the gives some account of the architectural pre
shops also attract the stranger’s attention, and tensions of Peldn, which differ too little from 

■ present a lively scene. Sometimes the crowds those of the country generally to deserve 
cover the whole area of the street, and are further notice. Its population is estimated at 
often suddenly dispersed to the right and two millions, but the jealous policy of the 
left by long processions of mandarins, attended government has precluded the possibility of 
by men carrying umbrellas, painted lanterns, obtaining accurate information concerning it. 
and various insignia of office; also by funeral China, so long closed against the residence 
processions, the women advancing in front, of Europeans, except the mission of the 
uttering loud and piercing cries. Marriage Jesuits, was partially opened in 1842, being 
trains are among the compact lines of persons the result of the successful military operations 
which seek a passage, always civilly yielded; of Sir Hugh (now Lord) Gough, and by the 
these are accompanied by drums and other diplomatic negotiations of Sir Henry Pot- 
loud instruments of music. Dromedaries, tinger. According to the treaty then effected, 
with coal from Tartary, sedan chairs, provi- five ports were to be opened to universal 
sion carts, jugglers, itinerant musicians, ped- commerce, and every facility was to be af- 
lars, and quacks, passing to and fro, form a forded to the residence in those places of 
motley scene. The streets are occupied be- strangers who came for the purposes of trade, 
yond the lines of shops by ranges of stalls, and The ports to be opened were Canton, Amoy, 
a Babel of strange sounds reigns along those Foo-choo-foo, Ningpo, and Shanghai. Before 
rows, as the chapmen endeavour to commend giving a description of these cities, it is 
their goods, and the purchasers question their desireable to place the terms of the treaty 
worth or quality. before the reader, so far as is necessary to

The street performances of tumblers, jug- enable him to understand the present position 
glers, and mountebanks, are well rewarded; of Englishmen in China, their rights, and the 
and the stolid Chinese, as we are accustomed causes of the complaints which have once 
to deem them, may be seen enjoying mirth more rendered an appeal to arms necessary, 
and laughter in their most boisterous forms. . \  , , , ,
One might suppose that the worship o f  18. 184;2.-M eetm gs w e  held by officers of

& , 11 . . on p  the two powers, m which preliminaries were arranged.
Momus was the chief occupation among all A genuine statement of facts was sent to the emperor, 
the din o f  sounds and changing scenes pass- the demands of the British made known to him, and pee
ing around. mission granted to the commissioners to conclude a treaty

The northern division of Pekin contains m »ccordance with them. . . . , , . , .
xl 'ii • , i i August 20.— lh e  first interview took place between
Jiree enclosures, one within another, and the plenipotentiaries on board the Cornwallis—a visit of 

* The Rev. Thomas Phillips. t  Barrow. ceremony only.



August 24.— The visit was returned on shore by Sir of their own cause and principles, and doubt 
Henry Pottinger, Sir Hugh Gough, and Sir William p-s justice. The Cantonese thus reasoned :

26.—The high plenipotentiaries held a meeting th ey supposed that, after hav ing  m ade th e  
on shore for the purpose of consulting the terms of the experim ent of w ar upon the empire, the E n g - 
tieaty 0 1 1  b lish believed it  to be inv inc ib le ; th a t the

August 29.— A treaty of peace was signed before liberty  of commerce granted  by  the  em peror 
Nankin, on board the Cornwallis, by Sir Henry Pottinger aroge from h js g rea t clemency, and som ew hat
on the part of Great Britain, and by Ke-ymg, Elepoo, ,  „o n t °  t o f  tllp  B a rb a r ia n s whose
and Neu-Kien, on the part of the Emperor of China. 11 o m  11 s c o n te m p t  o l t i le  b a rb a r ia n s, w h o s e
The most important provisions of the treaty, as stated by power he had tested, and proved to be as 
Sir Henry Pottinger, are as f o l l o w s the willow before the monsoon ; ” that the

1. lasting peace and friendship between the two English dare not enforce the treaty at Can-
empires. ton, the citizens of which would prove their

2. China to pay twenty-one million dollars in the l 0yalty  to the too clem ent em peror, and
course of the present and three succeeding years. teach  an im portant lesson to th e  barbarians,

3. The ports of Canton, Amoy, Poo-choo-foo, Ningpo, . f  m i
and Shanghai to be thrown open to British merchants; refusing them  m greS S  to their City. _ T he 
consular officers to he appointed to reside at them; and E nglish  authorities had th e  ex tiao idm aiy  
regular and just tariffs of import and export, as well as infatuation to subm it to this, and w ith  "the 
inland transit duties, to be established and published. approval of the  country generally. T he

4. The island of Hong-Kong to be ceded in perpetuity p ^ j  t  th e  e  t th e  free-trade
to her Britannic majesty, her heirs aud successors. , r  V  r

5. All subjects of her Britannic majesty, whether party, and many enlightened and im m u n e  
natives of Europe or India, who may he confined in English citizens, upheld the government in 
any part of the Chinese empire, to be unconditionally overlooking the breach of treaty, and, fcr
released. . , , , ,,. , , the sake of peace and hum anity, endeavonr-

6. An act of full and entire amnesty to be published . 3r  , ,, . * ,
by the emperor, under his imperial sign-manual and m g  *0 Conduct their commerce at Canton 
seal, to all Chinese subjects, on account of their having under the restrictions which the vioiateis 
held service under the British government or its officers. of the treaty imposed. The result was

7. Correspondence to be conducted on terms of perfect outrages and wrongs upon English and other
equality between the officers of both governments. foreign citizens, and at last an appeal to arms

8. On the emperor s assent being received to this . *= _ , , i „i
treatv, and the payment of the first six million dollars, ln  18o7. A perem ptory dem and loi tile 
her Britannic majesty’s forces to retire from Nanldn and faithful execution of the trea ty  the moment 
the Grand Canal, and the military posts at Chinhai to be any hesitation was evinced to comply w ith  it 
also withdrawn; hut the islands of Chusau and Ku-lang- wollld  have spared the shedding of much 
su are to he held until the money payments and the p j00(j  an(j  t b e  loss of m uch property , as well 
arrangements for opening the ports he completed. j° , . ,. . . . .  as have secured years ago a lair, it not

September 8,—-The emperor signifies his assent to the f e e l in g  w it h  the Cantonese, who
conditions of the treaty. ,.  J . , , , ,  .  ,

December 31.— The Great Seal of England is affixed to continued to cherish hatred and contempt 
the treaty. to strangers, under the inflated ideas of their

July 22, 1843.— A proclamation issued by Sir Henry importance and power, which the submission 
Pottinger, signifying that the ratifications of the treaty of ^ the English conduced to foster. The 
Nankin have been exchanged under the signs-manual and f  ,  n
seals of her majesty the Queen of Great Britain and his native merchants of Canton and the viceroys 
majesty the Emperor of China; and that a commercial of the emperor, exasperated, tile native pie- 
treaty has been concluded: the trade according to the judices for their own venal purposes. There 
new system to commence at Canton on the 27th of Ju ly; w a s  a  supplementary treaty to that of Nan- 
the four remaining ports to be opened as soon as the j • w h ;c h  hag b e e n  fe l t  v e r y  injuriously by 
imperial edict to that effect has been received. tlie’British traders at all the ports.

This edict was afterwards issued, the ports
were opened, and consuls appointed. A t Extracts from the Supplementary Treaty, Oct. 8, 1842. 
Canton however, it was pretended by the Art. IV.— After the five ports of Canton Eoo-choo- 
representative of Me imperial majesty that
the treaty  could not be carried  into ettect, fiye ports  ̂ Neitllel. shau they repair to any other ports 
in  consequence of the tu rb u len t character o f or places, nor will the Chinese people at any other ports 
tile people of th a t city, and the  old restric - or places be permitted to trade with them. I f  English 
tions were enforced w ith  little m itigation, merchant-vessels shall in contravention of this agreement

i ii -a- i i  j  , ■ i , and of a proclamation to the same purport to be issued by
Tile British authorities, meekly adopting what Bntish plenipotentiary, repair to any other ports or 
they considered a conciliatory policy, allowed p]aceS; the Chinese government officers shall be at liberty 
this infraction of the treaty, forgetting that to seize and confiscate both vessels and cargoes; and 
orientals never appreciate concessions made should Chinese people be discovered clandestinely dealing 
f„m  rack motives, but look thorn „  S S
proofs of the intellectual imbecility of those manner as the law may direct.
who make them, or as signs of their political A.ks. VI.— It is agreed that English merchants and
weakness, or evidences that they are ashamed others residing at or resorting to the five ports to be



opened, shall not go into the surrounding country beyond The situation of the town on the Canton 
short distances to be named by the local authorities in Ujver gives it great commercial advantages 
concert with the British consul, and on no pretence for °  j  r . ■« i , °  jp 0  J , i 1 • . ,, which are increased by the character andpurposes of traffic. Seamen and persons belonging to the J _
ships shall only be allowed to land under authority and resources 01 tile country beyond it. lhe 
rules, which will be fixed by the consul in communication sinuosities and intricacies of t h e  river’s ap- 
with the local officers; and should any persons whatever proach are most troublesome to mariners, 
infringe the stipulations of this article, and wander away and were the Chinese more skilled ill the art 
into the country, they shall be seized and handed over to c P t , .
the British consul for suitable punishment. of war; w(mld ful'msh Sreat advantage against

a maritime enemy attempting Canton. In  
The interpretation of the clause limiting the vicinity of the city itself the river washes 

the distance to which British subjects may go into the land in innumerable creeks. A  large 
into the country, has been a source of per- number of the inhabitants reside in boats 
petual dispute, and the lives of Englishmen upon the water: this river population has 
have been repeatedly sacrificed, when they been computed variously from one to two 
were, as they supposed, enjoying such liberty hundred thousand—the latter is probably the 
in the country as the treaty allowed. A t more correct computation. The boats are 
all the ports except Canton the severity of the somewhat ark-shaped, and might, at a little 
imperial restrictions have been relaxed, and distance, he mistaken for wooden houses built 
some adventurous Englishmen have penetrated along the low hanks of the stream. Their 
far into the interior. occupants live in much harmony, taking good

Canton is situated in a plain, which is well humouredly and patiently the accidents which 
cultivated; there are undulated landscapes at must sometimes, but do not often, occur 
no great distance, and a bold line of hills to their floating tenements. When, on the 
towards the north-east. The city is divided 19th of December, 1857, the British and 
into two portions—north and south; the for- French squadrons anchored off the city, the 
mer is called the old city, the latter the new. terror of these river-residents was great; and 
The northern is the Tartar town, and is three the sight afforded by so vast a population 
times as large, and nearly three times as moving away upon the water was extraordi- 
populous, as the Chinese town. “ The new nary and impressive. The allies, in their 
c ity” is enclosed by walls, which are carried clemency, allowed this movement; and those 
down to the river. The suburbs greatly who on shore resided in wooden and portable 
exceed the city in extent, and are very popu- dwellings, took them down with great rapidity, 
lous. The population of the town and its and removed them out of the range of the 
environs is generally computed at one million, guns. The river here divides Canton from 

There are few places more repulsive to a Honan, situated on the opposite side. The 
European. The streets are narrow lanes, channel is not three hundred yards wide, and 
reeking with abominable odours, and filled it appears much narrower when covered by 
with a filthy, riotous, and arrogant population, the mass of boats already described. The 
New China Street, Curiosity Street, and some mandarin passage-boats, with high poops 
others near the foreign residences, afford elaborately carved, and the flower-boats 
innumerable vistas of long narrow lanes, such painted gaily, and hung within with lustres 
as no European imagination could con- and lanterns, give an air of the picturesque 
ceive. The confusion and crowding of so to what otherwise would he sombre and 
vast a population in such thoroughfares must monotonous. The cargo-boats which ply in 
occasion great inconvenience, especially as their trade, and which, unlike the hut-boats 
any large object, such as a load protruding which are dwellings, are constantly moving 
far from the head or shoulders of a coolie, or about, and give a maritime aspect to the 
a mandarin carried in his chair upon the river, which relieves the sameness created by 
shoulders of four men, necessarily fills a large the long, dull lines of the motionless habita- 
portion of the space. The people bear these tions of those whose home is on the water, 
inconveniences with good humour, and acci- The gentleman who corresponded with the 
dents seldom occur. Fires are, however, very Times during the hostile operations at the 
frequent, and terrible destruction is created close of 1857, describing the appearance of 
by them. The style of the houses is inferior, the river and city at the moment when the 
hut there are good taverns and hotels, to latter was cleared of the fugitive boats, has 
which the merchants resort whose families afforded a more distinct idea of the place and 
are at a distance; and when these buildings its aspect viewed from on board ship, than 
are lighted up gaily at night, they present a any other writer who has imparted his 
cheerful and sometimes almost brilliant spec- impressions of Canton: — “ And now the 
tacle. Canton has one hundred and twenty-* channel is clear. We have an uninterrupted 
seven temples, pagodas, and joss-houses. view along it. I t  is not nearly so wide as



the Thames at Wapping, and moreover there miles, is cut through by dykes, ditches, and 
are no bridges to interrupt the line of sight; drains, which irrigate the soil and drain it, as 
but the buildings on each side are much of may be required. A considerable section of 
the same character as those at Wapping and the town near to the western gate is occupied 
Rotherhithe—the warehouses of Honan on by gardens. There is a good line of river 
the right, the low buildings of Canton on the frontage, extending half a mile, suitable for 
left. About half-a-mile up there is a wide commercial convenience. On the north-east 
interval, covered only with heaps of building suburbs land has been set apart for foreign 
rubbish, but having no structure standing but residents. The site of the city is excellent 
a newly-built Chinese gateway—a sort of for trade: it is generally regarded as salu- 
triumphal arch, whereon is writ, in Chinese brious. The climate, for a considerable portion 
characters, ‘ The site of Hog Lane.’ Beyond of the year, is agreeable to Europeans ; but in 
this interval, as large or larger than the the height of summer the glass rises to 
Temple Gardens—an interval which will be 100°, while in the depth of winter it falls 
readily recognised as the location of the to 24°. The population is about one-fifth 
destroyed factories—there are ruins. High, that of Canton, and one-tenth that of Pekin, 
square, brick-built pillars start up from the Shanghai is geographically situated 33° 24 
debris of their fallen roofs: these are the north latitude, 121° ^32 east longitude, on 
remains of the hongs and warehouses, bat- the banks of the "Woosung River, at the point 
tered or buried during the retaliatory attack of its confluence with the W angpoo, and is dis- 
of the British fleet. A little further on, tant about twelve miles from_ the confluence 
where the stream slightly widens, there is an of the Yang-tse. The following picturesque 
islet in mid-channel: it is covered with the description of the approach to the city is 
wreck of masonry; stones and brickwork are given by the gentleman who has been before 
lying about in shapeless masses; but nine quoted as the most recent traveller in China 
trees, which have survived the deed of vio- whose accountshavebeengiventothepublic: 
lence these ruins tell of, rise in the interstices, “ At a distance of three miles, in the grey 
and shake their leaves and offer shade. This twilight, Shanghai looks like a distant view 
islet shuts in the view and closes the vista; of Woolwich. The tall spars of the Pique 
it is the site of the Dutch Folly Port.” frigate, the English and American steamers

Probably no large city, at all events out of of war, and a fleet of merchant vessels, give 
China, ever possessed so little architectural an air of life and bustle to the waters of this 
attractions. The northern portion, where noble tributary to the  ̂ Yang-tse-Kiang. 
the residence of the viceroy and the public Higher up, where a turn in the river gives 
offices are situated, is much pleasanter than an inland appearance, we see a multitudinous 
the southern, for it contains large gardens mass of junk masts, just as from Greenwich 
belonging to state functionaries; but with and Woolwich we see the spars of the ships 
the exception of certain elevated spots, occu- that crowd our docks. All tells of a large 
pied by forts, the whole aspect of the city, commerce requiring a strong protection. In 
from whatever point it is viewed, is dreary this indistinct light the j hongs ’ of the Euro- 
and monotonous. pean settlement loom like the ship slips at

The country on the banks of the Canton Deptford or Woolwich. I t  is only upon a 
River has seldom been admired, but the near approach that they resolve themselves 
writer last quoted expresses an animated into fine finished buildings, some columned 
admiration of it. When he visited it last like Grecian temples, some square and mas- 
November, the second rice crop was being sive like Italian palaces, but all declaratory 
gathered, the patches of sugar-cane looked that the res angusta domi is a woe unknown 
green and reedy, and the bananas still clus- to Englishmen in China. .
tered upon the trees; the climate at that “ The English settlement at Shanghai is 
season is not severe, and the landscape wears situate upon a bend of this livei W angpoo. 
a pleasing aspect. The country is a rich its boundaries are its fortifications. On one 
alluvial vale, dotted and intersected with side the Soo-choo River, which comes down 
granite hills. from the great city Soo-choo (the Birmingham

Shanghai is the capital of a department of China), and falls into the VV angpoo, forms 
called Sung-keang-foo. I t  is surrounded by its limits. On the other side, the l  ang- 
a wall three miles in circumference, which is kang-pang canal shuts it from the settlemen 
entered by six gates. A canal, twenty feet allotted to the French. This I  rench al o - 
in width, surrounds this wall, from which ment extends up to the walls of the Chinese 
others branch through the city. The town is city of Shanghai. The frontage upon t  e 
also surrounded and intersected either by rivers Wangpoo, between the Soo -choo Kivei anatne 
or canals; and the whole country, for many canal, is nearly a mile m length, an c i tne sex-
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tlement extends backwards about half a mile, and wliicli merits a more particular descrip- 
This space is divided into squares by six tion. The buildings are very large, well 
roads at right angles with tlie river, and built, two stories in height, with upper veran- 
tliree parallel to it, and in these squares are dahs, and lower ones of a different form, 
the residences and godowns of the commercial The garden-ground is laid out with firs, 
houses, each in its surrounding plot of orna- shrubs, and flowers. The tea and silk ware- 
mented groimd. In the rear of all is the houses are generally about one hundred and 
Shanghai racecourse.” thirty feet in length, by forty in width: most

The commercial importance of Shanghai is of them are built of brick, but some of Ningpo 
very great. In  1856, the number of British granite. The merchants of Shanghai have 
ships which unloaded at the quays was 309, the reputation of living in great luxury, 
their united burthen being 92,943 tons. The The most interesting objects in the Chinese 
imports of Shanghai which, during the same city are the English Missionary Church, and 
year, passed through the custom-house from an American lecture-room. The joss-house 
all parts, were of the value of £3,010,511: is an object of curiosity to strangers: in the 
this was irrespective of the grand import centre of an extensive hall is a large cup, 
from British India of opium to the value of with the names of those who contributed to 
£4,634,305. The tea exported to Europe, place it there inscribed upon it. The exte- 
America, and Australia, the silk exported rior and entrance are covered with figures of 
chiefly to Europe, and a few other commodi- Buddha and saints curiously carved; also of 
ties also sent abroad, reached the enormous dragons, and strange creatures of Chinese 
value of £11,932,806. Of course the dif- imagination. The interior is highly deco- 
ference was received by China in the pre- rated, and large gilt statues of Buddha 
cious metals, chiefly silver; this was one of abound. Various emblematical figures, to 
the causes of that great drain of silver from which the vulgar render worship, are also 
Europe and America, which has affected the placed there.
monetary and commercial world, and which, A visit to a Shanghai court of justice in 
for a time, appeared to he a puzzle to finan- 1856 by an American*' is thus narrated:-— 
ciers and capitalists. During the year 1857 “ Again we started for the court of justice, 
there was a great increase in the imports, but and this was a memorable half hour in my 
a still greater in the exports, requiring a tour. I t  was a clean, dignified room, with a 
larger payment in the precious metals to mandarin, whose whole mien bore unmistake- 
adjust the balance. The returns have not able marks of authority, sitting on the seat of 
yet reached Europe by which these state- the judge, with policemen, assistants, officials, 
rnents can be proved, hut persons intimately and clerks, on every side; the prisoners, with 
acquainted with the commerce of the port chains about their legs, and arms hid behind 
affirm that the proportion of exports to them, were waiting their trial and the decision 
imports during 1857 will require nearly of the judge. One man was up in the cri- 
double the amount of silver to be paid at rninal box; hut the system of examination 
Shanghai. This prosperity is the result of was too cruel for me to continue long in the 
the industry, of the people and the enterprise room. First the guard struck him fiercely 
of foreigners, chiefly English and Americans, over the mouth with a bamboo official staff, 
while the signs of had government prevail all the poor wretch shrieking with pain ; the 
through that part of the interior, of which other prisoners all the while remaining stolid 
Shanghai is the natural outlet. Official pecula- and indifferent spectators, not knowing who 
tion,and the grinding oppressions which have was to come next. Afterwards another kind 
created a great rebellion, have worried and of torture was resorted to, the guard making 
distressed the country, and left it without the criminal kneel down with his hands above 
roads; while its wonderful water-lines have his head in a qiosition which extorted yells of 
been permitted to fall into decay over a con- agony, the judge and the officials all showing 
siderable area of country where these are the utmost indifference. A little further on 
essential to the public weal. there were two criminals with huge holts .

There is. a mail between Shanghai and about their ankles, and the Jcanga (a large 
Hong-Kong, carried by five steamers of two square piece of plank) hung round their 
hundred and ninety horse-power. I t  is neck. The whole trial seemed a farce—a 
alleged that cargoes of opium produce the mixture of brutal cruelty with refined bar- 
chief profit realised: there are generally six barism. From the court we went to the 
British receiving ships in the river, to which bastinado, or jail, and saw scores of prisoners 
the Chinese repair for the article. The cen- above and below: all the cells were crowded, 
tre of the great commerce of Shanghai is and the clanking of chains and hoarse growls 
the foreign settlement already referred to, * George Francis Train, Esq., Boston, Massachuscts.



of the prisoners spoke another phase of Chi- city there are two rather striking pagodas, 
nese life.” Mr. Train also visited the hospital, The residences of the great mandarins are 
which he declares to be equal to those of the indicated by tall decorated poles or by painted 
United States in care, cleanliness, and com- walls. The city walls are devious, strangely 
fort. coloured, and bear conspicuous buildings,

On a former page reference was made to meant for watch-towers. The writer last 
the existence of foundling hospitals in China, quoted describes liis visit, which was made at 
That at Shanghai was visited by the gentle- night, under the guidance of Chinese boat
man last quoted, and his account of it affords men; and represents himself as taken through 
a most striking exhibition of Chinese manners, lanes dismal in the lantern’s shade, up dirty, 
Having described the mode of depositing the ragged, stone-fencecl streets, down under 
baby, similar to that already given, he ob- deeper arches than before, only to go up 
serves:—“ As we entered, the nurses, each again stone steps almost perpendicular to an 
with a child in her arms, started off iii all immense height,
directions, apparently frightened at the ap- I t  was not until 1853 that Foo-choo-foo 
pearance of the fau-quais (foreign devils), assumed importance in the eyes of the foreign 
I t  was some time before they would come merchants : the disturbances at Canton and 
out of their rooms, and then they stared at the rebellion at Shanghai brought it into 
us with unfeigned surprise. I  should have notice. American enterprise has the credit 
taken up one of the Lilliputian Celestials, but of having first turned the port to advantage, 
I  was cautioned against it—for, if no con- but the first vessel which left it freighted 
tagious disease be caught, you are sure to get with Chinese produce was Dutch, 
vermin on your dress. We wandered about The streets are narrow, intricate, and un- 
the large apartments from room to room, all sightly, as is the case with all Chinese towns; 
of which had one or two occupants, and some probably they are narrower in Foo-choo-foo 
were filled with older children, in baby- than in any other great city of China. Narrow 
jumpers of strikingly original make, the as the streets are, they are made more so by 
nurses all appearing, after a moment of the encroachments of the vendors of various 
fright, to gaze upon the strange sight of commodities, who occupy the side-ways, so 
features, manners, and dress. Is it possible, as to leave in the centre scarcely any room 
said I, that all the charitable institutions of for a chair to be carried through, 
the European and Anglo-Saxon race are The most conspicuous buildings are the 
observed in such detail in Asiatic China ! ” treasury department, and the houses of the 

Among the modern enterprises of Shanghai various officials. There are two temples of 
is a large market, which an American was some note—one dedicated to “ the god of 
erecting at a recent period, and which, pos- war,” and one to “ the goddess of mercy.” 
sibly, by this time has been brought to a The viceregal palace, the college, and jail, 
completion. are all worthy of some consideration, but

The city of Foo-choo-foo (called also Hoh- their exterior is not remarkable, except for 
choo) is situated in 26° 7' north latitude, and the curious decorations, which show the Chi- 
in 119° 15' east longitude. This is a very nese desire of display. An intelligent tra- 
large town—one of the largest in China. The veller who passed through the streets of the 
circumscribing wall is eight and a half miles city declares that the people s industry sur- 
in extent. I t is the capital of the province passed anything witnessed by him anywhere, 
of Fo-kien. The population is computed at although he had visited every portion of the 
more than half a million. The country around globe. So intent were many of the mechanics 
forms a circular basin, with a diameter of upon their business, that although a European 
twenty miles. The usual uniformity and carried in a chair through their streets was a 
monotony of a Chinese city is to be found in rare sight, ancl great crowds followed that 
this, but there are various relieving circum- in which our observer was  ̂seated, yet these 
stances. Trees are planted at various places, workmen never raised their eyes from their 
which, notwithstanding their pent-up situa- occupations. This traveller considered the 
tion, display their verdure and refresh the Ningpo temple the best piece of architecture 
eye. At the northern extremity a hill rises at Fouchow; it has numerous apartments, 
abruptly, and is crowned by a watch-tower, and galleries oddly stuccoed, or carved, or 
which can be seen from the whole city and painted. There are two enormous columns 
the country around for some distance. On of granite, its chief exterior ornament, and 
the south-east another hill rises five hundred these are covered with designs the most 
feet, its sides ornamented with temples and peculiar. These specimens of Chinese arcln- 
the better description of dwellings. Between tectural taste cost “ two almas - ten tliou- 
these two hills in the southern section of the sand dollars, which, considering the cieap-



ness of material and labour in China, would the great officer away from his palace, but 
equal £1000 in England, and probably more, that his want of courtesy only tends to show 
The sculpture on these columns is tastefully the still hostile feeling which the mandarins, 
executed in some instances, but the chief not immediately interested, have against 
effect is produced by the originality and foreigners. I  also have been told that the 
oddity of the designs. prefect has sent two or three most insulting

The bridge of Waw-show is one of the notes to her majesty’s representative. Save 
curiosities of the city; it is an immense that unceremonious reception, we met with 
structure. The first part of it, from the no hard treatment from the dense crowd that 
south side to the island of Chang-chow, con- followed us through the palace-yard, where 
sists of nine stone arches ; it is three hundred we were obliged to leave our chairs, through 
and thirty feet long by twelve wide; from the Curiosity Street, one of the widest in the city, 
island the bridge is continued to the Nan-toe The Tartar general was completely wrapped 
suburb, a distance of thirteen hundred feet, in furs, and, as he was paraded past, looked 
“ The upper bridge, on the western side, is down upon us with the greatest possible 
eleven thousand feet in length.” The whole contempt. W e examined in Curiosity Street 
of the lines of bridges are occupied with street the whole assortment of bronze and stone 
vendors, retailing pancakes, bamboos, and ornaments, and saw many beautiful specimens 
innumerable oddities of food, apparel, and of ivory-carving, wood-work, and tortoise- 
utensils, the use of which could not be recog- shell, all which show patience, plodding, and 
nised by a European. The result of this ingenuity, remarkable, for each specimen is 
shopkeeping on the bridge thoroughfares is made with the simplest machinery. My 
to narrow still more their original inade- companion made some purchases of bronze, 
quate dimensions, and thereby impede the but I  was more amused with some lacquered 
traffic. “ Twice,” wrote a traveller, who ware that was on exhibition in one of the 
recorded his experience of the bridge of shops, and purchased eighty dollars’ worth of 
Waw-show, my chair was near going over, little boxes (exquisitely ornamented, entirely 
and once I  was held bodily over the tumbling made of lacquer), and a beautiful lady’s 
waters below for more than a minute, so as to dressing-case, with more compartments than 
let an immense cortege with a Chinese man- cells in a honeycomb. These presents for 
darin go by. This bridge is old, but strong home are most valuable, because so rare; 
as petrified rock; and how the architect only one individual in the empire possesses 
raised the immense stones to their resting- the secret, and Fouchow is the only place 
place with the simple machinery of China I  where they can be bought, hence the enor- 
anj at a loss to understand.” The same writer mous prices which are charged, for all that 
records the experience of another day in the he manufactures that are not sold to foreigners 
streets of this city in the following interesting are taken to the imperial palace at Pekin, 
record :—“ While passing along one of the which accounts for the independence of the 
widest streets we suddenly saw a great com- artist—no rival in his Japanese skill, and an 
motion among the citizens, and a most abrupt emperor and empress for patrons ! Save in 
dropping of my chair came immediately after; that wonderful ware, I  think that the much- 
then appeared bands of Chinese music; then celebrated Curiosity Street of Fouchow is 
officers of state, on little long-haired, dirty over-rated. One day soon disappeared in 
white ponies, with pikes and shields, followed searching about that old city, which numbers 
by a company of infantry, one upon another, some six hundred thousand souls, and, if the 
in splendid confusion; and just at this moment suburbs are also included, possibly a million, 
my coolie got another crack over the head But, from my description of what I  saw in 
with a bamboo for being too anxious to view Shanghai, you may judge of my experience 
a pompous mandarin ; others came pouring to-day. My time did not admit of my going 
on—musicians and guards—and soon some over the grounds of the old British consulate, 
well-dressed chair-bearers; and then it was formerly a monastery of much antiquity and 
that I  discovered the cause of this immense consequent interest, from which site the view 
assemblage, and why I  had been so grossly of the city is most beautiful; neither did I 
insulted by having my chair thrown into the visit the far-famed monastery of Cose-shan, 
mud—for I  was just then in the presence of situated about fourteen hundred feet above 
his most royal and noble exellency the Tartar the city, commanding a most imposing view 
general of the province and country round for miles around. The quaint bell and im- 
about. More of his attaches followed, and mense gong struck by the priests—the ancient 
everything was again quiet. On mentioning relic of Buddha—a whale’s tooth—an old 
this circumstance on my return to the British priest, said to be five hundred years of age, 
consul, he said it was most unusual to meet who lives in a cage, with finger-nails four



inches long, and who looks in splendid con- In the season ]853-4 about 300,000 lbs. of tea were 
dition for a man who eats nothing, and has exported, coastwise.
. . . .  , c c , ■ , During the season 1854-5 two vessels were dispatched
been s ta r v in g  himself for centuries—the p o n d  to Austl| lia> taking 509,0001bs. of tea, and three vessels 
of tame nsli whicli the good lathers feed from 0ut 0f  the thirty-five to England went to the continent, 
the hand-— an d  the singular semi-Catliolic, taking 1,140,000 lbs. of tea.
se m i-b arb arou s s ty le  o f  c o s tu m e  a n d  m a n n e r s , In 1855-6 three vessels were dispatched to Australia; 
w o u ld  h a v e  a m p ly  r e p a id  m e  for  m y  t im e ;  estimated cargoes, 700,000 lbs. To the contment two 
-j , 1 f i  L, n r. J vessels were dispatched, taking about 400 ,000lbs., and
h u t m y  tim e  w o u ld  n o t  a d m it  o f  i t ,  a n d  th e  coastwise nearly ] ,000,000 lbs. were sent during the 
d a y  w as r a in y , e ls e  I  m ig h t  h a v e  a c c e p te d  season.
Mr. Hale’s mountain-chair, SO generously The Hamburg ship Alma Ogla was the first vessel 
proffered by the British consul.” The p e a k  that left Fouchow with teas for a foreign port; she left 

i • , 1  , , i on the 19th of August, 1853; the American ship Isaroverhanging the monastery is two thousand Mlowed her on tb° . ^ tb of ’August: both bo4d  for
se v e n  H u n d red  fe e t  a b o v e  tn e  se a , a n d  With, a London. The last-named arrived first.
g o o d  g la ss  m o u n ta in s , r iv e r s , a n d  v i l la g e s  ca n  The ship Houqua was the first vessel to the United
he seen at great distances. On the extreme States; she left January 16th, 1854, and was followed by
point, Europeans who have ascended the ]he^ship Oriental onithe 22nd of February, and was lost
m o u n ta in  h a v e  le f t  th e ir  m e m o r ia l m  a  sto n e  Blacli teas are the principal exports.*
pile, called a casin, each adding a piece to
the heap. The neighbourhood of Foo-choo-foo is in-

The population within the walls of the city fested by pirates, and traders require to keep 
is about six hundred thousand; that without a good look-out. to carry guns, and have a 
is about two-thirds of the number, making well-appointed crew, practised in small arms, 
a total of a million. Notwithstanding these precautions, terrible

The country around is extremely pleasant; catastrophes have occurred. Sometimes, 
the villages are populous, the land undulated, however, the pirates, even when in dark nights 
and in some places the scenery is even fine, they have, with muffled oars, approached a 
The Pill-ling Hills offer a very pleasing place vessel at anchor, and so escaped the fire of 
of excursion for the Europeans and Americans its cannon, have paid a hitter penalty for 
who reside within the town; these are not their temerity under the rifles and revolvers 
numerous, comprising in all about fifty foreign of English or Americans, 
residents, merchants, consuls and their offi- Near Eoo-choo-foo is a place called V oo- 
cials, and missionaries. Only three or four sung, which has only of late attracted the 
ladies were among them at the beginning of notice of foreigners. Close by this there is a 
1857. The merchants and consuls complain mission village, erected by the American
of the dulness of the place, from the very Episcopalians; it contains an excellent house
limited European society. The missionaries for the bishop, with a dozen other well- 
alone seem content with what the other foreign built stone erections, which are inhabited by 
residents regard as a trying isolation. Those the clergymen, schoolmasters and mistresses, 
reverend men are content in their great work, native teachers, medical assistants, &c. The 
and toil on with unceasing solicitude, studying beautiful appearance of the village, amidst the 
the language, literature, manners, and cha- strange monotonous scenery around it, is like 
racter of the people, and watching with tin- an oasis in the desert.
slumbering vigilance for opportunity of bring- Ningpo is in longitude 121° 22' east, and 
ing the natives to the knowledge of Chris- in latitude 29° 55' north. I t  is the capital of
tianity. Not far from the city a dialect or a department and a province, and iŝ  con-
language is spoken which the Chinese do not sidered the finest coast city to which foreigners 
understand, but, strangely enough, the Canton are allowed access. The Chinese hold it in 
English, as it is called, forms a medium of high reputation for the literary attainment 
communication. and refinement of its citizens. One-fifth of

It will he instructive to the reader to give the whole population within the walls is com- 
a few statistics on the exports of Foo-choo- puted to he engaged in literature. About a 
f00 tenth of the population beyond the city walls

EXPORTS PROM FOUCIIOW. is supposed to consist of sailors and fisher
men. The manufactures are chiefly mats,

1853- 4. • 5 ,959,000lbs. c a r p e ts , a n d  c lo th , th e
1854- 5. 35 vessels........................  20,493,000 „ by women. There are one hundied thousand
1855- 6. 20 vessels (July to .Tan.) . . . .  15,601,500 „ h o u se s  a n d  sh o p s  ta x e d  b y  g o v e r n m e n t , l h e

population within the walls and in the suburbs 
TO the united states. L in o t he less than half a million. The city

1854- 5'. 13 vessels '. '. '. '. 1 ' '. '. '. ! slkoo’ooo „ ' is  su r r o u n d e d  b y  a w a ll  f iv e  m ile s  in  c ircu rn -
1855- 6. 14 vessels (Jnly to Jan.) . . . .  8,848,500 „ * Train.



ference, and possessing six gates, which open The European settlement is on the side of 
upon the suburb or the river. Within this the river opposite to the walled city. The 
wall the people may be said, without a violent hongs are not numerous, nor very large, and 
figure of speech, to be packed together, so they are mixed up with Chinese residences 
narrow are the streets and dense the popula- and large timber yards (timber is the staple 
tion; yet the principal streets, from which the of Ningpo), and they form a rectangle, the 
others branch, are spacious, and the houses area behind which is occupied by graves and 
superior to those in other Chinese cities, paddy-fields, but chiefly by graves.” 
Considerable space is occupied by temples In  connection with the opening up of China 
and other public buildings, and there are to European intercourse, the gentleman re- 
some gardens of considerable extent in pro- ferred to declares that the difficulties are not 
portion to the size of the place; these are so great as has been supposed in Europe, 
beautifully cultivated, and give a fresh and Before reaching the city of Ningpo he had 
rural appearance to their neighbourhood, travelled many miles by the great water- 
The space occupied by these gardens, build- courses, and he thus observes upon the gene- 
ings, and spacious streets, is so considerable, ral experience of Chinese behaviour which 
that the dwellings in the remainder of the his journey afforded :— " We arrived at Ning- 
city are crowded together to afford habita- po, after some discomfort and some necessity 
tions for so numerous a population. These for strong doses of quinine, but after much 
circumstances also cause the suburbs to in- excitement and great enjoyment. We have 
crease rapidly. passed four hundred miles of country not

The people of Ningpo impress strangers often before traversed. We have entered 
more favourably than those of any other four first-class Chinese cities (two of them 
Chinese city; they contrast strikingly with unknown to European travellers), many 
the rude and boisterous natives of Canton, second class cities, which in other countries 
Their bearing to strangers is polite, respect- might be classed as first, and innumerable 
ful, and, to some extent, kind. towns and villages. Throughout the whole

The Times’ special correspondent arrived of our journey we have received from no 
at Ningpo at the latter end of August, 1857. Chinese an uncivil word or insulting gesture. 
The place was then in great agitation, from No mischievous urchin has thrown stones 
the depredations made by Portuguese pirates, down upon us from any one of the hundreds 
and their destruction by the Chinese fleet, of bridges we passed through; no one stopped 
and also from the consequences of the great us, and no one waylaid us. I t  is true that 
rebellion. The correspondent thus records the mandarins at Peh-Kwan sent us a mes- 
liis impressions of the place and its commer- sage to appear at their yamun, but when we 
cial importance : This great city, with its sent answer that we would endeavour to make
three hundred and nfty thousand inhabitants, preparation to receive their visit on board 
its beautiful river, and its excellent water our boats, and when Mr. Edkins had sent 
connection with the interior, is the least them a Testament, they took the evasive 
valuable of all our commercial stations, answer in good part, and suffered our boat- 
Neitlier tea nor silk is brought down in men to proceed. Prom this journey I  draw 
any quantities, and the little tea that is pre- two practical conclusions : the first is, that 
paied here is sent to Shanghai to he shipped, the authorities in China are exceedingly 
Ih e  importation of British and straits’ pro- anxious in no way to complicate their present 
duce was last year but £136,359 9s., and not disputes with England, and, holding in very 
two-thirds of this^ was British manufacture, wholesome terror the English name, are in- 
Tlio greater security of European shipping dined to shut their eyes to the presence of 
and its comparative immunity from the pirates peaceably conducted foreigners ; the second is. 
outside (whom I  saw the other day send a that, unless excited by the authorities, as they 
whole fleet of junks back into the river) have have been at Canton (and as they might have 
given it some importance as a shipping port been here, for had the mandarins chosen to 
for Amoy, Formosa, Swatow, and the straits, say we were Portuguese, we should certainly 
In 1856 a hundred and ninety-eight British have had our throats cut), the Chinese people 
slups with an  ̂ aggregate of 25,506 tons, have no objection whatever to the presence 
loaded here. This carrying trade is likely to of foreigners in their cities. Whenever, 
increase, for the Chinese are becoming quite therefore, the provisions of a new treaty shall 
alive to the advantage of a stout ship and an open all China- to every European provided 
English flag. Can insure ? is a question with a passport from his own consul, there 
now very often in a Chinaman’s mouth, and will be no difficulty in the English merchant 
Chinamen are rich in this city. Ningpo is carrying his own goods up the rivers and 
still m the after-throb of great excitement, canals, and into the great cities of China,



The people will be glad enough to trade situated, that they would, under the influence 
with him, and the authorities can, if they of Western commerce, soon become great 
will, protect him.” cities.

There is, however, a difficulty in the way The Times' correspondent, in travelling to 
of European intercourse with China which is Ningpo, passed through a great variety of 
seldom discussed—the bad conduct of the country, and over a vast area where Euro- 
Europeans themselves. The foregoing ex- peans had never previously set foot, at least 
tract shows the spirit entertained towards within recollection of the inhabitants or record 
the Portuguese, whose conduct is in every of history, and the general impressions he 
respect infamous in their dealings with the received are instructive to others. The fol- 
people of China. The behaviour of British lowing is a picture of China and Chinese life, 
sailors is sometimes also very bad, and creates drawn from the scenes presented to him as 
a dangerous prejudice. The following in- he passed along, too vivid and striking not 
stance, related by “ the correspondent,” will to be interesting as a true representation 
illustrate this, and the recommendation he of modern China. Leaving Hangchow for 
expresses for the prevention of such misdeeds Ningpo, the journey is thus related :—“ I 
is worthy the consideration of the powers now should prove intolerable were I  to describe 
engaged, by their successful arms, in open- the rest of the route with the same minute- 
ing up China more freely to the nations:— ness with which I  have described other portions 
“ A circumstance has just occurred which of my journey. We had five days journey 
still further illustrates the great impolicy of before us, the greater part even less visited 
allowing European vagabonds to be uncon- than Hangchow itself. I  must not even ven- 
trolled in this country. ‘Squeezing’ has be- ture to describe the sepulchre of Yu, the 
come so intolerable in this province, that a founder of the Hia dynasty, although it is 
large city not forty miles distant is in rebel- the grandest sepulchral temple in China, and 
lion. Every power in China ‘ squeezes.’ boasts an antiquity of two thousand years, 
The toutai sends forth to ‘ squeeze,’ the and although a fierce thunderstorm burst so 
the Canton fleet sends out to ‘ squeeze,’ and close, that there was a smell of fire, and the 
squeezing parties are undertaken upon pri- gigantic idol trembled. Perhaps I  may be 
vate account. A few days since an Irishman, permitted, however, to say, that nearly a 
accompanied by some Chinese, went into the hundred lineal descendants of the great em- 
interior to one of the villages where I  had peror, who controlled the great inundations 
passed the previous night, upon, it is alleged, and curbed the waters of the four great rivers, 
a squeezing expedition. While there he acci- still live in poverty under the protection of 
dentally shot one of his Chinese companions, the temple. Under the Ming dynasty they 
Delighted with this opportunity of ‘getting received pensions; the Tartars allow them 
the law on their side,’ the populace rose, none. Here is a pedigree, ye followers of 
seized the Irishman, bound him as though he Hollo! Enough to say of Peh-Ivwan that 
had been a wild beast which no thongs the people asked us whether we were Siam- 
could make harmless, and sent him up—after ese. They had seen the Loochooians, and we 
severe debate among themselves whether were not like them, and they knew we were 
they should not behead him on the spot—to not Japanese. Chao-hing is for many miles 
the toutai of Ningpo. He arrived here in a round girt with sepulchral monuments. It 
terribly macerated condition, and claimed the is to the worship of ancestors what Hangchow 
protection of the British consul. Doubtless and its lake are to Buddha. All the wharves 
it became the consul’s duty to grant this pro- and bridges were crowded by all the popula- 
tection, and the man is now in Dr. Parker’s tion of the place as we went through. The 
hospital. Small advantage, however, will be half-naked bodies seemed countless as rve 
derived by any British merchant from any moved slowly through canals exactly— 
treaty which may ‘ open up China,’ if it bridges, smells, and all like some of the 
is to be opened up to European brigands, back canals in Venice. We passed seveial 
There must be some arrangement among the nights among the most ̂  uncultivated crowds 
European powers upon this matter.” of boatmen while awaiting our turns to be

The port of Amoy, Hong-Kong, &c., will dragged by windlasses over those dykes of 
be reserved for description under the head of slippery mud which in China do duty foi 
Insular China. locks. W e passed _ other nights in passing

Besides the ports opened up by the Nankin through lakes and listening to the songs and 
treaty, there are many other large cities in cymbals which told of marriages in the vi - 
China which might be made accessible to lages on its banks. We watched the pacty  
commerce under an enlarged treaty, and harvest, examined the tallow-trees, wit ejr 
there are many large villages so admirably poplar-like leaf, their green berries, an leir



alder-shaped form. We saw the cotton come aries (the Rev. Mr. Edkins, and the represen- 
into flower. We fired in vain at two eagles tative of the Church Missionary Society), 
circling round the head of a man, who was ac- determined upon the hazardous enterprise, 
companied by a little dog, which they wanted The account given of its accomplishment is 
to carry off. We stopped and interrogated a deeply interesting, and even exciting:— 
sort of. Chinese Gil Bias, who was travelling “ With a retinue of twelve chair-bearers and 
on foot (almost an unprecedented thing in ten coolies, -who followed with our baggage, 
China), and who carried with him all his we left our boats during the mid-day heat, 
worldly goods—a pair of blue breeches, a and, skirting the borders of the lake, reached 
pipe, and a small teapot. We investigated the walls of the city. Here Mr. Edkins, pro- 
at Yu-Yoa the country from the top of the fiting by Iris other mishaps, instructed the 
citadel hill, and in the dyer’s shop we exa- party to avoid the Tartar part of the city and 
mined the dye wherewith those ever-present the Mauchoo gate. I t  was an exciting mo- 
blue breeches are dyed. After ten days of ment when the first palanquin passed under 
sight-seeing everything seemed to repeat the city gate. Prom behind my exaggerated 
itself and to revolve like the events of the fan I  could see a fat Chinese official, who 
Platonic year. We became convinced at was evidently on duty, but who had his hack 
last that if we were to journey from Hang- turned to us. The rascal pretended he was 
chow to Pekin, and from Pekin to Szechuen, quite unaware of our presence. I  found out 
we should find just the same arts, and man- afterwards that he knew that three Euglish- 
ners, and agriculture, varied only by the exi- men were passing in just as well as we did. 
gencies of nature.” I  breathed more freely when the gate was

One of the most important cities of the passed, and when we became entangled in 
interior of China proper is Hangchow. This the narrow streets. They bore us through 
was once the capital, and Chinese patriotism the dirtiest parts of the .town, and past the 
and prejudice still regard it with fictitious im- yamun, or police office, known by the horrible 
portance and religious veneration. They have imperial lion scrawled in paint upon the 
a saying—“ There is Heaven above, and Pekin opposite wall. The people soon began to 
and Hangchow below.” Descriptions of this run together. The blinds of the chairs were 
city are scarce; that of Marco Polo is not sufficiently transparent to allow them to see 
worthy of reliance; and we have no Euro- there was something unusual; perhaps the 
pean accounts, except that given by the Times’ fact of the chairs being closed was enough in 
commissioner of a visit made by him and the itself. Then we grew bolder, and opened the 
Rev. Mr. Edkins, of the London Missionary blinds, and, although the crowd pressed to 
Society. Marco Polo says the walls were in see, there was no hostile demonstration, xkt 
his day a hundred miles round. The Chinese last we got to a better part of the city, we 
chronicles of the city state that in one of the boldly descended, and found ourselves in the 
numerous fires which have taken place streets of Hangchow. We now bade one of 
there more than half a million of houses the coolies guide us to the upper part of the 
were burnt. The writer just quoted main- city, while the chairs followed. We passed 
tains that the city never could have been several curiosity shops, where there were some 
much larger than it is, and assigns this rea- few things I  should have bought, but, alas ! 
son :—“ I t  stands upon a slip of land about our expenses had so far exceeded our expec- 
three miles wide, intervening between the tation, that we were already afraid our funds 
river (which is wider than the Mersey, and would fall short—a contingency which ac- 
has thirty feet of water at low tide) and the tually occurred, for we had to borrow of a 
lake. At one end tlie ground swells into a Chinese innkeeper. I  noticed that in one of 
hill, over the crest of which the city wall the curiosity shops an English beer-bottle 
passes. The shape of Hangchow, therefore, was placed among the vases in a post of 
is very much that of a couch, the hill part honour. As we ascended the hill we passed 
being represented by the pillows, and being a tea-house, which was the first I  had seen 
the fashionable part of the city.” The vicinity in China having any pretensions to ornament, 
is unhealthy, fever and ague being caused by This was evidently the Verey of Hangchow, 
the vast quantities of stagnant water collected A mandarin chair was following us, and we 
near it, and by the decomposition of vegetable drew up to allow the gentleman to overtake 
matter on the river’s hanks. The environs us. In  evident perturbation, he stopped his 
contain some good scenery, and very populous chair, and went into one of the temples, 
villages, adorned with temples and pagodas, where he doubtless expended some cash in 
lie in every direction. I t  is strictly forbidden incense to he delivered from the barbarians, 
to Europeans to enter this city, hut the Times' We were noAV among joss-houses and private 
correspondent, accompanied by two mission- residences, which I  had seen from the pagoda



liill, and from the terrace we could see down course Chinese tarradiddles, but it shows that 
into the courts and houses of the lower city, the Chinese authorities were perfectly aware 
I t  was a holiday in Hangchow: there were that they had three Englishmen among them, 
shows going on. We had heard much firing I  could find no silk weaving in the city, but 
in the morning, and we now learnt that there there must be quarters like the suburbs of 
had been a review of eight thousand troops, Lyons, for this is the very centre and depot 
and our informants added with much laughter of the silk district. After several hours in 
that one of the evolutions had been to make Hangchow we got into our chairs again, and 
the soldiers charge right into the river up to passed through the opposite gate of the city, 
their armpits. In  this part of Hangchow we along a dirty faubourg, and over a flat to the 
were less thronged than I  had ever been Tsien-tang River, which is here about two 
before in China. There was no apparent miles wide. There is a little custom-house, 
obstacle to our going where we pleased or but no ships and no commerce. Hangchow 
doing what we pleased. W e did not venture evidently depends upon its inland trade, and 
into the theatre, for we knew by experience, seeks no communication by sea. As we 
at a sing-song on the bank of the lake, that crossed the broad river I  looked back up this 
the Chinese ladies, with their smart robes, picturesque _ city, and felt that its environs 
their pai litcd faces (white and red upon their were as familiar as those of Livei’pool, Cliel- 
cheeks, and Vermillion on their lips, little tenham, or Richmond.
enamelled stars beside their eyes, and black The cities on the plain from Shanghai to 
upon their eyebrows), would almost jump out Ningpo very much resemble one another, 
of their boxes with frigh t; while the populace The people are employed for the most part 
would throng about us, and the actors would similarly: they regard Europeans with intense 
stand still, and stare like the rest. Being a curiosity, and although not eager for an open 
little overcome by the sun, I  strolled away by trade with them, would readily respond to 
myself back to the tea-house, and took my any attempts at traffic if the mandarins would 
place at a little table as complacently as I  permit them.
should on one of the boulevards ; the tea was The city of Ting-tse is the only other 
exquisite—that slightly-dried, small, green great city of China of which much certain 
leaf, which you never can taste in England; information exists. I t  is surrounded by a 
for tea will not keep, or pack, or stand the narrow wall and ‘ wet ditch, and a small canal 
voyage unless burnt up to the state of insi- runs through it. It has four gates into the 
pidity in which we get it. I  sipped, and was suburbs, and a water-gate for boats which 
refreshed; but the sweet tranquillity was bring goods into the city: these discliaige 
not mine. The curious tea-drinkers pressed their cargoes at the mouth of a small river, 
around me, and there was a waiter, whose communicating with a canal which runs 
nature it was to walk about with a kettle of through the place. llie  upper classes of 
boiling* water, and whose unconcjuerable females are remarkable for their small feet and 
instinct compelled him to fill up my cu|3 their extravagant use of cosmetics and paint, 
whenever it was getting- three degrees below In their temples they are generally attended 
boiling-point, and was becoming possible to by a female servant or bondwoman, who cai - 
drink. The people w'ere very good-tern- ries a little basket containing articles of the 
pered, but they came very close, and the toilet. During the religious services the 
day was very hot. I  was so strict in my ladies retire to withdrawing-rooms m connec- 
Chinese costume, that they could find nothing tion with the building, where there aie mil - 
to wonder at but mv physique and my pith rors, before which they carefully place them- 
hat. They made the most of these. If  I  had selves, re-arrange their attire, and re-tint 
been dressed in European costume, I  believe their lips, cheeks, and eyebrows.* In  this 
they would have undressed me in their ardent city, more than in any other in Cnina, t le 
curiosity. Meantime our coolies and luggage Chinese women compress the teet ot their 
had been stopped at the gate we passed female children, although the I  artars of the 
through. The officials told my man that we same city allow the feet of their females to be 
had acted wrong in not presenting our cards properly developed.]- The timidity of the 
and the Foo-tei’s pass, but it was not their women in the surrounding country at the 
business, but that of another officer, to stop sight of a European is ludicrous. General 
foreigners They do not wish to stop Eng- Alexander declares, that whatever be t ie  
lishmen’s luggage, but look into the servants’ extent of infanticide in China, and however 
boxes. They asked where the Englishmen inveterate the custom, the women ot tins 
were gone, and were satisfied when told that city are affectionate to their children, 
we had gone up the hill ‘ to cliinchin joss.’ * Lieutenant-general Alexander, C.B. .
All this talk about cards and passes was of t  Reminiscences of a Visit to the Celestial Rmpire.
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Such is China proper, its people, and its into the Russian empire, and, on the south 
cities—a country with which our future con- side, another opens into the Chinese empire, 
nection is likely to be more important and Beneath that shed the teas and rhubarb of 
intimate, as the present war cannot fail to China are exchanged for Polish linens, wool- 
issue in the concession, by the Chinese, of more len cloths, and furs. Several German travel- 
extended communication with foreigners. lers have penetrated from the Russian domi-

BeyoncI the boundaries of China proper nions into those of China on this frontier, and 
immense regions are included in the imperial some of them relate that the contrast pre
territories. To the north is M o n g o lia , the sented by the habits, manners, and appearance 
most remarkable physical feature of which is of the people on different sides of the frontier 
the great desert called Gobi: the word gobi line is very surprising.* 
is a Mongol term to express a naked desert. East of Mongolia, and north-east of China, 
I t  extends from the sources of the Amour is M antchoop.ia  : this region is mountainous, 
through Mongolia into Little Bokhara and and nearly covered with forests. The mighty 
Thibet, from north-east to south-west. I t river Amour waters this country. Its popu- 
is nearly two thousand miles in length, the lation is scanty: the Mantchoos are more 
average breadth being under five hundred civilised than neighbouring tribes. The capi- 
miles. This vast region does not appear to tal is Kirin-oula, where the viceroy resides, 
be appropriately named, for it is not really a The northern half of the large island of Sa- 
gobi, or naked desert: there are fine pas- ghalien, off the north-east coast, is committed 
ture lands within its area. There are large to his government. The reigning family of 
districts of sands which do not shift, and the Chinese empire is Mantchoo: they have 
which are covered in some places sparsely, in held the imperial sceptre for two hundred 
others thickly, with rank grass. There are years.
many small saline lakes within its confines. Southward from Mantcliooria is the penin- 
The central portion is the true desert, and sula of C o b e a . This is a quasi-independent 
its extent is vast. The whole district is on kingdom, the Chinese emperor never interfer- 
an average two thousand feet above the level ing with its government, but exacting a tri- 
of the sea. Parts of it are double that eleva- bute. Corea is more exclusive in reference 
tion, and over the very highest for some way to foreigners than China. Its capital, situ- 
the route lies for the caravans to and from ated in the centre of the peninsula, is King- 
the Russian frontier: these have to traverse ki-too.
a waste of shifting sands, most laborious to West of Mongolia, and north-west of China, 
pass through. Accidents sometimes occur, are the countries of the C e l e s t ia l  M oun- 
attended by loss of life; and blindness, total t a in s , which divides two territories called 
or partial, is frequently an incident of the Thian-shan-pe-loo, or the north country, and 
toilsome journey. Thian-shan-nan-loo, or the south country.

The Mongols are nomadic — no reliable The northern region is sometimes called San- 
accounts of their numbers can be obtained, garia — the southern, Little Bokhara; and 
Their religion is Buddhist, and many of them frequently both regions are described toge- 
are followers of the Grand Lama of Thibet, ther as Chinese Turkistan. The country at 
They are governed by tribal chiefs, by the both sides of the dividing range is well 
spiritual authority of the Lama, and by a watered and fertile. The Chinese hold mili- 
council of foreign affairs at Pekin. tary possession of the country, and collect

The capital of Mongolia is Ourga, situated revenue, but leave the people to manage 
on an affluent of the Selinga River. Kara- their own affairs, who are of the same race 
koum was the capital when the successors of and religion as the Turks of Europie and 
Zenghlis Khan held their court, and presided Asia Minor.
over a vast empire. When Kohlai Khan On the northern side of the Celestial Moun- 
conquered China, at the end of the thirteenth tains the town of Goulja is of importance, and 
century, this city was permitted to sink into the chief town of the province. On the south 
decay. side there are several cities of note. The

Maimachu, on the frontier of Asiatic Rus- capiital is Aksou, where the Chinese authori- 
sia, is an important pilace: it is there that ties preside. Yarkand possesses a consider- 
the Russians and Chinese transact the com- able population and commerce. The frontier 
mercial exchanges between the two empires, town of Kashgar is occupied by a large Chi- 
The town is not large; it is clean and nese garrison. All these places are situated 
orderly. The boundary between the two on branches of the great Yarkand River,
empires is marked by a long shed, within On the west of Mongolia is T h ib e t , ex- 
which commercial transactions are conducted, tending to the borders of those states which 
A door from this shed on the north side opens * Eman.



are dependent upon the government of Bri- hold in his own hands the confirmation of the 
tish India, or have been recently annexed to election, lest it should fall upon any person 
it. The Chinese give to the whole region inconvenient to his government. I f  no objec- 
west of Mongolia the name of Chinghai, tion be entertained by his celestial majesty, 
which is probably the same as the words the new incarnation of Buddha is installed in 
China and Chinese. The Mongols of the his high office, and becomes the Dela* Lama. 
Koka-nor, and other tribes, inhabit portions The general impression in Europe is that 
of these vast territories, but all submit to the this is the only functionary of this sort in the 
government of Pekin, of which there is more world: such an impression is erroneous, 
awe than is felt in China proper, or in Pekin There are three in Bhotan, who are clothed 
itself. Writers on the geography and history in white; and three in Mongolia and Thibet, 
of China generally describe the country called of whom the Dela Lama is one, clothed in 
Lodakh, on the northern frontier of India, as yellow: the latter is the orthodox colour, 
independent of the Pekin government; but being patronised by the Emperor of China, 
its independence is merely nominal. The great Mongol lama is of still higher

The ■wide-spread countries west of Mon- authority than the Dela Lama,I but he ap- 
golia are bounded by the Kuenlun and Hima- pears to derive that superiority from the 
laya mountain systems, and consist of lofty policy of the Chinese emperor : the Dela 
plains. The declivities of the Himalayas on Lama is more reverenced throughout Thibet, 
the side of Thibet are not steep, although on and is adored as a god.| Every chief of a 
the side of India the country descends with so great Buddhist convent appears to obtain the 
deep a depression. Very little is-known of title of lama: but the Grand Lama at Lassa, 
these countries: the court of Pekin is even and the Lama of Tehoo Loomboo, are the 
more jealous of strangers crossing from the supreme hierarchs of Buddhism.
Indian frontier than of persons penetrating The intercourse between Thibet and British 
into China proper by sea. India is considerable, so far as the influx of

Many of the mighty rivers which water Thibetians-—or, as the Hindoos call them, 
Eastern and Southern Asia have their sources Bhotians§—is concerned, for the inhabitants 
in these regions. I t  is remarkable that the resort to all the great places of pilgrimage in 
Ganges, Indus, Brahmapootra, Sutlej, and Bengal, such as Orissa, Gaya, Benares, Allah- 
Irriwaddy, receive their waters from springs abad, Ac. They believe that Benares is the 
on the northern side of the Himalayas; the seat of supreme learning, that “ the holy city ” 
streams, as they seek the level, winding their is the source of all science and literature, and 
course to the southern slopes, and finally that the people of Thibet derived religion 
sweeping onward in increasing volume to the and learning originally from India. Of this 
sultry plains of India. The great rivers there is no proof, but such a belief may well pre- 
Yang-tse-Kiang, Hoang-ho, and Cambodia, vail from the superstitious regard cherished for 
which take a south-eastern course, also have India, in consequence of the religion of Thibet 
their sources in the great western Mongolian having been derived thence. On one of the 
highlands. highest accessible peaks of the Himalayas the

The language of Thibet is not so mono- Thibetians mingle with pilgrims from all 
syllabic as the Chinese, and is supposed to be parts of India, and even from Ceylon, to per- 
a link between it and the Semitic tongues: form various rites together, which would ap- 
tlie Thibetians profess it to be derived from pear to be incompatible with two religions 
the Sagscrit.* so adverse as Buddhism and Brahminism in

The religion of Thibet and Mongolia is many respects are. This circumstance has 
Buddhism. The Grand Lama is the spiritual excited the surprise of authors and travellers, 
chief of Thibet. I t  is believed by the people but the philosophy of it appears to be that all 
that he has maintained his spiritual reign at striking phenomena of nature— mountains, 
the capital ever since a period corresponding river sources, junctions of rivers, lakes, desert 
with the Christian era.f This is supposed rocks, forests, and the heavenly bodies—receive 
to be accomplished by a series of transforma- homage in the idolatrous associations common
tions, as when one lama dies, the spirit of . . , .
d  1 t  i • , c 1 i t 7 * This word signifies both. a sea and a desert, and pro-Buddha Lakya is transferred to another body. re3fers to tL  appearance of the great plains of
I  his is ascertained by a series of revelations T]libet> the sphere of the lama’s government. John 
vouchsafed to certain hierarchs, after many Bell’s Travels in Asia.
ceremonies of an absurd kind, and while the t  M. Do Lange, Representative of the Court of Russia 
sacred vehicles of revelation are in a state at rclj’n> 1721-22. , .

c • , • , .  ■, ,.  i • •, rni t  Histoire Genealoqique des lartares.
o f in to x ic a t io n  b y  a  p a r t ic u la r  sp ir it. T h e  |  As remarked onV  former page, the Hindoos call
E m p ero r  o f  China, h o w e v e r ,  takes care to  Poth s;aes of the whole Himalaya range Bhotia: they do 

* Captain Turner. f  Abdul Rnssool. not use the word Thibet.— Mennell.



to all Asia, whatever the creeds of the people, provoking on the part of the Chinese counter - 
except where Christianity or Mohammedanism acting measures.
has extirpated the traditional feeling. The Chinese at that time, according to the

Commerce also brings the people of Thibet testimony of Peter’s own agent resident at 
into intimate intercourse with the frontier Pekin, brought many articles of exchange to 
nations of British India. Through Kepaul, the frontier. Gold from Thibet, ivory and 
Bhotia, and Assam, the products of Thibet peacocks’ feathers brought by the Thibetians 
are exchanged for those of the rich provinces from India, and woollen cloth of two qualities 
of Hindoostan and Bengal. Many of the —one a fine fleecy commodity, the other 
productions of India find their way to China rough and coarse—made in Thibet and other 
by way of Thibet. * Mongolian districts, were conveyed to the

There is also a considerable trade between rendezvous of Russian commerce, through 
Mongolia and Russia, and it would be far long and wearisome journeys. A sort of 
more extensive but for the encroaching spirit glazed cotton cloth, called kitaika, made in 
of the Russians, who are always intruding China, was at that time a favourite Russian 
upon Chinese territory in the most unscru- import.
pulous manner, and in violation of numerous I t appears that the productions of Corea 
treaties. A writer at the beginning of this were brought by a very circuitous route 
century thus describes the method of carrying through China, at that period consisting of 
on the commerce between Mongolia, through paper made of raw silk; fine mats; cut 
which the produce of Thibet and of China tobacco, very fine, for smoking, deemed supe- 
proper is conveyed to the Russian fron- rior to that grown in China; striped cotton 
tie r:— “ The commerce between Russia and stuffs, &c. I t  would appear, also, that while 
China is at present a monopoly belonging to the Chinese imported furs from the Russians, 
the treasury of Siberia, no other subjects of they also received furs from Corea, which 
Russia being allowed to concern themselves were given in exchange for Russian furs, 
in it, on pain of death, unless employed on The Russians received Chinese damask, 
account of the crown, although this law is Indian cotton goods by way of Thibet, tea, 
often evaded by connivance of the weyivodes porcelain, silk for linings, and “ white copper’ 
on the frontier places. By virtue of the last dishes.*
treaty, they can send no more than one cara- The intercourse between Thibet and China 
van a year from Russia to Pekin, which doth proper, and the government of the former, 
not consist of more than two hundred persons was regulated by a minister who resided at 
instead of a thousand and more, which they Lassa, whose approval was necessary before 
amounted to heretofore, and which were sub- any measure, political or commercial, could be 
sisted at the charge of the Chan of China adopted. This functionary was, however, 
whilst they were on the territories of China; obliged to refer to Pekin for instructions 
but now they are to subsist on their own and for final approval of any measures to 
charges.” * The last-named feature of this which he gave his consent. “ The council 
regulation was by Russian authority, and for the affairs of the Mongols at Pekin is a 
shows that while every effort was made by college, who have the care of everything 
the czars to plunder the Chinese of their regarding the nation of the Mongols, as well 
Mongolian territory, commerce was even less those who are the hereditary subjects of the 
encouraged sixty years ago than it had before Emperor of China, as also those who are 
been. only under the protection of this empire.

In the days of Peter the Great, the Russian This college, at the same time, enters in 
government made strenuous efforts to open directly into the cognizance of all the affairs 
up through Mongolia a traffic by which they which regard the powers who border on 
might derive the products of that country, of China, from the north-east to the west, whence 
Thibet (generally included under the name it conies that they are the court who have 
of Mongolia), and of the lower provinces, in most to do of any in China.” j"
exchange for their furs, which the Russians In explanation of this mode of governing
then possessed more abundantly as a means remote provinces and dependencies, De Lange 
of barter. The Chinese responded as eagerly in 1723 writes:—“ In  China all is done by 
to such overtures, and a commercial inter- the disposition of different colleges, to whose 
course was established, which, had Russia cognizance the affairs may belong, it not 
improved, would have grown to great magni- being permitted to address the court directly 
tnde, and which has been checked solely by t ^  ^  ^
the greed of territory, which led the Russians + ;rhis description of the conduct of Mongolian affairs
perpetually to ferment boundary disputes, at Pekin was given by a minister of Peter the Great of 

* Bell. Russia, and it is still applicable.



upon any affair whatever. In  the time of The animals are very various, and some of 
the last Chinese emperor, these colleges were them very beautiful. The celebrated shawl- 
so absolute, that, on many occasions, the goat, and different species of sheep and deer 
emperor himself dared not meddle with their abound.
decrees; but, since the Tartar princes have Lassa is the capital of this region: it is 
been in possession of the throne of China, forty-five days’ journey from Pekin, and two 
they are not much regarded; witness the hundred miles north from the north-east 
exercise of all sorts of foreign religions pub- corner of Assam. I t is geographically situ- 
licly authorised, and the allowance of a Bus- ated 29° 30' north latitude, 91° 6' east longi- 
sian agent at Pekin, agreed to by the sole tude. I t  is built on the north bank of a small 
good pleasure of the emperor, in opposition river, and is of an oval form, four miles in 
to the remonstrances of his ministers, and to length, and one in breadth. In the centre 
the constitution of the government of China.” stands the grand temple, the high sanctuary 
The emperors have ever since maintained a of Buddhism. Each idol of the numerous 
stern authority in reference to these colleges, objects of worship collected there has its own 

The people of Thibet are loyal to the Chi- peculiar compartment. Around this collec- 
nese emperor, religion being the great con- tion of buildings a road separates it from the 
necting link. They are not brave or enter- rest of the city. There is always a popula- 
prising, and would be very unlikely to make tion of about two thousand Chinese, about 
a successful insurrection. A  few thousand three thousand Nepaulese, and a few hundred 
Chinese soldiers, in half-a-dozen garrisons, Cashmerians, besides the natives. I t is im- 
occupy the country. A considerable army possible to estimate the native population, as 
could, however, be collected on an emergency, pilgrims from the whole of Thibet perpetually 
as the Nepaulese found to their cost, on occa- crowd the place, and also numerous devotees 
eion of their invasion of Thibet. The social from every part of Mongolia, of China, and 
condition of the people is very immoral: all the realms of Buddhism. The Tartars 
polyandria exists, and similar in every respect appear to have invaded and plundered the 
to its practice at Ceylon, and with the same city repeatedly, but never remained long, 
moral consequences. The Thibetians, how- Little can be gleaned of its history, or of that 
ever, are not jealous, as are the Cingalese; of the race which inhabits it. 
on the contrary, the infidelity of the women Within one hundred and eighty miles of 
excites neither surprise nor resentment. The the Rungpore district in Bengal there is a 
Thibetians are cold and phlegmatic in all small town, called Teshoo Loomboo, where 
their habits, and are sunk in the most abject a great Buddhist monastery gives the place 
superstition. notoriety, and where the “ Teshoo Lama ”

The climate is sternly cold for a large por- has his seat: he is the high priest of the 
tion of the year, and the country is exposed to Chinese emperor. This neighbourhood is 
fierce winds, which sweep over the vast elevated more fertile and civilised, and some timber 
table-lands, dispersing the thin soil, and often grows there. There are mines of lead, cin- 
totally destroying the hopes of the cultivator, nabar, copper, and gold, in the hills which 
There are, however, many places low-lying bound the great plain upon which the city 
and sheltered, where the climate is most stands. Nearly four thousand gylongs were 
delightful; and on the northern and eastern occupied in daily prayer towards the close of 
slopes of the Himalayas there are regions the last century, when Captain Turner visited 
where the scenery and the climate rival those it: this number has probably increased since, 
of most lands. There are sequestered dells Throughout Thibet, and Little Thibet, and 
and dales in these regions, the floral riches of Lalidack, the number of monasteries and 
which almost rival those of the sunny valleys nunneries containing devotees of the Bud- 
on the southern declivities. dhist belief is surprising: the number of gods

The revenue of the country is derived and saints mingled in strange variance with 
from land-rent and the gold mines, which are the theory of the Buddhist creed exceeds 
badly worked.* The mineral treasures of computation, and justifies the statement that 
the region are supposed to be very great, but Thibet is one of the most superstitious coun- 
are not yet developed. Nitre is found in tries on the face of the globe. The accounts 
great abundance, and most metals in mode- given by Macartney and Colebrook apply as 
rate quantities, except silver. On the fron- correctly in the present day as when they 
tiers of China proper there are coal mines, vrere written, for everything in Thibet is as it 
which are of immense value to the people, for were stereotyped, except that the gods, the 
Thibet is very bare of timber, and the climate saints, and the monasteries, increase in num- 
requires the extensive use of fuel. ber, and the people in superstition.  ̂ Never-

* Abdul Russool. theless, the country exercises a vast influence



over other regions of Asia. China regards them against pirates. The poet Camoens 
Thibet as holy land: the Mongols, Calmucks, resided at Macao, and wrote there his cele- 
andTartars, hold it in the greatest reverence, brated poem ‘'"the Lusiad.” The population 
The Thibetians declare that to them the is about thirty thousand. The general con- 
Chinese are indebted for science and art, duct of the Portuguese settlers has been 
while they speak of India as the source from fraudulent and rapacious, and much of the 
which they derived these advantages. They ill will entertained by the natives of Canton 
claim to be the inventors of printing, and to against foreigners lias been caused by their 
have taught it to the Chinese; but they cruel and treacherous conduct. The Portu- 
admit that no improvement in this art has guese residents of Macao are not more than 
been made for two thousand years. They six thousand: the rest of the population are 
declare that astronomy, and astrology, which half-castes and Chinese. Pew places which, 
they regard as a noble science, have flou- within a century and a half, have been the 
risked in their country from time immemo- scenes of enterprise, are so deserted and fallen 
rial, and that the Chinese were their pupils in as is this settlement. Formerly it was one 
these matters. A  British officer, who visited of the richest emporiums of the East: now 
Thibet some years ago, stated that the monks Hong-Ivong seems to have extinguished its 
discoursed with him about the satellites of commercial glory. A few English and other 
Jupiter and the ring of Saturn, and that they foreign merchants are almost the only persons 
were familiar with stellar phenomena to a respected by the natives, so completely have 
degree which greatly astonished him. An the Portuguese lost character, 
invasion of Thibet from British India would I t  is common for the foreign merchants of 
issue in the subjugation with ease of the Canton and Hong-Kong to spend the hottest 
whole realm, for however impracticable long summer months on this island: there is a 
marches in such a country, yet facility of beautiful bathing place, and large although 
conquest would exist in the fact, that whoever not well-built houses are easily procured, and 
possesses the sacred cities, and the persons of cheaply rented. The foreign and Parsee 
the lamas, are the conquerors of Thibet. burial-grounds are picturesque, especially the

Having described the vast regions beyond former: how enterprising are those old Persian 
China proper, Insular China remains to be devotees of the sun !•—there are few places in 
noticed. The insular climate of China is less the East which are ancient haunts of commerce 
subject to the extremes of heat and cold than where their traces or their presence are not 
that of the continent. The islands which are seen. I t is surprising that Europeans think 
of most importance are Formosa, Hainan, so favourably of Macao in a sanitary point of 
Ohusan, Hong-Kong, Heang-shan, and Amoy, view, for the atmosphere is damp, and a 

F ormosa lies off the east coast, and from chilly feeling is consequently imparted to the 
its comparative proximity to the Malay pen- residents even when the glass is high: it is 
insula, its eastern shore is inhabited by that also common for foreigners to die soon after 
race, who are generally regarded as abori- their arrival, especially if young men. 
gines: the western side of the island is in- The Portuguese population is considered 
habited by the Chinese. The population at devoid of the activity which once character- 
large, especially on the eastern shore, is re- ised them. They are much deteriorated in 
garded by the inhabitants of China as bar- personal appearance, especially the females, 
barous. 'Pile word Formosa means beautiful, who have coarse countenances and very dark 
and was given to the island by the Portu- complexions. The streets are little better 
guese, because of its lovely appearance. Coal than gloomy narrow alleys, and, being some- 
in great abundance has been recently found times of great length, the appearance they 
upon it. present is peculiarly unpleasant. There are

H a in a n  is an island situated on the southern palaces and public buildings, formerly the 
coast, inhabited partly by Chinese, and partly abodes of bishops and governors of rank, or 
by aboriginal tribes. There is nothing suffi- the resort of merchants and men of business, 
eiently striking in the characteristics of the but these are all dropping, little by little, into 
island to call for remark. decay. The Portuguese deserve credit for

H e a n g - sh a n  is an island in the Canton the architectural beauty of these buildings, 
River. The Portuguese settlement of Macao, particularly of a church, the front of which is 
called by the Chinese Aou-mun (the entrance alone left standing. Beautiful walks, parades, 
to the bay), is situated upon part of the and gardens, all which were once beautiful, 
island which forms a peninsula. The site of also testify to the taste which once character - 
the settlement was given to the Portuguese ised the Portuguese of Macao. The parades 
by the emperor nearly three hundred years are partially broken, deep ruts are allowed to 
ago, in consequence of services rendered by I deface the once-pleasant walks, and the gar-



dens already assume that waste and ragged a liulk for this purpose. Poor wretches! 
appearance which the fairest pleasure-grounds they little know what is to be their fate.” 
so soon wear when left without suitable care. While Mr. Train remained at Macao he 
The house of Camoens, who sang before witnessed a custom which he saw in other 
Shakspere’s “ wild notes,” as Milton called parts of China, the description of which is 
them, were heard in England, is still stand- striking ;— “ We came back through the Chi- 
ing, although time, with his furrowing finger, nese town, where with restless activity me- 
has touched it. The fortifications bristle with chanics were working at their respective 
cannon, but they are worthless ; a few British trades, shopmen were doing a thriving busi- 
broadsides would leave them heaps of rubbish, ness, while barbers were never busier ; there 
A gentleman who lately visited the island and were music and dancing, with the sing-song- 
city thus wrote of some of the features of artists, never more enthusiastic, and the 
interest which mark them :—“ To me the old pawnbrokers were crowded to suffocation, for 
palace garden, with so many acres of still to-morrow is the Chinaman’s New Year, and 
blooming flowers and foliage, and paths hence the unusual bustle and excitement in 
winding through quaint arbours and huge the town: before midnight all accounts must 
stone caves,—more solid than the artificial be squared, all books balanced, all bills paid, 
ruins of Bolton Abbey or Chatswortli,—was and debtor and creditor must meet as friends, 
the most pleasing part of my tour. I  was for it is the custom of China to close up the 
never tired of musing over the grounds, but papers and make a clean breast of finance 
did not remain long soliloquising over the matters at the commencement of every new 
iron-walled monument of the poet Camoens. year. At every turn I  see anxious faces, and 
I  did not expect to find such old magnificence, men rushing with some little trinket to the 
but ruins of ages past do not at such distance Shylock’s den, in order to raise a little more 
from Christian lands increase my love of cash. There are many who know not what 
decay. Prom the top of one of the mammoth to do, for their pockets are empty, and their 
stone arbours we had a fine view of the old debts unpaid, and something must be done 
town and the inner and outer harbour; the before the clock strikes twelve, or else they 
former is stocked with junks and lorchas be- are disgraced in the eyes of their countrymen, 
longing to the place, and the yearly income Some bear the marks of desperation on their 
of the latter in freights alone is said to bo a faces, and hence robbery or murder, perhaps 
hundred and fifty thousand dollars. We saw suicide, ere the bell tolls the fatal hour; for 
the islands round about, and were glad to ’tis no unusual thing to resort to violent 
look upon scenery as romantic as it was measures if all else fail, and there be bills 
novel.” * unpaid. What a strange custom ! and yet it

The same traveller gives a picture of how is universally followed from the sea-coast to 
the coolie traffic—or what may be with pro- the limits of Tartary. If  Western nations 
priety be termed the Chinese slave trade—is balanced accounts as often, there would be 
patronised by the Portuguese, who have ever less rottenness in finance, and more honesty 
been the active abettors of the slave trade in in commerce. Here, at least, the idol wor- 
all its forms:—“ Looking down upon the shijrper teaches a lesson it were well if we 
Chinese part of the town, I  saw a large cas- would learn.”
tellated building, the courtyard of which was The island of A moy affords an important 
crowded with human beings dressed in white, position for any European power desirous of 
My curiosity was excited. Was it an hos- having a naval and military post off the Chi- 
pital? No. A lunatic asylum? No. A nese coast; for it is well situated in reference 
jail, a charity-school, or what? No one to the great ports, and possesses a compara- 
could tell. We searched and searched, but tively equable climate. The London press, 
could not make the people understand our particularly “ the leading journal,” strongly 
wants; finally, we got a boat, and moved urged upon the government of Lord Derby, 
round to the portcullis, but there was no ad- in 1858, the occupation of this island as a post 
mittance. Inquiry only made us more curious, for the security of English commerce. The 
but not more successful, until at last a friend island is about twelve miles in length, and 
relieved us of suspense, and told us that of ten in breadth, and contains within that 
course no one was permitted to enter—it was small area a hundred and thirty villages and 
a private institution, being the place where a hamlets, and a population of nearly half a 
princely merchant stows away his coolies until million persons. The city contains nearly 
they are ready for shipment! When I  saw two hundred thousand inhabitants; it is called 
them from the garden highlands it was pro- after the island.
bably feeding-time. A t Whampoa they use This little island is very picturesque, the 

•* Young America Abroad. surface being undulated from the sea-shore to



a central rocky ridge of considerable eleva- inhabitants; in 1858 the number has increased 
tion, upon the top of which there is a well to a hundred thousand, 
cultivated table-land several miles square. The capital is called Victoria; it is the 
The rock is black, of a grey tint when seat of a governor, and is an episcopal see. 
broken, but that tint gives place to black It is built in the form of a semicircle, upon 
after exposure to the atmosphere. The port the bay, the buildings extending for four or 
is capable of holding one thousand vessels. five miles on either side from the centre of 

The city is situated in latitude 24° 32' the arc. The streets extend back as far as 
north, and longitude 118° 8 'east. I t is built the mountain will allow; and as street rises 
on a promontory, so as to expose three sides above street on the ascent, they present a 
to the sea, and is necessarily long and strag- most interesting picture to a person beholding 
gling. The citadel is surrounded by a wall from the bay, while from the houses at the 
one mile in circmnference. The palace and base of the mountain a magnificent panorama 
gardens of the Se-tak occupy a considerable is presented of the town and bay, with the 
portion of the inner city, beyond the wall of vast throng of commercial shipping, vessels 
which dirty narrow lanes and low' ill-con- of war, and innumerable fishing-boats, which 
structed houses stretch awray in every diree- generally keep “ two and two,” in order the 
tion. The Chinese authorities are peculiarly more effectually to trawl their nets—contri- 
strict in not allowing foreigners to traverse buting by this arrangement to the novelty 
the island, insisting that “ the day’s journey,” and picturesque character of the scene. The 
which, according to the treaty, was to be country along the shores of the bay-—sand, 
allowed for purposes of inland business at the rock, and hill—adds to the general effect of 
ports, being interpreted to mean from sunrise this prospect.
to sunset. No foreigner is allowed to spend a The approach to the island is not prepos- 
night in any of the villages, yet the people of sessing ; the high grounds of Hong-Kong 
these villages have shown a more free dispo- and the neighbouring islets look bleak and 
sition to foreigners, and especially to mission- barren, but when the passenger arrives at the 
aries, than has been shown elsewhere. The town of Victoria he experiences a most agree - 
local authorities are also very friendly, but able surprise, its fine buildings, sloping ascent, 
the orders of the supreme government are and the magnificent highlands beyond, afford- 
imperative against giving any encouragement ing a coup d ’ceil of a most pleasing kind, 
to foreigners beyond what the strictest ren- On landing, the stranger is struck by the 
dering of the treaty entitles them to demand, proximity of the mountain to the city, over- 
Although the climate is equable, and the hanging it in a manner calculated to excite 
island has the reputation among the Chinese alarm for its future safety in case of earth- 
of being healthy, yet the city is not so, and quake, or any extraordinary season of heat or 
terrible havoc has been made among the mis- cold, by which the impending rocks might be 
sionaries and^ their families by the insalu- lowrered and hurled upon the houses beneath, 
brious influences prevailing there. Some of the newest houses, and even streets,

C h u sa n  is another island which public opi- have been built up the mountain’s side, 
nion in England and in India has demanded There are several good public buildings— 
the government to occupy during the Chinese such as government house, Bishop’s College, 
contest of 1858. I t  is situated at the southern and the Chinese chapel and school attached 
entrance to the estuary of the Yang-tse- to it;  also a Chinese printing-office, the differ- 
Kiang. The island is very fertile and pretty, ent mission schools and churches, the hospital, 
but small. I t  is surrounded by a vast arclii- church, club, barracks, military stores, and 
pelago of lesser isles. Fevr small islands are some of the merchants’ establishments. The 
so populous. settlers and the Chinese are fond of giv-

H o x g - K ohg  is the only territorial acquisi- ing fancy names to pleasant places in the 
tion made by the British in the Chinese em- vicinity—such as “ Spring Gardens,” “ Happy 
pire. The name means “ sweet waters.” Valley,” &c. The public establishments are 
The islet is about twenty-five miles in circuit, chiefly on the western side of the bay, called 
and is situated at the mouth of the estuary Western Point. Eastern Point is less public, 
which conducts to Canton, which is a hun- and more picturesque. A Chinese boat-popu- 
dred miles distant; Macao is forty miles from lation—similar to that at Canton and other 
the island. The strait which separates it from great cities built on large rivers on the sea- 
the mainland is in some places less than a board—has already gathered at Hong-Ivong. 
mile wide. Safe anchorage for ships is afforded The following notice of the habits of both 
by the Bay of Hong-Kong on a large scale, the British and Chinese population is from 
When, in 1842, the British acquired the the correspondent of the New York Herald 
island, there were not more than a thousand in 1857 :—“ The club-house is most creditable



to tlie place, and the stranger not caring for him of the confidence of large classes at home, 
the hotel is most comfortably off if introduced while his policy in China and his commercial 
by any of his friends who may be members, intelligence have won for him the trust of the 
A good library and all the English periodicals merchants in China both British and foreign, 
are on the tables and in the bookcase; and The Chinese population of Hong-Kong is 
good chow-chow, good beds, and good attend- truculent and seditious, partaking of the worst 
ance, can be purchased for about three spirit prevalent at Canton. The English are 
dollars per day; but in China most gentle- readily served for money; but the real feeling 
men are immediately taken possession of by of the whole Chinese population is a desire-— 
those who may be known to them, and then, at all costs, and by any means, however san- 
of course, you make their house your home, guinary or treacherous—to get rid of their 
Not to have a spare bed or two for the new presence. During the war in 1857 their 
comer would be considered contrary to the attempts to poison the British population at 
established usage of the land. You cannot Hong-Kong, and their schemes, more than 
but feel the greatest possible interest in wit- once successful, to gain a footing on board 
nessing the untiring industry of this race, so ships as passengers, in order to murder the 
little known among Western nations. Women Europeans, and seize the ships, proved them 
and men, and sometimes even little children, to be at heart brutal and cowardly, however 
are hard at work making combs, trunks, or they might feign obedience and quietness, 
shoes; some chopping up meat, others arrang- The habits and customs of the people are 
ing their vegetables: now it is a party of as purely and obstinately Chinese as if they 
masons erecting a bamboo-stage, and then a were not resident on British soil. As at 
chain-gang grading the hill at the point of Singapore, so at Hong-Kong, they retain their 
the Hindoostanee soldier’s bayonet; now distinctive peculiarities as tenaciously as if 
coolies carrying water, an enormous load; they resided in Pekin. Various efforts to 
then sedan chairs, borne by two or four; induce them to conform to British habits in 
boys hawking about candies and sweetmeats; food and attire have been made, for sake of 
boatmen and house-servants coming and going the convenience of such conformity, but with- 
all dressed in that peculiar national blue, wide out success. The Hong-Kong Chinamen are 
trousers and Blucher jacket, and their long as fond of rice and tea, taken after their 
tail either wound about their head or trailing national mode, as their compatriots at Slian- 
down behind. The streets of Hong-Kong ghai or Ningpo. Their idea of the way in 
offer a thousand subjects for reflection to those which the latter article should be used has 
who have never been thrown in contact with probably never been so happily expressed as 
the celestial race.” by an imperial poet of their coxmtry :—

The same writer was struck by the resem- “ Graceful are the leaves of mei-hoa, swTeetly 
blance of the island to certain auriferous dis- scented and clear are the leaves of fo-cheou. 
tricts both in California and Australia. But place upon a gentle fire the tripod whose

The government is conducted by a lieute- colour and form tell of a far antiquity, and fill 
nant-governor, chief-justice, and council of it with water of molten snow. Let it seethe 
five. The first-named is the chief ordinary till it would be hot enough to whiten fish 
British official in China, as he superintends or to redden a crab. Then pour it into a 
the trade of the cinque ports, and controls the cuq>, made from the earth of yue, upon the 
subjects and ships of England in Chinese tender leaves of a selected tea-tree. Let it 
waters. The present lieutenant-governor is rest till the mists which freely rise have 
Sir John Bowring, a man of extensive learn- formed themselves into thicker clouds, and 
ing and superior business habits. He is not until these have gradually ceased to weigh 
a favourite with the missionaries in China, upon the surface, and at last float in their 
nor with the classes in England which send vapour. Then sip deliberately the delicious 
them there, and their distaste seems to have liquor; it will drive away all the five causes 
been provoked more by the tone which the of disquietude which come to trouble us. 
lieutenant-governor has adopted than by any You may taste, and you may feel, but never 
hostile acts. When in England he was iden- can you express in words or song that sweet 
tified with the Manchester school, in the in- tranquillity we draw from the essence thus 
terest of which he was returned for the Lan- prepared.”
cashire borough of Bolton. Sir John, then I t  is remarkable that not only at Hong- 
Dr. Bowring, was president of the Peace Kong, but at all the trading ports, an attempt 
Society, and frequently expressed opinions on is made to speak English, which, after a little 
the subject of war utterly inconsistent with practice, enables English and Chinese to con- 
his official duties as the lieutenant-governor of verse with ease for all ordinary practical pur- 
llong-Kong. This inconsistency has deprived poses. At Canton and Hong-Kong this is
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called “ Canton English,” but at the other Mongolian deserts, than in China proper, 
ports, and at Singapore and Malacca, it is The relation of the government to its remoter 
called “ Pigeon English.” Certainly no other provinces is paternal; to its home provinces 
oriental nation has made such indefatigable oppressive. The industry of the people, 
and successful efforts to establish a medium although persevering, is repressed, and the 
of verbal communication with the English, fiscal system ig exacting and urgent. Every- 
based on English words. where there are traces of decay, and only the

Such is a general description of an empire untiring labour of the people jorevents a rapid 
with which we have been repeatedly at war— retrocession in agriculture, manufactures, and 
are at war while these pages are issuing general wealth. The faifthful testimony of 
from the press; within whose insular empire an eyewitness at the close of 1857 records 

. we have established ourselves ; upon the con- such impressions when beholding the energy of 
fines of whose territories our Indian empire the people and the effects of a bad and oppres- 
touches; and with which we are likely to hold sive government, and the predominant origi- 
still more important relations in the future, nality of the Chinese race asserting itself in 
A few remarks in reference to their general connection with all imported ideas, religious, 
condition will fitly close this chapter. scientific, and social:—“ I  notice everywhere

As to the present asptect of our commerce the same lavish expenditure of labour in paving 
with the Chinese empire, commercial men the footpaths and bridging the dykes with 
may form their deductions from these facts :— slabs of limestone or granite. The pagoda,

from the galleries of which nothing is visible 
At the end of the commercial year 1854 the balance of but the ljmitless flat plain and the frequent

trade between China and Great .Britain was estimated at c 1, 1 . «
seven millions nine hundred thousand dollars, or two tillages, is of course a thing comparatively of 
millions sterling, against China. yesterday. The Buddhists brought the form

The estimate stands t h u s from India not long before the birth of
IMPORTS PROM GREAT BRITAIN AND INDIA. ’ but ^  °f, antM n«? *°il,

Dollars. these mounds and dykes, these countless 
Opium, 65,000 to 70,000 chests. . . .  24,000,000 masses of enormous stones brought from afar,
Cotton, 200,000 bales.... 4,000,000 —still more those practical, matter-of-fact,
Manufactures, &c............................... 4,000,000 Sabbathless, business-loving, pleasure-despis-
Siraits and India.............................. IpfdKfOOO Jng habits of mind, which, under a less cor-

........................3 3  goo ooo rupt and depressing system of rule, would
lead the present race of Chinese to sustain 

ex po rts  to  g r e a t  Br it a in  a n d  HER c o l o n ie s . these works and to create others—that insen-
Tea, 85,000,000 lbs................................... 15?000,000 t0  ° f > nCf t , y e t - o f  q u a in t
cni. d.nnnniv,ip0 q onn nno conceits and forced antitheses—that mcapa-
SundHe? . . : : ; : : : : : : : : l ® S o  city to feel grace and beauty, yet strong

---------- appreciation of mere geometrical symmetry-—-
T o t a l ........................  25,700,000 that complete disconnection from (not diver-

During the succeeding three years the exports to Great gence from) all the modes of thought and 
Britain have greatly increased. vehicles of thought, traditions, and supersti-

Iu the commercial year 1856-7 the export of teas to tions of other nations—these things suggest a 
England and her colonies was 87,741,000lbs..; and in . •  t  i ,  „  ,i , -i j  
the same year the deliveries in England of China silk trala of. dr<f my thoughts and send the mind 
amounted to 74,215 bales. wandering back to times almost as old as that

setting sun. May it not be that we have here 
In the chapter on the general commerce of a not very degenerate specimen of a civiliza- 

India tlie relations of that part of our empire tion that covered the whole earth before our 
with China, especially in connection with the traditions begin—which spread and flourished 
opium trade, will be discussed. before the Semitic or the Indo-Germanic race

It is important to inquire whether the had being—which has left its traces in India 
government of that country is likely to im- and in England, in Mexico and in Italy, in 
prove, and whether it presents a prospect of California, and in Greece, in Brittany and in 
stability as to its principles, form, and dynasty. Normandy, and in the most remote islands of 
I t  does not possess the affections of the people, the ocean: pilers of mounds and hewers of 
The emperor is more feared than loved—more mountains, builders of Babels whose might 
reverenced with a superstitious regard to the was quenched we know not how, and whose 
sacredness of his person and functions than sparse descendants we can just trace under 
intelligently respected. The imperial throne tlie names of Egyptians, Pelasgians, or Etrus- 
has more authority, and is regarded with cans, mingling with new races, and losing 
more affection, along the northern slopes of their identity.”
the Himalayas, or among the rovers of the Throughout China proper there exists an



invidious nationality, which is intolerant of and use any instrumentality that promised to 
the governing family being of any other race be effective in opposing the Manteliou dy- 
than the Chinese: Mantchou, Calmuck, Mon- nasty. Eventually circumstances occurred, 
gol, it matters not which, the vast mass of and a person arose, which gave to “ the 
the Chinese people hate Tartar rule, whether Union” a political as well as a religious cha- 
power be wielded by an emperor or his racter. A certain man, who from childhood 
satrap. It is alleged by those who have had been skilful in all the learning of the 
made considerable acquaintance with China, Chinese, met with a native missionary, the 
that there cannot be less than seven millions assistant of the celebrated Congregational 
of men bound together in secret societies, clergyman, Dr. Milne; this native teacher 
which preserve their fealty with stubborn presented the young scholar with a tractate 
attachment and constancy of purpose. Of in the Chinese language on Christianity, 
course such a number would represent very which the latter read earnestly, and was led 
many more than those actually confederated, in the result to attend public worship as con- 
Various efforts have been put forth to sup- ducted by the Congregational missionaries, 
press these societies, but they have been He continued to do so for a considerable 
fruitlessly made. Numbers implicated in the time, and studied the Bible and other reli- 
seditious confederacies have perished under gious books such as he was likely in that 
the headsman’s weapon, although life was connection to receive. Retiring to the inte- 
offered to them if they would reveal the rior, he engaged himself actively in connee- 
secrets of these associations. The punish- tion with “ the Union” of Dr. Gutzlaff, and 
nient of death does not seem to have any succeeded in obtaining extraordinary accessions 
terror for them ; and although the govern- of members to the ranks of that religious 
ment executions sweep thousands and tens confederacy. The mandarins persecuted him 
of thousands away, the treasonable clubs in- and the new converts; many were decapi- 
crease in numbers and boldness. tated, and great nmfibers suffered the spoil-

The rebellion, which for a period of at ing of their goods. These things were not 
least nine years has been raging in China, known in the seaports, and of course not 
has excited the astonishment of Europe, and known in Europe, where the idea of native 
earnest inquiries as to its origin, character, Protestants suffering martyrdom in great 
and probable success, have been made ever numbers would have excited an extraordinary 
since the tidings of the outbreak first reached sensation. After endurance for a considerable 
Europe. As to the origin of it, there can be time, some of the evangelists arrested by the 
no doubt that the treasonable clubs had much mandarins were rescued: attempts were made 
to do in setting the example, and affording by the mandarins to punish those who took 
encouragement, and at length aid, but they part in releasing the prisoners from custody, 
did not originate it. The general discontent but the authorities were resisted by the evan- 
of the Chinese people was such as to prepare gelicals with more audacity than before, the 
the public mind for any new combination political clubs making common cause with 
against the government, A new and strange the members of the religious “ Union,” and 
organization came into existence, but neither all flew to arms. They were encountered by 
its founder nor those who joined it had any the Tartar troops, and a civil war began, 
notion of directing it against the imperial having a twofold object—religious liberty, 
throne. That organization was the “ Chinese and the rescue of the Chinese race from the 
Union,” founded by Dr. Gutzlaff exclusively rule of the Mantchou dynasty. The political 
for Christian purposes, as already shown upon “ clubbists” cared nothing for the objects of 
a former page. Every member of this Union “ the Union ; ” u the Unionists” regarded only 
undertook to teach some other Chinaman the liberty of teaching and worship : but as 
what he knew of Christianity, or to place in these also were patriots, they, when once in 
his hands some evangelical treatise, or a por- arms, readily coalesced with the clubbists in 
tion of the sacred Scriptures. This “ Union” a common effort to dethrone the Tartar 
extended rapidly into the interior, and some tyranny. Various oppressed classes, and 
discontent with the government existed among ultimately all the discontented, good and 
its members, in consequence of the severe bad, joined these two sections of insurgents, 
treatment received from Buddhist and Con- and a motley army was formed under the 
fucian fanatics, among the mandarins, officials, chief leaders of “ the Union,” as they were 
and scholars. The previously existing “ po- men of superior intelligence and moral influ- 
litical unions” (as they would be called in ence. The tien-teh, or chief, was Hung-sew- 
English parlance) inflamed this discontent tsemen, the scholar who received the book 
purely for political purposes, they, in their from Dr. Milne’s native teacher, Leang-Alah. 
exaggerated nationality, being eager to grasp) The history of the origin of the insurrection



does not correspond with the accounts gene- of the clever writers traced the origin of the 
rally given by either the merchants or cor- rebellion to Thae-ping-wang, wlm was a 
respondents of the English and American student of the missionary Roberts in 1833. 
press j it more nearly accords with that which Some of the merchants agi eed, but more of 
the most experienced missionaries relate, but them had no faith in the Christianity ol the 
does not entirely agree with any. After most troubles. I t  was no general insurrection, 
mature consideration of a vast variety of and each chief at each place acted on his own 
material, this appears to the author to be the responsibility, and was actuated only by the 
only method of accounting for the origin hope of plunder or rising to fame on the 
and early rapid progress of the insurrection, waves of revolution. One of the leading 
A very respectable authority * has lately chieftains was known to have been a horse- 
combated the idea that Christianity had any- boy (of bad character*) of one of the mer- 
thing to do with the movement, and alleges, chants of Shanghai, and the others history 
that the assumption of a religious motive was could not be traced to any good. The move- 
a mere trick of Chinese diplomacy, such as ment at Shanghai was entirely distinct from 
that crafty people are always so ready to that one hundred and fifty miles up the 
resort to. But the publications of such of Yang-tse-Kiang, at Nankin, while that at 
the rebel chiefs as had any connection with Amoy was not the same as that at Canton, 
the Rev. Dr. Gutzlaff’s Union render it utterly Robbery and piracy were fast creating new 
impossible to receive any such explanation of men, and the government could not concen- 
their conduct. No doubt the H erald’s cor- trate forces fast enough to put down the dis- 
respondent was informed by Chinese mer- turbers of the peace. The attack of the 
chants, native and foreign, that such was the foreigners at Shanghai was, it will be remem- 
case, but it is declared on very respectable bered, on the imperial, not the rebel camp, 
testimony, by onef who spent much time, showing the belief that the latter was the 
and incurred much labour, in travel through stronger. Then none knew how the battles 
Thibet, Mongolia, and China, that the go- would turn, and the foreigners, influenced 
vernment at Pekin used every means to con- only by trade and personal safety, were 
ceal the real facts of the case, and to mis- desirous of taking the popular side. Now 
represent, distort, and pervert them. The they see their error, although many still hold 
native press was under strict surveillance; that all was for the best; for had they not 
the provincial papers copied from the Pekin  stopped the advances of the Tartar troops, no 
Gazette; and that journal, never veracious, one would have been safe in the settlement, 
was characterised by extraordinary mendacity I  have said that most of the missionaries be- 
in all its accounts of the opinions, purposes, lieved that was only the ripening of the mis- 
and progress of the rebels, and of the origin, sionary fru it; and even now there are few of 
qualifications, and character of the chiefs, them that will endorse the position which I 
Even after the peace of 1812, when the have taken, that nought but the love of piracy, 
British so completely vanquished the Chi- and the excitement of the mob, influence the 
nese, that the emperor wrote to Key-ing insurrection.”
and Pei-po, his majesty’s commissioners, to The general doctrines of the Unionists are 
make any terms with the barbarians, rather the same as those of evangelical Protestants, 
than allow the progress of their arms to con- Confirmation of this was afforded a few years 
tinue, Hue, the traveller, declares that he was ago when a number of the party emigrated 
constantly asked by the people whither the to California. Concerning those men the 
barbarians whom the emperor had so severely Neveda, a Californian journal, stated that 
chastised had been driven! “ I t  is next to they were Protestants in doctrine and habit
impossible to say what effect the late rebel- of life, and as such took oath upon the Bible 
lions have had upon the government, for the in courts of justice. Many absurd opinions 
articles in the Pekin Gazette only lead the and blasphemous expressions have been attri- 
people astray.” j; The following character of buted to the rebels of late years. This is 
the origin and the originators of the great accounted for variously. The supreme chief, 
revolt is to some extent adverse to the narra- soon after the perusal of the book given him 
tive of both here given, and in some respects by Leang-Afah, became ill from anxiety of 
confirms i t :— “ The missionaries saw the mind, and the deep distress caused by the 
handiwork of God, and their arduous labours discovery that he had been an idolater and a 
fairly crowned with approaching success, “ devil worshipper.” During this illness he 
Religion was the motive power, and many had visions, in which, as was natural in his 

* The correspondent of the New York Herald. excited state, there appeared to be urgent 
t  Hue. * This story has never been authenticated, and is pro-
i  The New York Herald, bably without foundation.



revelations given to him to propagate the American missionary * who knew China 
Word he had received, and, as he fancied, well:—
n e w  r e v e la t io n s  o f  tru th  w e r e  m a d e  to  h im -  “ Confessing our transgressions against heaven, 
s e lf  I t w o u ld  a p p ear th a t, w h ile  ca p a b le  o f  Our dependence upon the full atonement of Jesus, 
r e a so n in g  well, an d  a c t in g  in  c o n c e r t  w it h  W e  sh o u ld  not believe in devils, hut obey the holy Com-

others, in reference to religious and political S!l0ulcl worsj,jp ’oniy the true God, with the full powers 
matters, he never recovered the shock ot that of the m;na) 
illness, nor the intense impression made upon should think on the glories of heaven, 
his mind by those visions. He was evidently Also on the terrors of hell, and pity the wicked, 
subject to occasional aberration, and on those world.”
occasions put forth pretensions and opinions .
inconsistent with his ordinary behaviour, and This appears to have been written soon after 
bis seriously avowed belief. * Another expla- the light of Christianity dawned upon his 
nation of these inconsistencies is to be found mind, and before the thought of being a 
in the fact that the clubbists imitated the political and military chief ever occurred to 

.Unionists in their religions phraseology, he- him. After he had raised the banner of 
cause of the powerful effect which the evan- revolt, he posted on the walls of some ot tiie 
gelical doctrine exercised, and wishing politi- 'cities the following address to the insurgents: 
cally to use its influence. These men did not [t-gelieve tru]y jn j esuSj alla ultimately have happiness; 
understand the subject, and propounded doc- Turn away from G0a; ana ultimately have misery.” 
trines assumed titles, and performed acts in
tlie name of the Bible and of Christ, which This species of military proclamation was 
the members of “ the Union” repudiated, imitated by men less capable of giving good 
The amalgamation, however, of the two sec- advice to the insurgents, either as to arms, 
tions went forward so rapidly, that much of policy or religion.
the original purity of opinion and consistency A church dignitary f  at IIong-Kong . 
of practice has departed. The original idea given the following prayer as a specimen of 
of civil and religions liberty which prevailed the religions and devotional.compos:ituns^n 
in the Union has also given place to a fana- circulation among the rebels — I, thine 
tical assumption that they are raised up to unworthy son (or daughter), kneeling down 
miro-e the earth of idolatry ; under this notion upon the ground, with a true heart repent of 
t ^  aSack Buddhists a £  Roman Catholics, my sins, and
and destroy their places of worship. This our heavenly Father of thine infamte good 
circumstance has formed another source of ness and mercy, to forgive my ormei ign 
misrepresentation. The Roman Catholics, ranee and frequent transgressions of the
beingPeager to deprive their persecutors of Divine commands; earnestly beseeching thee, 
S  fharaSer attaching to any moderate pro- of thy great favour, to pardon afl my former

T L ^ o p S s ^ d d ib e r t te ly  published by spirits (Shin), nor practising perverse things, 
“ the Union^and its chiefs Ire  such as can- but obeying thy Divine commands. I  also 
not fail to demand the serious attention of earnestly pray Thee, the great God oui he. 
Christendom-and whatever nonsense may be venly Father, constantly to bestow onm ethy
inculcated by some of the teachers or chiefs Holy Spirit, a n d \  e^ecefved ‘by 
there is in most of their proclamations and Never again allow me to be , °y
books a powerful leaven of evangelical truth, malignant demons; hut, perpetually legard g
E ^suprem e chL h i  been accused of bias- me with favour, for ever ^  me from th 
phemy m calling Christ his brother but it is Evil One ^ e v e r y  day

asP“rthefr ‘c d M t i a / S S ” ^ C h r i s t  as and woe, granting^ me tranqnilhty m  the pre-

inTeayen; tro u g h  the merits of 
used by such of the rebel chiefs at all events our Saviour and heavenly Broth the Loid
as had any connection with “ the Union.” Jesus who redeemed n J  “ e who is I
Hung-sew-tsemen, who had been an author pray the grea God, oui ^ ^ e r w h o ^  ^
b e fo re  h e  p r o fe s s e d  Christianity, wrote various heaven, that his wi y b wouldst look
compositions in prose and verse after Ins it is m heaven. That thou
alleged conversion. The following is a * 5 ^ ' Victoria
specimen given by a very distinguished t  The Bishop of •



down and grant this request, is my heart’s able so long to occupy them. 1 he city of 
sincere desire.’ In this extract from The Amoy, for instance, containing so laige a 
Book o f Religious Precepts o f the Thae- population, was stormed by about six thou- 
ping -Viang Dynasty, we have a clear recog- sand insurgents, sans culots, as Di. ^egge 
nition of the guilt of sin, the duty of repent- termed them, and, according to the same 
ance, the atonement of Jesus Christ, the need testimony, armed chiefly with knives, yet 
of a new heart, and the work of the Holy the surprised mandarins fled at the approach 
Spirit in renewing and purifying the soul for of danger, and the troops were so fascinated 
heaven.” with the audacity of the stormeis, that they

A distinguished missionary* of the Con- made common cause with them. Subsequently 
gregationalists says: — “ The Emperors of the Tartars reconquered the city. The gi eat 
China have been remarkable for their absurd bulk of the Chinese look listlessly on, taking 
claim of extravagant titles and relationships no part, and caring little who is the con- 
to heaven. The rival emperor declares that queror, so as their ordinary business is not 
Wang (king), and not Shing (holy) nor Ti interfered w ith : the little interest they do 
(emperor or potentate) belongs to him, for take is, however, in sympathy with the 
the latter term belongs only to the great insurgents.
Supreme Being (Shang-ti).” The rebellion has lasted too long to expire

In confirmation of this favourable opinion under a few reverses caused by the insurgents 
of the pretensions of the rebel chiefs, the same having pushed on too far from their basis of 
missionary quotes a proclamation from the operations. The doctrine which the revolters 
chief to his army:—“ The great God, He is are spreading is acting as a solvent upon the 
God (Ti). The monarchs of this world may established order of things, too active and 
he called kings, and that is all. The great potent not finally to subdue both throne and 
God (Shang-ti), our heavenly Father and temple. Even if the present insurrection 
Supreme Lord, is omniscient, omnipotent, were suppressed, the seed of it could not be 
and omnipresent, the Supreme over all. extirpated: it has been sown broad-cast upon 
There is not an individual who is not pro- the Chinese mind. Since 1849,* when the 
duced and cherished by Him. He is Shang first outbreak showed itself— a period of 
(supreme); He is Ti (potentate). Besides nearly ten years—the moral influence of the 
the great God (Shang-ti), our heavenly rebellion among the people, although not 
Father and Supreme Lord, there is no one among Europeans, has been growing, so that 
who can be called Shang, and no one who wherever a rebel army arrives, there is no 
can be called Ti. Therefore from henceforth disposition in even the most populous cities 
all you soldiers and officers may designate us to resist them ; and generally the Tartar troops 
your lord, and that is all; you must not call fail to encounter with success the fierce energy 
me supreme, lest you should encroach upon of those earnest men. The last authority 
the designation of our heavenly Father. Our upon the prospects of the rebellion, whose 
heavenly Father is our Holy Father, and our opinion has reached Europe, is the corre- 
celestial elder Brother is our Holy Lord the spondent of the Times. He thus expresses 
Saviour of the world. Hence our heavenly himself, writing at the latter end of August, 
Father and our celestial elder Brother alone 1857:—
are holy; and from henceforth all you soldiers “ From three o’clock till eight I  slept, and 
and officers may designate us your lord, and awoke to find myself moored against the vil- 
that is all; but you must not call me holy, lage of Min-Hang. While at this village I  
lest you encroach upon the designation of our fell in With a Chinese physician, who had 
heavenly Father and celestial elder Brother.’’ escaped from Nankin when it fell into the 

The prospects of the insurrection have hands of the rebels. He was the first speci- 
„ been much discussed'in China and in Europe, men of a Chinese gentleman I  had seen. The 

The most recent opinions given arc unfavour- villages in this neighbourhood contain many 
able to its success. These views receive fugitives from the rebel districts. The govern- 
some confirmation from the fact that the ment lodges them in the temples, and allows 
rebels have lately experienced some signal them thirty cash (about threepence) a day, 
defeats, have been driven from their impor- wherewith, at the present prices, they cannot 
tant positions on the Grand Canal, and have buy even a sufficiency of rice. Of course 
lost some of the chief cities which they had disease is common among them, and this 
conquered. This must not, however, be benevolent old gentleman devotes himself to 
taken as proof of a failing cause, for some of their care. He came on board my boat, and 
their chief conquests were made with means we had a long chat. He insists that the key 
so inadequate, that the wonder is they were of the Yang-tse-Kiang, Chin-Kiang, has 

* The late Dr. Medhurst. * It was not until 1853 that it gained head.



been recovered by the Imperialists; for liis insurrectionary movement. But then these 
friends at Soo-clioo have written to him to reformers put to death the ‘ idolaters,’ whether 
say so. I  doubt this, however; for if this they call themselves the priests of Buddha or 
decisive event had happened, the government the missionaries of the Pope; they forbid 
would certainly have announced it at Shan- opium-smoking under pain of death, and 
ghai. His view is that the rebellion is dying tobacco-smoking under pain of blows; they 
out. He says the locusts have destroyed it, appear to have read, although they have mis- 
having especially come upon those provinces interpreted, the sacred books which the mis- 
where the rebels hold their sway. He does sionaries distribute. Amid the outpourings 
not rest his expectation upon the imperial of blood, in famine and pestilence, in the 
armies, for he says that the rebels are robbers wreck of all the physical good which antiquity 
and murderers, accustomed to every artifice, has wrought, our missionaries think they see 
and adepts in all villany. All the loyal peo- a hope for the religion of the Bible.” 
pie can do is to hem the conflagration round, I t  is but just to the writer of the foregoing 
and wait till it burns out. passage to state, that he admits his fellow -

“ These are the opinions of a well-informed traveller, the Kev. Mr. Edkins, Congregational 
Chinese gentleman, who has seen much more missionary, differed from him totally in his 
of these rebels than the Europeans who have views as to the principles and prospects of 
written upon the subject. About forty-eight the insurgents. That the reader may put 
hours is the longest period that any European upon this admission its full value, the follow- 
has been among them, and they have never ing is the correspondent’s estimate^ of the 
invited any closer intercourse. Mr. Edkins judgment of that clergyman.  ̂ Having de- 
interpreted for me these sayings of my Chi- scribed some of the missionaries as having 
nese acquaintance with no great satisfaction, urged the rebels “ to go forth and kill,” an 
The missionaries still hang their hope upon extremely improbable hearsay.story, the cor- 
this rebel cause: the facts are unpromising, respondent observes:—“ Mr. Edkins is a man 
but still they hope. Devastation and blood- of very different spirit tô  such as these, 
shed track the course of these insurgents Upon the testimony of the linguists of Paris, 
wherever they go, but these are only neces- and of the Chinese here, I  know him to be 
sary incidents of civil war. The ruin of those one of the greatest of Chinese scholars, and 
public works, which are to China what their from my own intercourse with him I  can say 
dams are to the Dutch, mark where these that he is fairly read in the sciences, and well 
rebels are, and where they have been. Still acquainted with western literature. He has 
more widely-extended ruin follows upon the undertaken the task of showing the Chinese 
exhaustion of the imperial treasury. The that we have a literature, and thus disabusing 
two great rivers, no longer restrained by the them of that contempt which extends itself 
great artificial embankments, now suffered to to our faith. His American coadjutor, Dr. 
decay, are altering their courses, and devas- Macgowan, undertakes to instruct their gra- 
tating tracts as large as European kingdoms, duates in the mysteries of the electric tele- 
Perhaps a man whose fervid religious zeal graph, and their pilots in the law of storms, 
is akin to that which animated Joshua or Missionary labours thus directed must result 
Gideon, may see in all this but the will of in good, i  our medical missionaries, such as 
God working to a great end, but the religious Dr. Lockhart and Dr. Parker, command the 
facts are not encouraging. The nominal gratitude and goodwill of the people. Men of 
head of the movement, claimed as a missionary learning, like Mr. Edkins and Dr. Macgowan 
convert, has sought no communication with gradually compel the respect of the literati, 
any Christian teacher. He boasts himself the These men are ploughing a soil in expecta- 
sovereign of the whole earth, calls himself tion of a seed-time which is not yet. To the 
the younger brother of Jesus Christ, and missionary societies of England and America 
claims to have constant personal intercourse I  would say ha} tibi erunt artes, ignorant 
with the Almighty. His second in command, declaimers in bad Chinese have no success in 
the king of the east, blasphemously styled China. Their preaching is foolishness m 
himself the Holy Ghost; but he has been more than the apostolic sense; but this prac- 
slain in internecine conflict, and the great tical and conceited people only jeer and bias- 
leader, or his counsellors, proved their vigour pheme. Yet I  have found even the higher 
and their Christian humanity by butcher- class of missionaries hoping against hope that 
ing two thousand of his adherents in cold the rebels may succeed, and that they may 
blood. turn out to be Christians.”

“ This does not look like a hopeful result of A correspondent of the New  1 orh Herald, 
a missionary conversion, nor does it give whose letters were dated a little earlier than 
much promise of temporal success to the those just quoted, takes the same views, and



they are expressed in a manner which entitles China is more competent than the Rev. Dr. 
them to consideration:—• Legge, of the Congregational mission, to

“ I have given my reasons for believing judge this matter. His views aie, that al- 
that the late insurrection was entirely foreign though the fortunes of the rebels may he 
from the Christian’s labours; but, as I  have chequered, they are sure to succeed in the 
said, few of the members of the mission will end; that in such case they will open China 
agree with me. However, my opinion goes to European commerce, but will nevertheless 
for what it is worth. Read MacDowal’s and suppress the opium trade; that although they 
Meadows’ correspondence in the Times last imperfectly understand Christianity, and civil 
year, if you wish to see different views. The and religious liberty, they will make China as 
one argues directly against the other; but free to the missionary as to the merchant; 
neither conclusively. Depend upon it, the and however likely at first to persecute idol- 
Tsing dynasty came much nearer being over- atry in every form, they will yield to more 
thrown with the English war than by the tolerant views under the influence of Chris - 
late movement; for the one had power, the tian ministers, and the social and political 
other only told of weakness. I t  is utterly ideas entertained by the English, Americans, 
impossible to say what a day may bring forth, and others conducting commerce at their 
Here, as in Europe, a change may come in ports.
the night-time. China may remain stationary The merchant class in China is less favour - 
for a year or two, or longer, and then, mira- able than the missionary class to the rebel 
bile dictu, all may be in commotion again, cause, in consequence of the notorious deter- 
As Europe was in the middle ages, so is China mination of the insurgents to suppress a 
now—-just upon the eve of some wonderful traffic by which the trader profits. This will, 
moral and political change. Feudal Europe perhaps, explain much of the too sanguine 
held back for a long time from civilization, favour shown by the one, and the distrust or 
from the arts, literature, and commerce. So hostility of the other, to the insurrectionary 
it is now with China. Foreign influence must party. There can be no doubt that the issue 
work out the country’s destiny. W hat is of the war with England in 184:2 deprived 
wanted is the united action of several nations the Tartar troops of all prestige in the eyes of 
—an allied fleet to wake them from their the people, and inspired the hope of a suc- 
lethargic slumbers. cessful struggle; and that the present war

“ I  have shown, in running my eye through with England and France will be productive 
the page of history, that the revolution of of the same result in a still greater degree, 
1853 is nothing at all unusual: periodical affording new life to the rebel cause. Should 
storms of insurrections have and will continue success crown their efforts, then, in the words 
to spread the Jacobin system throughout the of Dr. Legge, it may be said, “ there will be 
empire; the same restless democratic spirit effected one of the greatest revolutions the 
that is working at the vitals of European world ever saw.” Idolatry will cease to be 
monarchism, in a different form is eating at the established creed of one-third of the 
the roots of the Tartar’s throne. I  can ima- earth’s population; Christianity', in a form 
gine nothing more terrible than the breaking more or less enlightened, will be ostensibly 
up into petty governments of such a mighty recognised by that proportion of mankind; 
people. Better be as they are, than in the and freedom of intercourse will be secured 
hands of native princes, each striving for the between China and Europe, productive of 
other’s life.” marvellous commercial results. Should such

As a question of authority between “ the a change take place in China, Japan, Java, 
correspondents ” and the missionaries, it will and other benighted regions of the East will 
not be wonderful if men -who have known feel the vibrations of a moral and political 
China for many years, and have conversed earthquake extensive and mighty, and be 
with the rebels, should know better the con- startled from the social, moral, and intellectual 
dition of China, and the state of Chinese torpor in which they have been so long 
parties; nor is it unlikely or unreasonable, that benumbed. The regeneration of China is the 
men accustomed to study human nature from regeneration of the oriental world; for the 
the religious point of view, should be the industry and enterprise of the race fit them to 
better judges of a great religious or quasi- become the apostles of a new eastern civi- 
religious movement. Probably' no man in. lization.



CHAPTER X II.

INDEPENDENT COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE BEEN THEATRES OF WAR DURING THE PROGRESS 
OF OUR EASTERN DOMINION (Continued).

BIRM AH. empire— that which is inhabited by the
T he empire of Ava comprises many territories governing race — is Ava, a very extensive 
which did not originally belong to it, and region. I t gives its name to the whole of the 
which have all been included under the gene- Birmese dominions, which are frequently 
ralname of B ir m a h . Fierce wars have been called the empire of Ava; and it is supposed 
conducted by the Birmese with Cochin China, by some writers to take its name from the 
Siam, Laos, Pegu, and with every people | city so designated, which is upon the right 
around them, by which their dominion gra- ! hank of the Irriwaddy, and central to the 
dually extended over the whole of the Indo- j empire.
Chinese peninsula. In this career of conquest The climate is one of the finest in India, 
many checks were experienced, especially especially in the northern portions of Ava 
from the Peguans, who at one time plundered bordering Thibet. The intense heat expe- 
the capital of Ava. The wars with England rienced in the British provinces of Tenes- 
were disastrous to the Birmese, issuing in the serim, Pegu, and Arracan, is not common in 
loss of some of their finest territories, com- any part of Ava, except for a short time 
prising, as shown on another page, the coun- during midsummer: the climate is, however, 
tries along the whole eastern shore of the very warm in every part of the empire. The 
Bay of Bengal. Having already described productions of the soil are tropical. The 
the provinces thus conquered from the Bir- regularity of the seasons is favourable to the 
mese, it will be unnecessary to dwell long cultivator, as he can nearly always rely upon 
upon the characteristics of an empire, our a return of the expected produce, and has no 
chief interest in which is connected with its difficulty in determining upon what is suitable 
contiguity to those conquests. to plant or sow. There is very little lowland

The Birman empire, in its present extent— in Ava, and hence, notwithstanding the low 
shorn of the territories wrested from it so latitude, vegetables and fruits common to 
lately by the English—occupies that portion Southern Europe in some places grow well, 
of the Indo-Chinese peninsula which separates Most of the productions of India and China 
the British dominions from those of China thrive within the limits of the old Birman 
proper and Siam. I t  is hounded on the north empire. Good wheat, and other cereals, are 
by Assam and Thibet; on the east by China raised. Tobacco, cotton of two sorts (one 
and Siam; on the west by certain states of very white, the other brown, suitable for 
India tributary to Great Britain, and by the nankeens), indigo, sugar-cane, and rice, yield 
British province of Arracan; on the south by abundant crops to the husbandman. Nearly 
China, Siam, and Pegu. I t  is impossible to all the fruits of the tropics are plentiful in 
say with precision what are its precise boun- Ava. Trees of very many kinds flourish: 
daries along its eastern and south-eastern teak grows thickly by the river courses, 
frontiers, as they are perpetually changing, although the best kinds are found in the 
especially from disputes with Laos, Lachtho, mountains, which are also crowned with 
Cambosia, and Siam. These are peaceful varieties of useful firs. The forest districts 
nations, hut the love of extending territory, are unhealthy, as they are in India. Ague 
which seems ingrained in the hearts of all and jungle fever are very common, and Euro
orientals, brings them into incessant differ- peans cannot encounter the pestiferous influ
ences with the Birmese, who are, however, ence of these neighbourhoods. The woodmen 
more generally the aggressors. The area is are a peculiar class, who live by the timber 
unknown: no surveys exist, and any state- trade: they endure the deleterious influences 
ment would rest on mere conjecture. Since of the climate as none others can, but they 
the loss of Tenesserim, Pegu, and the other seldom live to an advanced age. 
ceded territories north of the latter, it is The tea-plant is indigenous to Birmah:
alleged that from two hundred thousand some good qualities of the Assam species are 
square miles, which the empire once con- found on the frontier of that country. Some 
tained, its area has been reduced to half that very fine qualities have been also discovered 
extent. on the Chinese frontier, but the quantity

The number of the population cannot be picked in either case is very small. In  the 
ascertained: the highest estimate is about interior there are wild plants, which are very 
sixteen millions. The ancient part of the prolific, bearing a leaf resembling Bohea; and
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a peculiar species, the leaf of which makes a China takes most of the cotton which is 
most agreeable pickle, in the opinion of some exported, and especially of the brown sort, 
Europeans surpassing all others. which is manufactured into cloth in the city

The mineral productions of Birmah are of Nankin. The Chinese eagerly purchase 
abundant as they are varied. The gold and from the Birmans amber, ivory, precious 
silver mines of Badouem, on the Chinese fron- stones, and betel-nut. Formerly edible birds’ 
tiers, have been long known. The mines of nests were a Birman export, but these were 
Woobolootan are amongst the most remark- sent to China by provinces which are now 
able in the world; they are situated on the British. The Birmese receive for their com- 
hilly range near the River Keenduem, and modities from China silks raw and wrought, 
yield gold, silver, sapphires, and rubies. Near velvets, gold-leaf, paper, porcelain, and metal 
the city of Ava, at Keoummevum, there are vessels. The Avanese are very desirous to 
mines still richer, and the variety of the trea- procure Chinese preserves, which are in high 
sures found there probably exceeds that of reputation in all that part of the Indo-Chinese 
any other mines in the world. Between the peninsula. Cocoa-nut is a much valued im- 
Rivers Irriwaddy and Keenduem there is a portation from Ceylon and Continental India, 
small river called the Shoe Lien Koup (the From the latter muslins are received, and 
stream of the golden sand), in which gold broad-cloths from England. The beautiful 
dust in large quantities is obtained. In many wing and tail feathers of the Argus pheasant 
of the minor streams, along the lower moun- (Argus giganieus), found only in the Indo- 
taia slopes, gold is found in the sands. Ava Chinese peninsula and the Island of Sumatra, 
is famous for its beautiful chrysolites. Ame- were formerly a profitable commodity of Bir- 
thysts and garnets are found in very great mese commerce. They are now generally 
numbers: jasper is a product much prized by exported from Malacca. Marabout feathers 
the Birmese. Near some of the rivers amber, are at present obtained chiefly from Cochin 
the purest and most pellucid in the world, is China: previously they were also a Birmese 
dug up. The marble of Birmah is likewise export.
unrivalled; it admits of a polish which renders Feathers were, at a former period, woven 
it almost transparent. This commodity is for clothing in Ava and China. The forests of 
invested with religious sacredness, because the former, and the sea-coasts, afforded haunts 
the images of Buddha are formed from it: its for multitudes of birds; and the feathers were 
exportation is prohibited, except through the plaited or woven into garments with great 
medium of government. There are but few ingenuity. The plaited feather-work of Ava 
minerals which are not to be found in Birmah : was very beautiful, but the Chinese excelled 
iron, tin, lead, antimony, arsenic, and sulphur, in incorporating feathers with various tissues, 
are obtained in large quantities, with but and producing what they called feather-cloth, 
little expenditure of labour or capital. This art is almost lost in China: it is still

One of the curiosities of Birmese production practised after a rude fashion in Ava. The 
is the petroleum oil, which is drawn from Birmese also used feathers in decorating jewel- 
wells, that have attained great celebrity in lery, but the natives of China excelled them 
the East: throughout the imperial provinces greatly in this art, which they still success- 
tliis oil is much in request, and as the govern- fully practise, the higher classes of the Bir- 
ment holds a monopoly of its sale, a large mese being good customers: feathers, precious 
revenue is thence derived. stones, and the precious metals being ex-

The animals of Ava are of the same species changed for these decorated products of Chi- 
as those of Arracan, Pegu, and Tenesserim nese ingenuity. These manufactures are of a 
generally, which have been already described character so peculiar and remarkable, that 
when an account of those vanquished pro- a description of the processes cannot fail to 
vinces of the Birman empire was given. In  interest the reader. A distinguished natu- 
Ava the elephant is much prized. ralist, referring to the uses to which the

The vegetable, mineral, and animal products ancient Birmese and Chinese put the feathers, 
of this fine country are articles of commerce so abundant on the Indo-Chinese peninsula, 
with neighbouring nations, and but for the and particularly naming the head-ornaments 
illiberal commercial notions of both the people and feather-cloths, observes :— 
and the government, the Birmese empire “ Among them vrns the celestial goose 
would, ages since, have been a vast emporium, velvet, the foundation of the fabric being of 
so numerous and valuable are its resources. silk, into which the feathers were ingeniously 

The chief commerce is conducted w7ith and skilfully interwoven on a common loom, 
China, in which country there is a market for those of a crimson hue being the most expen- 
most Birmese commodities; and the manufac- sive. Of these wild goose feathers tvTo kinds 
lures of China are highly valued in Ava. of cloth were made—one for winter, the other



for summer wear. Bain could not moisten it, touches with its opposite point a tiny bit 
them: they were called 'rain satin’ and ‘rain of feather, which is thus lifted up and laid on 
gauze’ respectively. Canton men imitated the part for which it was fitted. Care is 
the manufacture, employing feathers of the requisite, also, in giving a proper direction to 
common goose, blending them with cloth, this twilled work, for such, of course, is the 
This fabric, though inferior in quality, w7as appearance presented by the barbs. The 
much cheaper. Goods of the same descrip- feathers most in demand for this purpose are 
tion were also brought from Hohleh (believed from a beautiful species of alcedo, brought 
to be Bokhara), made of birds’ feathers: they from the tropical regions of Asia: they are 
were twilled, the crimson-coloured being most employed for silver articles. King-fishers of 
valued. The article was too heavy for gar- coarser plumage and less brilliant hues, found 
ments. The Cantonese also learned to imitate throughout the country, are used for orna- 
this, making it like plain silk, and inferior to ments made of copper or pasteboard. Blue 
that from abroad. Although the Chinese always greatly predominates over lighter or 
would seem to have lost the art of weaving darker shades, relieved by purple, white, or 
feathers, plumagery is still extensively prac- yellow.” *
tised in the decoration of metallic ornaments Several substances for tanning are exported 
worn by all classes of females, chiefly on the from the limits of the old Birmese empire, 
head. The gaudy lustre of the metal is soft- some of which are the products of Birmali 
ened by laying over portions of it a covering proper—terra japonica, an inspissated extract 
of blue feathers representing flowers, insects, from the leaves and branches of the Uncaria 
birds, and the like, which imparts indescrib- gainber, and cutch, an astringent extract, ob- 
able beauty to the silversmith’s elaborate tained by boiling the wood of the Acacia 
filagrees. The art appears to most advantage catechu, are specimens of these, 
as practised by artificers, whose occupation is The bone fans, in the manufacture of which 
the manufacture of garlands, chaplets, frontals, the Chinese so excel, are made from material 
tiaras, and crowns of very thin copper, on in a large degree supplied by the Birmese 
which purple, dark and light blue feathers of empire. The ivory fans of China and other 
gorgeous brilliancy are laid with exquisite ivory manufactures of the celestial empire 
taste and skill. A more tasteful, elegant, or are made in considerable part from material 
gorgeous blending of art and nature than is exported by either the Avanese or inha- 
exhibited in some of these head-dresses, per- bitants of British Birmah. Although African 
haps no ingenuity has hitherto devised. ivory is preferred in this country, the Chinese

“ As this elegant art has not hitherto find it more convenient to obtain that of Bir- 
attracted the attention of foreigners, the mode mail in exchange for their silks. The ivory 
of procedure may be briefly described:—On of the tame elephant of Birmah is supposed to 
the table at which the workman sits, he has be superior to that of the animal in a tame 
a fasciculus of feathers, a small furnace with condition elsewhere. That from the wild 
a few embers for keeping warm a cup of glue, animal of Birmah is valued by the Chinese as 
a small cutting instrument like a screw-driver, highly as the best African. The uses to which 
a pencil or brush, and the articles—either ivory may be put are almost innumerable,f 
silver-gilt, copper-tinsel, or pasteboard— and the natives of the empires of Birmah and 
which are to be feathered. The thumb and China adopt a very great number of them,
index-finger being smeared with glue, the Fans, flowers, fancy boxes, idols, idol furni-
feathers are gently drawn between them, ture, altars, inlaid work for columns and doors 
which stiffens the barbs, causing them to of temples, throne decorations, and ornaments 
adhere firmly together; and when dry the for the pavilion of the white elephant, are 
perpendicular blade is drawn close to the some of the purposes for which it is employed, 
shaft, dividing it from the barbed portion. The government has a monopoly of such as 
Holding this cutting instrument as in writing, is exported to China. Ivory dust is used for 
a la Chinoise, the artist, by pressing on the food by some of the higher classes, which
strips of barb with the knife, cuts them into others consider to be irreligious. The blanc-
the desired size and shape, which is a work mange which is made from it is extremely 
of some delicacy—the pieces being very small, agreeable. The Birmese never succeeded 
in the form of petals, scales, diamonds, squares, in attaining to the perfection of either 
and the like, and requiring to be of the same the Indians or Chinese in the ■working of 
size as the particular spot on which they are
to be laid. Besides fingering this tool in the , * Macgowan on Chinese and Aztec Plumagery, in 

manner described, he holds the pencil nearly + See a Papel. êad by p rofessor Owen before the 
as we do a pen, dips it into the glue, brushes goc;ety 0f y rts, reported in the Society’s Journal of the 
the spot to  be coated; then expertly reversing 19th of December, 1856.



ivory; for although some good specimens of does in almost all countries and climates. 
Birmese carving exist, especially of ancient The most valuable wax imported to England 
date, yet the following encomium upon is the insect wax of Birmah and China, the 
their more artistic neighbours is correct:— secretion of the Coccus ceriferus. Musk, in 
“ The Chinese have long been celebrated for grain and in the pod, is brought to England 
their excellence in the fabrication of orna- from Birmah and Siam.
mental articles in ivory, and, strange to say, The Birmans use no coin in their commer- 
up to our own time, their productions are still cial dealings with foreigners or with one an- 
unrivalled. European artists have never sue- other; silver in bullion, and lead, are used 
ceeded in cutting ivory after the manner of as the currency.
these people, nor, to all appearance, is it The people are muscular and active, but 
likely they ever will. Nothing can be more not tall. The complexion is purer than that 
exquisitely beautiful than the delicate lace- of the Chinese, and much fairer than that of 
work of a Chinese fan, or the elaborate carv- the natives of Bengal, the form both of fea- 
ing of their miniature junks, chess-pieces, ture and person much more resembling that of 
and concentric balls : their models of temples, the Chinese. The women are much fairer than 
pagodas, and other pieces of architecture, are the men, and in the northern parts of the 
likewise skilfully constructed; and yet three country they are sometimes fairer than the 
thousand years ago such monuments of art inhabitants of Southern Europe, 
were executed with the very same grace and The government is despotic, the emperor, 
fidelity ! ” * like his brother of China, assuming the most

Horn, particularly the horn of the buffalo, absurd and pompous titles. In  a state docu- 
is also sent to China, where it is manufactured rnent of 1810 the King of England was de- 
into drinking-cups, hilts of swords, snuff- scribed as the emperor’s vassal. There are 
boxes, &c. In  Birmah drinking vessels are no hereditary offices or titles, all honours re 
made out of this material by the hand, and in verting to the crown upon the decease of the 
a most wasteful manner; in China the process possessor. The officials and wealthy classes 
is as scientific as in England, and therefore are polite and affable, but subtle and rapa- 
less expensive than the Birmese work, so cions. This arises in part from the extreme 
that these articles are sent into Ava, made oppressions to which they are subjected on 
from the horn imported thence to China, the part of the crown, in order to enhance 
The process in the latter country may be the already enormous riches of the royal 
thus described :—■“ The horn, being sawn to house, which possesses stores of precious 
the required length, is scalded and washed metals and precious stones, the most costly 
over the fire, but, instead of being slit and Chinese silks, ivory carvings, plate, and other 
opened, is placed, while hot, in a conical articles of expensive Chinese manufacture, 
mould of wood; a corresponding plug of wood reputed to be of enormous worth, 
is then driven hard in to bring the horn to The Birmese have always been warlike, 
shape. Here it remains till cold, and is then and especially addicted to naval warfare, 
taken out, and fixed by the large end on the Their war-boats were a terror in the Bay 
mandril of a lathe, when it is turned and of Bengal and in the Eastern seas at a period 
polished both inside and outside, and a groove not very remote. The whole people are 
or chime, as the coopers call it, is cut by a liable to be called out to military service; 
gauge tool within the small end for receiving but a very small standing army is also re- 
the bottom. The horn is then taken off the tained, which, for the most part, consists of 
lathe, and laid before the fire, when it expands, native Christians. The discipline and arms 
and becomes somewhat flexible ; a round flat are alike wretched. In  combat with men 
piece of horn, of the proper size (cut out of a whose weapons are not superior, the Birmese 
plate by means of a kind of crown saw), is show great spirit and courage. The lienza, 
dropped in, and forced down till it reaches or Brahminv goose, is the royal ensign, like 
the chime, and becomes perfectly fixed in this the eagle of certain European armies, ancient 
situation, and water-tight by the subsequent and modern.
contraction of the horn as it cools.” The The Pali language is the sacred text of 
buffalo and deer horns imported from Siam Ava, Siam, and Pegu. The Birman language 
to Great Britain frequently pass into that is written in the Sanscrit character, but bears 
country from the Birman empire, and nearly no resemblance in construction to that lan- 
thirty thousand pairs of horns reach England guage.* The character in common use 
from the Siamese coasts. throughout Ava is a round Nogari, derived

Hogs skins are used in the manufacture of from the square Pali. I t  is formed of circles 
shoes. The animal thrives in Birmah, as it and segments of circles, variously disposed, 

* Report of the Society of Arts. * Missionary reports.



and is written from left to right.* The own importance, receives at a great distance 
higher classes affect an indistinct pronun- the homage of his votaries, who humbly bow 
ciation. their heads before him nearly to the ground.

The Birmans are fond of literature. A He possesses a cabinet, composed of a wrin- 
curious exemplification of this exists in the ghee, or prime-minister, a secretary of state, 
fact that Sir William Jones’s translation of an under-secretary, a transmitter of intelli- 
the institutes of Hindoo law were translated gence, and various inferior officers, who are, 
by an Armenian, in 1795, under the orders nevertheless, high functionaries. There are 
of the Birman emperor. Letters are so gene- several large estates in different parts of the 
rally diffused, that very considerable numbers country which belong to him, and by the 
can read and write. Those who can afford income of which the vast expenditure eon- 
to keep libraries do so, and, as in China, the nected with his dignity is defrayed. When 
public libraries are on a large scale. They such is the religion of Birmah, the moral and 
are, however, few in Birmah. According to social life of its people cannot be expected to 
one authority, f  the library of his Birman approach in any degree what is pure or 
majesty, early in this century, was the largest happy.
royal library in Asia. The people are fond As in China-, the extraordinary minute 
of poetry and music, and love to repeat in provision made for the jmnishment of offences, 
verse, and sing, the exploits of their ancient and the multitude of crimes thus provided for, 
kings. show the laxity of the people and the rigidity

The religion of Birmah, as the reader has of the government, 
seen from references in previous pages, is The treatment of woman is one of the 
Buddhist. There are no castes, and no .here- worst features of Birmese social life. They 
ditary trades or professions. The character- are subjected to every species of hardship, 
istics of this religion have been sufficiently but are not shut up, as in Ind ia ; on the 
depicted in former chapters. There is, how- contrary, they are as unrestrained as Euro- 
ever, one most extraordinary superstition for pean women. There is a peculiar institution 
which the empire is noted—the reverence affecting woman, which may be called wife- 
paid to the white elephant. The Birmese, lending, which would demoralise any country 
who believe in metempsychosis, suppose that where such a law and such a practice was 
a white elephant contains a human soul in permitted to exist. Females, married or 
the last of many millions of transmigrations, single, are leased for a certain time to serve 
at the conclusion of which he is absorbed as a wife, especially to strangers. If  the 
into the Deity. A white elephant is, in con- stranger is obliged to depart the country, 
sequence of this superstition, always selected the bond ceases to be effective—both parties 
for the highest post of dignity in the kingdom are free. Yet the women are seldom unfaith- 
next to that of the emperor. The elephant ful. I t  is rare for a Birmese woman to betray 
takes precedent of the queen. The following her husband, even under the vilest provoca- 
description is the substance of one given in tion. No women in the East, or perhaps in 
more detail by Captain Canning after a visit the world, are so little given to intrigue in 
to the capital of Ava in 1812:— The resi- any form. Even when placed under bond to 
dence of the white elejDhant is contiguous to a stranger, they are true to that bond, and 
the royal palace, with which it is connected are kind to their offspring. All children of 
by a long open gallery supported by nume- Euroj>eans born in Ava are held by the laws 
rous wooden pillars, at the farther end of to be the subjects of the emperor, and cannot 
which a curtain of black velvet, embossed be removed without his special permission, 
with gold, conceals the august animal from which it is presumed he would hardly dare to 
the eyes of the vulgar, and before this curtain refuse when British subjects made the demand, 
the offerings intended for him are displayed, yet under cover of this law shameful deser- 
His dwelling is a lofty hall covered with tion has been excused. In  British Birmah 
splendid gilding both inside and out, and similar customs exist in respect to woman, 
supported by a number of elegant columns; but of course without the sanction of law. 
his trappings are very magnificent, being The result, however, is injurious not only to 
gold studded with large diamonds, pearls, the unfortunate women who are deserted,^ but 
sapphires, rubies, and other precious stones; to the reputation of England and of British 
the vessels out of which he feeds are likewise subjects. The Birmah correspondent of the 
of gold inlaid with precious stones, and his New York Tribune recently gave an expose 
attendants and guard amount to a thousand of the consequences ensuing from such a 
persons. The animal thus fed, dressed, and demoralised state of society, calculated to 
attended, and apparently unconscious of his enlist the sympathy of every British philan- 

* Captain Canning. " f  Colonel Symes. thropist, especially when it is remembered



how the religious and benevolent public of were heathen, although the daughters of a 
America have struggled to sow the seeds of nominally Christian father. They lived, 
truth both in British and native Birmah, and dressed, and worshipped as the heathen 
their noble exertions to save and educate the do—slept on a mat, and ate with their 
native females of those territories. Accord- fingers.
ing to the statement in the Tribune, many “ I  called a few days ago at the house of a 
Europeans take advantage of the customs collector of revenues in this city. His wife 
above referred to, and often have families by was the daughter of an English physician 
native women, who are left wholly destitute, once stationed here. She said she had been 
the children to grow up heathens, and less told by her mother that her father was Dr. 
cared for than those of Birmese fathers. The somebody (I could not make out who), and 
correspondent thus exemplifies his assertion : that he lives at Madras, though she has not 

f‘ Three years ago this present month I  heard from him for many long years. Poor 
was informed by a Birman that a young woman! I  fear she will never hear from her 
Englishman had entered the monasteries of father again. Her husband is a very strong 
the priests, and embraced the Buddhist reli- Buddhist, and she joins with him in all his 
gion. I  could not believe such a statement, acts of heathen worship.
and took no small pains to look into the “ Not long since, while passing through 
matter. I  found, to my inexpressible regret, the streets, I  saw a little girl about two years 
that the cast-off son of an English gentleman of age. She possessed English features to a 
had shaved his head, put on the yellow robes, remarkable degree, and, more than all else, 
and entered the monastery as a priest of the Anglo-Saxon indomitable ruling propen- 
Buddha, where he daily bowed before the sity, for with a stick she was driving about 
idols of Gotama, and was worshipped by the the yard a number of children, some of whom 
people as himself a god. His father was— were many years her seniors. I  inquired 
he know not where. concerning the child, and learned that it was

“ During the same season, while travelling the daughter of an officer who had left the 
in the jungle, remote from any city, I  called place before the birth of the child. H e.had 
at a small village, where my attention was made no provision either for her or her 
arrested by a lad about twelve years of age mother. The mother had recently taken a 
under the care of a priest, and in training for Birmese husband.
the priesthood. Pie had the large Roman “ I  called one day at a house where was a 
nose, an intelligent forehead, brown hair, and Birmese funeral. A large congregation had 
every feature indicated that he possessed a assembled, and among the crowd I  noticed a 
large share of English blood. I  made inqui- white child about a year old. I t  was a bitter 
ries concerning his parentage. He was the cold morning for this country. The poor 
son of an English officer, but had never child was bareheaded and barefooted, and 
known his father. His mother died when he covered only with a thin calico slip, through 

. was an infant, and, but for the ‘ tender mer- and under which the bitter east wind was 
cies of the heathen,’ he would have been left piercing as the little one clung to the bosom 
to perish. My heart yearned for the poor of her mother, a thin delicate girl of eighteen, 
boy. I  would gladly have taken him to my I  inquired concerning the father of the child,
heart’s home ; but he had been given to the and was told that its father was Captain —---- ,
priests, who were unwilling to part with so who left the place about a year previous, 
valuable a prize. I  have never seen or heard For the first few months he sent the mother 
from him since. a small pittance per month, but she was now

“ About two years ago I  was passing by a entirely dependent upon her own labour for 
market-place, and saw two girls—perhaps I  the support of herself and her worse than 
should say young ladies—of eighteen and fatherless infant. This captain, let it be 
twenty years of age selling fish and a variety remarked, had an English wife and family, 
of eatables. They were dressed in Birmese whom he left in Bengal while on these 
costumes, but so strong were their English coasts.”
features, that I  inquired of a man near by The empire of Ava has few cities, yet the 
concerning them. He said they were the country places are sparsely inhabited, the 
daughters of an English officer, who left the people collecting in villages, as in India, 
place eighteen years ago, when the youngest There are two capitals—Ava and Umme- 
was an infant. Their mother died soon after, rapore; and these are the only towns of any 
and they had been brought up by their great note in the Ava dominions. The first- 
grandmother, who was very poor. They had named of these two cities is more properly 
no knowledge of their father. Neither could designated Aingwa, but corrupted by Euro- 
speak or read a word of English. They peans into Ava. I t  is situated in latitude



21° 51' north, and longitude 95° 58' east. Its surface exceeds that of France, Belgium, 
I t is only four miles from Ummerapore, and and Holland. The population is supposed to 
both may be considered one city, from the be about six millions.
intimate connection between them, the envi- The configuration of the country is hilly, 
rons of one nearly meeting the other. Ava and along its frontiers for the most part pic- 
is divided into two fortified departments—one turesque. The Hindoo^ Cusli (Indian Gau- 
only a mile in circumference, the other four casus), a westerly extension ot the Himalayas, 
miles. I t  is a place of temples, most of them and the Parapamisan, a still more westerly 
passing into a state of dilapidation; but the continuation ot the same range, towering up 
superstitious people, although willing to build into the regions of perpetual snow, present 
others, would regard it as sacrilege to repair objects of sublimity^ along the north-eastern 
those that still exist. In  the temple of Loga- and northern frontier. Ihe Suliman, and 
thero Praw there is a gigantic idol of Buddha, other ranges, diversify the scenery along the 
formed from a huge block of the purest east,_ or Punjaub boundary. The streams 
marble. The idol occupies a sitting posture, flowing from these bills, especially fiom the 
and from the pedestal on which it is repre- line of the Hindoo Cush, fertilise the lover 
sented as sitting to the top of the bead it country. The border lands of Beloochistan 
measures thirty-four feet. The measurement are desert, like the neighbouring frontiers of 
across the breast is ten feet, and the diameter that country. Tlie rivers are not numerous, 
of the head is eight feet. Colonel Symes was The Cabul passes the city of that nanie, and 
of opinion that the temple was built over this flows eastward to the Indus, which it joins 
colossal figure, as the door would be too small above Attoclc. At the confluence a remark- 
to admit even the head. Ummerfipore (the able ignis fatuus is seen every evening. I  .ie 
city of the immortals) is situated on the hanks Cabul River is not voluminous, hut, h om the 
of an extensive lake, seven miles long, and character of the country through which it 
one and a half broad. I t  is well fortified, flows, its descent to the level of the Indus is 
according to Birmese notions. The private rapid. The Helmund directs its course west- 
buildings in Ummerapore and in Ava are ward, crossing a desert, and empties itself 
mostly of wood, and frequent conflagrations in the great lake Zerak. There are othei 
devastate both. The temples of the former rivers of some importance, but none large, 
city are chiefly of wood, and richly gilded Eastward, the Casligar, Koomul, and Uorum, 
with the best Chinese gold-leaf both within irrigate the country. To the west the country 
and without. The amount of gold thus con- receives the fertilising influences of the Etty- 
sumed is very considerable. The best build- mandur, the Urghundaub, the Ko os brood, 
ing is tlie imperial library, which is of great the Furrakrood, and the feera. l l ie  people 
value the books being covered with choice are accustomed to cut great numbers of small 
woods riclily gilt. channels from all the rivers and streams, some

There arc various ruined cities, possessing of which are exhausted upon the earth, for 
no traces of former greatness, nor any objects the fertilisation of which their comse is thus 
of value, except colossal images of Buddha. checked.

The conflicts with Britain have much hu- The south-west monsoon is heav}- m some 
miliated this empire. They were generally districts _ of the country, while others are, 
begun by their imperial majesties with arro- from their conformation, or westerly position, 
gance, and ended in defeat and loss. Birmah beyond its influence.^
is one of those antique old Eastern lands In  a region so hilly the climate must be 
which must be rescued by truth and civiliza- various. The valleys experience tlie heat oi 
tion, conveyed bv Western instrumentality. a low latitude, while the high acclivities of

the mountains are clothed with perpetual 
A F G H A N IST A N .* winter, and on the lower slopes a European

This country has been repeatedly the scene climate is found, producing the fruits and 
of English campaigning, and along its frontiers "vegetables of the temperate zone. The cli- 
a border war has been frequently sustained, mate seems especially influenced by the diree- 
It is bounded on the north by Little Thibet , tion of the winds, which, sometimes blowing 
and Koondooz; on the north-east, by the from snow-capped mountains, or over desert 
Indian Caucasus and Little Thibet; on the wastes, are cold; in other directions^ coming- 
east by the Punjaub and the line of the from regions more warm and humid, they 
Indus; on the south-east, by Scinde; on are refreshing. The easterly winds are tiom 
the south, by Beloochistan; and on the west, such causes genial, while those from the v est 
by Persia. I t  is impossible to make any are severely cold, partaking in their character 
accurate statement of its area or population, of the east winds in early spring m  e 

* Aft-ghani-st'han. metropolis, and along tlie east coast ot Eng-



land. There are valleys which are so sur- pitching their tents where the pasture more 
rounded by mountains, that they can hardly abounds, or some grateful stream supplies 
be affected by winds, from whatever quarter, refreshment to the flocks and herds and those 

The appearance of the Affghans would im- who tend them. However diversified their 
press the traveller in favour of the climate, habits and occupations, their homes and the 
They are fair, tall, robust, and ajipear to enjoy sources of their support, their physical fea- 
good health, except from the influence of tures are much the same, except in some 
epidemics, which are numerous and severe, border districts. They are bold, haughty, 
The most common are fever and ague in the hospiitable, vindictive, prompt to make war, 
hilly jungle districts; opthalmia near the tenacious in maintaining it, skilful in retreat, 
deserts; catarrhs in the latter regions and on in pursuit vigilant, ever hanging upon the 
the highlands ; and smallpox everywhere, front flanks and rear of a regular army, ready 
which carries off great numbers. In winter to dispute its advance through some defile, or 
Europeans suffer, especially in the higher cut off stragglers in the weary march. Many 
districts, from coughs, and other pulmonary of the people expect that they are at some 
affections. During some seasons the winter future period to march as conquerors through 
has proved to Europeans as trying as that of Persia, and to settle in the ancient land of 
Siberia. In January, 1842, the British army, Israel. Such an expectation is the more re
in its retreat from Cabul, suffered terribly markable, as, with the exception of a few 
from this cause. The climate is generally half pagan border tribes, they are fierce Mo- 
very dry, rivalling Scinde in this respect, hammedans. The destinies which they make 
without being liable to the heavy and inces- out for themselves are reconciled to their 
sant rains at long intervals to which that religion by the notion that the earth is to 
country is subject. In some of the districts be one day subject to the Prophet; that to 
of Afghanistan the climate is supremely him all nations shall bend the knee, and in 
delightful; and old traditions exist in W est- him is the fulfilment of all things. His dis- 
ern Asia that the region of Paradise was ciples have a right to universal possession, 
situated in that country, just as in Southern and what portion of the world so suitable for 
and Eastern Asia similar traditions point out the Beni-Israel as the land of their fathers ? 
Ceylon as the place where our first parents I t  is not to be supposed from these vaticina- 
tasted the forbidden tree. tions and hopes that the Affghans are indiffe-

The inhabitants believe that they are the rent to their own country; they arc patriotic, 
descendants of Saul, King of Israel, and fre- and capable of stong local attachments; and 
quently apply to themselves the designation their belief that Eden was a portion of their 
Beni-Israel. Some elaborate works have country adds to the attachment which they 
been written to prove this, and others to feel; but they suppose that it is their destiny 
show that they are descendants of the tribes to move forward, or for a considerable portion 
of Israel carried captive, whose abode it is of them to do so, to the land of promise, from 
so difficult to trace, but the argument is not which their supposed progenitors were exiled, 
satisfactory in either case to historians and These views are not shared equally by all 
ethnologists generally. the tribes, some of whom could not be per-

The customs of the people and their man- suaded to forsake their mountains permanently 
ner of life differ much according to the phy- for any reward, although always willing to 
sical peculiarities of the districts which they make border raids for plunder, even where the 
inhabit.  ̂ In  some places they cultivate the gain is doubtful and the danger imminent, 
soil, raising such products as are favoured by On the frontiers of Scinde and the Punjaub 
a tropical climate, or the cereal harvests of some of the tribes are the fiercest Moham- 
the temperate zone ; in others they are culti- medan fanatics in the world, 
vators of widespread orchards, the bloom and The Affghans make good soldiers when 
fruit of which in their seasons present aspects employed under our Indian officers. The 
of extraordinary loveliness. These orchards infantry of their own chiefs is very ineffec- 
might be called fruit-tree forests, their extent tive, except in mountain warfare, being 
is sô  vast. In  some districts the people wholly without discipline. They were shat- 
inhabit old cities founded by the Greeks tered' by the first volley of the infantry 
or the old Affghan kings. In others the of old Runjeet Singh. Their cavalry is very 
people occupy long straggling villages of good as irregulars; the horses are of superior 
mud-built huts, with wooden or tiled and breeds, some resembling the Arab in form, 
terraced roofs. Large districts are occupied but la rger; others are of a rude appearance, 
by tribes who feed their stock on the wild and vicious, but strong, fleet, and enduring, 
grass and herbage, moving about like the Thus mounted, these wild horsemen made 
wandering shepherd races of ancient times, splendid charges upon the infantry of the old



Khalsa army, but were broken upon tlie [ possibly find the object of his pursuit in the 
squares of those fine battalions. Before hilly country of Cabul, but the animal is now 
British discipline the Affghans never made extremely scarce: some writers state that it 
any stand, except where very small numbers is extinct.
were engaged, and the conflict was hand to I he country seldom suitors from locusts, 
hand, or where, protected in some narrow and the people are very little annoyed by 
defile', they could deliberately take aim with mosquitoes, a circumstance important to the 
their long matchlocks. * lovers of field sports. In their pursuit of

The commerce of the country is in a very game the people incur great danger from 
backward condition, although there are many various species of venomous reptiles, while 
products which would be acceptable to their the tiger and wild boar sometimes, and the 
neighbours, and some wants to supply, which bear frequently, endanger  ̂their pursuers, 
the resources of the countries beyond theirs Sometimes the black bear will descend from 
could satisfy. ' the wooded hills to feast in a field of sugar-

There are no navigable rivers, and no cane, and will defend himself with formidable 
good roads; over a large portion of the strength and long-sustained ferocity. The 
country there are no roads of any k ind: wild sheep, wild goat, and wild dogs, are 
these are of course impediments to com- favourite objects of Affghan sport, 
nierce of a most formidable kind. Camels There are few mineral resources of the 
are employed in travelling and bearing bur- country used as articles of commerce, but it 
thens, as are also horses, which are singularly can hardly be doubted, little as those regions 
sure-footed. Caravans are formed, which are explored, that the riches of the mountains 
trade between Chinese Turkistan and Cabul, are vast. Gold has been found in the streams, 
and between Persia and India, bearing the Silver has also been discovered. Beautiful 
products of those lauds to Affghanistan, and rubies have been brought by the Persian, 
returning with the productions of the latter. Scinde, and Punjaub merchants. Cliffs over- 
The dromedary is also useful for travelling hang the Cashgar River, containing lapis 
and trading purposes, and is much used in all lazuli; lead, iron, sulphur, and antimony, have 
the plain country, especially in the portions been obtained. Saltpetre abounds; rock-salt 
that are dry and sandy. These animals not is taken from “ the salt range; alum is ex- 
only carry the articles of exchange, but arc tracted from the clay at Calabaugh ; orpiment 
objects of commerce. The tall, long-legged is procured at Bulk, and from the country ol 
dromedary, known in Western India, is im- the Huzzaras.*
portedfrom Affghanistan, and the Bactria camel The timber of Affghanistan will become
is much valued in Scinde and the Punjaub. increasing valuable to the inhabitants of 
This animal is very strong, covered with Scinde and the Punjaub. Among the trees 
shaggy hair. The camel and dromedary are suitable for commerce are cedar,, oak, walnut, 
exchanged for the oxen of the Rajpoots. The birch, &c., and some woods of wild fruit trees 
sheep of the mountains are an article of com- beautifully adapted for tasteful cabinet ar- 
merce, as is also the -wool they produce, tides.
These sheep have large flat tails a foot broad, The countries with which the Affghans 
and are almost entirely composed of fat. trade besides the British territories adjoining, 
Goats, with long twisted horns, are abundant are Chinese Turkistan, Ihibet, Turkistan, 
in the mountains; both the hair and horns Beloochistan, Persia, and Arabia, by way of 
of these animals are of some commercial the port of Kurrachee, in Scinde. To British 
value_ territory are sent horses, ponies, sheep, goats,

There are various wild animals which are hunting dogs, wool, horn, skins, furs, hair, 
hunted, not only for the skins, which are honey, and other animal products; madder, 
bartered, but for food. The hunting dogs asafeetida, tobacco, almonds, pistachio-nuts 
possessed by the Affghans are very superior, walnuts, hazel-nuts, and a vast quantity of 
the greyhound and the pointer equalling the fruits both fresh and dried. Shawls, nianu- 
best breeds in England. English officers and factured partly in Affghanistan and partly in 
civilians purchase them. The Affghans are Thibet, and cotton, are also sent down to 
also expert in training eagles and hawks for India. The Affghans derive m return spices, 
the chase. Europeans fond of wild sports cowrie shells, musk, coral, cotton cloths, silk 
could find abundant occupation in the moun- cloths, indigo, ivory, chalk, bamboos, tin and 
tains which separate our Indian dominions sandal-wood. The horses exported from 
from Affghanistan. The chirk is a bird which Affghanistan to India are generally natives
the mountaineers have taught to strike the * Certain hill tribes. The name, meaning a thousand, 
antelope, and fasten on the head until the ;s usea to denote the reputed number of their tribes — 
greyhound comes up. The lion hunter might M ilner. ^  ^
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of Turkistan, but are sold as of Affglian have most of them been mastered by Pathan 
breed. invaders from beyond the Indus. These

The jreople live well, as fruits, vegetables, chieftains, secure in their fastnesses, and con- 
and animals abound. So plentiful is fruit at nected by ties of consanguinity and fellow- 
Cabul, that grapes sell for one farthing a feeling with tribes still wilder than them- 
pound, and even more than that weight is very selves, had been accustomed not only to spurn 
frequently given for so small a sum. all constituted authority, but actually to exact

It is beyond the province of this work to black mail from the rulers of the Punjaub. 
give a minute historical account of the various The Moguls, and subsequently the Douranees, 
tribes by which the country is peopled. Few failed to master them; and the Sikhs, after 
tribes can number a very numerous fraternity, having been frequently foiled, at length nomi- 
for the whole population is not more than that nally accomplished their subjugation, by stir- 
of Belgium and Holland, and the number of ring up internal faction, and by the perpetra- 
tribes is exceeding great. Sometimes these tion of countless acts of cruelty and treachery, 
amalgamate, or form a net-work of alliance But the conquerors held little more than the 
along our frontier, rendering them formidable ground occupied by their garrisons; and the 
so long as they act together, and are hostile, mountaineers, kept down only by a movable 
which their predatory habits dispose them to column kept constantly in the field, took 
be, when the fear of British soldiers does not advantage of the Sutlej campaign to rise, en 
operate to deter their incursions, or wise masse,.and recapture all the forts.” 
policy does not conciliate them. Union, how- Sir Henry, having noticed the Huzzara and 
ever, is not an Affghan virtue: a certain the tribes of the Trans-Indus frontier, ob- 
saint of theirs left this prophecy concerning served:—“ On account of the notoriety which 
them, which some interpret as a malediction, many of the hill tribes had attained, and the 
and others a benediction—“ Always free, but large armaments which have been employed 
never united.” against them, it will be not amiss to group

The Huzzaras and Eimanks inhabit what the several races under one view, and thus to 
is supposed to be the original home of the complete the portraiture. The two main 
ancient Affghan race, by those who allege' denominations are, firstly, of mixed tribes, 
that the present stock is from the ten tribes chiefly of Affghan and Turkish descent, and 
of Israel: certainly the difference in appear- secondly, Belooch tribes.* 
ance, language, and habits between the two “ The mixed tribes hold the mountains from 
septs or nations, whichever they may be, in Huzzara and Peshawur to Dera Futteh Khan, 
relation to one another, justifies the supposi- and consist of the following sub-divisions:— 
tion of distinct origins. These old tribes, Turnoulees, Momunds, Afreedees, Khuttuks, 
however, proclaim themselves to he of Arab Pathans, Bungush, Orakzyes, Wuzeerees, 
lino, an opinion which many British officers Sheeranees, and Bhuttenees/ The Beloocliees 
who have served on the frontier have adopted, tenant the hill ranges from Dera Futteh 
The Huzzara (or Hazerah) country is now Khan to the south-western extremity of the 
British territory, as was shown on a former Derajat, and to the borders of Scinde; their
page. After the termination of the Sikh war sub-divisions are the Ooshteranees, the Boz-
it was made over to Gholab Singh, but, from dars, Ligharees, Boogtees, Murrees, and 
the turbulent character of the people, the Ghoorchanees.
ameer was not likely to hold it in subjection, “ The Turnoulees chiefly belong to Huzzara, 
and other territory adjoining the Jummoo but they hold lands on both sides of the 
frontier was given in exchange. Tribes of Indus. Leagued with the Jadoons of the 
the same race as the Huzzaras extend along Mahabur, and with the Chuggerzyes, Hus- 
our whole Punjaub frontier; and were it not sunzyes, and other northern Pathan tribes, 
for the skill with which Sir Henry Lawrence they proved most formidable opponents to
and his fellow-commissioners, and afterwards the Sikhs. I t  was in their country that
Sir John Lawrence, conducted their frontier Mr. Carne, the collector of Customs, was 
operations, it would have been impossible to murdered.
have secured British authority within the “ West and south-west of Peshawur, the 
conquered dominions of Dhuleep Singh, most important tribe are the Afreedees. They 
Other tribes, more warlike still than the hold the Khyber and Kohat passes. The 
Huzzaras, but of kindred blood and character, numerous sections of the tribe (hlieyls), each 
dominated them, and ui’ged them to conflict headed by its chief, have been usually split 
with the various occupants of the Punjaub, up into factions, and united only to oppose the 
Sikhs and British. Sir Henry Lawrence ob- sovereigns of the Punjaub and of Cabul, and 
served in his report:—“ The Gukkeers, Gug- to levy black mail from travellers and mer
gers, and the other aborigines of Huzzara, ‘ * To be noticed under Beloochistan.



chants. All the great invaders and the Singh, himself. On another occasion, they 
supreme potentates of northern India have surrounded and attacked a body of Sildi irre- 
successively had these Afreedees in their pay gular cavalry, eight thousand strong; the 
—Ghengiz, Timour, Baber, Nadir Shah, maharajah was absent, but Hurree Singh, 
Ahmed Shah, the Barukzyes, the Sikhs, and Nulwa, and forty other sirdars, the flower of 
lastly, the British. To all these unmanage- the Sikh chivalry, were present. These 
able mountaineers have been treacherous, chiefs, feeling their position to be desperate, 
In each kheyl, some will receive money from charged with the utmost gallantry, and cut a 
a government, and will connive with the way through their assailants—a heterogeneous 
remainder in stopping its convoys, plundering mass of undisciplined fanatics, 
the baggage, and murdering stragglers. Their “ The Khuttuks dwell in the hills south of 
hills near the Khyber are difficult for military Peshawur, and the plain which lies between 
operations ; but the highlands of Turee, the base of these hills and the Cabul River, 
which stretch back into the interior, and in In  the Kohat valley, also, they are the pre- 
which the Afreedees, together with the Orak- dominating tribe. They hold the Kooshalghur 
zyes, and others, take up their summer abode, Pass, leading from the Indus into Kohat, and 
are accessible from Kohat, and possess a cli- offering the easiest entrance to the valley, 
mate congenial to Europeans. In their plain “ Of these four great tribes, the Afreedees 
settlements they are merely squatters, who and Momunds have repeatedly appeared in 
have Avon their acres by the sword, and pay arms against us since annexation; while the 
revenue with the utmost unwillingness and Eusufzyes and Khuttuks have never fired a 
irregularity. They are not deficient in apti- shot except on our side: yet neither of the 
tude for husbandry. Men descended from two latter are inferior to the former in manli- 
the same stock with them farm some of the ness or spirit. Even during Avitabile’s reign 
most highly-cultivated garden-lands in Fur- of terror, they never abated their resistance 
ruckabad. They are brave and hardy, good to Sikh authority. This relentless ruler 
soldiers, and better marksmen. The best never ventured into the Khuttuk valley, or 
shots in the Guide corps are Afreedees. the Eusufzye plains.
Perhaps two hundred of them may be found “ The Orakzyes are. to be met with to the 
scattered among the Punjaub regiments. If  north-west of Kohat, near the Hungoo valley, 
placed as escort or sentries over treasure, they “ The Bungush tribe inhabit the enclosed 
are not to be trusted ; but in action they are plain of Meeranzye, and also the Khoorum 
true to the salt, even when fighting against valley, within the Cabul limits, 
their own brethren. In  this fidelity they are “ The Wuzeerees have their abode in the 
not singular. Fanatic Mohammedans every- hills sonth-west of Kohat, overlooking the 
where will fight against men of their own Bunnoo valley. The internal history of this 
creed, on behalf of the infidel, Hindoo, Sikh, remarkable tribe is fully set forth in the 
or British. volumes of Mr. Elphinstone and Major Ed-

“ The Momunds have of late gained a noto- wardes. They occupy numerous passes open- 
riety by their desultory skirmishing with the ing into the Tank and Bunnoo valleys. The 
British troops. They inhabit the hills north hill, which overhangs the western face of the 
of the Khyber, and hold both banks of the Soorduk defile, is always held by them. 
Cabul River. Their capital, Lalpurah, is The British government is peculiarly inte- 
situated just beyond the north-western extre- rested in the guarding of the Soorduk Pass, 
mitv of the Khyber. They have encroached as it forms the direct line of communication 
upon the plains, and now possess some of the between Bahadoor Kheyl and Bunnoo. The 
richest lands in the Doab, from Michnee, nomadic habits of this tribe have been pre- 
where the Cabul River debouches from the viously touched upon; they are both graziers 
hills, to Mutta, on the Swat River. They and robbers. Commanding the main channel 
have also extensively colonized south of the of commerce from Cabul and Ghuznee to the 
Cabul River. In many points of character Punjaub and Hindoostan, they strive to levy 
they resemble the Afreedees, but are inferior contributions (with more or less success) from 
as soldiers. the Provindeahs, those warrior merchants

“ The Eusufzye Pathans and their martial whose hardihood and perseverance command 
qualities have been already mentioned. A t a passage from Ghuznee to Derajat. 
the battle of Turee, which gave the sove- “ Between Tank and Bunnoo, the Ghulfber 
reigntv of Peshawur to the Sikhs, the Eusuf- mountain, a large mass protruding into the 
zyes formed the strength of the Mohammedan plains, is infested by a predatory tribe named 
army, which, numbering thirty thousand men, Mithanees, who are perpetually at feud with 
withstood a Sikh force of equal number's, tlie Wuzeerees.
supported by guns, and headed by Runjeet “ On the mountainous border of Dera



Ismail Khan, the most formidable tribe are the Sheeranees and Kusranees, on the borders 
Sheeranees; they have frequently descended of the Derajat, have given to those wild 
to rob and murder.” people a lesson, which will have, I  doubt not,

The late governor-general of India,* in mi- the best effects, and indeed has already pro- 
nutes entered the 9th of May, 1853, thus notices duced them. During the past cold season no 
the Affghan tribes which have been enume- single outrage has been committed upon the 
rated and described in the above portions of Pesliawur frontier.
the reportofthe Punjaub commissioners, f  and “ The people of Ranizaie, and the several 
refers to the importance of our frontier rela- divisions of the Momund tribes that have 
tions to Affghanistan, as affecting the main- been punished, have made their submission, 
tenance of a standing army along the border have asked permission to re-occupy their 
line to prevent invasion. Peace has, how- lands, and have offered to pay for them reve- 
ever. been principally maintained by the nue-—a sign of subjection which they have 
intelligence and skill of the Lawrences and never exhibited before to any previous dy- 
their coadjutors, rather than by an imposing nasty, whether Mogul or Persian, Affghan 
array of arms :— or Sikh.”

“ The frontier, indeed, has not been free The whole of the chiefs of Affghanistan, 
from disturbance, but the attacks upon it whether on the British, Belooch, Thibetian, 
have been made, not by the ruler of Cabul, or Persian frontier, are subject to the reigning 
but by the wild tribes of the hills, who, if monarch at Cabul. He has the right of 
they are hostile to us, are not one whit more making peace and declaring war, but cannot 
so than they are to the ameer, and to all cede territory. Plis grand vizier has the 
mankind besides. There has not been war chief responsibilities of government. Previous 
upon the frontiers, but forays over the border, to the inroads of the Sikhs and British, the 
These tribes have been murderers and plun- kingdom was divided into twenty-seven pro- 
derers since the days of Ishmael, their father; vinces, eighteen of which had separate go- 
and it is not to be expected in reason that vernors. These were Herat, Furrah, Can- 
they should at once be converted to order dahar, Ghuznee, Cabul, Bamian, Ghorehund, 
and harmlessness, merely because British rule Jellalabad, Lughman, Pesliawur, Dera Ismail 
has been advanced to the foot of their moun- Khan, Shikarpore, Sewee, Scinde, Cashmere, 
tain fastnesses. Much, however, has already Clinch Huzzara, Seia, and Mooltan. Several 
been done. of those provinces fell under the dominion of

“ A policy of forbearance and defence was Runjeet Singh, and were conquered by the 
enjoined towards them. The lands they had. British from Dhuleep Singh, and now many 
held in the plains were left to them, and their of the principal Affghan provinces are placed 
communities were in no respect interfered under the British non-regulation provinces 
with, so long as they respected the rights of Scinde and the Punjaub. Herat has 
and the security of others. When after a lately been the cause of a war between 
time the tribes in the Derajat, and above the Great Britain and Persia, the province lying 
Pesliawur valley, began to commit aggres- sufficiently near the Persian frontier to attract 
sions, defensive measures alone were taken, the covetousness and ambition of that power, 
while warning was given that a repetition of It has, by treaty on the part of the courts of 
such aggressions would bring down punish- London, Teheran, and Cabul, been recognised 
ment on their heads. When the warnings as an independent territory, 
repeatedly given to them were disregarded, The language of the Affghans is called 
our subjects murdered, and their property Pushtoo. Its origin is a matter of dispute 
destroyed; and when it became apparent that among philologists. Some maintain that it is 
the tribes were misconstruing the forbearance an original language. Sir William Jones 
of the British government, and were presum- considered it a dialect of the Chaldee of 
ing on the supposed inaccessibility of their Scripture. The Persian alphabet is employed 
mountain retreats, the government felt it to by the Affghans; but as there are sounds in 
be its duty to have recourse to sterner mea- the Pushtoo which the Persian character will 
sures and severer retribution. not express, they adopt a system of points.

“ The punishment of the valley of Ranizaie The literature of the country is Persian, 
by the force under Sir Colin Campbell, of the The sect of Mohammedans to which most 
Syuds of Khagan and of the Huzzumzies by of the Affghans belong is the Sooni.
Colonel Mackeson, of the Omerzye \ \  uzeerees The power of the kings of Cabul before the 
by Major Nicholson, and more lately of the loss of so many fine provinces was very con- 

* The Marquis of DaJhousie. siderable, and the population in 1809, a c
t  Sir Henry Lawrence, Mr. John Lawrence, Mr. Man- cording to the computation of Elphmstone, 

sell, and (his successor) Mr. Montgomery. was nearly treble what it is now.



There are few countries so capable of resist- the centre of a garden outside the city two 
ino- invasion as Afghanistan. On the side of slabs of beautiful marble maik the graves of 
India it can only be entered through defiles, Baber, the founder of the Mogul empire in 
where a small band of resolute and well-dis- India. Both within and without the city 
ciplined men could defend them against hosts, flowers are much cultivated, and very nume- 
The Bolan Pass, en route from Scinde to Can- rous and beautiful varieties spring^ up m the 
dahar, and the Khyber Pass, leading from fields, orchards, and on the hill-sides. The 
the Punjaub to Cabul, illustrate the inaccessi- jessamine, narcissus, hyacinth, poppy, tube- 
bility of the country by hostile forces, if the rose, and common English flowers, are every- 
defence be firm and intelligent. From Tur- where to be seen.  ̂ rih e  country is not veil 
Idstan the passes through the Parapamisan wooded, but the hills nourish birch, holly, 
and the Hindoo Cush are still more formid- and hazel, and on the low grounds the mul- 
able rising to elevations of eleven and twelve berry, tamarisk, and willow. The pistachio 
thousand feet. Herat is the key of Affghani- is to he met with on the hills near Cabul, but 
stan from the side of Persia, and some have along the Hindoo Gush it grows abundantly, 
called it the key of British India. The wild olive, and a gigantic species of

There is a peculiarity in the antiquities of cypress, are favourite trees with the people. 
Affghanistan and its borders on the Persian Timber becomes more scarce in the neigh- 
side very remarkable. Round towers, gene- bourhood, and the inhabitants complain of 
rally of stone, called topes, the largest of which want of fuel. .
are about a hundred and fifty feet in circuit The sufferings of the British army m 1842 
at the base, and rising to the height of sixty from the severity of the climate has created 
feet, are to be found in various parts of the an impression in England that, from the ele- 
country. Their origin or use cannot be vated situation of the city, the winters aie in- 
traced. Some of them have been proved to tolerably cold, but, although sometimes very 
contain square chambers, in which ashes, inclement, they are not generally severer than 
rings, vessels, and relics, have been found, in England. The summer climate is really 
the nature of which could not be ascertained, trying to Europeans, for the city is so shut in 
Burnes pronounced them to be the tombs of by hills, that there is not a free play of an, 
kings but he did so on insufficient evidence, and the heat becomes intense. For a few 
These towers resemble the round towers in weeks after midsummer the valley of Cabul 
Ireland, concerning which also conjecture is has been compared to a furnace. The closely 
lost in the remoteness of antiquity.* Various encircling hills afford protection from the 
authorities have assigned to the latter a pur- winds and snow-storms of winter. _ I t would 
pose similar to that which Burnes ascribes to appear that the climate in this region w as in 
the round towers of Cabul. Others believe ancient times_ more temperate as to heat and 
them to have been erected as temples of the cold than it is now, for Indian and Persian 
sun; and certain writers deem them to have writers of antiquity celebrate^its genial cha- 
been the emblems of a philosophical and yet racter in prose and verse. The scenery ol 
more corrupt idolatry. No doubt they are the province is very lovely, variety being 
of oriental origin, and a correct theory in given by the ever-changing aspects of the 
reference to them would throw light upon the mountains, dependent upon light and shade, 
antiquity of the Affghan towers. and the different points of view presented by

The morals of the people are sufficiently every change of the observer s position. I  he 
indicated by the quotations from Sir Henry infinite variety of fruit blossom, and of floweis 
Lawrence and Lord Dalliousie. Treachery, which cover the earth a large portion of c le 
indifference to human life, eagerness for year, also give a peculiar charm to the Jane - 
plunder, a love of feud and tribal conflict, scape. , . „ . . ,
vindictiveness, and wild fanaticism, seem to The predominating tribe of Affghanistan 
be striking characteristics on the unfavourable (the Douranee) inhabits the province of Cabu . 
side. Bravery and hospitality are the virtues The throne is occupied by a Douranee y- 
most prized and practised by them. nasty, which was founded by one of the offi-

Cabul is the Affghan capital. I t  is situated cers of Nadir Shah, on the death of that dis- 
in the north-east, on the Cabul River. The tinguished personage m D L .  bhah boojaii 
site is nearly six thousand four hundred feet was deposed in 1810, the people having le- 
above the level of the sea. The soil is pro- belled, and rival chiefs having success fully 
ductive, and the climate delightful. Orchards intrigued against his person and dynasty 
surround the city, yielding the many lands of The shah fled for protection to J
Asiatic and most descriptions of European Singh, bearing with him tlie
fruit. The population is sixty thousand. In ‘‘mountain of light the inost splenffid a

* Petrie; O’Brien. valuable diamond known. R unjeet clia not



scruple to deprive the refugee of his treasure ; felicity,” where kings held sway and of the 
but retribution followed, for the kingdom of mosque once called the Celestial Bride. 
Runieet was in turn subdued by a more The tomb of Mahmoud still exists He was 
powerful foe; the diamond became atrophy the conqueror of India, and the founder of 
of war and was destined to reflect its glory the Ghuznee dominion. This tomb is about 
upon Queen Victoria. three miles from the existing c i ty - a  spacious

The Douranees are very eager to establish but not magnificent building covered with a 
their descent from Israel. They say that cupola. The tombstone «  of white marble 
Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, consigned bearing sculptiired verses of the Koran. At 
their ancestors to the country of Cabul after its head lies the mace which the deceased 
the overthrow of the temple and city of Jeru- monarch is said to have wielded. It is plain 
salem. This view was adopted by the oriental with a heavy head of m etal; few men could 
scholar Sir William Jones, the diplomatist Sir use it with effect from its great weight. 
Alexander Burnes, and the Baptist missionaries There are thrones also placed within the 
Drs. Carey and Marshman. Modern oriental- tomb, said to have been used by the monarch; 
ists and philologists dispute these claims; yet they are not remarkable except for being 
while the argument on the negative side beautifully inlaid with mother-of-pearl, lhe 
seems unanswerable, it is very remarkable gates of this tomb were splendid pieces of 
how such a tradition of their origin should sandal-wood, which had been brought from 
exist among the people themselves. Somnanth, in the Gujerat peninsula. After

There is an Armenian colony in the valley, the lapse of seven centuries, these_ gates were 
whose fathers were brought thither by Nad'ir borne away by the British army, in 1842, by 
Shah during his Turkish wars; also a Hindoo command of the governor-general of India, 
settlement of remote antiquity; and another Lord Ellenborough, and restored to Somnauth. 
of Usbeck Tartars. I t  would seem to have His lordship was much censured,_ and even 
been the policy of various princes to colonize abused, for this act in England; it was re- 
that region with foreign and even remote garded as an indication of his indiffeience to 
peoples, and this circumstance gives some Christianity, and his desire to foster the pre
weight to the views of those who suppose that judices and bigotry of the people of India as 
there has been a colonization of Hebrews. a matter of unprincipled expediency. His 

Cabul is computed to be 839 miles (travel- lordship did not deserve these censures, he 
ling distance) from Delhi, 976 from Agra, removed the gates on a principle that v as as 
1118 from Lucknow, and 1815 from Calcutta, clear and politic as it was just. I t  was to 

South of Cabul is the ancient city of Ghuznee restore to the people of India what once was 
(or Ghuzni), situated in latitude 33° 10' north, theirs, which they prized, he being their 
and longitude 66° 57' east. This was once governor, and they having vanquished under 
the capital of an empire which stretched from his orders the enemy whose ancestors had 
the Ganges to the Tigris. Like Cabul, its made a trophy of these costly doors. The 
better fortunes are in the past, although, also act was also politic towards the Affghans, as 
like that city, it has had a chequered history, leaving them a lasting^ lesson that their 
The climate is intensely cold, owing to the country was not inaccessible to British arms, 
great elevation of the district above the level I t  was not his aim to conciliate the Affghans 
of the sea. The inhabitants of the city are at that juncture, hut to impress them with the 
obliged some years to remain more than six power of the Indian government—-the best 
months within their houses, in consequence mode at the juncture of dealing with them, 
of protracted winter, which often continues There was one light in which the act of the 
beyond the vernal equinox. On at least one governor-general might he viewed as of ques- 
occasion, at a remote period, the city was tionable prudence. The gates were taken 
buried beneath a fall of snow; in several in- from a Mohammedan city, and a spot held 
stances it narrowly escaped a similar fate, sacred by Mohammedan feeling; it might 
The productions of the country around are offend the disciples of “ the Prophet’ in 
such as might be predicted of an elevated India, and shake their loyalty. T hat people 
region exposed to such a climate. The only care little for country where creed is con- 
animals which thrive are camels, although cerned. A foreign Mohammedan invader 
hardy breeds of sheep and goats subsist. would be more welcome who came with des-

Old travellers have given accounts of ruins potism and the Koran than the most tolerant 
and other traces of magnificence, but few now native prince of any other persuasion, although 
remain, and the city is little better than a he governed with moderation and justice, 
large and squalid village. There are, how- and secured the peace and prosperity of the 
ever, some architectural remains of interest, people. Lord Ellenborough took pains to 
and some slight vestiges of “ the palace of show that the act was performed on his part



without any reference to the religion of the asafcetida, bic.erne, and clover, are reared in 
people of Gujerat or of Ghuznee, but solely as great quantities, but the chief object of cul- 
a matter of political justice. ture is tobacco, which finds a ready sale_ in

There is a small tomb remaining built in Afghanistan, the tobacco of Candaliar having 
honour of Hakim Sunai, a poet, which shows an extensive reputation.
that the ancient Affghans of Ghuznee honoured The whole province has a high character
literature, and blended the tombs of their for the value and variety of its productions, 
poets with those of their holy men and At the close of the last century a native tra- 
kings. veller * published a minute account of its

Candahar is on the site of one of the cities people and productions, and he stated that 
founded by Alexander the Great, and is now the province of Candahar was rich in “ wheat, 
one of the chief commercial marts for the rice, jouree, grain, peas, dates, almonds, 
productions of India and Persia. I t  has saffron, and flowers.” The wheat is called 
become well known in England in connection white wheat, and is eagerly purchased through- 
with the operations of Generals Nott and out Affghanistan, and in contiguous coun- 
England in the great Affghan war. I t is tries. Mosques abound all over the province, 
fortified after the rude manner of the wild The Brahminical Hindoos who settle there 
people of these regions. I t  is situated in frequently conform to the religion of Mo- 
latitude 36° 1 1 'north, and longitude 66° 28' hammed. According to the native traveller 
east. “ The heat is very severe, and the cold before quoted, the domestic animals are camels 
temperate, except in the months of December and dogs, the latter of peculiarly fine breeds, 
and January, when water freezes. Here are The province is thinly inhabited, and contains 
flowers and fruits in abundance.” * This ac- very wild districts, where tigers, buffaloes, 
count of the climate, given more than three deer, and antelopes, abound, 
hundred years ago, is strictly applicable now. Karabaugh (Jcsharabag, the salt garden) 
I t was once the capital of theDouranee empire, stands in latitude 33° 4' north, and longitude 
before the son of Timour transferred the seat 71° 17' east. The Indus is here compressed 
of power and regal honour to Cabul. The by the mountains into a channel only three 
population is an assemblage of very various hundred and fifty yards broad,  ̂but very deep, 
tribes and nations, each occupying a separate The best account of this neighbourhood is 
quarter of the city. The entire number of that of Elphinstone, who represents  ̂ the 
the inhabitants was in 1820f  more than a mountains descending abruptly to the river, 
hundred thousand; there has not since been a road cut along their base, and stretching 
made a more accurate or careful computation, away beyond the town, hewn out of the solid 
and it is probable that no great change ha3 in salt rock. The first part of the pass is lite- 
this respect taken place. The Douranee Aff- rally overhung by the town, which rises street 
ghans constitute more than half the number above street on terraces of giddy elevation, 
of residents.]: Jews form a more respectable. The variety of colours presented to the eye
portion of the citizens than they do of any is very striking in the town and neighbour- 
other Affghan city. § The Armenians, al- hood, the clear beautiful shining crystal of 
though not as numerous as at Cabul, are the salt contrasting with the deepjdue waters 
respectable in numbers as well as in position, of the Indus, and the colour of the earth 
The bankers and brokers are chiefly Hindoos, around is nearly of a blood-red. ]■
The city is as well regulated as most towns Bameean is situated in a region of moun- 
of the European continent, and it is better tain grandeur, where the climate is pleasant 
laid out than probably any other in Asia, in summer but severe in winter.^ I t  may be 
There are many excellent houses occupied by called a trogloditic city, the neighbourhood 
Douranee chiefs and wealthy Hindoos and being remarkable for excavations in the hills, 
Persians. The public buildings are not cha- the people in considerable numbers living in 
racterised by originality or beauty, but they are these caves. J
respectable, especially the palace, the tomb of The policy which our Indian government 
Ahmed Shah, and one of the mosques. j| should pursue m the affairs of Affghanistan

The neighbourhood, like Cabul, is planted is a vexata qucestio. _ Frequently the necessity 
with orchards, which extend to a great dis- of active alliance with the Douranee chief, or 
tance around the city, and add beauty to the active war against him, has pressed itself 
otherwise very pleasant character of the see- upon the attention of the government of 
nery which being level and fertile, yields England. In  1809 it was discovered that 
freely to the hand of the cultivator. Madder, the French were endeavouring to foim a con-

, TT federacy with Persia for the invasion ot A tt-
* Abul Fazel. t  Hamilton. J
§ Seid Mustapha. X Elphinstone * Seid Mustapha. , + Elphinstone.
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ghanistan, and thence of British India. The Herat, Russian agents and high officials were 
Hon. Mr. Elpliinstone was accordingly sent as promising that power military co-operation, 
ambassador to the court of Cabul to offer and affording them aid in money. The tame- 
alliance. Shall Shujali, the sovereign, entered ness of the English, and their inexpertness to 
into arrangements with Lord Minto, the go- fathom oriental character, were themes of 
vernor-general, for a plan of co-operation and derision and humiliating caricature at Tehe- 
mutual aid.* This circumstance was sup- ran, Moscow, and St. Petersburg. Since that 
posed to deter the Persian shah, and obstruct time the city of Herat and the district around 
the French government. The Hon. Mount- it have been of deeper interest than ever to 
stuart Elpliinstone negotiated with ability and British politicians. An independence has 
frankness the treaties which bound the two been guaranteed to Herat, by a very imper- 
governments. feet treaty, in which Colonel Sheil, our agent,

When the Russians revealed their designs either acted very foolishly, or followed very 
upon Central Asia, directing an army against foolish instructions. A determination that 
Khiva and Bokhara, and successfully intrigu- Herat shall not be occupied by the Persians 
ing with Persia and the Affghan chiefs, the has since become a more fixed policy of the 
British sent an expedition to Cabul, which, English, and they have even lately demon- 
although successful, experienced terrible dis- strated this purpose by arms in a manner to 
asters at the close of 1841, which were impress the lesson upon the Persian govern - 
avenged in 1842 by another and more for- ment and people. The policy of the English 
midable army. court and cabinet, and the spirit and deport-

Herat is situated in the north-west, in the ment of the English minister, who had the 
midst of a fertile district, and is a considerable chief conduct of affairs on both the occasions 
emporium. The town is fortified strongly, when England had by military demonstration 
and has been frequently held against the to save Herat, has been admirably expressed 
Persians with very inferior forces. I t  has in the following words :— “ Fully alive to our 
been the policy of Persia to gain this city, interests in the East, and suspicious from the 
in order to improve their position in reference origin of the designs of Russia, our cabinet 
to the British power in India, and to facilitate seems somewhat liable to the imputation of 
their long cherished designs on Oandahar. having exceeded the common hounds of 
These views of the Persians have been en- patience and of forbearance to a degree 
couraged by Russia, that she might through scarcely compatible with national dignity, 
them menace British India. In 1832 a series An anxious desire to avoid collision, a ner- 
of intrigues were commenced by the Russian vous apprehension of war, are the leading 
government, which were avowed by the Rus- features of almost every despatch from the 
sian agents at Teheran to have for their object Foreign-office. Praiseworthy in the begin- 
the conquest of Affglianistan by Persia, with ning, this feeling predominates over so long a 
the ulterior hope of facilitating a Mohammedan period of time, as to become irksome and dis- 
revolt in India. The Persian government gusting to the reader,—fully conscious of the 
simultaneously prosecuted a war against Herat futility of perseverance in a course which had 
with the same design. The policy of the obviously failed in its object, and seemed cal- 
British government on that occasion was timid culated to promote the very measures it was 
and vacillating. Mr. M‘Neill, the English meant to deprecate. Nevertheless, it must be 
envoy, and Lord Palmerston, the foreign acknowledged, in reference to the Foreign- 
minister, moved by a desire for peace, pro- office, that when every art of conciliation had 
ciastinated when none but a daring and a been fairly exhausted, the energetic measures 
dashing policy could be of any avail. The resorted to were skilfully contrived, and man- 
result of this cause, so usual with the English fully put in practice; nor is Lord Palmerston 
ministers since the reform bill, was the em- open to the accusation of having proceeded 
boldenment of the Persian potentate and the from the extreme of indolent forbearance to 
Russian agents, and an ultimate expense of the opposite extreme of insolent menace or a 
blood and treasure to England, which a prompt hasty resolution to resist. Consistent through- 
keen policy would have certainly averted, out in his desire to obtain his object by per- 
Never in history rvere faithlessness and suasion, he resorts to a demonstration of force 
duplicity more disgracefully displayed than with professed reluctance, yet with a deter- 
by the Russian government and the Czar mination to assume all the responsibility of 
Nicholas on that occasion. While that go- his actions.” *' French mediation induced 
vernment was solemnly disavowing to Lord the English to accept, in 1857, less favourable 
Durham at St. Petersburg all intention of en- terms than they had a right to impose 
couraging the aggressions of Persia against * Anal;/sis o fm  Uplomaiic Cj0rresp0ndence (cmern.

* Treaties. ing Herat.



BELOOCHISTAN. Wild animals are of numerous species, if
Neither by the character of the country, not of great numbers of each species. There 

nor the number of its people, does this region are of quadrupeds lions, tigers, leopards, 
require an extended notice. In  1839 its capital hyenas, wolves, jackals, tiger cats, dogs, foxes, 
was stormed by the British, and throughout hares, mongooses, mountain goats, antelopes, 
the war with the ameers of Scinde, and elks, red and mouse deer, asses, &c. Of 
during the subsequent settlement of that birds there are eagles, kites, vultures, mag- 
province, the Beloochees kept up a harassing pies, crows, hawks, flamingoes, herons, bus- 
frontier warfare. Several of the hill tribes turds, floricans, rock pigeons, lapwings, plo- 
along the Scinde and Punjaub frontier have vers, snipes, quails. There are also wild 
been brought under British authority, which geese, ducks, and turkeys—birds which the 
is now enforced along that mountain boundary Beloochees do not possess in a tame state, 
of Beloochistan. There are few species of small birds in either

The region receiving this designation is Asia or Europe which may not be found 
extensive, being equal in area to that of the somewhere within the limits of Beloochistan. 
whole of the British Isles. On the north it Reptile life is not active there, although 
is bounded by Seistan and Afghanistan along some species exist in small numbers. On 
a line of frontier more than three hundred the sea-coast fish is found, but the Beloochees 
miles inland from the sea boundary, which seem to prefer it dried or salted, for they 
stretches from Persia in the west to the basin seldom use it except in these forms even at 
of the Indus on the east. On the western moderate distances from the coasts, 
boundary are the Persian provinces of Laristan In most works on Indian commerce the 
and Iverman; on the east the British provinces exports from Beloochistan are ignored, while 
of Scinde and the Punjaub. India is represented as sending thither many

The central and northern portions of the important articles—such as iron, tin, lead, 
country are for the most part desert; the steel, copper, indigo, betel-nut, cochineal, 
southern, called Mekran, is more fertile, but sugar, spices, silks, gold cloth, chintzes, coarse 
the heat is excessive, parching up the soil of woollen, and jewellery. The Beloochees, in 
the country. In  the highlands, especially of exchange for these valuable commodities, 
the west, there are four seasons, similar to export the staple productions of their country, 
those of Europe, but warmer, except for a Hares, camels, asses, dogs, buffaloes, sheep, 
short time in winter, and at considerable black cattle, and other animals, are sent 
elevations. into India, and also wheat and barley.

The products of Beloochistan are much Besides these there are various mineral pro- 
more valuable than is generally supposed, for, ductions which are exported from Beloo- 
as if by common consent, most writers of chistan, such as rock-salt,—the red aperient 
geography -represent the country as little salt,—which is found in the hills between 
better than a desert. Hamilton declares Kelat and Cutch Gundava; also alum and 
that an army of twenty-five thousand men sulphur. White and grey marble are taken 
could nowhere be supported. The sandy from the rock to the westward of Noosh- 
soil, mixed with pebbles, stimulates produc- beg. Antimony, brimstone, saltpetre, and 
tion, a circumstance well known to cultivators sal-ammoniac, are sent into India. Various 
in the west of Ireland, where the corn crops mineral salts are sent hy sea to the nearest 
thrive better when the stones are left in con- ports in the Arabian Gulf. Even the com- 
siderable proportions amongst the productive modities for which Beloochistan is represented 
soil. In Beloochistan fine crops of wheat by so many writers as being indebted to India 
and other grain are grown on stony lands, —iron, copper, tin, and lead—are found in 
the personal labour of the cultivator in her own hills, and gold and silver in several 
breaking up the soil having an effect similar places. Cheese and ghee are bought by the 
to that of the spade husbandry of western Hindoos in the Beloochistan lowlands, and 
Ireland. ' coarse blankets, carpets, and felts, are bought

The country is almost destitute of water, there by the Hindoo traders to send to distant 
which is the chief impediment to successful places.
farming. Nevertheless, “ flocks of sheep and The religion of the whole people is Mo- 
herds of cattle are numerous in every part of hammedan, although among some of the hill 
the country.” * There are other domestic tribes there are pagan rites and observances, 
animals of great value, such as horses, mules, They are generally fierce fanatics. The 
asses, camels, dromedaries, buffaloes, goats, people are not of one race. The Beloochees 
dogs, cats, and several varieties of fowl, such most prevail on the western side, and their 
as the common hen, and pigeons. language is peculiar to themselves. On the

* Pottiuger. eastern side the Braliooees, who also receive
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the generic appellation of Beloochees, are the rend persons very few words could be selected 
most prevalent. which had any Sanscrit affinity.

Major-general Jacob, on the Scinde frontier, The capital is Kelat (killat, the fortress), 
has at once awed and reconciled various tribes which is situated in latitude 29° 8' north, and 
of the Brahooees; and those whom the firm- longitude 65° 50' east. This city lias a very 
ness and policy of Sir John and Sir Henry small population, scarcely exceeding twenty 
Lawrence have quieted on the lower part of thousand. The site is elevated, overlooking 
the Punjaub frontiers, and whom they call a fertile and beautiful valley, about eight 
Beloochees (to distinguish them from the miles long, and two and a half broad. This 
Affghan borderers), are of the same race, valley is well cultivated, its entire extent 
Describing the Punjaub frontier of Beloochi- being laid out in gardens. Although the 
stan, Sir Henry Lawrence, thus writes:— name of the city means “ the fortress,” the 
“ Lawless Belooch tribes cluster thick in the defences are utterly contemptible. The king’s 
hills opposite Dera Ghazee Khan. In  the palace is the citadel, the position of which is 
Sunghur division of this district the Kusranees strong, affords good cover for musketeers, and 
reappear, but the most powerful tribe are the would prove with a brave garrison very de- 
Bozdars. Under the Sikh rule the fort of fensible in an assault, but it could offer no 
Mungrota was erected to check their depre- resistance to European guns. Small as the 
dations. Sawun Mull and General Ventura population is, it is composed of various na- 
were obliged to purchase peace from them, tionalities; Beloochees and Brahooees are the 
Hurrund is infested by Ghoorclianees: one most numerous, but Hindoos, Affghans, Pun- 
of them having been insulted by a Hindoo jaubees, Dehwas, and Rajpoots, also have each 
kardar of Sawun Mull, the whole body be- a proportion somewhat considerable, 
sieged the official’s house, and murdered him. C utch G ttndava is a large division of 
After that the government built a fort there. Beloochistan, situated between the twentv- 
South of Dera Ghazee Khan, the Boogties seventh and twenty-ninth degree of north 
and Murrees carried their arms up to the very latitude. I t  is bounded on the north by 
walls of Rajhan. The desolate state of the Servistan; on the south, by Scinde proper: 
country in that vicinity is chiefly attributable to the west it is limited by the Brahooick 
to their depredations. Since annexation, Mountains; and to the east it is separated 
however, they have been partially awed by from the river Indus by a desert. The length 
the British force, and partly conciliated by of the country from north to south is a hun- 
Mr.Oortlandt,the deputy-commissioner of Dera dred and twenty miles. The plain contains 
Ghazee Khan. But as thieves they are still many villages, but the only town of any im- 
daring and expert. They are favoured not portance is Gundava, although Dudar, Bhag, 
only by the mountain defiles, but also by the and Sheree each contain from a thousand to 
hill-skirts, which have been already described fifteen hundred houses. The people of this dis - 
as swampy, and overgrown by sedge and trict are chiefly Jats, but many Hindoos mingle 
brushwood. But it is hoped that order may among them. The Jats have traces in their 
be introduced by police organization, by the person, language, and manner, of a Hindoo 
location of an European officer at Mithunkote, origin, yet their religion has for ages ceased 
and by concert with the Scinde authorities, to be Brahminical. The soil is loamy, and 
The country inhabited by these Belooch tribes yields good cereal crops, and nourishes large 
closely resembles that described by Sir Charles fields of vegetables. I t  is remarkable that 
Napier in his Trukkee campaign. Indeed, rice will not grow anywhere in this extensive 
that locality cannot be more than fifty miles district. The climate is peculiar, by the pre- 
from Rajhan, and the tribes which the Scinde valence of a simoom, which blows during the 
horse hold in check are brethren of those that hot months, when few Europeans could in- 
occupy the Dera Ghazee Khan border.” habit the country, and the natives suffer from

Of late years considerable attention has pestilence, 
been paid to the languages of Beloochistan. The Beloochees are very patriotic, and 
That of the Brahooees is of Sanscrit origin, jealous of any infraction of their territorial 
resembling the Punjaubee. Although the limits. Their hostility to the British during 
Beloochees proper are supposed to have 1839, and throughout the war with the 
sprung from the Seljukian Turks, but little ameers of Scinde, Was very decided, and 
progress has been made in the study of their their bearing valiant. They now seem to be 
language. I t  possesses no literature, and convinced that the near neighbourhood of the 
might be described as unwritten, had not the British is a guarantee for their prosperity; 
Serampore missionaries translated into it por- and the policy pursued on their borders by 
tions of the Scriptures. From specimens of Sir Charles Napier, Major-general Jacob, Sir 
the Lord’s Prayer examined by these reve- Henry and Sir John Lawrence, has divested



them, to all appearance, of every vestige of tinental Europe shrunk, abashed and broken, 
their former animosity. Beloochee troops are before the terrible career of the mightiest mili- 
enlisted in the service of the Honourable East tary genius born out of the British Isles,-—Eng- 
India Company. During the war with Persia, land founded a new empire in the East, as well 
under Lieutenant-general Outram, they be- as chained upon the wildest rock in the ocean 
haved gallantly, and also served well, and the conqueror and despot of the West ; and 
displayed a hearty loyalty during the sepoy beyond the range of realm over which her 
revolt of 1857-8. The country is not one sceptre is swayed its shadows fall, and its 
likely to tempt the cupidity of the possessors authority and power are feared. Persia, 
of India, whatever power might rule in that one of the greatest empires of antiquity, has 
rich realm; but its possession by the British, again and again witnessed the war-ships of 
or the active sympathy of its people with England in her waters, and seen “ the red 
them, would be regarded very jealously by soldiers” of England on her shores, and 
Persia, to which power it might prove seri- amongst the most recent and glorious com- 
ously injurious in case of war with England. bats of English troops have been those fought

upon the soil of Iran. These circumstances, 
PERSIA. the relations of Persia to Russia, Turkey, and

This is the last country it falls within the our Indian empire, and the importance her
province of this work to notice as one which relations to the first two powers gives to her 
has been made by the British a theatre of proximity to India, must attract the atten- 
war during their career of arms in the East, tion of all intelligent Englishmen to her posi- 
I t  cannot but strike the student of history as tion, resources, and policy, 
remarkable, that, taking Calcutta as the centre, The boundaries of Persia have fluctuated 
the sword of England has swept around the probably as frequently as those of any country 
Asiatic world. From the eastern sea limits in the world. In  her turn she has subju- 
of China to the shores of the Persian Gulf gated nations and been subjugated. At a 
and the Red Sea the stroke of battle has been very early period we find her a great king- 
dealt by her victorious arm. Around the dom, when the Jewish prophets record her 
confines of India, from east to west, from the grandeur and her glory. I t  was in the days 
headlands of the Indo-Chinese peninsula of Cyrus that she reached the acme of her 
through Bhotia, Nepaul, the frontiers of warlike splendour, although her riches and 
Thibet, Affghanistan, Beloochistan, even to the numbers of her armies were more re- 
Mohammerah, the ensign of England has markable at a later period, 'when she sum- 
fluttered in the breeze, the bugle of her light moned the resources of her vassal nations to 
infantry has echoed through a thousand hills, the wars against Greece, in which her bar- 
and the wild horsemen of her Indian empire baric strength was broken by Grecian skill 
swept a thousand plains. In vain have and heroism. Greek, Parthian, Roman, 
mighty hosts mustered, and the grandest Saracen, Tartar, and Affghan, have harried 
phalanxes of war been presented against and devastated her, yet she still exists in 
her—they were shattered by the thunder of considerable power and affluence for a modern 
her artillery, and the flash of her steel, as the Asiatic kingdom. The present inhabitants
trees of the forest broken by the lightning of Persia dwell upon the same territory which
storm. The gorgeous city has opened its was regarded as the parent and central land 
gates to her viceroys; the desolate plain has of the ancient Persian empire, although only 
been swept by her cohorts, as by the wind a small portion of that country was occupied 
of the Sahara; the fertile valley has offered by the race of shepherds from which the 
to her its teeming riches as a tribute; the Persian conquerors sprung.* Ancient Per- 
mountain fastness has been penetrated by her sia was bounded on the north by the Great 
resistless soldiery; and the flag which has so Desert and the Caspian Sea; on the south, 
long floated over every sea is now the banner by the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean; 
of invincibility and renown over the fairest on the east, by the rivers Indus and Oxus; 
realms of the Asiatic world. Never have the and on the west, by the Euphrates and Media, 
stories of conquest been so picturesque, the Modern Persia lies within limits which have 
events of battle so varied, subjugated races been shorn of various provinces which the 
bowing to a single sceptre so numerous, or the old empire contained. The Russians have 
moral ascendancy and prestige of victors so encroached upon its northern limits, robbing 
complete. When Europe heaved with the throes it of large and famous provinces. The area 
of revolution, and thrones were shaken, until over which the shah now reigns is supposed 
their occupants fell from the pinnacle of their to comprise five hundred thousand square 
glory, or thrones and monarchs perished in a miles, and extends about seven hundred miles 
common overthrow,—when the peoples of con- * Herodotus, ix. p. 122; Plato, the Laws, iii. c. 12.



from north to south, following tlie meridian the world. Trees are seldom found, except 
of 51° east, or from the Bay of Astrabad, on near the towns or villages, but the luxuriance 
the Caspian, to the south of Laristan, on the with which they grow, wherever planted, 
Persian Gulf; and eight hundred and fifty shows that the climate is quite congenial to 
miles from east to west, following the parallel them.” *
of 31° north, a line passing about equi-distant The animals are as various as the cha- 
from Teheran and Ispahan. racteristics of the country. On the rich

The physical characteristics of the country pasture lands superior cattle and sheep are 
are interesting to Great Britain in a political to be seen in large herds and flocks; in 
point of view, as the designs of Russia upon the sandy and rocky districts the animals 
that country, and, through her, upon India, common to similar Asiatic regions are found, 
open up discussions which are important as The dogs of Persia, like those of Affgliani- 
to the resources of Persia, and the prac- stan, are remarkable for strength, beauty, and 
ticability of attacking it from India and the docility. Horses are the finest animals of 
Persian Gulf. Persia; they are of various breeds—some

A large area of Persia consists of a plateau, renowned for their strength, others for fleet- 
varying in height from three to four thousand ness and beauty. For military purposes they 
feet above the level of the sea. From this are especially well adapted, 
vast plain chains of mountains rise, amidst .Much depends as to either vegetable or 
which are sterile valleys, salt lakes, and salt animal life in Persia upon the supply of 
and sand deserts. Elbruz is the chief moun- water. Persia is deficient in rivers. The 
tain range, which runs parallel to the Caspian. Tigris and the Euphrates are by some called 
Between this range and the great inland sea Persian rivers; these are navigable, and the 
lies one of the loveliest countries in the world streams which feed them irrigate the lands 
as to scenery and luxuriance of vegetation, through which they flow. The Karoon, in 
but swampy and miasmatic. In  the province Khuzistan, the Arras, or Araxes, in Ader- 
of Khuzistan. in consequence of the numerous bijau, and the Heirmund, which flows through 
streams flowing to the Shat-el-Arab, or the the province of Seistan, are the largest rivers 
Tigris, the country is beautiful and luxuriant, within the proper boundaries of Persia, 
yielding the fruits both of Europe and the The climate of course influences the clia- 
tropics. This region is one of those magnifi- racter of the productions, and is itself influ- 
cent flower lands which are found in so many enced by the qualities of the soil. Elevation 
parts of Asia. I t  is almost, if not quite, as determines quite as much as latitude the 
famed for its roses as Cashmere, and is more variety of climate in Persia. Sir John Mal- 
famed for its tulips than any other place in colm pronounced it healthy; more modern 
Asia. Violets, jasmines, pinks, ranunculuses, travellers do not give quite so favourable an 
hyacinths, and anemones, bloom in the gar- account ol it, but admit that it is on the 
dens, and even in the fields. whole favourable to health.

The general aspect of the country is barren The sea boundaries of the empire are not 
and waste, and has always been so, notwjth- made available for an extensive commerce, or 
standing the glowing language of Persian the acquisition of maritime power. The 
song and fable as to its beauties. Some por- Persian Gulf stretches from the Straits of 
tions of the country deserve even those eulo- Ormuz six hundred miles, in a direction 
gies for their riches and beauty. north-west. Its breadth varies from a hun-

The mineral resources of the country in dred miles to more than twice that distance, 
some of its most rocky and desert districts is but at the narrowest portions of the entrance 
alleged by mineralogists and geologists to be is not more than twenty-five miles. I t  is 
vast, but no efforts are made to obtain those remarkable for the great pearl fishery, which 
treasures, except in a few places, and the employs about thirty thousand persons. At 
jealousy of both the people and the govern- the entrance of the gulf is the Island of 
ment deter European enterprise. Some cou- Ormuz, situated about ten miles from the 
rageous and scientific Frenchmen have made Persian coast. This island was the depot of 
attempts to work mines with a success which the Portuguese for their oriental trade. I t 
promised much, but the religion, law's, go- seems to have been a place of reputed com- 
vernment, and habits of the people, proved mercial wealth in remote times; hence the 
insurmountable barriers to success. allusion of Milton :—

“ The valleys of the centre provinces of _ rr ,
Persia abound w ith  all the rarest and most 0 r where the gorgeous East, with richest hand, 
valuable vegetable productions, and might be Showers on her kings barbaric gold and pearls.”
cultivated to any extent. The pasture grounds — .. ■■ — —------------------ -----—------------—
of that country are not surpassed by any in * Sir John Malcolm.



The land on both sides of the Persian Gulf Euphrates known as the Skat-el-Arab flows 
presents a most dreary appearance, precipitous through a country in the neighbourhood of 
cliffs of brownish grey colour rising high from Mohammerah which is peculiarly dreary, 
the edge of the water, or a desolate waste The banks are flat and swampy; date groves 
stretching away far as the eye can see. The and miserable villages, although frequently 
shores resemble those of the Eed Sea. The occurring, do not relieve the general mono"- 
coasts are studded svith rocky islands. tony. The water is muddy, and rolls its

The operations of the British forces in gloomy current heavily along. The banks 
1857 gives a particular interest to this are unhealthy, the malaria for some portions 
portion of Persia, the commercial places, of the year being very fatal, yet a miserable 
Bushire and Mohammerah, having been occu- population finds subsistence, and preserves 
pied by our troops. Bushire is regarded by itself: the delicate and weak die off. The 
the Persians as of great importance, but its strong only surviving, causes the personal 
defences were found by our troops incon- appearance of the people to be better than 
siderable. Captain G. H. Hunt, of the 78th that of most of the neighbouring inland 
Highlanders, says of it, that as a commercial tribes, notwithstanding the wretchedness of 
town it has been oftener attacked than any their abodes and their general destitution, 
other in the world. A British resident repre- The local influences there are deadly to 
sents his country there. The town is situated Europeans.
on a sandy spit, the sea washing two faces, The town of Mohammerah is a collection 
and a swampy creek a third. From the liar-- of wretched huts and buildings of mud, yet it 
hour it appears well built, but it is a wretched is the depot for merchandise to or from India 
place, filthy, and irregularly constructed, for the upper Persian provinces, for Bussorah 
“ The Armenian church within its walls is and Bagdad. The governor’s house is a good 
worth a visit, as also the bazaar, and a very building, and the garden attached to it beau- 
extraordinary water reservoir opposite to the tiful. A bazaar of very great extent for the 
residency. The Hablali Peak, and ranges of place, but badly preserved, was well stocked 
hills in the background, are very abrupt and with commodities when the British forces 
bold, the higher ridges at this season capped were there.
with snow. The climate is most delightful, Akwaz is situated one hundred miles from 
but the nights are bitterly cold.” * Mohammerah up the Karoon River. The

In the British campaign of 1857 an expe- scenery is dreary and monotonous; plains of 
dition was made from Bushire into the interior sand, with occasional patches of coarse grass, 
as far as Brasjore, a distance of about fifty stretch away in seemingly boundless expanse, 
miles. “ Part of the road traversed lay On the banks, by the water’s edge, jungle 
round the head of the Bushire creek, and grows thickly in many places, and is the 
was alternately hard and loose sand and reedy haunt of the lion and other beasts of prey, 
swamp, a small fortified tower near some Flocks of wild duck and teal abound. At 
walls and a few date-trees being the only Kootnl-el-Abd the river bends gracefully, 
objects of interest passed upon the march.” f  and its banks are richer and softer, the 
In that part of the country which lies between willow growing by the water, and the poplar 
Bushire and Char-kota sand-storms are com- extending some distance inland. Game of 
mon, resembling the shimauls of Aden, which various kinds is plentiful in that neighbour - 
darken the air with clouds of light sand. hood.
The cold nights also severely try the few The town is nearly surrounded by low sand -
travellers who encounter them, and severely hills, and the plain is well covered with 
tested the endurance of the British cam- bushes. The place is even more miserable 
paigners. From Char-kota to Brasjore the than Mohammerah: it is inhabited by a 
country a little improves, as there are occa- fine tribe of Arabs. The cultivation of the 
sional patches of date and palm-trees, and a neighbourhood is very limited and imperfect, 
few cultivated spots, where cereal crops are and almost the only pleasant spot is a pretty 
gathered. The mountain scenery is noble, wooded island in the river. A reef of rocks 
but the lowlands are desert and sandy with impedes the navigation below the town, 
rare exceptions. creating dangerous rapids. On this reef are

Mohammerah is a town of some importance the ruins of a bridge. “ A few small arches 
for Persia, situated at the junction of the still remaining are of very singular construc- 
ICaroon River with the Shat-el-Arab. This tion, the bricks used being exceedingly small 
was one of the places upon which the and hard, and shining like porcelain. Tradi- 
arms of the British were directed in the tion dates this back to Alexander the Great. 
Persian war of 1857. The branch of the The rapids once passed, the navigation of the

* Captain Hunt. f  Townsend. river is unimpeded, and with moderately deep



water up to Sinister, a city of some import- hundred fathoms of w ater; hut this depth is 
anee.” * Commander Selby, of the Indian only found close to the rocks of Cape Moo- 
navy, made some years ago a survey of the sendom—it becomes less deep as you go out 
Karoon from Mohammerah to the rapids of from the cape. W ithin the gulf fifty fathoms 
Akwaz. The Bactdyari Mountains, one hun- is about the deepest water, and the upper 
dred miles distant, covered with perpetual portion is much shoaler. A  peculiar feature 
snow, afford some relief in the far distance as of the gulf is that there is scarcely a good 
the eye roams over the dark desert. harbour in it. The Persian coast is often

The Persian Gulf must, from its posi- mountainous; the opposite, or Arabian coast, 
tion, be the scene of war in a conflict is mostly a low sandy desert shore. The 
between India and Persia; and it is of the former coast is the one most navigated, and is 
utmost importance that surveys be repeated, the safer of the two. The great gulf or estuary 
and an accurate knowdedge maintained of the outside the straits, leaving the Meknar coast 
wandering tribes on its shores. A  quarter on the north, and the shores of Oman on the 
of a century ago, and even less, the gulf was south, is called the Gulf of Oman; it is, most 
infested by pirates, who were effectually dis- strictly speaking, part of the Persian Gulf.” * 
persed by the Indian navy. The execution of “ On this coast, as well as on the south-east 
the task engendered hostility in the minds of coast of Arabia, it may be taken as a rule— 
the natives, f  which has never been removed, that wherever the coast is low the sea is 
and which, although much mitigated by the shallow, and where the coast is high the sea 
moderation of the British during the late ope- is deep.” f  The depth of the gulf and of 
rations in the gulf, yet is far from being re- the Euphrates is perpetually changing, from 
moved, and must be taken into account in causes thus described :— “ This phenomenon is 
any future demonstration. One of the chief attributable to the immense volume of mud and 
hindrances to  ̂British influence has been the sand, carried down by the Euphrates and its 
fierce fanaticism of the Mohammedans on associated streams, being deposited in so land- 
both shores, but, according to the evidence of locked a body of water as the Persian Gulf, 
very high authorities, prejudices of this kind in which, aided by the inset of the tide, the 
are greatly _ giving way4  Prom other as sediment is poured back instead of being- 
well as political considerations attention to swept out by a boisterous open sea.” J 
the waters and shores of this gulf is important The Island of Karrack will, in all hostile 
to English interests. “ Commerce, the most expeditions of the navy of Bombay, be used 
powei fill link to connect nations of widely as a depot. There is an admirable survey of 
different character, is now carried on without this island, made on the scale of six inches 
hindrance, the Persian Gulf is yearly assum- and a half to a mile, upon which every nullah 
mg a more important character with reference and the large fissures of the rocks may be 
to European politics, and the gulf is probably traced. This survey wuis made by Mr. An- 
destmed to become the highway _ between derson, the officer who, with Mr. Agnew, was 
India and London.” § The following is as murdered at Mooltan by the soldiery of 
brief and accurate a general description as Moolraj.
foi popular purposes^ could be presented to Although the shores of the gulf are now 
the reader; it is written by a naval officer, so desolate, they were once studded by great 
who, from the love of scientific research, has cities, the remains of which may still be 
f(P®f much time in exploring these waters observed. One of the most famous ports of

ih e  Persian Gull is entered by a narrow antiquity was Gerrha, The ruins of this city 
strait, called by the Arabs ‘ the Lion’s Mouth,’ may still be seen at the recess of a narrow 
where from either side the opposite coast is bay near the Island of Bahreyn. W ithin a 
visible. After passing these, the shores of few miles of Bushire extensive ruins attest 
5 ersia and Arabia receding, we find ourselves that a city once stood there. Tahrie, on the 
in a great inland sea, up to the head of winch Persian coast, is supposed by some antiquaries 
the distance is five hundred miles; its general to be the ruins of Siraf. There are several 
width is a hundred and twenty miles. This, other traces of ancient grandeur of more or
W ife, cl? n S e ^ w ln c l 1  lsm  adeeP narrow less interest on the coasts, and some a short 
bed is shallow. The only deep part of the way inland, where now all is desolation, 
gulf is at the entrance, and here there is a

t  Outran and Havelock's Fenian Campaign. f t * ® " " * '  *° *** E^ f â  ° f the
l  P a T e r f l T t h l . B n J h Z ^  t  G eography o f  the  Coast o f  A ra b ia  between A d en

f o i l  0 f  th e  Boml>ay  G eographical Society, Feb- a n d  M u ska t. Bombay branch of the Royal Asiatic 
wary,l»5b. Society, vol. iii.
, leutenallt Lhallcs G - Constable, of the Indian + Sir Roderick Murchison, at the sitting of the Royal 
1,aW  Geographical Society, 1851.



The political importance to England of The largest and most commercial cities are 
preserving the prestige of her power in the —Tabreez, thirty miles east of the Lake of 
Persian Gulf was probably never better ex- Urumiah; Khoi, eighty miles north-west of 
pressed than by Sir William Fenwick W il- Tabreez; Reshd and Balfroosh, on the 
liams, Bart, (the hero of Kars), in a speech southern shores of the Caspian; Yezd, occu- 
delivered in the House of Commons, when the pying an oasis in the vast salt desert of 
policy of the late Persian war was under dis- Khorassan; Casbin, north-west of Teheran, 
cussion:—“ For ten years he had been em- surrounded by a vast extent of orchards and 
ployed in a public capacity in various parts vineyards; Hamadan, at the foot of the 
of the East. He was engaged for five years snowy peak of Elwund, on the supposed site 
in negotiations at Erzeroum relative to its of the ancient Ecbatana; Kermanshah, on 
affairs with Turkey, and for five years subse- an affluent of the Tigris; Kerman, in the 
quently he travelled in all parts of the Persian centre of the province of that name; and 
territory. He had therefore many opportu- Mushed, towards the deserts of Turkistan. 
nities of becoming acquainted with the opi- Yezd is one of the great entrepots between 
nions of almost all classes of the people, and Central and Western Asia, where the caravans 
he could assure the house that, in his com- from Cabul, Cashmere, Herat, and Bokhara 
munications with Persian princes, Turkish are met by merchants from the west, and an 
dignitaries, and the peasantry of the country, immense interchange of commodities takes 
the relative position of Russia and England place. Shiraz, once so famous, is now a 
was the constant theme of conversation among decayed city, largely in ruins, but derives 
them. They weighed the military power of interest from the tombs of its two natives— 
Russia with the naval power of England, and Sadi, the moral philosopher, and Hafiz, the 
they talked almost continually of the possi- lyric poet.
bility of Russia going to India. That idea The remarkable ancient sites are Perse - 
was also inculcated on the minds of the people polis, on the plain of Merdusht, thirty-five 
by every Russian agent who visited their ter- miles north-east of Shiraz, a royal city of the 
ritory, and it was said by those emissaries Medo-Persian kings, of which there are 
that Russia would establish herself in India stately vestiges; Pasargadae, built by Cyrus 
step by step, and that one of those steps to commemorate his victory over the Medes, 
would be the capture of Herat. That being identified generally with ruins on the plain of 
the case, he thought the house might safely Mourgaub, north-east of Persepolis; Ecba- 
affirm the policy of the war with Persia, tana, the old capital of the Medes, and the 
When they looked at the position of Herat, Achmetha of the book of Ezra, now supposed 
they could have no doubt that that was the to be represented by Hamadan, where the 
direction in which the finger of Russia reputed sepulchre of Esther and Mordecai is 
pointed; and that being so, he contended shown; Susa, the Shushan of the books of 
that the results of the war with Persia proved Esther and Daniel, an uncertain site, either 
that it was the very best move that England at Shus, on the Kerrah, or at Susan, on the 
ever made. He said, then, that as the finger Karoon, in Khuzistan, at both of which there 
of Russia was seen at Herat, so the finger of are the relics of a great city; and Rhages, 
England had been seen at Mohammerah, and connected with the captivity of the Jews, 
for centuries to come we should see the good afterwards a capital of the Parthian kings, 
effects of the invasion of Persia.” and the birthplace of Haroun-al-Reschid,

Having described the general character of now a heap of ruins, .five miles south-east of 
the country and its coasts, it is only necessary Teheran. The modern Khuzistan is the 
to state the provincial divisions and chief cities, ancient Susiana, and the Elam of Scripture, 
a more minute account not being pertinent The Persis of the Greeks and Romans, and 
to the objects of this History. the Paras of the Old Testament, is now

provinces. CHrEE towns. represented by the province of Fais. This
pars.................... Shiraz, Bushire. is Persia proper, and the present is an obvious
Laristan.............. Bar. ’ derivation from the ancient name, Paras or
Khuzistan..............Sinister. Pharas, abbreviated into Phars, or Pars. *
Irak Ajemi . . . .  Teheran, Ispahan, Hamadan, Casbin. T h e  people 0f the kingdom or empire may
Azerbijan ! ! ! ! ! be divided into two distinctive classes, one of
Gkilan............. Beshd. which is fixed, residing m the cities, or culti-
Mazunderan . . . .  Saree. vating' the soil of the more fertile p rov inces;
Astrabad............Astrabad.* the other comprises various wandering tribes,
Khorasswl.......... Musted- ^ezd- who reside in tents, and are often dangerous
_____________________ ’_____________________ to  th e  throne, y e t also frequently  its biavest
* The Russians have pushed their frontier to this place. * Rev. T. Milner.



defenders. The first class are commonly “ Ispahan is situated nearly in thirty-two 
called the Persians proper, but known in the degrees north latitude^ on a fruitful plain, 
East under the designation of Tanjiks. They in the province of Hierack, anciently the 
have been termed the French of the East, kingdom of the Parthians. About three or 
from their vivacity and politeness, although four English miles distant from the city, to 
probably the modern French are their infe- the south, runs a high ridge of mountains 
riors in the latter particular. The people of from east to west. Shah Abbass the Great 
all tribes, but more especially the Persians transferred the seat ot the Persian govern - 
proper, give to their country the name of ment from Casbin to this place. Ispahan is 
Iran. The wandering tribes are called plentifully supplied with water from the river 
Illyotts*  although a considerable number of Schenderoo, which runs between the city and 
these wild races, having taken to live in cities the suburbs, keeping its coirrse to the north, 
in later times, are distinguished by the name I t  rises near the city, and is fordable almost 
of S h e r - n is h in j- the wanderers choosing, everywhere, unless during great rains, which 
in contradistinction, to call themselves Sahara- seldom happen. After passing this place, its 
nishin. J course is but short, for it soon loses itself in

The reigning family is one of the tribes dry parched plains. Over the fochenderoo 
which has adopted city life, and settled in there are three stately stone bridges in sight 
Teheran and its neighbourhood; and it is of one another; but the one in the middle, 
upon the loyalty of these tribes, especially in betwixt the city and that part of the suburbs 
the direction of the Russian frontier, that the called Julpha, which terminates the spacious 
monarch relies against the encroachments of street Czar-bach, far exceeds any structure of 
that power. The erratic tribes comprise a that kind I  ever saw7. I t  is broad enough 
population of about tw7o millions and a half, for two carriages and a horseman to pass 
and, while recognising the sovereignty of the abreast, and has galleries on each side, which 
shah, are governed by their owTn customs, are covered, for the convenience of people on 
and are under the immediate control of their foot; and watchmen are stationed at each end 
own chiefs. The government of the shah is to prevent disorders. There are few houses 
one of the purest despotisms in the world, the in the town which have not their chauscs, 
only form of government for which the people i.e., cisterns of vTater, conveyed in pipes from 
would have any respect. The administration the river— a most salutary and refreshing 
is opjoressive and unjust. circumstance in such a dry and sultry climate.

The old capital is Ispahan, wdiich is situ- “ The city is populous, and, as I  have 
ated in an extensive and fertile vale, renowned already observed, very extensive. As most of 
for its beauty. I t wras once populous, and its the inhabitants have their houses apart, sur- 
public buildings and delightful gardens were rounded with gardens, planted with fruit and 
the theme of Persian song and story: it is other trees, at a distance it appears like a 
now desolate, yet less than a century and city in a forest, and affords a very agreeable 
a half ago it w7as a city of great opulence, and prospect. The streets are generally very 
the seat of government. In  the autumn of narrow and irregular, except that leading to 
1715 an ambassador of Peter the Great of the great bridge already mentioned. This 
Russia visited Ispahan; an English gentleman noble street is very broad and straight, and 
happened to be in his suite, who recorded his near an English mile in length. On each 
impressions of the place, and published them side are the king’s palaces, courts of justice, 
in 1762. Although so many years elapsed and the academies for the education of youth, 
between his visit and the publication of his with tw7o rows of tall chinar-trees, which 
book, it appears to be his impression that the afford a fine shade. These trees have a 
Persian capital v;as, at the latter period, a smooth whitish bark, and a broad leaf, like 
place of eminence. He described the English the plane-tree. A t certain distances, there are 
and Dutch factories as prosperous, especially fountains of water that play continually, 
the former; and the English factory as situ- round which are spread carpets; and thither 
ated in the midst of the city, and separated the Persians resort to drink coffee, smoke 
from it by a wall. The following brief tobacco, and hear new7s, which, I  must con- 
account of its site and condition, as it appeared fess, is very agreeable in hot w’eather. 
at his visit, show's, when compared with the “ At Ispahan are many mamtfactories of 
present ruined and depopulated condition of silk and cotton, and a great many silkworms 
the same place, how rapidly an oriental, and in the neighbourhood. As the consumption 
especially a Persian city, may decay:— of silk is very considerable in this place, little

* “ Families,” or “ tribes.” °f ^  *s exported. The making carpets, how-
t  Dwellers in cities. ever, employs the greatest number of hands,
% Dwellers in the field. for which the demand is great, as they are



preferable in quality, design, and colour, to Tlie earliest religion of the people soon 
any made elsewhere. became corrupted there as elsewhere, and by

“ The fields about the city are very fertile, the same processes. The works of nature 
and produce plentiful crops of excellent wheat became objects of awe, fear, veneration, and 
and barley; but then they must all be watered, were also made types of good or evil ideas, 
on account of the dryness of the soil, which The unseen world was peopled with heroes, 
is a work of labour and expense. Besides demi-gods, and demons, who were worshipped 
these, I  saw no other grain. Provisions of either from fear or admiration, and with 
all kinds are very dear at Ispahan, which is homage, relative or direct. Persia, indeed, 
sufficiently apparent from the number of poor or Iran, from the earliest times, seems to 
that go about the streets. Nothing, however, have been the great classic ground of oriental 
is so extravagantly high as firewood. mythology and romance, which diverged and

“ The Roman Catholics have three convents spread from thence with its roving tribes, the 
in the city, viz., those of the Carmelites, Pali and Pelasgi, &c., to almost every sur- 
Capuchins, and Augustins. The Jesuits and rounding and distant country, both of the 
Dominicans have their separate convents in East and of the West. The fabled wars of the 
the suburbs of Julpha, which is inhabited by gods and giants, which pervade the Greek 
Armenians, who are allowed the free exercise and Latin classics, most probably originated 
of their religion. There is a considerable from the wars of their heroes, or ancient 
number of Jews in the city, who are either kings, with the dives, or rebellious demons, 
merchants or mechanics.” * in which they were supposed to be assisted

The present capital is Teheran, in latitude by the peris, or fairies, the good demons 
35° 40' north, longitude 51° 30' east, built and guardian angels of mankind; both 
on a sterile plain, near the southern base of acting under the control of the Supreme 
Elbruz. I t  is about four miles in circumfer- Being.
ence, and contains probably one hundred The sacred books of Ezra, Nehemiali, 
and fifty thousand persons; but the popula- and Esther depict the ancient power and 
tion fluctuates in the hot season, many of the splendour of the Persian court, and the 
citizens removing to cooler situations. In absolute will of the monarchs at that early 
summer the heat of the place is intense. The age. They also present a true account of 
country is naked and savage, presenting the the ethical and religious notions and character 
wildest aspect of plain and mountain— of the court and people. During the time of

Esther and Mordecai, the monarch, and 
,,R 0U gheaven” 3’ ’ ’ 6 t0,,Cl1 through him the court, were brought under

the influence of the monotheism of revelation. 
The religion of the state, and of nearly the Cyrus, the founder of this great empire, which 

whole of the people, is Mohammedan. There included Babylon, Media, and Persia, was 
are now but few of the Parsees (Ghebers, or also much influenced by Jewish opinion, as 
fire-worshippers) remaining, after the exter- the book of Daniel reveals. The religion of 
minating persecutions to which they have Zoroaster (fire or sun w'orship) described in a 
been exposed. Sofeeism, or scepticism, pre- previous chapter, supplanted all other systems, 
vails very extensively; this system is suitable and obtained an early and universal recogni- 
to the volatile Persians, and it is steadily dis- tion among the Persian tribes. “ That people 
placing Mohammedanism: yet the Sofeeists rejects the use of temples, of altars, and of 
enter into the spirit of the national religion so statues, and smiles at the folly of those nations 
far as to espouse its persecutions, and its quar- who imagine that the gods are sprung from, 
rels with the rival sect of Mohammedanism or bear any affinity with, the human nature. 
2>rofessed by the Turks. The tops of the highest mountains are the

The religious history of Persia is interest- places chosen for sacrifices. Hymns and 
ing. “ The primeval religion of Iran, if we prayers are the principal worship; the 
may rely on the authorities adduced by Supreme God, who fills the wide circle of 
Mohsan Fani, was that which Newton calls heaven, is the object to whom they are 
the oldest of all religions—a firm belief that addressed.” *
one supreme God made the world by his A t an early period Christianity was intro- 
power, and continually governed it by his duced by the Syrian Church, but was opposed 
providence; a pious fear, love, and adoration by the Magi. The Nestorians, however, long 
of him ; a due reverence for parents and maintained a position in Persia, and to this 
aged persons; a fraternal affection for the day some of them are to be found in the 
whole human species; and a compassionate cities and hill countries. The near neigh- 
tenderness even for the brute creation.” ]• bourhood of Persia to Arabia brought her 

* Bell. t  Sir William Jones. * Herodotus.
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early under the yoke of the Saracens, and tides of commerce to or from Eussia, Turkey 
the religion of Mohammed was established, as Independent Tartary, Beloochistan, Affghau- 
usual, by the sword. istan, and Cashmere. Trade, by way of the

The moral character of the people is such Persian Gulf, is carried on with Kurrachec 
as is formed by the Mohammedan religion and Bombay, and, in a less degree, with the 
everywhere; but while the Persians cherish eastern ports of India and China, 
its sanguinary doctrines, and are, as the The Persians still retain some celebrity in 
followers of the Prophet elsewhere, opposed the East for light and tasteful manufactures, 
to all science which is not found in the Koran, such as jewellery, in which, however, they 
the polite and volatile character of the people, are inferior both to the Bengalese and Chi- 
and the influence of Sofeeism, cause the nese; sword blades, in which they are rivalled 
Mohammedan temper and tone to be less in India; pottery, which is much surpassed 
obvious. There is very little sincerity or by the Chinese manufacturers; gold and silver 
truth in the Persians of this day, while their brocade, in which the Chinese also excel 
arrogance and self-esteem pass the bounds them, as they do in plain silks. The Persians 
probably of all other people. “ The Persian are famous for their manufacture of shawls 
character, throughout all its shades, has one which are made from the products of Thibet 
predominating feature— an overweening vanity and Cashmere, brought into Persia by the 
distinguishes the whole nation.” * The policy caravans. The Persian carpets have'long- 
of the court is utterly faithless, as the British maintained a merited celebrity. Mohair’ 
government has frequently experienced. known in Britain as a product of Asia Minor’

The languages of Persia are various: and now brought into such extensive use in 
Turkish, Arabic, and Pushtoo, are spoken by English manufactures, is derived in consider- 
different tribes, according to their origin, but able quantities from Persia. I t  is the woolly 
the Persian is the prevailing tongue. I t  has hair or fleece of the Angora goat {Capra 
been called the Italian of Asia, because of its Angorensis}, which is a native of a small 
softness and fluency. I t  is the polite lan- district; but the breed has extended to Persia, 
guage of a large portion of Western, Central, and the hair become an article of commerce 
and Southern Asia. Its antiquity is very for the Persian caravans. Horses, hare-skins 
great. Sir William Jones considered the and horsehair are also articles of export, 
ancient Persian to be identical with the There is an exportation of silk to England 
Chaldee, or immediately derived from it. The but it is very fluctuating, in some ^years’ 
Chevalier Bunsen regards the ancient Per- being under a thousand bales, in others 
sian, or Iran, as the fount of the Indo- reaching four thousand, and occasionally six 
European family of languages.^ thousand. I t  arrives in small bales, or ballots,

llie  literature of Persia is various and of seventy-five pounds net. Black lamb- 
refined, the language being especially adapted skins are much valued in Persia, and bein°- 
to poetry and romance: much of the literature abundant, are exported. Isinglass, obtained 
it contains is m these forms. from the sturgeon fisheries of the Caspian

ih e  commerce of Persia is in a very low Sea, is in high repute in Asia Minor Turkey 
condition, and shows symptoms of still further Eussia, and England. There are few conn- 
decay. The pearl fishery furnishes an article tries, of equal area and resources, for which 
highly prized everywhere, but especially in commerce lias done so much in increasing its 
the East. The caravans convey various ar- opulence and civilization.

C H A PTEE X III.

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE BRITISH INDIAN EMPIRE.

A b r ie f  and popular expose of the system of administration of its law and police. Dinests 
government of British India is a desideratum, of law, abstracts of parliamentary papers 

Parllamenti and the archives of the and the acts of the governor-general and 
India-House, leveal to the student the mtri- council of India have been published, but they 
cacies of the constitution of the company, its are crude and dry, and therefore not adapted 
relation to the Board of Control, the regula- for popular perusal. This chapter will pre-

g°ve™ lts, . c l v l 1  and military sent such a general view of tile subject, as 
sei vices, the collection of its revenue, and the will enable the reader to peruse, in future 

Sir Jolin Malcolm. chapters, the history of Indian conquest, and



of the incorporation of Indian territory, with modern historians have traced—an opposition 
greater clearness, and also to enter into the between the Persian and Median tribes (an 
political discussions of the day, popular and opposition not preventing but necessitating 
parliamentary, in reference to Indian topics, an attempt at union between them) which 
Aid will be afforded to the student of this His- points to more than the strife of mere per- 
tory by presenting some account of the forms sonal feelings and interests. The Median 
of government which prevailed in times ante- predominance seems always to indicate the 
cedent to the British dominion. By this means triumph of a priestly order and of priestly 
a comparative view can be taken of those habits : the Persian prevalence shows that a 
forms, and the constitution and functions of the king is ruling who knows that he is a king, 
government of the East India Company. and is determined to maintain his authority

The earliest accounts of Indian government against all opposers, by whatever visible or 
are those handed down in the Institutes of invisible instruments they may work. The 
Menu. The basis of rule was then laid down nobler kings—such as were Cyrus and Darius 
in a recognition of caste, and of the relations Hystaspes-—do not merely proclaim their own 
which existed among the four great orders tyranny: they assert that Ormusd* is king* 
into which society was divided, and which, they are as entirely religious as those who 
in describing the religion of India, were suffi- are leagued against them ; their faith is the 
cielitly explained. The earliest form of go- ground of all their acts; in the strength of it 
.vernment of which we have any knowledge they decree justice, organize satrapies, im- 
was that which the words superior chieftain- prove the tillage of the land, and constitute 
ship, rather than absolute monarchy, would one of those mighty monarchies in which we 
express. The king was supreme; he was as- recognise the character, strength, and spirit 
sisted by councils, civil and military, who had of Asia. In  these monarchies everything 
no other power than that which he assigned depends upon the central power, or rather 
to them. Yet this king or chief is described upon the earnestness with which the cen- 
as amenable to law, as subject in certain cases tral power confesses its subjection to a 
to hire, but no provision seems to have been gracious and beneficent Power, in whose 
made for his arraignment, nor was the tribunal name it rules and fights. The inscrip- 
defined to which he was amenable. The tions which Major Rawlinsonj- has recently 
inference is that the church was the grand interpreted, show how remarkably this was 
comrt of appeal. When the people became the case with Darius Hystaspes : they embody 
dissatisfied with the sovereign’s conduct, the the very spirit of the Zerduscht reformation, 
priesthood was expected to enforce their will; and might almost tempt us to the notion—a 
the monarch would be powerless before the favourite with some German critics (not, 
combined priests and people, unless at rare however, it seems to us, compatible with any 
conjunctures, when the military class sided of the popular traditions)—that he was iden- 
with the monarch against both. A struggle tical with the Prophet. He no doubt realised 
of such sort was frequently maintained. The the conception of the teacher much more than 
process which an eloquent ethical philosopher any mere teacher could have realised it. His 
of our times represents as having marked the order was that attempt to imitate the order of 
progress of early society in Persia, scarcely the heavenly bodies, the calmness and regu- 
less strikingly marked it in India, which de- larity of nature, which one who looked upon 
rived thence many of its doctrines, political, . light as the centre of the outward universe, 
social, and religious. “ The Cyrop®dia, and and the king as the centre of the human 
the testimonies of Herodotus respecting the society, would especially have admired and 
feelings of the Persians towards their king, rejoiced in.” |  Thus the influence of the 
and his inseparable connection with their sacerdotal order was apparently opposed to 
worship, fully confirm another most important the throne, ■while in reality supporting i t ; or in 
inference which we shall deduce from the appearance upholding its despotism without 
legends respecting Zerduscht,* The Magian, limitation, but really restraining it. There was 
officially, was his antagonist; some monarch natural opposition, yet necessary union. The 
was always the ally in his reforms. To exalt operation of these relations upon the govera.- 
the royal above the sacerdotal function, to ment, and the condition of the mass of the 
prevent the kings from being the servants of people, was to consolidate a despotism tem- 
the priests, wras unquestionably a great part pered by moral influence and by an ecclesi- 
of his work. Herein he was probably acting
otit a faith which was far older in Persia than * The good god of ancient Persian mythology
i • if T, . n.rv. u  , . - ^    . f  Now Lieutenant-colonel Sir Henry Creswick Kaw-himself. I t  is difficult not to trace—most lin ôn

* A reformer of the system of the ancient Persian % The Rev. P. I). Maurice’s M o ra l a n d  M etaphysica l 
Magi. 'Philosophy.



astical imperium in imperio. One of the tions have been but too faithfully followed in 
statutes of the code, recognised as of divine India ever since.
authority, ordained that the monarch should As general rules of policy, kings were en- 
always have a priest as a member of his joined to regal’d all neighbouring princes 
household. Indeed, the laws laid down as as enemies, but those whose territory lay 
necessary for the government of the monarch beyond that of a neighbouring prince as a 
were as extensive, stringent, and minute, as natural ally, and others as probable neutrals, 
those which regulated the lives and allegiance Hence the protection of the second class of 
of the people. Yet from the strictness of the princes was often sought against the first, on 
laws, and their number, ensuring the protec- terms ruinous to the independence of the state, 
tion of the monarch’s person against poison, which sought it. Intrigue, chicanery, faith- 
the knife, strangulation, &c., it may be in- less cunning, disgraceful servility, the most 
ferred that, while the theory of his absolutism perfidious treachery, and undying suspicion, 
was not perhaps ostensibly questioned, it was resulted from this religiously enjoined policy, 
not considered too sacred for those of his sub- Some of the early institutions of India 
jects who were aggrieved by it to defy it, and resembled those of the feudal system in 
assail the person of the king himself. Europe. There were lords who rendered

Local peculiarities, great natural divisions, service to the supremo sovereign, but who 
and causes which can now be but imperfectly held a species of limited sovereignty themselves, 
traced, separated the inhabitants of India into The lords of a single town, or of ten towns, or 
different communities, under different chiefs; of one hundred towns, took rank accordingly, 
but the relations of the monarch, the warriors, and held a position of relative importance and 
the priesthood, and the people, remained power.
everywhere essentially the same, and the I t  would appear that in the earliest times 
policy, domestic and foreign, of all the clif- there existed municipal institutions in India, 
ferent courts was identical. The Institutes hearing some resemblance in their govern- 
of Menu^ were respected by a ll; and before ment and customs to those of the Basque 
the principles of law that book afterwards con- provinces in Spain. A considerable amount 
tained were codified, they were the vital ele- of personal freedom, local order, and security 
ments in the political life of all the states of to property, was maintained by the old Indian 
India. Among the political lessons given to municipalities, the remains of which exist in 
the sovereigns from the sacred book was that of India to this day.
endeavouring to sow dissensions among their When the Mohammedans conquered India, 
enemies in their foreign policy. This injunc- they introduced various alterations more in 
tion of course received a very wide construe- harmony with their own religious system, 
tion. If one prince desired the territories of In  the villages, and the remoter parts of the 
another, the latter was accounted an enemy, country, the old municipal system was respected 
and the aggrandizer most religiously set to by the conquerors, but in the large cities the 
work to obey the counsel of the sacred book, will of the monarch more directly influenced 
by carrying intrigue and dissension into the the administration of affairs. Centralization, 
court and country of his peaceful neighbour, as opposed to local government, became the 
perhaps his ally; or it might be that this rule.
finesse was practised against one who was The Mohammedan rulers originated the 
employing the like against him. Hence the class known as zemindars. These are now a 
foreign policy of the native rulers has in all sort of feudatory landholders under the go- 
ages _been utterly profligate. The enjoined vernment, possessing the right to sub-let 
principles of negotiation are not so corrupt in Under the Mohammedan dominion they were 
‘‘the book” as in the interpretation given; merely superintendents of districts, called 
but so universal has this loose interpretation pergunnahs.
been, that the diplomacy of the native princes The government of the Mussulman dy- 
has been without faith—for even when en- nasties was in India, as it has been elsewhere 
gagements have been kept, convenience, not absolute. I t  has been described as “ ades- 
loyalty, regulated the procedure. potism tempered by fanaticism;” and amain

Among what may he called the curiosities as “ a despotism held in check by conspiracy 
ot ancient Indian government are the direc- and assassination.” J
tions which the sacred laws unfold for the The fiscal system of the Hindoos was very 
employment of spies, whether for govern- simple. Their sources of revenue were few 
mental or military purposes. They were to The produce of the land was the chief subject 
be chiefly chosen from artful youths, degraded of taxation; commerce was also taxed • various 
anchorites, needy husbandmen, ruined mer- trades paid imposts; and every mechanic 
chants, and fictitious penitents. These direc- rendered twelve days’ service to the state.



The levy upon agricultural produce was gra- class did not exist. Both classes were called 
duated; grain sustained an impost of from ryots; one was temporary, the other per- 
one-twelfth to one-sixth, according to cir- manent. The latter bequeathed their in- 
cumstances, which were equitably taken into terest in the tenancy; they held a species of 
consideration: on rare occasions— such as “ tenant right.” The former held his land by 
war, or for some great public work—one- lease, or was a “ tenant-at-will.” Persons 
fourth of the grain produce was taken by the who, by caste prerogative, could not work, 
state. One-sixth of all other products of the were allowed land on comparatively easy 
fields was the highest amount exacted, and conditions, so that they might employ others, 
the same rate was demanded from manufac- In certain portions of Southern India—such 
turers on the results of their skill. One-fifth as Canara, Malabar, and Travancore—indi- 
of all sales was payable to the crown. Estates viduals held the “Tee simple,” or were 
for which there were no heirs, and all other subject to a certain fixed payment to the 
property remaining unclaimed for three years, crown, but acted otherwise with their land as 
were escheated to the monarch. One-half they thought proper. The zemindars origi- 
of the mineral wealth yielded in his dominions nallv derived their lands by grants from the 
was forfeited to the king. king for military, political, or other services.

The laws relating to proprietary in land and Ecclesiastical lands were set apart for reli- 
tenure were complicated and obscure. Cus- gious purposes, and were under the control 
tom and arbitrary power must have deter- of the confraternity of the temple or mosque 
mined many questions which were sure to to which the property appertained. I t  must 
arise in connection with this description of be obvious from all these arrangements that 
property. The townships, municipalities, the machinery of taxation was effective, and 
and villages held the land in many places, the expense of collecting the revenue com- 
— as these communities were little com- paratively little.
monwealths, with the local government of The Tartar conquerors of Hincloostan in- 
which the crown seldom interfered, so long troduced various innovations, which tended 
as the revenue was collected, for the payment to oppress the people both as to the tenure, 
of which the municipal officers were them- assessment, and modes of collection, but 
selves responsible. The mayor, or head man, chiefly as to  the amounts levied, which were 
especially bore this responsibility. In the in many cases exorbitant; and also in select- 
earliest ages this person was elected; subse- ing new objects of assessment-— such as 
quently the appointment depended upon the ploughs, music in ceremonies, marriages, &c. 
sovereign; and, finally, as it became the cus- The result of these measures was to render 
tom to confer it upon the son, or adopted son, the amount of revenue less certain, and ulti- 
of the person who died in the office, it became mately less in value, for the people resisted 
hereditary. The post was deemed honour- the oppressions by cunning, evasion, abstrac- 
able, and the emolument was considerable, de- tion of crops, falsification of accounts, and the 
rived partly by royal stipend, and partly by bribery of municipal officers. The distin- 
municipal fees. The collection of revenue was guished monarch Akbar Khan remedied many 
rendered the more easy in the townships by of these evils, and the meliorations he pro- 
the association of two officers—one called the duced remained in more or less force until 
accountant, answering pretty well to our the power of England was established. 
English town clerks, as he was supposed to The general effects of the political and 
be conversant with the laws of revenue; the fiscal systems were unfavourable, although 
other was called the watchman, whose office the evils were somewhat mitigated by the 
nearly corresponded to our chiefs of civic police, municipalities ; yet even these narrowed the

Although this was the usual style of village sympathies of the Hindoos, and were morally 
communities, and their mode of land occu- injurious in some respects, though they 
pancy and revenue, there were in some places favoured morality in others. The municipal 
two separate classes in the communal circle, institutions have been very much overpraised 
One of these was the owners of the land; the by a certain class of writers, who are zealous 
other included cultivators, labourers, shop- to exalt everything native in India, at the 
keepers, and various descriptions of temporary expense of everything British; and to corn- 
servants. The rights of the landholders ■were mend everything heathen and Hindoo, in 
collective, and the distribution of proceeds comparison with what is Christian, 
was always so ordered as to preserve the After two thousand years of bad govern- 
recognition of this. In all villages there were ment and oppression, of intestine strife and 
two descriptions of tenants, who rented the foreign invasion, European nations began to 
land from the community of village pro- set up factories on the Indian peninsula for 
prietors, or from the crown, where the former the purpose of trade. The English were not



first in these enterprises, but they were the ment of a laetory at Surat was obtained, 
most resolute and persistent. During the Sir Thomas Rowe, by his skill in the ein- 
whole of the sixteenth century the English bassy to Ajmeer, obtained liberty of trade 
made efforts more or less successful to open throughout the empire.
up a trade with India. On the last day of In 1634 a competitive company, called 
the sixteenth century Queen Elizabeth signed “ The Assada Merchants,” obtained from the 
a charter, constituting a number of gentle- Mogul liberty to trade at the port of Piplee, 
men, associated for the purpose of trade with in Orissa. In 1644 this new association was 
India, “ one body, corporate and politique.” amalgamated with the original company. In 
The title given to this association was, “ The 164Q the rajah ruling that portion of the 
Governor and Company of Merchants of Coromandel coast permitted the erection of 
London trading to the East Indies.” The Fort St. George.
charter was granted for fifteen years, unless Some years afterwards an English phy- 
in the meantime two years’ notice was given sician named Broughton having cured the 
of her majesty’s intention to revoke it. De- favourite daughter of Shah Jehan, that muni- 
lays and impediments arose, and the funds of ficent prince conceded to the English liberty 
the company proved to be inadequate, so that to erect a factory on the Hoogly, which be- 
it became necessary to form an auxiliary asso- came the foundation of their subsequent do- 
ciation, which was ultimately absorbed in the minion in Bengal. In  1650 the factory was 
former, with the consent of the crown. The built at Calcutta.
charter accorded powers to a governor and Cromwell, in 1657, abolished the company’s 
twenty-four directors to govern the new exclusive privileges.
company. A t first these officials were nomi- Charles II . renewed the charter in 1661, 
nated by the crown, but afterwards they were and confirmed to the company the Island of 
elected by the body of the proprietors, which St. Helena, of which they had taken posses- 
originally numbered two hundred and twenty sion ten years before. The same year Charles 
persons, principally merchants. The charter married the Infanta Catherine of Portugal, 
vested in them, their sons, servants, appren- and received as a part of her dower the 
tices, and factors, the exclusive privilege of Island of Bombay, which he made over to 
trading “ into the countries and parts of Asia the company in 1668. The company began 
and Africa, and into and from all the islands, to fortify the' island on taking possession 
ports, towns, and jdaces of Asia, Africa, and of it.
America, or any of them beyond the Cape of In  1693 the charter was again renewed, 
Bona Esperanza or the Straits of Magellan, after a formidable opposition in the House of 
where any traffic may be used, and to and Commons, which affirmed by vote the right of 
from every of them.” The general assemblies “ every Englishman” to trade with the East, 
of the company were empowered to make A competitive company received a charter 
laws and regulations, not only for carrying on in 1698, under the title of “ The General 
their commerce, but also to inflict punish- Society trading to the East Indies.” Mr. 
ments, provided they were not at variance Anderson, in his History o f  Commerce, re- 
with the laws of the realm. They were al- presents the competition between the two 
loved to purchase lands without limitation, companies as most disastrous, involving both 
and for four years to export goods free of in ruin. This state of things led to a coali-

tion in 1702, under the title of “ The United 
When the first fleets that conveyed mer- Company of Merchants trading to the East 

cliandise, supercargoes, and servants of the Indies.” The amalgamation of the two asso- 
company arrived in India, they found the irn- ciations did not take place, however, until five 
pediments to successful commerce very great, years later.
They had no land on which to erect stores, In  1711 a statute of Queen Anne recog - 
nor means to protect themselves and their nised the corporate capacity of the East India 
servants from peculation, plunder, or vio- Company, and continued their privileges of 
lence. Agents were sent to Delhi to nego- trade. The managing committee in London 
tiate for land, and privileges necessary fop at this jqnctare took the title of “ Court of 
such purposes, which were all that the company Directors.” The government in India was 
then contemplated. The result was permis- conducted by a president and council at each 
sion to establish factories at Surat, Cambay, of the stations. The civil functionaries were 
&c., under circumstances which enabled the sent out under what was called covenanted 
company to possess lands, and raise defences service, the. terms of which were, that they 
for their protection. should obey all orders, discharge all debts,

^In 1609 tlie^ charter was renewed. In  and treat the natives well. The presidents 
1613 the imperial firman for the establish- were commanders-in-chief at their respective



stations. The garrisons were composed of the House of Commons was appointed to in- 
recruits enlisted in England, deserters from quire into the state of India. Nothing of a 
the Dutch and Portuguese, half-castes, en- practical nature issued that session from the 
listed in India, and natives, chiefly Rajpoots, inquiry, which was renewed the next year, 
who were called sipahies (soldiers), a name In that year the first provision was made for 
which (eventually was changed into one of the government of India hy the imperial par- 
easier pronunciation by English tongues— liament—statute 13 George III., cap. Go. 
sepoys. Hitherto the election of the directors of the East

The character and progress of the company India Company had been annual, but by this 
hitherto prepared the way for the vast terri- new act they were to be elected for certain 
tonal and political power which they were terms of years, A  governor-general and four 
destined to assume. The great modern his- councillors were appointed to conduct affairs in 
torian of Persia, who is also a great authority India, Fort W illiarn, at Calcutta, being made 
on Indian affairs, appropriately described the seat of government. The act empowered 
the company’s career up to this point:— the governor-general to frame ordinances and 
“ While we find in the first century of the regulations, which, in order to have force, 
history of the East India Company abundant were to be registered in a supreme court 
proofs of their misconduct, we also discover a constituted by the act, and holding its ses- 
spirit of bold enterprise and determined per- sions at Calcutta. In  the same year another 
severance, which no losses could impede, and act (13 George III., cap. 64) was passed, 
no dangers subdue. To this spirit, which regulating the financial relations of the com- 
was created and nourished hy their exclusive pany and the government. This act also 
privileges, they owed their ultimate success, bound the company to export annually 
I t caused them, under all reverses, to look £380,837 worth of merchandise, exclusive^ ot 
forward with ardent hopes to future gains; naval and military stores, hut this obligation 
and if it occasionally led them to stain their was only to last for two years. In  conse- 
fame by acts of violence and injustice towards quencc of these acts of the British legislature, 
the assailants of their monopoly, it stimulated Warren Hastings was appointed governor- 
them to efforts, both in commerce and in war, general.
that were honourable to the character of the In 1781 (21 George III., cap. 65) the 
British nation.” company’s privileges were confirmed and

A new career of government and influence continued for ten years, determinable thence 
now opened upon the honourable company, after a three years’ notice. The financial 
In  1716 Mr. Hamilton, a British surgeon, decrees of the English legislature were at the 
who had been sent on a commercial and same time grasping, and unjust towards the 
political mission to Delhi, obtained “ a firman company, which was to pay £400,000 per 
of privileges” from the Mogul:—■ annum, their dividends to be limited to eight

, , ... ,- percent., and after payment of it three-fourths1. That the passport o f  the company spresHent should 1 . - , 1 r , _____  ,
exempt all British goods from examination hy the Mogul’s of tlieir surplus leceipt.. X l c
government officers. the exchequer.

2. That the officers of the mint at Moorshedahad This s e tt le m e n t  d id  n o t  g i v e  sa t is fa c t io n ,  
should give three days a week for the coinage of the ^nd  ill  1 7 8 2  a  s e le c t  c o m m itte e  o f  th e  c o m -
company’s money there . . . . .  .. , mens sat on Ind ian  affairs. I n  the result of

3. That all debtors of the company should be delivered ,, l  a o o  ™ tup on demand. that session, the year 1783 was made notable
4. That the company might purchase the lordslpps of ill the concerns of the East India Company

thirty-eight towns in Bengal, with certain specified im- Py the celebrated bills of Mr. Fox. Only 
muuities. two years previously lie was instrumental in

In 1744 George II. continued the privi- breaking up “ the board of plantations ’ and 
leges of the company. Jn two years after that “ the colonial department.” I t  was near the 
the war with the French began, which lasted close of the year that Fox introduced his 
until 1761, and issued in the triumph of the measures: the first was for vesting the affairs 
company, the increase of its territory, and of of the East India Company in the hands ol 
its power and influence at home. seven directors, aided by nine proprietors.

The conquests of Clive having still further The board was to have the disposal of all
increased the company’s territory, George III ., patronage. The second bill _ was for tlie 
in 1767, by statute (7 , cap. 5 7 ), guaranteed better government of the territorial posses- 
these territories for two years to the company sions in India, the regulation of land tenures, 
upon their payment of £400,000. In 1769 and the abolition of monopolies. Neither ol 
this act was confirmed for five years. these bills passed, but their discussion pie-

The company having, in 1772, assumed pared the way for the adoption of a policy
the entire control of Bengal, a committee of towards the company by the imperial govern-



ment which was destined to prevail, under consent of the crown, given through the 
various modifications, for three-quarters of a Board of Control, which revised all decisions 
century. P itt really derived his suggestions and elections. The body of proprietors were 
from Fox in the plans which he afterwards consulted on all financial changes, and their 
perfected. There can be no doubt that both suffrages were necessary in such matters, 
these statesmen were influenced by a desire although it was a nominal rather than a real 
to frame a government for India the most power which the proprietary exercised, 
likely to secure patronage and power for their In  1793, by 33 George III ., cap. 52, the 
respective parties; and that jealousy of the territorial possessions of India, with their 
Whigs, and of liberal notions in general, revenues, and the commercial privileges of 
moved both P itt and his master, George III., the company, were continued for twenty 
to the opposition which the measures of Fox years. The powers of the Board of Control 
encountered from them. were renewed, increased, and defined. The

In  1784 parliament again took up the governor - general was invested with en- 
question of Indian government. By 24 larged, and, in some cases, with even abso- 
George III ., cap. 25, the crown was autho- lute powers. Hew enactments were also 
rised to appoint six privy councillors as com- made for the regulation of the presidential 
missioners for the affairs of India; three to governments.
form a quorum, and either the chancellor of The year 1813 was a year of great impor- 
tho exchequer, or one of the secretaries of tance in the relations of the crown and corn- 
state, to be president. The power of the pany. Again for the space of twenty years 
directors was increased in certain directions, the possessions of the company were con- 
and better defined in all respects. The tinued, the expenses of their military estab- 
right to fill up vacancies in the offices of lishments to be defrayed from their land 
governors at Fort St. George and Bombay, revenue. Their exclusive trade with China 
and in that of governor-general, was con- for tea was also confirmed. As will he seen 
ceded to them. They were also empowered by the reader in an early chapter on the 
to recall the governor-general, to declare religions of India, provision was made in that 
war, and to make peace. A secret committee year for an ecclesiastical establishment. The 
was selected from the body of the directors, lease of twenty years held by the company 
endowed with peculiar prerogatives. The from the crown expired in 1833, and another 
supreme council at Calcutta, as constituted by renewal for the same period was obtained, 
the bill, was to consist of the governor- Various modifications of the company’s charter 
general and three councillors, the commander- were, however, insisted upon on the part of 
in-chief to rank next in authority to his parliament and the crown. The trading 
excellency. The commissioners appointed privileges were abolished, in consequence of 
by the act were, in their collective capacity, the outcry raised, especially against the 
called “ the Board of Control.” This was monopoly of the China tea-trade, throughout 
the chef-d ceuvre of P itt’s bill, and the scheme the British Isles. A fixed dividend of ten 
has never worked well. Mr. Washington and a half per cent, per annum was guaran
ty ilks, the editor of a journal in the north of teed to their stockholders, on condition of the 
England, well expressed the relation of “ the company paying two millions sterling for the 
board ” to the company when he said, “ The reduction of the national debt. The dividend, 
Board of Control never compelled the directors however, was subject to a redemption by 
to do right, but often compelled them to do parliament after April, 1784, on payment of 
wrong when they would not.’’ If  this sen- £200 for every £100 of stock. Or if the 
tence is only to be received with some quali- company should be deprived of the govern- 
fication, it is nevertheless a correct general ment of India previously, then three years’ 
description of the fact. notice made any time after the year 1854

In the years 1786, 1813, 1833, and 1853, would entitle the government to redeem the 
“ P itt’s A ct” received modifications, but the guarantee on the terms specified. The hoard 
principles of the measure have remained as of commissioners for the affairs of India 
constituting the Anglo-Indian political system. (Board of Control) was remodelled—seven 
Ihe legislative power remained with the cabinet ministers were made ex-officio mem- 
court of directors, who were the source of all bers. The authority of the board was also 
civil, political, and military authority, and increased: it was empowered to demand 
ostensibly held the right of dismissing gover- copies of minutes of courts of proprietors and 
nors, governors-general, commanders-in-chief, directors, and of all letters and despatches of 
and all officers civil or military, of whatsoever importance which the directors proposed to 
grade, and exercising^ whatsoever functions, send to India. Should the company refuse 
Still all these prerogatives were subject to the to give copies, or delay their transmission to



the Board of Control for fourteen days, then constitutional jealousy of the English people 
the latter was authorised to frame despatches led them to regard any corporate body with 
on the matter in question, whatever it might suspicion, which seemed to exercise powers 
be, and the company was bound to send them that belonged only to the queen, lords, and 
to India. A still more important right was commons in parliament assembled. Much of 
given to “ the board,” one which the company this feeling, as directed against the East India 
regarded as an unjustifiable encroachment; this Company, arose from an imperfect acquaint- 
was the power to alter and reduce the annual ance with the merits of the case, the liis- 
estimates for the company’s home establish- tory of the company’s Indian affairs having 
ment. The board was also empowered to previously excited very little attention, even 
send despatches to India in the name of the amongst members of parliament and professed 
directors, with the concurrence of any three politicians. The existence of this jealous 
members of “ the secret committee.” state of mind towards the company, which

The act of 1833 also modified the local was very much fostered by the merchant 
government of India, which was vested in the class, was taken advantage of by the govern- 
governor-general and a council of four, three ment of the day, which was anxious, as 
of them to be persons who had been in the every preceding government had been, to 
civil or military service ten years, and one acquire the patronage of India as a means of 
who had never been before in the service, preserving office; and from the aristocratic 
This council should assemble whenever the sympathies of all cabinets, Whig and Tory, 
governor-general might appoint, and pass they were desirous to disperse the civil and 
such “ acts” as they deemed proper for the military gifts among their own class, hitherto 
welfare of India, subject to the sanction so largely bestowed by the company upon 
of the court of directors. Governors and the middle ranks of British society, 
councils of three were to administer affairs in Victoria 16, 17, cap. 95 confirmed all pre- 
the Bombay and Madras presidencies, without vious acts, except where they might prove 
the power of making laws or granting money, inconsistent with its own enactments. No 
These changes stung the court of proprietary new lease was, however, extended to the 
and the directors to the quick, but their company; their territorial jurisdiction, and 
acquiescence was obtained, which was ren- all other rights and privileges held under the 
dered possible by the patronage which the act of 1853 were to remain until parliament 
act conceded. All offices, from that of the should provide otherwise. The constitution 
governor-general to the lowest clerk or mili- of the court of directors was remodelled; 
tary cadet, were placed in the hands of the instead of twenty-four members it should 
directors, except a certain reserve, as to consist of only eighteen, ten of whom to form 
cadets, held by the Board of Control. The a quorum. Of the eighteen directors, fifteen 
crown, however, retained the right of con- were to be chosen out of the then existing 
firming the choice in the higher appointments; body by themselves; three were to be ap- 
and if the directors allowed any office to be pointed by the crown. I t  was also provided 
vacant for more than two months, the Board that the crown nominees should gradually 
of Control was entitled to fill it up. This increase until the governing body should 
bill was very particular in expressing the consist of six such, with twelve elected mem- 
right of the imperial parliament to legislate hers, the whole of the former, and half of the 
for India, and it enacted that a statement of latter to consist of persons who should have 
the company’s finance should be annually laid resided ten years in India. No person 
before the houses of the legislature. Various to sit as a director unless he possessed 
important changes in the judicial arrange- £1000 East India stock. Each director was 
ments of the company’s courts, and in the to receive a salary of £500 per annum, and 
rights of British-born subjects to purchase the chairman and deputy-chairman £1000 
land and reside in India, were comprised in each. These sums were ridiculously small, 
this bill. An important act was passed in some of the officials in the India-house 
1835, giving power to the directors to sus- having larger salaries, and rendering ser- 
pend the operation of the bill of 1833, so far vices which deserved such a requital. The 
as related to the government of Agra; and directors, if made stipendiaries at all, should 
the governor-general in council was enjoined have been paid on a scale of remuneration 
to appoint in such case a lieutenant-governor adequate to their vast responsibility and 
for that province. labour. The quorum of the general court of

When the lease of power given to the proprietors was fixed at twenty, 
company in 1833 expired in 1853, consi- This act also instituted changes in the 
derable agitation was raised in the country council of India. The fourth member of 
against the renewal of their charter. The council was placed on the same footing as 
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tlie three colleagues who had necessarily stitution of the company, to place before him 
served in India in some other capacity, the leading articles of the act of 1793, with 
Previously this officer had no vote: by the notes of the addenda, or alterations made by 
new act his authority was made identical with subsequent acts. The act of 1793 is known 
that of his fellow-members. There were as 33 George II I ., cap. 52, and is called, 
added to the council four new members, “ An Act for continuing in the East India 
entitled to sit and vote only when laws and Company, for a further term, the Possession 
regulations were made. These officers were of the British Territories in India, together 
thus selected^: the chief-justice of the supreme with their exclusive Trade, under certain 
court of India, ex officio ; one of the judges limitations; for establishing further Regula- 
of that court; and a civil officer of ten years’ tions for the Government of the said Terri- 
standing in each of the presidencies of Bom- tories, and the better Administration of Jus- 
bay and Madras. In  addition to these espe- tice within the sam e; for appropriating to 
cial members of council taking part only in certain uses the Revenues aud Profits of the 
matters of law, the governor-general had said Company; and for making provision for 
power himself to appoint two company’s ser- the good Order and Government of the 
vants being of ten years’ standing. All these Towns of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay.” 
appointments subject to the approbation of The name of the act sufficiently indicates its 
her majesty, that is, to the Board of Control, object, so as to render the preamble unneces- 

Previous to the act^of 1853, the commander- sary. The second section of the act was of 
in-chief of the queen s army in India vras not great importance :
necessarily commander-in-chief of the com- . n  . . .  ., . „ , . , Jt „ .

arm y: by this siatMa he became f  A S ® ,
officio invested with that authoiity. The his heirs or successors, by any letters patent, or by any 
number of European troops which the com- commission or commissions to be issued under the Great 
pany was to he permitted to employ was ®eal Great Britain,1 from time to time to nominate, 
fixed at twenty thousand as a maximum «on?tttute. and appoint, during bis or their pleasure, 
rni,_ ' „ „ xi. • „ j  . ' • , ■, such members or the pnvy council (of whom the two

. . Olised to appoint law principal secretaries of state, and . the chancellor of
Commissioners to report 0 11 legal reforms, the exchequer for the time being, shall always be 
The directors received power to enlarge the three), and such other two persons as his majesty, his 
limits of presidencies, to create a new presi- beirs or successors, shall think fit to be, and who shall 
dency, and appoint a lieutenant-governor, beand be st*vled commissioners for the affairs
The latter provision pointed to the north- n "
west provinces, or “ Agra government.” This was the basis of the Board of Con- 
Very important alterations were made in the tr °l 5 but by 3 & 4 William IV ., cap. 85, 
company’s patronage; the civil service, and secs- 19 and 2 0 , the constitution of the board 
the posts of assistant-surgeons to the forces. H i11 some respects varied. The office of 
were thrown open to competition. The commissioner is not restricted to members of 
Board of Control -was invested with the right the privy council, and the following great 
of making regulations in reference to all parts officers of state are to he ex officio conhnis- 
of the service, as to admission and age of sioners:—the lord president of the council, 
candidates at Haileybury and Addiscomb, the the lord privy seal, the first lord of the trea- 
civil and military colleges of the company in sury, the principal secretaries of state (then 
England. I t  was provided that the Board of three, now four), and the chancellor of the 
Control should not ostensibly alter or regulate exchequer. The act of 3 & 4 William IV ., 
matters connected with the colleges; all caP- 85, was passed on the 28tli of August, 
arrangements made by it were to he laid 1833, and was entitled, “ An Act for effect- 
before parliament. The action of the Board ing an Arrangement with the East India 
of Control in reference to Haileybury soon Company, and for the better Government of 
assumed an adverse character, for in 1855 a His Majesty’s Indian Territories till the 30th 
hill was brought into parliament, under the day of April, 1854.”
auspices of the president, entitled “ An Act § III.—And he it further enacted, % t  any three or 
to relieve the E ast India Company from the more of tlle sai<1 commissioners shall and may form a 
obligation to maintain the college of Hailey- boarf’ for e*ecuting the several powers which hy this 
bury.” I t  was provided that no students act’ orb/ “ 7  other act or acts, are or shall he given to 
hhmilfl ho j.i i x e t or vested in the said commissioners; and that the first-
1 ckp l ayml. ed after the 1 st of January, named commissioner in any such letters patent or com- 
LoOOj and that it should be closed on January mission for the time being shall be the president of the 
30th, 1858. said hoard; and that when any board shall be formed in

I t  will enable the reader fully to compre- tile absence of the president, the commissioner whose manic
horw-l l i  1 shall stand next in the order of their nomination in thebend, and easily to remember, the progress said commissioil; of tllose who shaU be present) s M 1  for
o imperial legislation in  reference to the con- that turn preside at the said board.



This provision was subsequently altered, § VII.—And be it further enacted, that the several 
for by 3 & 4 William IV., cap. S5, sec. 21, secretaries and other officers of the said board shall also 
. J . • rn • , ± i*i i take and subscribe betore the said board such oath oftwo commissioners are sufficient to constitute sepreCy; and fa  the cseclltion of the duties of their
a  b o a r d . respective stations, as the said board shall direct.

§ IV.— The president to have the casting vote. Di 3 & 4 V\ illiani IV., cap. 85, sec. 24,
, , . , ~ . . .  . . .  th is section is modified, the commissioners§ V.—The board to appoint officers; their salaries to . . , , ; . . , .

be fixed by his majesty. The whole of the salaries, being em powered to adm inister such oath 
charges, and expenses of the hoard, exclusive of the only ill case of its being necessary, 
salaries of the members of the board, not to exceed the
sum of eleven thousand pounds in any one year. . ' IP- Appointments of commissioner or chief secre

tary not to disqualify from being elected to parliament.
By 3 & 4 William IV., cap. 85, sec. 23, it By 3 & 4 William IV., cap. 85, sec. 23, 

is enacted, that no commissioner as such, ex- the poavc\  Was to appoint two secretaries, each 
cept the president, shall receive a salary; and 0f wliom xvas to have the same powers, rights, 
by 1G & 17 Victoria, cap. 95, sec. So, the and privileges as were previously vested in 
salary of the president is in no case to be less the cllief secretary ; but by 16 & 17 Victoria, 
than that paid to one of her majesty’s pnn- cap_ 9Sj Bec. 3 3 ; one only of the said secre- 
cipal secretaries of state. By 53 George III., taries is to be capable of sitting in parlia- 
cap. 155, sec. 90, the total amount of salaries ment. 
and charges is fixed at twenty-six thousand
pounds, exclusive, however, of superannua- , $ to suPenntentl ah concerns relating to
f. ’ , - A ,, , , the civil or military government or revenues m the Easttions g ra f te d  under section 91 of th a t act. j nd;es_
Provision is made by 3 & 4 William IV.,
cap. 85, sec. 6 , for extraordinary charges By 3 <fc 4 W illiani IV., cap. 85, sec. 6 , 
arising out of the cessation of the company’s Die power of control is extended to all acts 
trade; but by section 1 1 0  the sum payable, connected with the sale of the company’s 
by the company on account of the board is commercial property.
n o t  to  b e  in c r e a s e d  b e y o n d  th e  f ix e d  a m o u n t, ,  x.-C om m issioners, or their officers, to have access 
e x c e p t  lo r  d e fr a y in g  th o s e  c h a r g e s . I h e  a c t  to the boohs of the company.
53 George III ., cap. 155, was passed on the
21st of July, 1813, and was entitled, “ An This provision was subsequently enlarged, 
Act for continuing in the East India Com- ôr by George III ., cap. 155, sec. 78, the 
pany for a further Term the British Terri- board may direct the preparation of such ac- 
tories in India, together with certain exclu- counts, statements, and abstracts, as they may 
sive Privileges; for establishing further Re- think fit.
gnlations for the Government of the said § XL— Court of Directors to deliver to the board 
Territories, and the better Administration copies of all proceedings, ana of despatches relating to 
of Justice within the same; and for regu- the civil or military government or revenues, 
lating- the Trade to and from the Places within This ision was extelldecI by 3 & 4 
the. limits of the said Company s Charter. WiIIian/ IV  8 5  sec. 2!) to all docu.

a i 6  t J J ’ ments which shall be material, or which thepassed on the 20th of August, 1853, and was b d maY re{mjre
entitled, “ An Act for the better Government 7  q
o f  India.” § X II.— Orders relating to the civil or military go

vernment or revenues to be submitted to the consideration 
§ VI.— Commissioners to take the following oath:—  of the board, who may alter the same, bnt must return 

„ T . _  , ,, . , , such documents to the court of directors within fourteen
1, A. JS., do iaithtully promise and swear that, days 

“ as a commissioner or member of the hoard for
“ the affairs of India, I  will give my best advice and By later enactments the power of control 
“ assistance for the good government of the British jg extended to all official communications, 
“ possessions in the East Indies and the due admin- ex t thoee with the home establishment.

lstration oi the revenues of the same, according f-, , . u n 0 D ;
“ to law, and will execute the several powers and e cldviseis of the company, o  & ^
“ trusts reposed in me according to the best of my William IV,, cap. 85, secs. 30 and 34. By 
“ skill and judgment, without favour or affection, 53 George III., cap. 155. sec. 71, and by 
“ prejudice or malice, to any person whatever.” 3 & 4 William IV ., Cap. 85, sec. 30, the 

Which oath any two of the said commissioners shall and time for returning drafts of despatches, c%C., 
are hereby empowered to administer to the others of from the board is extended to two months, 
them, or any of them; and the said oath shall he entered
by their chief secretary amongst the acts of the hoard, § X III.— Provided always, and be it further enacted, 
and be duly ascribed and attested by the said commis- that nothing herein contained shall extend, or be con- 
sioners, at the time of their taking and administering the strued to extend, to restrict or prohibit the said directors 
same to each other respectively. from expressing by representation in writing to the said



board, such remarks, or observations, or explanations as they or any of them shall act in the execution of the 
shall occur, or they shall think fit, touching or concern- powers and trusts hereby reposed in them, take an oath
ing any letters, orders, or instructions, which shall have of the tenor following............ Which said oath shall and
been varied in substance, or disapproved by the said may be administered by the several and respective mem- 
board; and that the said board shall, and they are hereby bers of the said secret committee to each other; and, 
required, to take every such representation, and the seve- being so by them taken and subscribed, the same shall be 
ral matters therein contained or alleged, into their con- recorded by the secretary of the said court of directors for 
sideration, and to give such further orders or instructions the time being amongst the acts of the said court, 
thereupon as they shall think fit and expedient; which
orders or instructions shall he final and conclusive upon The prescribed oath is here omitted, hav- 
thc said directors. ing been replaced by others in 53 George

t> o p  a w ‘ir t v  otr on III ., cap. 155, sec. 74, and 3 & 4 WilliamBy 3 & 4 William IV., cap. So, sec. 32, TT7 ’ r  0 . ’ or- mi i ^  ,i- f  , • i 1  . ’ IV. ,  cap. 84, sec. do. The latter is merelythe time for making such representation is 1  . ~ , ,, Jn , f f  ■ , • an abbreviation of the former, and thus runs;minted to fourteen days ; subject, m cases ’
where the legality of the order is disputed, 1 11, A. B., do swear that I will, according to my
to a reference to three or more judges of the “ best skill and judgment, faithfully execute the sevc-
COlU't of the Queen’s Bench. “ ral trusts and powers reposed in me as a member

“ of the secret committee of the India Company; I 
§ XIV.—Provided also, and be it further enacted and “ will not disclose or make known any of the secret

declared, that nothing iu this act contained shall extend “ orders, instructions, despatches, official letters, or
to give to the board of commissioners the power of nomi- “ communications, which shall be sent or given to
nating or appointing any of the servants of the said “ me by the commissioners for the affairs of India,
united company, anything herein contained to the contrary “ save only to the other members of the said secret
notwithstanding. ' “ committee, or to the person or persons who shall

“ be duly nominated or employed in transcribing or 
By 16 & 17 Victoria, cap. 95, sec. 29, the “preparing the same respectively, unless I shall be

approbation of the board is made necessary “ authorised by the said commissioners to make
to the validity of the appointment of any known the same.”
advocate-general. The directions for the appointment of a

§ XV.—If the directors neglect to frame despatches secret committee, and the administration of 
beyond fourteen days after requisition, the board may an oath to lts members, are repeated in 3 & 4 
prepare instructions, and the directors shall forward them William IV., cap. 85, sec. 35, where also it is 
to India. provided that the record may be made either

This provision was extended to all official by the secretalT  °r the deputy-secretary.
communications by 3 & 4 William IV  can < Tvr -n * i f ,or- oi J  •> $ XXI.—Despatches of the secret committee to be pre-
oo, sec. oi. _ _ pared only by the secretary or examiner of Indian corre-

Section 16 restricted the interference of spondence, who shall take an oath of secrecy.
the boaid to matteis of civil 0 1  military go- § XXII.—Presidencies in India may send despatches
vernment and revenue ; and where the right to the secret committee, who shall deliver them to the
should be disputed, authorised an application board.
to the king in council. Neither of these pro- t>„ «  ttt  i «  lT
visions is now in force. ,By °e° Ge01^ e I .I f  ■- caP- 155’ st‘c- 73> tllerule ot secrecy with respect to despatches

§ XVII.—The board not to direct the increase of addressed by order of the board to the go- 
established salaries, unless proposed by the directors, and vernments of India is applied to the contents 
laid before parliament. 0f despatches received By the secret com-

Tliis provision is taken from 28 George mittee f r o those governments.
HI-, cap. 8 , sec. 3, and in 3 & 4 William IV., , YY1TT ,
r*n-r» can  11  n  i.* ’ $ A A il i .— And be it further enacted, that no order or
cp. , sec. 110. An exception was made resolution of the court of directors of the said company,

tor servants employed in winding up the touching or concerning the civil or military government
commercial business of the company. or revenues of the said territories and acquisitions in

India, after the same shall have received the approbation 
s XV III. The hoard not to direct any gratuity hut of the board of commissioners for tlie affairs of India, 

such as shall he proposed by the directors. shall be liable to be rescinded, suspended, revoked, or
T,, o p a - w i r  ttt o .- varied, by any general court of proprietors of the saidin  3 & 4 V  illiam IV., cap. 85, sec. 110, company, 

the same exception as in the previous section
of this act is made. Section 24 contains provisions for the con-

stitution of the governments of the three pre- 
boal̂  saud or.der,s t0 secret com‘ sidencies, which are superseded by the later 

mittee of directors, who shall transmit the same to India, provisions contained in 3 & 4 William IV.,
§ XX. And be it further enacted, that the said court cap. 85. These will be noticed on another 

of directors shall from, time to time appoint a secret com- page, 
mittee, to consist of any number not exceeding three of ^
the said directors, for the particular purposes in this act § XXV.—And be it further enacted, that all vacancies
spcci ic , an uch said directors so appointed shall, before happening in the office of governor*general of Fort



William, in Bengal, or of any members of the council In 3 & 4 William IV ., cap. S5 sec GO
there, or of governor of either of the company’s presi- f i.;  t  i  1  ’
dencies or settlements of Fort St. George or Bombay, or T 11S Plovlslon ls lepeatea.
of any of the members of the council of the same respee- § XXVII.— And be it further enacted, that it shall be
S  01p0f of the f°rts and ?a™ s™s at Vort lawful for the said court of directors to appoint any per-
S r f  S ; Gf “rge’ *  ? T  ay’ °rc°f  command<!1'- son or persons provisionally to succeed to any of the 
commnmler-i'ii-ctuVf iah 0r Provincial offices aforesaid, for supplying any vacancy or vacancies
such vnraneips shill he flu l 0'" *  ere> ^  a"d every of therein, when the same shall happen by'the death or
o t i Z Z Z f  the i f / , 1 t ?  "a a ™ppl;ed by the court resignation of the person or persons holding the same
anv of he aid tbe Vacanclea. °nf office or offices respectively, or on his or their departure
any of the said members ot council being always supplied from India, or on any event or contino-ency expressed in

r sssjtsL- -* •• - z&’s.’sxxsiisnlsiss.
The approbation of the crown is now aala!7> “r emolument appertaining thereto, until he shall

„ be in the actual possession of such office, any act or
necessary to the appointment of governor- statute to the contrary notwithstanding, 
general, governors of subordinate presidencies, ,
members of council, whether of the council of o & i  William IV., cap. 85, sec. 61, repeats 
India, or of any subordinate presidency. *his provision- In  16 & 17 Victoria, cap. 95, 
Changes to this "effect were made by 5 3  sec- 20>tlle appointment of ordinary members 
George III ., cap. 155, sec. 80, and 3  & 4 of colmcil> whether of India or of the subordi- 
William IV., cap. 85, secs. 42, 58, and 61, nate presidencies, is made subject to the 
in reference to governor-generals and go- approbation of the crown, 
vernors. As to the appointment of the fourth Section 28 provides that nothing in this 
ordinary member of the council of India, by act sIla I1 extend to vacate or disturb any pre- 
3 & 4 William IV., cap. 85, sec. 40; as to vicras appointment, lawfully made.
members of council geneially, by 16 & 17 § XXIX.—How vacancies are to be supplied when no
Victoria, cap. 95, sec. 20. By 16 & 17 Vic- successors are on the spot.
toria, cap. 95, sec. 30, any person appointed § XXX.—The next member of council to the com- 
commander-in-chief of the forces of the crown mander-in-chief to succeed to the temporary government 
ill India is, by virtue of such appointment, to °1 a presidency, unless the commander-in-chief shall have 
he commander-in-chief of ail the company’s been PrOTisionalIy appointed.
forces in India, and the commander-in-chief § X X X I— Vacancy of counsellors, when no successors
of the royal forces in any presidency is to be “  th® sPot’.to be suPP1!ed b? the governor in conn- i c 1  *, o cil from the senior merchants,commandei-m-chief of the company s forces .
in such presidency. By 53 George II I . § XXXII -The commander-m-chief, when not the go-

1 kk qo J t o  o a -rxT-n- tit vernor at the presidency, may, by the authority of the
C o r SeC’ anĈ  ° ^  ^  ^  1̂ iain •> directors, he the second member of the council, 

cap. 85, sec. 40, the twelve years’ residence
required as a qualification for councillor This provision was repeated in 45 George 
is reduced to ten. Under the same section TLL, cap. 36, and 3 & 4 William IV., cap. 
of the act last mentioned, military officers sec- 1 0 .
h a v in g  c o m p le te d  th e  r e q u ir e d  p e r io d  o f  s e r -  $ XXXIII.— The commander-in-chief in India, not
v ic e  are  e l ig ib le  for a p p o in tm e n t  to  th e  c o n n -  being governor-general, while resident at Fort St. George
cil of India, and the fourth  ordinary mem- or Bombay, shall be a member of the council.
h er  o f  th a t  c o u n c il is  to  b e  a p e r so n  n o t  p r e -  § XXXIV.— If any member shall be incapable of
viously in the service of the company. In attending, the governor of the presidency may call to the
the above section, and in numerous acts ante- counĉ  a provisional successor, &c.
cedent to 3 & 4 William IV., cap. 85, § XXXV.— His majesty, by sign-manual, countersigned
th e  fu n c t io n a r y  h o ld in g  th e  c h ie f  p la c e  o f  by t ie  President of the board> may remove any officer or
authority in India is named Governor-general serVBnt °f the compa,ly in IntUa’
of Port William, in Bengal. By section 39 This enactment was confirmed by 3 & 4
of the act last mentioned, the office of go- William IV., cap. 85, sec. 74.
vernor-general of India was created, and by . YYY„ T , ,

ao „n  • , ,,  ’ “ « XXXVI.— The act not to preclude the directors fromsection 52 all powers given to the governor- rec*lling their officers or 8ervaats.
general of Port William, m Bengal, in council
or alone, by former acts then in force, and The right of the directors in this respect is 
not repugnant to 3 & 4 William IV., cap. 85, more fully recognised in 53 George III ., cap. 
were to apply to the governor-general of 155, sec. 80; 3 & 4 William IV., cap. 85, 
India in council, and to the governor-general sec. 75; and sec. 60 of 3 & 4 William IV., 
of India alone, respectively. cap. 85.

_ § XXVI.— If the directors neglect to fill up vacancies, § XXXVII.— Departure from India of any governor-
his majesty may supply them. general, &c., with intent to return to Europe, to be



deemed a resignation of employment, &c. While at the the possessions of any country princes or states; and that 
presidency, no resignation of a governor-general, &c., to in any such case it shall not be lawful for the governor- 
be valid, except delivered in writing to the secretary, general and council to declare war or to commence hosti- 
Kegulation respecting salaries. lities, or to enter into any treaty for making war against

mTj • „ • • , aay other prince or state, than such as shall be actually
. -V118 P ™ ™ !  was amended and extended committing hostilities, or making preparations, or to
ill tile acts of lo lo  ailCL 18oo. make such treaty for guaranteeing the possessions of

, t v y v t t t  k - . . . .  a,ly prince or state, but upon the consideration of
;  '  rtf. Councils, in the first place, to consider such prince or state actually engaging to assist the corn- 

matters proposed by the governor, who may postpone pany against such hostilities commenced, or preparations 
any matters proposed by councillors. made as aforesaid; and in all cases where hostilities shall

§ XXXIX.—Proceedings to be expressed to be made be commenced, or treaty made, the governor-general and 
by the governor and council, and signed by the secretary, couricil shall, by the most expeditious means they can 

. * devise, communicate the same unto the said court of
Repeated ill 8 &  4  William IV ,, cap. 85, directors, or to the said secret committee, together with a 

sec. 57. Ml state of the information and intelligence upon which
; they shall have commenced such hostilities, or made such

§ XL.—.The governor-general in council at Fort Wil- treaties, and their motives and reasons for the same at 
ham empowered to superintend the other presidencies. large.

Tliis provision was repeated in 13 George t> § T]ie governments of Fort St. George or
I I I  can 53 sec 9 TLr q At a. w i l l ;™  TV -Bombay not to declare war, &c„ but by orders from FortI I I .  cap. 05, sec. J. B y  o  &  4 \ \  llliam IV., william or the directors, &b. The penalty on the gover-
cap. bo sec. 59, the superintendence, direc- now, &c„ of Fort St. George and Bombay for neglect of
tion, and control of the whole civil arid mili- orders from Fort William to be suspension or dismissal
tary government of India is vested in the Mm their posts.
governor-general in council; by section 59 of § X L IV ,—The Presidencies of Fort St. George, &c., to
that act the subordinate governments are not seud to Fort wiUiam copies of all their orders, &c. 
to make or suspend laws excepting under This enactment was renewed in 13 George 
urgent necessity, and then only provisionally; III ., cap. 63, sec. 9, and 3 & 4 William IV  
nor to create any new office, nor to grant any cap. 85, sec. 68. 
salary, allowance, or gratuity, without the
sanction of the governor-general in council- •  ̂ XLT— 'The governor-general of Fort William may
by section 65 they are bound to  obey the w^ aUt8. for secul'inS s^pected persons as to any
incfnicTmTio o T T i' < i ' Reasonable acts or correspondence. Proceedings to be
nstiuctiom  and orders of the governor-gene- had where reasonable grounds for the charge shall appear 

rat 1 1 1  council lii all cases whatsoever. against such persons, or they shall be held in custody
, TTT m, ,, .. . until convenient opportunity is found for sending them to
s AL1 . — 1 he other presidencies to obey the orders of India, 

the governor-general in council at Fort William, if not « yt vt mi „ . _  „
repugnant to instructions from England. Governor- w  f i ,?1overnors of St-6 eorSe al,a Bom-
gcneral to send dates, &c., of despatches from England 3 ,  “  the llke Powew ,wlth aspect to suspected 
on points contained in instructions to presidencies® &c ] V * 88 tlle g^nor-general. 
who shall transmit to him copies of any orders they deem § XLVII.—The governor-general or governors may 
repugnant thereto. order measures proposed in council about which they

, ,. . . .  , differ Mm the other members to be adopted or sus-
1  he nex t section discloses the policy of the pended, &c.

East India Company in the days of Pitt, and o »r , T„
this policy was recognised by every board of m -  & 4  ' ' lJllaM 11 v .,caP- SS> sec- 49.
control and every board of direction since « • measu.re was ostensibly passed to give 
I t  was in the personal dispositions of e-over- enerS7, vigour, and despatch to the mea- 
nors-general, and the necessities of the case BUr,es aiT  .proceedings of the executive go- 
that the causes of war in India, issuing in the % enunent-
increase of territory, are to be sought. § XLVIII.—The governor-general, &c., making any

& yt t r a t t  , order without the council, reponsible for the same.
quest and extension of dominion i^ M a ^ i^ m e L u M S  i  Til® governor-general, &c., not to make any
repugnant to the wish, the honour,and policy of this nation, ofthVIouncilOU d “0t iaVe been made Wlth the consent 
he it further enacted, that it shall not be lawful for the
governor-general in council of Fort William, without the $ L‘~ No Person to act without the concurrence of the 
express command and authority of the court of directors coUnci1' on "Pom the office of governor-general or gbver- 
or ot the secret committee by the authority of the hoard no5 sha11 devolve by death, unless provisionally ap- 
of commissioners for the affairs of India, in any case (ex- Polnted.
cept where hostilities have actually been commenced, or Renewed lw  q &  a I xt-iv ttt n r
preparations actuaUymade for the commencement of hos- Bo by 3  & 4  W illiam  IV., cap. 85, 
tihties against the British nation in India, or against SeC‘ 62‘ 
some 01 the piiuces or states dependent thereon or whn̂ p .
territories the said united company shall be at such time , Pr.ovlde^ ,also> and be l4 farther enacted, that
engaged by any subsisting treaty to defend or guarantee) or anfhnri? 6* 1 c.<f ltame-d s!la11 bc coast™ed to give power 
either to declare war or commence hostilities® or enter W  * e  governor-general 0f Fort William, in
into any treaty for making war against any of the country C t  ’v r 1 '  °f *5® S°''eruors of 1<ort St. George or 
princes or states in India, or any treaty for guaranteeing ! S  respectively, to make or carry into execution any

1 cuaianteemg order or resolution against the opinion or concurrence of



the counsellors of their respective governments, in any 82, it is fixed at four years for a Salary ex- 
matter which shall come under the consideration of the ceedmg £1500; at seven, years for a salary 
said governor-general and governors in council respec- exceeding £3000: at ten years for a salary
sMpend^ny^genend^ "  reflation6 for ’the exceeding £ 1 0 0 0 ; which last term (ten years)
good order and civil government of the said united com- in service, either Civil or military, also forms 
pany’s settlements; or to impose, of liis own authority, the qualification for a seat in council, by 
any tax or duty within the said respective governments or 3 * 4  William IV., cap. 85, sec. 10 ; for the 
presidencies. appointment of lieutenant-governor of the

With regard to the subordinate presi- north-west provinces, by 5 & 6 William IV., 
dencies, it must be recollected that the go- cap. 52; for that of lieutenant-governor of 
vernments of those presidencies have no Fort William, by 16 & 17 Victoria, cap. 95, 
longer the power of legislation. sec. 16 ; and by section 2 2  of the act  ̂last

Section 52 provided that when the gover- quoted for the office of legislative^ councillor, 
nor-general should visit either of the subordi- thereby created. By 3 & 1 William IV., 
nate presidencies, the powers of the governor cap. 85, sec. 10, no previous service is re- 
of such subordinate presidency should for the quired from the fourth ordinary member of 
time be suspended. But by 3 & 1 William IV., the council of India, but it is expressly re
cap. 85, sec. 67, it is enacted that those quired that he shall he selected from persons 
powers should not, bv reason of such visit, be not servants of the company. By 17 George 
suspended. * III., cap. 6 8 , sec. 7, and 10 George IV., cap.

Section 53 provides that, when the gover- 16, sec. 2, the time spent at Hailey bury is, 
nor-general should be absent from his own under certain circumstances, to be reckoned 
government of Bengal, a member of the as time spent in India with reference to eligi- 
council of that presidency, nominated by the bility to office or salary.
governor-general, should be vice-president , , ,, , ~ ,, , .
0  , , ’ « tti j. xxr-ir 1  mi • 5 LVI1I.—No person to hold two offices, the salariesand deputy-governor of Fort W i liam. This q£ amount to more than the prescribed sum.
it has been thought unnecessary to insert, in
asmuch as by 3 & 1 William IV., cap. 85, ' § LIX.-The directors not to send out more persons
sec. 70, the governor-general of India in ^ " “ essary to supply the complement of the estab' 
council may nominate some member of the
council of India to exercise the powers of the Also 3  & 4  William IV., cap. 85, sec. 103. 
governor-general in assemblies of the said
council during his absence, under the title of § LX.—No person shall be capable of acting, or being 
president; and by 16 & 17 Victoria, cap. 95, appointed or sent to India, in the capacity of writer or

cadet, whose age shall he under fifteen years, or shall 
sec. 16, power is given to the court of clirec- escee>d W y _tbwo year8> nor until the person proposed,
tors to declare that the governor-general OI or intended to he so appointed, shall have delivered to 
India shall not be governor of Fort William, the said court of directors a certificate of his age, under 
and thereupon a governor of that presidency the hand of the minister of the parish in which he was
is to be appointed^ in tU  ™ „ 1  way; or ~  f S j f t
thority may be given to the governor-geneiai 0f circumstance shall lie made by the party
in council to appoint a servant of ten years’ himself, with his information and belief that his age is 
standing to be lieutenant-governor of such not under fifteen years, and doth not exceed twenty-two 
-nnrf „f flip nresidenov of Fort William as Years; provided, nevertheless, that the said restriction pait ol the pieacle y shah not extend to prevent the said court of directors
may not at the time be undei the lieutenant- £rom appointing any person to be a cadet who shall have 
governor of the north-western provinces. ^een for tj,e Space 0f one year at least a commissioned 
The latter measure has been carried out. officer in his majesty’s service, or in the militia or fencible

men when embodied, and hath been called into actual 
§ LIV.— The governor-general, while absent, may issue service, or from the company of cadets in the royal r e 

orders to the officers and servants of the other presi- ment of artillery, and whose age shall not exceed twenty- 
dencies, &c. five years.

§ LV— The directors, with the approbation of the mu ao,e jlag peen extended,'as to writers, 
hoard may suspend the powers of the governor-general w enty . tllree years, bv 7 William IV. and 
to act upon his own authority. 1 cweucy imoo " ,

, 1 1 Victoria, cap. <0, secs. 4 and o.
§ LVI.— No civil servants under the rank of member j

of council to be promoted hut by seniority.  ̂ JJXI._British-born subjects appointed to receive
§ LVII. I f  the salary of a vacant post exceeds five rents, &c., to take an oath,

hundred pounds per annum, the candidate cannot be pro- .  , . ,. ,
moted unless he has resided three years in India. T h e  object of this section was to prevent

,  „ . ,  ,, , .  , s e r v a n ts  of the c o m p a n y  r e c e iv in g  b r ib e s .
The period of qualification for the higher

salaries has been varied by more recent legis- $ LXII.—Keceiving gifts to be deemed a misde- 
lation. By 53 George II I ., cap. 155, sec. meanour.



Repeated in 13 George III ., cap. 63, secs, should have the right to trade in common 
23 and 21, and 3 & 4 William IV., cap. 85, with other subjects of the crown; hut the 
sec- 7 G_ exercise of its trade is suspended by 3 & 4

. .  L , , , W illiam  IV., cap. 85. Section 75 regulates
§ LXIIL—The court may order gifts to he restored, ^  mo(j e 0f parliam en tary  notice to  the com- 

and fines to he given to the prosecutor. pany. Sections 7 6  to 106 re la te  to trade;
§ LXIV.-— Counsellors at law, &c., may take fees in sections 107 to 122 to financial matters of 

their professions. temporary interest. Section 123 provides
Renewed by 13 George III ., cap. 63, that the ' appropriations made by this act 

gee 2 5  (33 George III., cap. 52) shall not affect the
rights of the company or the public as to the 

§ LXV.—Neglect to execute the orders of the directors, territory or the revenue beyond the term of 
&e., to be deemed a misdemeanour. the exclusive trade granted by the act. Sec-

Recited in 3 & 4 William IV., cap. 85, tion 124 relates to the appropriation of certain 
geo gQ monies, and has at this time no interest or

importance. I t  may here he observed that 
§ LXVL—Making any corrupt bargain for giving up the latest enactments for the disposition of 

or obtaining any employment also to be deemed a misde- the revenuea 0f Jndla. will be found in the
meanour' 3 & 4 William IV ., cap. 85, to be noticed on

§ LXVII.—His majesty’s subjects amenable to courts another pace, 
of justice in India and Great Britain for offences in the 1  °
territories of native princes. § CXXV.—No grant of salaries, &c., above two hun-

§ IXVIII.-No action to be stayed without the appro- dred P0,,nds to be Sood’ unIess confirmed by the board, 
bation of the hoard. This provision depended upon the continu-

§ LXIX.—The company not to release sentences, or ance of the company’s right to exclusive 
restore servants dismissed hy sentences. trade. The exclusjve trade with India ter-

By 51 George I I I ,  cap. 75, secs. 4 and 5, '1̂ ’ ^ a t  with China in 1834;
it is declared that the above does not extend bhe 53 'George f f l ,  cap 155 (sec 2 
to the case of military officers dismissed or continued for the term thereby granted, all 
suspended from the service by sentence of enactments, provisions, matters, and things 
court-martial, but that such may, with the ?ontamed in the 83 George I I I  cap. 52, and
approbation of the hoard, be restored. “  an/  oth.®r ac*s term f Trf ted11 by the said act of the 33 George I I I ,  so

§ LXX.—No person under the degree of a member of far as they were in force, and not repealed 
council or commander-in-chief, who shall not return to by or repugnant to the act 53 George I I I ,  
India within five years from his leave to depart, shall be cap_ 7 5 5  . an(p fry the 3 & 4 William IV , 
entitled to rank, unless in the case of any civil servant of 1 OI- 0 1 1  1 i t  c c
the company it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the caP‘ 2> f 1 1  enactments &C, of former
court of directors that such absence was occasioned hy acts limited to the term granted by oo breorge 
sickness or infirmity, or unless such person be permitted III ., cap. 155, are continued, so far as they 
to return with his rank to India by a vote or resolution were in force at the time of passing the new 
passed by way of ballot by three parts in four of the pro- act (g & 4  William IV.. cap. 85), and were 
pnetors assembled m general court, especially convened • , x
for that purpose, whertof eight days’ previous notice of not repealed thereby or repugnant thereto, 
the time and purpose of such meeting shall be given in By 53 George I I I ,  cap. 155, sec. 8 8 , and 
the L ondon G azette, or unless in the case of any military 55 George III .. Cap. 64, the approval of the 
officer, it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the said board is required to give effect to gratuities
court of directors, and the board of commissioners for the norm tj,. o a vxrm;„ n r
affairs of India, that such absence was occasioned by s e e d in g  £600 By o <fc 4 Wllliarn IV ,
sickness or infirmity, or hy some inevitable accident. cap. oo, sec. o (, i t  is enacted that an estimate

is to he submitted to the board of the sum 
Section 71 secures to the company the required for the home establishment, and in

exclusive trade, sitbject to a subsequent pro- cidental expenses of the East India Company, 
viso for its determination. which sum, when approved in the gross, is to

Section 72 provided that the company he applied at the discretion of the court of 
should at all times thereafter, subject as directors, free from any interference of the 
above, enjoy all the benefits of previous acts board. All expenditure beyond tliis sum, 
and charters, except as hy this act repealed, including salaries, gratuities, and allowances, 
varied, and altered. is subject to the general rule of superintend-

Section 73 contains a proviso for the ter- ence by the board. See section 25 of the 
mination of the exclusive trade, upon three above act, 3 & 4 William IV , cap. 85.
J ears notice. • i i .1 , e, , . § CXXYI.—The directors to lay revenue accounts

Section 74 provided that after the termi- betore pariiament within the first fourteen sitting days 
nation 0 1 the exclusive trade the corporation 0f March in everv year.



By 51 George III., cap. 36, sec. 55, the and for protection of the lawful trade of his 
accounts were to be made up to the 1st of majesty’s subjects; so much of the 3 George 
May, and presented to parliament within the II., cap. 14, and so much of 27 George II., 
first fourteen sitting days after that period, cap. 17, as creates any penalty with reference 
By 3 & 4 William IV., cap. 85, sec. 116, the to 7 George I., cap. 21, for the mode of 
accounts are to he presented within the first suing, distributing, and recovering such pen- 
fourteen sitting days after the 1st of May, alty; so much of 10 George III., cap. 47, as 
and to be made up according to the latest subjects persons concerned in illicit trade to 
advices. By that act also some changes are penalties; so much of 13 George III., cap. 
made in the particulars of the required ac- 53, as provides for delivery by the company 
counts, adapting them to the altered circum- of letters of advice to the secretaries of state, 
stances of the company, all relating to trade makes it unlawful for the governor-general, 
being omitted. Section 127 provides for the the members of council of Bengal, the chief 
reciprocal discharge of the crown and the justice or judges of the supreme court there, 
company in respect of certain accounts be- or revenue officers, to carry on trade, or pro- 
tween them, up to the 24th of December, hibits dealing in salt, betel-nut, tobacco, or 
1792. A similar arrangement to a later date rice, .or restrains from trading free merchants, 
was effected by 3 George IV., cap. 93. free mariners, or others whose covenant shall

Among other matters in the settlement he expired; and so much of 21 Geoi’ge III., 
above referred to was that of military charges, cap. 65, as prohibits lending money to foreign 
The subsequent provision for these is the companies, or restrains the court of directors 
subject of the following section :— from stopping suits for penalties thereby in-

§ CXXVIII.—From the twenty-fourth day of Decem- curred; the whole of the 24 George III ., 
her, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-two, the sess. 2, cap. 25, excepting so much as relates 
expenses of troops to be repaid by the company. to the debts of the Nabob of Arcot, redress

Sections 129 to 136 contained penal enact- to native landholders, and such parts as re- 
ments against persons trading, and provisions mained in force for the establishment of a 
for the confiscation of their ships and goods. court of judicature; the whole of 26 George

§ CXXXYII.— N o governor-general, &c„ to trade, ex- 1 1 1 CaP ’ ^  reP eTaliriS  c la ™ es 5
eept on account of the company. No judge to be con- an(* s0  ^  Geoige III., cap. 57, as
cerned in any trade. No person whatever to be concerned makes offences against the law for securing 
in the inland trade in salt, &c., except with the company’s the exclusive trade of the company enforce- 
permission. able jn ^he i ncJieg_ I t  will be observed

By act of government of India, No. 15 of that the subjects of several of the repealed 
1848,no officer of any court established by enactments form the matter of new enactments 
royal charter within the territories of the in this act—as the interdiction of trade to the 
East India Company is to be concerned in governor - general, governors, members of 
any dealings as a banker, trader, agent, factor, council, judges of the supreme court, and 
or broker, except such as may he part of the revenue officers, and the limitation of the 
duty of his office. trade in salt, betel-nut, tobacco, cfec. See

Sections 138 and 139 relate to trade. section 137. Section 147 provides that the
Section 140 relates to the prosecution of repeal shall not extend to offences committed 

offences against this act. before the passing of this ac t; section 148,
Section 141 enacts how actions shall be that it should not affect the powers of the 

laid, and states the limitation of actions, and board previously in existence till a new board 
process. should be appointed; section 149, that it

Sections 142 to 145 referred to legal pro- should not affect the powers given by 28
ceedings against clandestine traders. By George III ., cap. 8 , and 31 George III.,
section 146 the following enactments of cap. 10, concerning expenses of additional
earlier date are repealed:—So much of 9 forces in the East Indies; section 150, that 
& 10 William III., cap. 44, as inflicts penalty should not bar actions.
or forfeiture for illegally trading to the East § CLI.—Power given to the governor-general in 
Indies; the whole of the 5 George I., cap. council of Port William, &c., to appoint justices of the 
21, intended for the protection of the com- peace, which said justices not to sit in courts of Oyer 
pany’s trade, and all enactments continuing anĉ Terminer unless called upon, 
the same; so much of the 7 George I., cap. The 47 George III ., sess. 2, cap. 6 8 , sec. 
2 1 , as relates to the punishment of per- 6 , repeals so much of the above as authorizes 
sons illegally trading to the East Indies; the governor-general in council to appoint 
the whole of the 9 George I., cap. 26, justices of the peace for Fort St. George or 
for preventing a subscription for an East Bombay, that authority being given by sec- 
India Company in the Austrian Netherlands, tion 5 to the governor in council of the 

yor.. i, 9 9



respective presidencies. The 2 & 3 William THE HOM E GOVERNMENT.
IV., cap. 117, sec. 1, removes the restriction The constitution of the board of directors 
ns to British inhabitants, and renders eligible has been shown in the foregoing pages. The 
all persons not subjects of a foreign state, practice, as to the chairman and deputy-chair - 
By act of government of India, No. 6 of man, is for the directors to elect such annually 
1815, the power of issuing separate commis- from their own body, but the deputy-chair- 
sions is given. man of one year is generally the chairman of

the next, in which capacity he also serves for 
„ * CLn;77TJ° m  <T We of ■*$afS£  a justlce of one year. The directors, until 1853, had the

power vested, m them ot all ecclesiastical, 
The remaining sections, up to 160, are of legal, naval, and military appointments. In 

limited interest, referring to rights and pro- that year, by the act 16 & 17 Victoria, the 
rogatives of justice and civic regulations of appointments to the civil service were thrown 
the presidential capitals, and acts of the go- open to public competition. The directors 
vernment of India unnecessary to introduce still have authority to originate all measures 
here. f°r the government of India, all grants of

money at home and in India, also the patron- 
§ C IX .— And be it further enacted, that every person age 0f an  ecclesiastical, naval, and military 

who shall hereafter be elected a director of the said com- appointments. The mode of distributing the 
pauv shall, within ten days next alter his election, and c °
before he shall take that office upon him (save only the ad- patronage, IS for each director to have an 
ministering the oath hereinafter mentioned, instead of the equal share, except the chairman and deputy- 
oath now prescribed to be taken by persons elected direc- chairman, whose proportions are greater. The 
tors of the said company), take the following oath (that Board, of Control has unconstitutionally in
is say) s . . .  . which said oath shall be signed by the , i j  • . • .  , , , , :
person or persons taking the same, and shall be adminis- traded into this department, and what was 
tered by any two of the directors of the said company, who originally asked as a courtesy, lias for some 
also shall sign and attest the same; and in case any person time been looked Upon as a right. The 
so to be elected a director of the said company shall refuse directors nominate general officers, as the staff 
or neglect to take the said oath within the time aforesaid o f  tlle company’s armv . the superintendent 
his office or place as a director of the said company shall r T n- " . V ,
become void. 1 J of the Indian navy, the master attendant in

Bengal and in Madras, and volunteers (who 
By 53 G-eorge III ., cap. 155, sec. 76, the are appointed in rotation by the directors) 

year and title of that act were to be inserted for the pilot service; officers of the mint, 
instead of the year and title o f  the act by such as assay masters; the law officers of the 
which the oath is prescribed ; but the 16 presidencies, and the members of the general 
& 17 Victoria, cap. 95, sec. 13, directs and presidential councils, except the fourth 
another form of oath instead of that pre- member of the general council, who must have 
viously taken; and the form given in this act the sanction of the Board of Control. The 
is consequently omitted. That in the act of patronage of appointment to the great offices 
V ictoria is as follows : has been shown in the abstracts of the different

"I, 4- do swear that I will be faithful to her a?ts reIa£ ?S  to Indian _ government already 
“ majesty Queen Victoria, and will, to the best of -The court of directors meet weekly
“ my ability, perform the duty assigned to me as a (usually on the Wednesday) for the transac- 
“ director of the East India Company, in the admin- tion of business, the details of which are con- 
“ fhe crown ” g0vernment of In(lia in trust for ducted by committees. There are four of 

. _ these committees,—the secret; the finance
Section 161 related to deposits on teas and home; the political and m ilitary; the 

bought at the company’s sales; section 162 revenue, judicial, and legislative, 
limited the time foy the commencement of The functions of the secret committee have 
proceedings under this act; and section 163 been indicated in the abstracts already given 
fixed the date of the commencement of the of the different acts legislating for India. I t  
a(% . _ is the medium of communication with the

.Having given a general outline of the acts government in India, and with the Board of 
which have regulated the constitution of the Control, especially in relation to peace or 
*ast India Company, the Board of Control, war, the acquisition of territory, and trans- 
le governor-general and council in India, actions with native princes. The committee 

anc a o t  lese m relation to each other, it consists of three members, who are supposed 
lemams o show the actual working of the to be elected by the rest of the directors, but 
s} 8  em. n doing so the provisions of the are generally taken ex officio, the chairman, 
s atutes not necessarily brought into notice deputy-chairman, and senior director, being 
m le leview just given, will be referred to the persons to whom the important trust is 
as occasion arises. committed. I t  is questionable whether this



plan is wise, for although the chairman and with “ the president.” The real work be- 
deput.y-chairman have the general confidence longs to the directors of the East India Com- 
of the committee, and the senior director will pany, and the effective hindrance to their 
be, of course, a man of very great experience, measures has been in “ the president ” or in 
yet the nomination to such an important trust the governor-general of India, appointed for 
by any routine process has its dangers, when the most part for the purpose of gratifying a 
election by ballot, on the ground of capacity titled and powerful partizan of the existing 
alone, ought to determine who should hold cabinet. Any business done at the board is 
a charge so responsible. The papers of the performed by the secretaries, one of whom is 
secret committee are in charge of the ex- necessarily a member of parliament, and loses 
aminer at the India-house, who is also clerk his office with the retirement from power of 
to the committee. The other committees the cabinet which confers his appointment, 
superintend the departments of government to The other is a permanent government official, 
which they are specifically designated. who does whatever real work may have to

The general court, or court of proprietors, be performed, which chiefly consists in rou- 
consists of holders of East India stock. All tine records and letters. Each secretary, 
holders of £500 stock are entitled to attend however, professes to attend to three depart- 
the court and speak; all who hold £ 1 0 0 0  stock ments of the control, and each has a staff of 
have the additional right of voting. The latter clerks at his disposal. The president con- 
class now number about eighteen hundred ducts the “ secret ” business in person or by 
persons. The general court assembles quar- letter with the secret committee of the board 
terly. Its powers were once equal to those of directors. The cost of the inefficient Board 
now held by the court of directors, but at of Control has been at least one fourth that 
present they are limited to the following :—■ of the conduct of the vast transactions at the

. . .  , . .. . ,. India-house. The system of check and1. The election of twelve persons out of the eighteen . , , . ,, V  . , ,
who constitute the court of directors. counter-check m  the business transacted be-

2. Of making bye-laws. tween the  two boards is most complicated,
3. Of making money grants, and of controlling those and the general mode of conducting business 

proposed by the directors if exceeding £600 in one sum is rendered, by the spirit of routine pervading

“n ra w a ja sv -***.«* :i* E»yd•»*•<»«. *•*» ***• *»are not in the custody of the secret committee. Edle PuDllC service.
The East India-house is situated in GOVERNMENT IN INDIA.

Leadenhall Street, in the city of London, a The synopsis already given of the different 
building inferior in architectural pretension, statutes contained in P itt’s bill, or since, in 
and calculated by its long and gloomy cor- acts of George III ., William IV., and Vic- 
ridors to give a mean idea of a place eminent toria, based upon it, have already made the 
in its associations, and as the seat of a power reader acquainted with the principles of local 
which has decided the destinies of so many government in India. In 16 & 17 Victoria 
oriental nations, and hid defiance to the cap. 95, sec. 22, the governor-general was 
greatest states of Europe. The company’s empowered to add two additional members of: 
establishment in the East India-house consists council to the four already composing that 
of four departments : the secretary’s, the ex- council, according to the statute, but the right 
aminer's, the military, and the statistical, has never been exercised. The patronage of 
These are maintained at what must appear the governor-general of India is exceedingly 
to he a very small cost compared with the extensive, important, and valuable. He ap- 
vast amount of duties performed, and efficient points the lieutenant-governor of Bengal and 
agencies employed. The sum thus expended, of the north-western provinces; all the mili- 
exclusive of charities, pensioners, and an- tary nominations in Bengal and the north- 
nuities, in connection with them, does not western provinces; the judges of the “ sudder” 
exceed £ 1 2 0 , 0 0 0  per annum. courts; the commissioners in the non-regu-

The Board of Control has its office ill lation provinces; and the political residents 
Cannon Row: its constitution has been already in native states. The official staff of the 
shown. None of the officers of the board governor-general consists of a political secre- 
ever attend except “ the president," who tary to conduct business with native and 
presides over nothing, the real purport of his foreign states; a home secretary, who manages 
appointment being to secure to the party judicial and revenue affairs ; a financial secre 
holding the reins of government for the tary for the conduct of government finance; 
the time being a portion of the rich patronage and a military secretary. The secretaries for 
connected with India. One of the members politics and finance constitute a secret com- 
of the hoard is expected to sign papers along mittee, to which all despatches are trans-



mitted, .and in whose custody all despatches have civil relations — such as the military 
remain of a secret nature. The council meets auditor-general, the military accountant, the 
at the government-house at Calcutta at least paymasters and commissaries; the commander- 
once a week. The governor and council in-chief appoints the adjutant-general, the 
send a quarterly general letter to the court of quarter-master-general, and minor officers of 
directors in London, hut when important a strictly military nature. The presidential 
business requires, special letters are trans- governors and commanders-in-chief exercise 
mitted. Correspondence between the pre- their patronage respectively and relatively 
sidential governments and the court of direc- upon the model of that of the governor-general 
tors is to be forwarded to the governor- and general commanding-in-chief.
general in council, but not in extenso—abstracts . _   
only are necessary. No new office can be C1\IL SER I .
established without the permission of the The collection of the revenue, and the 
court of directors in London. Military ex- administration of justice, are committed to 
penditure can only be incurred in case of the civil servants. Sometimes judicial and 
emergency, without the consent of the com- fiscal functions are united in the duties of the 
mittee of the India-house. The governor- same official. The covenant made by the 
general, if not recalled, holds office for five civil servants has been given in a former 
years, and receives £25,000 per annum. Each page; also the class from which the covenanted 
member of the council receives £10,000 per servants are selected. These civil servants— 
annum. The presidencies of Madras and who may be either European or native, who 
Bombay are each under governors and conn- have undergone no previous training, and who 
cils of three members. These derive their form no covenant with the company, but are 
authority from the court of directors; but employed as ordinary officials are usually 
the lieutenant-governors of Bengal and of employed by all public bodies—are called 
the north-west provinces, derive theirs from “ uncovenanted servants.” Public compe- 
the governor-general of India. This may be tition determines who shall be in the company s 
seen in previous pages, but is here stated to covenanted service since the act * passed for 
keep before the reader a clear and general the dissolution of the company’s civil col- 
view of Indian government. lege at Haileybury. The examiners of can-

The provisions shown in the acts of par- didates for the covenanted department of the 
liament referred to for the government of civil service are appointed by the Board of 
the presidencies prohibit their governors and Control, under the act 16 & 17 Victoria, cap. 95. 
councils appointing any officers. This lawT In  1855 regulations were promulgated by 
was found impracticable. Reference could the board to the effect that two examinations 
not be made from Madras and Bombay for of candidates should take place. The first in 
every appointment to offices of customs or ancient and modern languages, mathematics, 
excise, and various other services of necessity Arabic, and Sanscrit: the second in law, 
arising from time to time. I t  became neces- Indian history, and political economy. An 
sary to make an arrangement in India which interval of a year to take place between the 
would practically relax the stringency of the two examinations. Various causes have con- 
law. Periodical returns are made to Calcutta tributed to prevent the operations of these 
from Madras and Bombay of all appointments regulations so far as the second examination 
made in the interim, and these receive formal is concerned. The following regulations are 
sanction at government-house. The gover- issued by the board :— 
nors and councils of the presidencies usually
meet weekly, and have secretaries correspond- EEGULATI0NS r0 E  TIIE o r  c a n d id a t e s

ing to those of the general government at 10B TnE cnlL stE' ICE-
Calcutta. The mode of transacting business b  Any natural-born subject of her majesty who shall 
at the chief seat of authority is more uniform be desirous. of entering the civil service of the company,
■ t. , 1 3  -i t\,t i rm t , , will be entitled to be examined at such examination, pro-
han at Bombay oi Madras. The lieutenant- yided he shall, on or before the 1 st of May, 1855, have 

governor of the north-west provinces exer- transmitted to the board of commissioners:—- 
cises a patronage similar to that of the gover- 0) A certificate of his age being above eighteen years 
nors and councils in Bombay and Madras. au<* un<*er twenty-three years.
If  a servant is suspended or dismissed by the {i) A, “ f ficate' siSI>.ed ^  a Pbyfcian or surgeon, of • i , • , 1  , . . .  . his having no disease, constitutional affection, or
presidential governments, such dismission is bodily infirmity, unfitting him for the civil service
subject to appeal to the directors. A certain of the company.
amount of military patronage in India is also M A certificate of good moral character, signed by the 
divided between the governor and the com- hea<l of the sch° o1 or colleSe at which he ha®last
rounder-in-chief. The former appoints to received his education; or, if he has not received

such offices as are connected with finance and IS & 19 Victoria, cap. 5S.



education at any school or college since the year at either of the further examinations of 1856 and 1857, 
1852, then such proof of good moral character as shall, two months previously to such examination, trans
may be satisfactory to the board of commissioners. mit to the board of commissioners for the affairs of 

{d) A statement of those branches of knowledge herein- India a stat ement mentioning the language or languages 
after enumerated, in which he desires to be exa- of India in which he is desirous of heing examined, 
mined. 9. Any selected candidate who, having been examined

2. The examination will take place in the following at the further examination of 1856, shall not have passed,
branches of knowledge:—  may, nevertheless, he again examined at the further exa-
English Language and Literature:—  masks. mination of 1857-

C om position.........................................................  500 10- Any selected candidate who shall not have passed
English Literature and History, including at one or the other of the further examinations of 1856

that of the Laws and Constitution . . . .  1000 alld 1857, shall be struck off the list of selected cau-
____ didates.
1500 11. The selected candidates, who, at either of such

Language, Literature, and History of Greece . 750 further examinations shall be deemed by the examiners
' Koine . 750 1° l1 8 ' 76 a competent knowledge of law, the history of

;> ' France . 375 India, political economy, and at least one language of
’ _ Germany 375 India, shall be adjudged to have passed, and to be entitled

’ Jtaiy i ‘ 3 7 5  to be appointed to the civil service of the East India
Mathematics, pure and m ix e d ...........................  1000 Company ; and the names of the selected candidates who
Natural Science, that is, Chemistry, Electri- shall have so passed shall be placed in a list in the order

city, and Magnetism, Natural History, of their merit in such examinations, estimated as above
Geology, and M in era lo g y .........................‘ . 500 by the total number of marks which they shall have ob-

Moral Sciences, that is, L^gie, Mental, Moral, turned in respect of all the subjects in which they shall
and Political Philosophy................................  500 have been examined at such examination.

Sanscrit Language and L iteratu re.....................  375 13 - The seniority in the civil service of the East India
Arabic Language and Literature........................  375 Company of the selected candidates, shall he determined

____ by the date of the further examination at which they
0 3 7 5  shall be judged to have passed; and so between those

3. The merit of the persons examined will be estimated who have Ta3S,ed .at.,tlie S-ame examination, their
by marks, according to the ordinary system in use at ?ecunty in such cm l service shall be determined accord- 
several of the universities, and the numbers set opposite “ 8 to tbe order m which they stand on the list, resulting 
to each branch in the preceding paragraph denote the bom such examinations. .
greatest number of marks that can be obtained iu re- Person_ f  ™  aft“  such examinations be
spect of it allowed to proceed to Jndia until he snail comply with

4. No candidate will be allowed any marks in respect ^  regulations in force at the time for the civil service 
of any subject of examination unless he shall, in the tba Ea3fc Iudla Company, and shall he of sound bodily 
opinion of the examiners, possess a competent knowledge heaItb> and Sood moral character’
of that subject. I ndia Boaed,

5. The examination will he conducted by means of 26fh January, 1855.
printed questions and written answers, and by viva voce T . . .
examination, as the examiners may deem necessary. "V\ h e n  th e  s in g le  e x a m in a tio n  (n o w  m a d e

6 . After the examination shall have been completed, to  su ffice , c o n tr a r y  to  t h e  p r o m u lg a te d  r e g u -
the examiners shall add up the marks obtained by each la t io n s )  h a s  ta k e n  p la c e , t h e  y o u n g  m e n  are  
candidate in respect of each of the subjects in which lie t  t  a s fa st  a s  t h e y  a re  r e q u ir e d , to  t i e  
shall have been examined, and shall set iorth, m order of . J J r
merit, the names of the twenty candidates who shall have r e s p e c t iv e  g o v e r n m e n ts  lo r  w ln c l i  i t  is  p i e -  
obtained a greater number of marks than any of the re- s lim e d  t h e y  a r e  b e s t  a d a p te d , or w h ic h  is  ill  
mainiug candidates; and such twenty candidates shall th e  g r e a t e s t  n e e d  o f  th e ir  s e r v ic e s . T h o s e  
he deemed to he selected candidates for the civil service in te n d e d  for  B e n g a l th e  n o r t h - w e s t  p r o 
of the East India Company. Their choice of the pro- • .  , 1  „ a - A;• • t j - * i ■ i ti i u i . . , I  „ x-mces, and other districts under the generalsidency m India to which they shall be appointed shall > „  . . °  .
lie determined by the order in which they stand on such g o v e r n m e n t , a r e  s e n t  to  C a lc u tta , W iie ie  th e y  
list. ' are  su b je c te d  to  a  fu r th e r  co u r se  o f  s tu d y ,

7. In August, 1856, and August, 1857, further exa- a fte r  w h ic h  a n  e x a m in a t io n  ta k e s  p la c e  as to
munitions of the selected candidates will take place by t l le h . p r o g r e s s  in  t i le  n a t iv e  la n g u a g e s . T h e  
examiners appointed by the board ot commissioners tor 1  7  , -\t--iv  • .i i ~ ,,
the affairs of India in the following subjects c o lle g e  a t  F o r t  W l l l la m  ?s t ] l® Pla ° e  e

maeks. th e s e  a d d it io n a l p r e p a r a t io n s  lo r  o ttic ia l i ite
Law, including the ordinary rules of taking a r e  m a d e . A t  B o m b a y  a n d  M a d r a s  th e r e  are

Evidence, and the Mode of conducting civil n o  c o l le g e s  fo r  p r e p a r in g  th e  c iv i l  s e r v a n ts  in
and criminal tr ia ls ...........................................  1 0 0 0  th e  n a t iv e  la n g u a g e s .  T h e r e  are , h o w e v e r ,

The History of M i a ...........................................  400 c e r ta in  te a c h e r s  a p p o in te d  for th e  p u rp o se .

Any Languag^o!^India in which the'selected E v e r y  su c c e s s fu l c a n d id a te  is  e n t it le d  to  so m e
candidate shall have given notice of his o ffice , a l th o u g h  n o t  im m e d ia te ly  n o m in a te d .
desire to be exam in ed ...................................  2 0 0  A f te r  t h e y  a r r iv e  in  In d ia , a n d  w h ile  p u r -

and such further examinations will he conducted in the su in g  t h e  p r e p a r a to r y  s tu d ie s  w h ic h  a r e  c o n 
sume manner as that above described. (The numbers d u c te d  th e r e ,  th e  c a n d id a te s  r e c e iv e  a  c e r ta in  
set opposite to each subject denote the greatest number u c „ i]ecl “  o u t - o f - e m n lo v  a l lo w a n c e .”
of marks which can he obtained in respect of such sub- b llP e n « ; "  Jw J ;  ‘ 1  Af 1inn +llp 'jects j 1  a m o u n t in g  to  £ 4 0 0  a -y e a r .  \ \  n o n  tn e  e x a

8. Each selected candidate, desirous of heing examined u r in a tio n s  h a v e  te r m in a te d  a t  C a lc u tta , th e



candidates are nominated as assistants to tlie agricultural community. The different 
magistrates and collectors, and are sent into presidencies have different rules of procedure,
“ the Mofussil.” * Before the assistants can as well as different regulations of official rank 
enter the regular grades of the service, they and functions. In  Bengal the office of judge, 
must submit to two examinations: the first in magistrate, and collector, are held by three 
the vernacular languages, or chiefly in those; distinct persons. In  the north-west pro- 
the second in criminal and fiscal law, super- vinces, Bombay, and Madras, officers of one 
added to which is another examination in the class are both magistrates and collectors ; 
vernacular tongues. When recognised as those of another class are judges. In  the 
having entered the regular service, the civil non-regulation provinces civil officers of one 
officer is engaged in fiscal and magisterial class hold all three offices, 
duties, in a subordinate manner, and in such Promotion goes generally by seniority ; 
cases as superior officers may prescribe. but when the secretary reports that a vacant

The regulations of the company’s college at office requires peculiar fitness in the occu- 
Calcutta have been unsparingly censured by pant, he also names those among the legal 
various writers—such as Capper, in his work claimants whom he considers in possession of 
entitled The Three Presidencies o f India, the qualifications, and the governor usually 
and Campbell, in his Modern British India, selects that person, but may of his own 
According to these and other authors who knowledge fix upon some one else more 
have written with less impartiality than zeal adapted in his opinion to the post. This 
against the government of India, the students plan is calculated to ensure the promotion of 
spend several years of idleness at Calcutta, talent, but it also opens up the way to interest 
spending at a rate far beyond their incomes, and favouritism. Selection, in contradistinc- 
and burdening themselves for many sub- tion to seniority, does not often prevail, ex- 
sequent yeai’3 with the payment of heavy cept in the very highest offices, 
instalments of their debts. I t  is alleged that Lord Cornwallis introduced a practice 
these young men bear themselves haughtily which is radically at variance with the con- 
to their superiors, relying on their interest at stitution of the civil service, but which has 
home to uphold their position. The amount prevailed ever since the governor-generalship 
of testimony against the proficiency of the of that nobleman. This practice is the em- 
young men at Calcutta, and indeed at Bom- ployment of military men in civil offices, 
bay and Madras, is too extensive and respect- They are especially selected for their real or 
able to be overlooked. I t  is alleged, on the ostensible adaptation to the discharge of par- 
other hand, that men of great attainments ticular duties. They are chiefly employed as 
themselves, expect too much from these young political agents in foreign courts, or the ad
men, and that while stricter regulations and ministration of police and magisterial affairs 
examinations ought to ensure proficiency in unsettled districts. W hen civil servants 
before the student receives the office of properly qualified could not be obtained, 
“ writer,” yet, on the whole, the attainments military men have been appointed to the 
made are respectable, and the general career ordinary civil offices even in the regulation 
of those who serve the company is creditable, provinces. The proportion of military to 

After several years, during which every civil officers employed in diplomatic situa- 
facility is afforded to the civilian to become tions is as one to tw o; but taking all classes 
experienced in office, and well acquainted of situations and all parts of our Indian empire 
with the people, he is recognised as a can- into account, the proportion of military to 
didate for promotion. A fresh examination civilians is probably three to two. This 
must be passed in the languages and institu- fashion of employing military men in civil 
tions of the country. If this issue in a satis- offices has been of great detriment to the 
factory manner, he is qualified for the offices military service, although probably of no 
ol magistrate or collector. disadvantage generally, and of great advan-

The magistrates attend to police and the tage in many cases to the civil administration, 
cognizance of whatever relates to criminals. I t  is not improbable that the mutiny of 1857 
Appeals from their decisions may be made to would not have been attempted had not this 
the judges of sessions. The collector takes predominating influence of the military over 
charge of the district treasury, and collects the civilians g ro w  to such a head in the civil 
the revenue, having large powers for enforc- department. The regiments were denuded 
ing his legal demands. Certain magisterial of experienced and efficient officers. The 
and judicial powers are entrusted to the col- “ pick and cull” of the army was withdrawn 
lector; he settles by summary process dis- for civil services. Knowledge of the native 
putes about rent and landed property among languages constituting one of the chief quali- 

* The country as distinct from the capital. fications for the office of a civilian, officers



thus endowed were withdrawn from tlieir j vinces, a vigorous administration has been 
regiments, leaving those behind them least carried out.
qualified to communicate with the men. The uncovenanted civil servants are com- 
Besides, the number of officers generally in posed of both Europeans and natives. The 
regiments was extremely deficient from this Europeans are chiefly selected from those 
cause. The covenanted civil officers receive who have gone out to India in some other 
salaries varying from £ 1 0  per month to more calling, and the sons of commissioned officers, 
than twenty times that amount, paid in They do not generally attain to the higher 
rupees. offices, and are not entitled to the furlough

The duties of a collector are very nume- after ten years’ service; but sometimes high 
rous, and the sphere of his supervision very interest, or peculiar qualifications, lead to 
extensive. An area equal to two average their advancement, and furloughs have been 
English counties may be considered the ordi- granted as an especial mark of favour. They 
nary “ beat” of a collector. Over this during are not, according to the rule, entitled to 
many months of the year he passes on his pensions, but have sometimes received them, 
duties, in which ho superintends the work There are many half-caste men among the 
performed by his assistants, the uncovenanted uncovenanted servants. These, with the 
servants. Business iii the early part of the Europeans employed, according to Capper, 
day is often very severe upon the collector, amounted, in 1853, to nearly three thousand 
as the crafty natives then press upon him persons.
with their claims, complaints, and references, Lord William Bentinck conceived the idea 
in the hope that he will be more placable of employing the natives as uncovenanted 
just as he begins his day than when his servants; and his lordship contemplated it on 
wearied mind and body have passed through a scale of magnitude and liberality that would 
the greater portion of his diurnal toil. The have introduced great numbers of this class 
salary of a collector is about £233 per to the offices for which they might be deemed 
month. eligible. So far as his scheme has been car-

At the end of ten years the civilian is ried out, it has promoted the convenience of 
entitled to a three years’ furlough; but if he magistrates and collectors, but lias not con- 
makes this available, he will, on his return, duced to the better government of India, the 
find his post filled, and he must await his better administration of local affairs, the im- 
turn to pirocure another. During his absence partial administration of justice, or the welfare 
in Europe he is allowed £500 a year. He of the people. Abuses, which have furnished 
may obtain leave to Ceylon, the Cape, Aus- a theme for agitation against the company, 
tralia, the Mauritius, and some other places, have grown up under this system. The 
and retain one-third of his pay, and without native is ever ready to wrong the native, 
resigning liis appointment. At the end of He will do so to please his employer, to exact 
twenty-two years’ service he may retire upon a bribe, to gratify his personal animosity, or 
£ 1 0 0 0  a year, having subscribed four pier to show liis distaste to a rival religion or 
cent, upon his income in the meantime to the race. The hardships inflicted by native 
annuity fund, and a further small per-centage agents of all classes everywhere in India, 
to the widow and orphan fund. but more especially in Madras, are numerous,

By very many writers the average ability often appalling, and generally beyond the 
of the collector and magistrates is represented correction or prevention of the European 
as below mediocrity; and that although officers. The system of torture practised 
men of great ability have been numbered in Madras by these native officers lias brought 
among them, yet the vast majority lose in much oppirohrium on the government, which 
their isolated positions that stimulus for the never countenanced the crime, and did its best 
acquisition of knowledge which competition to prevent it. Frequently where the European 
in the crowd of European life supplies. I t  is officer supposed the evil suppressed it was 
alleged that the zeal at first shown to master still continued. The native officers will lie, 
the details of their own duties gradually commit perjury, cheat, accept bribes, inflict 
passes away, and tlie collector does little, the grossest injustice, and the most brutal 
leaving to his subordinates all real labour, cruelties, in the name of the company. The 
until ho becomes unacquainted with the state scheme of Lord V\ illiam Bentinck, however, 
of his district, and imperfectly versed in the met the approbation of the government and 
application of the principles of administration, parliament at home, and tlieir sanction was 
There can, however, he no doubt that within given to it by 3 & 4 FVilliam IV., cap. 
the last few years a more general tone of effi- 85, sec. 85. The result of this statute has 
ciency has sprung up, and that in the north- been that nearly all the inferior offices of 
west, and throughout the non-regulation pro- justice are in the hands of the natives. There



are seven hundred native judges in India.* charge of tlie smaller stations. Iheii profes- 
The decisions of many of these inflict great sional qualifications are, in many cases, ot a 
injury upon the cause of justice and discredit high order ; and the triumph which has heeu 
upon the company. The collectors in several effected over the religious prejudices ot the 
departments of the revenue are frequently natives, in popularizing the dissection of dead 
natives, numbering altogether twelve hundred bodies, is a proof that this indirect mode of 
persons, f  correcting their superstitions, by the influence

I t  may surprise most readers of this History of useful knowledge, is a highly effectual 
to learn that the most useful class of native one.”
employes is that of medical assistants. The In  humble offices—such as police agents 
sub-assistant surgeon of districts, and the and inferior servants of revenue the number 
“ native doctor” in regiments, are very useful of natives is very great. Forty thousand, 
persons, showing a practical aptitude for according to Arthur Mills, Esq., M.P., were 
detecting diseases, which experience supplies thus employed in Bengal alone in 1853, tlieir 
where scientific diagnosis is not possible. As average pay being the small sum of twenty 
helpers to the British medical officers they rupees per month, which, however, is, in 
are invaluable; but the directors claim for the esteem of a native, a considerable amount, 
them a higher position, as appears from the According to the same authority, there were 
following statement of the court, laid before a hundred and seventy thousand watchmen 
parliament :— “ In addition to the institutions in the lower provinces.
for giving a general education to the different The salaries paid to the better classes of 
classes of the community, either through the uncovenanted servants range from £ 1 0 0  
English or the vernacular, colleges or schools per annum up to £900. A native who lately 
for several branches of professional education presided in the “ small-cause court” in Gal- 
are maintained at the different presidencies cutta received £1560 per annum.* The Mo- 
(of the engineering colleges mention has hammedans are most patronised by the Indian 
already been made). Medical schools had authorities, but Hindoos also, in an inferior 
from an early period been maintained at all degree, hold important posts. A P arseepre- 
the presidencies, to train persons for employ- sides over the factory at Bombay, and has 
ment in the subordinate branches of the Europeans serving under him. f  I t  is sur- 
medical service—as compounders, dressers, prising that the Parsees are not more _fre- 
native doctors, &c. These institutions were quently employed; they are the most upright 
gradually raised in character, and for many among the natives, have most real respect for 
years past have held the rank of colleges, in Europeans, united with more dignity, probity, 
which medical education of a first-class cha- independence, loyalty, and intelligence, 
racter is afforded. They have, in conse- I t  is alleged that there are now in Calcutta 
quence, received the ‘recognition’ of the Col- many natives who have risen from the meanest 
lege of Surgeons in London; and the gra- officers of police by money-lending, the money 
duates of these colleges are entitled to all having been obtained by peculation and bri- 
privileges which are conferred by the College bery, and that these persons not u;,frequently 
of Surgeons on the members of the colonial have their former masters as their debtors, 
medical institutions recognized by them. The Extortion and oppression prevail everywhere, 
graduates almost invariably enter the service through the instrumentality of the native 
of government, though some few, especially employes, in spite of the company and its 
at Bombay, prefer private practice. To afford European officers, who are gradually becom- 
encouragement to the graduates of the col- ing simply the supervisors of the native offi- 
leges, and meet the want of well-qualified cials, upon whom devolve all the labour, and 
medical officers for the service of government, who are almost solely brought into close con- 
a special native medical service has been tact with the native population, 
created, rrnder the title of sub-assistant sur- The constitution and history of the govern - 
geons, for which a degree in one of the medi- ment of India were well described by an emi- 
cal colleges of India is a necessary qualifica- nent statesman as “ a great empire carrying 
tion. These officers are divided into three on subordinately a great commerce—a state 
grades, promotion being regulated by the in the disguise of a merchant.” \  
joint consideration of length of service and While these sheets are going through the 
professional qualification, as ascertained by press the country is agitated by a discussion 
special examination. The principal use which of the question—“ How shall India in future 
has been made of this class has been in con- be governed?” The commons of England 
nection with the government dispensaries; has affirmed the extinction of the East India 
but some few have been appointed to the * Arthur Mills, Esq., M.P. t  Ibid.

* Mills. f  Ibid. \  Edmund Burke.



Company, but has not yet agreed upon any other ranges of ghauts, and in those wild jungles or 
form of government as a substitute. Lord Pal- desert districts on the frontiers of independent 
merston, as head ot the government dissolved states, lawless hordes have been trained to in- 
in the beginning of this year, brought forward dustry, and hands which had been expert only in 
a measure which received a large support, wielding the weapons of hostility, have already 
and provoked an extensive opposition, espe- become skilful in the use of the implements of 
eially beyond the walls of parliament. The peace. I t would be no exaggeration, and 
government of the Earl of Derby, which sue- scarcely a figure of speech, to say that the spear 
ceeded that ot Lord Palmerston, brought for- has been turned into the pruning-hook, and the 
ward another measure, more complicated, but sword converted to the ploughshare. That 
more popular, or, at least, more specious in a such results have not been everywhere accom- 
popular sense. These two measures are still plished is not more true than that everywhere 
before the legislature and the country, and some progress is made towards their realiza- 
the issue of the discussion must be reserved tion. The great mutiny has not at all ob- 
tor another chapter. structed this process over a large area of

I t  is impossible not to concur with a state- country, and it will ultimately even open 
merit made by Mr. Mangles in the house, that up facilities for the speedier achievement of 
the company have rendered great services to civilization, by the new instrumentalities 
the _ country, and, on the whole, governed which it will certainly call into life, and 
India well. Nor is it possible to-refuse con- the more vivid impression of the prestige 
currence to the statement of Colonel Sykes, of British power which victory will create, 
also made from his place in the legislature, “ The general result of all these improvements 
that the company have maintained in India a in administration, combined with the security 
better government than that of any con- which our rule has for the first time given to 
tinental power in Europe. The language of property against the ravages of war and fiscal 
Henry Tlioby Priusep, Escp, one of the ablest rapacity, has been a great and rapid growth of 
of the present directors, is ju s t:—“ W e have general prosperity.” * Whatever be the issue 
kept the country, and governed it for a linn- of the discussion now penetrating the country, 
dred years, with honour to England, and it is certain, that in any scheme for the future, 
benefit to India.” Such facts ought not, and “ an intermediate, non-political, and perfectly 
must not, be lost sight of in any new arrange- independent body, in concurrence with her 
ments, nor in the estimate which the country majesty’s government, is an indispensable 
forms of the character and history of the East necessity, without which there can be no 
India Company. The improvements de- absolute security for good government.” f  
manded for India by this country have in some No circumstance in the history of the corn- 
instances been anticipated by the directors pany has perhaps given so much offence to 
or the local government of India, and in the English people as the alleged disposition 
other cases responded to by a prompt adop- to discourage native Christians, and debar 
tion of what general opinion declared necessary, them from office. During the recent parlia- 
In some instances the company have yielded mentary and public discussions on this sub- 
to the public voice what, if better instructed ject papers were moved for in the commons 
on Indian affairs, the people of England woidd in reference to a Hindoo convert to Chris- 
not have desired. Difficulties ill India, aris- tianity in a native regiment at Meerut, an 
ing from concessions upon- which the will of event which occurred a considerable number 
England was strongly set, but which, in them- of years ago. The correspondence discloses 
selves, were unwise or inopportune, and in the spirit of the government at that time, 
some cases unjust, have undoubtedly arisen, and which has too much characterised it 
Within the last few years great strides in the since. A Major Boye, who commanded the 
direction of improvement have been made, battalion in which the occurrence of the cou- 
The settlement of the Punjaub has assumed version took place, made a formal complaint 
a most satisfactory issue. Scinde presents that the clergyman baptised the convert 
an aspect of good government, pleasing as without his (the major’s) consent! The man 
it is instructive. As shown on a former was removed from the regiment by order o f 
page, the native tribes along the whole line the governor in council, the event having 
of the Affghan and Beloochee frontiers of the filled the council with “ consternation.” The 
Punjaub and Scinde have been tamed down whole tone of the correspondence, with many 
by the justice, wisdom, firmness, and adminis- other incidents, show that no efforts were 
trative aptitude, happily blended in the policy . , ,  T
and mental qualities of the men to whom the °f ih e  M o v e m e n t s  «. th e  Adnnms-
directors wisely committed the task. In the |  A ddress o f  th e  Court o f  D irec to rs to  L o rd  P a l-  
hill countries of Central India, along the | m erston.
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made to accustom the soldiery to tlie idea Harry Verelst, January 26, 1767. 
that they had a right to become what they ^ h n  Cartier, December 16, 1769.

p k a s e d  as to  r e lig io u s  p r o fe ss io n , w ith o u t  fear  ^ M a c p S n  (provisionally), February 1, 1785. 
o f  m o le s ta tio n  o r  d is fa v o u r  ; th e r e  w a s  n o  lord  Macartney, July, 1785 (declined office), 
effort m a d e  to  le a d  t h e  m e n  to  r e g a r d  i t  as a  Lord Cornwallis, February 24, 1786. 
r iq h t,  th a t  t h e y  o u g h t  je a lo u s ly  to  c la im . Major-general W. Meadows, April 28, 1790.

Another of the most fertile causes of dis- o!r I f 1  ? 
satisfaction with the company i l l  England has Lord Monrington (Marquis of Wellesley), October 4, 
been the prohibition of Europeans from hold- 1 7 9 7 .
in g  la n d  o n  a n y  a c c o u n t  w h a te v e r . I t  is  n o t  Marquis Cornwallis (second time), January 9, 1805. 
h e r e  n e c e s s a r y  to  r e v ie w  th is  fa c t  a s a  fea tu re  Died October 6. ,
of p o lic y . T h e  c o m p a n y  w a s  u n d o u b te d ly  SiI 7  "
je a lo u s  o f  t h e  e n e r g y ,  e n te r p r is e , a n d  m d e -  Lora'Minto, July 9, 1806.
p e n d e n c e  w h ic h  E n g l is h  s e t t le r s  w o u ld  d isp la y , Earl of Moira'(Marquis of Hastings), November 18, 
a n d  th e  in tr u s io n  in to  th e  g o v e r n m e n t  o f  1812.
India which a  considerable British population Ge°rge Canning, March 27, 1822 (declined office). 
t , • , , • ,-if 4. William, Lord Amherst, October 23, 1822.having a permanent interest m tlie country, w_ B Bayley (provisionally), March 23j 1828.
w o u ld  b e  su r e  to  m a k e . A t  th e  sa m e  t im e  i t  Lord William Bentinck, March 13, 1828.
was the belief of “  the old Indians,” that tile William, Lord Heytesbury (appointment revoked by his
s e t t le m e n t  o f  fo r e ig n e r s  w o u ld  a r o u se  th e  , majesty), January 28, 1835.
p r e ju d ic e s  a n d  n a t io n a lity  o f  th e  n a t iv e s ,  a n d  ®u' cllarjes Metcalfe (provisionally), March 20, 1835.
1 J , ,.  T‘ . . , George, Lord Auckland, August 12, 183b.
p r o v o k e  in su r r e c t io n . I t  is  p a s s in g  s tr a n g e  Edw* d> lo r d  Ellenborough (revoked by court of direc-
th a t  i f  th e  n a t iv e s  lia v e  le a r n e d  su b m iss io n  tors, May 1, 1844), October 20, 1841.
to  Europeans as conquerors, b o w in g  to  their W. W. Bird (provisionally), 1844.
a u th o r ity , a n d  su r r e n d e r in g  r e v e n u e s  fro m  Sir Henry Hardinge (Viscount Hardinge), May 6, ] 844.
the land, th a t th e  people would be less P ™ 8 Antow Marquis of Dalhousie, August 4, 1847.

, oo i t it Charles John, Viscount Canning:, July, lbo5.■willing to oner homage when the ihuropean
element in the country was strengthened. The following are the names of those who 
The company discouraged the colonization of have held the office of president of the board 
India, from the belief that it was impractic- 0f commissioners for the affairs of India since
able, the characteristics of the climate being its constitution in 1784:__
unfavourable. A few elevated situations would
furnish opportunities for English culture, but, Thomas, Lord Sydney, September 3, 1784. 
except as planters of indigo, sugar, and rice, S on' )T- Wjmdbam Grenville, March 12, 1 7 9 0 .
1  . 1  A  • , , v .° ’ c 0  , ’ Right Hon. Henry Dundas, June 2 8 ,1 7 9 3 .by the sole instrumentality of native labour, Gesorgej y isC0UJlt i ewisham, May 19, 1801.
the settlement of Europeans as agriculturists Robert, Viscount Castlereagh, July 12, 1802. 
is generally impossible. Even in the hill dis- Gilbert, Lord Minto, February 12, 1806. 
tl-icts “ the hill fever,” and other diseases, Right Hon. Thomas Grenville, July 16, 1806.
would sweep away Europeans who ventured 5 on’ 2?erf y’ ? cto,b«r h i 806', 1 J r  Right lion . Robert Dundas, April 6, 1807-
to  locate themselves. Dudley Earl of Harrowby, July 16, 1807.

I  h is  c h a p te r  c a n n o t  b e  m o r e  a p p r o p r ia te ly  Right'Hon. Robert Dundas (second time), November 13, 
c lo se d  th a n  b y  a  l i s t  o f  t l ie  g o v e r n o r s -g e n e r a l  1809.
of India, and of the presidents of the Board E?bert> Earl of Buckinghamshire, April 7, 1812. 
of Control, brought down to tlie present time. S on‘ p,eorp  Canmug, June 20 1816.
iliese lists will be useful for reference ill other Eight Hon. C. Watkin Williams Wynn, July 8, 1822. 
portions of the History. The following are llobert Dundas, Yiseount Melville, February 7, 1828. 
the names of those who have held office as Edward, Lord Ellenborough, April 24, 1828. 
governors-general and administrators of India, Eight Hon. Charles Grant, December 6, 1830. 
with the dates of their appointment: those Edwa$3̂ rd EUent” ough (second time), December 20,
prior to the act of 17 1 0  having been styled Right Hon. Sir John Cam Ilobhouse, Bart., April 29, 
“ administrators;” those between 1773 and 1835.
th e  a c t  o f  1833, “  g o v e r n o r s -g e n e r a l  o f  Fort Edward, Lord Ellenborough (third time), April 9, 1841. 
W illiam ;” th o s e  fro m  1833 to  t h e  p r e se n t  W - M^gerald, Lord Fitzgerald and Vesci, October 28,

time, “ governors-general of India in council.” jyed^ t  j„  Earl of Ripon, May 23, 1843.
Sir John Cam Hobhouse, Lord Broughton (second time), 

Alexander Dawson, January 27, 1748. July 10, 1846.
IVilliam Fytche, January 8, 1752. Right Hon. Fox Manle, February 5, 1852.
Roger Drake, August 8, 1752. Right Hon. J. C. Herries, February 27, 1852.
Colonel Rubert Clive, March 25, 1758. Right Hon. Sir Charles AVood, Bart., December 28, 1852.
Henry Vansittart, November 23, 1759. Right Hon. R. Arernon Smith, 1855.
John Spencer, November 26, 1764. Edward, Lord Ellenborough (fourth lime), February,
Lord Clive (second time), June 1, 1764. 1858.



CH A PTER XIV.

THE GOVERNMENT OP THE BR ITISH  INDIAN EM PIRE (Continued).

REVENUE. past fiscal year witli that of 1852-3 will throw
One of the most important subjects connected additional light on the subject.
with government must of course be revenue; _____________________________ _________
it is not only “ the sinews of war,” but the |
sinews of peace, lire mode in "which the source of revenue. % % 'c'  ̂^ 3 U
revenue of a government is obtained is a test l |  « § " I  £ f 5 §
of its civilization. ___________ __ 6 £ A £ ^ § S. a. § £

The principles of taxation adopted in India £ £
are of Hindoo origin, although most writers nlcfse and motuipto! “ K  l 1 W ia  10* C8>
attribute them to the Mohammedan con- °P*nm................. 4,562,5S6 3,358,684 2 6 *
querors. I  hey systematized, but nearly Customs............... 946,561 si6,o74 1 3 1  si
all their schemes were based on the ancient Tob^ccVf^V.T; liXiooo 2 3  21
customs which they found in existence. Post-office, mint, and ’
Various modifications have been introduced °thcl somces ' ' ' ' I L9'9’041* 1,919,041 1 8S
by the British, as circumstances arose to Total.........| 27,7B3>3u  2 3 ,0 6 7 ,9 2 0

require them, and the result is the existing
systems of the Honourable East India Com- The tllree PrinciPal sources of finance upon 
j^any. which the government draws are land, opium,

The taxation of the people of British and salt- Lancl is. tbe greatest of all, and 
India is computed at about five shillings per sbad therefore receive notice first, 
head, while in the British Isles more than Before glvinS a general view of the system
ten times that amount is paid. In  India of lalld revenue, it is necessary to explain
about seventy per cent, of the entire taxation. dle meaning of some terms, 
falls upon the agricultural portion of the com- dbe word zemindar is Persian, and means 
munity. “ landholder.” I t  was originally given to the

There are three chief boards of revenue— ; Hindoo chiefs, who held hereditary posses- 
those of Bengal, the north-western provinces, The Moguls applied the name to
and Madras. In  Bombay there is a revenue officers appointed to collect revenue, and to 
commission. The country is divided into receive fo1’ themselves a certain per-centage. 
revenue divisions, which are under the charge When land in British India is said to be held 
of officers, whose chief, and sometimes exclu- mider die zemindar system, it is intended to 
sive, functions, are the collection and regula- be understood that tenants cultivate it under 
tion of the revenue. a Hndlord who stands between them and the

The revenue year ends on the 30th of government. The landlord may be a here- 
April, and therefore the amount received in ddaiy  chief, or a village corporation, or a 
1857-8 is not yet reported in detail. For dlstrict officel-> bllt lle 18 a middleman between 
1856-7 it was as follows tlie PeoPle aud tlle government.

The ryot system expresses the fact that the 
Land revenue................................£16,682,908 cultivator is the proprietor; he is immediately
S£lt ..........................  _ 2 362 308 the tenant 01 the government.
Customs.......................................  2’029’270 The middlemen of India are found under
All other sources of revenue, com-A various designations—-jpolygars and moota

prising stamps, post-office, sayer, I dars of Madras ; the dessayes and mozumdars
abkaree, mint, marine, pilotage, I 3  605,702 of Gujerat; the deshmooks of the Deccan and
subsidies from native states, and Bombay ; the talooMars of the Moguls,_&c.
miscellaneous........................j Proprietors and headmen are variously

---------- ! called—zemindars in Bengal and the north-
.....................£29,167,457 western provinces; bhumyas in Rajpootana;

When the vast area of territory, and the Potaih Malwa, gujerat, and the Deccan; 
great resources of the country, are considered, ^errassidars m the Carnatic; veUalers 1 1 1  

this sum is beneath what ought to be derived, * Of this sum £566,694 are receipts from native states 
without hardship to the population, if the towards the support of British troops for their pro
scheme adopted was in harmony with econo- tec!1™’ . . . , , ,• I • r  J t  Cost of collection charged against general revenues,

1 . S lence.  ̂  ̂ and said to be equal to the gross amount collected ; actual
A comparative view of the revenue of the net revenue from these would therefore be nil*



the southern peninsula; and patt'eedars in In  1781 regulations were framed and 
the Punjaub. passed by the governor in council, estab-

The security and contentment of the people fishing a plan of annual leases; preference to 
of India mainly depend upon the administra- be given in all cases to the zemindars, 
lion of justice and the regulation of the In 1789, by a minute of the governor- 
revenue. “ The manner in which the entire general (Lord Cornwallis), a settlement, in- 
economical condition of nearly the whole volving a fixed payment of revenue for ten 
population is determined by the management years, was announced.
of the revenue department cannot, by persons In 1793, by proclamation, dated the 22nd 
unacquainted with India, be understood of March, tire decennial settlement was de- 
witliout especial explanation.” * Throughout dared to be permanent and irrevocable for 
the greater part of India there is no inter- ever, and regulations were framed for carry- 
mediate landlord between the cultivator and ing it out.
the government, The rent is not paid to a In  1799 an act was passed relaxing the 
landlord who has no claim upon the taxes, stringent power of sale given theretofore to 
The rent and taxes are identical, or at all the government over the estates of defaulting 
events the assessment of the one regulates zemindars.
the other, the government being the possessor In  1802 the permanent revenue system of 
of the estate in its fee simple. “ The history Bengal was extended to a portion of the 
of the revenue administration of India is the Madras presidency, in which, under the aus- 
history of landed property, and of the econo- pices of Munro, a system had been established 
mical condition of the whole agricultural of direct dealing with individual cultivators, 
population.” f  I t  is computed that on an on yearly agreements, with allowances for 
average of the cultivated lands throughout irrigation or other improvements, and pro- 
India a tax of 3s. 6 cl. per acre is levied, viding also for the liability of villages for 
This is alleged to be equal to one-fourth of individual defaults.
the gross produce. In  1803—5 the district called the Ba

in  1765, when the Mogul granted Bengal, rahmal, in Madras, was mapped out into 
Bahar, and Orissa to the company, the subject zemindarries, and disposed of on fixed per- 
of revenue necessarily arose for consideration, manent terms.* After many changes and 
During the first four years of the English modifications of system, we find— 
possession the native officers previously en- In 1817 three different systems existing in 
gaged in collecting the revenue were retained different parts of M adras:—1. The Corn- 
in their offices, and the system previously in wallis, or zemindarry system; 2. The ryot- 
existence continued to be worked. The sys- war, or Munro system, above described; and 
tem was then termed pattendarec. the zemin- 3. The village system of leases for years of 
dars and district registrars contracting for the all the lands comprised in the village, to- 
revenues with the company. getlier with all the profits; the liability for

The history of the English revenue since rent, and the duty of internal management, 
then has been condensed and summed up by being committed to the leaseholders collec- 
Artliur Mills, Esq., M.P., in the following tively.f
form :— In 1820 the ryotwar system was made

In 1769 supervisors, being covenanted general through all parts of the Madras pre- 
servants of the company, were appointed in sidency not already permanently assessed, 
each district to report on the existing re- In  1S21 a commission was appointed to 
venue system, with a view to its amend- investigate and report upon alleged abuses in 
ment. the revenue system of the north-west pro-

In  1772, by proclamation, dated the 11th vinces, and in 1822, by Regulation V II., a 
of May, the company asserted their authority system, of which Mr. Holt Mackenzie was the 
under the Mogul’s grant to the dewannee, author, was promulgated, the leading object 
or civil government, and, by regulations of which was to combine the advantages 
dated the 14th of May, a system of lease for
five years to the highest bidder was in- * A full account of the land revenue system, as it ex- 
augurated. isted “  1812> wil1 found iu the dftl1 report of the
V V ,  instructions were issued by the t  The first of these systems, the zemindarry, prevailed 
auectors, authorizing the sale of lands in in Gaujam, Vizagapatam, Itajahmundry, Masulipatam, 
default of payment on the part of the zemin- Guutore, Salem, Chingleput, Cuddalore, and the Pollams. 
dars or landholders with whom the govern- 'H'e second, or ryotwar—in Malabar, Canara, Com
ment contracts were made. batore, Madura, and Dmdigul. • -

I he third, or village system— in the ceded districts, 
Memorial o f the Honourable East India Company. Nell ore, Arcol, Palnaud, Trichinopoly, Tinnevellv, and

t  Ibid. Tanjore.



of the ryotwar system with that of village results of such a scheme. I t has issued most 
leases. mischievously, both for the government and

In 1827, by the Bombay code of regula- the people. I t is known by the designation 
tions, the work of Mr. Mountstuart Elphin- of “ the permanent settlement.” The repre- 
stone, a system was established, which, with sentations made of this scheme by persons 
subsequent modifications, still exists. competent to judge of its operations give a

In 1833, by Regulation IX . (under Lord picture of oppression and injustice truly ter- 
William Bentinck), the settlement of the rible. In order to carry out his plan of 
north-west provinces was further carried out, creating a native aristocracy, it was necessary 
and in 1842 it was completed. In  the for Lord Cormvallis to sweep away the rights 
working of this system native functionaries of the ryots. Multitudes, who from time im- 
were largely employed. In  the north-west memorial had an inheritance in the land, 
provinces, Madras, and Bombay, the offices were suddenly dispossessed in favour of Lord 
of collector and magistrate were at this time Cornwallis’s zemindars. These soon made 
united in the same person. In  Bengal they their newly-acquired privileges felt by the 
•were kept distinct. victims whom the conceit and ignorance of

In  1844 Scinde (in which territory a plan the governor-general had placed in their 
of collecting land revenue under military power. The ryots were subjected to a series 
superintendence had been attempted by Sir of grinding exactions so utterly merciless, 
Charles Napier) was annexed to Bombay, and that it is extraordinary how the stereotyped 
partly subjected to the same system with that phrases of “ the mild and gentle Hindoo” 
presidency. could have ever obtained amongst Europeans,

In 1847 a system of thirty years’ leases of who witnessed the cruel despotism of these 
“ fields” (the name given to so much land as avaricious and remorseless tyrants. The cul- 
one man and a pair of bullocks could culti- tivators of Bengal are ground down into 
vate) was established in part of the Bombay misery by a horde of merciless native rack- 
presidency—the boundaries of the fields to renters, unrighteously created, partly as a 
be marked by stones—portions of the terri- better medium of revenue, partly from a weak, 
tory being also annually let for grazing vain, and criminal sympathy with aristocratic 
grounds. Under this system the dealings institutions. “ They (the zemindars) take 
of the government were (on the ryotwar from them (the ryots or cultivators) all they 
plan) with the individual cultivators. The can g e t ; in short, they exact whatever they 
fields were to be sold in default of pay- please. The ryots have no defence whatever 
ment. but that of removal; they may decline to pay

In  1849 the Punjaub system of decennial what is exacted, and quit the land.” * The 
contracts with the village communities was “ permanent settlement” has produced more 
established, at the suggestion of the Law- distress and beggary, and a greater change 
renees, by Lord Dalhousie. in the landed property of Bengal, than has

A paper, “ showing under what tenures, happened in the same space of time in any 
and subject to what land-tax, lands are held age or country by the mere effect of internal 
in the several presidencies of India,” was regulations. Mr. Piddington, a civilian, in 
lately returned to parliament. “ Returns,” his replies to the queries of the board of 
illustrating the surveys and assessments in revenue, says, in reference to these extortions 
the north-west provinces, Bombay, and Ma- -—-“ I  fear to be discredited when I  state, that 
dras, have also been laid before the legisla- from twenty to forty per cent, on the actual 
ture, and disclose the following condition of junimabundi (legal rent) is yearly extorted 
revenue affairs. from the poor ryot.” I t  has been the custom

to launch angry impeachments against the 
L a n d  R e v e n u e  S y st e m  in  B e n g a l . — company for this state of things, both in par - 

The land is held by zemindars, who pay an liament and throughout the country; and 
annual fixed sum in perpetuity, the estates whenever any disappointed person returned 
being liable to be sold on default of payment, from India, the relation of the zemindars and 
The land-tax is supposed to be half the ryots wTas a fruitful theme of discourse in 
rental. Between the landlords or zemindars, opposition to the committee in Leadenhall 
and the cultivators, there are nearly always Street.
middlemen, and sometimes several renters be- In  a defence of their conduct and policy 
tween them. This system was instituted by lately put forth by the East India Company, 
the Marquis Cornwallis, in 1793, with the the evil of this system has been frankly 
object of creating a native landed aristocracy : acknowledged, the error of Lord Cornwallis 
the project was unfortunately approved of in * q j u . jteport o f the 'Finance Committee in
England, so as to blind men to the necessary Bengal.



described as such, and the company urges of the village communes. In  order to ensure 
that it had no more power to change the certainty as to the proper boundaries of pro- 
relation of the zemindar or landlord of Bengal perties, and the most equitable assessment, a 
with the ryot, than the English government detailed survey was made of an area of 
has had the power of altering the relation of seventy-two thousand square miles, inhabited 
the owners and occupiers of the soil in those by a population of nearly twenty-four millions 
provinces of Ireland where such has been of persons. Settlements were made for twenty 
least satisfactory. I t  cannot be denied, how- and some for thirty years ; some of those 
ever, that a long period has elapsed since the made in the earlier years of the adjustment 
government of Cornwallis without adequate are now nearly run out, and the occupancy 
endeavours to apply a corrective in Bengal, has been satisfactory alike to the government 
The company takes credit to itself for not and the tenant. A revenue of four millions 
having imitated the Cornwallis system in sterling is obtained from the north-west 
other portions of India, and for having, by government, the collection being easy, and 
its recent surveys and magisterial regulations, the people contented. The following ac- 
done much to prevent litigation, always in count of the survey and assessment of the 
India unfavourable to the poor man, and for north-western provinces, issued by the India - 
defining his rights. The tenacity, however, house, will explain the whole process of these 
of old impressions which characterises the operations, and enable the student of these 
Hindoos, has kept alive the idea of a right pages to enter intelligently into the discus - 
still existing in the actual cultivator to hold sions which are now conducted, not only 
his land at a rent fixed by custom, not by among politicians and political economists, but 
arbitrary will; and this traditionary feeling, by many who have not qualified themselves 
from which the landlords themselves are not to pronounce any opinion upon the subject:— 
exempt, must form the basis of anything that The objects of the survey were, first, to fix 
can be hereafter done to improve the tenure on each mehal or estate an assessment “ cal- 
of the Bengal ryot.* culated so as to leave a fair surplus profit;”

and “ for the punctual payment of that sum, 
S y st e m  o f  L a n d  R e v e n u e  in  t h e  N o r t h - the land is held to be perpetually hypothe- 

W e s t e r n  P r o v in c e s .—The mode of assess- cated to the governm ent;” secondly, to 
ing land in these provinces is much supe- determine who are the “ person or persons 
rior to that pursued in Bengal. The plan entitled to receive this surplus profit. The 
adopted by Lord Cornwallis was happily right thus determined is declared to be herit- 
avoided in “ the settlement” of the ter- able and transferable, and the persons entitled 
ritory within the limits of the lieutenant- to it are considered the proprietors of the 
governorship, when the wars conducted under land, from whom the engagements for the 
the government of the Marquis Wellesley led annual payment of the sum assessed by 
to the acquirement of these districts. A t government on the mehal are taken.” The 
first  ̂the arrangements for land taxes were proprietors, when there are more than one, 
provisional, and this state of things was allowed being jointly and severally responsible for the 
to continue many years, the company wishing sum assessed on each mehal, it also became 
to gain experience, and being warned against necessary to determine the rule according to 
precipitancy by the_ working of the “ perma- which they should share the profits, or make 
nent settlement” in Bengal. After thirty good the losses on the estate. W hen the 
years, during which the company’s officers proprietors were numerous, as was generally 
made themselves acquainted with the capa- the case, engagements were taken only from 
bilities of the country, the settlement of the a few of the body (lumberdars) who, for them- 
provinces began, and was completed in 184:4. selves and their co-proprietors, undertook to 
Ih e  ancient tenure of those districts was that manage the mehal, and pay the sum assessed 
of “ village communities.” The descendants on it.
of those who originally conquered or reclaimed The first step in the process was to adjust 
the land held it as a community. There the boundaries of each mouzah* or village, 
were inhabitants of “ the village ” (or district and to prepare a map showing each field com- 
of territory so called), renting plots from those prised in the mouzah. This being com- 
who descended from the ancient possessors; pleted, the settlement officer proceeded to 
such tenants were generally removable, but determine the assessment to be fixed on the 
sometimes fixity of tenure had been in par- land, by estimating, with as near an approach 
ticular cases granted. The East India Com- to accuracy as the means at his disposal would 
pany determined upon recognising the rights * , ,  , , ,

r , Mouzah does not mean a village m the English
■ Memorandum of the Improvements m the Adminis- sense of the term, hut rather a compactly inhabited m i .  

irahon of India. cultural district.



permit, what might be expected to be tlie net those described as adopted in the government 
produce * to the proprietor during the period of the north-west. The last experiment of 
of settlement; and of this amount about two- the kind has been the only failure, where, 
thirds was fixed as the demand of govern- doubtless it would have also succeeded if 
ment. The village was then offered on these time for its working had been obtained. This 
terms to the proprietors, and if they con- experiment was made in Oude, and was 
sidered them too high, and declined to engage, among the circumstances which contributed 
the government either leased the estate to a to the revolt. The editor of a metropolitan 
farmer, or collected the rents direct from the journal thus writes :-—“ Throughout a great 
cultivators ; the excluded proprietors being portion of Oude we found superior holders— 
entitled to aper-centage (called malikana) at some say proprietors, some say merely here- 
not less than five per cent, on the revenue, ditary farmers, but at any rate, hereditary 
and also having the right, at the expiration middlemen— holding large tracts between 
of twelve years, of claiming to be re-admitted government and the cultivating communities, 
to the management. and responsible for the revenue. In Bengal

The fiscal operation of fixing the amount they were generally recognised as proprietors, 
of revenue to be paid by the village being and the rights of the sub-liolders were re
completed, the next process was to ascertain duced to nil. In  the north-west provinces 
and record the rights possessed by all parties, they were generally set aside, but even to tlie 
whether called proprietors or not. When present day there has been no more fertile 
discordant claims were put forward, the ques- source of argument and litigation than the 
tion at issue was determined judicially on the rights of the most prominent of these taloolc- 
spot. Provision is also made for maintaining dars, as we call them. Some have obtained 
the “ record of rights ” in a correct condition, decrees against government in the civil courts, 
by causing registers of all changes in the and many receive a per-centage in compro- 
village to be kept by the putwarree, or village mise of their rights, or alleged rights. Now, 
accountant, copies of which are annually for- in Oude this talookdaree system was par- 
warded to the collector’s office. ticularly strong. Almost the whole country

A portion of the Bengal province itself has was parcelled out amongst great talookdars 
been lately settled on the principles just stated or zemindars, and, though under a Moham- 
as carried out under the Agra government, medan government, these men were almost 
adjusted to what is called the ryotwar (the universally Hindoos—in fact, native chiefs; 
system of the ryot tenure) already explained, certainly more than mere farmers—and they 
The district referred to is Cuttack, to which had obtained great prescription, exercised 
“ the permanent settlement” of Lord Corn- great power and authority, and were, in fact, 
wallis was not, from some cause, extended, the feudatories (and very often the rebellious 
The assessment is made on the holding of feudatories) of the government. They had 
each ryot or tenant, but the collection is com- their own forts, and troops, and guns. Under 
mitted to a delegation of the ryots upon the this system, the village proprietary rights, no 
village plan, or as close an approximation to doubt, became much more undefined, weak, 
it as can be made where the land is held by and uncertain, than where the villagers hold 
ryot tenure. So well has this scheme operated direct of government; and, disused and pre
in Cuttack, that it has been applied also to carious, those rights were sometimes little 
the territory lately acquired from the nizam. remembered or valued. Here, then, when we 
I t  is now only in course of introduction, but, took possession, was a very puzzling question, 
so far, with the same satisfactory results which W ith whom was the settlement to be made ? 
have been realized in Cuttack. The plan has The talookdars were strong and in possession ; 
been much discussed in the India-house, and the communities dormant, broken, ill-defined, 
the directors have already recommended the I t  must take some time to suppress the one, 
Madras government, under which the ryot- and resuscitate the other. But revenue opi- 
war is prevalent, to take into consideration nion in the north-west provinces has long run 
its eventual adoption in that presidency. very strongly in favour of village proprietors ;

still stronger must it be 'in the Punjaub, 
L a n d  R e v e n u e  S y st e m  in  t h e  N o n - e e g u - where there is no doubt about the matter, 

l a t io n  P r o v in c e s .—The settlement of the and Oude was principally managed by officers 
various non-regulation provinces has proceeded from those provinces. The general result of 
upon plans satisfactory to the people, and which the settlement has been to oust the talookdars, 
bear an affinity in their general principles to and make direct village settlements. Then 

. . ,. , ,. immediately followed the rebellion. At first
the talookdars behaved well to ue personally, 

including the profits of stock and wages of labour. They are men of honour m then y ay , v> 1 1



the butchery of the rabble they have no sym- control. The Bombay ryot holds his land at 
pathy ; to protect all who seek their protection a fixed rate, and as long as he pays it he can- 
is with them a point of honour. By none have not be dispossessed, but he is at liberty to 
so many European lives been saved as by these give up the whole, or a part, whenever he 
men. But our government was altogether may be so disposed. Until lately the assess- 
upset; no time had yet elapsed sufficient to ments were too heavy, but the company made 
destroy the strength of the talookdars, or to a considerable sacrifice of revenue to reduce 
enable the village proprietors to acquire the rate, and the improvement which has fol- 
strength in, or probably even any sufficient lowed, both in the personal comfort of the ryot, 
appreciation of their rights; the talookdars and the state of the land which he cultivates, 
almost universally resumed what they con- is very observable. Here, as in the north- 
sidered to he their own again, and seem to west, the survey has been productive of the 
have met with popular support. Thus they greatest benefit. The details of the process 
became committed against government, and, by which a better state of things is being 
being committed, our severities at Allahabad produced in the tenures of land in Bombay 
and at Cawnpore led them to fear the worst.” * cannot be so briefly, and at the same time 

The Punjaub affords the company gratula- completely, detailed, as in the following ex- 
tion and triumph in the adjustment of its land tract from a paper, issued by the court of 
revenue. When, in 1849, the Sikh territory directors, on the survey and assessment of 
was acquired, the “ settlement” of it was the Bombay territo ry :— 
committed to officers who had gained expe- The first step in the process is to deter- 
rience under the lieutenant-governorship of mine the boundaries of the village. The 
Agra. In  many respects the government of area is then measured and mapped off into 
the Punjaub has been more successfully ad- survey-fields. I f  the land is unoccupied, 
ministered than that of Agra,—the depart- no division of a field is afterwards permitted, 
ments of education and public -works will When a survey-field actually occupied is 
exemplify this,—and in revenue a claim to owned by several proprietors or sharers, no 
superiority is also well founded. The settle- joint responsibility is admitted, but the sharers 
ment made more rapid, and, so far at least, ’ of each are separately shown in the map, and 
more satisfactory progress, than in the north- the separate proprietorship continues until 
west. This, however, would naturally arise one of the sharers dies without heirs, or 
from the tentative character of the proceed- otherwise vacates his share ; on which event 
ings in the one case, and the assured and the vacated share must be taken up by the 
bold procedure of experience in a well-proved remaining sharers, or, on their refusal, the 
system in the other. The lettings in the whole field must be relinquished. The object 
Punjaub are on terms move favourable to the of these rules is to consolidate the small hold- 
cultivators by twenty-five per cent. The ings, and set limits to the minute subdivision 
result is universal contentment on the part of of landed property naturally arising from the 
the people, and an easily collected and flourish- Hindoo law of inheritance. But it is be
ing revenue for the government-! The Pun- lieved that, in practice, no difficulty has in 
jaub system is in fact the village and ryot such cases been found in inducing the remain - 
systems combined, as in Cuttack. There is, ing sharers to undertake the responsibility, 
however, diversity. The zemindar system— The fields of the village being thus mea-
with some qualification in favour of the sured and mapped, the next process is that 
tenants, and the ryots, with but little inter- of classification, for the purpose of deter- 
mixture of the village system—exists in the mining the relative value of the fields into 
hills and in some places in the doabs. As which the land is divided. After a minute 
far as circumstances and actual proprietary examination of the physical characters of the 
rights allowq the Agra system is introduced soil, its depth, composition, &c., the following 
in all the non-regulation provinces. considerations are taken into account as re 

gards the fields of the same village—viz., 
T h e  L a n d  R e v e n u e  S y st e m  in  B o m ba y .— “ their natural productive capabilities; their 

In all southern India the ryot tenure is pre- position with respect to the village, as afford- 
dominant, although in many directions other ing facilities or otherwise for agricultural 
tenures were found in existence by the British operations ; and, in the case of garden or rice- 
wlien conquest placed the territory under their lands, the supply of water for irrigation.”

* „ The measurement of the fields having been
Z Z ^ Z r ’ U t r  Ch C01!taina intrUi- completed, and their classification determined,gence on the subject ol Indian government and policy, * 7, c , >

showing an extensive acquaintance with the subject. * o i  th e  a s s e s sm e n t  IS n e x t  to  be
t  Reports of the Commissioners o f the Punjaub; Par- fixed. This operation is not performed by

hamentary Bine Books. inquiring into the actual produce of the fields,



but rather by an examination into the pre- Thomas Munro, whose arrangements received 
vious fiscal history of such groups of villages the most marked approval of the company, 
as are distinguished by similar physical cha- The assessments were however, excessive, 
racteristics. The statements of former col- and the ryots of Southern India were d e 
tections, remissions, and balances, are collated contented and distressed until the late alteia- 
with the existing rates of assessment. The tions for the melioration of their condition, 
climate, position with respect to markets, agri- The “ annual settlement operates, not as an 
cultural skill, and the actual condition of the annual lease, bm as a recurring adjustment of 
cultivators, are taken into account; and from the proportion of revenue to be levied # 
a consideration of these combined circum- In a work published a few yeais ago by 
stances, rates are determined for each class of a gentleman well acquainted with both the 
land; the object being to keep these rates Bombay and Madras systems the ryot « 
within the limits of the natural rent. The of the whole_ Deccan was discussed, and 
rates being thus fixed, have only to be applied afforded a fair extlb^ ° n  °f the state of 
to the surveyed fields. The assessment is things both at Bombay and Madias lh e  
not Table to Increase for thirty years. No condition of this class of tenants is thus set 
extra levy is made in consequence of im- forth:— The old plan was, we believe a p 
provement raising the value of the tenure. stantially this the government demand was 
P Sc“ s a non regulation province in con- pitched so high that even m the most favour- 
nection with the government of Bombay, but able seasons a large poi VatoVwith in  
the mode of assessment there has been peculiar, mamed unrealized.
Until lately it was collected throughout the assessment hanging over hl“ el^ e l v  in 
province in grain, by division of the crop, could hope to pay, was of course entirely m 
The proceeds' in the7 hands of government the hands of the revenue officers. These lat-
were Afterwards sold by reserve auction at ter, at the proper season surveyed his crops, 
what sometimes amounted to famine prices, and, from the
Cash assessments aTe now rapidly superseding assessed him ^ tb e y e a r .  _
such an objectionable levy. Before long Scinde ment was usualiy higher than it wm foun 
will share with the presidency to which it is possible to collect, so that laige remissions 
attached the advantage of a more equitably had frequently to be made and considerable 
measured and distributed rate of taxation. balances were left unrecovered lh e  faults

of such a system as this scarcely need to be
L a n d  R e v e n u e  in  M a d r a s .— In Madras pointed out. The constant meddhng onThe 

the three systems already noticed are all part of government officials—the la^ e  num 
found and a fourth which is peculiar to the her of these which the system
presidency and called o o lu n g o o . This last necessary to employ—the slavish dependence
exists only in Tanjore and Tinnevelly. I t  in which the ryot was retained—the corrup- 
is peculiar in two respects: the rent is tion and petty tyranny on the one hand and
dependant upon the price of grain, and a the absence of manly and independent feeling, 
s p S ^  m laT em en l l  to p ro lt and loss, and, therefore, ^ n e r g e ^ ^ d  e n ^ g
exists between the government and the mdustry on the othei,—were all necessaiy re 
renter The proportionate grain assess- suits of such arrangements. But m addition 
ment needs no Explanation. The arrange- to these, the revenue actually taken appears 
ment as to profit and loss provides that if to have been on an average 
current prices in any year rise more than ten rates in themselves were so small that an

T ”  , heeov" “ n“ “ S d  i S S A y . i
talThe zemindar system in Madras has a sort possessed, were able to pay /
of offshootEalled \nootahdarry f ro m M o o - “  $  S S  t S j ^

NorthJrn S L r " ,  whereEhe custom prevails described is being displaced is thus described

Wlff’he Iiame Iif^zemffidarry is applied to all ^The principal o ra t io n s  in A e D e ^ n B u r-  
ancestral estates while mootahdarry is given vey and and

t0 ^ o " f o w e J r t h e  predominating mark permanently the boundaries of each 
scheme for land arrangements. The general village and of each field.
s e t t le m e n ts  of th e  p r e s id e n c y  h a v e  r e su lte d  * f/e  Deccan R yo ts and their L a n d  l  enure, )
S m  The la b o u r s  o f  C o lo n e l R e a d e , a n d  Sir H. Green, Professor of Literature at Poonah  College.
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44- ■‘F  survey and estimate of the quality I t  is probable that the cultivators of the 
of the soil in each field; and the assignment Deccan, however liberally dealt with as to 
of a technical value to it per acre in an arti- taxation and rent (which are synonymous 
ficial scale of relative values ranging from an with them), will pay very little revenue, 
anna and a half to sixteen annas. and remain miserably poor so long as mere

I I I .  The  ̂division of the districts into coarse agricultural products are alone the
groups of villages, such that those of each result of their labour. The soil, the climate, 
group may be supposed to possess nearly the liberal terms on which land is held, the 
equal advantages of climate, markets, and con- almost nominal amount of taxation, all favour 
vemence of carriage. a more enlightened, enlarged, and enter-

IV . The imposition on each group of vil- prising use of the land than appears at pre-
lages of total assessment, such as, from sent likely. I f  the ryot of the Deccan had 
the past history of the group, it may fairly land for nothing, he would be ordinarily 
be expected to pay, and yet leave a con- wretchedly poor, and in adverse seasons des- 
siderable margin for the increase of the titute. For the sake of the improvement of 
peasant s stock, and the consequent exten- the people, the attainment of a larger reve- 
sion of cultivation.  ̂ _ nue, and the promotion of civilization,
_ V. A merely arithmetical operation—to means must be tried under the auspices of 

wst, the assignment to eaeh field of its share government for promoting a superior cultiva- 
o the assessment in proportion to its size tion, the application of capital to husbandry, 
and its place m the scale of relative values. and a spirit of bolder enterprise in matters 
 ̂ A t a time when the grossest misrepresen- connected with the tenure of land, 

ta ions o tie  land tenure of India, and of the So far as the revenue derived from the 
exactions of the East India Company are soil in India is concerned, the great majority 
being made for political and party purposes, of the people may be described as almost un-

. tor the Btl11 raore censurable, objects of taxed. The original right of the state to the 
private resentment, by persons who have re- land is recognised in India by the natives, 
turned from India disappointed in various and was reserved by the British when they 
ways, it is important to draw attention to the obtained the sovereignty of the country, 
following statement of the easy terms in Wherever the land is let at its fair value,—and 
wncli land is held m Southern India, and the we have shown that in many places it is let 
disinterested and generous treatment the ryots beneath its fair value,—the people pay no taxes 
receive from the company under the new except such as is derived from salt, opium, 
„n :  ̂ T 18 f° F  ,Poonah talooks, with the post-office, and a few minor sources. The

u  , tag!  ° f .tbe larSest market for rent they pay to the landlord—the govern-
a w w i Prf l l 'ii u t te  Dec°an’ Pay an ment—is used for the general protection of 
average rent, it will he seen, of only seven the country, the administration of justice,
t W  n “ d,r seven Ples> , orT something less and public works. They are, so far as the 
talent in 1 1 1 1 1 0  aC-l e '0 j^ n b̂e 4 ndaPor£ amount of the rent goes, spared from taxes;
Dliarwnrht L  lVeliagr +i18 f t .  T  B?® ! In  awd wben is remembered that nearly two- 
vi 7  ̂  toe land of the best class, the famous thirds of the whole revenue consists‘in the
is i w 7 ™ f Indla’ that °n C0tt0n rent of Iand’ the Pe°PIe of India are, as a
n  ? dr7 t ys F  en a7 erage but 1 4  annas whole, the most lightly taxed in the world, 
t i o n o f t k i ^ ! ^ ^  ellSib leP°r - Tbe oppressed state of the Bengal cultiva-
and d g beinf  but 1  n iPef, 7 annas, to rso s  has been shown, is the work of native 
shillina-s?1 6 W bntS0me^lmo less than three zemindars, not of the government; but it is 
an Irish ' farm S J v ^  a\ E“Sllsh> or sad to that the arrangement which has
acre for a v T l  I an C0.nsiSned tbem to such terrible exaction and 
ner acre for tli 1 ! V*3 h ?T three shillings injustice was the work of a British governor-
h o ld T c lS -  4 nd t0 } e bad? The Senel‘aL 4t cannot be doubted that even in
t^  A e s f  r e Z t f  to such rates that case Lord Cornwallis intended that the
on the l ib e rS f  y he h,ghest credit wghts of the cultivators should he secured,
cannot but reioicl ^  g0Vernf  ent ’> and 01le bat they were too poor and too feeble to main- 
warded hvfc„ r j  f * seef SUC-h f  pohcy re '  tam these rights before unprincipled native 
try a n d C 2 'T *  t agJ 1CldtF al indus’ j adges>in the face of the powerful zemindars ; 
revenue to if, f  restoratlon and, as the hoard of directors admit, little by
volumes does the "nee T ?  Blu Wllat llttle’ suh Silent{0> their rights as a class have 
tell of the wretched vUcb, rate® P^sed away. For this some remedy must be
the neoiile and their f  trlal character of provided, both for the credit of the govern-
ness^” P ’ d &  6 UnProductlve- ment and the condition of the people of

Bengal.
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R ev en u e  from  S a l t .— This may bo con- I Malwa, and shipped from the former place, 
sidered the onlj' tax which the ryot of I It is grown in Bengal and in the settlements



to  im ita te  th is  e x a m p le  to  so m e  e x te n t .  A l l  u n c la ss if ie d  ta x e s .  I t  is  l e v i e d  o n  d r u g s  o f  
th o se  s ta te s  p r o m ise  g r e a te r  c o n fo r m ity  to  a ll k in d s , e x c e p t  o p iu m , w h ic h , a s  w e  h a v e  
B r it ish  e x a m p le  in  t h is  m a tte r , b u t  t h e  p r o -  a lr e a d y  se e n , c o n tr ib u te s  t o  th e  r e v e n u e  in  
m ise s  o f  so m e  are  in s in c e r e . I n  th e  P u n ja u b  o th e r  fo rm s. T h e r e  is  a  w a n t  o f  d e f in ite n e s s  
th e r e  are  t o w n  d u e s , w h ic h  are  v o lu n ta r ily  in  th e  w a y  in  w h ic h  t h is  t a x  i s  im p o s e d , and  
su b m itte d  to  b y  t h e  p e o p le  fo r  lo c a l p u r p o se s , t h e  r a n g e  o f  a r t ic le s  su b je c t  to  i t ,  w h ic h  g iv e s  
a n d  g r e a t  a d v a n ta g e s  h a v e  fo llo w e d  th is  r is e  to  m a n y  c o m p la in ts , 
v o lu n ta r y  c o r p o r a te  ta x a tio n . I n  so m e  o th e r
p la c e s  im p o s ts  h a v e  b e e n  la id  for  th e  e x c lu -  T h e  a b k a r e e  a n d  sa y e r , ta k e n  to g e th e r ,  
s iv e  p u r p o se  o f  lo c a l im p r o v e m e n t . T h e  y ie ld  £ 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .  T h e s e  t a x e s  a re  l ik e ly  to  
g o v e r n m e n t  e n c o u r a g e s  th e  d isp o s it io n  to  b e  m o re  p r o d u c t iv e . P e a c e  a n d  s e c u r i ty  
s e lf - ta x a t io n  fo r  c iv ic  a n d  lo c a l  im p r o v e -  w o u ld  so o n  d o u b le  t h e  r e v e n u e  th u s  d e 
m e n t  in  e v e r y  p o s s ib le  w a y . T h e  d u tie s  r iv e d .
o n  e x te r n a l  c o m m e r c e  h a v e  a lso  b e e n  u n -  T h e  m is c e l la n e o u s  t a x e s  c o n tr ib u te  a b o u t  
d e r g o in g  a  p r o c e s s  o f  g r a d u a l r e d u c t io n . £ 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
T h e  im p o r t  d u tie s  l e v ie d  o n  B r it is h  g o o d s  T h e  to ta l  r e v e n u e  o f  I n d ia , e x c lu s iv e  o f  
i s  f iv e  p e r  c e n t , ad valorem. T h e  to ta l  s u b s id ie s  fro m  n a t iv e  s ta te s , a m o u n te d  in  
a b o lit io n  o f  im p o r t  d u tie s  o n  B r it ish  g o o d s  1 8 5 7  to  n e a r ly  t w e n t y - n in e  m ill io n s  s te r lin g ,  
h a s  b e e n  u r g e d  o n  th e  g o v e r n m e n t ; i t  w o u ld  T h e r e  c a n  b e  n o  d o u b t  th a t , a s  so o n  as 
b e  a  b o o n  to  c o m m e r c e , a n d  n o t  s e r io u s ly  o r d e r  is  e s ta b l is h e d  a fte r  th e  p r e s e n t  r e v o lt ,  
a ffec t t h e  r e v e n u e . T h e r e  is  an  e x p o r t  ta x a t io n  in  I n d ia ,  w is e ly  d is tr ib u te d , a n d  
t a x  o f  th r e e  p e r  c e n t , on  t h e  m a n u fa c tu r e s  k e e p in g  in  v i e w  th e  p r in c ip le s  o f  p o lit ic a l  
o f  I n d ia . I n  a  d e sp a tc h  fro m  t h e  h o m e  e c o n o m y , w i l l  y i e ld  m a n y  m ill io n s  s t e r l in g  
g o v e r n m e n t  o f  1 8 1 6  th is  w a s  r e p r e s e n te d  a s  m o r e  th a n  i t  a t  p r e s e n t  a ffo rd s  th e  g o v e r n - 
an  im p o s t, to  b e  a b o lish e d  a s  so o n  a s  th e  m e n t.  
g e n e r a l s ta te  o f  th e  r e v e n u e  w o u ld  a llo w . I t
o u g h t  a t  o n c e  to  b e  a b r o g a t e d ; i t  is  im p o lit ic ,  S u b s id ie s  f r o m  N a t iv e  S t a t e s .— F o r  
a s w e l l  as o p p o se d  to  p o lit ic a l  e c o n o m y . I t  1 8 5 7  th e  s u m  o f  £ 5 1 0 ,1 6 6  i s  u n d e r s to o d  to  
h a s  a lso  b e e n  in  c o n te m p la t io n  to  a b o lish  th e  h a v e  b e e n  c o l le c t e d  fr o m  th e  tr ib u ta r ie s , 
im p o r t  d u ty  o n  B r it ish  g o o d s — a t  le a s t ,  so  i t  T h e y  a r e  th u s  c la s se d  :—  
i s  a l le g e d  b y  th e  fr ie n d s  o f  t h e  H o n o u r a b le
E a s t  I n d ia  C o m p a n y . Bengal.

tributes from the under - mentioned

P o s t - o f f ic e  R e v e n u e .— T h e  o b je c t  o f  th e  Kokh*3 ' 7 056
ta x  i s  r a th e r  for p u b lic  c o n v e n ie n c e  th a n  fo r  O d e y p o r e '. '. '. ’. ; ’ ’. ’ ’ 1 ’. ’ i s ’,516
r e v e n u e . T h e  r a te s  sh o u ld  b e  r e d u c e d , a n d  M u n d y ..............................................  9*375
th e  a r r a n g e m e n ts  m u c h  im p r o v e d , b u t  in  b o th  Jhalwar............................................... 7,500
respects the grand difficulties are the pecu- Banswarra.............................  2,568
l ia r it ie s  o f  th e  c o u n tr y  a n d  t h e  p e o p le  w h o  J e y ^ ie .5? !  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  37500
in h a b it  i t .  A  c o m p a r a tiv e ly  lo w  r a te  o f  u n i-  Serohee........................................... . . ' 1,269
fo rm  p o s ta g e  h a s  b e e n  a d o p te d  w ith  so  m u c h  Various petty s t a t e s ..............................  4 ,320
success, as to encourage bolder experiments Nizams’s government on account of
in the same direction. Mahratta Choute...................... 10,183

----------- lU0,80o
* MADRAS.

S t a m p  D u t ie s . I n  In d ia  s ta m p e d  p a p e r  Peishcush and subsidy:—
is  r e q u it e d  in  a ll j u d ic ia l  p r o c e e d in g s , a s  w e l l  Mysore govern m en t...................... 229,687
as for h il ls  o f  e x c h a n g e , a g r e e m e n ts , r e c e ip t s ,  Travancore g o v ern m en t.............. 7 4 , 6 6 6

a n d  d e e d s  ; a lso  for p e t it io n s  a n d  p a p e r s  f i le d  Cochin government ..............................  3 8,750
in  c o u r t . A b o u t  h a l f  a  m ill io n  s te r lin g  i s  th u s  323,103
r e a liz e d , a n d  i t  is  p r o b a b le  th a t  a  m u c h  „ ,

„„ „ -ii i • -1 • r, • Subsidy from the Cutch government. lo ,7 9 o
la ig e r  r e v e n u e  w il l  b e  ra ise d  in  th is  m a n n e r . Kattywar tribute............ ... .....................  56,105

Various petty s t a t e s .............................  3,096
A b k a r e e .— T h is  w o r d  s ig n if ie s  a  t a x  o n  --------- 74,996

w a te r s  ( “  s t r o n g  w a te r s  ” b e in g  u n d e r s to o d )  ; ----------
a n d  th e  r e v e n u e  s o  c a lle d  i s  d e r iv e d  fro m  498,904
lic e n se s  to  s e l l  s p ir it s .  T h is  ta x  i s  m u c h  _ T h is  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  t r ib u te  is  l ik e ly  to
m o ie  w i l l in g ly  p a id  in  I n d ia  th a n  s im ila r  in c r e a s e .  T h e  t e n d e n c y  o f  e v e n t s  is  to  b r in g
im p o s ts  in  E u r o p e . t h e  q u a s i - in d e p e n d e n t  s ta te s  m o r e  a n d  m o re

in to  r e l ia n c e  u p o n  th e  g o v e r n m e n t  fo r  s e c u -
S a y e r . This word signifies the remainder, rity, and this will of course involve propor- 

and, used in revenue vocabulary, refers to tionate increase in tribute.



The detailed items of principal expendi- The expenditure, it will be seen, exceeds 
ture, on an average of the four years preced- the income. To meet that excess money has 
ing the mutiny of 1857 (which lias, of course, been raised on bond in England. About 
considerably increased them), were stated in a fifth part of the existing debt has been in
round numbers as follows :— curred in this manner.

In  India money is raised in the following 
Charges incident to the collection of the &. way :—The company advertises that it is

revenue............................ 6,000,000 ready to receive loans at specified rates, and
Military and nava.1 charges......................011 sp e c if ie d  c o n d it io n s . “ L o a n - n o t e s ” are
Civil, judicial, and police.....................  5,000,000 •  ̂ i t  , , ,,
Public works . . ..........................................  1,500,000 ^ T en. 1 1 1  a c k n o w le d g m e n t  o f  th e  m o n e y s
Interest on bond debt in In d ia ..........  2,000,000 p a id  in to  th e  tr e a su r y .
Charges defrayed in England (includ-j The amount of debt in England and India

ing interest on home bond debt, is now nearly sixty millions sterling.
P y s I r o o T s  ^ “ "eLblishment)'. I n  tllef  >'ear ®n f in S  A Pr i! 3 0 th > 1 8 S 7 >
Charges of the East India-house e x c e s s  o f  e x p e n d itu r e  o v e r  in c o m e  a m o u n te d
and Board of Control ...............J to £1,981,062.

Allowances and assignments to native ) The accounts for the presidency of Bengal
princes under treaties and other 1 1 ,000,000 during the last four years have shown a uni-

D iv S T t o ^ r o p r ie t m s 'o f  East India fo.rm  d e f ic i^  th o s e  f? r  t h e  n o r th -w e s t  p r o -
stock .........................................................  0 2 7  ggg V in ces a u n ifo rm  su rp lu s .

------ 1— The returns of the other presidencies as to
Total................................  30,000,000 surplus and deficit varied during th a t time.

CH A PTER XV.

THE GOVERNMENT OE THE BRITISH IN D IA N  EM PIRE (Continued).

LAW AND ADMINISTRATION^ OE JUSTICE. that before any act was so passed notice 
T h e  state of the law in India must be re- should appear in the leading journals of the 
garded in two points of view—as it relates to presidencies for some time (generally a few 
the native population, and in reference to months) before the measure was passed into a 
English residents. law, so as to give opportunity for such classes

I t  may he laid down as a general prin- as might deem themselves aggrieved by it to 
ciple in the legal government of British state their objections.
India, that the laws and general systems of When an act is passed, it is always pub- 
jurisprudence which the company found in fished in the language of the district to which 
existence upon the acquisition of any pro- it is intended to apply, and also in English 
vince were preserved in force until otherwise and in Ordoo, a dialect of the Hindoostanee 
determined by new regulations by the new supposed to be known by the better informed 
government. These were sometimes insti- natives.
tuted by orders in council, and sometimes by The acts of the governor-general in council 
act of parliament.  ̂ may fie enforced as soon as published, but

Ih e  imperial legislature and the governor- copies must be laid before the imperial par- 
general in council both legislate for India at fiament, by which they may he altered or 
present, hut no act of the latter must contra- abolished. All acts of the governor-general 
vene or supersede the acts of the former.  ̂ jn council are laws, on the assumption that 

The acts passed by the governor-general in the imperial government does not disapprove 
council extend to the British as well as to 0f them.
the natives in India, a circumstance which i ;
h a s  p r o v e d  a  fr u itfu l so u rc e  o f  d is c o n te n t  to  PROVINCE OF TH E SUPREME COURTS, 
in d e p e n d e n t  E n g l is h  r e s id e n ts , a lth o u g h  th a t
dissatisfaction was not always founded in jus- L a w  a p p l ic a b l e  to  B r it is h - bo rn  E e s i - 
tice and reason. The discontent of English d e n t s  o f  I n d ia .— The supreme courts are 
residents was formerly sometimes occasioned established in the capitals of the three pre- 
by the precipitancy with which acts of the sidencies. There is a local jurisdiction 
governor and council were passed, by which besides, which the supreme court at Calcutta 
they considered their interests unfavourably exercises in that city. This local jurisdiction 
affected. The directors accordingly ordered : is civil and criminal, and refers to all persons,



English or natives, within the limits, but its in England in 1726, and which has not sub-
ecclesiastical authority does not extend to sequently been altered by statute especially 
Hindoos or Mohammedans, except for grant- extending to India, or by the acts of the 
ing probates of wills. legislative council of India.

The court also exercises authority over all Thirdly. The statute law expressly ex-
British-born subjects and their descendants, tending to India, which has been enacted
born in India, who are resident in Bengal and since 1726, and has not been since repealed, 
the north-west provinces, with the exception and the statutes which have been extended 
of the queen’s troops and their families. to India by the acts of the legislative council

I t  also extends to natives of India, who are of India, 
under any contract or special legal obligation Fourthly. The civil law as it obtains in the 
to any British-born subject, where the cause ecclesiastical and admiralty courts, 
of action exceeds the sum of five hundred Fifthly. Regulations made by the governor - 
rupees (£50), and so far as the contract is general in council, previously to the 3 & 4 
concerned. William IV.,, cap. 85, and registered in the

All persons who avail themselves of the supreme court, and the acts of the legislative 
court’s jurisdiction in any matter are held council of India made under the 3 & 4 Wil- 
liable to its authority in all other matters liam IV ., cap. 85.
affected by the particular case in which they The exceptions are Hindoos and Moham- 
havc made it available. medans in the following cases :—

“ All persons who, at the time of action First. Actions regarding inheritance and 
brought or cause of action accrued, are or succession to lands, rents, and goods, and all 
have been employed by, or directly or indi- matters of contract and dealing between party 
rectly in the service of, the East India Com- and party in which both parties are Hindoos. 
pany,.or.any British subject, are liable to the Such cases are to be determined by the laws 
civil jurisdiction of the court in actions for and usages of Hindoos.
wrongs or trespasses, and also in any civil Secondly. Actions of the same kind where 
suit by agreement of parties in writing to both parties are Mohammedans; and in these 
submit to the jurisdiction of the said court; the case is to be determined by the laws and 
and all persons who, at the time of commit- usages of Mohammedans, 
ing any crime, misdemeanour, or oppression, Thirdly. Actions of the same kind where 
are or have been employed, or directly or in- only one of the parties is a Mohammedan or 
directly in service as; aforesaid, are liable to Hindoo; and these are to be determined bv 
the criminal jurisdiction of the court,” the laws and usages of the defendant.

' dhe supreme courts at Calcutta, Madras, The procedure on the different sides of 
and Bombay, have criminal jurisdiction over court is similar to the procedure of the 
all British subjects for crimes committed at corresponding courts in England, with this 
any place within the limits of the company’s difference—that, as directed by the charter, 
charter that is, any part of Asia, Africa, or the viva voce examinations of witnesses, are 
America, beyond the Cape of Good Hope to taken down in writing, and the d'eposi- 
the Straits of Magellan, or for crimes com- tions are signed by the witnesses them- 
mitted in any of the lands or territories of selves. The new rules in law and equity 
any native prince or state, in the same way passed from time to time in this country are 
as if the same had been committed within quickly adopted by the judges in India, as 
the territories subject to the British govern- far as circumstances will admit, and applied 
me“,* in I^dia. with the requisite modifications to their own

ih e  admiralty jurisdiction of the court practice, 
extends over the provinces of Bengal, Baliar, In  all suits where the property in dispute 
and Orissa, and all the adjacent territories is above the value of ten thousand rupees 
and islands; and the criminal authority con- (£ 1 0 0 0 ) there is a. right of appeal to her ma- 
nected with this jurisdiction extends to all jesty in council.
crimes committed on the high seas, in as full The supreme court consists of a chief 
a manner as that of any other court of ad- justice and two other judges. I t  appoints its 
nnralty _ _ own ministerial officers, who are paid bv

th e  law administered is as follows :— salaries. The court admits and enrols as 
hirst. Ih e  common law as it prevailed in many advocates and attorneys as it thinks 

England m the year 1726, and which has not proper, and none other can plead or in any 
subsequendy been altered by statutes espe- way act for parties in suits. The qualifica- 
cially extending, to India, or by acts of the tion of advocates is having been called to the 
legislative council of India.  ̂ English or Irish bar, or having been entitled

Secondly. The statute law which prevailed to practise as an advocate in Scotland. The



court lias, however, the power to admit per- C iv il  Co u r t s . — The principles of these 
sons who have not this general qualification, courts are generally the same, hut differences 
The qualification for admission as an attorney exist in different parts of India in the prac- 
is, that the applicant has been admitted an tice and the designations of the officers, 
attorney of one of her majesty’s principal The lowest class of civil courts are pre
courts of record in England or Ireland, or a sided over by natives. The moonsif (a name 
writer to the signet in Scotland, or a member of Arabic derivation, signifying judge) has a 
of the society of solicitors practising before district allotted to him, and is empowered to 
the court of session there, or that he has decide upon questions of property, whether 
served a regular clerkship before the court of “ real or personal.” In  Bombay this right 
session there, or that he has served a regular extends to disputes concerning property of 
clerkship of five years, under a contract in £500 in value; in Madras of £100 in value; 
writing to some attorney practising in the elsewhere the property cannot exceed a 
court, or that he is or has been a principal valuation of £30. This class of judge is 
clerk to one of the judges. The advocates generally nominated from vakeels (Arabic for 
and attorneys practise under the same names agent or attorney), after they have undergone 
as in England. a general examination. The salaries of £15

The annual expense of the supreme court and £10 per mensem are given to the moo-n- 
is nearly half a million of rupees. Nearly sifs, according to their grade, 
half of this sum is appropriated to the salaries The sudder aumeens (the word aumeen is 
of the judges. The salaries of the officers Arabic, and means chief trustee) constitute a 
and general expenses consume the remainder, higher class of judges, and receive £25 per 
There is, in addition to this expenditure, the mensem. There are also principal sudder 
emolument of the registrar, which is supplied aumeens, who receive from £40 to £60 per 
by fees on the estates of persons dying in- mensem respectively, according to their rank, 
testate. which depends upon their capacity.

The supreme court of judicature at Madras The zillah judges are Europeans (a ztllah 
consists of a chief-justice and two other is a large section of territory), and always 
judges, who must have previously been bar- belong to the covenanted service of the com- 
risters of five years’ standing at the English panv. Appeals from the native judges may 
or Irish bar. The powers and jurisdictions of be made to the zillah. He tries all original 
the court within the presidency are generally suits above £500, but has power to refer 
the same as those in Bengal,—under the su- them to the principal sudder aumeens, which 
prerne court at Fort "William. it is the practice very generally to do. The

The supreme court of judicature at Bom- zillah courts are assisted by natives in various 
bay is constituted in a similar manner to that capacities—such as jurors, assessors, and arbi- 
of Madras. trators., The arbitrators are generally five in

The laws and judicial proceedings in refer- number, and are collectively, from that cir- 
ence to the native population are founded in cumstance, called a punchayet, 
the native systems of jurisprudence which In proceedings the plaint must be lodged 
existed before the advent of English power, on a stamp proportioned to the amount of 
The modifications of these systems latterly claim. The pleadings are in writing. W it- 
adopted have, however, been important. The nesses are not subject to cross-examination, 
object is to administer the law to every man An appeal lies from the zillah to the court of 
according to his religion or nationality; and sudder dewaung adcuchut (the chief civil jus- 
when the parties at variance do not possess a tice). There are four of these courts in the 
common religion or nationality, the custom four governments:—viz., one in the chief city 
of the place regulates the decision; and if of each presidency, and one in the capital of 
there be no established custom in connection the lieutenant-governancy of the north-west, 
with the matter in question, the law to which The judges are members of the covenanted 
the defendant has ostensibly held himself civil service, and men of much experience, 
amenable is that which measures the admin- These courts entertain no original cases they 
istration of justice. are courts of appeal, and their decision is

In the Bombay presidency Mohammedan final. The courts sit daily, except during such 
law is but little known. There the Elphin- native festivals as render the transaction of 
stone code, compiled by Mr. Elpliinstone business impossible. The salary of the judges 
when governor of that presidency, generally is £42.00 per annum. Although the deci- 
prevails. I t  only has effect where natives sions in these courts are considered final, as 
are concerned; and although both civil the highest courts of law, there is, neverthe- 
and criminal, it operates chiefly on civil less, an appeal from thence to her majesty in 
disputes. council.



C r im in a l  L aw.—T here is some diversity in called the sudder nizamut* adawlut, in Ben- 
the criminal administration. I t  is generally gal, and the fo u jd a r y \  adawlut in Madras 
grounded upon the Mohammedan law : the and Bombay. This court decides on the
diversities are, for the most part, English record and report of the sessions judge. I t
modifications. never hears oral evidence ; but if the case

In Bengal, beyond the capital, each dis- requires more elucidation, sends it back to 
trict is committed to a magistrate, and con- the sessions judge, with orders to take further 
tains fifteen or twenty subdivisions or thanahs, evidence on particular points ; and its ulti- 
eacli of which is placed under a subordinate mate decision is final.
officer, called a thanadar or darogah. Each I f  the judges of the nizamut concur in the
of these last-named functionaries has under verdict of the lower court, and the prisoner 
him the following establishment:—a clerk or be considered deserving of a higher degree 
writer, a jemadar or sergeant, and twenty or of punishment than could be awarded by the 
thirty policemen. The darogahs are gene- sessions judge, he may be sentenced to suffer 
rally Mohammedans or Hindoos. Besides death, or to undergo imprisonment for twenty - 
this machinery for the apprehension of cri- one years; but if sentenced to imprisonment 
minals, there are also a large number of for life, then transportation for life, either to 
village police or watchmen, appointed by the the penal settlements of Singapore, Penang, 
village committees, or by the zemindars, or Malacca, the Tenesserim provinces, Arra- 
These functionaries, who are not generally can, or Aden, would be substituted; but no 
supposed to be very efficient, amount, in native of India can be transported beyond 
Bengal proper, to the large number of one the company’s territories. If  the case be 
hundred and seventy thousand. The da- not capital, it is decided by the sentence of 
rogahs, or inspectors of police, are invested a single judge. Sentences of death require 
with a certain measure of summary authority the concurrence of two judges. The govern- 
in cases of affrays, disturbances of the peace, ment has the power of pardon or mitigation, 
&c., but are bound to bring all other matters but it is seldom exercised, 
under the previous cognizance of the magis- There are in Bengal two modes of trial, 
trate, who has the power of punishment to in one of which a Mohammedan law officer, 
the extent of imprisonment for two years in or assessor, expounds the law ; but if the 
certain cases, in some others for three years; prisoner is not a Mohammedan, he may re
but ordinarily his power extends to imprison- fuse to be so tried, and for such cases there 
ment for six months, and a fine of two hun- is a system of juries, or assessors, or pun- 
dred rupees, and if the fine be not paid, to a cliayet. The sessions judge may reject the 
further imprisonment of six months. Cor- opinion of the Mohammedan law officer, on 
poral punishment was abolished by Lord points expressly provided for by the regula- 
William Bentinck, but has since been revived tions, and that opinion may be overridden 
in case of theft, where the property stolen does altogether by the sudder court. When the 
not exceed fifty rupees in value, and for case is tried with a jury, or punchayet, the 
juvenile offenders, as well as in certain crimes decision may be overruled, and sentence 
committed by convicts. awarded to the extent of the judge’s com-

The sessions judge is the officer next in petence. Cases tried by the magistrate are 
the ascending scale of rank, and appeals lie generally prosecuted by the party injured, 
to him in certain cases from the magistrate. W ith respect to Madras and other parts of 
He is the same individual who acts in a civil British India, except Bombay, it may be 
capacity, before mentioned, as zillah judge, stated generally that the system of criminal 
In  Bengal his original jurisdiction is limited administration, though differing in some par- 
to offenders committed by the magistrate to ticulars, is based on the same general prin-
take their trial at the sessions. ciples as that existing in Bengal. The

In  Madras, the sessions judge is aided by police, who are in Bengal and Bombay placed
a subordinate judge, who acts as committing under the command in chief of a super
officer instead of magistrate. In  Bombay the intendent, specially charged with that duty, 
sessions judge is aided by an officer called the are in Madras placed under the governor in 
“ assistant sessions judge.” council, and in the north-west provinces under

The sessions judge has the power of punish
ment to the extent of nine years imprison- * Nizamut is an Arabic word, which means " arrange
ment, and, in certain aggravated cases, of meat, or reducing to orderand governors of provinces 
sixteen years. All cases involving punish- under the Mohammedan government were sometimes de
ments above those limits are referred to the siSuated byname* derived from the same root, as the 
sudder court, which is composed of the same + From foujdar> tie general; or holder of a fouj or 
judges as the supreme court of civil appeal, army.



the commissioners of'revenue. In  the Pun- he for or against the government, they are 
jauh there is a military preventive police of rapacious, unjust, and cruel. Some of the 
foot and horse, who furnish guards for jails, most barefaced robberies and barbarous out- 
treasuries, frontier-posts, and escort of trea- rages committed in India are perpetrated by 
sure. native officials in the name of the government,

I t  may also be noticed that, with respect and without the knowledge (in the individual 
to the professional criminals peculiar to India, cases) of the European officers, 
called Thugs and Dacoits, a special police, Much advantage has been taken, upon the 
invested with summary powers, is organized continent of Europe, of these facts to spread 
under one superintendent for all India.* abroad a feeling throughout the world that

the government of India is unjust and op- 
Law reform in India has been for a con- pressive. In  the celebrated French panpphlet 

siderable time engaging the attention of lately published at Paris, and alleged to have 
government. Under the statute 3 & 4 W il- been written by a Crimean general, such use 
liam IV ., a commission for this purpose was is made of a fact morally injurious to the 
appointed, and “ the Indian law commis- government of India, yet which never re- 
sioners ” reported elaborately, recommending ceived its countenance, and against which its 
various reforms. By section 28 of 1G & 17 strenuous efforts have been put forth. In 
Victoria, chapter 95, her majesty was em- the presidency of Madras native agents have 
powered to appoint commissioners in England employed torture upon native tenants to 
to consider and report upon these proposed extort revenue, and the writer of the pam- 
reforms. Accordingly, at the close of 1853, phlet might have known the truth had he 
a commission was appointed, consisting of chosen to make inquiry at the proper source, 
very able persons—viz., Sir John Romilly, instead of catching up such a version of the 
Sir John Jervis, Sir Richard Ryan, C. II. fact as implicates the government of India in 
Cameron, J. M. Macleod, I. A. F. Hawkins, acts which it abhors. “ For forty-six years 
T. F. Ellis, and R. Lowe. Subsequently the East India Company has ignored the 
Mr. Hawkins accepted the post of secretary facts, or rather allowed them to be committed, 
to the committee, and the name of W . Millet The company has its agents, who employ 
was substituted, March 17,1854. A quorum torture to wring their last farthing from poor 
of three of the commissioners had power to peasants, and that money, wet with blood 
call for persons and papers according to their and tears, is not employed either in the 
discretion, for the purposes of their investi- material well-being of the peojde or in the 
gation. Four reports were presented by improvement of their intelligence; it enters 
these commissioners—the last bearing date the coffers of the company, or those of the 
May 20, 1856. The reports thus prepared English government, and gives high salaries 
were sent out to India, but the occurrence to the employes, and good dividends to the 
of the mutiny rendered it impossible that they shareholders. The Indians—those tigers 
could receive from the authorities there the with human faces, as the Times calls them— 
necessary consideration. In  England men at last revolt; those ‘capricious and violent 
acquainted with Indian affairs have not ac- animals,’ treated with contempt, and op- 
quiesced in all the recommendations of the pressed beyond measure, rise on their op- 
commissioners ; nor were they unanimous pressors; they desire to shake off the English 
—two of their number especially dissenting yoke and English oppression, and to free 
from some of the reports, and finally retiring themselves from English contempt; they 
from the commission. These gentlemen were desire to oppose the return of torture; they 
Lord - chief-justice Jervis and Mr. Lowe, have forty-six years of torture to pay back 
This circumstance caused much discussion as on England, and they take up arms.” After 
to the reports, especially the second and describing the manner in which the Hindoos 
fourth, which these gentlemen refused to are tortured by the company, he exclaims :— 
sign. “ Certainly, never did the imagination of

That a sweeping reform is necessary, all the executioners of the middle ages, nor 
who know India will admit. The native that of the most ferocious planters of America, 
courts are very imperfect, so far as the modus devise more atrocious means to torture human 
operandi is concerned, and very generally creatures ; and if any one, and the least cruel, 
deficient as to the essence of justice itself, of those means, had ever been applied by 
The native witnesses, juries, and police, are order of the Emperor of Austria, or the King 
utterly corrupt and perjurious. Whether of Naples, England would have sent forth 
the interests or feelings of the native officials shouts of indignation, and the names of those 

* Compiled by Arthur Mills, Esq., M .P ., from the two sovereigns would be to this day affixed to 
acts relating to India. the pillory of public indignation, lnese tor-
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tures are inflicted in the nineteenth century administering justice by European agency 
on the unfortunate Indians, and their object over so vast a field, and to so many millions 
is the collection of the imposts which are of people, would be too great for any one to 
applied to pay the huge salaries of the Eng- affirm its ]oracticability. This, however, is cer- 
lish functionaries, younger sons of great Eng- tain, that if native agency be “ not a question of 
lisli families, and the dividends of the com- expediency, but of necessity,” security should 
pany’s shareholders. English philanthropy be taken far more rigidly than has as yet 
does not think it necessary to stir itself.” been done for the character of the officials to 
False as this malevolent allegation of modern whom any trust is committed. The following 
French hatred to England is, so far as it statement of the chairman and deputy-chair- 
reflects upon either the government of India, man is undoubtedly beyond controversy :— 
the provocatives of the Indian mutiny, or the “ Since the first institution of the legislative 
feelings of English philanthropists, yet it dis- council, few years have passed in which there 
closes how the actual evils of administration have not been one or two legislative measures 
and misdeeds of native officers have involved for the improvement of the procedure of the 
the government and the name of England in civil courts. The object of some has been 
odium. I t  is essential to the future prosperity to facilitate the progress of suits through their 
of India, to the cause of justice, and to the various stages; of others, to secure the cor- 
renown of England, that the native courts rect recording of the judgment, by prescrib- 
should be literally ransacked by the hand of ing that it shall be made by the judge him- 
a stem investigation, and such means adopted self; of others, to insure a more speedy and 
as are possible to rid the government of the certain execution of judgments; of others, to 
dishonour of those classes of native function- render more efficient the systems of regular 
aries who are amongst the most corrupt, per- and special appeals. Legislative measures 
jurious, and cruel of mankind. Justice de- have also been taken for reforming the law 
mands the admission that the company has of evidence • for the abolition of Persian as 
been for some time putting in force its powers the language of record; and for putting the 
to effect administrative reform in all descrip- office of native pleader on a more efficient and 
tions of courts and offices, and in the new respectable footing. The defects of the cri- 
governments the measures taken have been in minal courts have likewise largely engaged 
consonance with British sense of justice, and the attention of the legislature, and much has 
with native rights. been done for their improvement. But not-

The late Sir Henry Lawrence, in one of withstanding these partial amendments, it 
ibis early reports of the commission in the cannot be said that the courts, in what are 
Sikh territory, thus describes the policy pur- called the regulation provinces, have yet been 
sued in reference to local and native institu- freed from their radical defects. The prin- 
tions, showing that a wise superintendence cipal impediments to a good administration of 
may turn them to account, notwithstanding justice are, the complicated and technical 
the danger of intrusting to native hands alone system of pleading in the civil courts, and 
the dispensing of justice :— Each eity in the in the criminal courts the character of the 
Punjaub is managed by a body of men called police.”
punches; they7 answer to our corporations in In the regulation provinces the administra- 
England. The office is chiefly hereditary, tion of justice is baulked by tedious processes 
but not always so. I f  the hereditary talent and endless technicalities. Justice is neither 
is weak, an infusion of able and intelligent swift nor cheap; and the late Mr. Colvin ad- 
men, by common consent, is permitted. The mitted that even in the north-west provinces 
government of the day sometimes, but very the courts of justice were regarded by the 
rarely, deposed an obnoxious member of the people with dislike.
corporation. On the death of one of the In  the non-regulation provinces the go- 
members, the government presented a kliillut vernment has shaken off the fetters of pre- 
to his heir, thus recognising his succession to scription and routine, and, trusting these new 
the office. The district officer who obtains states to the hands of gifted administrators, 
the co-operation of this body can do. any- justice is dispensed without favoiir, and freely, 
thing; without it he is helpless. The go- The following report on this subject, by Sir 
vernor-general last year conferred the title John Lawrence, from the Punjaub, will be 
of raie and rai buhadoor on the members and read with interest by all who wish in Eng- 
leaders or the Umritsur punch, which distin- land as well as India, cheap and speedy' 
guished honour gratified them much, and had justice :— “ No effort has been spared to ren- 
the most happy effect.”  ̂ der justice cheap, quick, sure, simple, and •

Lhe directors, in their late appeal, have substantial; every other consideration has 
reasonably maintained that the expense of been rendered subordinate to these cardinal



points. We are, indeed, without elaborate One of the greatest evils in connection 
laws, but we have brief rules, explaining, in with the police system in portions of the old 
an accessible form, the main provisions of the provinces has been the union of police and 
several systems of native law on such matters revenue functions in the same persons. These 
as inheritance, marriage, adoption, testamen- persons were ill-paid natives, whose interest 
tary or other disposition of property; and it was to extort for their employers, unless 
setting forth the chief principles to be ob- bribed by the tenants. This accounted 
served in other branches of law—such as for the torture at Madras, and for many of 
contracts, sale, mortgage, debt, commercial the acknowledged evils which until lately 
usage. We have the most open and liberal prevailed in Bombay. Since the administra- 
provisions for the admission of evidence, tion of Sir George Clerk in the latter presi- 
We have complete arrangements for refer- dency, the two classes of functions have ceased 
ence to arbitration, and for the ascertainment to be combined in the duties of the same 
of local custom. We have a procedure with- functionaries. In  the general superintend
ent any pretension to technical exactitude, ence of the men a better order and more 
blit a procedure which provides for the liti- vigilant oversight is now maintained. Before 
gants and their respective witnesses being the mutiny broke out the directors had re- 
confronted in open court, for a decision being commended the government in India to carry 
arrived at immediately after this brief forensie out the principle of separating revenue and 
controversy, and for judgment being delivered criminal jurisdiction on the part of the police 
to the parties then and there. We have a throughout Ind ia; also to secure efficient 
method of executing decrees which, while it European command over all departments of 
allows no door to be opened for evasion or this description of force. The police system 
delay on the part of the defendant, and thus of the Punjaub is that which the directors 
renders a decree really valuable to the plaintiff, have decided upon as their model, and em- 
as being capable of ready enforcement, and powered the government in India to adopt it in 
gives him his right free from lien, encum- Bengal, upon its judgment of the expedieney 
brance, or doubt, yet, on the other hand, of so doing, as occasion may jn’ove opportune, 
prevents the defendant from being hastily The police system of the Punjaub is as fol- 
dealt with, or from being placed at the mercy lows:—It consists of two parts—the preven- 
of his creditor. We have small-cause courts tive, with a military organization, and the 
scattered all over the country, and several detective, with a civil organization. The pre- 
regular courts at every central station, so that ventive police consists of foot and horse ; 
everywhere justice is near. Our civil system each regiment has its own native commandant, 
may appear rough and ready ; whether it and the whole force is superintended by four 
would be suited to other provinces, in a dif- European officers. Both arms of the service 
ferent stage of civilization, and with a dif- are regularly armed and equipped, and are 
ferent machinery" at command, may be a ready at a moment’s notice to reinforce the 
question, but in the Punjaub it attains the civil police. The'civil police consists, first, of 
broad and plain object aimed at, and without a regular establishment, paid by the state; 
doubt- gives satisfaction to the people. But secondly, of the city watchmen, paid from a 
in order to regulate the administration of fund raised by the levy of town duties; and, 
justice, a complete system of reporting has thirdly, of the village police, nominated by 
been established. Month by month the the landholders, confirmed in their offices by 
reports of every court are transmitted to the the magistrate, and paid by the villagers, 
judicial department at head-quarters, and The infantry of the military preventive police 
are there criticized'. At the close of each furnish guards for jails, treasuries, frontier 
year these reports, and the figures embodied posts, and city gates, and escorts for treasure, 
in them, are collated, averages are struck, The cavalry are posted in detachments at 
division is compared with division, and dis- the civil stations; and smaller parties, sta- 
trict with district, and the general result, tioned at convenient intervals along the grand 
with a brief critique by superior authority, lines- of road, serve as mounted patrols. The 
indicating the defects to he avoided, and the general duties of the civil police consist in 
reforms to he emulated, is published for the reporting crimes, tracking and arresting cri- 
information of all officers concerned. I t is mjnals, and procuring evidence against them.* 
believed that many improvements in the I t  is impossible to doubt that if this system 
working of the courts are traceable to this be carried out through India under competent 
system. Every court works under a constant European officers, and under such modifica- 
sense of supervision, and with the great turns as the different provinces require, that 
objects to be aimed at perpetually in view, * Memorandum o f  Improvements in India hj the 
and standing out in strong relief.” Court o f Directors.



the administration of justice will he greatly her, 1856, were the organization of a well- 
aided, and the suppression of crime decisively armed, equipjood, and disciplined police force, 
promoted. upon a plan common for all Ind ia ; the sepa-

The East India Company has in its own ration of the police from the administration 
civil service the machinery with which to of the land revenue ; the division of the police 
work for the reform in civil and criminal into separate portions, as preventive and de
administration, which, although in progress, tective; the transfer of the management of 
requires a still more rapid and decided de- the district police from the magistrates to an 
velopment. The following language of one European officer, with no other duties, and 
whose experience well qualified him to give responsible to a general superintendent of 
an opinion should have due weight with the police for the whole presidency or lieutenant- 
English public:—“ Let us hope, therefore, governorship, and an increase to the pay of 
that whatever may be the changes to be the police, in order to raise their status, and 
made in the controlling authority at home, to secure their honest and efficient service, 
the administrative power in India may be “ You are of opinion, that ‘ it is better to 
allowed to remain in the hands of an official deal with each presidency separately, accord- 
body, set apart from their youth for this ing to its own merits, subject to those leading 
special duty, and whose primary object it principles which should be common to all, 
may be to administer the country for the than to endeavour to frame a general scheme 
benefit of its inhabitants, trusting thus best for the whole of India,’ and you have begun 
to promote the real interests of their own with the lower provinces of the Bengal presi- 
parent-land. I t  is immaterial whether the dency, in which the reform is perhaps more 
body into whose hands the internal govern- loudly called for than any other part of 
ment is to be intrusted shall be called the India.
civil service, or receive any other appellation, “ As the subordinate police establishments 
provided the principle be maintained of em- of the regulation provinces in the territories 
ploying in the territorial government of India subject to the lieutenant-governor of Bengal, 
those only who have been educated and are distinct from those entertained for the 
trained expressly for that duty. If  a know- administration of the land revenue, the ques- 
ledge of English law shall really prove to be tion of their separation has not come under 
a requisite for the efficient discharge of civil your consideration on the present occasion, 
functions, the addition of a few years to the “ In regard to the Bengal police, you are 
prescribed age of admission will porobably of opinion that it should not be ‘ after a mili- 
bring what is wanted into the ranks of the tary fashion;’ that the appointment of one 
civil service.” * superintendent of police for the w'hole of the

The full extent of the contemplated police lower provinces is not expedient; and that 
reforms in India may be seen by the reader the existing system of dividing the country 
in the return made to an order of the Honour- into manageable tracts, consisting of four or 
able the House of Commons,- dated the 5th of five districts, and placing each division under 
February, 1858. This return consists in a the superintendence of a commissioner, hav- 
copy of India judicial despatch of the 4th of ing authority in all executive departments, 
November, 1857, No. 61, and Madras judicial including the police, is the best which has 
despatch, dated the 30th of September, 1857, yet been devised for India, and one which 
No. 13, relative to police. From these re- works well in Bengal, as well as elsewhere, 
turns, it appears that the board of directors wherever it has been introduced; that a 
called the attention of the governor-general movable corps of station guards, or military 
to this subject on the 24th of September, 1856, police, should be attached to each division 
their despatch being based upon the minutes employed ordinarily in station and escort 
of the lieutenant-governor of Bengal, dated duties, but ready to assist the civil police in 
the 30th of April, 1856, relative to the ad- case of need; that, to provide for the closer 
ministration of criminal justice and police, supervision of the subordinate police, the 
The following passages from the despatch number of deputy-magistrates should be con- 
shows the desire of the directors to reform siderably increased, and that the pay of the 
the existing police system, and the obstruc- police should be raised.
tion given to their views by the governor- “ The general result, then, of your recom- 
general in council:— mendation is the maintenance of the police in

“ The leading features of the reform sug- Bengal very much upon the existing system, 
gested in our despatch of the 24th of Septem- but paid at higher rates than is the case at

* Thomas Campbell Robertson, late a member of the P?e ?e.n t > and strengthened and assisted by 
supreme council of India, and lieutenant-governor of the divisional corps of a semi-military character.” 
north-western provinces. The directors then refer to the great Indian



authorities—such as Sir John Lawrence, Mr. both in the upper and lower provinces, and 
Colvin, &c.—whose views favoured the adop- that the opinion of the directors was based 
tion of the plans recommended for the consi- upon a sounder view of the requisites of the 
deration of the governor-general in council, country, and the adaptations of the change 
which the directors still commend, but do proposed, than that of the governor-general 
not enforce, deferring to the wisdom and zeal and his council. The mutiny threw more 
of the actual government in India. I t  is im- light upon the question, and further, and 
possible to give attention to this subject with- strongly, afforded confirmation of the jus- 
out coming to the conclusion that the Punjaub tice and wisdom of the scheme which- the 
system is in the main applicable to Bengal, directors had approved.

CHAPTER XVI.

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE BRITISH INDIAN EM PIRE (Continued).

PUBLIC WORKS. Large sums of money are given for native
U n d e r  this head a considerable outlay takes j schools, mosques, and temples, against which 
place, to which it is unnecessary in this chapter the earnest religious public of England pro
to give more than a passing notice, that de- test, as an identification of the British nation 
scription of expenditure having been referred w7ith idolatry and Mohammedanism. This 
to on former pages. The votes for pur- protest is perhaps most ardently urged by 
poses of religion and education are of this those who are the chief claimants for churches 
character. When describing the religions of and schools as instruments for propagating 
India, and the state of education, the part Christianity. These questions have exceed- 
taken by the government in connection with ingly embarrassed the directors, who have 
these matters was stated and discussed, generally been, on principle, opposed to all 
Churches are built, large sums of money endowments of Christian sects in India, 
expended on bishops, clergy, and chaplains, although willing to recognise such provisions 
a small amount given to clergymen of the for the support of temples and mosques as 
Church of Scotland, and various religious they found in actual existence when the ter- 
societies have aids granted to their schools i ritories where those structures stand became 
for the purpose of educating the natives. British property. I t  has generally been 
The policy of this is arraigned by many, under the pressure of English public opinion, 
including those sects which object to the more especially exercised upon the imperial 
interference of government in matters of government, and at the instance of the latter 
religion, and by many who approve of the irrespective of such popular pressure, that the 
endowment system, but consider it inapplic- directors have interfered with native, or insti- 
able to India. On the other hand, the direc- tuted Christian, endowments, 
tors, the Board of Control, and the govern- I t  has been shown, on former pages that 
ment of India, are pressed exceedingly by all the superior officers of the company have 
sorts of claimants among the religious deno- been generally too ready to conciliate Brah- 
minations v’ho advocate the state endowment minical and Mohammedan prejudices by gifts 
of religion ; and, under the plea of education, and grants of public money for their religious 
money is solicited and granted which virtually purposes, some of them being of the most fana- 
amounts to an endowment of the particular tical, cruel, and corrupt kind. The Lawn-ences, 
creed on behalf of which it is given. All in the Punjaub, have been especially adduced 
classes approve of regimental chaplains, but a as instances of this, at a time when it Mas in 
section of the English public would confine their power to have shown that the govern- 
those appointments to ministers of the Estab- ment was determined, upon principle, not to 
lished Church; a still larger section would contribute in any way to the support of Mo- 
extend the appointments to clergymen of the hammedan and idolatrous institutions, how- 
Church of Scotland, but exclude the Roman ever willing to recognise endowments winch it 
Catholic clergy, who, on their part, claim a found in existence when its rule was established, 
recognition of equal rights, and a provision Of late the_ directors have gone with the 
for the religious instruction and consolation tide of English opinion, and endeavoured 
of the Roman Catholic soldiers, as extensive gradually to sever their connection with all 
as that which is admitted to be necessary for idolatrous and Moslem institutions on the 
their Protestant comrades. one hand, while they have extended a more



liberal hand to Christian churches and schools murmuringly, and call it destiny ; hut if they 
on the other. This has been as impolitic as conceive that it is taking place by the action 
unrighteous. I t  is simply unjust to apply of a government which professes not to use its 
the public moneys gathered from the followers power or authority, as a government, for 
of Mohammed, or Buddha, or Vishnu, to any such purpose, they deem it faithless, cease 
purposes of a religious nature, hostile to the to regard it with loyalty, consider, even if 
sincere prejudices of those who pay the taxes they have “ eaten its salt,” that they are 
thus applied. The injustice of this is so released from their allegiance by the breach 
obvious, that it is marvellous how men can of faith, and await the first opportune occa- 
be rendered by their prejudices so little dis- sion to free their religion from the perils 
passionate as not to perceive how inequitable which beset it. The whole tone of the lan- 
is such a course. I t  is also impolitic : the reli- guage used by the revolted sepoys shows that 
gious establishments of India have affected they feared, not so much open violence, as 
the minds of the natives most unfavourably covert and indirect action on the part of the 
towards the English government and nation, government against their religion. I t  is im- 
I t  is notorious that they entertain no possible to look at the facts upon which they 
hostility to voluntary missions, nor is the rested such conclusions, and say that their 
anger of the heathen generally awak- fears were unreasonable, although every Eng- 
ened by arguments .against his creed, al- lishman knows that the East India Company 
though the Mohammedans are in this respect never intended to take any step, such as it 
intolerant. When, however, any description considered to be an unjust interference with 
of missionaries adopt language which in the the popular religions of the native army or 
least implies that the authority of government people. I t  is a delusion to suppose that the 
is to be, or ought to be, imparted to the con- natives do not consider such questions, and it 
troversy, the people are susceptible of great is sheer folly to deny that the whole popula- 
alarm for their faith. They do not tear its tion of India is on the qui vive as to what the 
being overturned by argument; but their government may next do which is substan- 
terror ot its being overturned by law may be tially, although not ostensibly, an authoritative 
aroused by the smallest deviation from the interference with their religion. Missionaries 
appearance of government impartiality. The of the stamp to which a reply is here made 
natives are perfectly aware that some of the affirm that intelligent natives, when con- 
Christian sects are connected with govern- versed with on the subject, have expressed 
ment, while others labour, or have laboured, their approbation of the government building 
independently of its patronage _ or _ control, churches, and aiding Christian schools. No 
and were even objects of official jealousy, doubt they have, but the educated natives, 
vv hatever falls from the lips of the mission- as well as the masses, have what, in common 
aiies identified with the state is noted by the parlance . among themselves, is called “ two 
natives carefully, and whenever any impru- faces”—one for the sahib, and one for their 
dent expression escapes these good men as own people. After expressing in very flat- 
to the desireableness of suppressing caste or tering and flowery language their approval 
religious custom, however qualified the lan- of such things, they would retire from the 
guage, it is caught up, and circulated with missionaries, and curse the faithlessness of 
that facility for circulating reports character- the government which, by subterfuge and 
nrt10. of Asiatics. In  like manner, every evasion, violated its faith as to its religious 
Christian church, and every Christian school, relation to the people.
supported out of the public taxation of India, '• The more educated, the more bigoted.” 
is regarded by _ the natives as a standing is an expression which of late has passed into 
memorial of subjugation, not merely of their a proverb in reference to both the Brahmins 
nationality, which is comparatively little and Mussulmen, especially the former. This 
valued, but of their religion. These facts are is true, because native education is essentially 
denied by many clergymen and civilians, who religious ; its aim is to make better heathens 
allege that the people are too ignorant to or Mohammedans, in the sense of imbuino- 
understand such matters.^ This is a mistake, the pupils more thoroughly with the respec” 
borne ot course are too ignorant to compre- tive systems. Even the education of the 
fiend any question of religion or policy, but English colleges makes them more bigoted, 
,1lC; +^1 6  .'Ve efn!).1! ^  informed to know paradoxical as such an assertion may appear, 
i % f (° Hmdoos'tun and of Eng- Under the English collegiate and high school
land are different, and that the former is in system the pupils frequently become infidel, 
t anger ot being supplanted by the latter, but almost invariably affect or feel an attacli- 
Ihey  perceive that the change is taking place ment to the superstitions which they tlieo- 
by tne progress of opinion ; they submit un- retically despise, resent any indignity to



them, and any apparent attempt to subvert tivals; and all such acts have since been re- 
tbem. I t  is common for these native pupils garded as strictly ' prohibited. When any 
to acquire in their classic reading a violent case of infringement of these principles is 
nationality, and a longing for the liberation found to have been overlooked, it is, on being 
of India from a foreign yoke. This feeling brought to notice, immediately corrected.” 
causes them to identify themselves with The spirit of this statement can hardly he too 
native customs, and to cherish hostility to highly commended.
every English innovation, except it contri- A gentleman who is known to write in the 
hute to their own advancement or enjoy- interest of the East India Company states:— 
ment. This class of men inveigh against “ The government have of late years syste- 
the employment of public money for Chris- matically resumed all religious endowments, 
tian purposes of any kind, and regard the an extensive inquiry has been going on into 
churches, the schools, and even the grants of all endowments, grants, and pensions; and in 
land for such foreign religious institutions as almost every one in which the continuance of 
injuries to their country. Articles have religious endowments has been recommended 
appeared in the native press ably adapted to by subordinate revenue authorities, backed 
fan the flame of Mussulman or Brahminical by the board of revenue, the fiat of confisca- 
higotry, which were written by nominal hea- tion has been issued by the government.” * 
thens, or Mussulmen who were well known This paragraph refers to the policy of the 
to be infidels. I t  would not he difficult to company towards the Brahmins and Mussul- 
account for these social, religious, and politi- men, not towards the Christian churches, 
cal phenomena on metaphysical principles which have in one form or other been hitherto 
generally recognised, but a statement of the endowed, and the endowment of which has 
facts is alone pertinent to our purpose; and been gradually becoming a heavier burthen 
if it he correct, then so long as the govern- upon the Indian exchequer, and a more pro- 
ment makes grants from the taxes of India, minent feature of our Indian policy, 
under the designation of public works, for We learn from Mr. Arthur Mills, M.P., 
purposes really intended to promote the who has recently compiled a statistical work 
Christian religion, so long will discontent be on India, the following as to the government 
disseminated, and disloyalty nurtured, in the support of Christian schools. The endowment 
halls of its own public seminaries. of churches is too well known to require notice

In  what direction Indian legislation has here, and has already been referred to in the 
lately proceeded in connection with such chapter on the religions of Ind ia :—Among 
matters let the directors declare for them- the schools entitled, under existing govern- 
selves. In  their memorial, published at the ment regulations, to grants in aid, are those 
beginning of 1858, they say :—“ An act established at various periods by Christian 
passed in 1840 gave effect to instructions missionary societies. The total number of 
issued by the home authorities in 1833, on these schools scattered throughout the various 
the subject of pilgrim taxes, and the superin- districts of India, including vernacular and 
tendence of native festivals. The instructions English elementary schools, both for boys 
directed that the interference of British func- and girls, was, in 1853, 1657 schools, con- 
tionaries in the interior management of native taining 64,806 scholars of both sexes. These 
temples, in the customs, habits, and religious schools have been chiefly established by the 
proceedings of their priests and attendants, twelve following societies, placed in the order 
in the arrangement of their ceremonies, rites, of the commencement of their respective ope- 
and festivals, and generally in the conduct of rations in India :—
their interior economy, should cease that the m r  The Societ for the Propagatioll o£ the Gospel,
pilgrim tax should everywhere be abolished ; 1793. The Baptist Missionary Society,
and that in all matters relating to their 1805. The London Missionary Society,
temples, their worship, their festivals, their 1812. The American Board of Missions.
religious practices, and their ceremonial ob- 'Wesleyan Missionary Society.

°  1  1815. The Church Missionary Society,servanees, our native subjects should be left 1822. The General Baptist Missions.
entirely to themselves. Property held in  trust 1830. The Established Church of Scotland.
fo r  r e l ig io u s  u se s  o f  co u r se  c a n n o t  b e  d iv e r te d  1830. The Free Church of Scotland.
fro m  th e m  b v  a n y  a c t  o f  the g o v e r n m e n t : 1830. The Basle Missionary Society. _
hnt if  such trusts are infrintred redress m ust 1834' The American Presbyterian Mission.Out it  SUCH tr u sts  a t e  ln iu n g e c i ,  le a r e s s  m u s t  1840_ TJje Americarl Baptist Mission.
he sought, as m all other cases, from the tri
bunals. In  1841 the home authorities sent Several of these societies receive funds 
out further instructions, that no troops or only for secular purposes, as the communities 
military hands of music be called out, and they represent adopt “ the voluntary prin- 
no salutes fired, in honour of native fes- * Mr. F. H. Robinson.



ciple.” The natives, however, do not enter the Changes, and at the capitals of the presi- 
into the distinction; where money is received dencies. 
from the state by a religious sect for any
purpose, they consider that sect as a govern- I r r ig a t io n .—It is common for declaimers
ment agency. against the East India Company to dwell

In their efforts to be impartial, the com- much upon the remains of ancient tanks anu 
pany has granted lands for schools built by other appliances to irrigation, which were 
benevolent natives, male and female, where constructed and maintained by the Mohamme- 
tlie character of the education administered dan governments, but which the company 
is of very doubtful advantage, either to its allowed to go out of repair. There is much 
recipients or to the government. Colleges exaggeration and untruth in these attacks, 
for general education and for medical pur- Some of these ruined tanks had never been 
poses, as well as schools of primary and completed. Others were in ruins when the 
superior instruction have been erected at the territory where they were placed came into 
government expense, and with the most the possession of the British. Often, when 
upright and zealous desires for the mental this was not the case, such was the dis- 
cultivation and general welfare of the people, turbed state of the country, through the 
Hospitals and other benevolent institutions conflicts and ambition of the native states in 
have also been built, and the cost of their the neighbourhood, that it was impossible to 
support is borne by the company. This class attend to any works of peace. When these 
of public works consists chiefly of churches, great tanks were erected, in most cases funds 
schools, and hospitals ; their expense is were set apart to keep them in repair; but 
not generally brought to the books of the during the warlike struggles which passed in 
board of works, but accounted for under blood and desolation around, those funds 
other heads, such as education, &c. were lost, and the government had no means

Public works refer more properly according of repairing dilapidated tanks of vast magni- 
to the usages of the company’s government to tude, unless by heavily rating a people 
canals, roads, railways, telegraphs, and cer- already impoverished by external conflict or 
tain mining and agricultural experiments civil war. I t  is also a curious fact connected 
which are brought under that head. This with native works of this kind, and which 
department, however, has lately undergone accounts for the number of them, so elo- 
a new organization. In  January, 1850, the quently descanted upon by the orators and 
home authorities * expressed dissatisfaction writers who agitate Indian grievances, that 
with the progress made in the prosecution native monarchs would frequently begin new 
of works of public utility in India, and the works where old ones adequate for the 
government of India was requested to review purpose previously existed, and both be 
the state of things with the object of reform, allowed at last to go into decay for want of 
I  he absence of unity in action, and the divi- funds. The motive of the monarchs in thus 
sion of responsibility, appeared to the direc- wastefully proceeding was the vanity of con- 
tors to be the causes of the slow and impel1- necting their names with the works begun by 
feet progress of matters in this direction, themselves, to accomplish which the older 
Orders were issued in the despatch of the tanks were allowed to crumble away, 
directors,^ which led to the appointment of The directors have turned their attention 
presidential commissions for investigation and to canals for irrigation. The Ganges Canal 
report. The result was the formation in is the principal of these. I t  is not yet corn- 
each presidency of a department of public pleted in all its branches, but will ultimately 
works with a uniform constitution. A  secre- be eight hundred and ninety-eight miles and 
tary for the board of works was added to the a half in length, and will, it is calculated, 
secretariat of the Indian government. An supply with moisture four millions, five hun- 
activity truly wonderful sprung forth from dred thousand acres. “ I t  presents a system 
these measures. The military engineers sup- of irrigation unequalled in vastness through- 
plied the chief demand for professional skill, out the world; while the dimensions of the 
and^ they were assisted by staffs of civil main channel, and the stupendous works of 
engineers sent out from England, and by masonry which occur in its course, more 
non-commissioned officers of the engineer particularly in the section between Roorkee 
depai trnent of the queen’s and company’s and Hurdwar, render the work eminently one 
armies. Colleges of civil engineers have of national distinction and honour.”* The 
been established at Roorkee, at the head of cost of this great construction was £1,500,000 

* It is remarkable how much more frequently Indian TlP ^ le May, 1856, and it is esti-
lefoims have originated at the India-house than in * The lieutenant-governor of the north-western pro- 
India, and in either than at the Board of Control. vinces.



mated that the total cost will not be less country on its banks. I t  is stated, that on 
than two millions. The irrigating utility of the 1st of May, 1852, the clear profit to go- 
this stupendous work has only just been vernment on this canal had been £97591* 
brought into operation ; but it is computed The canal system is of great utility in the 
by the directors that the annual value of Punjaub. Canals are of two kinds, “ inunda- 
tlie land at present watered by it ranges tive ” and “ permanent.”]- The first named 
from £150,000, to £200,000, “ and that are cut from the rivers which are empty in 
when the canal is in full use, the value winter, but when spring comes, they are 
will reach the enormous sum of £7,000,000.”* filled by the melting of the snow on the 
On the 30th of April, 1856, the canal had mountains, and the water as it rises, flows 
been carried so far that the water flowed into the canals, and continues to supply them 
continuously through four hundred and forty- until far on in the autumn. Many of these 
nine miles and a half of the main trunk and have been repaired and rendered once more 
terminal branches. The extent of main fit for purposes of irrigation, and estimates 
channels of distribution completed was four have been proposed by order of the commis- 
hundred and thirty-five and a half miles, sioners of the Punjaub for the repair or recon- 
and eight hundred and seventeen miles more struction of others. The second class of 
were in active progress.]- The canal has not canals named—the “ permanent,” are, how- 
yet been opened to the public for navigable ever, most in favour with the commissioners, 
purposes, but the government extensively and as funds can be spared the construction 
uses it for the transport of materials. I t  of such is contemplated, 
closed its first year of operations 1855-6, In 1849, the enlargement and extension of 
with an aggregate revenue, from all sources, the Huslee Canal, stated to be capable of irri- 
of rather mere than sixty thousand rupees, gating seventy thousand begcihs of land, was 
having watered during the year, fifty-five sanctioned, and it is now in good working 
thousand acres, and having placed beyond order. But this will ultimately be superseded 
the risk of serious damage from drought, an by the Baree Doab Canal for irrigation and 
area of cultivation of one hundred and sixty- navigation. The length of this new work is 
six thousand acres, distributed among one about four hundred and fifty miles ; the ori- 
thousand one hundred and thirty-four vil- ginal estimate of the cost was £530,000 ; but 
lages.J more extensive works than were at first ex-

The Western and Eastern Jumna Canals pected having been found necessary, and the 
were of ancient construction, but had fallen into rates of labour having proved much dearer 
disrepair and become useless to the country, than those calculated, the ultimate cost will 
until again brought into activity by the labours fall little short of a million sterling. In May, 
of the company’s officers, at a sufficiently early 1856, more than three hundred and twenty- 
date to admit of a full estimation of the five miles had been excavated ; and it was 
benefits which the country has reaped from hoped that the canal would be opened in 
their restoration. The main line in the 1859. The expected return is twelve lacs of 
Western Jumna Canal is in length four hun- rupees, or £120,000 per annum.]; 
dred and forty-five miles. In the famine The following were the opinions of Sir 
year, 1837-8, the gross value of crops Henry Lawrence and his eminent colleagues, 
saved by the water of this canal was esti- when in the commission of administration for 
mated at £1,462,800; of which about one- the Punjaub, of the character of the country in 
tenth was paid to government as land and reference to such works ; and the passages in 
water re n t; while the remainder supported, dicate the duty of the British government 
during a year of devastating famine in other in promoting irrigation:—“ The capabilities 
districts, the inhabitants of nearly five hun- of the Punjaub for canal irrigation are noto- 
dred villages. rious. I t  is intersected by great rivers; it is

The works originally projected for the bounded on two sides by hills, whence pour 
restoration of the Eastern Jumna Canal were down countless rivulets; the general surface 
completed in 1830; but considerable im- of the land slopes southward, with a consider- 
provements have been effected since, that able gradient. These facts at once proclaim 
date at a large expense. In  1853, the court it to be a country eminently adapted for 
of directors sanctioned an expenditure of canals. Nearly all the dynasties which have 
£15,276 for improving this canal, so as to ruled over the five rivers have done some- 
economize the water, facilitate its distribu- thing towards irrigation; nearly every dis- 
tion, and correct the malarious state of the trict possesses flowing canals, or else the

* Colonel Baird Smith. * Memorial o f the Court o f  Directors.
•{; Sir Proby Gautier. f  Sir Henry Lawrence.
% Colonel Baird Smith. J Punjaub Blue-book.
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ruins of ancient water-courses. Many of the few countries in Europe can compete. In 
valleys and plains at the base of the Himalaya Scinde careful regard has also been paid to 
ranges are moistened by water-cuts con- irrigation. The fertility of that region is as 
ducted from the mountain torrents. The dependant upon the rising of the Indus as that 
people, deeply sensible of the value of these of Egyptis to the rising of the Nile. During the 
works, mutually combine, with an unusual seasons of inundation the waters of the Indus 
degree of harmony and public spirit, not are distributed over the face of the country 
only for the construction of reservoirs, but by a network of canals. About £25 000 
also for distribution of the water, and the re- per annum is expended in cleansin'*- these 
gulation of the supply. In  such cases, when canals of the deposit left by the retirin '' 
the community displays so much aptitude for waters of the river. The Begaree Canal in 
self-government, the board consider non- Upper Scinde, is one of the most important 
interference the best policy, while they would bodies of artificial water in the province, 
always be ready to afford any aid which This has lately been widened and deep- 
might be solicited. The Mooltan canals are ened at a cost of £13,000. Expenses of 
famous, and are the sole source of the ferti- this nature are nearly always sure to produce 
lity which surrounds that thriving mart, a large return in any well governed province; 
They were commenced by the Pathan go- accordingly the outlay on the Begaree lias 
vernors. Having fallen out of repair during resulted in a return of nearly £11,000 per 
the interregnum of anarchy which ensued on annum, and the estimate of future proceeds 
the invasion of Runjeet Singh, they were im- exceeds that sum. The Foolalee Canal, an- 
proved and enlarged by the great Sawun other important artificial watercourse,’ has 
Mull. All these canals are particularised in been lately improved and extended at a cost 
the revenue section.  ̂ I t  will he sufficient of more than £15,000; and in that case, as 
to observe, that assistance for repairs and in those before mentioned, it is expected that 
for other details of management is furnished the outlay will be followed by profitable re- 
wlien required, but that the general con- suits.
trol is left in the hands of the farmers, In  connexion with irrigation, the tanks 
who have generally shown themselves fully and anicuts of the Madras presidency de- 
competent to the task. In  the Pak Puttun serve notice. The monsoon rains are pre- 
districC which lies north of Mooltan, in the served in large reservoirs against the neces- 
Baree Doab, an old canal, fifty-five miles long, sities of the dry season. The anicuts 
is being re-opened by the district officer.” are dams across the beds of rivers by which 
During the administration of Sir Henry Law- the waters are retained at a level' higher 
rence clumps of trees were planted at various than that of tho neighbouring country so 

stations on the navigable canals, and that, at the suitable time, it m aybe drained 
avenues of trees alongside them and the canals over the surface. The anicuts which are 
especially formed for purposes of irrigation, most notable are those on the Colaroone 
In  the Punjaub, as well as in other parts of Godavery, and Kistna. This description of 
India, places of worship are built by the sides dam and reservoir is not of British1  origin
s X w f n f  °r °tle r  , bodles of water; these for the anient of the Colaroone is traceable 
bn lien iy  surrounded by groves, so as to to the second century of our era About 
encourage m every direction, where there £80,000 has been expended on the Colarooim
r r t6r f° f ouf lsh *he Srowth of trees< the in repairing and renewing these works Ad- 
mciease of timber for firewood, and for ditional works for conveying irrio-ation over 
manufacturing and building uses. This was the districts of Taniore and nor dons of 
a grea, want m the Punjaub, notwithstanding Trichinopoly and South Arcot fvere con-
the d o ab rCeTbuserth1B;,Un| le f str?ct? l n .a 1 1 structed at a cost of about £100,000. Thee doabs. Thus the works for irrigation average quantity of land watered annually
have subserved commerce, and promoted the from the Colaroone and Cavery nrior’ to 
domestic comfort of the people. The plans of 1836 is given at 630 613 acres '  Since the 
improvement so wisely laid down, under the improvements, the average ( L  to 18501 
auspices of Sir Henry Lawrence in the first was 716,524 acres: being an increase of 
few years after the annexation of the Pun- 85,911 acres. The annual increase of revenue
Sir J o h T  X ywithWeead 7  ̂   ̂ a W  £ M -000; and it may be as-
perseverance and ?  X  268  ’ ™du®tr^  ®mned tllat tlle agricultural community have 
pro X  of me L ' X aC y d P" 686 benefited to extent of at least £ 6 6 ,0 0 0
Fay ng he fom datiou W  i f  ™Provement> Per annum from the extension of the areay ng tne foundation for the most prosperous of irrigation. I t  is further calculated that



irrigation of the lands which the waters Dixon’s irrigation works in Mhairwarra; 
already reached. and a system of such works had begun to be

An expenditure of £47,575 for the con- executed in Bundelcund, when the disturb- 
struction of the Godavery anicut was sane- ances broke out.
tioned in 1846. I t was then anticipated that A disposition has been of late shown to 
the total cost, with compound interest at 5 per form companies for the execution of profit- 
cent, would be recovered in ten years, and able works of irrigation, on certain conditions 
that thenceforward a clear profit would be to be granted by the state.* In  September, 
returned of at least £9000 per annum. The 1857, the directors resolved upon giving a 
work has, however, proved much more guarantee of interest, in the same way as to 
costly than was expected. Up to 1852 the railway companies, 
amount expended was £130,000, and a fur
ther outlay of £110,000 was expected to be R o a d s .—It is sometimes asserted that India
required, which, with £24,000 allowed for had good roads under the Moguls, and that 
annual repairs during its completion, would the government of the East India Company 
raise the total expenditure on the works has neglected to keep them in repair, and 
(including a system of roads and an im- has done very little to open up new ones, 
portant line of inland navigation) to £264,000. Both these statements are incorrect. The Mo- 
The amount expended has, it is stated, been hammedan rulers of India made few roads, 
already repaid by the increased receipts; and and none of any great magnitude. The 
the Madras public works commissioners of plains of India are in the dry season so .flat 
1852 (to one of whom, Colonel Cotton, the and smooth, that vehicles can be drawn over 
merit of this important work is in a great them, and armies, conveying their artillery, 
measure due) estimate that when the works can march across them with ease. During the 
shall be in full operation, the total increase rainy season no commercial caravans attempt 
of revenue will not be less than £300,000 per to traverse these inundated levels, and, ex
annum, while the gain to the people, by en- cept under rare necessities, no army attempts 
abling them to cultivate the more valuable to march. The principal trunk roads in India 
products, such as sugar-cane, rice, &c., in- now completed are as follow :—f  
stead of the ordinary dry crops, will exceed MILES cogT_
£3,000,000 per annum. _ From Calcutta to Peshawur 1-1231: £1,423,000

The anicut across the Kistna River was „ Calcutta to Bombay . 1 0 0 2  500,000
commenced in 1853. The original estimate „ Madras to Bangalore. 200 37,121
of the cost was £155,000; but it is probable » Bombay to Agra . . .  734 ^43,676
that this amount will he to some extent ex- ” 5
ceeded. I t  is intended, by 290 miles of The first of these roads passes through most 
irrigation channels distributed on both sides of the great cities in North-western India to 
of the river, to supply water sufficient for Delhi. From Delhi it is continued to Lahore, 
280,000 acres of rice cultivation, or 350,000 and thence, in its most recent construction, 
of rice, sugar, and possibly cotton, combined, to Peshawur. I t  is generally designated 
The resuits anticipated are, an increase of “ the Grand Trunk Road. G enerally the 
£60,000 in the revenue of government, rivers are bridged in the direction tbe road 
and a gain of £90,000 per annum to the takes; but the Ganges and the Soane are still 
agricultural community. crossed by ferries. The land communication

In  1854 sanction was given to an expen- between Calcutta and Western India is thus 
diture of £86,611 for the construction of an described in the memorial of improvements 
anicut across the Palar River, in North Arcot, effected in India within the last thirty years : 
and of the works subsidiary to it. The ex- —“ It is carried on by way of tbe grand 
pected increase of revenue was stated at trunk road to Benares, onward by Mirza- 
£18 470 per annum, or, deducting 5 per cent pore and Jubbulpore to Nagpore, and thence 
for repairs, £16,623. to Bombay. The road beyond Mirzapore,

Very large sums have in the aggregate been under the name of the Great Deccan Hoaa; 
spent in the construction of new, and still was commenced thirty years ago, but was 
more in the repair and restoration of old, kept up only as a fair-weather road till within 
tanks and wells, both in the Madras presi- the last few years, when arrangements were 
dency and in the other parts of India which made for its being thoroughly raised, metalled, 
depend on works of that description for water and bridged. The distance from Mirzapore 
supply. In  some hill districts, ravines have „ Memorial  o f Improvements in India.
been dammed up, and a head of water ob- + Arthur Mills, Esq., M.P.
tained for the irrigation of the adjacent val- * ^he directors’ memorial represents the distance
leys or plains. This was the plan of Colonel as fifteen hundred miles.



to Nagpore or Kamptee is nearly four him- Independent of the canal communications 
dred miles. Estimates amounting to £11,659 in the Madras presidency, which are im- 
were sanctioned by the court of directors, in portant, great efforts have been made within 
1856, for bridging the portion of road between the last ten years to O2oen up good roads. 
Mirzapore and Jubbulpore, which had been Besides the trunk line to Bangalore, there 
already metalled; £25,081 were also sane- has been also constructed the southern road 
tioned for raising and metalling the portion to Trichinopoly, 205 miles in length; the 
between Jubbulpore and Kamptee; andmea- northern road to the Bengal frontier, with a 
sures were further authorised to bridge this branch to Cuddapah, 758 miles ; and the 
portion of the road.” Sumpajee Ghaut road, from the western

The Dacca and Chittagong road is not yet frontier of Mysore to Matgalore, 105 miles, 
completed; and from Arracan into Pegu According to statistical reports made by 
Lieutenant Furlong has undertaken to form the directors, the made roads in the Bombay 
a road across the mountains by Toungroop. presidency, twenty-five years ago, were almost 
A road from Calcutta to Jessore (the line entirely limited to the presidency town and 
of communication with Assam and Birmah) its immediate neighbourhood ; the road from 
has been sanctioned, on an estimate of £11,720. Bombay (or rather Panwell, on the other side 
A road also has been cut from Martaban to of the harbour) to Poonah being the only road 
Toungoo, via Sitong. The sea has been to a distant place on which any considerable 
mainly relied upon for communication between expenditure had taken place. This road has 
Calcutta and M adras; but roads are now since been greatly improved, and supplied 
being made with every prospect of speedily with bridges. The Bhore Ghaut, or pass, on 
opening up a complete land communication. this road, formerly accessible only to bullocks, 

Besides the great lines of communication and coolies, or porters, had in 1830, at an ex- 
above enumerated, a multitude of shorter pense of about £13,000, been made easy for 
lines have been constructed at the entire cost carriages. The Tlmll Ghaut, on the Bom- 
of government, in Bengal, the north-western bay and Agra road, has since been similarly 
provinces, and the Punjaub, while consider- improved ; and roads over the Khoonda 
able sums have annually been expended in Ghaut, the Tulkut Ghaut, and the Koom- 
the two former divisions of territory from tudee Ghaut, to the southward, have since 
local funds. Among the roads either com- been put under construction, to facilitate the 
pleted or under construction at the expense of communications between the coast and the 
government, is one from a point on the East interior of the country. The portion of the 
India Railway to Darjeeling (roughly esti- Agra and Bombay road, within the jurisdic- 
mated at about £200,000) ; another from tion of the Bombay government, is two hun- 
Doobee, on the grand trunk road, to Patna dred and seventy miles in length. The expen- 
(cost, £115,000); numerous roads in the diture on it had amounted, in 1848, to £75,390; 
SaugorandNerbuddah territories; and a road and since that time a considerable outlay has 
from the plains to Simla and the other hill taken place, especially on the improvement 
stations, continued through the mountains to of the Thull Ghaut and the road below it. 
Chini in Thibet. The district roads were, A system of roads for Scinde, at an estimated 
until within the last few years, maintained cost of from £20,000 to £30,000, received 
from the profits of the ferries kept up by the sanction of the home authorities in 1854, 
government ; but there are now also appro- and is in progress. In  the Punjaub, where 
pr ated to this purpose, in Bengal, the surplus the greatest improvements in every respect 
tolls on the Nuddea rivers and the Calcutta have been brought to pass, roads have re
canals, amounting altogether to £50,000, and ceived the constant attention of the com- 
the surplus proceeds of various local funds missioners. Immediately upon the accession 
established for other purposes. In  the north- of the territory, the commissioners began the 
western provinces, one per cent, on the land work, and have prosecuted it with the utmost 
revenue is contributed in equal portions by zeal. The grand trunk from Lahore to 
the government and by the landowners, for Peshawur, a distance of two hundred and 
the purpose of district roads, the landowners seventy-five miles, forms a part of the grand 
being thus freed from the obligation, which Indian trunk from Calcutta to Peshawur. 
previously lay on them, of keeping in repair This road is completely metalled and bridged 
the public roads which passed through their throughout, from its entrance to the Punjaub 
lands. In  these provinces, as in Bengal, the to Peshawur, at a cost of £154,S4-8. Roads 
ferry funds are appropriated to district roads, from Jullundur to Lahore, and from Lahore 
and they amount to about £20,000.* to Mooltan, have been also undertaken.

* Memorandum of Improvements in Ike Administra- The roads of the Punjaub were classified 
twn of India. by Sir Henry Lawrence under the heads of



military and commercial, and the latter as for or else they traversed Bhawulpore and other 
external and for internal commerce. In such independent territories from Mooltan, paying  
a classification _ the primary object of the heavy transit duties. The plans of Sir Henry 
road was kept in view, as of course military Lawrence and his officers met these difficul- 
roads could be used for commercial purposes, ties, and opened up feasible ways for the 
Thus the grand trunk road from Lahore to “ external commerce ” of the country. The 
Peshawur is designated under the military “ internal communications ” of the territory 
class, because, the army being massed along whose affairs they so judiciously administered, 
that line, its primary object was for military were also provided for by those two gifted 
convenience; it is, however, an important brothers. Their plans comprehended the 
highway of commerce. In reference to roads connection of Mooltan with Jhelum by a line 
most important in a military point of view, along the bank of the river of that name and 
the following occurs in one of the recent Wuzeerabad, and Sealkote by a line along 
Punjanb blue-books :— “ The construction of the banks of the Chenab, passing by Jhung. 
the grand trunk road from, the Beas to These were the first improvements, and they 
Lahore, and the earthen and masonry via- were followed well up by others, 
ducts crossing the drainage courses of the In  territory such as the Punjaub, making 
Baree Doab, have been completed. A straight roads is not the only matter to be considered 
line of road has been carried from Umritsir when planning lines of communication, 
to the new cantonment of Sealkote, which is Wells and other accommodation for travel- 
further connected rvith the Peshawur road lers have been provided along these com- 
by a branch road to Wuzeerabad. The mercial lines. Without them, the roads 
military and commercial roads from Lahore would be useless. There are scarcely any 
to Mooltan, and from Lahore to Ferozepore, important lines which do not, during part of 
have been opened. An important military their course, traverse arid and desolate tracts, 
line, passing through a very mountainous and Literally a fleet of ferry-boats were built, 
rugged track, from Attoclc to Kalabagh, via to facilitate the passage of the rivers, and, 
Bawul Pindee, has also been opened, to con- with a prompt and ready forethought, mooring 
nect the frontier force stations with the chains and anchors w7ere provided to prevent 
northern cantonments of the regular army, accidents. These ferry-boats bridged the rivers 
The difficult road leading through the Kohat in winter by the assistance of these chains and 
passes into the Peshawur valley has also anchors, while in the summer they bore pas- 
been improved.” sengers across for a small toll. Iron pontoon

Lines of road for the external commerce bridges were recommended by the commis- 
of the Punjaub were planned and put in pro- sioners as applicable, not only to the Punjaub, 
gress by Sir Henry, and in some cases com- but to India generally ; but the home govern- 
pleted by Sir John, who, as Mr. John Law7- ment, upon consideration, did not approve of 
rence, assisted his brother in the commission the extensive adoption of these media of pas- 
of the “ country of the five rivers.” Two great sage.
lines were planned by Sir Henry—one to con- I t  would be unjust in a popular history 
nect Dera Ismail Ivhan with Lahore, and which comprehends the men and the mea- 
another to start from the same point, and to sures of our times, not to notice the names of 
run across the Scinde Saugor Doab, and the persons to whose talents the detail of the 
thence across the Baree Doab to Ullohur, to stupendous undertakings in the Punjaub are 
meet the Delhi road, the internal lines carrying to be attributed, and in some cases the ori- 
the traffic down to Mooltan. The importance ginal suggestions. The commissioners have 
of these lines will be obvious, from a consi- themselves made the follow’ing handsome ac- 
deration of the commercial position of the knowledgment of the services of the officers 
Punjaub, which is a thoroughfare through by wdiose assistance and personal super in - 
which the commerce of Central Asia passes tendence so many important works were 
to the plains of India, and to Scinde and brought to a happy termination :— “ For the 
Bombay. The caravans which travel from energetic and able manner in which these 
Grhuznee to Delhi (which w7ere once the rival imjJortant works have been executed, as well 
and the sister capitals of the Mohammedan as for the zealous co-operation in all engineer- 
empire) were forced to follow a very diffi- ing and military questions, the board are 
cult as well as circuitous route. Emerging indebted to Lieutenant-colonel Napier, who 
near Dera Ismail Khan from the Submanee has spared neither time, health, nor conve- 
passes, they winded their w'eary w7ay to Mool- nience, in the duties entrusted to him. For 
tan, through the W'astes of the Scinde Saugor these valuable services the board cannot too 
Doab, and then turned northward to Lahore, warmly express their thanks. Colonel Napier 
thence proceeding to Ferozepore or Loodiana, has brought to the favourable notice of the



board the zealous assistance he lias derived and south-east, via Poonah and Sholapore— 
from his assistants generally, and especially to the Kistna River, to meet the line from 
the valuable services of Lieutenant Taylor, in Madras, 357 miles.
charge of the Lahore and Peshawur road; By the Scinde and Punjaub Company—from 
Lieutenant Dyas, in charge of the great Kurrachee to a point in the Indus, at or near 
canal; Lieutenant Anderson, of the Madras to Kotree, 120 miles; and from Mooltan to 
engineers, who has examined the Mooltan Lahore and Umritsir, in the Punjaub, 230 
canals; Major Longden, her majesty’s 10th miles.
regiment, in charge of the Huslee Canal; the By the Bombay, Baroda, and Central India 
late Lieutenant Paton and Lieutenant Crofton, Company—from Bombay to Surat, Baroda, 
both of the engineers, and employed on the and Alimedabad, 330 miles, 
new canal; and Lieutenant Oliphant, of the The estimated outlay required to complete 
engineers, in charge of a division of the the several lines sanctioned is £34,231,000; 
Peshawur road ; and Lieutenant Lamb, 18th and the total amount of capital at present issued 
native infantry.” by the sanction of the East India Company is

Looking at the general operations through- £22,814,000. In  addition to this assistance 
out India during the last ten years, in the by way of guarantee, the land for the rail- 
completion of good roads for caravans and ways (including compensation for all buildings 
wheeled carriages, the results are truly won- thereon), and for their termini, has been 
derful; and the programme of operations of a given by government. The value of this 
similar nature, intended for immediate com- may be estimated at more than £ 1 ,0 0 0 ,0 0 0  
naencement, had not the mutiny deranged for for the above extent of line. The lines in 
a time the plans of the directors, was such course of construction have been chosen for 
as deserved the gratitude of India and of commercial quite as much as for military and 
England. political objects. In  every case the existing

channels of trade have been followed. The 
R a il w a y s .— This is a subject to which chief cotton-producing districts are provided 

the attention of the English public is espe- with railway accommodation; and in some 
cially directed. I t  is impossible to place the instances,—such as the railway which con- 
progress of railways before our readers in a nects the great cotton-field of Berar with 
more condensed form than in the report of Bombay, and the railway through Surat and 
the directors themselves. I t  is, however, to Gujerat,—the principal object is to develop 
be observed, that the railways of India are the agricultural resources of those districts, 
constructed by private capital; the land, and and to bring their produce into communica- 
a guarantee for interest, are given by the tion with the sea. A t present only a small 
company. Four thousand one hundred and section is open in each presidency, making 
fifty-eight miles of railway have been sane- about 400 miles in all; but 3600 more are 
tioned, and measures are being taken for being constructed almost simultaneously, 
their construction by various companies, The works for the trunk lines above de- 
Vlz- :— _ _ scribed have been made suitable for locomo-

By the East Indian Railway Company—from tive engines, and are of a solid and per- 
Calcutta to Delhi, with branches from Burd- manent character, so that an uninterrupted 
wan to Raneegunge, and from Mirzapore to communication will be maintained throughout 
Jubbulpore, 1400 miles. the year. The mileage cost of the lines

By the Eastern Bengal Railway Company which have been completed has been •— East 
—from Calcutta to the Ganges at Koostree, Indian—  Calcutta to Raneegunge, 121 miles 
near Pubnah (130 miles), being the first (including double line to Burdwan, and ter- 
section of a line to Dacca, with a branch to minal stations), about £12,000 per mile. 
.Jessore; which, when completed, will form Madras—Madras to Arcot, sixty-five miles, 
the basis of a system of railways for Eastern about £5500 per mile. The data in respect 
Bengal. to the lines now open in the Bombay presi-

By the Madras Company—from Madras to dency, constructed by the Great Indian 
the western coast at Beypore, 430 miles ; and Peninsular Railway Company, are not suffi- 
liom Madras, via Cuddapah and Bellary, to c.ently complete to enable the actual mileage 
meet a line from Bombay at or near the river cost to be ascertained.
Kistna 310 miles.  ̂ _ I t  is, perhaps, premature to judge of the

Ly tiie Great Indian Peninsula Company— success of Indian railways as commercial 
fiom Bombay to Gallian, thirty-three miles, undertakings; but the line from Calcutta to 
with extensions, north-east to Jubbulpore, to Raneegunge is already realising a profit of 
meet the line from Mirzapore, with a branch nearly seven per cent., being two per cent, 
to Oornrawuttee and Nagpore, 818 miles, beyond the guaranteed rate of interest.



In  addition to the lines specified above, the than the presence in India of 10,000 addi- 
court have sanctioned the construction of one tional soldiers, 
by the Calcutta and South Eastern Railway
Company, from Calcutta to the Mutlah River, H o s p it a l s  a n d  D is p e n s a r ie s .—The go- 
upon the same terms as to the provision of vernment has done much to bring the instru- 
land, but without any guarantee of interest. mentalities of medical relief within reach of

the people everywhere. The regulations in 
E le c tr ic ; T e l e g r a p h s .-—Even more im- practice in reference to this provide an 

portant as a means of communication than hospital or dispensary in every town where 
railways, is the electric telegraph ; the use of the inhabitants will bear a certain proportion 
which, at the commencement of the late dis- of the expense, 
turbances, may be said with scarcely any
exaggeration to have saved our empire. L ib r a r ie s .—The establishment of public
Having already, in a wonderfully short space libraries in the provincial towns will appear 
of time, connected the seats of the different to most Europeans as an effort to benefit the 
governments by lines of telegraph upwards of people in a manner they are not prepared 
three thousand miles in length, the govern- to appreciate. This plan of extending civi- 
ment of India is now engaged in establishing lization in India has been going forward for 
additional lines of about the same extent, a considerable time, but, notwithstanding the 
by which the most important places on the sanguine opinions and more sanguine expec- 
line of route will be brought into communi- tations of many- of the friends of India, no 
cation with each other. The lines estab- great results have been procured, 
lished, and in course of construction, are

1st. From Calcutta, via Benares, Cawn- In the return made to an order of the 
pore, Agra, Meerut, Delhi, Umritsir, and Honourable the House of Commons, dated 
Lahore, to Peshawur; with a branch to the 7th of August, 1857, the budgets of pub- 
Lucknow. lie works in India for the years 1853-1,

2nd. From Bombay to Agra, via Indore 1851-5, 1855-6, have been presented; also 
and Gwalior. an estimate for 1856-7. This return em-

3rd. From Bombay to Madras, via Sattara, braces churches, public offices, jails, and mis- 
Bellary, and Bangalore. cellaneous buildings and works; embank-

1th. From Bombay, along the coast, by ments, roads and bridges, lighthouses, doek- 
Vingorla and Mangalore, to Cannanore. yards and harbours, inland navigation, irri-

5th. From Bangalore to Ootacamnnd and gation works, railroads, charges for govern- 
Mahableshwar. ment officers, and for land supplied to the

6 th. From Benares, through the centre of private companies working under government 
the peninsula, by Mirzapore, Jubbulpore, guarantee; electric telegraph, military, and 
Nagpore, and Hyderabad, to Bellary. certain unclassified works. The returns com-

7th. From Bombay, by Surat and Baroda, prise the expenditure for Bengal, Madras, Bom - 
to Kurrachee. bay, the north-western provinces, the Pun-

8th. From Kurrachee, by Hyderabad jaub, and the Pegu and Straits settlements. 
(Scinde) and Mooltan, to Lahore. For the year 1856-7, the amounts authorised

9th. From Calcutta, by Dacca, Akyab, and in statement No. 1, for public works in the de- 
Prome, to Pegu and Rangoon. partments of military, public, judicial, ecclesi-

10th. From Calcutta to Madras, by the astical, educational, revenue (general), revenue 
coast; and—- (irrigation), marine, political, were for Ben-

11th. From Madras, along the coast, by gal—rupees—7.09.492; Madras, 21.58.233 ; 
Pondicherry, Tranquebar, and Ramnad, to Bombay, 6.70.047; the north-west provinces, 
Ceylon. ' 6.30.89'2; the Punjaub, 7.32.644; the Straits

The lines already established have cost, settlements, 40.000; Pegu, 1.61.619; Lenes- 
upon an average, about £50  per mile. Be- serim and Martaban provinces, 7.600; Hyder- 
sides their inappreciable value to the govern- abad, 4.938 : making a total expenditure of 
ment for political and military purposes, they 51.18.665. This outlay was sanctioned by 
are freely used by the mercantile community, the government of India. Under statement 
Though the charges are very moderate, the No. 1 there is a budget of expenditure re 
revenue, in the first year of working the commended to the court of directors exclusive 
lines, exceeded the expenses, and since then of the foregoing, amounting to 17.54.849. 
the receipts have been steadily increasing. Statement No. 2, gives the expenditure on

During the sepoy rebellion, the utility of all works previously sanctioned, and on new 
the electric telegraph was tested; its exist- sanctions by local governments, the amount 
ence at that period was of more importance of which is 1.64.34.334. Under statement



No. 2 for repairs the total is 52.08.257. commerce. The results of the experiments 
The total amount authorised for the year made in this department have surprised the 
1856-7 was 2.20.15.420. Under orders of company, and all interested in the enterprise, 
the 17th of October, 1856, all civil, military, In previous chapters notice was taken of 
and marine buildings intended exclusively for the encouragement given by the government 
the use of the government and its establish- to the cultivation of te a ; it is therefore un- 
ments, and works not coming within the necessary in this place to express more upon 
term works of public improvement, can be the subject, than that considerable hill tracts, 
proceeded with without other limitation than suitable to its culture, have been set apart by 
that of the sanctioned estimates ; but the ex- the company in favour of the cultivators, 
penditure on works of public improvement— The government has also thought it expe- 
sueh as works of irrigation, canals, roads, dient to patronise the working of iron ore. 
bridges, and harbours—is restricted to one This subject seems first to have seriously 
crore of rupees, the sum allotted by the ho- engaged the attention of the court of direc- 
nourable the court of directors, for such works tors so recently as 1850 ; but in 1854 ex- 
during the official year 1856-7. This sum tensive inquiries and investigations were 
has been divided among the several local instituted, which issued in important results, 
governments and administrations in the fol- In 1855 a report was made to the public- 
lowing proportions :—To Bengal, twelve lacs; works department by Lieutenant-colonel 
Madras, twenty-two lacs; Bombay andScinde, Godwin, chief engineer of the lower pro- 
fourteen lacs; the north-western provinces, vinces of Bengal, which was highly encou- 
fifteen lacs; the Punjaub, twenty-one lacs; raging as to the prospects of iron mines 
Oude, five lacs; Pegu, four and a half lacs; being worked, and iron extensively manu- 
Tenesserim and Martaban provinces, half a lac; factured, in India. In  1856 experiments 
Hyderabad, three lacs; Nagpore, two and a were made, under the comjoany’s auspices, in 
quarter lacs; Straits settlements three quarters the manufacture of superior iron with some 
of a lac. By this report, made from the India- success.
house at the close of 1857, the most recent Of course a considerable outlay in con- 
expenditure on public works is presented. nection with public works will, by the neces- 

Under the head of public works certain ex- sides of the Country, be expended on barracks 
penditure is classed, which would seem more and jails. The latter appear to be admirably 
properly to be represented as bounty or en- managed and conducted, especially in the 
couragement to agriculture and commerce. Punjaub. The barrack department is pro- 
Tlius the growth of cotton has received the bably worse conducted than any other, 
patronage of the company. In  1840 ten ex- The European soldiers are frequently quar- 
perienced cotton-planters from the United tered in unhealthy situations, and the barrack 
Htates were engaged to conduct certain exjoe- accommodation afforded to them is inade- 
riments in the cultivation of the finer descrip- quate; the late Sir Charles Napier, a friend 
tion of cotton. The climate proved unsuitable of the soldier, repeatedly expressed his dis- 
where most of the trials were made, but in approbation, and even indignation, at this 
parts of South-western India the experiments circumstance. The vast impulse which has 
were successful, and a large cultivation of been given to public works in India may 
American cotton is now being conducted be judged by the facts, that one hundred 
there. These districts are near the coast, and thousand tons of railway materials, and a 
have roads. Measures are being taken to million of sleepers, were landed at Bombay 
facilitate the transport of cotton from the alone in 1856-7. In  March and April, 1857, 
places where its culture is most successfully twenty thousand tons of castings for the 
carried on. The servants of the East India Vedar Water-works were landed in that port. 
Company, especially their medical servants, During the same time the imports of iron 
have of late years given much attention to were represented by the Bombay papers to 
climatology, and more especially in its rela- be seven thousand tons. In  1856 the great 
tion to vegetable productions, from which the Indian Peninsula Railway imported thirteen 
cotton cultivation has derived much benefit, thousand tons of iron. The Queen Victoria 
The East India Company, in 1849, offered a steamer was announced by a publication of 
reward of 5000 rupees for an improved cot- Bombay, in April, 1857, 'a s  arriving with 
ton-cleaning machine, and great efforts in the eighty tons of locomotives for the great Indian 
cleaning department have been made—an es- Peninsula Railway, and the Yedar W ater- 
sential matter to the improvement of Indian works.
cotton. The East India Company have also ex- The improvement and enlargement of docks 
pended money upon the culture of such fibrous and harbours claim some especial notice, 
plants as might be made sources of profitable Taken in connection with the recent efforts



for cultivating tlie lands lying seaward, more heavy machinery two rupees per ton ; hut the 
immediately those set apart for cotton culture, latter is now a losing rate, because the quantity 
and the lines of road opened up from the to be landed exceeds the capabilities of the 
great seaports into the interior, this subject boats, and of room for their discharge, and boat- 
assumes much importance. The develop- hire has risen 75 per cent, within the last six 
ment of internal communications, and exter- months. The collector of customs has found 
nal outlets, have in all civilized lands kept it necessary to threaten a withdrawal of their 
pace. This is not only true of countries pos- licenses from all boats above sixteen tons, on 
sessing a good seaboard, but of such as, like account of the large space they occupy along - 
the Punjaub, are dependant upon a river side the wharf.”*
navigation through other countries for com- The attention of the government has been 
munication with the sea : the remark is even directed to this state of things, and on the 17tli 
applicable to nations that are completely in- of March, 1855, a committee was appointed 
land, for their roads and river means of to determine a locality for the docks. Out of 
internal intercourse will always converge this investigation proposals arose for two 
upon those points which are thorough- schemes, one of which has the sanction ot 
fares into neighbouring states. Bombay, government; the other is deemed by the com- 
notwithstanding its vastly increasing com- mercial community the more feasible, although 
merce and its important relative position, has neither is generally considered at all ade- 
been left deficient in docks or any similar quate. The whole community of Bombay 
provision. The number of square-rigged is alive to the necessity; and the government 
vessels that entered the Bombay port during was giving its most earnest attention to the 
the year 1855, was 311, besides 218 steamers, subject, when the breaking out of the mutiny 
with an aggregate tonnage of 279,805. The stopped short the progress of improvements 
trade of the port for 1854-5, is stated to in so many respects. In  the meantime, im- 
have been 735,562* tons, and to have portant publications are guiding and forming 
increased in the following year to 912,1403^ public opinion, j"
tons. For this large commerce no adequate On a former page a description was given 
accommodation has yet been provided. The of the port of Kurrachee, and its importance 
officiating commissioner of customs for salt and in relation to all North-western and W estern 
opium gave the following evidence upon the India, and in its relation to the overland 
cost of loading and unloading vessels in the route. In  connection with the schemes for 
port of B o m b a y “ On making inquiries from the Scinde and Punjaub Railway, and the im- 
the several merchants, I  still experienced provement of the navigation of the Indus, 
great difficulty in procuring the required in- this port is receiving such improvements as 
formation, as there is no uniform system or will develop all the advantages of its position, 
practice adopted by them. One firm, per- Although Calcutta possesses so many cir- 
haps, contracts for boat hire alone ; another cumstances in its favour, especially in connec- 
contracts for the goods being discharged from tion with the seat of government, even there 
the ship, and landed on the wharf; while an- it has been deemed requisite to improve the 
other, perhaps, contracts for the removal of facilities afforded to commerce in the condi- 
the goods from a ship? to the depositing of tion of the port. A t Madras the unfavour- 
them in the merchant’s warehouses, includ- able nature of the locality seems to bid defi- 
ing the cost of guarding them, &c. Petty ance to any very decided improvement; but 
pilferage and damage from wet during the the enterprise which marks the proceedings 
monsoon, are among the casualties to which of the board of works, inspires hope that 
goods thus treated are said to be exposed. ' something will be done to abate the dangers 
The petty pilferage is stated to have been J to which shipping, and passengers in landing, 
proved, a few years since, to amount to are now exposed. W hen harbours, docks, 
1  600,000 rupees.” and wharves have partaken of the attention
’ The following testimony to the difficulties and outlay of the government, as roads, 

of transacting the enormously increasing rivers, and irrigation have done, the prosperity 
business of the port, and the necessities for of India will be much promoted, 
more suitable accommodation for shipping', was * Bombay Quarterly Review,
borne bv one well competent to pronounce an t  Papers relating to a Project fo r  W etand  Dr//

opinion: The aveia^e expense of bringing ment t}le Bombay Education Society’s Press, 1856;
goods from a ship S side and landing on the 0 > 1  Docks and Wharves fo r  Bombay-, Proceedings of, 
wharf, is one or two rupees per ton, and for the Bombay Mechanics' Institution, session 1857.
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CHAPTER X V II.

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE BRITISH IN D IA N  EM PIRE [Continued').

TH E MILITARY DEPARTMENT. The total number of the East India Com-
T he army by which the territory of British pany’s European forces now in India (not 
India is garrisoned and defended, and by deducting losses arising out of the recent 
which wars have been conducted against revolt, of which no complete authentic return 
other powers, has consisted of three different has been received) is as follows, and presents 
elements—namely, queen’s troops, company’s a total of 22,017 European officers and men : 
troops, and contingents. The queen’s troops E ngineers.-European officers and men . . 434
are conveyed to India at the expense of the Artillery.—Horse and foot, European officers
company, and when there are allowed extra and men (of which there are twelve batta-
pay at its cost. Their number is dependant pons of ®uroPeaa f ° ° t ) ......................... 6,585
u p o n  c ir c u m sta n c e s , b u t  h a s  g e n e r a l ly  v a r ie d  Oava/ry.-Envopean officers and m en---------  509

fro m  e ig h t e e n  to  t w e n ty - t w o  th o u s a n d  m e n . Veterans—  ., . . . .  4 3 0

I t  h a s b e e n  sh o w n  in  th e  s k e tc h  a ffo rd ed  of Medical Establishment.—Europeans, includ-
the different acts of the imperial parliament ing European warrant o ffic e r s ................... 1,05]
affecting the constitution of the Indian go- _ ~ ~ ~
vernpient, that the commander-in-chief of the 0 a ............................
queen’s forces in India is ex officio comman- The total number of queen’s troops now 
der-in-chief of the company’s forces, and that (April, 1858) in India amounts to about 
each presidential commander-in-chief of the 70,000 men.
queen’s forces is also commander-in-chief of The contingent troops of the native states 
the company’s forces within that presidency, commanded by British officers, and bound 
The officers of the company’s army are ap- under treaties to serve the British govern - 
pointed by the directors. The contingents ment, amounted, before the mutiny of 1857, 
are native troops, subjects of native princes, and to about 32,000,* v iz .:— 
placed at the command of the company under Hyderabad (the Nizam’s) auxiliary force . . 8,094
certain treaties. In  the company’s own army * Gwalior (Seindiah’s  contingent)..................... 8,401
there are two distinct classes of troops—Euro- *Kotah c o n tin g e n t.............................................  1,148
pean and native. The total number of the f l sore, h°Is.e (°ffi“ red natiIe3> ............  4>™c'
* *  ?"<!“  Company's „„ivo force, of ,11 ] *1S$
a rm s, in c lu d in g  c o m m is s io n e d  a n d  n o n -c o m -  * Malwa united c o n tin g e n t ...............................  1 , 0 1 7

missioned native officers and men, up to the Malwa Bheel c o r p s .............................................  048
latest period received before the recent re- * Joudpore le g io n ..................................................  1,240
volt, was as follows war Bheel corps.............................. 1,054

(Jolapore local horse...........................................  907
Engineers.— Native commissioned and non- Sawunt "W aree local corps................................... 611,

commissioned, rank and f ile ...................... 3 158 „  ----------
A rtillery*— H o r s e .......................................  1*073 T o ta l .....................................32,311

r  Y 4. t?00*! .............  n7’ ? 76 Holkar is bound bv treaty to furnish a
t tV S S ttS g S ::::S I  ««*•«•>* <* * «•— ' >>»“■.** u.«.
Veterans.— Native officers and men . . . .  3 ,3 7 4  troops are not commanded bv British officers.
Native Medical Establishment................  *858 Besides these regular contingents, bodies

— of troops have been sent in aid of the com-
lo tal........................ 231,370 pany’s forces by native princes. Before

Giving a total number of 269 native regi- Holkar was under any treaty his armies 
ments of all arms, and of 231,276 native offi- wfre auxiliaries. The same was the case 
cers and men. A large portion of this force, w^h  ^ ie kings of Oude; and now Jhung 
comprising about one-half of the whole, has," Bahadoor, the Rajah of Nepaul, is aiding the 
hy mutiny and disarmament, ceased to exist’ company in a form and to an extent not 
leaving a total number of native forces of all provided for by treaty, 
arms practically available of about 1 2 0 , 0 0 0  The mode® of admission to the company’s 
men. ’ military service are by direct appointment,

* The horse artillery consists of five brigades, and the W  C0“ Pany’s military seminary
foot of eighteen battalions. a* Addiscombe, m the county of Surrey. The

T The cavalry is divided into fifty regiments. direct appointments are chiefly to the cavalry,
r e ir J i l t .  infantry C0mprises a hundred and ninety-six * The contingents which have mutinied are marked

0iments, with an asterisk.



but such are also made to the infantry. The occasions are likely to live for ever in the 
cadets are passed through the cadet-office of memories of those young soldiers, and to 
the India-house, a department under the able prove, far off from their country, a stimulus to 
direction of John Ilollyer, Esq., and enter exertion and courage on the field of their 
the seminary, where they study for two years, future trials and glory. Distinguished officers 
keeping four terms. The age of admission is of the company, whose names are known 
from fourteen to eighteen, but gentlemen may throughout all the nations of civilized man, and 
be candidates for direct appointments up to throughout every uncivilized nook of Southern 
the age of twenty-two. The cadets at Ad- and Central Asia, have declared to the author 
discombe pay the company £100 a year each that they attributed to these occasions much 
for the expenses of their education and main- of the stimulus which enkindled the passion 
tenance. The additional expenses of each for glory within them, and that these scenes 
student are hardly met by an addition of remained vividly impressed upon their hearts 
£50 per year. The course of study is admir- amidst the labours, perils, and grave respon- 
able. The professors are men of the highest sibilities of Indian warfare and Asiatic life, 
attainments, and “ apt to teach.” The exa- The most proficient students are nominated 
minations are conducted with impartiality, and to the department of engineers, and, after 
the degree of attainment developed by them having left Acldiscombe, proceed to Chatham 
is truly astonishing. The author of this His- for a further course of study of one year, 
tory has attended examinations, and inspected, after which they proceed to India as officers 
with surprise and pleasure, the military draw- of engineers. While at Chatham, however, 
ings and modellings of fortifications exhi- they draw pay from the company. The second 
bited, which displayed great ability and evi- class of proficients are nominated to the 
deuce of study on the part of the pupils, artillery, and proceed, on leaving Addis - 
Generally, on these occasions, the chairman combe, direct to India. Such as do not suc- 
of the court of directors presides, and of late ceed in attaining a position in either of the 
years the Archbishop of Canterbury has fre- first two classes, or as do not choose the engi- 
quently addressed the students. Rewards are neer or artillery services, are designated to 
liberally bestowed. The Pollock medal and the infantry. The number of students in 
sword are prizes eagerly contended for; and May, 1858, was a hundred and fifty, 
the competition is keen, victory or defeat The general character of the officers of the 
being almost always generously and nobly East India Company’s army has equalled, 
borne. The friends and relatives of the if it has not surpassed, that of the officers of 
pupils, and a large concourse of privileged any other. This will especially hold good of 
spectators, chiefly consisting of superior those who have been educated at Addiscombe. 
officers, or civil servants of the company, The engineers have been probably the 
are present on these occasions. The presence most intelligent body of officers the world 
of men of genius, of military or legislative has ever seen. They all know that upon 
renown, whose names are prominent in the real service depends promotion, honour, and 
history of our country, is a great stimulus to emolument, and that these advantages are 
the efforts of the students, although it not sure to follow good service. A large number 
unfrequently represses the energy of the more of this class of officers are appointed ulti- 
shy and nervous, who may, nevertheless, be mately to the civil service, where, as civil 
among the most highly gifted. I t  is an administrators and civil engineers, they can 
affecting sight to witness a mere youth, clad be of even more use—in time of peace, at all 
in the simple uniform of the company’s events—than in the military department, 
cadets, retiring from the place of exami- Accustomed at Addiscombe and Chatham to 
nation, bearing swords, medals, and other habits of study, and to regard military life 
badges of honour, amidst the generous cheers from an intellectual and professional point ot 
of his unsuccessful competitors, and the plau- view, rather than from one merely social, 
dits of an auditory comprising the most they go forth to their duties earnest and 
famous men of the clay. The author has thoughtful as well as brave soldiers, and 
seen more than one fine youth, who had gone hence much of the distinction to which they 
through his examinations with unflinching have attained both as soldiers and men ot 
self-possession in the face of the crowd of science, and the reputation they have^ won 
honoured or titled persons before him, com- for their country and for the particular 
pletely subdued by his emotions in the mo- army in which they serve. I t  is impossible 
ment of success. Whatever objections may for any one to observe the class of young men 
be made to these examinations in some re- who gain at Addiscombe the appointments to 
spects, the advantages far more than compen- the engineer service, and not predicate ot 
sate them, and the scenes presented on such them future eminence, not only in the per-



sonal distinctions to be won, but the national more intelligent and talented men are those 
services to be rendered. drafted off to staff, civil, civil engineering,

The artillery of the East India Company and political appointments. Out of this cir- 
has also attained a high character for effi- cumstance arises an incompetence on the part of 
ciency in the field. Many of its officers have regimental officers. The native officers become 
studied for the engineer department, but, from the instructors of their European superiors— 
health failing them, domestic troubles, slip of superiors only in rank and the indomitable 
memory under examination, some concession spirit which belongs to the British. The 
to the temptations so potent with the young, more intelligent officers—such as were best ac- 
or change of purpose, they have entered the quainted with the native languages—being so 
artillery service instead. During the various frequently withdrawn from regimental service, 
wars in the East, when the officers of the those who remained were less acquainted 
royal artillery have served with them, they with the men, and with the character of the 
have borne a high testimony to the superior classes of natives from which the recruits 
skill and soldier-like deportment and spirit of were generally drawn; they were also less 
the company’s artillery officers. The follow- competent to form acquaintance with them 
ing extract from a letter by Sir Charles Napier from lingual deficiency and short residence 
to an officer of the Bengal artillery, who in the country. In  the Bengal army more 
wrote to him from Kumaon, on the borders particularly these causes operated—at all 
of Nepaul, offering certain suggestions, will events, the relaxation of discipline was most 
show the opinion which that celebrated officer marked in that, although, from the character 
entertained of the Indian artillery service :— of the soldiery, it required more careful atten-

tion than the armies of the other presidencies.
_  Stmla’ ^"emier m ,  1846. _ Tlle men were chiefly recruited in Oude,

1 approve much your report on the state of defences m , . , , t
Kumaon; and though Jhung Bahadoor lias told my wife f*1Cl  111 TPPer  p r o v in c e s , a n d  c o n s is te d  o f  
in London that he loves me more than any man living, b ig i l  C&ste J>loh.aniniedans aild. B r a h m in s . .A.S 
still, as lovers sometimes quarrel, I  should like to he pre- a  c o n se q u e n c e , i t  w a s  d iff ic u lt  t o  a s s ig n  to  
pared for him, aud your suggestions shall be pressed ou th e m  a n y  d u ty  t h e  p e r fo r m a n c e  o f  w h ic h  d id

th rvtlTvn,1,1 er? T if f i  • ,, (■ . , not interfere with their caste; and they wereWhat you say about the deficiency and frequent change r x* • i r • r • •
of officers with the reserve companies of artillery is but . m o ie  ail aid of infringing Upon, its obliga- 
too true. I did intend, had I been able, to reform the tions than upon those of the articles of war. 
whole system; but I am of no use— no more power Striking illustrations of the inconvenience of 
have I than a lance-corporal. I believe however, I have the high caste constitution of the native army 
succeeded m moving the head-quarters of your regiment t i i J ’
into these provinces, either to Delhi or Meerut.  ̂ especially of Bengal, have occurred  ̂when

I think very highly of your officers generally, hut espe- Operations at sea, or for the execution of 
daily of the young officers. "When I have found fault, I which sea voyages were necessary, were re- 
haye invariably traced it to the cc system,” and I have Cjllired. On some occasions the Bengal re°’i- 
vainly represented this; but pray understand that in con- nients have la n d e d  in  O hinn  h a l f  a+ovvod 
detuning the system of the Bengal army 1 always say this f  T  , * .  Jlal™ ' c d >
— that the artillery I believe to be, at'this moment, the b eca u se  t lle . men would eat nothing cooked at 
first in the world. sea, preferring to sustain themselves on brail

. _ and water. When, in 1858, a Bengal regi-
NotWithstanding the superior education and ment landed in China, for service at Canton, 

attainments of the company s officers, defects they would not prepare their own quarters, 
have crept into the military system of the because it was contrary to caste, and Chinese 
company which need correction, and which coolies liad to be employed as their servants 
no doubt conduced to the unfortunate sepoy Operations out of India were so distasteful to 
revolt ol 1851. Some of those evils depend the native army of Bengal on this account, 
upon the general management of the army ; that there were generally symptoms of mutiny 
some upon tlie infantry regimental system; whenever they were ordered beyond the con- 
ot leis upon the character of the men enlisted fines of India. When operating with the 
m the native armies : and all these causes Bombay army in Scinde, their caste preiu- 
combmed operate unfavourably on the effi- dices nearly created feuds between tlie two 
ciency of the whole service. As to the gene- armies. The Bombay soldiers, being for tlie 
ral management of the army, tlie chief faults most part low caste men, performed various 
appear to be the great draft of officers from important labours assigned to them, which 
tlie military to the civil service : not that the Bengal soldiers considered infra diqni- 
this in itself would prove an evil, if officers, in tate j and not content with refusing to work 
sufficient numbers for tlie proper discharge of themselves, thev taunted the Bombay sepoys 
regimental service, were appointed to supply perpetually for doing so. Sometimes this 
the places of those withdrawn although even had the effect of incensing the latter against 
then some inconvenience would ensue, as the their Bengal companions-in-arms, but in other



instances tlie Bombay men were made dis- government which had betrayed them, violated 
satisfied, and either grumbled as they pursued its covenant, and inflicted upon them the
their work, which otherwise would have been greatest injury in their opinion possible__a
cheerfully performed, or threw it up with a deprivation of'their ceremonial sanctity, their 
disposition to mutiny. In the Punjaub simi- religious and social status, and their hope of a 
lar indications were offered of the general bad happy hereafter. The withdrawal of the car- 
spirit of the Bengal sepoys, and the chronic tridges, and the proclamations of the govern- 
interference of caste prejudices with the per- ment, all came too late. The soldiery no 
formance of their soldierly duties. In Aff- longer believed in the government, and the 
ghanistan the cold of the country during the severe means adopted to put down the first 
winter rendered impossible those ablutions discontent fanned the flame of sedition. The 
which form a part of the daily religious cere- imprisonment and severe treatment of the 
monial of the Brahmin, and by neglecting cavalry at Meerut in a cause which made 
which he considered himself deprived of them martyrs in the eyes of their fellow- 
caste, and deprived of it by the action of the soldiers precipitated an aggravated revolt, 
government who sent him there. W hen the The whole course of procedure on the part of 
cold became intense, some of the officers, the officers of the government, civil and mili- 
pitying the sufferings of men inured to a tary, appeared to be infatuated. They were 
warm climate, gave sheepskin jackets to either unaware of the extent and depth of the 
them. The necessities of the occasion con- high caste prejudice, or conscience, as one may 
strained them to wear them, but they were call it, in reference to ceremonial uncleanness, 
filled with indignation at the officers who dis- or, knowingly, they adopted means most cal- 
tributed them, although of their own bounty, ciliated to aggravate the passion which their 
and regarded the government as untrue to them provoking measures had excited. I t  was 
for placing them in a condition which tempted wrong to order high caste sepoys beyond 
them to wear the skin of dead animals, and Indian territory, where, in the nature of 
so lose caste. When these troops came back things, caste must be compromised. I t  was 
from Affghanistan they were regarded with wrong to grease cartridges with cows’ or pigs’ 
horror by their brother soldiers and co-reli- fat, or in any other way wound prejudices or 
gionists ; among civilians as men without convictions which the government was pledged 
caste—worse spiritually and temporally than to respect. I f  it be said that the government 
if they had never known caste—men who bad was compelled to do these things by the 
refused to perish rather than violate their necessities of the eases, the defence admits that 
religion; and the people considered them like the covenant ostensibly made with the high 
certain apostates described in the New Tes- caste soldiers was ai initio improper; that 
tament—‘‘ twice dead, plucked out by the such men were unsuited to the British Indian 
roots.” This circumstance spread more or army; and that, however well they served in 
less disaffection through the whole Bengal some instances, it was an error to employ 
army, and the high caste men lived in per- them while a man could be obtained from any 
petual apprehension of being ordered to some other quarter. Either such men ought not to 
new field of enterprise, where caste must be have been recruited, or, having been re- 
sacrifieed to military duty, or they themselves cruited, faith should have been kept with 
become victims to military rigour. Undoubtedly them and their caste in all its inconveniences 
the terms upon which these men enlisted were and its absurdities, and military incongruities 
that their caste should be respected. Whe- should have been scrupulously and honourably 
ther it was expedient to take men on such respected.
terms or not, these ivere the conditions upon Among the causes of inefficiency in the 
which they enlisted, and they were jealous to the native army was that of too much confidence 
last degree of any infringement of them. That in native officers, whose sympathies were 
the government, and particular officers more always with the high caste sepoys : and the 
especially, were not considerate of this stern Mohammedan officers were ever jealous of 
bond there can be no question. The greased British ascendancy. Both to officers and 
cartridges alone proved that. Nothing can men promotion has been extended too late in. 
be better known than that the Mohammedan life. When the energies of men were gone, 
has a conscientious scruple against the flesh they were appointed to posts the duties of 
of swine, and that the flesh of kine is ab- which they were not then able to discharge, 
horrent to the Hindoo. The cartridges for There was too much respect for the seniority 
the Minie rifles were greased with prepara- principle in the whole military administration 
tions of fat from both. As soon as the soldiers of the company, and too much-—perhaps un- 
came to know the fact, they became, in their consciously—of the bias of the aristocratic 
own conscience, justified in revolt against a I principle among our officers in the preference



for high castes evinced in the selection of the to have preferred military men to civilians for 
soldiery. political, and even strictly civil, employ-

Some of the evils here stated were seen by ments, when his own administrative functions 
the late Sir Charles Napier, and led to the gave him the opportunity of making selec- 
resiguation of his high, officers in India. That tion. .Mr. Thomas Campbell Robertson, late 
general was very unsparing in his censures, a member of the supreme council of India, 
as well as sometimes lavish in his encomiums, and lieutenant-governor of the north-western 
and much allowance must be made for his provinces, declares that no person so largely 
characteristic strength of expression whe.n used the power of appointing military officers 
perusing his opinions. Sir Charles, in a letter for civil purposes as Sir Charles Napier him- 
to an artillery officer, thus expressed his self. On this subject Mr. Robertson, with 
opinion of the condition of the army, and the great show of reason, remarks :—“ The prac- 
causes of whatever inefficiency he perceived tice of thus draining the army of its cleverest 
in i t :— “ Delhi is the station where I  should members has certainly been carried too far, 
desire to see European battalions cantoned, but it was the encouragement afforded by 
but many say it is unhealthy. Men from all the prospect of such advancement that made 
parts of Asia meet in Delhi, and some day or Malcolm and others what they were, by 
other much mischief will be hatched within stimulating them to qualify themselves for 
those city walls, and no European troops at the highest political offices. The evil, too, 
hand. We shall see. I  have no confidence it must be remembered, is not one inherent 
in the allegiance of your high caste merce- in the system, but might at any time have 
naries. I  have seen a ‘sweeper’ show more been corrected by each successive governor- 
bravery in battle than a Brahmin and a high- general, if he had perceived the mischief now 
named Mussulman. A high caste man cannot alleged to have thence resulted. But, in 
be attached to a Christian government. There truth, no Indian ruler, when lie wants aid in 
are many errors of system which a eomman- the management of a newly-acquired terri- 
der-in-chief sees, but cannot change. The tory, can resist the temptation to employ the 
governor-general takes two-thirds of the fittest available person he can find; and this 
power which the commander-in-chief ought will generally be a military man, because the 
to exercise, and the military board takes the civil service has few hands to spare from the 
re s t! 1 cannot change the character of this duties of the original settled provinces of our
army, which is bad and faulty as regards the empire. No man in this way did the thing 
system of discipline, and therefore I  resign, against which he wrote more than the late 
Many of the old officers of infantry have been Sir Charles Napier, who not only drew mili- 
habituated to a bad system, and get into a tary men from their regiments to act in civil 
routine of neglect from which the devil him- capacities, but drove away six of the ablest 

. could not drive them. Look at the civilians wdio were sent to his assistance in 
nightly guards in the Bengal army — the Scinde. The practice, if it be an evil, is only 
sentries are alone, and all the rest go to bed ! one of the many attendant on the too rapid 
.the whole Bombay army does not present growth of our empire; and it would probably 
such anomaly, and it arises from the ‘ system’ be best corrected, not by debarring young 
being back  ̂Still there are several very excel- military men from all hope of political pro- 
lent disciplinarians in the Bengal army-—men motion, and so preventing the development 
who take a line for themselves. Look at of much latent talent, but by rendering the 
Gilbert, a* Wheeler, at Iluish, and a score of command of a battalion so lucrative and at- 
others. In  the regiment of artillery I  myself tractive, as to induce the juniors to remain 
know at least a dozen first-rate officers. The with their regiments, in the hope of attaining 
Bengal army lias no want of good officers, to that post. But it is not so much on the 
but it has ivant of a better system of disci- number as on the character and capacity of 
phne; and as I  cannot introduce one, coupled the English officers present with a sepoy bat- 
t 11 °fher causes, I  have resigned. Lord talion that its efficiency depends. In  former 
/  enborougli wisely abolished Lord Auck- times, when the attachment between them 
land s injudicious system of‘politicals.’ Young was at its height, the officers were we be- 
officers commanding old ones, and war carried lievc, fewer in proportion to the men than 
oa without any p lan ! A happy-go-lucky they are now; but then they were almost all 
mode, which ended m Cabul, and the same good colloquial linguists, or in the way of
system revised by Lord D------I t  would becoming so; and though somewhat wanting
appear either that Sir Charles was not always in the graces of European society, had ob- 
consistent in practice with his opinion, or tained an insight into the social system of 
else he found the necessities of his situation Asiatic life, such as their more accomplished 
stiong enough to overrule them, for he is said successors seem to think it beneath them to



acquire. The sepoy officer of the present day, regiments, called ‘ general service battalions,’ 
equal to his predecessor in courage and con- were raised, upon an understanding that they 
duct in the field, and generally his superior were to embark when required. Of late years 
in book knowledge, in manners, and perhaps it has been ordered that all recruits are to be 
in morals, falls far short of him in point of enlisted on this understanding. This order 
real acquaintance with those under his com- practically excludes the relations of half the 
mand. This defect, though in some degree men in ah old regiment—men who served as 
imputable to the system which makes escape much in the hope of being able to push on 
from his regiment the great object of every their kinsfolk as to advance themselves. This 
young officer’s ambition, is still mainly attri- order, therefore, savoured of bad faith, "and 
butable to the increased facilities of intercourse must have tended to add strength to the dis- 
with England. Young men who are fre- trust of our designs, which, however engen- 
quently refreshing their acquaintance with dered, was, during this period, excited by 
their mother country cannot settle down the malevolence of the native and the extra- 
to India as their home in the same way as vagance of the European press, until at last 
was done in the bygone days, ere steam was ‘the cartridge’ appeared, with its alleged 
known, and a return to England was looked pigs’ and cows’ fat, to cement the union of 
forward to as a remote and barely possible the two classes of our subjects against us.” 
contingency. Tastes acquired in Europe do I t  is worthy of remark that the issue of the 
not readily conform to exclusively Asiatic greased cartridges was not the order of the 
pursuits: the native nautch is more than East India Company, but of tlm crown. The 
insipid when the opera lives in recent recol- company’s officers, civil or military, would 
lection; and thus there is no community, even have known too well the certain effect of such 
of amusement, to bring the European and the a procedure to issue any such order.  ̂ I t  
native officers into something like social inter- emanated, like many other orders of late 
course with each other. I t  is impossible here years, in the disposition to act irrespective of 
to conceal the fact that the increased number the company, or to overrule it, which has 
of our fair countrywomen in the East has been shown by governors-general and the 
probably made the separation between those Board of Control. I t will illustrate the spirit 
classes wider than it was before. I t  is al- with which the board has ruled India to state 
leged, we know not with what truth,-—but it the exercise of its patronage in reference to 
is alleged by natives, that their best friends cadets. The appointments by the directors 
among European functionaries are lost to have been distributed among all ranks of the 
them from the moment of their marriage ; and middle classes in England, more particularly 
they generally impute the colder reception among the sons of professional m en; Lnt the 
they meet with at any but business hours to directors have ever kept in view", as the chief 
the influence of the lady of the house.” * objects of their patronage, the sons of those

The gentleman last quoted, although an who served India or served in India, ih c  
advocate of the East India Company, has cadetships given by the board Lave been 
conceded that laxity of discipline had inflicted chiefly to the sons of queens officers, cleigy- 
injury upon the Bengal army, and admits the men, and of persons who could easily pui chase 
full force of the statement made on a previous into the queen’s service. No one can be ac- 
pao-e—that making the sepov liable to serve quainted with the tacts without being well 
beyond India was one of the most fruitful aware that the influence of the imperial go- 
sources of disaffection in the native army, vernment, as distinguished from that ot the 
preparing the minds of the sepoys for being company, has been injurious to the Indian 
more speedily and intensely acted upon by army._
the advent of the cartridge question. “ In  Major-general John Jacob, of the Bombay 
so far therefore, as mere discipline is con- army, has published a series of tractates on 
cerned, there, perhaps, is some truth in the the deficiencies of the Bengal army before the 
assertion that the sepoy has been over- mutiny had destroyed it. These were en- 
leniently dealt with at times when there was titled, Tracts on the Aative Army o f India. 
a call for rigour; but, as regards bis scruples He affirmed that tlie Bengal army was with- 
of caste, it can only mean that the govern- out order; that its officers were incapable 
ment have adhered to the conditions on which generally of enforcing it; and that their trea - 
the high caste men have entered its service, ment of the men rendered discipline mflios- 
One of the first of these stipulations is that of sible. The general is so high an authoii y, 
not being obliged to embark. When service that his exact words will no doubt be pin- 
beyond the sea was in prospect, volunteers ferred by tne reader:— The officers 
were ever to be found for the duty. Certain Bengal.army are formed exactly of the: same 
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their native soldiers of material in its raw volumes, and shows a state of affairs which 
.state perhaps somewhat better than that of the officers of the Bengal army cannot con- 
the others; but from the hour he enters the ceive. The system of promotion in the Bengal 
service, the Bengal officer is trained to sink army is exactly in keeping with the principle 
the European, and adopt the Asiatic. In the of the immutability of caste. No individual 
Bombay army the ‘ feeble Hindoo ’ becomes merit can advance, no individual incapacity 
half European, and adopts the feelings and nor misconduct (unless actually criminal) can 
ideas of Europeans, as far as they refer to his retard the promotion of the Bengal sepoy— 
position as a soldier, till they become his own. seniority alone is considered. W hat is the 
In  Bengal the European becomes half Hin- consequence ? The men, not feeling that 
doo, and thus the commanding influence of their prospects of advancement in the service 
superior energy and superior moral character depend on the favourable opinions of their 
(I deny any superiority of intellect) is in a European officers, want the most powerful 
great measure lost. This ptervades the whole stimulus to good conduct. They are never 
society in Bengal, hut its effects are most disciplined (as I  understand the word), are
glaringly apparent in the army. In the often mutinous, and never acquire the laiow-
Bengal army there is a constant studying of the ledge of their profession which may qualify 
men’s castes, which the E u r o p e a n  a p p e a r s  them to hold commissions with advantage to
to  t h in k  a s  m u ch  o f , a n d  to  e s t e e m  a s  the service. The Bengal native officers are
h ig h l y , a s  do t h e  natxves  t h e m s e l v e s  ; always totally inefficient, and necessarily so 
and the sepoys, instead of looking on the under the present system, because they are 
European officers as superior beings, are chosen without any regard whatever to their 
compelled to consider them as bad Hindoos! fitness to hold commissions, and because they 
Instead of being taught to pride themselves are almost always worn out with age before 
on their soldiership and discipline, the sepoys they receive them.” This general statement 
are trained to pride themselves on their of the inefficiency of the Bengal troops has 
absurdities of caste, and think that their been controverted by numerous officers of 
power and value are best shown by refusing that army. Perhaps the keenest and most 
to obey any orders which they please to say plausible of the general's opponents is 
do not accord with their religious prejudices. Colonel Phipps, who has given some striking 
I t  is a grave mistake to suppose that religious instances of the courage and discipline of 
feelings have any real influence on these occa- Bengal regiments, not only in India, but in 
sions; it is a mistake, which would be ridiculous, Egypt, the Punjaub, Affghanistan, &c. The 
if its consequences were not so serious; but colonel wrote early in September, 1857, de- 
it is certain that the Bengal sepoy is a stickler daring that only such regiments as were 
for his imaginary rights o f caste for the sake badly officered would revolt. I t  was not 
o f increased power ; he knows well that go- then known that the whole Bengal army was 
vernment never intended any insult to his in mutiny, and the colonel evidently did not 
creed, however absurd it may be ; but he believe that the revolt had extended so widely 
knows that by crying out about his caste, he as the news from India informed us. His 
keeps power in his hands, saves himself from statements, however, proved either that the 
many of the hardships of the service, and Bengal army was badly commanded alto- 
makes his officers afraid of him. This is gether, or that it had deteriorated since he 
proved by what takes place in the other was more conversant with it, for on his own 
armies of India. In  the army of Bombay, showing events rather confirmed his oppo- 
even a Purwarree may, and often does, rise to nent’s allegations.
the rank of subadar by his ow'n m erit; in The opinion of General Jacob that no real 
Bengal such a man urnuld not even be ad- alarm for their religion actuated the Brah- 
mitted into the ranks, for fear of his contami- minical and high Mussulman army of Bengal 
mating those fine gentlemen, the Brahmins; in revolting, but only a desire for powTer, is 
yet in the Bombay army the Brahmin (father, not borne out by the facts, nor the observa- 
brother, or son, may be, of him of Bengal) tion and testimony of those who were in the 
stands shoulder to shoulder in the ranks— midst of the transactions themselves, and whose 
nay, sleeps in the same tent with his Pur- opportunities of knowing were the very best, 
warree fellow-soldier, and dreams not of any Thus the late Mr. Colvin, the lieutenant- 
objection to the arrangement! If  this subject governor of the north-west provinces, in a 
be mentioned to a Bombay Brahmin sepoy, letter dated 22nd May, after noticing his own 
as it is sometimes by Bengal officers, who are address to the troops on parade at Agra, 
always asking the men about their caste, the adds the following remarks :-—“ They all at 
ready answer is, ‘V\ hat do I  care ; is he not the moment expressed their belief of my coin- 
a soldier of the state?’ The reply speaks munications to them; and I  have seen them



in a familiar way on several occasions since, upon the plan which the general affirms to 
They have undoubtedly been infected by a be the only wise one, no revolt would have 
deep distrust of our purposes. The general ever taken place. General Jacob maintains 
scope of the notion by which they have been that the paucity of officers in regiments in no 
influenced may be expressed in the remarks way relaxed the discipline of the Bengal 
of one of them, a Hindoo, Tewarree Brahmin, army. He even goes so far as to maintain 
to the effect that men were created of different that native subalterns are always better, and 
faiths; and that the notion attributed to us, that if companies and troops were commanded 
of having but one religion, because we had by native officers, it would be an improver 
now but one uninterrupted dominion through- ment, the staff of each regiment being Euro- 
out India, was a tyrannical and impious one.” peans. "Whatever be the merits of that and

Mr. F. H. Robinson, of the Bengal civil ser- other matters of detail, the following picture 
vice, describes himself as having been obliged of the Bengal army, drawn by General Jacob 
to communicate to an old retired officer of years ago, accounts sufficiently for the mutiny, 
Gardiner’s horse, and to a Mohammedan of and proves the necessity of reconstituting the 
rank, matters calculated to hurt their religious army of Bengal upon different principles :— 
feelings, when he was startled by the manner in “ I  repeat that the ordinary state of the 
which his communication was received, indi- Bengal army is such as must appear to an 
eating the loss of respect for the British autho- officer of the royal or of the Bombay army to 
rities, and a sense of injury resulting from be a state of mutiny. The men are not taught 
what was regarded as change of policy, and and trained instinctively to obey orders, and 
consequent breach of faith on the part of the even the European officers are afraid of them, 
government:—“ I  shall never forget the looks This is not wholly the fault of the regimental 
of mortification, anger, and, at first, of incre- officers of Bengal. The evil is produced and 
dulity, with which this announcement was perpetuated by the false ideas formed from 
received by both, nor the bitter irony with the first moment a young officer enters the 
which the old russuldar remarked, that no service in the school of errors, which the 
doubt the wisdom of the new gentlemen (sahi- native army of Bengal is at present; and by 
bilogue, so they designate the English) had the fatal effects of taking all power from regi- 
shown them the folly and ignorance of the mental officers and concentrating it at army 
gentlemen of the old time, on whom it pleased head-quarters, thus producing an artificial 
God, nevertheless, to bestow the government sameness of dull stagnation, instead of en- 
of India.” I t  may be true that a love of couraging the natural uniformity of progres- 
power was the main element in the high sive improvement. In the Bombay army, on 
caste disposition to mutiny some years ago, the contrary, the native officer is invaluable, 
but beginning to deceive others, Brahmins and his authority is respected, though he be 
and Mussulmen seem to have at last deceived the lowest of the low in caste ; because the 
themselves, for undoubtedly the feeling of the practice in Bombay is for the European 
revolters has been made as plain as anything officers to make the Hindoos soldiers; instead 
can be, and it is one of intense and desperate of, as in Bengal, the sepoys making the 
fanaticism. However Mohammedan princes, European officers half Hindoos. There is 
Brahminical priests, and all sorts of devotees, more danger to our Indian empire from the 
may have intensified or even created the feel- state of the Bengal army, from the feeling 
ing, it exists. The native press did much to which there exists between the native and 
call it forth, fulfilling the predictions of Sir the European, and thence spreads throughout 
Thomas Munro. But, whatever way accounted the length and breadth of the land, than from 
for, the sepoys became thoroughly convinced all other causes combined. Let government 
that their best interests for time and eternity look to th is ; it is a serious and most im- 
were endangered by the zealotry of the portant truth. The commanding officer of a 
English, and they therefore set their lives regiment, with increased power and respect- 
against fearful odds, revolting where there was ability of position, would feel increased pride 
no chance of success, and where destruction in the service ; he would do his own duty and 
was so imminent, as to be, humanely speak- make all under him do theirs. At present he 
ing, certain. So far General Jacob is wrong, has so little power to do good, that in the 
whatever may have been the circumstances Bengal army he too often becomes careless of 
which, in the constitution of the Bombay doing evil. The prospects of all under him 
army, or of the Scinde horse, may have em- depending on their own individual merit, a 
boldened him to adopt the line of strong as- healthy state of mutual support and assistance 
sertion upon which he has ventured. I t  is, would soon be established, and nô  further 
however, more than probable that had the complaints of the want of a cordial good 
Bengal sepoys been dealt with originally feeling between the officers and men would
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be heard. A discipline founded on mutual connexion with each other than this,—that in 
respect and advantage cannot fail of success, both cases physical force must be resorted to ; 
Without it no number of European officers in both cases men must have arms committed 
would suffice to make decent soldiers of the to their hands, with authority to use them, 
sepoys of Bengal.” These are indeed re- Yet, for all the great purposes of external 
markable words, and as they were written defence, half the army until now entertained 
long before the breaking out of the Bengal by us would have sufficed, had the deficiency 
mutiny, they were the expression of no after- been made up by police. For this last branch 
thought. I t  is astonishing how the autho- of service the native must always be fallen 
rities of the Bengal military service, the hack upon. He may be made much more 
governor-general in council, and the directors useful even than the European, and quite as 
at home can he indifferent to facts like these, safe. The sepoy mutiny could never have 
I t  would, however, be absurd to throw the ripened into insurrection but for the ac- 
entire responsibility upon the directors, see- quaintance of the various corps with each 
ing that the Bengal system was petted by the other, the community of their feelings and 
representatives of her majesty in India—high interests, the identity of their discipline, and 
caste sepoys were the vogue with high caste the frequency with which they had served 
Europeans, and with none more than those together. A police corps is necessarily a 
whose duty it was most of all to correct these local and an isolated thing. Were the gliaut- 
evils. The late Lord Hardinge had much to rangers to fly to arms, there is no reason 
answer for in this respect; as governor- whatever why any of the adjoining local 
general of India, and subsequently as com- corps should sympathize, co-operate with, or 
mander-in-chief of the forces in England, his join them—very many reasons why it should 
opportunities of promoting amendments were be the opposite. The knowledge of the fact 
great, and he saw and admitted all the evils, is quite sufficient to preveYit a rising. Were 
He was not, however, the man who, for the it otherwise, we should just have lost the 
sake of the justice of a cause, would incur services of a single insubordinate body, which 
the odium of measures unwelcome to those in would be at once exterminated, and there at 
power; while for good or ill, he stood, with all an end. W ith sufficient abundance of police 
the tenacity of an inveterate conservative, corps there seems no difficidty whatever of 
obstinately in the old ways. But he fell in our keeping India in perpetuity with an army 
with the general spirit of governors-general, exclusively English, or of maintaining English 
whose motto has been always in things civil, troops in reasonable good health, fit at all 
and to a great extent in things military, times for service, and without any inordinate 
'■ Assimilate with tlie^ practice in Bengal.” amount of casualties, everywhere throughout 
That standard is not likely to be again held the country.” *
up for conformity, and it is yet too early to However much disposed to place confidence 
affirm what will he the new organization of in the opinions of such a man as the editor of 
the army^ of Bengal—perhaps of the army the Overland Standard, it is impossible to 
of all India. Dr. Buist, one of the most dis- believe that any arrangements in respect’to 
languished scholars and public men in Bombay, recruiting in England, or svstems of Euro- 
has^ made the following remarks upon this pean reliefs, can remove the necessity of 
subject, which have been much noticed both trusting in a great measure to native troops, 
in India and in E n g l a n d “ W' e never can If the government enlist only such men as 
again have a military force in India in which will serve without any stipulations as to 
v e cannot confide, which we cannot bring caste, they will be found in sufficient numbers, 
ourselves to trust, or teach, our enemies to The high praise of low caste men written by 
rear.  ̂ Ih e  extent to which our regular troops Sir Charles Napier has been qualified by Gene- 
weie informer days employed in police and ral Jacob, who admits that the raw material of 
escort duties was in the last degree injurious the recruits from Onde and the north-western 

discipline, while the very rigidness of the provinces is superior to that of which the 
discipline and rigours of the forms required Bombay army is composed. Colonel Phipps 
tor a regular army, unfitted its components describes the Bombay regiments sent to 
lor those light and irregular duties where self- Egypt as incapable of serving, because of 
reliance, prompt and independent action, are their physical inferiority. The high com- 
so much more important than the formalities mendations passed upon that army were not 
oi the line, which not ^infrequently stand in borne out in the revolt of 1857, for several 
heir way. Ih e  duties of defending our regiments revolted when brought into temp- 

lrontiers,_ oi chastising our enemies, and of tation, so that the authorities could not ven- 
maintaining order and suppressing or detect- ture to make very efficient use of that army 
mg crime among the people, have no more * Dr. Buist’s O verland B o m b a y  S ta n d a rd .



until towards the close of the revolt. The fluence advocates this measure in the follow- 
Madras army, upon which the eccentric pane- ing forcible terms :—“ The recent proposition 
gyrist passed no encomiums, bore the test to raise Caffre regiments for service in India 
better than that of Bombay. is, without doubt, a most excellent one. The

In  the future military system of India, all men of the Cape—brave, acute, and the best 
these circumstances must be taken into con- light infantry soldiers in the world—appear 
sideration. In the case of Madras it will be to us likely to supersede the untrustworthy 
best to “ let well alone,” and, by leaving the sepoy to the greatest advantage. Their 
constitution of that army untouched, it will manner of warfare, their being equally at 
be an instructive lesson to the sepoys in the home in the dodging of bush or jungle- 
other presidencies, and to the natives of India fighting, in which the keen sight and the 
generally, showing them that there is no dis- unerring rifle decide the fate of the day, and 
position on the part of the government either in the deadly hand-to-hand struggle, in which 
to needless retaliation or unreasonable dis- personal strength and courage are of the 
trust. greatest value; their sagacity, endurance,

The Bombay army should be modified, and habitude to the extremes of heat and 
I t  is easy to enlist recruits from the Belo- cold,—all combine to render them the fitter 
chee, Huzzara, and Affghan hill frontiers, for our purpose. The Caffre is a barbarian, 
from the doabs of the Punjaub, and from it is true, but he is in that primitive state of 
Scinde. A few Rajpoots might also be em- barbarism in which mankind, together with 
ployed, and also a few native Christians, pro- the natural vices inseparable from a wild state, 
vided they are not taken from the wretched combine all the manly virtues; and we look 
half-caste”Portuguese. In  the Island of Cey- upon him as far higher in the scale of huma- 
lon recruits could be found, and, provided nity than the besotted and degraded Hindoo, 
they were not taken from the Cingalese who sunk in effeminacy, cowardly and cruel as the 
inhabit the low country, but from the inha- tiger of his jungles, and clinging pertinaciously 
bitants of the higher inland regions, and es- to the most horrible superstitions that were 
pecially the neighbourhood of the ancient ever imposed upon the credulity of an igno- 
capital, they would be found good soldiers, rant nation by a designing priesthood. Think, 
The Moormen of Ceylon, although bigoted too, of the moral effect which the introduc- 
Mohammedans, would also serve well as sol- tion of this new race would produce through- 
diers; but they are such a money-loving and out India;—a race as black as ebony, laugh
trading race, that there would be no likeli- ing to scorn the very name of caste (that 
hood of their enlisting in any considerable bugbear of our government), and in all pro- 
numbers. Arabs might also be employed in bability anointing their sinewy bodies with 
Bombay. the fat of sacred bulls in front of the temples

The Bengal native army should be reor- of Vishnu. The power of the natives of 
ganized chiefly from Sikhs; a few Malays, India has always lain in the fact of our 
Dyaks, Peguans, Arracanese, Martabanese, depending upon native soldiers to garrison 
and even Siamese and Birmese, might be the country. Let every sepoy be disarmed 
numbered among them. Separate companies and dismissed; let a native soldier become 
of these nationalities could be easily attached completely one of the things that were and 
to the infantry battalions, and would make are not, and we can do what we please with- 
good soldiers ; as cavalry they would be use- out reference to caste or any foolery of that 
less. The Bengal artillery might also receive description. To effect this, the Caffre must 
recruits from some of these races. There is be well treated, well fed, and well paid, but, 
no deficiency of material for an army in Ben- above all, taught to consider himself far supe- 
gal composed of orientals who have soldierly rior to the crouching slaves over whom he is 
qualities, and would be faithful. A  better to be the guard. But it will be urged, Sup- 
army could be organized from the heteroge- pose the Caffres m utiny; what th en ?’ This 
neous materials here named than ever existed is easily obviated: make the return to his 
in the homogeneous high caste troops of the own country, a wealthy and prosperous man, 
Bengal service. Considerable attention has the clear prospect of the Caffre at the end 
been paid to the question whether our Cape of his term of service, and vve warrant he \v ill 
Colony would not furnish suitable recruits, serve you faithfully. Avarice is one of then 
The Caffres certainly appear well adapted to ruling passions; frugality a national charac- 
the service; the Ceylon rifle regiment is teristic. Give our savage auxiliary his nil 
composed of them. They perform garrison of beef, togetheiy with a constant supply ot 
duty in that island admirably; and when tobacco for his pipe, and he is content. Ot 
they served in Madras they displayed spirit course they must be officered by Europeans, 
and* soldierhood. An Indian journal of in- and reduced to a state of discipline; but tins



is easy to effect. I t  is our province to point with the China force. The Straits settle- 
out the advantage of the measure, and the ments and China have been entirely confided 
benefits to result from its adoption, not to to the safe keeping of Madras regiments, with 
enter into details as to how it is to be effected.” * only a wing of a European corps to aid them 

The employment of Caffres, or any other at Rangoon. The 17th and 27th, with native 
aliens, in Madras would be impolitic after artillery and sappers, are by this time with 
the loyalty evinced by the Madras arm y; Sir Colin at Oude, whilst the Madras Rifles 
and if the armies of the sister presidencies are being pushed up towards the same desti- 
be well constituted, modified by the intro- nation. Nagpore, Ramptree, Jubbulpore, and 
duction of new elements, and aided by a suf- Hoosungabad, in Central India, have been saved 
ficient force of Europeans, especially in Ben- by the 26th, 28th, 32nd, and 33rd regiments, 
gal, there can be nothing to fear from Madras, nobly aided by the 4th light cavalry, to aid 
flanked as she will be by newly constituted whom, and re-establish order round Saugor, 
armies on her eastern and western confines, &c., the 6th and 7th light cavalry regiments 
skirted by the waters of the Bay of Bengal have been pushed forward in the height of 
and^ the Arabian Sea, and the apex of her the monsoon, and have by this time reached 
peninsula confronted by Ceylon, where a their destination. Nor is this a ll: to the 
reserve of Caffre troops might always be held eternal honour of the men be it recorded, 
available. Independent of these grounds for that, although poor, from their frequent 
rejecting apprehensions as to the future peace marches and changes of quarters, they re- 
of Madras, the conduct of the army of that peatedly volunteered a day’s pay for the 
presidency during the revolt gives such pro- assistance of 'th e ir masters,’ the ‘ sahibs’ of 
mise of future loyalty as to deserve confidence. Bengal. Whenever Bengal sepoys have been 
Officers of that army—men of high culture found in the bazaars or pmblic thoroughfares 
and extensive military experience—assured of the presidency our men have instantly 
the author at^ the beginning of the great brought them before their officers or the civil 
mutiny, that distrust pervaded the minds of power, and in several instances where Brah- 
officers who before had the most implicit mins or religious fanatics have tampered with
confidence in their troops. The proportion sepoys they have been denounced..........W hat
of Mohammedans among the Madras sepoys, is the cause of the coast army remaining so 
and the state of fanaticism in which the Mo- entirely faithful during a crisis which no one 
hammedan sejioys at that time appeared, very out of India, during the period it lasted, can 
reasonably impaired the faith of these gentle- ever appreciate or fully understand—when 
men in the fidelity of soldiers they had so the empire was shaken to its foundations—- 
long relied on. Events have shown that the when emissaries from Delhi, Lucknow, and 
organization of that force, and the relation of every discontented chief throughout the length 
officers and men, have been such as to pre- and breadth of the land, were entering our 
serve the attachment of the troops to their cities and cantonments, and preaching a cru- 
eommanders, and their fealty to the govern- sade against the ‘infidel Feringhee,’ and pro- 
ment. The following sketch of the spirit of mising rewards, titles, jagheers, &c., to all 
that army was published in February, 1858, who should assist in the holy cause ? I t  is a 
ostensibly by the Sheik Kirdawund, Madras matter for deep reflection, and the conclusion 

’T"vr r°m ^ le ^.9^ May until the to be arrived at cannot vary much from what 
10th of November, 1857, a period of upwards I  now attribute it to—viz., the strict disci- 
ot six months, the Madras army passed pline, coupled with the lowness of caste gene- 
through the terrible crisis which shipwrecked rally, among our Hindoo sepoys : I  say Hin- 
one army, and sorely tried, and in some doo, for all Mohammedans in our army are 
measure overcame, the fidelity of another; alike. W e have none of those distinctions so 
and out oi nearly fifty thousand of native common in the irregulars before Delhi and in 
loop® not one man wTas punished for mutiny, the Punjaub, where one Mussulman with 
Jn the contrary, wherever called upon to act great pleasure cuts the throat of another for a 

against the mutineers, they did so faithfully monthly consideration of twelve sliillino's ’ 
and courageously Nearly half the infantry Affreedees, Persians, Affghans, BelooclieV 
regiments, and ot the sappers and artillery, and Pathans. Our Mussulmen, such as they 
■volunteered to cross the kale pane to act are, hi the infantry branch of the service are 
against the rebels, and the other half are ready in the proportion of one in three, whilst in the 
-o -,0 leie, oi o China, Singapore, Birmah, Bengal army they number only one in seven, 
or wherever else the necessities of the state We have Syuds, Sheiks, Pathans—the two 
lequire tlieir services Indeed, portions of latter much mixed up now-a-days ; and whilst 
tne 12th, obth, and 29th regiments are now this revolt is called a Mohammedan one, not 

B om bay Telegraph a n d  Courier. one Mohammedan out of our twenty thousand



in the infantry, cavalry, and artillery, has general bade me do as I  liked.’ When my 
shown a symptom of disaffection. I  do not corps was ordered to embark for , tlie 
believe either that the Mohammedans of Ben- subadar-major was deputed by the men to 
<T.,1 Would even if they could, have organized inquire of me whether I  was certain that good 
this conspiracy in the army. They were water was on board for their use, and they 
°reatly in the minority, especially in the in- were perfectly satisfied when I  assured them 
fantry and they had but little influence at I liad  tasted it, and that it was much better 
any time. The mischief lay with the Brah- than what they xisually drank on tlie march 
mins and them only, until they had gained When we arrived at our destination a Lenga 
over the Mohammedans, Cliuttrees, and Sikhs, corps had to be embarked and the men in- 
the latter, however, in very few numbers. In dated on the captain s starting the water out 
my own regiment we rejoiced in only one of lus tanks, and allowing them to lefill tl e 
Brahmin (some few years ago), a Mr. Caseram with their own immaculate hands ! This uas 
Dandy who was certainly the greatest black- done : the ships were delayed for the purpose . 
o-uard in the corps, and enjoyed more knap- The sepoys filled large casks, rolled them 
sack drill than was good for'him, I  fear, for down to the boats upwards of a mile, when 
he was always going into hospital with pain they were towed astern of tlm boats to the 
in the chest! Since that time I  find we have steamers, and put on board; but when the 
admitted another. W ith reference to the pub- men, out at sea, came to drink this puie and 
lished returns of castes, I  may mention that undefiled element, great was their consteina- 
the figures1 under the head of ‘Brahmins and tion to find it homl, ly 1 !  1due casks
Rajpoots’ represent almost entirely the latter m transit liacl let m the s # • °
class of men in the Madras army. I t has another trip on board the Oriental, our men 
been stated repeatedly that each Bengal corps towards the end of the: voyage,we™ 
had from five to six hundred Brahmins and out water which was qu te hot P  y  J  
Ohnttrees in it An average taken in three me it made them sick unless they kept it m 
of the Bombay regiments is three hundred their tins until it became cold ! I  inquired, and 
and fourteen • whilst two of the Madras corps sure enough it was so. Hie steam was con- 
number only fortv-eight and twenty-eight of densed, and the supply barely kept up with 
theTe castes respectively. Herein, then, lies the demand! I  explained the matter to the 
the secret of on?success ; to this, principally, sepoys showing them, ̂ h  ̂ ie a.d o ' a good- 
we are indebted for tranquillity. There never matured officer of the verce ’ 
has been any undue respect paid to ‘ caste’ m was being made out of salt. i  icy v ei e 
recruitino- for our army; if Brahmins and thunderstruck, and declared the hichnut (in-s i r r a hS ir ” p o f; they

invariable practice was to take no notice of tfiolitro of march drink water from leathern
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liavildar of my corps came tip to mo. and te- sess erne 1 0  . ,  a t
ported that ihe general, seeing him lying average only five Ifeet am . jn
low,, on his carpet in uniform (our invariable lit le fellows Lou l O w ek “  “  „nd

rule for orderlies). l,.d  asked him why he did Semde.
not take off his regimentals, and make him- very recently Outturn in Fetsia have lo me 
” 1 more comfortable) i  simply asked, t te  most gr.t.fym g o p m „  Some of th »

: / b U g K  S r T m f l 0.  f  t l S r ^ t h e y d e ,  -
— regiment” that it was not our custom, and again win golden opinwns ion )
that I  should be punished if seen by any of serve under They an3 gene ally con Kie ed 
the officers.’ To which he added, ‘The to be very low caste, hut this is quite



correct; there may be a sprinkling of Pariah Madras army as it is, or in the Bombay army 
cook-boys, but the generality of them differ modified both as to its constitution and com- 
in no way from the infantry, save in greater position, it is evident that a considerably m- 
muscle, the result of their daily labour as creased European force will be necessary for 
sappers. So long ago as the first China war the occupation of Bengal and the north-west 
Lord Gough exclaimed, ‘ These Bengal volun- provinces, although much of the duty ot these 
teers give more trouble than all the rest of the territories may be committed to bikhs, Goor- 
an n y ’’ (in those days the fleet was carrying klias, Beloochees, and that mixed class which 
a large force, including five Madras native regi- may be so readily raised along the bcmde 
ments). And why was this ? Because their frontier and the country of the Indus, 
caste required that they should land, perform Amongst the various plans put forth as likely 
their ablutions, and then eat, whilst the rest to prove effective there lias been none so 
could cook on board ship, and enjoy tlieir fisli feasible as that of sending European regi- 
curry there as much as if they were on land, ments by the overland route to Kurrachee, 
In  Birmah Madras sepoys were employed in whence, by the steam flotilla on the Indus, or 
draining forts; and one occasion Lieutenant the new railway, they could proceed at once
W ------, the executive engineer, begged me to Shikapore, Hydrabad, Lahore, Umiitsir,
to come with him to set the men of my regi- Peshawur, and other posts in the 1 1 0 1 th and 
ment at work, ‘as he was afraid they might north-west of India, Becoming there gia- 
refuse him.’ The work required was really dually acclimated, they could descend to the 
that of scavengers—viz., clearing out a choked north-west provinces, and, by way ot the 
up culvert under the fort walls. The stench lower provinces, to Calcutta, sailing thence 
was fearful, but the work was as necessary for the Cape of Good Hope and other colonies, 
for the health of the troops themselves as it or returning home by the overland journey, 
was for that of the Europeans, and, with having served en route at Madras, Ceylon, 
nothing worse than a wry face and much and Bombay. By this means regiments need 
laughter, these fellows did the work in two not remain too long in India, which has been 
days. I  was greatly gratified to hear some- one of the chief objections to service there, 
time afterwards, from an officer of the Bengal not only because of the difficulty of furloughs
engineers, that Lieutenant W ------  had re- from such distant parts, and the expense at-
ported to him the good conduct of the tending them, but also because long^ residence 
sepoys, adding ‘ that they worked every bit in the lower provinces produces disease, in- 
as well as Europeans ! ’ To make the Madras capacitating the soldier for  ̂vigorous duty; 
army still more efficient and attached to their frequently a few years service in the lower 
officers but one thing is required—viz., the provinces, or the capitals of Southern and 
bestowal of greater powers on the command- Western India, destroys life, or leaves the 
ing officers of corps, and less interference at seeds of disease or debility, which impair 
head-quarters, to which may be added, per- usefulness, if they do not abridge the term of
haps, a small quantity of red tap e ! I  will existence. Formerly it would have been
give only one instance of undue interference, impossible to accomplish a scheme like this, 
which, if continued in, would ruin any native but the railway system now in progress 
army. A Mohammedan sepoy v7as tried by in India, and the conqoletion of the line con- 
a native court-martial, convicted, and sen- necting the Mediterranean and the Red feea,
tenced to dismissal for gross insolence and will render it perfectly practicable,
insubordination in the orderly room. He x\ very remarkable address was delivered 
was dismissed; the proceedings were quite at the United Service Institution in April, 
formal,—approved and countersigned from 1858, by Lieutenant-colonel Kennedy, of the 
head-quarters,—and the man was expelled royal engineers, on the influence of railways 
the regiment. He happened some time after- in India upon the efficiency of the army 
ward's to be at Bangalore, where the com- there, and the economy to the government of 
mander-in-chief was staying, and, I  suppose, adopting a thorough system upon military 
by perpetual annoyance and petitions to the grounds. If  the statements of Colonel Ken- 
gallant old soldier, he succeeded in creating a nedy be correct, then the future military sys- 
feeling of pity. However that may be, it tern of India must depend upon the actual 
resulted in an order for his restoration ! He amount of railways intersecting the country, 
was restored, and a more ill-conditioned brute and the plan upon which they are constructed, 
never handled a musket. Cunning enough to The report of the colonel’s address is of such 
keep himself clear of further courts, he sue- deep interest to the subject of this chapter, 
ceeded in ridiculing, with others, his com- and to the general direction of military 
manding officer.” affairs in our Indian empire, that it does not

Whatever confidence may be placed in the admit of being abbreviated, its details bear-



ing so directly upon the whole question dis- with the mutiny of the Bengal army, if it 
cussed:—- would not have altogether prevented the

“ Taking the proportion of railways as occurrence of that mutiny. In  1857 the
existing in the United States of America force of the British government in India
for railways in India of 1 mile of railway to was 246,872 men of all arms, of whom 
112 square miles of country, which he con- 42,500 were Europeans, and 204,372 natives, 
sidered was the lowest scale that should he distributed at 228 stations, giving a ratio of
applied to any inhabited country even where native troops to European troops of nearly
the general industry was limited to agricul- 5 to 1. By another return made to the 
ture, if the railways were uniformly laid down House of Commons in April, 1852, the 
in that proportion, the most distant points queen’s and company’s European troops 
would be 60 miles from a railway. The amounted to 49,408 men, the company’s 
proportion of railways in the United Kingdom native troops, including contingents, to 
was 1 mile to about 13J square miles, and 276,432 men, making a total of 325,840 
would make the most distant points on the men, and giving a ratio of above 5J natives 
average about 6§ miles from any railway, to 1 European. The same return stated the 
The population of America averaged 9 to military resources of native princes at 
the square mile: the population of India, 398,918 men, making the gross ratio of 
124 to the square m ile; and of the United company’s and native princes’ troops to Eu- 
Kingdom, 226 to the square mile. The ropean troops 13J to 1. I t  likewise stated 
density of the population in India was 14 the European artillery at 7436 men, the 
times greater than in America, and therefore company’s native artillery at 9004 men, and 
as many times greater was the necessity for native princes’ artillery at 12,962 men, 
railways in India. According to the Ame- making the company’s and native princes’ 
rican scale, about 12,493 miles of railway artillery together compared to European 
were absolutely required for India. So urgent artillery as 3 to 1. The European cavalry 
did the considerations of railway communica- were stated at 4133 men, the company’s native 
tion in India appear to him, both as regarded cavalry, including contingents, at 39,758 
its industrial progress and military protec- men, and the native princes’ cavalry, at 
tion and defence, that on his return from that 68,303 men, making the ratio of company’s 
country in 1852, after having held the ap- and native princes’ cavalry to European 
pointment of military secretary to the com- cavalry over 26 to 1. The average of four 
mander-in-chief, as well as that of consulting years showed that the annual military charges 
engineer to the supreme government in the for the 325,840 men, not including buildings, 
railway department, he felt bound to address amounted to £10,106,680. He assumed from 
a report, dated the 15th of September, 1852, the experience they had had that henceforth 
on the subject of railway to the home govern- the native troops in the Indian army 
ment of India, in which he fully explained should not be allowed to exceed those of 
the advantages of railway communication for Europeans, but that they might be safely 
military purposes, and stated that in India employed in equal numbers, the artillery, 
marching or campaigning in summer was out engineers, and saptpers, however, being exclu- 
of the question, except at a fearful expense of sively, or, at all events, chiefly European. Even 
life and health to European troops. I t  was under these arrangements the force, although 
shown in that report that a proper system of secure, would not be as effective for occupa- 
railways (while increasing the efficiency of tion purposes as the larger proportion of 
the army) would enable a reduction to be natives would make it in consequence of the 
made in the military establishment of India effects of climate on Europeans. W ith a 
equal to £2,332,482 per annum. This would proper system of railway intercourse the 
represent a capital of £58,312,000, if raised operations and strength of the army would 
at 4 per cent., and if invested in railways, at be greatly increased, by enabling troops 
an average cost of £6000 per mile, would rapidly to jjenetrate every district,, so that 
furnish 9718 miles of railway. The report the most distant points of the country might 
was sent by government to India, and circu- be on the average only 60 miles from the 
lated to the authorities there, and it was like- nearest railway. This would require but six 
wise laid before parliament. Had the prin- ordinary or three forced marches to reach 
ciples therein urged been adopted with the any point from the railway, or base of all 
energy exemplified in the United States of military operations in India'—a base of extra- 
America, 2000 miles of railway per annum ordinary strength, from the rapidity with 
might have been opened during the last three which every part of it could be furnished 
years in India, which would have placed the with the required amount of troops, provisions, 
authorities in a condition to deal effectually and stores. About 12,000 miles of railway,



as before mentioned, would suffice on that establishment of about 825,000 men, and that 
scale, 6000 miles being main lines, along of this gross number one-half, or 162,000, 
which the army might be assumed to be dis- must be Europeans, the whole costing about 
tributed at equal intervals in brigades. The £13,785,836 per annum, while with proper 
length of those intervals would depend upon railway accommodation the gross force might 
the° aggregate strength of the army. The be reduced to 100,000 men, the Europeans to 
remaining 6000 miles would consist of second 50,000 men, and the military charges to 
class lines, branching from the main lines of £6,214,530, and that this enormous reduction 
railway to provide communication through- in men and money would be attended with a 
out the local districts. On comparing the seven-fold rapidity in bringing-together a field 
power of concentrating troops efficiently pro- force of 50,000 men at any point, as compared 
vided with provisions and military stores with the power which the larger army would 
upon the most decisive point or points of confer without railways. The reduction al- 
India in the shortest time and at the smallest lowed, too, for the artillery and engineer corps 
cost, with and without railways, he assumed being maintained on their former full nume- 
that, in either case, the army of occupation rical strength, converting what was previously 
should be posted in brigades of one European composed of native soldiers in these arms into 
regiment, one native regiment, one squadron an equal number of Europeans. And it was 
of European, cavalry, one squadron of native clear that railways would admit of an im- 
cavalry, and a European field battery of artil- provement in the calibre of their field artillery, 
lery of four guns and two howitzers, at equal -while they would facilitate incalculably the 
intervals, along the main lines of 6000 miles, difficult process of bringing up siege-trains 
I t  would require 48 days without railways to when required at any remote point, They 
concentrate by marching a force of 53,000 would never then hear of generals being 
men from an aggregate army of 325,840 men, obliged to delay for weeks or months the 
which, composed as above, would cost an- operations of a campaign until a few heavy 
nually £13,785,870, whereas an equal force guns and stores were brought with infinite 
could be concentrated by railway in 7 days toil and cost to the front. He thought the 
from an aggregate army of only 100,000 men, question deserved the closest attention of 
costing only £6,214,530 per annum. Thus every British and Indian statesman, and 
the 53,000 men could be brought to any one offered a solution of their principal Indian 
given point by railway in about one-seventh difficulties, past, present, and future. Even 
of the time, from an army under one-third of irrespective of the mutiny question, their 
the strength, and costing under one-half of Indian finances for the last four years had 
the amount, as compared with the assembly shown an average annual deficiency of revenue 
of a similar force at the same point from the amounting to £1,676,333. The increased- 
larger army without railways. To assemble military expenditure of over £3,500,000 con- 
by marching 53,000 men from an equally dis- sequent upon the mutiny would thus bring 
tributed army of only 100,000 men would the future annual deficiency of revenue to 
occupy nearly six months, instead of seven above £5,000,000 sterling, and this state of 
days by railway. The advantages of railway things must continue until a safe reduction 
transport for troops in India over marching could be made in the military force. The 
as regarded time in concentrating afield force judicious construction of 12,000 miles of rail- 
were as 24 to 1 ; as regarded the economy of way, which could be effected within seven 
military establishments, over 2 to 1 ; as re- years, without any cost to government, would 
garded the power of reducing the numerical admit of a reduction in the military force to 
force of the army, and consequently the num- the extent of over £7,500,000 sterling an- 
ber of Europeans, as 3 to 1. The advan- nually, thus turning, by means of railways, 
tages of railways as regarded the protection an annual deficiency in the revenues of India, 
of Europeans from exposure to climate, the considerably over £5,000,000 sterling, into 
rapid and successful issue of every war or con- an annual surplus of more than £2,000,000.” 
flict, and the averting of those contingencies Another advantage of an extensive railway 
that produced war and disturbance, -were be- system in India, upon which Colonel Ken- 
yond calculation. Equally striking results nedy ought to have dwelt, is the frequent 
would attend the establishment of railways as change of quarters to the troops which it 
regarded every other department of the go- would afford, and in that respect it would 
vernment; and, above all, it would appear conduce even more to the health of the 
in the development of industry, trade, and European soldier than by exempting them 
commerce.^ He thought it was clear that from long marches. Marching under the sun 
without railways the army in India could not of India is not so detrimental to the health of 
safely be reduced below its former numerical the soldier as the colonel seems to think.



Other officers have made experiments which the floors! A t the Colaba barracks the soldiers 
prove that, provided the soldier’s head be die like rotten sheep under the nose of the 
properly protected, his clothing adapted to council.
the climate, and his arms and accoutrements “ ‘ In the Bengal presidency the barracks 
light, travelling in the daytime, and even are extremely b ad ; but more pernicious still 
when the sun is high in the heavens, is not is the number of men crammed into them ; 
so injurious as night marches. More fre- losses by battle sink to nothing, compared 
quent changes of quarters than at present are with those inflicted by improperly constructed 
allowed or even possible, would be very salu- barracks and the jamming  of soldiers—no 
tary to the European troops, for the barrack other word is sufficiently expressive, 
accommodation is generally so bad as to be ‘“ Long experience and consultations with 
most injurious to them ; and it would require a men of science, medical men, and engineer 
long time and a greater outlay than the funds officers, have taught me that every barrack - 
at the company’s disposal for military public room should in hot climates allow at least 
works will allow, to provide healthy barrack one thousand cubic feet of atmospheric air for 
accommodation at all the company’s military each person sleeping in a room. This is the 
stations. Sir William Napier writes of his minimum; with less, insufferable heat and a 
brother Charles’s opinion on this matter as putrid atmosphere prevail — death is the 
follows :— result. The soldiers rise at night feverish,

“ When in Scinde lie assailed the au- or in profuse perspiration, to sleep out on the 
thorities with remonstrances; and himself ground amid damp exhalations. To do so 
planned and built the wing of a model bar- when heated by an overcrowded room is 
rack at Hydrabad, hoping thus to lead the death. Some may escape, or merely lose 
government to an extension of his improve- health, but to escape is the exception—-the 
ments. In  vain: Lord Dalhousie forbade rule is death!
the completion of his superb barracks, and “ ‘ This inhuman drain upon life, health, 
the materials collected for building the other and the public treasury constantly goes on. 
wing remained to rot on the ground. I t kills more soldiers than the climate, more

“ When he became commander-in-chief in than hard drinking, and one half of the 
India he renewed his exertions to obtain last springs from the discomfort—the despair 
good barracks, and again built model barracks, caused by bad barracks.’ ” 
and laid clown the true principles on which The above burning words have been too 
they should be constructed; again in vain! recently given to the world for very much 
He was first thwarted, and then stopped, by effect to have been produced by them upon 
Lord Dalhousie and the military board of those whom they were designed to influence. 
India. Until the whole barrack system of India is

“ W hen ho returned to England, and while remedied, the best relief to the soldier is 
suffering under a mortal disease, even on the frequent change, and this can only be effected 
verge of death, he once more attempted to by the extension of the railway system. But, 
remedy the evils, and in his posthumous however improved the sites and accommoda- 
work, called Indian Misgovernment, sought tion of barracks, the climate of most portions 
to arouse public attention to the horrible of India renders it desirable for the health of 
system. the English soldier, that he should not be for

“ That he was not tame or measured in his any long time subjected to its influence. The 
denunciation of ‘ the frightfu l barrack abomi- railway system will enable the government to 
nation' will be understood from a few pas- remove invalids to the cooler districts, where 
sages taken from many in his Indian Mis- they may retire for short intervals to recruit 
government:— their exhausted strength.

“ ‘The barrack sacrifices soldiers’ lives and One of the chief deficiencies in the military 
happiness to a fallacious, dishonest economy. administration of India is the imperfect pro- 

“ ‘ I  charge the court of directors, the rnili- visions of martial Jaw. These are inadequate 
tary board of Calcutta, the government of to the good discipline of the army, and, in 
Bombay, with shameful negligence of the case of extensive revolt or popular insurrec- 
soldier’s safety; and with good warrant, tion, their inadequacy is still more striking, 
because they disregarded my representations During the revolt of 1857-8 Lord C anning, 
when a high position and great experience the governor-general, was much censured m 
gave a title to attention. England for not more promptly app ymg

“ ‘ The Colaba barracks and king’s barracks martial law to the disturbed districts, and or 
at Bombay have destroyed whole regiments, not relying more upon its power to suppress 
I  walked through the men’s sleeping rooms or prevent insurgency. T h ese  critiques were 
there—upon planks lend in water, covering answered by his excellency with muc 1 pom
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and justice, and in a maimer which displays unless taken in the actual commission of an 
more completely the defects of the military overt act.
system in this respect than would a lengthened “ Under these circumstances the govern- 
statement and minute analysis of the laws ment might have been much embarrassed 
bearing upon the subject. The governor- had Indian martial law alone been relied 
general’s defence, based upon the imperfection upon ; and seeing that the number of military 
of the system, was as follows :— officers at the disposal of the government was

“ But in truth measures of a far more in many parts of the country -wholly insuffi- 
stringent and effective character than the cient for the summary trial of mutineers and 
establishment of martial law were taken for rebels, the government of India took a course 
the suppression of mutiny and rebellion. much more effectual than the establishment of

“ Martial law, in the ordinary acceptation martial law. Having, first by Act No. V III. 
of the phrase, is no law at all, or, as it has of 1857, strengthened the hands of officers by 
been described, the will of the general. But giving them greater powers for the assem- 
martial law in India is proclaimed under bling of courts-martial, and by making the 
special regulations, applicable only to the proceedings of those courts more summary, 
regulation provinces in the three presidencies, the government adopted measures which 
whereby the government is empowered to should give them the services not only of 
suspend either wholly or partially the func- their own military and civil officers, but of 
tions of the ordinary criminal ^courts, to independent English gentlemen not connected 
establish unartial law, and also to direct the with the East India Company-—indigo planters 
immediate trial by courts-martial of all sub- and other persons of intelligence and in
jects who are taken—(1) in arms in open fluence.” 
hostility to the British government; or (2) in
the act of opposing by force of arms the M ARINE 1-OECE.
authority of the same ; or (3) in the actual The East India Company maintains an in
commission of any overt act of rebellion dependent navy, which is placed under the 
against the state ; or (4) in the act of openly direct control of the government of India, 
aiding and abetting the enemies of the British The force attached to the chief presidency is 
government. not so important as that connected with the

“ Neither the effect of martial law, nor the western presidency. The navy of Bengal is 
mode in which courts-martial are to be con- very limited, and is engaged in the eastern 
stituted under the regulation has ever been Archipelago and on the coasts of China. The 
defined. But it seems clear that courts- acting officers have no commissions, and 
martial cannot be composed of any but mili- neither officers nor men are subject to the 
tary officers, for there is nothing in the regu- mutiny act or the articles of war. The Bom- 
lation to show that courts-martial as therein bay navy is of considerable power, com- 
described can be otherwise constituted. prising fifty-three steam and sailing vessels,

“ Moreover, it should be borne in mind manned by 4286 European and native men. 
that in Bengal, beyond the limits of the The cadets must not be under sixteen nor 
jurisdiction of the supreme court, there was over eighteen years of age. The patron- 
no regulation which provided for the punish- age is in the hands of the directors. The 
ment of treason or rebellion, and that the Bombay navy has been chiefly employed 
Mohammedan law, which, in the absence of in the suppression of piracy in the Arabian 
express regulation, constitutes the criminal Sea, and the Persian Gulf. I t  has of late 
law of the country, does not provide any years been principally occupied in surveying 
specific punishment for such crimes. Regu- those waters, and several of the officers have 
lation X. of 1804 rendered a person guilty of greatly distinguished themselves by their 
treason or rebellion liable to the punishment attainments and performances in that depart - 
of death only in the event of his conviction ment. The government of India does not 
before a court-martial; and even a court- regulate this marine, although its power is 
martial under that regulation had no power placed at the disposal of the governor-general, 
to try for treason or rebellion unless the Correspondence is maintained by the navy 
offender was taken in arms in open hostility with the government of India with reference 
to the British government, or in the act of to repairs, provided the expense does not ex- 
opposing by force of arms the authority of ceed ten thousand rupees. In  all other respects, 
the same, or in the actual commission of an such as ship-building, docks, steam factories, 
overt act of rebellion. &c., the correspondence is with the directors.

“ The power of trial by court-martial did During former wars with China the Indian 
not extend to persons guilty of rebellion j navy was greatly distinguished.



C H A PTER  X V III
THE IMPORTANCE OP A KNOWLEDGE OP TH E LANGUAGES OP IN D IA  BY GOVERNMENT 

OFFICERS—COMMUNICATIONS BETW EEN ENGLAND AND INDIA.

T h e  experience of tlie past history of our em- thorough knowledge of the spoken dialects, 
pire in India and the East shows that the who were familiar with the ancient literature 
importance of this subject has been greatly and the various systems of religion of the
underrated. During the war with China, country, and who had studied the national
in 1857-8, the correspondents of the Lon- and religious prejudices of the natives in the
don press repeatedly testified that one of very sources from which they flowed. These
the greatest embarrassments consisted in the men—and we mention at random the names of 
small number of persons, civil or military, at Sir William Jones, Colebrooke, Macnaghten, 
Lord Elgin’s disposal, who were acquainted Wilson, Sleeman, Mill—were respected and 
with the language. Bat for the missionaries, trusted by the natives, and they formed a 
this deficiency would have proved a still kind of channel through which a knowledge 
greater difficulty both in the war of 1857, of the real state of the feeling of the country 
and in previous wars. During operations in with regard to any measure of importance 
Birmah in all our differences with that could be obtained. The presence of any one 
power ’the same impediment was felt; and of these men at Delhi or Lucknow would 
although officers like Major-general Have- have been worth a regiment—nay, many 
lock conversant with oriental tongues, were regiments. During the last twenty years, 
attached to all the expeditions, they could not however, the prosecution of oriental studies 
always be spared from their posts in moments has been systematically discouraged. A fond 
when either for military or civil purposes, hope was entertained that English would soon 
in some emergency, it was desirable to make become the general language of India, and 
their skill as linguists available. In  the an impression got abroad that the time given
transactions of peace no less than in those of to the study of Arabic and Sanscrit and Hm- 
war the same inconvenience has been felt; and dostanee was sheer waste. At how much a 
it is now generally admitted, that whatever knowledge of the languages of India was 
amendments are made in the government or valued may be seen by the regulations now 
administration of India, civil or military, more in force with regard to the examination of
attention must be paid on the part of the candidates for the Indian civil service. I  
company’s officers to the qualification of an the first examination a candidate may gai 
extensive and accurate knowledge of the 375 marks by Sanscrit and Arabic. He naay 
laimuao-es of our Eastern empire, and of con- gam as many marks by Italian. In  the_se 
tffinous’ countries according to the particular cond examination (whicli has simplj been 
official designation of these officers. In the dropped without any bill of indemnity being 
•n-rano-ements made by Mr. Macaulay for the asked for) a candidate may gam 200 marks 

? , • <• n .  civil service there by one of the vernacular languages. lie  may
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able kind, live in a state of chronic irritation mation on this class of subjects. Among the 
with the natives, which is extremely adverse many channels into which the public discus- 
both to the satisfactory transaction of busi- sion has flowed, is that of the value of San- 
ness and to the still more important object of scrit, as the great parent of the languages of 
giving to the people of the country a just India, compared with its derivations, which 
impression of the character and intentions of are better known among the people. Sir C. 
our nation.” E. Trevelyan has thus given his opinion upon

Long before the outbreak of the rebel- this part of the controversy:—“ Sanscrit is a 
lion in India a gentleman, pointing out the key to the colloquial languages of India, and, 
dangerous neglect of the study of oriental what is of much greater importance, to the 
languages, of Sanscrit in particular, wrote :— habits of thought, and the sources of the social, 
“ A crisis in the. social, moral, and religious political, and religious institutions of the peo- 
state of India may not be far distant, and it pie ; but this is only one part of the subject, 
will depend on the position which the Euro- The young men who have been selected for the 
peans scattered over that immense country civil service cannot be detained long in this 
may be able to take in controlling and di- country for the prosecution of professional 
recting that movement whether it is to lead studies; the elements of law have an equal 
to violent concussions or to a healthy rege- claim upon their attention with the elements 
neration. I t  is difficult to prove mathemati- of the native languages ; and the compact, 
cally how so small a matter as the study of symmetrical Sanscrit requires almost as close 
Sanscrit could have any bearing on the so- mental application as mathematics. The 
lution of such mighty problems : and those knowledge of that language which the young 
who look upon it as a kind of lightning-rod, men would acquire in the limited time allotted 
and point to the clouds rising on the poli- to them would, therefore, rarely enable them 
tical and social horizon of India, expose them- to master its derivatives and -command its 
selves to be treated as alarmists, who exag- literature; while by applying themselves in 
gerate the danger in order to raise the im- a direct manner to the vernacular languages 
portance of the remedy which they recom- (as young- people learn Italian or Spanish 
mend.” without previously studying Latin) they

A man need not have been in India to might, with the invaluable aid of an European 
see that in order to govern a people, and to teacher, get through the drudgery of first 
gain the confidence and goodwill of a con- principles, and prepare themselves to profit 
quered race, it is necessary to know their by the less systematic, but more idiomatic 
language. At a meeting held in Willis’s instruction of their moonsliee and pandit on 
Rooms, on the Missions of India, Sir William their arrival in India. The professorships 
Page Wood gave utterance to the same which ought to be first established in the new 
conviction: “ Much might be done by oriental college, acording to my view, are
bringing the English and native minds as Hindostanee and Bengalee for Northern, Tamil 
much as possible in contact. This was com- and Telinga for Southern, and Maharatti 
paratively easy, for the government might and Gujeratti for Western India, to which 
require that no native should take an office Chinese, Sanscrit, Arabic, Persian, and 
unless he could speak the English tongue, Turkish might afterwards be added, under 
and that no Englishman in turn should be such arrangements as the council of the col- 
placed in a position of authority unless he lege might consider desirable.” 
was well acquainted with the native lan- In connection with the necessity of know- 
guages. Great good must undoubtedly arise ing the languages of the country for general 
Irom such a regulation.’’  ̂ civil purposes, the question of the especial

In all ranks of the civil department below necessity of such qualifications for those who 
the highest, there are perpetually recurring officiate in courts of law is increasingly dis- 
occasions for an exact knowledge, not only cussed. Mr. Nassau Lees, Principal of the 
of the vernacular language in the district, Mohammedan College in Calcutta, gives the
but of that from which it is derived, and following account of an Indian court of law :__
some of those to which it is cognate. ' The “ While the junior civil servant should be 
attention of the public has been drawn to balancing in his mind the evidence of the 
this subject, and the proposal to establish witnesses, his whole attention is engrossed in 
a new oriental college has sprung out of this endeavouring to understand what is being 
awakened interest, and at the same time re- said. Few who have not seen it can realize 
acted upon it. The government also seems the idea of a Bengalee native court; the din, 
influenced by the general movement of the hubbub, the discordance of the many 
opinion, and evidence has been taken from voices, Bengalee, English, and Hindostanee, is 
many men of eminence and extensive infor- truly astounding. On the one side are heard



the gentle tones of a mild Hindoo, pouring in at present, to the discretion of a young man 
soft suppliaiice his griefs, with accompanying whether he will pass in the native languages 
promises, into the ear of some native amldh. or not. The power of understanding his 
On the other, the ear is assailed by the men and of rendering himself intelligible 
harshest language, often the most virulent should be considered an indispensable quali- 
abuse, bandied between two witnesses, or fication, and those who cannot or will not 
lookers on, apparently in the last stage of a acquire the necessary accomplishment should 
violent altercation; and to this is added the be removed from the service. The office of 
unnecessary vociferations of some dozen po- regimental interpreter and the practice of 
licemen, who rush, gesticulating violently, to interpreting at courts-martial should be 
the spot, to increase the confusion. But abolished. Every officer should^ be presumed 
above all rises the shrill cry of ‘ Mercy com- to understand the language of his soldiers.”
pany ! mercy 1 The slave is dead ! he is ^  0 p  COMMUNICATION WITH
dead , from some miserable wretch who has INDIA
been unjustly cast in the amount of some . ' .
thirty or forty rupees, to gratify the revenge- Facilities of communication between India 
ful feelino-s of a countryman on better terms and England are essential alike to the inte- 
than himself with the sri-rishtahdar, or na- rests of commerce and the government. The 
live head clerk, who not improbably will have British merchant desires to have a prompt 
disposed of his good offices for one half the and frequent transmission of information eon- 
sum in dispute. Meanwhile, behold the as- cerning the state of the markets, and such a 
sistant, the head of the petty court. Besieged rapid mode of conveyance between the two 
by witnesses, beset alike by plaintiffs, de- countries as will enable himself or his em- 
fendants and court officials all speaking at phySs to visit India on occasions of emer- 
once—addressed, perhaps, in three, if not in gency, or his agents there to come to Eng- 
four, native tongues—he sits confounded-be- land, when the transmission of intelligence is 
wildered. In  vain he essays to comprehend not sufficient for their mutual purposes, 
the cause of the uproar; of what is said The telegraph is of course the grandmode of 
around him he cannot understand a sentence, conveying intelligence by summary ; hut not- 
Fain would he explain or proclaim silence; withstanding the value of India to English 
he cannot speak a word. Oh, that an iambic commerce, and the exigencies of the govern- 
would still the storm, a quotation from Goethe ment no proper efforts have been made up to 
or Dante, an aphorism of Bacon’s, an expla- this date (May, 1858) to secuie telegiaphm 
nation of d’Alembert’s Principle, or the defi- lines from India to England. I t  has excited 
nition of a differential co-efficient! But, alas ! the astonishment of every government m 
such things here are of little practical use. Europe that England has neglected a matter 
The clamour increases. The distress of the so vital to her. The feeling of foreign 
assistant augments; until at last, his court governments and of British residents abioad 
in the highest disorder, and unable to right it, was indicated in April, 18o8, by the following 
he rushes in confusion from his seat, vowing letter to the 7 imes f i w  ^  ; " 0°t
never to return till he can understand some- correspondents I t  is of such vital mipoit- 
hin- at east of what is said to him, and say ance to England that electric communication

a few sentences intelligibly in some oriental should be established between some point m a lew sentences mteuigm y Europe and Alexandria, that I  must, at the
^ I m p o r ta n c e  of the languages of India risk of being considered an intolerable bore 

to military men is beyond calculation; the again return to the subject It_is a mattei ot 
safety of a garrison may depend upon this indifference whether the Austrians construct 
qualification on the part of its officers. A a submarine t e g  ^  Bag“ a ^  
U „ r y r n, who served io India,
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"iiawes^of Indkbefore being sent t h i t h e r t a t i v e s  of the nation ought to take up the 
?< \ f ter the cadets have been selected, they matter, and insist on hei majesty s govem- 
ought, all o f  them, to have ^  least one yem-’s - n a m i n g  to an imme^me 
professional instruction at a mihtai y ^  ° by JEngland towards the realization of the

them °the 'elements of the native languages, plan for T h e ^ J e o U v K l y
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encourage both Austria and Sardinia to con- adopted during the great revolt, when the 
struct an electric telegraph to Alexandria— government, with apparent reluctance, yielded 
deserves attention. As was said in my letter to the pressure of public opinion, and nego- 
of the 20th of February, Austria would be tiated with the Porte for permission to tra- 
content if the British government would verse the dominions of the Egyptian vice
pledge itself to send despatches to the amount royalty. A railroad has been at last com- 
of £10,000 per annum, and the assurance has pleted across the isthmus; and should an 
since been given me that, in fact, she requires electric telegraph cable be carried to India, 
little more from England than her ‘ moral both the speedy transmission of intelligence 
assistance.’ The last official communication and orders, and the quick transit of reinforce- 
made to the Austrian cabinet was, that Eng- ments and materiel of war can be easily 
land could not permit Austria to have tele- effected. Since the adoption of the overland 
graph stations either at Corfu or Zante. Are route to India, the improvement in Egypt 
the gentlemen in the Red-tape and Sealing- has been such as to impress profoundly the 
wax Office aware that an Austrian post-office people and government of that country with 
has been established at Corfu for a long series the advantages of closer connection with 
of years, and that a great part of the corre- England, and of becoming more imbued with 
spondence from the East passes through it ? the ideas and aspirations of English civiliza- 
‘ YVe so much require the telegraphic com- tion. Decaying cities have become regene- 
munication,’ say the Austrians, ‘ that we shall rated, a highway has appeared in the desert, 
not object to employ Englishmen as tele- the springs of industry and commerce have 
graphists in Corfu and Zante, if the British begun to act, and Egypt bids fair to become 
government should wish it. I'Ve are also the ally of England, and the partaker of her 
ready and willing to lay down the two links material prosperity as well as the promoter of 

from I  rieste to Oorfu and. Zante—in tlie lier renown, 
great electric chain, at our own expense and Both the English and foreign public are, 
risk. The authorities in the department of however, agitating other projects of great 
commerce have authorized me to state that if magnitude. One of these has for its champion 
the British government should persist in its M. de Lesseps, and is patronized by the 
resolution not to allows them to establish sta- French government. The public of France, 
tions in Corfu and Zante, they will permit and of a considerable portion of the continent 
any respectable English company, which is of Europe, also favour this scheme ; nor are 
w-illmg to construct the telegraph, to have an there wanting English merchants and capi- 
establishment at Trieste. The Turkish go- talists ready to engage in the undertakino- 
vernment is about to open a telegraphic com- M. Thouvenel, the representative of the 
mumcation with Greece,^ and that kingdom French emperor at the court of the sultan 
J[as alrea(?y anl>ounced its intention to lay made a formal application at the Porte for a 
down a wire to Zante aŝ  soon as that island firman permitting and encouraging the under- 
is brought into connection with Corfu and taking, which, in the spring of 1858. was 
Lrieste. I t  is worthy of mention that the definitively refused, the English Foreign-office 

director of the submarine telegraph office at having used all its influence against the appli- 
Jlalta is a German; the principal clerk is a cation of M. Thouvenel. The scheme of M. 
Dutchman, the second clerk ail Ionian, and de Lesseps is a ship canal across the Isthmus 
the fourth member of the establishment is of Suez, ninety miles in length.* According 
either a Frenchman or an Dalian.” to M. de Lesseps, this canal would answer

hoi the transmission of mails provision has the purposes of commerce and of travel and 
ieen recently made, ivinch are great improve- can be executed and maintained profitably t  
ments upon the past condition of affairs in A sort of congress of engineers from various 
this matter Weekly communication with countries was brought together on the spot 
India by post has been opened up through the and a report was drawn up in favour of the 
1 emnsula and Oriental Packet Company, via project, the elaboration and arrangement of 
Gibraltar, Malta, and Alexandria. which is indebted to the distinguished talents
1T Lhe. voyage round the Cape of Good of Charles Manby, Esq., of the London Insti-
S X ^ r  ingi,tranSP°r^ i njU1'eu thei lealt!1 tution of 0iYil Engineers, a man singularly ot the troops, who were seldom allowed such °
accommodation as even a proper consideration * jqew j w ,  nnrJ jx„ur„  r ., ea . ; , ,  i i i  i i „ 1' ew la c ! s  ana’ f ig u r e s  re la tive  to th e  Is th m u s  o f
Of then necessities would have conceded. Suez Canal. Edited by Ferdinand de Lesseps. With a 
I  his route is still used, but powerful steamers Reply to the E d in b u rg h  Revieio. By Barthelemy St. 
are employed, ■which greatly reduce the time Hilaire, Member of the Institute of France, 
expended in transport , carcem ent de  l  Is thm e de S uez— R a p p o rt e t P ro je t

The overland route by Suez was first i m .  Commission ^ te m a t io n a le .  Paris, Henry Plow,



well qualified for such an undertaking. Not- chairman of the Scinde Railway Company who 
withstanding this favourable report, British is the chief advocate of the enterprise, says that 
engineers of great experience and reputation the distance is eight hundred miles. ’ General 
have, however, declared the scheme imprac- Chesney, who knows the country better than 
ticable, and among them the great Stephen- any European (even than Mr. Andrews), 
son,* whose opinion weighs so much in Eng- states the distance from sea to sea to be six 
land. The British government has uniformly hundred and sixty miles. A French engineer, 
opposed this plan, but not with that frankness M. Jules Falkowski, whom Mr. Andrews 
and candour which became the importance of quotes as giving an opinion in favour of the 
the subject; for at first the government pleaded scheme, represents it as more than double the 
that, the scheme being impracticable, it was a distance named by General Chesney! Such 
duty to save English capitalists from a ruinous conflicting evidence on the part of persons so 
speculation, but, when closely pressed, the competent to pronounce an opinion baffles the 
chief minister, Lord Palmerston, in his place judgment of the historian. This scheme is 
in parliament, avowed that the opening of a designated the “ Euphrates Valley Railway.” 
ship canal across the Isthmus of Suez would The objections taken against it are the great 
give France, as a Mediterranean power, too length of the line, the cost of its execution, 
much influence in the East, and enable her, and the improbability of its ever proving a 
under certain contingencies, to thwart the line of traffic. These, however, are the ob- 
views of England, and possibly to endanger jections raised against every enterprise of a 
her hold upon her Indian empire. The Earl similar nature by those interested in opposing 
of Derby’s government, in 1858, opposed the it. The Turkish government favoured the 
scheme upon the same grounds as those urged plan, and guaranteed a dividend upon such 
by Lord Palmerston ; and it was alleged that capital as might be invested, but the financial 
the Emperor Napoleon II I .  admitted that condition of the Turkish government did not 
England v’as justified in receiving the scheme encourage capitalists to place sufficient confi- 
with national jealousy, although it would dence in its guarantee. That of the East 
appear that, if such-were his majesty's opinion, India Company was desired to insure a 
it did not interfere with his patronage of it, thorough reliance, and the Board of Control 
nor with the eagerness of his government to is said to have pressed the directors to extend 
accomplish it, or see it accomplished. The it. They, however, refused. The projectors 
determined refusal of the sultan to give his of the plan required other guarantees, which 
permission to make the canal extinguishes the practically amounted to the concession of a 
project for the present; and unless French monopoly to their line. This circumstance 
influence overpower that of England at Con- shook the faith of those willing to speculate, 
stantinople (at present not a probable event), as it implied that those who knew most of the 
the canalization of the Isthmus of Suez must circumstances under which the project would 
be abandoned by France, however much she be carried out, did not dare to hope for suc- 
may believe it subservient to her political in- cess arising simply from its own adaptation to 
terests. the ends proposed.*

The other scheme of communication with Meanwhile the scheme of the Suez Canal 
India is by a railway from Seleucia to is pursued with the uttermost zeal—a sort of 
Bussorah, from the Mediterranean to the passionate nationality seems to animate the 
Persian Gulf. The length of the line is so French public, f
differently estimated, that it is impossible to After all, it is likely that the completion of 
form an opinion unless well acquainted with the railway across the isthmus, and the pa- 
the country, and the engineering facilities tronage of it by the English and Egyptian 
and difficulties it presents. Mr. Andrews, the governments will decide this controversy, as

well as bring India nearer to England.
* In Nolan’s continuation of Hmne and Smollett’s

H istory  o f  E n g la n d , written by the author of this work, * M em oirs on th e  E u p h ra tes  V alley R o u te  to Ind ia . 
and now publishing by James S. Virtue, City Road, By W. K. Andrews, B.R.G.S.
London, the opinion of this eminent engineer, and his f  L ’ls lh m e  d e  Suez— J o u rn a l de l ’ Union des D eu x  
grounds for it, will be fully shown. .Hers. Paris.



CHAPTER XIX.
THE COMMERCE OF I N D I A A N C I E N T  INTERCOURSE BETW EEN IN D IA  AND THE WEST.

A l t h o u g h  the natural productions of the vast with fictions, and so modelled as to gratify 
regions of our Eastern empire were detailed the national pride and adorn the popular 
when, in foregoing chapters, these countries religion.”
were described, and the adaptation of those Eljdiinstone, in his preliminary observations 
productions to the purposes of trade, and the to his History o f India, states:—“ As the 
character of the local transactions of this rudest nations are seldom destitute of some 
nature, were sketched, it remains yet to take account of the transactions of their ancestors, 
a general view of the commerce of our Indian it is a natural subject of surprise that the 
empire. Certainly no topic can be more im- Hindoos should have attained to a high pitch 
portant to a great commercial nation than its of civilization without any work that at all 
relations in this respect to the richest of its approaches to the character of a history, 
dependencies. In the prospectus of our work The fragments which remain of the records 
the purpose was expressed of giving to this of their transactions are so mixed with fable, 
subject especial attention; and had it not and so distorted by a fictitious and extrava- 
formed so essential a j)art originally of the gant system of chronology, as to render it 
plan of these volumes, yet its exceeding im- hopeless to deduce from them any continued 
portance, as well as the interest attached to thread of authentic narrative.” 
it, would demand a careful notice. The only history of any part of India he

In treating of the productions, religions, recognises is one of Cashmere, which, in his 
and literature of India, well authenticated opinion, scarcely forms an exception. Sir 
resources supplied comprehensive and satis- John Stoddart (Introduction to the Study o f  
factory details. For the elucidation of its Universal History) confirms this statement : 
early intercourse with the West there exist — “ Their (the Hindoos) writings are innu- 
no such materials. India shares the common merable; but, alas ! there is among them of 
fate of nations, the illustrious as well as the works at all deserving the title historical, a 
obscure. Which of its many races first occu- perfect blank.”
pied it, and what master minds initiated its These statements, it would appear from 
social systems, the gradual development of its other authorities, are but partially to be relied 
singular institutions, the first glimmerings of upon. Of published historical works India 
its far remote civilization, are mythic subjects can lay claim to none, but the dearth of his- 
of bewildering speculation. The extravagant torical records is positively denied by Colonel 
claims to an existence extending over thou- Tod, who has given to the public a History 
sands of years beyond the era of creation, of the Rajpoots, compiled from Indian manu- 
with the kindred absurdities of the Chinese, scripts, which he found in the libraries of 
Babylonian, and Phoenician chronology, are Indian princes; and he asserts that in these 
now fully exposed by the reflected light of repositories many more works exist which 
modern scientific discoveries. would reward the researches of the learned;

The fables that commingle with the trans- and that “ the works of the native bards 
actions of an infant people have their value; afford many valuable data in facts, incidents, 
and those writers who fastidiously reject religious opinions, and traits of manners.” 
them from the domain of history, inflict In  the heroic history of Perthi-raf, by Chunil, 
upon it an irreparable injury. Many phases he adds;—“ There'occur many geographical 
in the political life of a nation would, without as well as historical details in the description 
a knowledge of them, be totally incomprehen- of his sovereign’s wars, of which the bard was 
sible. They illustrate the origin, manners, an eye-witness, having been his friend, bis 
habits, religion, and history of a people whose herald, and his ambassador, and finally dis- 
early transactions possess no medium of trans- charged the melancholy office of accessory to 
mission but the traditional. W hat Heeren his death, that he might save him from "dis- 
rcinarks of Grec ian history is of general appli- honour.” The controversial records of the 
cation;—“ Though it emanated from tradi- Jains are also repertories of rich historical 
lion, and supplied the bards with subjects of stores; and with these the colonel classes the 
song for several centuries, it does not follow records, works of mixed historical and geo- 
hence that early Grecian history was an in- graphical character, rasahs, or poetical legends 
vention because it was poetical. The subjects of princes which are common, local paranas, 
of history, as presented by Grecian tradition religious comments and traditionary couplets, 
and sung by the bards, were only interwoven with authorities of less dubious character—



namely, inscriptions cut on rocks, coins, cop- can only be satisfactorily explored in India 
per-plate grants, containing chapters of im- itself, which Heeren reiterates, shall become 
munities, and expressing many singular fea- obsolete.
tures of civil government—constitute no des- To whatever extent, and however valuable,
picable materials for the historian. The may be the materials for the history of ancient 
colonel concludes that the ancient records of India which exist in native archives, the his- 
the Hindoos are more complete than the early torian of that interesting- empire would at 
annals of the European states. present in vain seek aid in that quarter.- The

The philological labours of the German earliest ray of light that flickers on its visible 
school,—Grimms, Bopp, Zeus, and several existence, is shed by the sacred text, and the 
other eminent Teutonic scholars,—aided by knowledge to be there gleaned is very limited 
the Irish, French, and a few noteworthy —indeed, merely -conjectural. The river 
Britons, prosecutors of Celtic researches, have Euphrates, and the territories immediately to 
supplied abundant undeniable proofs of the the east of its banks, were, to the comprehen- 
close affinities which subsist between the sion of the Jews, “ the ends of the earth.” * 
Sanscrit, the sacred language of the Hindoos, The extensive caravan routes, to which the 
and the languages of ancient Greece and books of the Old Testament directly refer, 
Rome, as well as those of the Celtic, Teu- pursued at an early period for the convey- 
tonic, and Sclavonic nations. These men ance, from the East to the kingdoms of the 
have succeeded in placing the history of West, of the rich manufactures of that opu- 
mankind in a more intelligible point of view, lent region seem to have been formed for the 
and possibly the study of Indian literature exportation of Indian produce. There are 
will enable us to evolve from its drapery of strong grounds for concluding, as Dr. Vincent 
fiction the truths contained in the rasahs and has observed, that the embroidered work and 
paranas, to trace the remote history of the chests of rich apparel mentioned in the 
India, and to reflect an ethnological as well twenty-seventh chapter of Ezekiel, — pro
as a philological light on the relations the nounced by Michaelis the most ancient monu- 
vavieties of the human family bear to one ment of mercantile history,—as brought from 
another, and supply an additional and power- Haran, Canneh, and other towns on the Eu- 
ful argument for connecting the origin of its phrates, were not manufactured on the confines 
inhabitants with that of the other parts of the of that stream, but in all probability imported 
globe. from the more distant countries of Eastern

Both Brahmins and Buddhists have nume- Asia; and that the supplies, of which “precious 
rous books. The Brahminical are extremely cloths ” constituted the staple, conveyed across 
voluminous, and all written in the Sanscrit, Arabia by way of Dedan and Idumea, were 
which, from time immemorial, has ceased to likewise a branch of Indian commerce. The 
be a spoken language. The prevalent opinion ingenious author of the Ruins o f Palmyra, 
is that it was never fully known in India, on the sixteenth verse of the chapter just re
except to the sacerdotal caste, and the alpha- ferred to,— “ Syria was thy merchant by rea- 
betic character in which it was written differed son of the multitude of the wares ot thy 
from all other alphabets. So rigidly did the making; they occupied in the fairs with 
Brahmins conceal their sacred books, that emeralds, purple, and broidered  ̂work, and 
their existence was not known to European fine linen, and coral, and agate,”—supposes 
scholars till recently. C obHu s  Rhodiginus, that it was the East Indian trade which so 
the teacher of the celebrated Scaliger, the enriched that city, and he imagines that this 
contemporary of Henry V III., asserts that was at least as ancient as the time of Solomon, 
letters were entirely unknown to the Indians. Tyre, therefore, it is suggested, mighty have 
The sacred books are no longer sealed books ; had these commodities conveyed to it in the 
they abound in libraries, public and private, time of the prophet Ezekiel through Palmyra, 
and several have been translated into English, and Syria might have been its merchant for 
and other modern languages, and many pub- them. To the monopoly of this trade there are 
fished. In  all probability, the day is not far many considerations for attributing the power, 
distant when the anticipations of that great unrivalled in extent, wealth, and degree,
oriental linguist, Professor Wilson, will be which Tyre early acquired, and which made the 
realized, and the texts of the Vedas them- “ merchants of Tyre princes, and her trat- 
selves despite the exclusive care with which fickers the honourable of the earth, j  
they have been guarded from any but Brah- herself “ the mart of nations. £ . ,
m S « .‘  p e r» s a lf» d  the d ifficile*  in the T ie  p .m im it, of th .t  gre .
way of interpretation, will be read with as the earth, Tyre, “ whose antiquity, the pio 
much certainty as any other Sanscrit compo- * Heeren’s Historical Researches.
sition, and the adage, that Hindoo antiquities f Isaiah xxiii. 8 + iblg *xul-
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phet Isaiah, informs us, “ is of ancient days,” * with the utmost certainty by a late learned 
for a lengthened period gave no impulse to traveller, who, by liis knowledge of the mon- 
the national enterprise of the Jew's, nor af- soons in the Arabian Gulf, and his attention 
fected that isolation which the characteristics to the ancient mode of navigation, both in that 
of its policy had imposed. In  the reigns of sea and along the African coast, has not only 
David and his soil Solomon, tempted by the accounted for the extraordinary length of time 
extraordinary prosperity of their neighbours, which the fleets of Solomon took in going 
and encouraged, probably, by the friendship and returning, but has shown, from circum- 
of King Hiram, and the recent acquisition by stances mentioned concerning the voyage, 
David of a tract of Edom, j- and the ports that it was not made to any place in India.* 
Eloth and Eziongeber on the Red Sea, they The Jews, then, we may conclude, have no 
equipped a fleet, which, under the pilotage of title to be reckoned among the nations which 
the Phoenicians, reached Tarshish and Ophir. carried on intercourse with India by sea ; and 
The situation of these ports has been at ail if, from deference to the statements of some 
times a puzzle to the biblical commentators, respectable authors, their claims were to be 
and to writers on geography. Dean Prideaux, admitted, we know with certainty that the 
and many other respectable authorities, agree commercial effort, which they made in the 
that the trade carried on under Solomon, is the reign of Solomon, was merely a transient 
same as that which is now in the hands of one, and that they quickly returned to 
our East Indian merchants. Some suppose their former seclusion from the rest of man- 
Ophir to be the Island of Ceylon. This sup- kind.” f  The name has very recently been 
position is thus far confirmed, that an ancient traced to a city in Oman. Xot fewer than 
author, Eupolemus, states Ophir to be an sixteen countries have been claimed as sites 
island. On the other hand, the authors of for Ophir. Of all these conjectures, that 
the Universal History deem it the most pro- which seems most founded on probability, 
bable conjecture that Ophir was in one of and is corroborated by the authority of 
those remote rich countries of India beyond the Bible Cyclopaedia, \  is that of Dr. Huet, 
the Ganges, and perhaps as far as China or Bishop of Avranches, who is of opinion that 
Japan, which last still abounds with the finest it was on the eastern coast of Africa, and 
gold, and with several other commodities, in termed by the Arabians Zanguebar; that the 
which Solomon’s fleet dealt. A  claim in name Ophir was more particularly given to 
favour of Sumatra has been made by Mr. the small country of Sofala on the same coast; 
Macdonald, who says, “ I t  is more than pro- that Solomon’s fleet went out from the Red 
bable that Sumatra must have been the Ophir Sea, and, doubling Cape Guardafui, coasted 
of Solomon’s time. This conjecture receives along Africa to Sofala, where was found in 
no small force from the word ophir being abundance whatever was brought to the 
really a Malay noun of a compound sense, Hebrew monarch by this voyage. After all 
signifying a mountain containing gold. The this laboured and learned speculation, the 
natives have no oral or written tradition on precise situation of Ophir, it is to be appre- 
the subject, except that the island has in former hended, must ever remain a mere conjecture, 
times afforded gold for exportation; whether The admirable location of the Mediter- 
to the eastward or westward remains an an- ranean Sea, watering countries the most fer- 
certainty.” £ Dr. Robertson, in reply to these tile, the theatres of the earliest civilization 
and similar pretensions, asserts that “ they stretching far inward, and all but land-bound, 
(Tarshish and Ophir) were early supposed to with a comparatively small outlet to the 
be situated in some part of India, and the ocean, it was natural that those who dwelt 
Jews were held to be one of the nations which upon its shores should be the first to hazard 
traded with that country. But the opinion the perils of the deep, to master the navi- 
more general adopted is, that Solomon's fleets, gation of their own waters, and ultimately 
after passing the Straits of Babelmandel, held command the commerce of three continents, 
their course along the south-west coast of Africa Noting in their night adventures the star-lit 
as far as the kingdom of Sofala—a country cele - paths, which steered them clear of shoals, 
brated for its rich mines of gold and silver, hidden rocks, and precipitous banks, they 
from which it has been denominated the golden became as familiar with the heavenly orbs, as 
Sofala, by oriental writers, and abounding in all did the Chaldean shepherds, and thus nursed 
the other articles which composed the cargoes the kindred sciences, astronomy and naviga- 
of the Jewish ships. This opinion, which the tion, cultivating them to the highest state of 
accurate researches of M. d’Anville render
highly probable, seems now to be established ? ®r,lce’s Tr?ve}Ts m ” • c5laP-iv-

I ±iobeYisonsllistoncalDisqui$itionconcerningJ.ji- 
•* Isaiah xxni. 7- _ f  2 Samuel viii. 14. dent India.

t  -Asiatic Journal. + Vol. ii. p. 967, article Ophir.



perfection possible, without the aid of modern was invented in the period between the age 
instruments, preparing for those astounding of Herodotus and that of Diodorus Siculus, 
discoveries of later times, the noblest achieve- from whom we receive a particular detail of 
ments of the human intellect. the Indian expedition of Sesostris. His ac-

On the southern shores of that sea-—washed count rests entirely upon the authority of the 
on the east by the Red Sea, and connected Egyptian priests; and Diodorus himself not 
with Asia by the narrow neck of land called only gives it as his general opinion ‘ that 
the Isthmus of Suez, confined on each side many things which they related flowed rather 
by vast regions of barren sand, scarcely in- from a desire to promote the honour of their 
habited or habitable, and doomed to perpetual country than from attention to truth,’ but takes 
sterility and desolation.—flourished Egypt, particular notice that the Egyptian priests, 
“ the land of marvels,” blessed with a luxu- as well as the Greek writers, differ widely 
riant soil and a mild climate, producing the from each other in the accounts which they 
necessaries and comforts oflife in such profusion, give of the actions of Sesostris.-—3. Though 
that several modern as well as ancient historians Diodorus asserts that, in relating the histoiy 
have hazarded the hold assertion, that its in- of Sesostris, he had studied to select what 
habitants were independent of the productions appeared to him most probable, and most 
of other countries, and, in fact, that among them agreeable to the monuments of that monarch 
it became a maxim of policy to repudiate all in- still remaining in Egypt, he has admitted into 
tercourse with foreigners, to hold all seafaring his narrative many marvellous circumstances 
men in abhorrence, and to exclude all strangers which render the whole extremely suspicious, 
from their ports. These statements are en- He then proceeds to quote some of these sus- 
dorsed by the historian Dr. Robertson, and he picious circumstances, in corroboration ol his 
draws from them another conclusion—that author s veracity.
the alleged conquests of the Egyptian monarch The authority of such a man as the emi-
Sesostris were inventions of the Egyptian nent historian of Charles V. and of Amenca, 
priests, and from that source obtained by will always be deservedly held m great re- 
Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus. The doctor spect m the republic of letters, and if lie 
thus states his case Credulity and seep- thought the subject of such gravity as to 
ticism are two opposite extremes into which challenge his investigation, a further piose- 
men are apt to run in examining the events cution of that inquiry may be toleiated. 
which are said to have happened in the earlier Indeed, the question is one of sufficient his- 
ao-es of antiquity. W ithout incurring any torical importance, for its affirmative solution 
suspicion of a propensity to the latter of will establish the earliest direct documentary 
these I  may be allowed to entertain doubts evidence of the exercise of W estern domma- 
concerning the expedition of Sesostris into tion in India, and identify a point of view 
India and his congest of that co u n try .- l. from which the foreign relations, military as 
Few facts in ancient history seem to be better well^as commercial, ol ancien gyp may 
PRtnKliqlipfl than that o f the earhj aversion o f considered. .

* a seafaring life. Even the Then, as to the first objection. Had lie
powerof despotism cannot f t  once change the Egyptians such an aversion f® seafaring 1̂  e

S E S S S S  Hi
That Sesostris, in the course of a few years, contem poraneous possessed k ^gly^p 
ulinnld h a v e  so entirely overcome the preju- extending horn the leij, ’

people, . .  to i  271? &
to fit out four hundred ships of force in the Grca t , Ec  230. ± h - n ^  Rami. 
Arabian Gulf, besides another fleet which he been found S in hieratic d ia 
lled in the Mediterranean, appears to be ex- seum of E T̂ rin papYrus.+ What-
tremely improbable. Armaments o suc lac ers may ]iave existed amongst
magnitude would require the utmos e 01 s ^ E g y p t ia n s  to the cultivation of commer- 
of a great and long-established powe . *J; +heY certainly did not prevail
is remarkable that Herodotus, who inquired The first men-
with the most persevering diligence m in" holy writ of Egypt is in connexion

S ‘? o S  a -  ,  a .
Memphis, Heliopolis, and Thebes, could com- * Robertson’s Researches, p. 5. 
m n n ic a te  although he relates the history ol . jjepsius, Denkmdler. , ..
Sesostris at some length, does not mention his j  Commerce and Navigation o f  ie
conquest of India. That tale, it is probable, P. 262.



products of India :—“ And, behold, a company render all the advantages derivable from 
of Ishmaelites came from Gilead with tlieir naval enterprise ? On the tomb of Elethyas, 
camels bearing spicery, and balm, and myrrh, in the reign of Aahmes, the Amos or Amosis 
going to carry it down to Egypt.” * Here, of Manetho, n. c. 1525, is a long inscription 
upon opening the oldest history in the world, of one Aahmes, chief of the mariners, who 
at a period 1729 years n. c., we find, as Dr. served several of the early kings of the eigh- 
Vincent remarks, the Ishmaelites conducting teenth dynasty. The inscription mentions a 
a caravan loaded with spices of India, the war at sea or on the river, and particularizes 
balsam and myrrh of Hadramant, and in the the famous shepherd city Avaris, and relates 
regular course of their traffic proceeding to that the king made in his sixth year an ex- 
Egypt for a market; and notwithstanding pedition by water to Ethiopia, to impose 
the antiquity of the transaction, it has all the tribute.* The immediate successors of the 
genuine features of a caravan crossing the last-named monarch were as potent at least as 
desert at the present hour. Hence the infer- he. The representations in the chambers of 
ence is obvious, that Egypt then had become the great temple of Amen-ra-el-Karnak, at 
what it is always recorded to have been—the Thebes, show that Amenoph 1. was success- 
centre of a most extensive commerce by land, ful in war against the Ethiopians, as well as 
and, through the agency of the camel, the against Asiatics. In the next reign the arms 
“ ship) of the desert,” as the Arab emphati- of Egypt -were carried into Mesopotamia, and 
cally calls him. On some of the oldest into Ethiopia also.f Tothmes II I .  pene- 
monuments of Egypt are groups of foreigners, trated as far as Nineveh ; and Amenoph, the 
proving the then existing intercourse. On third in descent from him, has left a distinct 
the rock inscriptions of Wadee-el-Magarah, record of the extent of his dominions,—that 
in the peninsula of Sinai, Num-Shufu, or they had Neherena—Mesopotamia—for their 
Sapliis the first, is represented slaying a northern, and Keluee or Kelue—probably 
foreigner. This monarch is the Cheops to Coloe—as their southern boundary.! That 
whom Herodotus ascribes the building of the Syria, east of Europe, owned his sway, 
great pyramid, he ruled over 2300 years and a very great part of Ethiopia, is proved 
before the Christian era. I t  is in his reign by monumental inscriptions : Eusebius, Ma- 
we find the first reliable contemporary monu- netho, and Syncellus (in his Catalogue of 
ments of which the dates are satisfactorily Egyptian kings), state that “ the Ethiopians, 
ascertained. The probability is that the migrating from the river Indus, came and 
earliest is the northern pyramid of Aboo- dwelt near Egypt.” The sculptures of a rock 
Seer. These monuments are exceedingly temple at Silsilis—Gebel-es-Silseleh—corn- 
numerous, and, thanks to the persevering memorate a successful expedition against the 
ingenuity of our contemporaries, who have negroes.§ The reign of Rameses II., b .c. 
supplied a key to the reading of the hiero- 1200, was also signalized by foreign wars, 
glyphic inscriptions, afford us far better furnishing an illustrious proof of the naval 
knowledge of the state of Egypt in those prowess of ancient Egypt. The most dis- 
remote times, than is supplied by the scanty tinguished of these was, perhaps, that which 
fragments of Manetho, Herodotus, and Dio- he swayed against “ the Kairetana of the Sea,” 
dorus Siculus. A tablet, which may be and “ the Tokaree,” probably the Cretans 
pronounced the most interesting of the and Carians, who, anterior to the Homeric 
®gyptian monuments, was discovered at period, are reported to have been great mari- 
Waldee Halfeh, in Nubia, near the second time powers, a fact strangely confirmed, and 
cataract, recording the triumph of Seser- their decadence accounted for, by this chapter 
tesen I. over foreign tribes, probably Ethio- of Egyptian story. Over these combined 
pians. The Egyptians must at this early fleets he achieved a signal victory. This 
period (b. o. 2080) have extended their rule sea fight forms the subject of one of the most 
far into Nubia. Sesertesen, it is reasonable remarkable battle scenes which adorn the 
to suppose, is identical with the Sesostris of great temple of Medeenat Haboo. || 
the Greeks. At or about this last-mentioned There is no fact of remote antiquity better 
date Egypt became the prey of invaders, and substantiated than that Egypt, by her many 
the fifteenth dynasty was established. The victories by land and sea, had subjected 
Egyptians call them shepherds (Perm or several maritime peoples on the Mediterranean, 
Phoenicians). For several centuries—Afri-
canus states 953 years—and through three * Champollion, Lettres, pp. 197, 198; and De Konge, 
dvnasties, the shepherd kings ruled Egypt. Tomleau d’Aahmes.
Is it probable that the Phoenicians would 1 Venfoniiler
abstain from commercial pursuits, and sur- |  Ibid XL1V 

* Genesis xxxvii. 25. ]| Ibid., No. cxxxi.



and that all the countries lying on its eastern specimens of Greek pottery are formed on 
confines were reduced to obedience, or com- Egyptian models, and rich in Egyptian de- 
pelled to pay tribute to the Pharaohs. signs—that ancient sages of Athens, Sparta,

Psammeticus, who possessed the throne and other Hellenic localities sojourned in 
b .c . 664, was on the most friendly terms with Egypt,—in the light of recent historical dis- 
thc Phoenicians and Greeks, and, in addition, coveries, cease to be looked upon as the 
encouraged them to trade with his subjects, dreams of early romancers. Were the an- 
His son, Pharaoh Neko, who succeeded him cient Egyptians strangers to the sea, how 
b . c . 610, and who, at Megiddo, defeated and possibly could they have colonized Greece? 
slew Josiali, the King of Judah, although There are several instances of later date 
engaged in wars of great magnitude, did not which might be adduced in proof of the in
neglect the commercial interests of his coun- ference advocated, but enough has been said 
try. He either commenced the construction to show,—however jealous the Egyptians may 
of a canal from the Nile to the Eed Sea, or occasionally have been of strangers,—from the 
attempted to remove the obstructions to navi- earliest times, long anterior to the Ptolemies— 
gation in one previously cut. He also main- to whom the rise of their naval power has 
tained a fleet in the Mediterranean and in been attributed — they cultivated foreign 
the Red Sea, and to him, as Herodotus re- traffic, admitted strangers to the interior, 
lates, is to be attributed the circumnavigation waged distant wars, and maintained large 
of Africa. Amases, the contemporary of naval armaments.
Cyrus the Great and Croesus, b . c . 571, was The silence of Herodotus as to the con- 
enabled, by lii3 powerful fleet, to subjugate quest of India by Sesostris, on which Robert - 
Cyprus, and make it tributary. son so much relies, is not presumptive evi-

The old traditions concerning the rela- dence of the falsity of the statement of 
tions which existed between the Egyptians, Diodorus Siculus and others; nor does it 
Phoenicians, and Greeks, for a period of two follow, from the statement of Herodotus, that 
thousand years, attributed to the inordinate “ he had inquired with the most persevering- 
vanity and reckless assumption of the histo- diligence into the ancient history of Egypt, 
rians of the last-mentioned people, and classed and had received all the information concern- 
with their myths, are verified by the contem- ing it which the priests of Memphis, Helio- 
porary memorials, preserved by the granite polis, and Thebes, could communicate.” 
tablets lately made legible, amid the ruin of W hat the Greek historian mentions by no 
dynasties, and the alternations of greatness means confirms the general and positive de- 
and degradation. That the Egyptians had, ductions drawn from it. Here follows the 
centuries anterior to the Trojan war, es- passage from which this quotation is made : 
tablislied colonies, rests on stronger grounds •—“ This relation,” referring to an absurd 
than assertion ; and from this, and similar tale which he justly ridicules, “ I  had from 
instances elucidated by the labours of Bel- the priests of Vulcan at Memphis.  ̂ But the 
zoni, Champollion, Young, Wilkinson, and Greeks tell many other foolish things, &c. 
Layard, historians may learn that the tra- I  heard other things also at Memphis in con
ditions of a people, however obscure they versation with the priests of Vulcan, and on 
may be rendered by poetical embellishments, this very account I  went also to Thebes, and 
are not to be rejected as entirely unworthy of to Heliopolis, in order to ascertain whether 
consideration. A preserved tradition, like a they would agree with the accounts given at 
preserved fossil fragment of an extinct animal, Memphis ; for the Heliopolitans are esteemed 
may, after the accumulation of a body of the most learned in history of all the Egyp- 
facts, lead the comparative historian, as well as tians.” The narration which he gives of the 
the comparative anatomist, to the construction expedition of Sesostris, seems to imply that 
of a whole,—the verity of which may be fully the priests recorded the conquests of_ India 
established by the subsequent discovery of a among his exploits. “ The priests said that 
scientific explorer, or by some luckv accident, he [Sesostris] was the first who, setting out 

The settlement of Egyptian and Phoenician in ships of war from the Arabian Kult, 
colonies in Greece may be now recognized as subdued these nations that dwell by the Red 
established facts. The period of these emi- Sea, until, sailing onwards he arrived at a 
grations extended from the middle of the sea which was not navigable on account ot 
nineteenth to the close of the seventeenth the shoals; and afterwards when he came 
century before Christ, during the sway of the back to Egypt, according to the reports. ot 
shepherd kings—Phoenicians. That Cadmus, the priests he assembled a large a m  
a Phoenician, introduced letters into illiterate marched through the continent subduing
Greece—that Hellenic art presents evident every nation that he fell m w th  a d J
traces of Egyptian influence—that the earliest ever he met with any who veie  va



who were very ardent in defence of their and devoted, willing to serve, and prepared 
liberty, he erected columns in their terri- to command. His first expedition, it is re- 
tories, with inscriptions, declaring his own lated, was in command of an army sent by his 
name and country, and how he had conquered father for the conquest of Arabia. He suc- 
them by his power ; but when he subdued ceeded, and subjected to the Egyptian yoke 
any cities without fighting, and easily, he the fierce warriors of the desert, who never 
made inscriptions on the columns in the same before owned a master. In this campaign he 
way as among the nations that had proved was accompanied by his youthful playmates, 
themselves valiant. Thus doing he traversed On his return, he was dispatched against the 
the continent, until, having crossed from Asia Lybians, whose territories lay on the western 
into Europe, to these (the Scythians and Thra- frontiers of Egypt. Though yet only a strip- 
cians) the Egyptian army appears to me to ling, he subjugated the greatest part of that 
have reached and no farther, for in their country. Coming to the crown on the de- 
country the columns appear to have been mise of his father, and encouraged by his 
erected, but nowhere beyond them.” * The successes on the east as well as the west, his 
mention of the latter fact appears to be a justi- ambition was fired with the proud hope of 
fication for his scepticism as to the more ex- conquering the world. As the basis of his 
tended conquests claimed for Sesostris. Fur- success, he first devoted his attention to in- 
ther on he states, “ This king then was the only spire his people with feelings of love and 
Egyptian who ruled over Ethiopia”'—a generic admiration, and adopted means which, when 
term, from Homer downwards, for all the employed by a youthful sovereign, never fail 
swarthy nations of the East. Among the of realizing such results. He secured the 
writers of Greece and Rome there is not a allegiance of his subjects in his absence, and 
more painstaking historian than Diodorus bound the soldieiy firmly to his interests. 
Siculus : and though he wanted the higher The army he is said to have raised was corn- 
qualities of an historian, his materials were mensurate with the magnitude of the under- 
selected with skill and assiduity; nor was he taking. I t  amounted to six hundred thou- 
reckless as to the narratives which he ex- sand foot, twenty-four thousand horse, and 
tracted from the-Egyptian records ; he intro- twenty-seven thousand chariots of war ; and 
duces his account of Sesostris in these words : to the respective commands he appointed 
—“ But not only the Greek writers differ those who had been educated with him, to 
among themselves about this king, but like- the number of seventeen hundred. The mar- 
wise the Egyptian priests and poets relate shaled hosts which Sardanapalus, Darius, 
various and conflicting stories of him ; our Xerxes, and other ancient conquerors, brought 
best efforts shall be directed to select what is into the field, reconcile to us the probability of 
truth-lilce, and conformable with the monu- this large force. Before Sesostris directed his 
ments still existing in Egypt.” -j- course eastward, he marched against the

The scepticism with which the achieve- Southern Ethiopians, whom he chastised.
■ ments of the great Egyptian conqueror, as After that he dispatched a fleet of four 
well as his identity, have been treated, and, hundred ships of war to the Red Sea, and 
in addition, the fact that he is the first of the subdued all the islands in it, and the maritime 
conquerors of India of whom the Western nations which extended from it as far as 
traditions and historical monuments make India. A t the head of his land army he 
mention, justify the space devoted to him, conquered all the nations of Asia—not alone 
though this identification of the man, and his those which Alexander the Great subse- 
relations with the East, do not furnish authen- quently reduced, but likewise those on which 
tic materials for a page of Indian history. he never set foot, “ for he crossed the Ganges, 

The early education which it is reported and penetrated the whole of India, even to 
Sesostris received, somewhat similar to the the ocean.” * Nine years, the historians 
training which Xenophon relates was adopted state, were spent in this expedition, 
in the education of Cyrus, developed fully his M7hatever degree of credibility may be 
mental and physical powers; and a large attachable to this narrative, it deserves a 
body of young men—his coevals, in fact, born place in the history of ancient India. Many 
on the same day—were bred up with him, of the most questionable statements of 
and subjected to the same discipline. Daily the ancient historians have been nnex- 
converse and association strengthen mutual pectedly verified by the results of modem 
attachment, and the Egyptian prince was research. There is one illustration corrobo- 
thus surrounded by a body-guard, active, brave, rative of this, which may be pertinently in -

Herodotus, b. I I .  chaps, cii., ciii. See Cary s Trans- * Kat yap t o v  T a v y y i ]  T ro r a p .b v  Pn/3r/, kcci r i ) v  
lation, Bohn s Classical Library. ’IvB iic r /v  t i r i ] \ 6 e  tt a r r a y echo- Q k e c iv o v .— D iodorus Si-
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troduced here, which occurs in Herodotus’s in the sand. Besides, who knows not that 
description of India, apparently the most the adjacent country, Thibet, abounds in gold 
puerile and ludicrously imaginative of what sand? Nor can we he surprised if, at the 
were for centuries designated the fables of the present day, the rivers in question should be 
“ lying Greeks:”—“ There are other Indians less abundant than formerly in that metal, as 
living near the city of Caspatyras and the must always be the case, when it is not ob- 
country of Pactyica [the city and territory of tained by the process of mining, but washed 
Cabul], situated to the north of the rest of down by a stream. As late, however, as the 
the Indian nations, resembling the Bactrians, last century gold sand was imported from 
their neighbours, in their manner of life, this country by the caravans travelling to 
These are the most warlike of all the Indians, Siberia ; and under Peter the Great this gave 
and the people who go to procure the gold; occasion to abortive attempts to discover the 
for the neighbourhood of this nation is a supposed El Dorados, which were not with- 
sandy desert, in which are ants, less in size out some beautiful results for the service of 
than dogs, but larger than foxes, specimens geography, though utterly unprofitable for 
of which are to be seen in the palace of the the purposes of finance. That these were not 
King of Persia, having been brought from ants, but a larger species of animal, having a 
that country. These creatures make them- skin, is apparent not only from the account of 
selves habitations under ground, throwing up Herodotus, but from that of Megasthenes, in 
the sand like the ants in Greece, which they Arrian {India, O.P., p. 179), who saw their 
nearly resemble in appearance. The sand, skins, which he describes as being larger 
however, consists of gold-dust. To procure than those of foxes. The Count von Vel- 
this, the Indians make incursions into the theim, in his Sammelung einiger Aufsatze, 
desert, taking with them three camels,—a vol. ii. p. 268, &c., has started the ingenious 
male one on each side, and a female in the idea that the skins of the foxes (Canis corsa, 
centre, on which the rider sits, taking care to Linn.),foundingreatabundanceinthiscountry, 
have one that recently foaled. When, in this were employed in the washing of gold, and 
manner, they come to the place where the which, as they burrow in the earth, may 
ants are, the Indians fill their sacks with the have given rise to the fable. Bold as this 
sand, and ride back as fast as they can, the conjecture may_appear, it deserves to be re
ants, as the Persians say, pursuing them by marked, as it is in perfect agreement with 
the scent, the female camel, eager to rejoin what we know of the natural history of the 
her young one, surpassing the others in speed country. In  corroboration of the view Heeren 
and perseverance. I t  is thus, according to has taken, it may be added, that it is a com- 
the Persians, that the Indians obtain the mon practice in Savoy to use the skins of 
greater part of their gold; at the same time animals in washing gold sand. In  the Jour- 
that the metal is also found in mines, though nal o f the Asiatic Society o f Bengal,* Mr. 
in less quantities.” * Heeren, in his Sistori- Lane describes the simple mode pursued by 
cal Researches, strips the passage of its the Birmese in collecting the gold-dust of the 
seeming absurdities, and places the cautious Kyenduen River, by fixing the horns of a 
accuracy of the information, as well as the peculiar species of wild cow in the small 
veracity of the father of history, in its proper streams coming from the hills, to entangle 
light. His comments are :— “ Herodotus has the gold-dust in the velvet or hairy coat with 
so accurately marked the situation of these which the young horns are enveloped. I  he 
auriferous deserts, that it is impossible to be horns, he was informed were sold, with the 
mistaken. The nation in whose neighbour- gold-dust and sand adhering to them, for 
hood they are situated ‘ live near to Bactria twelve or thirteen ticals apiece. I t  is by no 
and Pactyica, to the north of the other means improbable that in the gold streams 
Indians,’ and consequently among the moun- north of the Himalayas whole fleeces of some 
tains of Thibet or Little Bokhara; and the small animal were employed for the sam 
desert in their vicinity can be no other than purpose, and were occasionally sold entile, 
that of Cobis, which is bounded by the moun- In a raid upon a people who thus collected 
tains of the above countries. There is no their gold m all probability originated the 
doubt that the account of the historian is well-known tale of Jason. The existence of 
annlicable to this region.” W e have already Sesostris can be no onger questioned. Hi 
remarked that the lofty chain of mountains identity is now established by the many an ^
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so great, and in an age when there existed no the same spirit of adventurous enterprise, 
great empire from the waters of the Mediter- W ith the tin which they brought from the iar 
ranean and the Persian Gulf to the banks of isles of the "W est—the British Isles—were in 
the Indus—perhaps not even the Ganges. all probability manufactured the bosses and 

The Phoenicians are the next of the W est- ornaments of the shields borne by the com- 
ern states whom we find recorded in commer- batants of Troy, as also the greaves they wore 
cial communication with India. Many causes and the cups they quaffed, while by them 
have conspired to intercept the transmission were poured far westward the rich and 
of their history. Had it descended in its voluptuous products of Indian climes. They 
entirety to us, what a light would be reflected not only monopolized the trade of nations 
on the obscurity in which the first civilization near and remote ; they likewise spread them- 
that beamed on Europe is involved !—a civili- selves by the establishment of colonies, and 
zation whose lustre, probably, would not be of these some, particularly Carthage, rivalled 
lost in the halo which encircled that of Greece, the parent states in wealth, trade, and power. 
The fragments of their history—derived from At a very early period Phoenician colonies were 
Sanchoniato, some of the Hebrew writers, planted in the favoured isles of the Archi- 
particularly Ezekiel, the Greek historians, pelago, from which they were subsequently 
Josephus, Eusebius, &c.-—supply a general ejected by the conquering Greeks. Tartessas, 
outline. Gades, and Carteia, under their auspices,

Though precedence has been given in this flourished in Southern Spain; Utica, Car- 
chapter to Judsea and Egypt, it is not in con- thage, and Adrumetum, on the northern 
sequence of the belief that their relations coast of Africa; Panormus and Lylibeum, on 
with India were of an earlier date, but we the north-western coast of Sicily. The tra- 
were influenced by the consideration that the ditions and early annalists of Ireland state 
historical records of those countries are of that they colonized that island. They had 
greater antiquity. Phoenicia was the medium settlements, in all probability, in the Persian 
of communication between them and the East. Gulf, on the Islands of Tylos and Aradus. 
Through her agency the abundance of the In  truth, as navigators, they were the boldest, 
East was scattered over the West. The geo- the most experienced, and the greatest dis- 
graphical features of the country combined coverers of ancient times, and for many ages 
with the character of its inhabitants to make had no rivals. They not only were the trans- 
them a maritime people. Phoenicia was porters of the merchandize of other nations, 
neither extensive nor fertile; it lay on the they were also manufacturers. The glass of 
borders of a sea whose placid waters were Sidon, the purple of Tyre, and the fine linen 
studded with islands teeming with luxuriant they exported, were their own inventions ; 
produce, and whose northern shores were and they were deservedly celebrated for their 
the seaboard of the productive districts of extraordinary skill in working metals, in 
Asia Minor. Its political institutions were hewing timber and stone, and for their archi- 
favourable to the nurture of an independent tectural excellence. Their fame for taste, 
and enterprising spirit. I t did not constitute design, and execution, was so well estab- 
one state, or at least one empire; it was com- lished, that whatever was elegant, great, or 
posed of a combination of several. I t  pre- pleasing in apparel, vessels, toys, was distin- 
sented a social aspect kindred to, if not iden- guished by the epithet Sidonian. Many other 
tical with, all Celtic nations—such as ancient important discoveries, among which the in- 
Gaul presented, and was to be seen in the vention of letters holds the first rank, are at- 
clans and septs of Scotland and Ireland, and tributed to them. Had we not before us the 
in England, ere the Roman invader pressed millions of colonists whose paternity is due 
its soil. The clans were all bound in one to the British Isles, the vast colonial terri- 
greafc-confederation, acknowledging .a common tories thus peopled, the regions thus occupied, 
chief. Tyre, from its position as chief city, it would be questioned how little more than 
and the emporium of nations, stood at the a slip of land, confined between Mount Leba- 
liead. I t  has been remarked by Dr. Robert- non and the sea, could pour forth such sup- 
son, “ that both.in their manners and their plies of people without depopulation. From 
policy they resemble the great commercial Eloth to Eziongeber, ports situated at the 
states of modern times more than any peojile northern extremity of the Arabian Gulf, they 
in the ancient world.” * Among them the undertook, in connection with the Jews, the 
art of navigation was earnestly cultivated; in voyage to Ophir, previously referred to, and 
naval dexterity and skill they were unrivalled; extended their commerce from the Persian 
and no nation of antiquity could lay claim to Gulf to the western peninsula of India and 

* Historical Disquisition concerning Ancient India, ^ ie Island of Ceylon. The most remarkable 
P- 7. of their geographical discoveries was the cir-



cumnavigation of Africa. The probability is only to the country of India, but to Sogdiana 
mentioned of their having had a land com- and Serica; and by this route a commercial 
munication with China, in consequence of intercourse was maintained between China 
their trade through Palmyra with Babylon, and Europe. The produce of India was like- 
which opened to them an indirect path by way wise transported on the backs of camels from 
of Persia to Lesser Bokhara and Little Thibet, the banks of the Indus to the Oxus, and 
Dr. Robertson asserts that among the various down this river they were conveyed to the 
branches of Phoenician commerce that with Caspian Sea, and then distributed, partly by 
India may be regarded as one of the most land carriage, and partly by navigable rivers, 
lucrative.* The distance between the Arabian through the different countries lying between 
Gulf and Tyre rendered the carriage of goods the Caspian and the Euxine. The magnitude 
by land both tedious and expensive. The of this trade may be deduced from the fact 
Phoenicians, to obviate these impediments to that Seleucus Nicator intended to unite the 
trade, occupied Rhinoeolura (nowEl Arish),the two seas by a canal. This project was frus- 
nearest of the ports in the Mediterranean to trated by the assassination of that prince.* 
the Arabian Gulf. This port soon became Herodotus informs us that a great part of 
the seat of Indian commerce. “ Merchandize Asia was explored under the direction of 
was conveyed through Leuce-Come, a large Darius Hystaspes, who, being desirous to 
mart in the territory of the Nabateans, and know in what part the Indus discharged it- 
Petra, and thither and thence to other na- self into the sea, dispatched vessels on a 
tions.” ]• This was a shorter route than the voyage of exploration, commanded by officers 
one which Strabo states was afterwards pur- upon whose enterprise, intelligence, and 
sued—namely, from India to Myus Hormus, veracity, he could rely, one of whom, Scylax 
and thence to Coptus (Kopt of the Thebais), of Caryanda, has transmitted his name to 
situated on a canal of the Nile, and to Alex- posterity. Setting forth from the city of 
andria. J From Rhinoeolura the transport by Caspatyrus, and the country of the Pactyici,f 
water to Tyre was short and safe. Great were they descended in an easterly direction to the 
the advantages which the Phoenicians secured sea ; then, steering to the westward, they 
by this route, the earliest of any of which there arrived, in the thirtieth month, at the port 
remains any authentic account, and superior to whence the King of Egypt had dispatched 
any known anterior to the discoveries of the the Phoenicians to circumnavigate Lybia, 
Portuguese'. After these had successfully completed their

Having thus summarily reviewed the frag- voyage, Darius resolved on the subjugation 
mentary notices which from the perceptible of the Indians.]; To this expedition he ap- 
dawnof commercial enterprise,have descended pears to have been led by the glowing de- 
to modern times— exciting a curiosity which scription which Scylax gave of the luxuriant 
presents a wide field for ingenious specula- land he had reached, and its identity with 
tion, but yields nothing very satisfactory in an the remote climes whose productions, mineral 
historical point of view—we now approach a and vegetable, had been for centuries pre- 
period upon which more rays of historical viously conveyed to and through the terri- 
light fall, yet still immerged in great, if not in tories subject to his rule, and_ which had 
impervious, obscurity. excited envy and cupidity. For its execution

The Persians are the first people of whom he was also well prepared. Though no de- 
it can be asserted, on testimony not entirely scendant of the great Cyrus, he was a member 
hypothetical, that they subjugated India. Of of the same^ family, § and the third m suc- 
an early intercourse, it is observed by De cession to him. He was one of the seven 
Maries, abundant evideiice is to be found in Persian chiefs who conspired against Smerdis, 
the language, traditions, and religious feel- the Magian usurper, and through his life dis- 
ings of the two countries. Balk, the mother played the boldness, ingenuity and prompti- 
of cities, the Mecca of the Magians, the tude, with which lie secured the throne 
capital of Persia in her heroic days, and at a When Cyrus undertook his expedition against 
later period of a Greek kingdom, was in- Hie Massagetae, Darius, then twenty yeais of 
debted to this intercourse for its advantageous age, was left m Persia, of which his iathei
commercial position and its immense wealth, was satrap. Herodotus states that, the m&h 
Bactria was the key of Central India, the . .., f
connecting lin t between the Eeet end the * T hi. r.o .g .i.g™ . »  "  u s
West. I t  wee the greet r e n d e r s  on  ̂d e £ X  it " “ i r i . d -
the high road from the Caspian gates, not ^  jiarles.
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after Oyrus had crossed the Araxes, he to the river Oxus, inspired him with the 
fanciedin his sleep that he beheld himself with ambition of also attaching some, if not all, of 
wings on his shoulders, one of which over- the Indian territories. I t is probable that 
shadowed Asia, the other Europe. The king this was the real motive which suggested the 
looked upon this dream as a mysterious warn- voyage of Scylax towards the upper part of 
ing of a conspiracy against him and his crown ; the navigable course of the river Indus, and 
but the historian remarks, “ the divinity fore- the sailing down its streamlet he should reach 
shadowed to him that he would himself be the ocean. The glowing description which it 
killed in the ensuing campaign, and that his has been said that officer gave of its popula- 
power -would descend to Darius.”* I t  was tion, luxuriant productions, and high state 
in his reign that those various and far- of cultivation, fired his impatience. To troops 
spreading nations, subdued by Cyrus and his tempered by so many campaigns, and 
son Cambyses, were consolidated,—so far, at always victorious on the eastern continent, 
least, as they ever were, for, in truth, those the pacific dwellers beyond the Indus could 
discordant elements were never brought into offer but a feeble opposition; and though 
a state of cohesion. Asia, to the borders Dr. Robertson opines, “ that his conquests in 
of Scythia and India, with the exception of India seem not to have extended beyond the 
Arabia, had bent to the yoke of his prede- district watered by the Indus,” such a 
cessors. Having fortified his position by the view conflicts with the evidence of Hero- 
most powerful alliances, and divided his vast dotus.* “ The population of India is by far 
empire into twenty satrapies, a detailed ac- the most numerous of all the nations we know, 
count of which, and their revenues, is sup- Their tribute (to Darius) amounted to more 
plied by Herodotus,j- his ambition led him than that of any other nation;” or, as Larcher 
to foreign conquests. The successive rulers translates it, “ they paid as many taxes as all 
of Western Asia had long viewed with the rest put together.”f  The description of 
jealousy the congregation of independent the Persian satrapies has been subjected by 
and enterprising states from which the modern writers to critical investigation, the 
iEgean separated them ; interests nearer result of which has been to verify the general 
home had curbed those ambitious designs authenticity, and consequently the industry 
which they had upon them; and probably and fidelity, of the historian. I t  is worthy of 
the monarchs of Persia calculated with con- remark, as Major Rennel appropriately ob- 
fidence on the immediate submission of the serves, that this tribute was paid in gold, 
Greeks, at any moment they were at leisure -whereas that of the other satrapies was paid 
to make a hostile demonstration against them, in silver. Much light has been thrown on 
This conjecture is strengthened by the fact, this circumstance, he adds, by the intelligence 
that the first armament dispatched against furnished by the A y in  A c k b a r ee—namely, 
Greece was comparatively inconsiderable, that the eastern branches of the Indus, as 
compared with the resources of Persia, and well as some other streams that descend from 
the displays made by Darius in other quarters, the northern mountains, yield gold.J Pri- 
The revolt of the Babylonians prevented the deaux conjectures, that when Scylax returned 
prosecution of a war against Greece, although by the Straits of Babelmandel and the Red 
it had been commenced by an attack on Sea, he landed where Suez now stands. He 
Samos. Babylon fell B.e. 508. Crossing dates the commencement of the voyage, 
the Thracian Bosphorus, he overran Scythia, b .c. 509, in the thirteenth year of the reign 
to the delta of the Danube, and penetrated of Darius. I t  appears that the three suc- 
far into the interior of Russia. He subdued ceeding years were devoted to the acquisition 
Thrace and Pamnia, and received the sym- of India, as this interval is not accounted 
bols of submission, earth and water, from for by any other transactions of his reign. 
Amyntas, the King of Macedonia. He sent The short extract above quoted from Hero- 
his lieutenant Otanes to reduce the maritime dotus comprises all that survives of the his- 
cities on the north coast of the HSgean. The tory of this campaign. On his return from 
Hellespont and the Bosphorus, Byzantium, the East he renewed his designs upon Greece. 
Ohalcedon, and the Islands of Imbros and From this incident may be dated the com- 
Hemnos, fell into his hands. The disastrous re- mencements of those collisions between the 
suits of his war against Greece are too familiar armies of Persia and Greece, the most bril- 
for more than allusion, and nearly so his re- liant episode in the annals of the latter, 
pression of the Egyptian revolt. The incor- the provocation of an aggressive war with 
poration in his empire of the many countries
which stretched south-east from the Caspian Herodotus, b n i .e t ia p .x c iv .

1 t  tls  payoient autant d lmpots que tous les autres
* Herodotus, b. I., chap. ccx. ensemble.”
f  Ibid, b. m ., chap, xe, &c. £ Memoir o f a Map of Hindostan, p. 85.



Persia, which eventuated, after the lapse of From this period onward the historian of 
nearly two centuries, in the subjugation of India is released from much of the difficulties 
the mighty empire founded by the great by which he was beset in his researches into 
Cyrus, partially consolidated by Darius him- more primitive times, and treads a path which, 
self,'—led the all-conquering hero of Macedon though overgrown by rank weeds, which vege- 
beyond the Indus, and first familiarised the tate most profusely on land once cultivated, 
rich domains of the famed Asiatic Peninsula yet preserves enough of its characteristics 
to the nations of the Western continent, to conduct the traveller to his destination.

CHAPTER XX.

COMMERCE (Continued) COMMERCIAL INTERCOURSE BETWEEN IN D IA  AND THE WESTERN 
NATIONS FROM TH E INVASION OF ALEXANDER TO THE SETTLEMENT OF THE BRITISH.

A r e c e n t  writer on India has very properly ! the World, the fullest notices extant of the 
remarked :—“ All that Europe knew of India conquest of India by Alexander, and the con- 
prior to the expedition of the Macedonian duct of his successors in India, will be found, 
monarch was through its gold, its pearls, its The authorities chiefly relied on are Strabo 
spices, and its rich cloths. But the length of and Arrian, but they supply very imperfect 
time occupied in the voyage, the circuitous information as to the commercial intercourse 
route by which these goods were conveyed, between the Indians and the Greeks, 
and the many hands through which they The Bactrians, both before they acquired 
passed, rendered it highly improbable that independence, and after the death of the 
any but the most wild and fanciful pictures of great Macedonian afforded them that boon 
the East ever reached those who consumed through the dismemberment of the empire, 
the products brought from those lands. I t  was carried on commercial intercourse with India, 
reserved for Alexander the Great ( b .c . 331) Mill says :—“ Among the kingdoms formed 
to achieve, amongst other things, the opening out of the vast empire of Alexander was Bac- 
of this hidden region, although he himself tria. This district was part of the great 
visited but its confines on the west. Unlike range of country on the eastern side of Media 
the progress of those northern conquerors who and Persia, extending from the Lake Aral to 
came after him, carrying fire and sword and the mouths of the Indus, which the power of 
scattering death and ruin about their footsteps, the Persian monarchs had added to their ex- 
tlie Macedonian carried with him the soften- tensive dominions.’ This statement Mill m- 
ing influence of civilization.” Alexander, Produces to account for the extensive power 
however, knew little of “ the gorgeous E ast;” wielded by the Bactrians, and their influence 
he paused on the threshold of the new world on the civilization of Hindoostan. Professor 
to which his conquering anus were carried. Wilson corrects the statements of Mill, ̂  by 
The Hyphasis was a rubicon which he did observing that the political power of Bactria 
not pass, at all events in the pomp and power after its independence may have exten ec 
of war, but marched thence towards the south- over this space, but that the Bactnan piovmce 
west, between the Indus and the desert, leav- of Persia lay entirely to the north ot . e 
in" garrisons and forming alliances as he Paropamisan Mountains, and had bogdiana 
passed along. The adherents of the conqueror, and the Scythians between it and the Aral 
who remained behind with his garrisons, Lake. Much additional light has bee 
studied the character of the country, and the upon the history of Bactria and the adjacent
manners and habits of the people, and Europe provinces of the Affghan countiy, y 
became better acquainted with the condition recent discovery of large quantities of coins 
of India than would now be supposed possible bearing the effigies and names of̂  Greek a 
at that period, had we not the writings of barbaric kings. They have been found in 
Ptolemy Arrian, Aristobulus, and others, to the tract between Baft and the Punjaub, 
attest it. The early Greek representations of and especially about Peshawur and 0  ,
India agree wonderfully with all we know of which were, no doubt, include ^  thoge
it, and with what our knowledge of its anti- moM of the princes o : Bac > d .Q 
quities shows us must then have been its con- principalities which were t bl 1 ^  
dition. In Robertson’s Disquisition concern- direction of India by Die •
ing Ancient India, and in Gillie’s History o f of these coins beai on one face an P



which has been ascertained to be in a form of on a trade between India, Persia, and Russia, 
Prakrit, a derivative from Sanscrit, they which is of more real value to the latter 
prove that the Bactrians must have been an country than is perhaps generally known in 
Indian j>eople.* The commerce carried on Europe. The richest silks, the finest muslins, 
by this people was by no means in pro- the most costly shawls, the rarest drugs and 
portion to the extensive power which, after spices, are bought up by Russian dealers, and 
the death of the Macedonian emperor, they transported by this tedious route to the cities 
acquired. of the great czar. W ith the Palmyra route

The early death of Alexander prevented the carrying-trade of Egypt with the East 
his maturing any plan for either founding an suffered equally from the ravages and con- 
Indian empire or establishing an Indian com- quests of the Roman emperors, though not so 
merce ; and the Bactrian empire which arose, permanently.*
while itself profiting, did not extend the inter- During the reign of the Emperor Claudius 
course of East and West. For three hundred some attention was paid to the advantages 
years the trade with India was conducted by which might be derived from an Eastern 
the Egyptians and Arabs by way of the Red commerce. This appears, however, to have 
Sea, the Nile, and the Mediterranean, through been the result of Eastern more than of 
the ports of Berenice, Coptos, and Alexandria. Western enterprise. An embassy was sent 
Ptolemy, the son of Lagus, w-ho had been a from Ceylon which was purely of a commer- 
prominent commander in the Indian expedi- cial character. The great empire of China 
tion of Alexander, having obtained Egypt in was penetrated by the fame of the Roman 
the division of the Macedonian empire which name, and probably in consequence of the 
followed the conqueror’s decease, naturally representations made by the Ceylon ambas- 
turned his attention to the scenes of his sador at a former period, a mission to the 
former exploits, and contributed to the com- ruler of the celestial empire was sent from 
mercial enterprise which then marked the Rome in the reign of the Antonines. 
proceedings of the Egyptians and Arabs. When the decline of the Roman empire 
Egypt became the grand path of oriental removed the vigorous surveillance held by its 
commerce. There were, however, two other despots over their Eastern provinces, the 
routes by which a small portion of the traffic trade between India and Europe, which had 
with the East was carried on. One of these suffered much from Roman oppression, began 
lay through Persia and the upper part of to revive. The removal of the seat of empire 
Arabia to the Syrian cities, a desert and diffi- from Rome to Constantinople extended greatly 
cult route, but one of great antiquity. The the intercourse between East and West. The 
only halting-place on this dreary road was Byzantines were, however, rivalled by the 
the famed city of Tadmor, or Palmyra, so- Persians when the latter shook off the Parthian 
called from the abundance of palm-trees which yoke.
flourished around its walls. This regal city The conquests of the enterprising Saracens 
owed its prosperity to the commerce which gave an immense stimulus to Eastern com
passed through it, and which, in the course merce. They established commercial navies 
of time, raised the state to a degree of import- on the Persian Gulf; and the city of Bus- 
ance and power that exposed it to the jealousy sorah, founded by the Caliph Omar, at the 
of imperial Rome. A war ensued, in which junction of the Tigris and Euphrates, soon 
its brave and noble-minded queen, Zenobia,was became a place of trade hardly inferior to 
captured, her city destroyed, and with it the Alexandria. The Egyptian trade through the 
overland traffic of the desert, which had ex- Red Sea was at the same time revived ; and 
isted since the days of Abraham. The second the hardy Arabs, not contented with following- 
route was by way of the Indus upwards, in the track of their predecessors, pushed for- 
across the rocky passes of the Hindoo Cush, ward their discoveries until they had accu- 
and so on to the river Oxus and the Caspian rately explored the greater part of the coast- 
Sea, whence the merchandize was conveyed line of South-eastern Asia. I t  is all but 
by other land and water conveyance to the demonstrated that they obtained a knowledge 
cities of the north and north-west. Even in of the mariner’s compass from the Chinese, 
the present day we find this a route of some and that through them this vast improvement 
importance, serving as the means of carrying in the art of navigation was made known to

E u r o p e . T h e  C ru sa d e rs  wrere  n o n -tr a d in g  
* See the descriptions and observations of Masson and e n t h u s ia s t s ; y e t  th e  c a p tu r e  o f  th e  tw o  

Prinsep in the Journal of' the Asiatic Society o f Bengal; f lo u r is h in g  c i t ie s  o f  A n t io c h  a n d  T y r e  
ot J acquet, m the Journal Asiatique; Raoul Pochette, in , , , , , ,  , ( . ,
the Journal des Savant; also Richter, on the Topes [die P o ln te d  ° u t  to  tn e m  th e  p le a su r e s  o f  or ien ta l
Stupe), and Lassen, Zur Geschichte der Griechischen und * A History o f the Rise and Progress o f the British 
Indoskytischen Konige in Bactrien, Kabul, und Indien. Indian Possessions.



luxury and the advantages of oriental com- of the Bed Sea, and soon after, the power of 
merce.* Venice was irretrievably ruined by the fatal

The decline of the Saracenic power gave league of Cambray. The Indian trade was 
scope to the rising commonwealths of Italy, consequently transferred from the Mediterra- 
The Genoese and Venetians prosecuted trade nean Sea to the Atlantic Ocean, and Lisbon 
with Central Asia byway of the Mediterranean for a time was in jiossession of that commerce 
and Black Sea, and the subjects of those states which had been a source of wealth and glory 
maintained with Persia an important oriental to Venice.*
commerce. These nations were not, however, The Portuguese government conducted its 
able to effect any direct trade with India. plans for commanding a commerce with the 

The rise of the Portuguese as a commercial East via the Cape of Good Hope with spirit 
nation opened up a new medium of commer- and success. A fleet of thirteen sail, carrying 
cial intercourse with India. Bartholomew a thousand soldiers, independent of the coinple- 
Diaz, in I486, rounded the southern point of ment which served as marines, was dispatched 
Africa, which he named “ the Cape of Storms.” under an officer named Pedro Alvarez de 
John II., King of Portugal, perceiving the Cabral. On his arrival at Calicut, partly by 
bearing of the discovery of a passage round the presence of this imposing force, and partly 
the great African promontory into the Indian by his tact in negotiation, he made a treaty 
Ocean, gave it the happy title of “ the Cape of commerce vdth the zamorin or zamoree, as 
of Good Hope.” Manuel, the successor of the prince of the country stretching along the 
John, followed up the discovery of Diaz, and Malabar coast was then called, and the adven- 
sent out an exploring expedition in July, turous Portuguese became regularly installed 
1497. On the 22nd of May, 1498, the navi- as factors in Calicut. The mercantile settlers, 
gator vdio commanded this enterprise, Vasco resting 0 11 the treaty, felt secure; but the 
da Gama, reached Calicut, on the coast of prince, instigated by the Moormen, laid a 
Malabar. He remained some time, and scheme for their destruction so furtively, and 
freighted his ship with the articles of Indian carried it out so completely, that a general 
produce attainable on that coast, and adapted massacre of the Portuguese merchants and their 
to European taste, or which, in the speculative servants, was the result. Thus the character 
enterprise of Da Gama, was supposed to be of the natives two centuries -and a half ago 
so. He escaped various perils with which his was developed to Europeans as it w7as in 1857. 
intercourse w7ith the natives w7as beset,—more The same faculty of secret combination, the 
especially through the jealousy of the monarch, same hatred to strangers, and the same expert- 
—and returned in safety to the Tagus, -j- ness in secretively organizing murderous con-

The hopes and fears of all Europe w7ere spiracy against those who trusted them, w7as 
roused by this brilliant discovery. I t  was at displayed.
once seen that the Venetians, and their Cabral w7as not a man to allow7 treachery 
agents, the Mohammedans and Turks, must and cruelty either to go unpunished or to 
lose their lucrative monopoly of Indian com- defeat his projects. He attacked the Moormen 
merce; and they entered into a treaty w'ith fleet in the harbour of Calicut, burnt, sunk, or 
the Sultan of Egypt to prevent the establish- captured the ships, and laid the town itself 
ment of Portuguese settlements in the Eastern in ruins. The result wras that the perfidious 
seas. Timber wras supplied to him from the chief sued for terms, and obtained them at the 
forests of Dalmatia to equip a fleet in the Bed expense of far more important concessions 
Sea, where tw7elve ships of war were soon than had been requested of him for purposes 
built, and manned by a gallant body of Marne- of commerce and peace.
lukes, under the command of experienced Awed by the promptitude and energy of
officers. The Portuguese encountered their Cabral, the chiefs of the neighbouring terri- 
new enemies with undaunted courage; and tories sought amicable relations, and corn- 
after some conflicts they entirely ruined the mercial treaties were formed highly beneficial 
Egyptian squadron, and remained masters of to the Portuguese, who thus found means of 
the Indian Ocean obtaining from the interior its products m

After the overthrow of the dynasty of the exchange for foreign goods, or the precious
Mameluke sultans by the Turks, the Venetians metals. Cabral returned home in triumph, 
easily induced the conquerors of Egypt to his fleet freighted with Indian riches; ami his 
join them in a new league for the overthrow fame soon spread not only through the Ibe- 
of the Portuguese power in India. But the rian peninsula, but over all Western and
Turks had not the skill and enterprise neces- Southern Europe. After ̂ V tlieP o rtu g u ese  
sarv for undertaking the perilous navigation matters were not managed by the Portuguesesary tor unaenaiun0 i  fa ^  skffl or fidelity, and the zamoree (zamo-

* i ncient and Modern India- * Taylor and M'Kenna.f  Camoens. J



rin) of Calicut endeavoured to compel the guese garrisons, or dependant on their power, 
native princes in his neighbourhood to break The financial talents of the governor were 
off their alliances with the intruders. These even greater than his military prowess ; he 
attempts issued in sanguinary struggles, in raised the revenue by lowering the rate of 
which however, the native princes and their duties, trade naturally flowing towards those 
foreign ally were the victors. places where it was least exposed to taxation

The Portuguese monarch, stimulated by and vexatious interference. Aitei a biuliant 
the accounts of Vasco da Gama, fitted out a regency of five years, he died at the entrance 
new and more powerful fleet, adapted alike of the harbour of Goa, on his letuin jiom the 
for commerce and for war. Albuquerque had Island of Ormuz, which he had rescued fiom 
the interests of Portugal now committed to the dangers to which it was ^exposed by a 
him, and he proved himself capable of the high sudden attack of the Persians. Dui mg the 
task. His difficulties were more numerous administration of Albuquerque, ships were 
than those which obstructed his predecessors, dispatched from the settlements on the Indian 
and his commission was one which, whatever coasts to China, and a trade wras opened up 
might have been his own opinion of it, ensured with that country. I  he Indo-Portuguese 
the ultimate defeat of Portuguese power and derived from this indomitable and wise man, 
enterprise in the East. The nature of his not only lessons of war and administration, 
onerous duties, and the way in which the de- but principles of commerce and political 
signs of Portugal were encountered, are thus economy, which unhappily they did not long 
summed up by Dr. Taylor “ The papal bull, retain, and which the parent country never 
by which all the East was bestowed on the espoused. _
Portuguese, began now to produce its injurious The object in this chapter is not to mark 
effects. The Portuguese claimed, as matter the political or social influence of the Por- 
of right, the submission of the native princes, tuguese upon their Indian possessions, but to 
while they were utterly unable to conceive trace the history of European commerce with 
how an old prelate residing in Rome, could these realms; it is therefore unnecessary to 
acquire a claim to deprive them of the au- point out the ebb and flow of the power of 
thority and independence which they had Portugal along the coasts of India, and in 
inherited from their ancestors. Almost every their neighbouring settlements. V  hatever 
port now opposed the entrance of the Por- was corrupt and unprincipled in the govern- 
tuguese, and the cargo of almost every ship ment of the eastern princes was adopted by 
they loaded was purchased with blood. I t  the new comers, and other forms of oppression 
was at this time that Albuquerque was placed and exaction were introduced. The seas 
at the head of the Portuguese in India, and were scoured by pirates : Arabs, Moormen, 
entered on the career of victory which has Malays, Indians, and other races, plundered 
immortalized his name. One of his first by sea and shore, and among the boldest and 
visits was to the Island of Ormuz, an island bloodiest of these buccaneers were Portu- 
barren by nature, but which commerce soon guese, men who had been sent out in the 
raised to a temporary celebrity, such as lias service of their sovereign, but who, yielding 
rarelv been rivalled. The king of the island to the avarice and unpatriotic selfishness 
prepared for defence, and assembled au army, which so generally characterized their com- 
said to exceed thirty thousand men ; yet these mercial fellow countrymen, forsook the honour - 
were totally defeated, by the discipline and able posts assigned to them, and became the 
skill of less than five hundred Europeans; most desperate sea robbers. The return of 
and the king of Ormuz submitted to vassalage. Vasco da Gama for a short time to the 
The foundation of the Portuguese empire government of Portuguese-India, and the 
in the East may he said to date from the influence of men who endeavoured to follow 
occupation of Goa by Albuquerque. He in the footsteps of him and of Albuquerque, 
fortified it in the best manner, so as to render redeemed, pro tempore, the honour of Por- 
it impregnable against any attacks of the tugal, and prevented her interests from ut- 
Hindoos or Mohammedans; and having thus terly perishing in the faithlessness and folly 
discovered the great advantage to be derived of her sons ; hut in spite of the good examples 
from the occupation of cities and harbours, thus occasionally set them, and the same com- 
he began to direct his whole course of policy mercial policy in which they had at the be- 
to territorial acquisitions. One of his first ginning of their Indian enterprise been in- 
conquests was Malacca. He afterwards at- structed, they sacrificed empire and honour 
tempted to storm Aden, but was repulsed, to bigotry, oppression, and pelf. Vessels 
From Malacca to the Island of Ormuz the sent out for commercial purposes by the go- 
coast-line of India was studded with forts vernment were armed for war-hy the governors 
and commercial marts, occupied by Portu- of the different settlements, who struggled



witli one another for supremacy, amidst fierce the Western world. And now another people 
and sanguinary conflicts, and the sacrifice appeared on the bloody stage; a race of per- 
of national property. An intense eagerness severing, industrious merchants, who, by their 
for proselytism was strangely mingled with cautious and humane policy, founded an em- 
this piratical spirit. Strenuous efforts were pire in the East more durable, because more 
made to convert the natives, many of which merciful, more kindly, than that of the in- 
were honourable to those who made them, tolerant Portuguese.’’ The people here re
but generally they were barbarous, and ferred to as supplanting the Portuguese were 
abhorrent to Christian feeling. The esta- the Dutch. The encomium passed upon them 
blishment of the Inquisition at Goa is one of must be taken with abatement; their pursuit 
the darkest passages in human story. Pro- of gain was as godless as that of most other 
bably never, anywhere, had the ingenuity nations, but it is to their credit that they 
and pertinacity of cruelty been so united refrained from coercion as an instrument of 
with forms of sanctity and professions ol be- conversion, except under certain tame and 
nevolence. Francis Xavier, by whom the modified forms, which, although inconsistent 
inquisition was established at Goa, although with Christianity, are not so revolting to 
he co-operated with the government, and human nature as were the practices of the 
promoted its authority by the religious in- Portuguese. I t  may be doubted whether at 
fluence he acquired, did much personally to any time during the successes of the Dutch 
check the corruption and tyranny of those to they were as prosperous as the Portuguese 
whom the administration of affairs was com- were under some of their leaders, whose 
mitted, and often, with a high hand, redressed careers have been _ referred to. There was 
the wrongs of the natives. Many of the atro- probably as much justice and success in the 
cities at Goa, alleged to have been perpe- administrations of Vasco da Gama and his 
trated with the connivance of Xavier, were great successor, as ever marked European 
inflicted in spite of his indignant remon- enterprise in India, whether commercial or 
strances, and even his denunciations and military. ■ The poet _ hardly allowed fancy 
menaces. Representations to the government to portray too fair a picture when he sung— 
at Lisbon were also made by him against the « 0,el, jnj U8* j,aniCS; 0’er Ganges’ smiling vales, 
civil turpitude which so soon indicated the No more the hind his plunder’d field bewails;
ultimate ruin of Portuguese interests in the O’er every field, 0 Peace, thy blossoms glow,
Ti i  rpu-. pqvppv o f th is  DeoDle ill The golden, blossoms of thy olive bough,Last. 1 lie whole  ̂cal eer Ol tills p 1 pirni based on wisdom’s laws great Castro crowns,
their oriental exploits, with the noble excep- Antl tjie wjae East the Lusian empire owns.”
tions referred to, exemplified the truth of the . , u ,-i • r* ,
scripture principle, “ Righteousness exalteth The Dutch, however, inaugurated them first 
:  » £ » ,  L  ■ £  i. the’ruin of any people.” ee.ay of I n t t a , commerce «11 a n ^ f  no .  „
T l„  commerce of the Portuguese «  *>»“ ” £ “  p . r ic n t i .L ,  fraud, and
horrible tat’ E  . .  cruelty brought thorn, enabled
Z Z  . E  people of indie, end ren- the p e a c e f u l e .u t r . n e  
dered the name of the Portuguese infamous former to strike the i ^
throughout the world A modern writer n ™ ™ s‘ f  accurate and conscientious, 
thus describes in brief the general effect pro- quoted, generally acou ,
duced, and the final catastrophe, so far as thus presen th
Portuguese comm erce was concerned, to which pean adventuie p ( Dutch (ad
•h i  i  “  A a  1,0. p v p r  been known to commercial enterprise.—  in e  xiutcn (.a .u . 
it led . As c 15091 having gathered some information rework out good, so these persecutions and re- ^ y j .U a v m g  g a ^  ^  sessions 0f the
ligious slaughters led in the end to favourable ^  ® 0 in India and lured by the pro-
results. A cry for vengeance arose fi o ° , s^are 0f those costly spoils, fitted
priestly shambles of the Inquisition. I t wen P . tiantmen under the direc-
fortb over that devoted land from shore to .°J* anddiBpatched
shore, and found an echo in many a hear , en wjth goods and merchandize for barter,
sympathy in many a home. Insuirectio , ‘ arfned The advent of this first
revolts, massacres, and burnings, were to be and well arin^ ^  ^  ^  dawn of
met with far and near. Armed with another India . and from that time may
papal hull, the Portuguese Chrutiam  deluged decline and ruin of the Indo-
the country with blood ; but in vain. Lv n ge ire_ j t was in vain that the
the native converts joined the standard of the o alarmed by the appearance
Hindoo and th .  Modem, w h o , , f - J  *  K T s ,  A w

from water,, endeavoured excite the nat.ve. of



India against the Dutch. He soon found only be supplanted by a far more powerful 
that so far from the new-comers being re- rival than Spain or Portugal, or both united, 
garded with fear or jealousy, they were were ever likely to prove. The Portuguese 
looked upon with favourable eyes by the still retain a few settlements, — Goa, Diu, 
princes who ruled upon the Malabar and Timor, and Macao, at the mouth of the
Coromandel coasts, and that these people Canton river, hut their trade is insignifi-
hegan to count upon the assistance of the cant.
Hollanders, as. a foil to the oppressions of Previous to the reign of Elizabeth England 
the Portuguese. Equally in vain was it to received from the Venetians such Indian corn- 
endeavour to repel the intruders by force modifies as she consumed. Dr. Cooke Taylor, 
of arms ; they would gladly have found a and other writers, represent this trade as un- 
pretext for a quarrel, but the wary policy of profitable to England. But no nation will 
the Dutch disappointed them in this, and the continue to carry on gainless commerce : the 
latter were, moreover, too well armed to be Venetians took such things in return as it
easily taken by surprise.” This statement as suited England to export, and the commo-
to the decline of the Portuguese is correct, dities she received were worth to her the 
The manners of the Dutch were so much exchanges made in those transactions. Still 
more acceptable to the people, that the hatred it was a barter which did not call out the 
of Portuguese rule was increased, if possible, energy of so enterprising a people, and in no 
beyond that which their atrocities had stimu- sensible manner tended to augment their 
lated. Revolt everywhere, continental and 'wealth. In  1518 some of the leading mer- 
insular, left them no hope; even the weak chants in London consulted as to the prac- 
Ceylonese triumphed in expelling the detested ticability of no longer dealing in the commo- 
invaders, the native converts and half-castes dities of the East “ at second hand,” and 
joining the people against the tyrants. An proposed to the government of Elizabeth that 
order from Madrid, where the government of negotiations should be opened with the Sultan 
Portugal was then chiefly conducted, directed of Turkey for certain trading privileges in 
that every public office in India should be the Levant. These negotiations were opened, 
sold, and the money sent home, thus destroy- and proved successful. Prom that time the 
ing all hope of retrieving disasters, or regain- English began a new trade, importing Indian 
ing lost territory. Terrific storms wrecked articles by that way. A modern writer, 
their fleets—convoys and merchantmen being quoting Hakluyt, states:—“ There was a very 
lost together. I t  seemed as if heaven fought considerable trade to the Levant in English 
against Portugal; her commerce, power, and bottoms, between the years 1512 and 1534. 
renown perished. He tells us that several stout ships from

The attempts of the Dutch to open up an London, Southampton, and Bristol had a con- 
Indian commerce were systematized, and the stunt trade to Candia, Rhodes, Cyprus, and 
enterprises were well organized and well con- Beyrout in Syria. Our imports 'were silks, 
ducted. Although the English soon followed camlets; rhubarb, malmsies, muscatels, and 
the Dutch, the latter were far more successful; other wines; sweet oil, cotton goods, carpets, 
for James I.—with that alacrity to betray gall, cinnamon, and other spices. Our ex- 
their country, which the false-hearted Stuarts ports were fine and coarse kerseys, white 
ever exhibited-—-was anxious to sacrifice this western dogan, cloths called statutes, and 
commerce to please Philip of Spain. The others called cardinal whites, skins, and 
Dutch were free; they had defied and humbled leather. From a cotemporary document it 
Philip, and were prepared to pluck from his appears, that in this early day Manchester 
grasp the oriental diadem. They won the had already acquired some fame as a manu- 
spice trade of Ceylon, and utterly broke up facturing town, particularly for the production 
the profitable trade with China which the of certain woollen cloths, which, singularly 
Portuguese had in their most flourishing enough, were called cottons, a corruption of 
period established. I t  is possible that the coatings.”
union of the crowns of Spain and Portugal From 1576 to the end of the sixteenth cen- 
was the chief cause of the declension of Por- tury various efforts to form a direct trading 
tuguese commerce; for when, in 1640, the intercourse with India were made, and the 
Portuguese threw off the Spanfth connection, enterprise of Cavendish at the close of the 
there was a renewal of energy in the forts and century, following the reports made by Ste- 
factories which they had continued to hold phens of his voyage to Goa round the Cape 
in India, and so much of an improved spirit of Good Hope, stimulated the enterprise of 
■was indicated, that the prospects of Portuguese the London merchants, and a society was 
oriental commerce revived. The Dutch, how- formed, entitled “ The Governor and Company 
ever, had gained too firm a footing, and could of Merchants of London trading to the East



Indies.” * This society was constituted a in a just and honourable rivalry, they might 
body corporate by Elizabeth. “ The first have long continued to share the profits of 
English fleet which was dispatched to India oriental trade in a degree worthy of their 
(a .d . 1601) consisted of five ships, under the original enterprise. Holland adopted a dis- 
command of Captain Lancaster. These an- honourable, selfish, and ungrateful policy, and 
chored in the roads of Achen in June of the met the fate such conduct merited, 
following year; and one of the first acts of In  previous chapters of this History the 
the commodore was to form a commercial government of the East India Company has 
treaty with the prince of the country, been stated, and in chap. xiii. an historical 
Having bartered some of the merchandize sketch of the institution and progress of the 
for such articles as the place furnished, Lan- company was given preliminary to such 
caster made sail for Java, to complete the statement. In future chapters narrating the 
homeward lading with spices, gums, silks, salt- course of events in India, the development of 
petre, &c.; and finally, after arranging another the company's power will be traced. So 
treaty with the King of Bantam, he returned mingled did the commercial and the poli- 
home well freighted with a valuable cargo.” tical become, that they must be related 
This was followed by other successful voyages, together when events in India after the first 
especially in the year 1605. The jealousy of enterprises of the English are detailed. When, 
the Portuguese and Dutch was roused; the ultimately, the Dutch were completely liumi- 
former made desperate efforts to destroy the liated by Oliver Cromwell, England had no 
English ships, but the company having sent longer a rival in her eastern commerce, until 
out larger and stronger vessels, as the neces- the enterprise of Prance, and the skill of a 
sity of domg so became apparent, the Por- few gifted Frenchmen, excited her apprehen- 
tuguese were defeated with terrible loss of sions. The issue of the struggle with France 
ships and men. The Dutch were more wary, was as triumphant as those with the Portu- 
but not less hostile ; and although that nation guese and Dutch, leaving England undisputed 
was much indebted to Elizabeth for her aid mistress of the commerce of the Indian seas, 
in its struggles against the power of Spain, it as 'well as the only European power occupy- 
nevertheless united with the Indo-Portuguese ing a formidable position from the Persian 
to prevent the English from the pursuit of Gulf to Hong-Kong. _ The extent and cha- 
lawful and peaceable commerce. The alliance racter of the trade which now exists between 
was fatal to the Dutch. Had they favoured Britain and her possessions in the East, will 
their old allies, and only competed with them form the subject of separate chapters.

CHAPTER XXI.

COMMERCE (C on tin u ed) MODE OP TRANSACTING BUSINESS IN INDIA—THE CURRENCY- 
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES—IMPORT OP SILVER—IMPORT AND EXPORT OP GENERAL 
MERCHANDIZE.

A c o n s id e r a b l e  proportion of the capital of official is very fond of assuming the title 
employed in Indian commerce belongs to dowan, which is expressive of authority dele- 
EnHish merchants, representatives of whom gated to a confidential person, and is used by 
reside, at the chief cities in the presidencies, the native princes in transactions of palace 
where they establish houses of business, pur- regulation, of state, and of policy. The ban- 
chase the commodities of India, and ship them yans are always Hindoos, and geneiallv per- 
to the British Isles, China, the East India sons of property, influence, and commercial 
Archipelago, and A ustralia; for these ship- credit. These men have gained great m- 
nients British commodities or silver are taken fluence over the English houses of business, 
in exchange. Certain natives are always em- and transact much of the monetary and com- 
ployed by the European merchants or their mercial affairs of the presidencies. Their 
representatives. These are called banyans bonds of security are taken m government 
in Bengal • the term signifies a merchant, contracts, and they often control the fate ot 
trader or commercial employe. The banyan an embarrassed concern. Sometimes those 
acts as interpreter and agent, and generally men have been found convenient 
manages the money dealings of his European by officials wh* had the power to bestow a 
„mr,lover with the natives. This description contract, and which of course the in d iv id u a l  
emplojer m t h t o e ^  ^  ^  lidding the patronage dared not bestowupon
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himself. The banyan receives the contract those desirous of retaining the stock, but 
ostensibly, but really for the official, who vir- requiring advances.
tually confers it upon himself, the native agent Bank-notes are issued by the banks in 
accepting a per centage for his trouble and India, and obtain circulation to a moderate 
responsibility. extent.

The bearing of the banyan towards his Monetary transactions between England 
European employer was formerly, and to and India are conducted mainly by bills of 
some extent is still, very independent, and exchange, supported by bills of lading, 
sometimes arrogant. He entered the office The coinage of India consists of rupees, 
slipshod, which is a tacit assertion of equality, annas, and pice. One rupee equals sixteen 
and there conducted himself as if he were annas; one anna equals three pice. The 
major domo, giving directions to his sircars, rupee is a silver coin, about the size and 
hircarahs, &e., classes of underlings by whom value of a florin, and is divisible into half- 
the great man was attended. Of late years rupees and quarter-rupees. The only gold 
these persons have become unfashionable, but coin existing in Bengal is the mohur, which is 
their pecuniary resources are such that in worth sixteen rupees, or thirty-two shillings 
large speculations, and when heavy advances British money. This coin is, however, seldom 
to indigo and sugar-planters are necessary, seen, as one class of natives export it when it 
their aid is indispensable. comes into their possession, and others melt

In  Madras similar persons are called dubasJi, it down for the purpose of fabricating personal 
a corrujotion of divi bashi, one who can speak ornaments. In  Madras the star pagoda was 
two languages, referring to the freedom with once circulated, but is now hardly known, 
which these men can speak and write Eng- On the coasts, and to some extent in the 
lisli as well as their native tongue. The interior, among the poorest classes, cowries 
same is the case with the banyans of Bengal, have currency. These are small shells; their 
and frequently even with the sircars and hir- value fluctuates so much, that copper coin is 
carahs by whom they are attended. When rapidly displacing them, 
the services of all these classes are dispensed In the conversion of the rupee into the 
with, native clerks are employed, who can equivalent currency of other nations in draw- 
read and write English with accuracy and ing bills of exchange, the fluctuation of the 
fluency. relative value of the precious metals inter se

The warehouses of the chief presidential is taken into consideration, from the circum- 
cities are called godowns. In  these, or in stance of gold being in some, and silver in 
bonded warehouses, the produce imported to others, the legal medium of circulation. I t  is 
India is placed. also necessary to take account for the mint

The baboos, purvoes, and other native com- charge for coining at each place, which adds 
mercial servants, are content to receive very a fictitious value to the local coin. The par 
small salaries, commonly ranging from £13 o f exchange is, for these reasons, a somewhat 
to £60 per year ; but some have as much as ambiguous term, requiring to be distinguished 
£180 a year, and a few somewhat more. under two more definite denominations : first,

Peons are attached to most offices to carry the intrinsic par, which represents that case 
notes or chits, as they are termed—to various in which the pure metal contained in the 
places of business. This sort of service is parallel denominations of coins is equal; 
lendered necessary by the severe heat, ren- secondly, the commercial par, or that case in 
dering active exertion on the part of Euro- which the current value of the coinage at 
peans often impossible, and generally difficult, each place (after deducting the seignorage 

Bills of exchange, called hoondees, are used leviable for coinage) is equal, or, in other 
for remittance from one part of India to an- words, “ two sums of money of different 
other. .They are obtained from bankers, who countries are commercially at par, while they 
abound in all the important cities. can purchase an equal quantity of the same

Ireasury notes are much used for remit- kind of pure metal.” Thus, if silver be taken 
tance by the offices of government. These from India to England, it must be sold to a 
are bills issued by the civil authorities for bullion merchant at the market price, the 
cash paid to them. proprietor receiving payment in gold (or

foecurities _ in government notes, bearing notes controvertible into it). The London 
interest, similar to our exchequer bills, are mint is closed against the importer of silver, 
much sought after by those who are desirous which metal has not, therefore, a minimum 
to make investments, whether Europeans or value in the English market, fixed by the 
natives. .These government promissory notes mint price, although it has so in Calcutta, 
aie useful as deposits for loans, in which way where it may always be converted into coin at 
money can always be obtained cheaply by a charge of two per cent. On the other hand,



if a remittance in gold be made from India to amount in circulation is probably a hundred 
England, its out-turn there is known and and forty millions sterling, although some 
fixed. The new Calcutta gold mohur flue- writers estimate it as high as a hundred and 
tuates as considerably in India as that of sixty millions. The company’s rupee consists 
silver does in England, the natural tendency of 11T2, or 165 grains of pure silver, and 
of commerce being to bring to an equilibrium 1T2, or fifteen grains of alloy. Considerable 
the operations of exchange in the two metals, hesitation seems to have pervaded the councils 
The exchange between England and India of the government of India in making silver 
lias, therefore, a twofold expression : for silver, the sole legal tender. Lord Cornwallis, at 
the price of the sicca rupee in shillings and the time he established the sicca rupee for the 
pence; for gold, the price of the sovereign in currency of Bengal, also regulated the circu- 
rupees.'* lation of the old gold mohur as a legal tender

In  the Straits settlements, and in the Island for sixteen sicca rupees, “ but that coin was 
of Ceylon, the Spanish dollar is the coin always of a high agio, and never found place 
which circulates most freely. I t  has been in the currency of the country.” Prices were 
shown in the chapters describing these places expressed in rupees. The land settlements 
that the merchants and settlers prefer this by the Marquis of Cornwallis himself were 
coin to the rupee, with which the government regulated in rupees, and the public debt was 
of India desire to supersede it. A t Aden contracted in the same coin. Since the time 
the Austrian dollar circulates. of Akbar gold coin has had a fluctuating

The system of British India weights and value, and was bought and sold at an agio for 
measures is founded upon the principle of presentations and offerings to great men, and 
making the maund, or highest nominal weight, for weddings and religious ceremonies, while 
equal to one hundred English troy pounds, silver was used as the basis of the circulation 
and thirty-five seers equal to seventy-two In  the south of India the gold pagoda circu- 
pounds avoirdupois, thus establishing a simple lated until within the last thirty years. I t  
connection, void of fractions, between the seems to have been alike the desire of the
two English metrical scales and that of India, government and people of India to withdraw 
The unit of the British ponderary system is the gold currency, and substitute silver. In 
called the tola. I t  weighs a hundred and a letter from the government of India to the 
eighty grains English troy weight. From it court of directors, dated the 24th of June, 
upwards are derived the heavy weights, viz., 1835, the following decision is expressed:—• 
the chittaclc, the seer, and m aund :—- “ No gold coin will henceforward be a legal

lbs oz dwts grs tender of payment in any of the territories of
The maund is equal t o ..........  100 0 <?' 0 ' the East India Company; but the gold pieces to
The seer „   2 6 0 0 be hereafter coined will circulate at whatever
The chittack „   3. 17 13 0 rate of value relatively to the legal silver cur-
The tola „ ........... 1 121 rency of the country they may bear to cur-
The weights used by goldsmiths and rency. The governor-general in council will 

jewellers are smaller—such as the masha, from time to time fix the rate by proclama- 
which is equivalent to fifteen grains; the tion in the Calcutta Gazette at which they 
cuttee, which is equal to L875; the dhau, shall be received and issued at the public 
which is but one-fourth of a grain. treasuries, in lieu of the legal silver currency

The currency of India is a subject which of of British India. Until further orders, that 
late years has undergone sharp discussion both rate will be as the names of the tokens denote 
in the presidencies and at home. I t  has en- —the gold mohur for fifteen rupees; the five 
gaged the serious attention of the board of rupee piece for five rupees; the ten rupee 
directors, and has obtained perhaps an equally piece for ten rupees; the thirty rupee piece 
earnest consideration from financiers and politi- for thirty rupees.
cal economists. The currency of a country is a I t  was soon seen by the Indian govein- 
subiect as closely connected with government nient that, as these gold coins were not a 
as with commerce, and might be discussed legal tender, their issue at a prescribed rate in 
with equal propriety under either head; but relation to the coin which was a legal tender 
the influence of Indian currency, regarded in was inconsistent and impracticable, and ac~ 
all its conditions, upon the commerce of that cordingly, jn 1841, by proclamation, _ ie 
country is so determinate and important, and public functionaries were authorized to ]'ec^  e 
is so rapidly being developed in new phases, them at the previous rate of fiftee“ ° , ’
that this chapter seems the most proper place “ to be disposed of as might l,° ° . yf
for treating of it. the accountant-general, or the accountant ot

The legal tender in India is silver, and the the presidency. -nnliev
* Capfain Stockier. + Ibid. In  1844 it seems to have been the policy



of the government to encourage the coinage oil the financial machinery. I  cannot hut 
of gold, for a reduction of seignorage from think that too large an aggregate sum is 
two to one per cent, was ordered on gold allowed to he frittered away among too many 
bullion coined in Madras and Bombay. This small treasuries. There is really only one 
rate had existed in Bengal for seven years place where it is of importance to have 
previous. The seignorage on silver coin always a large spare balance, and that is the 
remained at two per cent. general treasury of Calcutta. Of four-fifths

In  1850 the value of gold in relation to of the district treasuries any one may be run 
silver had so sensibly depreciated, and the dry any day without any public inconvenience; 
prospect of a further relative depreciation nevertheless, the greater part of the eight or 
appeared so certain, that the sub-treasurer at nine millions is always lying in these small 
Calcutta made a report upon the subject, treasuries. I t  would require much time, 
This condition of things continued to impress detailed knowledge, and thought, to make an 
the government, and in 1852 notice was effectual and safe alteration of this system in 
given that payment in gold would not be this respect, but I  cannot believe that it is 
received in the public treasury; and that the not to be done.” *
act of 1835, instituting silver as the exclusive The impossibility of rapidly concentrating 
standard of value, would be enforced. specie, from the great bulk and weight of

Objections are taken to silver as the stan- money in silver, constrains the employment 
dard. One of these rests on the desirable- of a large number of the military in conduct- 
ness, if not the necessity, of having the same ing and guarding treasure. The testimony 
legal tender as in the country whose supre- of Sir Charles Napier as to the injury thus 
rnacy gives law to India. Another is founded sustained to the public service is im portant:— 
on the cumbrous nature of an exclusive silver “ Treasure ought to be guarded by the bir- 
currency creating extensive inconvenience to kendauses and chujpprassees, but regular troops 
the government, which is obliged to hold are employed by regiments, wings, detach- 
larger balances than would, it is alleged, be ments, and their marches are usually in the 
necessary with a more available currency, hottest season of the year and to great clis- 
I t is an established rule in India to have a tances. Sometimes they are two or three 
balance of eight millions, and it is generally months under European officers, often young, 
half as much more. In  1855, when the public inexperienced, and unable, from the heat, to 
works loan was _ contracted, there was a exert themselves. The duty is, therefore, 
balance held of eight millions, but the loan done according to their bodily strength, the 
was resorted to because there was not enough general relaxation of discipline in the army, 
in the Calcutta treasury for even an expen- and particular state of it in each regiment, 
diture^ of two months. I t  is replied to this and always such fatigue is incurred in guard- 
objection, and with reason, that the area of ing treasure in the hot season as to oppress 
territory is so vast, and the means of transit natives as well as Europeans, officers and 
so imperfect over a large portion of that area, sepoys. These treasure guards resemble the 
that it would be difficult in emergencies to Cape patrols against Caffres as to fatigue; 
make either gold or silver available to a large but the patrols are made in the finest climate 
amount at any given place. The troops being in the world, whereas the Indian treasure 
quartered in garrisons so numerous and re- guards march in floods of heat, and exposed 
mote, and the various centres of government to deadly fevers. The patrol soldiers are 
being so widespread, it is necessary that cheered by a glory which their devotion, cou- 
treasuries be maintained in numerous places rage, and endurance merit. The poor treasure 
far away from the seat of the supreme go- guard sepoy has no glory, no moral support 
vernment. An experienced public officer, under suffering; he falls under fatigue, the 
well known in India ami in England, thus sun, and fever, unheeded, unheard of, a victim 
expressed himself on this subject:—“ Al- to duties not military. Between the 1st of 
though I  entirely agree in the opinion that January and the 31st of October of the fol- 
under the present system a cash balance of lowing year 25,716 infantry and 3364 cavalry 
upwards of eight crores has been proved to —total, 29,080 soldiers—were furnished for 
be insufficient, I  am still of opinion that under treasure escorts alone, exclusive of all other 
a different system that amount would be an civil duties. Moreover, on nine occasions 
ample working capital wherewith to admin- detachments, in two instances of whole regi- 
ister the government in ordinary times. Eight ments, are not included, because, from acci- 
or nine millions of money, of which not a dents, their numbers are not in my posses- 
farthing is available wherewith to answer an sion. Even this falls short of the truth, 
unexpected demand, seems to me an enor- ,  „■ , . , ,  T t. ^ „
mous sum to be required merely as it were to Loan, Parliamentary Paper 280, Session 1855.



During part of that time the general relief of the property of the public and private creditor, 
corps was going on, and treasure was fre- and the covenanted servants of the govern- 
quently sent with relieving regiments not ment, would be confiscated. This argument 
included above. From twenty to thirty thou- has undoubtedly weighed both with the go- 
sand men are, therefore, annually employed vernment of India, the directors, and British 
on this one branch of civil duty, for long cabinets.
periods and to great distances. Such are the The alteration of the legal tender from 
severe trials of the Bengal army, injurious to silver to gold, while the tendency in their 
its discipline, heart-breaking to its best offi- relative value continues to be what it is,
cers, who are devoted to the service.” * would create a revolution of prices in India

It is affirmed by the objectors to a silver of a serious nature. Where gold is the 
currency that the inconvenience experienced standard, its increasing quantities have raised 
by the government is shared by the com- the relative value of all other commodities as 
mercial community, and is felt by the whole well as of silver, but this change has not taken 
population of India. I t  is necessary for the place in India, because the standard was not 
merchants and bankers to employ a numerous gold. On the contrary, the increased value 
class of persons to convey remittances. They of silver tends to lower prices, but the effect 
carry about a thousand rupees (£100) each as yet is not appreciable to any great degree, 
upon their persons, so that ten men are because the influx of silver has been equal 
engaged in the service of remitting £1000! to the demand. If  gold be made a legal 
The same burden in sovereigns for each man tender, the result must be the same in India 
would amount in value to £1600. The as in England—all other things being equal 
Thugs, Dacoits, and other robbers, are expert —an upward tendency in prices, 
in lying in wait for treasure-bearers. In  reply From these considerations it is obvious that 
to these objections it is urged that there if such a change be made in India at all, it 
cannot be two legal tenders, one of gold and must be wrought out with care, with a scru- 
one of silver ; and that so small are the pay- pulous regard to vested interests, and so as to 
ments made to the sepoys and among the disturb as little as possible the commerce and 
people to one another, that a currency such economy of the country, 
as exists would alone be adapted to the wants Closely connected with the question of the 
of the country. I t  is also maintained that existence of silver as the legal tender ot 
notwithstanding such inconveniences as may India, is the subject of the importation of
be supposed or proved to exist, the people silver into that country. In the vulgar par-
and the government find the advantages of lance of mercantile affairs the balance of 
the actual currency more than a counter- trade is in favour of India. According to 
balance. I t  is affirmed by the advocates of the principles of political economy there can 
the rupee standard that even now, for the first of course, be no balance of trade in favour ot 
time, if provision were to be made for the any country. The precious metals aie corn- 
currency of such a country, the silver standard modities to be received or exported as other 
would be the better; but that having existed articles of commerce. India receives silver 
for so long a period, and thoroughly meeting because she prefers that return for her ex- 
the wishes and necessities of the people at ports, either from necessity or taste, i t  any 
large, any attempt to abolish the silver for a other article becomes more valued, she will, 
cold currency would be unnecessary and as a matter of ordinary traffic, export hei sil- 
empirical. ' ver to obtain it, if she do not possess some

A  more important argument against making other articles more in request by her cus- 
gold a legal tender, is founded on the fact tomers, and which she prefers to part with, 
that the public debt, and all public salaries China receives silver for her tea from Europe, 
and engagements, have been contracted for on but she readily parts with it again for opium 
the basis of a legal tender of silver. Gold is, to India. Both nations ^  m t k n  W -  
in relation to silver, steadily sinking in value; mg, a common and determinate la v, which 
the average yield of the silver mines of the must operate upon their relations with others 
world is about eight millions per year, and according to mutual necessities and means of 
the supply, if not stationary, increases slowly, supply. India is not rich m go c an si , 
whereas the supply of gold has increased and in all ages she has placed a high value 
greatly. Silver is, therefore, more valuable upon them. Accordingly, she lias ai wA5 
now in relation to gold than when the public been an importer to a large extent so j l i ^  
rlebt was incurred and the engagements of Plmy called hei the sink of 1
the country based on the silver standard, were metals.” The eagerness of * e  na ives ‘ 
W e d  By the amount of this difference these

* Indian Misgovernment, fourth edition, p. 233. ments, and tl e o ;



which they require among the productions of source of the absorption of silver. The ex- 
other countries, will account for this con- pectation so widely entertained of a coming 
tinued importation. That it has now reached convulsion, increased this habit during the 
a vast magnitude, is evident from an ex- last few years, and will partly account for 
amination of existing documents. Colonel the little influence upon prices, and upon the 
Sykes, M.P., a distinguished member of the circulation which these large imports created, 
committee in Leadenhall Street, and formerly The political causes which have operated 
its chairman, has given very particular atten- have aided the social influences already in 
tion to the matter.* According to this autho- existence. As compared with that of native 
rity, India imported in the eight years ending governments, the system of the East India 
30th of April, 1842, bullion to the amount of Company occasions the necessity of a far 
fifteen millions sterling. ' According to another more extended currency. Under the former 
authority,-j- the bullion imported during the the troops were to a certain extent paid in 
seven years ending 30th of April, 1849, was kind, and in a great degree supported on the 
sixteen millions. Colonel Sykes affirms that lands of those to whom they owed a feudal 
during the five years ending the 30th of April, service of arms. The company pays all its 
1854, the bullion imported reached the value servants in cash. The creation of a public 
of nineteen millions. In 1855-6 she re- debt, the interest of which has to be paid in 
ceived from Great Britain and the Mediter- coin, creates another demand. The remission 
ranean ports alone £9,340,664, all of which, of several millions sterling per annum from 
except £37,148, was in silver. In 1857 she India to the home government of necessity 
received from the same places £226,750 in creates a demand for coin to meet the drain, 
gold, and £13,246,684 in silver. Besides although this tribute is paid in produce. The 
these immense imports in those latter years, power of these governmental operations may 
she received also a considerable amount from be gathered from the chapters on revenue 
China. The total export of silver to India already before the reader, and from the fol- 
and China in 1857, was twenty millions lowing general glance:—The receipts of the 
sterling, the demand of China being nearly home treasury of the East India Company 
equal to that of India. This large amount is from the 1st of January to the 30th of April, 
more than double the produce of silver for 1858, are estimated at £5,156,023, and the 
that year from all the mines where it is ob- disbursements at £4,296,065, leaving a balance 
tained. The silver received in India has been in favour of £859,958. The disbursements 
chiefly in coin, yet this vast increase to the for the year ending the 30th of April, 1859, 
currency has not in any appreciable manner are estimated at £11,186,026, being—for 
affected prices. Indian railways, £2,511,093; payments to

Independent of the natural operation of government, £1,474,711; annuities, &c., pay - 
the laws of political economy already referred able in England, £1,403,480; stores and trans- 
to, there have been social and political influ- port, 1,099,442; loan from the Bank of Eng- 
ences at work in India which caused the ab- land, repayable on the 1st of October next, 
sorption of such vast sums. The love of orna- £1,000,000; minimum amount required to 
ments—of the precious metals—has always be held in cash, £1,000,000; dividends and 
operated in that direction, but more so in interest, £980,000; bonds notified for dis- 
seasons of insecurity. There can be no doubt charge,£653,900; general charges, £595,800; 
that a large portion of the people of India, as amount repayable to security fund, £315,000 ; 
well as the whole Bengal army, expected for and bills of exchange and homeward,' &c.’ 
some years a revolt on a vast scale against £152,600. To meet these disbursements there 
British ascendancy. This led to an increase will be available £2,500,000 from Indian rail- 
in the use of bracelets, anklets, earrings, neck- way companies, £120,000 from government 
laces, and waistbands of silver, as it was be- for supplies, a like sum from bills of exchange 
lieved to be the safest mode in which treasure on India, and the estimated balance in band, 
could be preserved. _ amounting in all to £3,599,958, and leaving

The habit of secret hoarding grows upon a a deficiency of £7,586,068.* 
people whose lot is insecure, and remains long Independent of the action of government 
after the peculiar circumstances which led to in reference to cash payments, the funded 
it have passed away; this has been another debt, and the home tribute, there was another 

The External Commerce of British India. By cause in the m o d u s  OpeTCtndi in collecting

the,k ’u’ ” ™ T- Thi' — * ° !Journal.) reprinted Horn then as sh o w n  o n  a  fo rm er  p a g e ,  w a s  tr a n sm it te d

_ t  Tables of imports and exports for the three pre- r̂om native princes, but they very gene- 
sideneies, in the Appendix to the Commons’ Reports on rally received payment in kind, whereas the 
Indian Affairs for 1852, p. 841. ■ * The Times’ city article, January, 1858.



British insisted upon payment in cash. This order to find money to supply their consti- 
was the secret of the sufferings of the ryots, tuents with, to seek more distant markets for 
although so lightly taxed. In  the settlement the disposal of the produce left upon their 
of the Punjaub Sir Henry Lawrence found hands in liquidation of advances previously 
the desire for payments in kind one of the made by them to the ryots. This awakened 
chief obstructions to the progress of his salu- a spirit of greater enterprize and activity 
tary measures. The motive was the same among the commercial classes, which was 
as actuated the ryots in India to urge the gradually communicated to the ryots, and laid 
same request—viz., the fact of cash payments the germ of that active foreign trade which 
lowering prices. This wTas invariably the now advances with gigantic strides, and hae 
first effect produced by insisting upon the already penetrated into the remotest recesses 
payment of the land revenue in rupees. The of the interior. This collateral benefit con- 
Bombay Quarterly Review places the subject ferred by the British plan of administration, 
in this lig h t:—“ An all-important step in has fairly set free the dormant energies of the 
Anglo-Indian administration was to collect people.”
the land-tax in money instead of realizing it The influx of silver will raise the price of 
in kind, according to the practice which had gold and of all other commodities in India, 
virtually, if not nominally, obtained to a great eventually necessitating the exportation of 
extent under native rule. The immediate the surplus silver, unless the discovery of 
and inevitable consequence of this general new mines elsewhere greatly increase the 
enforcement of money assessments was, that quantity. The efforts of France and the 
the amount of coin previously circulating, and United States of America to displace their 
sufficient for the adjustment of the limited silver currency by gold, set free an amount 
transactions connected with revenue and of the former which sustained the large Eu- 
connnerce under the native system, proved ropean exports to the East. Other countries, 
quite inadequate for the settlement, without following the example of these nations, will 
a derangement of prices, of the greatly en- set free a further amount of silver, which will 
larged transactions resulting from the British inevitably flow in the same direction. But 
system. Under the native system the sale when the railways are completed in India, 
for cash of a small part of the agricultural and the commerce of different parts of her 
produce of a district sufficed to provide for territory with one another is developed, and 
all its liabilities connected with taxation and of all India with other portions of the East, a 
commerce. Under the British system, on the natural reaction will gradually take place, 
contrary, twice, or perhaps three times, the I t  has been remarked that the influx of 
quantity of produce had to be so sold in order silver to India came to a considerable extent 
to provide for the same objects, owing to the through China, in consequence of the opium 
whole amount of the land-tax being demanded trade between India and that country. China, 
in coin. But the supply of coin remaining as by her immense exportations of tea and silk, 
before, the effect of this increased demand for and her comparatively small imports of Euro - 
it was* of course to enhance its price. The pean and American productions,^ receives a 
coin in circulation had to perform double or large quantity of silver, and this must be 
treble the work it had accomplished before, taken into account in calculating the relation 
The ryot, requiring more cash to pay his of the Indian demand to the supply of that 
money" assessment, had of course to bring metal. The general trade of China was 
more produce to market, which occasioned a stated in the chapter upon that country. I t  
glut, and brought down prices. And this is here only necessary to show the present 
state of things was aggravated by the demand prospects of the grand staple of Chinese ex- 
for grain and forage in the country markets port, tea, which is chiefly exchanged for 
beiim less than before, owing to the disband- silver, to enable the reader to form some 
iim of the irregular force which had been judgment upon the subject. On another page 
kept up bv the native jagheerdars and other the opium export to China from India, which 
functionaries of the former government, and is chiefly given in return for silver, will ffir- 
to the increased production due to an exten- nish additional data for general conclusions, 
sion of cultivation by means of these disbanded The following account of the character of the 
levies. Prices fell more and more, until in tea trade with China during the year le 5 t, 
manv cases our collectors found it to be wholly from the trade circular of an eminent house 
imnossible to collect the full land assessment, in the city, furnishes the fullest and most re- 
and large remissions had to be annually made, cent information for the present purpose :
The vfllage grain merchants, who are also “ The course of the tea market during the 
the village bankers, deprived of a sufficient past year has been checkered the range o 
market aftheff own doors, were compelled, in fluctuation fully 20 per cent.; while the result



shows an average advance of about 10 per usual three months terms undei Is. pel 
cent, upon most descriptions of black, and a pound. On receipt of the telegraphic ne^s 
fall of from 15 to 20 per cent, on some classes of the expected attack on Canton a slightly 
of green. I t  opened under considerable ex- revived demand took place, and during the 
citement, and large speculative business en- last two days of the year transactions were 
sued at enhancing prices, stimulated by the reported at Is. 0|dl. and Is. 0-j<L pel pound 
news of the burning of the foreign factories for common congou. The imports into the 
at Canton, and the prospect of the partial United Kingdom have been 61,000,000 lbs., 
stoppage of exports. Shortly after the whole against 87,741,000 lbs. in 1856. The de
trade was disarranged, and almost paralyzed, liveries for home consumption have been 
by the sudden proposition to put the duty at 69,000,000 lbs.,_ against 63,000,000 lbs. m 
a higher point than bad been previously fixed 1856. The deliveries for exportation have 
by law; and, although this matter was subse- been 9,000,000 lbs. against 6,241,000 lb. in 
quently compromised at Is. 5(7. per pound, the 1856. dhe stock remaining on the olst 
previous tone of the market was not recovered, of December was <1,000,000 lbs., against 
and considerable sales were made at a mate- 88,000,000 lbs. in 1856. 
rial decline. On the new duties coming into “ The imports have fallen oif no less than 
full operation, and the deliveries being tound 26,750,000 lbs. as compared with last yeai, 
to be so much larger than was expected (the being about 15,750,000 lbs. short of the 
duty payments in one month having been on average of the previous five years. The de
fifteen millions of pounds), all parties showed liveries show a total surplus of 8,(50,000 lbs. 
increased confidence, and this was greatly over last year, and about 9,500,000 lbs. 
strengthened by the confirmation of the ex- beyond the average of the five previous years, 
pected large falling off of the supplies for the Of the excess, 6,000,000 lbs. was in the 
season of 1856-7, proving ultimately to be quantity taken for home consumption, and 
no less than twenty-seven millions. A de- 2,750,000 lbs. in the exports, chiefly to the 
rnand having, simultaneously sprung up for United States. The present stock, although 
export to the United States for both black 17,000,000 lbs. less than at the end of 1856, 
and green, a large amount of business was is still nearly equal to eleven months’ re 
done at an advance of from 1 |d. to 2d. per quirement at this year’s rate of delivery, and 
pound. 5,000,000 lbs. beyond the average of the

“ During the next four months the fluctu- preceding five years.” 
ations were unimportant, but prices were on Imports by India and China of European 
the whole well sustained, the departure of goods increase, but they are small compared 
Lord Elgin from China to India aiding specu- with the exports of eastern produce. China 
lation. The highest general range was, howr- indeed is a large importer from India, but that 
ever, now attained, for, although the account circumstance is chiefly due to the passion for 
of the first crop of Kisows was confirmed, and opium. England does not find such a market 
most extravagant prices were being paid for her manufactures in the East, as her vast 
in China for the new teas, under the idea imports thence would justify her in expecting, 
that this would be another year of short From Great Britain and Ireland the exports 
supply, and that prices must consequently to Australia are nearly as great as those to 
advance at home, the report of continued the East Indies. During the year 1857, they 
shipments led to a decline here. In October were—to Australia, £11,626,146 ; to the East 
came the American crisis, and eventually a Indies only £11,648,341. This state of 
fall of 1 \d . to 2d. per pound on black, and 3d. things admits of explanation. A writer who 
to 4d. per pound on several sorts of green paid attention especially to the condition of 
was submitted to. From this there was no the presidency of Bombay says:—“ Not only 
recovery; and as the money pressure became the principal towns and cities, but many of 
more and more severe, so prices further gave the larger description of villages are abun- 
way (although the principal importers held dantly supplied with European manufactures 
their stocks altogether off the market), as of every sort, such as the natives require, 
the necessities of parties (chiefly speculators) They are provided with these by a race of 
compelled them to realize. Subsequently a men who purchase the commodities at Bom- 
gradual restoration of confidence resulted, bay, and retail them all over the Deccan. 
Meanwhile, general business was almost sus- The articles generally consist of woollens, 
pended; the tea trade suffered less than many English chintzes, knives, scissors, razors, 
others, but common congou gradually drooped spectacles, looking-glasses, small prints, and 
until sales Avere made for cash at l id .,  and different sorts of hardware: but the great 
ordinary was unsaleable at 10<7. per pound, mass of the people have not the means, if 
There Avere, however, no sellers of sound on they had the inclination, to purchase any



considerable quantity of European goods, pose a native prince and nobility—sucli as 
Any surplus that remains after the immediate Bajirao and the Mahratta sirdars—were to 
supply of their necessities is always expended suddenly change their tastes and habits, to 
in their festivals, marriages, and religious dismiss the swarms of Brahmins hanging about 
ceremonies.” When it is alleged that not them, and the sowars, peons, ghorawallas, 
only the principal towns and cities, but also and troops of idle servants, to whose mainten- 
the villages, are abundantly supplied with ance their revenues had hitherto been de- 
European manufactures, it is not intended to voted, to keep but few horses, and these 
say that any very great importation of such purchased from the Persian Gulf instead of 
articles is made; but merely that the limited from the valley of the Bheemthurry, and to 
wants of the people are met, that there is no spend, as we do, the revenues which sup- 
difficulty in the way of their obtaining such ported all these dependents in every variety 
articles either from their inaccessibleness, or of foreign luxury. The first effect, evidently, 
the want of means of conveyance to remote must be great misery to the classes thus de- 
districts. I t  is admitted that the power of the prived of their accustomed means of living ; 
natives to purchase is small, and that a taste the second, that the money no longer finding 
for European articles is not yet formed among its way through these to the grain and other 
the masses, however it may partially exist provision dealers, and through them to the 
among the natives of rank. Yet while the producers, these latter will not have it to 
exports of India have been increasing out of return to their rulers as revenue—there will 
all proportion to the imports, Mr. II. Green, be a general inability to pay the former rates 
the professor of literature at Poonalr College, for land, and every symptom of poverty and 
in his work on the Deccan ryots, represents distress. In the meantime, the foreign luxuries 
the grand want of India to be increased ex- m question being at first paid for in silver, 
port, and the chief source of impoverishment, the drain of this from the province will have 
the importation of foreign commodities. His produced falling prices. When these have 
words are :—“ The great desiderata are—more fallen low enough to make it profitable to 
varieties of industry, and, above all things, export the rude produce of the country, the 
more eligible and more abundant exports, drain will stop, and the foreign goods be 
Under our rule an unheard-of portion of the henceforth paid for by these greatly dete- 
revenue of the country is spent for foreign riorated products.”
commodities. A  governor, a member of That the improvement of India will keep
council, a judge, or a collector, does not, as pace with her importation of useful foreign 
a native rajah or jagheerdar would, spend his commodities in exchange for her own produc- 
income on crowds of retainers and hangers tions is so obvious to all who are acquainted 
on of all kinds, creating a large demand for with the principles of political economy, that 
bajree, jowaree, ghee, and ghoor—he requires it is surprising to find men of note regarding 
Long-Acre carriages, Arabian horses, French her imports of the produce of other lands a 
and Spanish wines, Parisian and London disadvantage, and her exports for specie as 
millinery, and a long list of foreign etceteras, her real profit. The lessons of a distinguished 
The rich native also now imitates him in political economist might be studied by this 
almost all these things, and even the com- class of the friends of Indian progress with 
paratively poor one expends whatever re- advantage:—“ 1 he commerce of one countiy 
venue he may have, beyond what is just with another is, in fact, merely an extension 
sufficient to supply him ■with necessaries, in of that division of labour by which so many 
English cloth and copper, and China silver benefits are conferred upon the human race, 
and silk. This intense demand for foreign As the same country is rendered the nchei 
commodities renders it of vital importance by the trade of one province with another so 
that the exports which are to pay for them— its labour becomes thus infinitely more divided 
and to provide also, if we are considering the and more productive than it could otherwise 
case of all India, for the large tribute which have been; and as the mutual supply to one 
in various shapes we exact, but of which the another of all the accommodations which one 
Deccan probably pays no portion whatever— province has and the other wants multiplies 
should be such as are in their turn greatly in the accommodation of the whole, thei coun
demand among foreigners, and contain con- try becomes thus, m a wondeiful degre , 
X . b l e v . 1 ™  in small bulk, „  . .  to be opulent ami happy. The sam eb earttM  
easily and cheaply transported. Our rule tram of consequences is observable in the 
will lie lio-ht or heavy in India, almost in world at large—that great empne^
'  i l t  p ^ p o rtto l to «hye facility or the diffi. the different kingdoms ^  “ a ?

cnlty which the country has in creating a be.regarded as the p r o ™  In 
demand abroad for its products. Let us sup- mficent empire, too, one province
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able to the production of one species of would be difficult in describing the produce 
accommodation, and another province to an- of India, which constitutes her exports, to 
other. By their mutual intercourse they are distinguish very minutely Between what has 
enabled to sort and distribute their labour as been grown and manufactured within the 
most peculiarly suits the genius of each par- Vast continent, and what has been conveyed 
ticular spot. The labour of the human race thither from the Malayan peninsula, the 
thus becomes much' more productive, and islands of the Eastern Archipelago, China, 
every species of accommodation is afforded in Persia, &c., for the purpose of being re- 
much greater abundance. The same number shipped. An enumeration alone can be 
of labourers whose efforts might have been given of the articles which are brought to 
expended in producing a very insignificant England and carried to other lands, leaving 
quantity of home-made luxuries may thus, in to persons interested in such inquiries to dis- 
Great Britain, produce a quantity of articles tinguish Between the absolute offspring of the 
for exportation, accommodated to the wants soil of India, and the goods of which her ports 
of other places, and peculiarly suited to the have temporarily become the emporia. Ac- 
genius of Britain to furnish, which will pur- cording, then, to the returns to which access 
chase for her an accumulation of the luxuries has been obtained, the grand exports from 
of every quarter of the globe.” * India consist of indigo, sugar, cotton, salt-

The articles now chiefly imported by India petre, opium, silk, rice, pepper, betel-nuts., 
are those which are rendered necessary or coffee, teak-timber, tobacco, drugs, dye-stuffs, 
desirable by the presence of her conquerors; sugar-candy, cocoa-nut oil, cochineal, coir, 
hsit the Wealthy natives also consume many wax, ginger, cowries (shells), shawls, tama- 
European products. The industrial population rinds, talc, chillies : all these are undoubtedly 
of India use little of the foreign articles which the produce of India proper. Of the follow- 
are set down upon her shores. The following ing very many may be from India, but the 
account of her imports by Stocqueler gives too most part are yielded by the islands and 
glowing a picture of what, nevertheless, is sub- coasts in her vicinity, and the empire of 
stantially true :—“ The imports of India com- China :—Tea, ivory, lac, gold and silver fila- 
prise every single product of Europe that can gree - work, cornelians, ghee, grain, oils, 
be calculated to improve the comfort or pro- putchock, seeds, soap, horses, sarda, cassia" 
mote the luxury of man in a civilized state, turmeric, ambergris, Colombo root, elephants’ 
The raw cotton received from her is returned, teeth, fish maws, sandal-wood, zedoary, coarse 
after it has passed through the looms of piece goods, nankeen, dried fruits, tortoise- 
Manchester, Preston, and Paisley, in millions shell, cinnamon, arrack, areka-nuts, wild 

• of yards. Hundreds of ships from England, honey, precious stones, copperas, pearls, car- 
tlie Clyde, from France, and the United pets, dholl, flax, hemp, hides, horns, black 
States, visit her ports annually, laden with salt, copper, tin, lead, wood-oil, earth-oil, 
hardware and cutlery, with wines, ales, hams, dammer, silver, naptha, birds’ nests, timber’ 
cheeses, woollens, rich glass manufactures, rattans, gold-dust, camphor, gum benjamin’ 
books, bronze articles, steam-engines, print- argus’ feathers, kajiput oil, cloves, nutmegs’ 
mg-presses, varieties of iron and brass ma- brimstone, birds of paradise, gum copal, civet’ 
chines,„ PaPei'» hats, carriages, _ horses, furni- salt, rose-water, ottar of roses, sapan-wood’ 
ture—in short, every production of nature, tutenague, shrimp caviar, cones, dragons’ 
every offspring of the handiwork of man, ex- blood, borax, and a multitude of ’drugs’ and 
cepting such articles as are only adapted to cotton piece goods of rude manufacture.” 
the -severest frosty regions, are carried to To state the exact quantities of all" these 
India. The carrying trade between Europe different articles imported into Great Britain 
and India is conducted in vessels of all dimen- and Ireland "would be scarcely possible or 
sions, from three to fifteen hundred tons, necessary. A return moved for by Mr. Greo-- 
Ihe steamers which ply round the Cape, and son, M.P., shows that there were imported in 
between the Red Sea and India, carry but a 1856 from places within the limits of the 
small amount of cargo.” The aggregate value East India Company’s charter and other parts 
ot tins commerce, thus described with so much (among other articles)— 512,330 lbs. of aloes 
warmth, is, so far as exports from the British 4651 cwt. of borax'(refined), 4505cwt of 
isles are concerned, not much larger than camphor (unrefined), 7,840,702 canes or ra t- 
that taken by some of our thinly peopled tans, 19,035 cwt. of cowries, 56 257 lbs of 
colonies inhabited by our own race. cubebs, 9266 cwt. of elephants’ teeth, 1288 of

Xhe exports of India are indeed surprising gum asafcetida, 70,870 cwt. of gum Arabic 
m their variety, and vast in value. The 14,766 of gum shellac, and 10,975 of lac dye’- 
writer last quoted thus describes them “ I t  15,557 cwt. of gutta percha, 1,502,626 cwt. of 

* John Stuart Mill. raw hemp, 653,156 cwt. of raw hides, and



3,238,116lbs. of tanned hides; 30,093 cwt. of Romals, and taffeties, 4G39 Gallons of rum 
castor oil, 192,424 lbs. of rhubarb, 32.694 1,083,118 cwt. of unrefined sugar and 
quarters of rough rice, and 3,692,001 cwt. of 859,543 lbs. of tea. A large quantity of 
ncc (not rough or in husk); 8013 cwt. of saf- wool was imported, but none of it appears to 
flower, 1 ,>7,068 cw t. of sago, 38 1 ,639 Cwt. of have been entered for home consumption 
saltpetre, 1,180,180 quarters of flax and lin- although free of duty. The value of the 
seed, 264,920 quarters of rape-seed, and above exports from England to India is not 
426,183lbs. of senna; 9,398,911 lbs. of raw given. To China last year were exported 
silk, 601,461 pieces of corahs, choppas, ban- British produce and manufactured goods to 
danas, Tussore cloths, Romals, and taffeties, the value of £2,450,307, against £2,210,123 
34,460 lbs. of China crape shawls, scarfs, and in 1856, £1,277,944 in 1855, and £ l ’,000’,716 
handkerchiefs, 20,337 yards of China damask, in 1854. More than one moiety, amounting 
and 1.8,622 pieces of Pongee handkerchiefs ; to £1,573,828, was composed of cotton goods, 
1,408,021 lbs. of cassia lignea, 119,270 lbs. while woollens figured for £285,852, cotton 
of cassia buds, 781,231 lbs. of cinnamon, yarn for £158,081, and lead and shot for 
1,502,315 lbs. of cloves, 14,035cwt. of ginger, £92,623. The articles imported- from China 
18,112 lbs. of mace, 462,600 lbs. of nutmegs, to this country in 1857, and entered for actual 
10,810,398 lbs. of pepper, G9,282 cwt. of block consumption in the United Kingdom, included 
tin, 12,761 cwt. of unbleached beeswax, and 82,491 lbs. of ginger, 3514 pieces of bandanas 
21,620 loads of teak-wood. and other silk handkerchiefs, 67,071,187 lbs.

The year 1857, notwithstanding the war of tea (increased from 57,621,231 lbs. in 
in China and the revolt in India, afforded 1853).
many indications of the vast expansion our The number of British ships that entered 
oriental commerce is destined to receive, inwards (India and China) in 1857 amounted, 
Accounts moved for by Mr. Gregson, M.P., respectively, to 696 and 88, and the number 
and published by command of the Honourable of foreign vessels (India and China) to 72 and 
the House of Commons, show that the de- 14. A t the same time 728 British and 289 
dared value of the British and Irish produce foreign vessels cleared outwards (India), and 
and manufactures exported from the United 122 English and 79 foreign vessels (China). 
Kingdom to the East India Company’s terri- Such of the readers of this work as reside 
tories and Ceylon in the year 1857 amounted in London, or resort to it, and desire to have 
to, in all, £13,080,662, against £11,807,439, a good general idea of the commerce of India, 
£10,927,694, £10,025,969, and £8,185,695, should visit the new museum at the East India 
in the preceding years 1856, 1855, 1854, and House. There specimens of the natural pro- 
1853. The exports of home produce to India ductions and manufactures of India are ar- • 
last year included £208,288 worth of apparel, ranged in a manner to afford instruction even 
slops, and haberdashery ; £337,504 of arms to the mere casual observer; to the merchant, 
and ammunition; £267,733 of ale and beer; the statesman, the man of science, and the 
£591,183 of brass and copper goods; £171,519 historian, the collection must afford important 
of coals, A c.; £5,786,471 of cotton manufac- information and profound pleasure. This 
tures, and £1,147,379 of cotton y a rn ; for wonderful collection had its origin in the 
hardwares and cutlery, £218,878; for iron Great Exhibition in Hyde Park in 1851, 
and steel, £1,736,440; £100,401 worth of when the East Indian collection arrested the 
linen manufactures and yarn; £558,954 of attention of every visitor by its sumptuous 
machinery and millwork ; £160,837 of sta- riches and variety. The idea of a permanent 
tionery; and £552,767 of Avoollen manufac- collection arose from the deep interest which 
tures and yarn. Umbrellas and parasols, so the public showed in the East Indian depart- 
necessary in an Indian climate, figure for ment of the Crystal Palace of 1851. The 
£69,320 only, and silk goods for £10,374 Indian compartment in that edifice was super- 
onjy ’ intended by Dr. Forbes Royle, wrhose labours

The articles imported into the United for the welfare of British India have been so 
Kingdom from India and China in 1857, and persevering and intelligent, especially in re- 
actually entered for home consumption, in- ference to the cultivation of cotton and other 
eluded 35 965 lbs. of cinnamon, 166,981 lbs. fibres applicable to manufactures, 
of cloves 24,740,162 lbs. of coffee, 31,178 The first apartment in the new museum is 
quarters of wheat, 5300 cwt. of raw ginger, “ the model room,” the collections in which 
162 440 lbs. of nutmegs, 3,200,956 lbs. of illustrate the social and industrial life of India, 
pepper 1 356 410 cwt. of rice (not rough nor Specimens of agricultural instruments, manu- 
in husk) ’and 16,862 quarters of rough (husk) factoring tools and machinery, are suggestive 
rice 129 211 cwt. of sago, 90,136 pieces of of the way in which produce is cultivated and 
bandanas,’ corahs, choppas, Tussore cloths, gathered to the markets for exchange. The



model room is, however, more connected with length of solid gold wire, and only when ex- 
the social life of India, presenting miniature amined in the hand does its perfect flexibility 
law courts, dwellings, furniture, sepoy encamp- betray its manner of construction. There are 
ments, &c.; the other apartments are set apart two waistbands, consisting one of eight and 
for industrial objects. The first of these, one of sixteen of these fairy-like chains, which 
which is presented to the visitor’s notice, is appear as bunches of golden thread, and are 
leather; that of Madras, which is wholly fastened with gold clasps, set with emeralds 
manufactured by natives, "is much inferior to and rubies. From various parts of the Bengal 
the Bengal, where the workmen are super- presidency some splendid examples of native 
intended by Europeans. jewelled-work have been obtained, rich with

Paper is another manufacture which draws “ barbaric pomp and gold.” There is a superb 
attention by its variety, and the information necklace of gold set with pearls and emeralds, 
imparted as to the material from which it is a gold bracelet, enamelled on the inner side, 
made, but not from its excellence. The and the outer thickly set with pearls and 
gunny bags, made of jute fibre, in which rice diamonds; a necklace of emeralds, pearls, and 
and other commodities have been packed, are, rubies; a bracelet of three rows of large dia- 
when no longer of use for their original pur- monds, about ninety in number, with a num- 
poses, converted into paper by the natives, and ber of curiously-formed gold and silver spice - 
the process displays some ingenuity. The boxes. If, however, the visitor wishes to 

„ plantain leaf and other vegetable fibres are obtain a fair idea of the extent to which jewels 
also used for this purpose. European paper are worn by oriental princes, he must examine 
is in request for all purposes of importance, the great Runjeet Singh’s portrait, painted by 
and this article is likely to become a valuable a native artist. Runjeet is represented as 
commodity. sitting at his durbar. Round his neck is a

Mat-work, basket-work, and other manufac- string of 280 pearls, said to be, as a necklace 
tures from fibrous materials, although they of jewels of that kind, the largest and most
interest the visitor, are not regarded with valuable in the world. This magnificent
that sense of their importance which they ornament has recently been presented to her 
deserve. On another page the value of the Majesty. His head-dress is a perfect mass of 
fibrous plants of India will be examined, and rubies and emeralds, while on his arms is re- 
the reader furnished with important informa- presented a cluster of armlets of jewels of 
tion on this branch of Indian commerce. apparently immense size and value, one of the

The Indians have been long famous for finest, a noble emerald, being spoilt by having 
metallurgy, and the museum does justice to a hole drilled through it in order to thread
their genius in this respect. Akin in some it on to the band over which it passes. A
degree to that art is jewellery, for which, as curious contrast to these magnificent samples 
shown in the chapter descriptive of Bengal, of oriental jewellery is afforded by the display 
Benares has obtained a reputation “ wide of the rude personal ornaments of the hill 
as the East.” Either alone, or as mountings tribes of Thibet. Here are enormous silver 
and settings for gems, the gold and silver-work chains of great weight, and such strength as to 
of Benares, presented for inspection in the carry heavy arms and accoutrements; with 
museum, is very beautiful, and will probably native charm rings and rough-looking brace- 
create a taste in the West for similar speci- lets, fitted in style and form to be the massive 
mens of oriental art. There are innumerable ornaments of such half-savage tribes. Con- 
specimens of Bengal jewellery, and some from spicuous among these ornaments is a broad 
other provinces, bangles, rings, bracelets, band of scarlet cloth, dotted with curious 
brooches, tassel knots for dresses, hookah rough greenish stones, which look like coarse 
mouthpieces, and many other objects of dis- discoloured qiebbles. They are, however, 
play or luxury. The Trichinopoly filigree- turquoises of the largest size and purest 
work is as light and elegant as that of Malta water, and which, though uncut and unpo
or Genoa. There are some rose-cut chains lislied, are still of considerable value. The 
here which are perfect marvels of the gold- gems are found amid the mountains of Thibet; 
smith s art. So minute is the chasing of, the but the hill tribes, though aware of their being 
pattern of the rose in each link, that, unaided of some value, are unacquainted with the 
by a magnifying power, the eye is unable method of polishing them, and so, in the 
to trace the delicate outline and beauty of rude way we have mentioned, adopt them in 
form.  ̂ There is a companion chain, also from their natural state as personal ornaments. 
Trichinopoly, in which the little links are The massiveness of the solid silver armlets, 
drawn so close together as to be only visible of which many are sometimes worn at once 
on the closest inspection. I t  is difficult at by the Hindoo women, go far to explain the 
first to believe that it is anything but a mere disappearance of such immense amounts of



silver as liave been imported into India and present the neutralized bloom which seems to 
China. cover the whole surface of each article, is a

References have, been made, in the geo- subject which has often engaged the attention 
graphical descriptions given on former pages, of our artists with a view of applying the de- 
to the taste and ingenuity of the natives of corative principles of this ware to similar 
India and China in wood-carving and in- ornamental work in England. Some of these 
laying ; the specimens in the museum will lackered coffers and caskets from Cashmere 
unfold the exquisite workmanship of the and Lahore are of rare beauty, a rose-water 
East in these departments, to many, other- sprinkler from the latter city being especially 
wise, not likely to see it. Carving and in- interesting of its kind.
laying of ivory and metals rank in the same The Indian pottery resembles that of Egypt;
category of works of skill, patience, and taste, some vessels in stone and metal are elegantly, 
and these are also so assorted in their proper and even classically, formed, 
compartments as to enable the beholder to The Bidree-work, which consists in the in
examine them with minute and discriminative laying of silver upon iron surfaces, is worthy 
interest. Probably no carvings from India— close inspection. I t  is applied in the orna- 
not even the ivory-work of Bombay—surpass mentation of cups and vases, 
those in “ pith.” This substance is life- The specimens of arms are curious. I t  is 
rally what its name expresses ; it is taken the custom of the native troopers serving the 
from a certain plant, and is of a most deli- native princes in India to prepare their sharp 
cate white colour. I t  is lighter than cork, swords from the worn-out swords of our 
The substance is useful for common purposes, dragoons. The steel scabbards of our men 
such as the “ pith caps ” furnished to the prevent their weapons from retaining the 
European and native soldiery as a protection proper edge, but the scabbards of the na- 
from the sun ; while the oppressive weight tives tend rather to promote keenness. Long 
of other coverings for the head, which would Rajpoot and short Goorkha weapons, and 
prove effectual against the sun, is avoided. Santal spears, have a place in the exhibi- 
In  this pith the natives execute beautiful tion. The old matchlock, and, what is le- 
figures : temples, shrines, tombs, palaces, are markably strange, the old revolver musket, are 
admirably represented; as are also the dif- to be seen side by side. Long befoi e Colt or 
ferent castes and callings of the native popu- Adams thought of the revolving principle in 
lation. The stone and marble-work is, in firearms, it was used in the Deccan. bir 
some cases admirable, but far behind the ex- David Baird, sixty years ago, obtained at 
edition of our own sculptors. Seringapatam, the specimen now displayed at

Bareilly, Scinde, the Punjaub, and Cashmere, the India-house. The frequenters of the old 
have gained reputation for lacker-work, which museum will remember the beautiful camel 
is produced as an article of much-prized guns; in the new also there is a place pro
taste and commerce in these places, lor the vided for them. .
rest of India. The specimens in the indus- In the department known as the large 
trial rooms at Leadenliall Street are exqui- room ” manufacturers and political economists 
sitely beautiful. The number of articles made will find subjects of interest, and lovers of _ art 
from lac in India is almost unlimited, and they will be no less gratified by taste m c esign. 
are adapted both to domestic and household In the gallery of the large room raw products 
purposes as well as to personal ornament, are set out—not only those usually lmpoi e , 
The lackered ware differs from the lac-work, hut such as have lately been introduced to 
inasmuch as it consists only of a thin coating public notice in India by men of science. On 
of the gum being laid over a wmoden surface, the basement of this great room the articles 
which is subsequently adorned witli the artist’s m.nwf.ctured from these ‘ “
designs. The reputation of Lahore for the arranged. Woven work of r ich Jan e t and 
extreme beauty of its laddered ware stands -  beauty exqui_

S  T ja f a n n e d  ware of China differs sitely delicate, tasteful alike>m 
from that of India in being formed of a sue- design, meet the eje. ih e  woven brocade 
cession of coats of an extremely poisonous and embroidery .are rome
vegetable gum, which exudes from a plant gant and attractive. Ih e  p a te r a  on s 
spontaneously and is as different in its mode of these works are European but the native

colour of the Indian lackered-work are pro- mercial Dictionary labour; ^  Wegtj
I T Z : \ L  allegations of unchanging, or



very slowly changing tastes and talents are ture, he would have found sufficient proof that, 
without foundation. The quotations made within the meaning really attached to such 
by that author to establish a view which assertions, the orientalist of two thousand 
seems rather taken up from the affectation of' years ago was the tyjie of the orientalist of 
originality than from a proof of its soundness, to-day. The mental impression left on these 
do not accomplish the purpose for which they textile fabrics, which are treasured as relics 
are adduced. No writer has ever alleged of the past, is the same as that which is now 
that all oriental minds are cast, as it were, in impressed upon the costly manufactures of 
a mould, and that there is no modification of Hindoostan, and of surrounding nations, 
the thought or feeling of an oriental com- This identity of style between the present 
munity. But what is affirmed is obviously and the past of the Eastern world is not 
true—that the spirit of one age is in the main incompatible with invention and improve- 
the spirit of another; and that however ment, but these are in a wonderful manner 
diversified the circumstances of a people, and still made to express the same cast of thought, 
the events of a nation in the East, their clia- and the same idiosyncrasy of taste. The 
racteristics remain the same, and their habits wings of brilliant beetles are, with extraor- 
and customs retain the ancient type, even dinary ingenuity, introduced into embroidered 
when modified by the most startling revolu- work; this has been a very old practice in 
tions and conquests : like the sea, which China: the notices which have appeared in 
ebbs and flows, is calm and clear as the light the press, of the peculiar effect of this combi- 
it reflects, or is tossed and broken amidst the nation as a novelty, are, therefore, erroneous, 
tumults and gloom of storms, yet it is still the In  the room where the teas of the venerable 
great sea, fathomless alike in calm or conflict— merchants of the East India Company were 
yielding obedience to the same laws, per- periodically put up to auction, some of the 
forming in nature the same functions, and more tasteful executions of Indian ingenuity 
exhibiting evermore, amidst all varieties of are now exhibited; the room itself having 
action, the same characteristics. Many a been, by the skill of Mr. Digby W yatt, trans
tempest of war and passion have broken over formed into an Indian temple. * In  proportion 
the multitudes of the oriental world, many a as the commerce and material progress of 
season of profound agitation—such as hope, India are subjects of interest, the contents of 
triumph, fear, or fanaticism can create—has those rooms will be objects of intelligent 
shaken tribes, kingdoms, and empires, but, study. No books on Indian commerce, and no 
after all, they settle down again into the histories, can convey the vivid impressions or 
sameness, of the past, as the waves of the afford the ample information on this class of 
ocean no longer beaten by the storm. If  subjects, which the inspection of these pro- 
Mr. M'Oulloch had seen the East India Com- ducts of nature and art from our Eastern 
pany’s exhibition of Indian art and manufac- empire imparts.

CHAPTER X XII.

COMMERCE (Continued) : — CHIEF ARTICLES OR IN D IA N  COMMERCE.

H a v in g  stated the general character of the that of cotton. In  a former chapter* cotton 
commerce of British India, it is yet important to was noticed as a production of India, and it 
point attention to particular features of it as was intimated that on a future page the sub- 
deserving especial notice; for amidst the great ject would be more fully treated. The cul- 
vanety of Indian productions suitable to other ture and the commerce are two different 
realms, there are some of predominating im- branches of the Indian cotton question. On 
portance. Several, which have not as yet the pages already referred to the former was 
become objects of general inquiry, are of such noticed both as to its difficulties and advan- 
a, character as to afford hope that their intro- tages. In  consequence of the superiority of 
Auction to distant markets will tend to the the American grown cotton, efforts were put 
advantage of the world, as well as the in- forth by the East India Company to introduce 
ci eased prosperity of the territory in which seeds from the United States, and cultivators 
they are produced. _ _ from that country. This has been done for a

Among all the articles of Indian trade, series of years, and the result of those expe- 
none attracts more attention in England than * chap. i. pp. 18,19.



riments lias been a history of failures. In  j tion as now inhabits it, are taken into account, 
some places the climate was, too moist, in there does not seem the slightest prospect of 
others too d ry ; one class of experiments was India being ever able to compete with that 
made where the soil was too rich, another region in the growth of the peculiar species 
where the soil was too poor : and although in of cotton indigenous to the American soil, 
a few places—as at Surat, and on the Ava Good and clean cotton has, however, been 
coast—success attended the attempts to culti- brought to market from various places in 
vate the American quality, generally they did Ind ia; and it is certain that the species 
not succeed. Dr. Hoyle places the impedi- natural to the Indian soil can be greatly im- 
ments which exist in the climatic conditions proved, and may compete with much of that 
necessary for the American species in the exported to Europe from America, because of 
following lig h t:—“ The great difficulty in the low price at which it can be sold. Al- 
applying irrigation to cotton in India is that though it is short in staple, and not easily 
you have to deal with a plant which has been spun by the machines used for American cot- 
raised in the rainy season, and which noces- ton, yet the natives have for ages made a fine 
sarily has all the habits of one accustomed to thread from it, and wrought from that thread 
moisture both of soil and climate; and yet it fabrics of great beauty. Its durability and 
is one of which you must check the luxuriant strength of fibre surpass those of the American 
growth, if you wish to have a sufficient pro- species. I t  is also noticed for taking delicate 
duction of flowers and fruit. This is done dyes more readily, and for swelling in the 
naturally in most plants by the heat and dry- bleaching, so that fabrics made from it have a 
ness of summer, and in Egypt, where cotton closer texture than those made from American 
is copiously irrigated, by the dryness of the cotton.
climate. But in cultivating American cotton The vast importance to English manufac- 
in India you have a moist weather plant— turers of a large importation of cotton from 
that is, one with short roots and broad leaves— India may he at once understood by the 
o-xposed suddenly to dryness, when, from the diminishing supply of American cotton in 
clearness of the sky and the heat of the sun, proportion to the demand. The consump- 
there must necessarily he copious evaporation, tion of cotton in Great Britain for the past 
The Indian species, which is a moisture-and- five years has not exhibited that steady in
drought-enduring plant, withstands both the crease which many have imagined who have 
suddenness and the violence of the changes, been accustomed to look only at the extension 
hut then it only produces a short-stapled of our export trade, as indicated by the tables, 
woolly cotton.” * Thus, our consumption of cotton, which, in

The Indian cotton plant [Gossypium Indi- 1853, reached 654,274,000lbs., rose in 1856 
cum, and Gossypium herbaceum of different to 819,375,000 lbs., and fell again last year 
botanists) grows over an extensive area of to 735,656,250lbs.; so that our consumption 
country. I t  thrives in hot and comparatively of cotton in 1857 exceeds our consumption in 
temperate regions, in moist soils and dry. 1853 only by 81-,282,250 lbs., while it is less 
The North American species ( Gossypium than that of 1856 by 83,718,750 lbs. But 
Barbadeuse) flourishes in certain low latitudes while this fluctuation is observable in the 
of the United States and in the W est Indies, actual amount of cotton consumed, there lias 
I t  grows in India in various places as an been, for the most part, a steady increase _ in 
exotic, hut it is not suited to the climate of the average cost of the raw material, which 
India,’ which that of no part of America, has risen from £18,365,000, in 1853, to 
north’ or south, resembles. The climates of £26,200,000 in 1856. The total value of 
America hear, in various respects, striking production of thread, yarns, and manufactured 
similitude to those of China. In  South Ame- goods, for the year 1853, is set down at 
rica the species of cotton which flourishes £56,749,300, for 1856 at £61,484,000, and 
indigenously (Gossypium Peruvianum) differs for 1857 at £56,212,909; or, deducting the 
from that which is proper to North America, cost of cotton, &c„ the profits upon the 
■is well as that indigenous to India. In  manufacture may he taken—for 1853, at 
ancient Peruvian tombs cotton wool and £38,384,300; for 1856, at £37,526,000; and 
cotton fabrics have been discovered, showing for 1857, at £30,012,909. _ In other words, 
that the species which grows there is indi- the increase m  the cost price of cotton (the 

1 difference between 6a., 6Ja., and Bel. per lb.)
geW lin  the vast extent of country on the has reduced theprofits on the manufacture in
American continent yet to be brought under G r e a t t h e  ve“ r 1 8 5 ^ ^  compared 
culture, and the enterprise of such a popula- and £8 371,391 in the yeai l ,o r ,  as compaied 

„ „ ,, . T j. nTr T with the year JLooo.
* Culture and Commerce o f  Cotton m India. 1 y . ™ "are naturally entertained of the
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increase of prices in the English market, and, their agricultural operations in this branch, 
in case of war with the United States, of such The jury report contains the following state - 
a failure in the supply of the raw material as ment:—“ There is every reason to anticipate 
would ruin the manufacture. Under these a triumphant future in the cultivation of cotton 
circumstances, Inquiry has been made by the in Algeria. Let' the colonists persevere ; let 
government, the East India Company, and them adopt the use of instruments worked by 
the merchants and manufacturers of Liverpool animals, and every other means to dimmish 
and Manchester as to the prospects of in- the cost of cultivation; let them continue to 
creasing the import from India. Egypt, it is attend minutely to the selection of their seed, 
true, supplies a certain quantity. The French in order to preserve the purity of the qua 1 y, 
settlers at Algiers are sanguine that the and the production will amply remunerate
colony will become extensively cotton pro- them for their trouble. The government, on
ducing; and the famous African traveller, its side, will pursue its task and continue its 
Dr. Livingstone, believes that there are encouragements. Improvements and. useful 
various districts which he has explored suit- experiments will always be the object of its 
able to the growth of the commodity, but as special care; and nothing will be neg ec e 
yet none of these sources can be relied on. to make the cultivation of cotton enter in o 

Concerning the efforts of the French, in the habits of the people. The juiy cone u es 
April, 1858, the Moniteur published a report by recommending that the emperors puze 
made to the emperor by Marshal Vaillant, on of 20,000 f. with the gold medal, sliou i _e
the subject of the cultivation of cotton in awarded to M. Colonna de Cmarca, ioi_ is
Algeria, in which lie communicated the deci- cultivation of cotton at Habra, m the province 
sion come to by the jury appointed to award of Oran, and that honourable mention should 
the annual prize of 20,000 f. given by his be made of other planters who had competed 
majesty, from his privy purse, to the colonist for the prize. I t  is obvious that the blench 
who should make the greatest progress in emperor, alive to the importance of the lattei 
that branch of agriculture. The report begins manufacture to France, has resolved to test 
by stating that the season of 1857 was very thoroughly the capabilities ol his great A Incan 
unfavourable to the cotton grounds, from the colony for the production of the staple. I t  
abundant rains and the lateness of the spring, would be a folly if the government ol India, 
On several points the land prepared for sowing a country where, for three thousand yeais, 
had been torn up by inundations, and in others the people excelled in the manufacture, should 
the growing plants had been washed away, be indifferent, or tardy, or illiberal.
In addition to this, the humidity had caused The grand impediment to the preparation 
fevers, and workmen became very scarce and of cotton in India for exportation to Europe, 
costly. Notwithstanding these unfavourable is the irregularity of the demand. Ih e  
circumstances, the extent of the cotton grounds English manufacturers will not buy Indian 
which escaped those causes of destruction was cotton while they can get American at a price 
not less than in the preceding year. The that will at all remunerate them ; it depends, 
total superfices amounted to 1600 hectares therefore, upon the supply from America 
(2J acres each), divided as follows —Province whether the Indian exports sell remunera- 
of Algiers, 175 hectares; of Constantine, lively at Liverpool. , Of the entire quantity 
522 hectares; and of Oran, 903 hectares, of cotton imported into and manufactured in 
From this it appears that the provinces of the United Kingdom, nearly four-fifths m 
the east and west gained as much as had quantity, and more than^ four-fifths m value, 
been lost in 1857 by that of Algiers, on an average of years, is obtained from the 
where the cultivation of tobacco more and United States. During the five years 1851 
more absorbs ground, capital, and manual to 1855 the proportion of the total quantity 
labour. The report of the jury goes on to was seventy-eight per cent., and during the 
say, that the number of planters among the ten years preceding, from 1811 to 1851, it 
European colonists had not sensibly increased, was eighty-one per cent. The American 
but confidence in future success was unabated, bales containing more cotton than those from 
Considerably more care was evinced by them other countries, the proportion may be taken 
in the selection of their ground for planting, at four-fifths of the whole imported. Ih e  
and constant improvements were being made supply from India has always been most irre- 
in the mode of cultivation, irrigation, &c. gular, being regulated by the price of Ame- 
The number of native planters is stated, by rican cotton far more than by its own quality, 
the report, to be steadily increasing, and last W henever the supply from the United States 
year had reached to six hundred; but there promises to be deficient, or the demand ̂ for 
still remains much to be done, in giving them consumption rapidly increases, raising prices 
instruction in the best mode of carrying on rapidly, Indian cotton arrives to supplement


